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ADVERTISEMENTS
IN FARAT AND FTRF'^TDF

ARE GUARANTEED

Cooer Design

The gentle art of ans^ing will receive

iittentk>ii on the eowr of the next
uumber. It's a true-to-life father and
son picture that will suggest to many
fathers a way to spend an occasional

afternoon.

Special Articles

California's Anti-Alien Land Law
Legislation will be discussed in the

next uumber by a Califomian who
has made it his business to inquire

into the labor and land-ownership
situations on the Pacific Coast. -

When someone asks why alfalfa

belongs on every farm he assumes
that it does belong there. That is the

common idea nowadays. This present

year is witnessing much interest in

alfalfa by those who have not studied

it nor sown it before. The reason for

this interest will be explained in the

next issue.

The HeaJworl^ Shop

As announced on Page 6, the next

prize contest will be on the best uses

for old horseshoes. All contributions

to this contest must be mailed before

July 10th. No manuscripts will be re-

turned ; those found available will be
paid for at Headwork Shop rates.

Poultry

One poultry-raiser thinks Indian
Runners are a "snap" to raise ; an-

other takes just the opposite view.

A part of this discussion will be given

in the July 5th Poultry Department.
The summer problems of the po^iltry-

keeper are difficult ones. The summer
issues of Faem and Fireside will

have much to say that will interest

the men confronting those problems.

Crops and Soils

If you are just beginning to raise al-

falfa you may be in doubt when it

should be cut. Prof. H. J. Waters of

Kansas tells his experience in the

next issue. There will be some prac-

tical facts about the thrashing season

too. The common facts are pretty

well known, but some of the newer
wrinkles that are meeting vrith suc-

cess wiU be discussed this season.

Lioe Stock and Dairy

To make rape serve its purpose re-

quires some planning. It is easy to

grow, but not so easy to feed. Wm.
Dietrich knows about both, and will

briefly mention his experience. Fly-

time suggestions will likewise be

made.

"In Frontenac Cave"

Don't fail to read the first instalment

of this story in the present issue. It

is an adventure story, full of hair-

breadth escapes ; and there is a nice

girl in it too, though she may not have

much to do with the adventures. "In

Frontenac Cave" is by Hayden Car-

ruth, author of "Track's End."
"Track's Fnd" was first printed in

the Youth's Companion, where it at-

tracted much attention ; afterward it

made a very successful book. Those
who have read "In Frontenac Cave"
think it is even better than "Track's
End." Judson Pitcher tells both

stories, and in this the reader will

first meet Captain Archway, Gil Daa- -

phin and the notorious Isaac Liver-

pool, not to mention the million bats

which inhabited the mysterious vaults

of the vast cavern.

Some New Cookery Recipes

Mrs. Jessie V. K. Burchard is a
practical housekeeper who believes

that the work of the farm housewife
should be simplified, particularly in

the preparation of meals. Beginning
with the next number, she will con-

tribute regularly to the Fireside De-
partment, and our readers will find

her recipes practical, easily prepared,

wholesome and perfectly delicious.

Fashions and Needlework

Miss Gould will give us a page of

very practical and good-lookins pat-

terns for the summer-time, and the

needlewoman will find in the article

on Swedish weaving a charming new
way to finish the hems of guest-

towels and other handsome towels.

"Farm advisers," "connty demonstrator.s" and othera

Who Pays teach farming to the farmers are aU the rage now.

the Experts? '^'^ attitude of the working farmei-s of the Katlou to

this new movement ha.s not .\ et been fixed. We are all

a little dazed toy the new dewlopment. We see a cloud of dast down the road,

and when it reaches the front gate we find that It is rai.sed by a regular train

of aiatomoMles loaded'to the guards with experts come to tell us how to grow

alfalfa and the reasons why we should do so. We pay nothing for the well-

Ijaid gentlemen's services. Someone else pa.vs them. Who? Why?
Nobody can complain if there is some dust in our eyes and some dazeduess

in our brains after the whole affair is over and the train of automobiles or

railway cars has passed on to the next farm or railway station. There is too

much dust in the air for clear seeing.

Nobody need wonder, then, at the feelings of a well-known writer who
expresses liim.self thus in one of ova esteemed contemporaries:

The question is asked in a recent issue : "What is the objection to farm
advisers?" I would like to ask, first of all, why these wise and useful (?)

I)eople do not farm on their own account, ajid show by their work what can
be done?

It takes brains, as we all know, to farm successfully these days; but it

takes experience, practical sense and good, hard work, as well. A good many
people prefer to "work" their mouths uistead of bending their backs and
soiling theii' pretty hands. There is a considerable class of men who live in

cities who are land-owners ("farmers"), w^ho make a business of farming the

farmer.
They want fkrm advisers to advise their tenants; and that is what is

creating the "demand" for advisers. These high and mighty landlords and
smart experts ( such as they are ) are of little or no use to the ordinary farmer.
(Which is a fact they wall never fully comprehend nor understand, it is safe

to say.) If we allow the system to continue, slavery will fasten its tendrils

still more firmly about the farmer. There will be nothing left for him but
to do the bidding of the master, who, of course, will think he knows best.

Choose,

Now, this is far too important a matter to decide on any basis of preju-

dice. There are county farm advisers at work this summer in sixty-six

counties of the United States of which the writer has reports—^and there are

no doubt more. So the movement has a big start.

Who is paying the bills? Well, most of these men are

Commercial worting under the joint or separate auspices of the

Interests Help state experiment stations, the United States Depart-

ment of Agricultui-e and certain gi-eat manufacturing,

transportation or financial interests. The splendid demonstration work done

by Dr. Seaman A, Knapp in the South was financed largely by Rockefeller

money. I understand that there is much Rockefeller money available for

similar work in the North.

The International Harvester Company has appropriated a million dollars

to foster the work of furnishing fann advisei-s, and has put Dr. P, G. Holden,

the great corn and alfalfa expert, at the head of its service.

The Crop Improvement Bureau of tJie National CouucU of Grain

Exchanges has another million-dollar fund under the control and general

direction of Mr. Bert Ball, to which a great maU-order house of Chicago

has added another fund for the purpose of helping the state c-oUeges and

experiment statioBS to place a county demonstrator in every county in the

United States,

Mr. H, H. Gross is at the head of the National Soil Fertility League,

well fisaaneed by certain railway and banking interests, as I understand it,

which has similar objects and oceans of money.

All these agencies, except possiWy the mail-order house,

Science and have been in the past considered by the farmers more or

Calloused Hands antagonistic to their interests. The farmers are

bnj'ers of transportation, the railways are sellers of

it—and they have not been exactly chummy. Boekefeller's name is an

anath^na to many of us. The National Councii of Grain Exchanges has fought

the farmers' movement for co-op>eratlve elevators in the most piratical manner.

The great harvester company sells machinery, and the farmei-s buy it. There

are many farmers who fed exactly as does oor ctmtemporary—and the

movement for ferm advisers financed as they are financed must meet this

feeling and cope with it, It may as well be met in the open. Why say

"Hush!" for the purpose of keeping things in the dai-k? Here's the situa-

tion—^let's talk it over openly.

And first, is it right for us to reject the advice of men, simply because

they are not hard-working farmers? Farming is a science and an art on

which we want all the light we can get. Most of these men who are gohi^

about telling us how to farm know what they are talking about They have

had the chance to study the things we only work at. They haven't had to

make every minute count in the field, and they have tried eiperimfflits. These

experiments are worth millions of dollars to the farmers who will pay atten-

tion to them, I know actual hard-working fanners who have made themselves

rich by putting into effect on their farms tie principles discovered by the

exi)eriment stations. The farmer who looks askance at the farm adviser

because his hands are not calloused is not wise.

As for the railways and the grain exchanges and the

A Good banking and real-estate interests, it is perfectly plain

Movement t^** t^^y vltally interested in the prosperity

of the farmers. Their interest is selfish, of course, but

we are all selfish, and so long as our various brands of selfishness all run in

the same direction we ought to be able to work together in harmony. As long

as the governments of State and Nation do not furnish this money them-

.selves, is it not the wise thing on the i»art of farmers to get all the good

they can out of the farm adviser, the farm demonstrator and the county

helper? There may be, I admit, n possibility of danger in a great body of

teachers among us maintained by financial interests or by any agency aside

from ourselves—our Government. But get all the good out of the movement
you can—and you can get a lot of it

Agents ' PAOZ

Carriages, Wa^nt and Accessories

Drinks

Farm Engines

Galloway Company, William .... 6
Jacobson Machine Mfg. Compan.v. 1)

Farm Implements anJ Accessories

Dick Mfg. Company, Joseph 6

Farquhar Company. Ltd.. A. B. . . 0

Farquhar Company. Ltd., A. B . . . (5

Hydraulic Press Mfg. Company . .
0

Fences

Kokomo Fence Machine Company 12

Ward Fence Company 12

Fertilizers

Horse- Nails

C^pewell Horse Nail Company . . 10

Household—Miscellaneous

Land

Strout Farm Agency, E. A 9

Union Pacific Railroad Company. 12 1

Lice Stock, Stock Food aitd Remedies

Young, P. D. F„ W. F 10
|

PuhlicaKon B

Roofing

Central Roofing and Supply <3o , , 8

Kanneberg Roofing & Ceiling Co. 6

Seperdors

American Separator Company ... 10 U

De Laval Separator Company ... 11 1

Galloway Company, William 12
|

Williams Stores Co., Inc., Charles 11

Sporting Goods

Grpfforv J. F ^'
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Consumption Cures a Failure

THE so-Ccilled "consumption cure" exploited by

Doctor Friedmaun, and which has temporarily"

raised the hopes of- the Nation, has been pro-

nounced a failure by the Journal of the American

Medical Association.

The announcement now comes that Dr. Peter Duket

has discovered a serum which will cure consumption.

He has claimed to be able to cure ninety per cent, of

till early cases of consumption, and somewhat smaller

percentages of patients in the later stages of the

disease.

Looking behind the scene, we observe that the main
result of his consumption cure is a long list of death

certificates; an investigation into some of the cases

reported in his advertising booklet and of others

treated shows that out of a total of eighteen patients

treated only four are now alive, the others having died

of consumption. At present no consumption cure is

recognized by the medical profession. Pure air and
clean living come nearer to a cure than any treatment

that has been announced up to the present time.

Soil Sweetening and Soil Fertilizing

Too often when the crops are being seeded, the

mind is so concentrated on the need of furnishing

an abundant supply of plant-food that another im-

portant factor—a sweet soU—is forgotten. Putting

expensive fertilizers into soil that is too sour is prac-

tically the same as throwing money into the fire.

Many plants cannot use fertility that is kept- locked

up in an acid soil.

If half the cost of commercial fertilizers now being

ii>i^d in many seeding operations were devoted to

liming the land, the harvest might be doubled. "Better

mnrketing" is now a popular slogan, but with it there

must be coupled another, "economic production." The
fertility locked up in sour soil is idle money in a bank.

Sweetening such soil puts that money into circulation.

Why Pump a Cow for Seven Daj^s

EVERT few months some breeder of finely bred

stock announces the performance of a cow that

has broken a seven days' or thirty days* record for

lailk or butter-fat production.

The value of the cow jumps from about $125 to

$.5,000 or $10,000, and orders for the animal's pro-

spective offspring begin to pour in if the matter has

been given the proper publicity.

Finally an auction sale is held, and brothers and

sisters of the famous animal are sold on dummy bids

for large sums, which are also given publicity.

Fabm and Fireside looks with disfavor on these

practices. They are shams, and silly shams at that.

Granted that the milk of a certain cow for seven days

OT thirty days is a record-breaking yield, of what index

is that to the true value of the cow compared with

other cows?
Forced feeding and expensive care will make almost

any cow a better producer, but not necessarily a better

cow. The cow whose productive capacity has been

forced to the utmost may thereafter be a poorer cow
both as a milk-producer and for breeding.

For the racetrack or the circus or show ring or

other grandstand purposes exceptional feats are de-

_ sired, but those are contributors to the gate receipts

or auction-sale proceeds rather than to the welfare of

uiriculture or to that of the dairyman.

If we could get them we would like to publish the

biographies of great animals written something like

this

:

My best cow, Dolly Dimple, died at age of twelve

years from natural causes. She produced in her life-

time 112,500 pounds of milk, containing 4,500 pounds of

butter-fat, which sold for $1,500 at the local creamery.

She has a living progeny of five daughters, each now

yielding over 12,000 pounds of milk annually, and of

four sons, which are the heads of high-producing herds.

Isn't that better than something like this

:

Adelyne Belle Clothilde XIV., who in her third year

broke the world's butter-fat record by producing 46.189

pounds of butter-fat in seven days, was to-day found

dead in her stall. According to a veterinary diagnosis,

acute indigestion was cause contributing to her prema-

ture death, and it is stated unofficially that the four

milkings which she received daily during her record

test resulted In a physical decline noted some months

ago. While not a successful breeder, she will be re-

membered as one of the world's most wonderful cows.

Farm and Fireside considers the result of any milk-

ing test of less than a year's duration as misleading.

It shows the skill of a clever herdsman more than the

ability of the cow.

A year's record, honestly and competently made, is

a good thing ; a two years' record is better, and a life

record, including the offspring of the animal, is the

best of all for the purpose of establishing champions

or comparing cows. What do you think about it?

City-Proof
I 'VE seen the sights of cities.

With their bustle Eind their noise.

And I've gone to their the-ay-ters

And have been out with the "•boys."

But I don't fancy living

Where life burns up too fast

And everything's so speedy
That the present seems the past.

I'm always most contented
Just after I get back

And settle down to quiet ways
And milk old Spot and Black.

You'd call me sort of city-proof
'Cause I can't see its charm;

We've all the right to choose our ways.
So I'll stay on the farm.

—

D. S. Burck.

Corn Clubs of the South

ACCORDING to the enrolment list at the Georgia

I State College of Agriciilture, 10,000 boys and 2,500

girls are enrolled in the corn clubs of Georgia. The
Corn Club of Carroll County alone has an enrolment

of 312 boys.

The purpose of the organization of these clubs is to

demonstrate the possibilities of raising large crops of

corn economically all through the State. The present

work is a development of several years.

Boiled Dinners on the Black List

FOOD experts long ago pointed out the very small

quantity of mineral matter and bone-building ma-
terial in succulent vegetables. Now Josephine C.

Berry, a household expert and food scientist, has
found that when such vegetables as spinach, cabbage
and carrots are boiled they lose about half of the

small amount of mineral constituents which they con-

tain. Spinach, for example, gave up more than fifty

per cent, of its mineral constituents, and cabbage,

forty per cent. As the loss of mineral matter in these

foods makes them less nutritious, the problem of

retaining these mineral parts of the food assumes
some importance.

Tests made to compare boiled with steamed vege-

tables showed the losses of the valuable mineral

matter was much less when the vegetables were
steamed. Thei'efore, when the liquid extract of boiled

vegetables cannot be conveniently utilized, steaming

is to be recommended from the standpoint of nourish-

ment. Or, if steaming is impractical boil the vege-

tables in the least amount of water possible. The
principal elements lost by boiling are calcium, mag-
nesium and phosphorus, which enter largely into the

structure of the bones.

Honey and Sugar

A LITTLE reckoning by bee-keeping authorities has

framed up an estimate showing that the possible

aggregate annual income from honey could be in-

creased two hundred million dollars in this country

alone without overstocking our bee pasturage. Roughly

speaking, this would allow each man, woman and child

two pounds of honey—enough for an appetizer but

hardly sufficient to demoralize the market for "free

sugar" even if Congress grants it.

Captains of Farm Industry

MOST of the great captains of industry have suc-

ceeded largely because of their ability to handle

men. They have facilities for getting other people to

do their work and have profited by the labor of those

whom they employed.

The labor problem on the farm will be solved not

by a large pay-roll, but by a large amount of good

horseflesh and possibly an investment in power ma-

chines. The three and four horse teams of the Middle

West and the huge tractor outfits of tlie dry-farming

country have made farming in those sections profitable

in spite of the shortage of human labor and the stu-

pendous problems of drought. The sun has set for

the day of one-horse implements for general farm use.

The pric-e of a peck of oats or a gallon of gasolene

is coming to be the best kind of a daily pay-roll. The
amoimt of work actually accomplished, and not the

weariness of your muscles, determines whether the

day has been well employed.

When Feeds are Poisons

SO MUCH has been .said of the excellent feeding

value of skim-milk for calves and pigs that we are

inclined to become careless in keeping the mUk and

pails in which it is fed in the best condition. We
expect results as a matter of coui'se rather than as a

matter of good feeding. Skim-milk is a product which

quickly loses its best feeding properties if poorly

handled, and skim-milk is good only when care is

observed in cleaning the pails and troughs, and in

feeding it when fresh. These facts are especially im-

portant in summer.

A fly-blown feeding trough or pail will bring about

bowel troubles, and skim-milk ceases to be a desirable

food as soon as it is contaminated. It is then an

organic poison and acts as such on animal tissues.
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Peaches That Bring Premiums ^

Increase Your Net Returns by Studying the Markets and Using Standcird Packages

By E. O. Mueser

THE chain of operations
which constitute the
business of growing flue

peaches for market can-
not be considered complete un-
til the crop has been phiced tu
the hands of the consumer.
Fm'thermore, the business
(ic>c'S not rest on a sound busi-
ness basis unless all those con-
<vrned in it are left fully
s.itisfied. This includes not
• •lily the in'ower and the con-
s;rmer, but also the much-
abused c-ommLssion merchant.

It is an undeniable fact that
in:iuy growers succeed in
bringing a crop of peaches to
maturity in good shape, yet
fail signally in the final step
o2 marketing the same to good advan-
tage. VTho at the horse show has not
watched a horse come up to the bars
bravely, lose heart the last moment and
tm-n back defeated? There is something
analogous to this in the make-up of the
man whose nerve gives out at the precise
laomeut when most necessary to success.

So much of the outcome depends upon
Ms foresight, his judgment, his faith,
Ms intelligent supervision, the way he
copes %vith emergencies, upon what might
lie called his '"peach sense," that without
such personal equipment even the best
ui mere methods must fall far short of
giviug best results.

I Anticipate All My Needs

A brief account of the handling of a
peach crop based on my own exijerienc-e

may nevertheless be of some help, es-

lK!<-ially to the beginner, if he will supply
his own judgment and modify any rules
given to fit his own conditions. My
orchard consists of five varieties of
IKjaches, which for the most part follow
one another in close succession, a cir-

••umstance of some importance which
flepends of course upon the proi>er selec-

tion of varieties at the time the orchard
was set out. The pickmg season extends
from early August to well into October.
Some weeks liefore the picking season

f>':)ens a careful estimate is made of the
expected crop in order to know the
quantity of baskets and crates that will

»xj needed. It is a good plan to order
more packages than the first estimate
would warrant.
To falJ short of ba.skets during the

harvest is a calamity indeed. A fair

average first crop on four-year-old trees

is one and one-half Ijaskets i>er tree.

Five-year-old trees will perhaps aver:ige

three baskets. An orchard at the best

p<'riod, when trees are seven or eight

years old. may a\erage five or six bas-

kets per tree, and even better records

have Ijeen made occiisionally.

I find that one half to two thirds of

the crop is of a size that can lie shipped
in crates. The six-basket (Jeorgia carrier,

which is the package I use, can be

bought delivered, in the flat, at a c<jst

of about fifteen cents each in thousand
lots.

The baskets I use are the fourteen-

quart Jersey j)each-baskets, tlic kind

that is double nailed with a solid round
top which fits snug on top of baskets. I

find that the liest packages are cheapest

in the end. The loss of a few crates or

Iwskets of fruit in transit soon wl]>cs out

the slight saving made in buying the

cheaiK^r packages. Good baskets cost

only seven cents including the

top, and they are worth it

For both carriers and bas-

kets a paper cushion is us«'d

which fits on top of the fruit

;

those can be had for ten to

fifteen dollars jkt thousand.
Suitable lalx'ls for use on ends
of carriers are provided. Tin;

lalx'I gives the parkage a

projK^r finish. It should Ix-

distinctive I>e«-ause of good
design rather than through
gsiu'ly colors. .Just above the

label is the place for stiinipiiig

the grade of the fruit con-

tained in the jwckage.
As soon as the carriers ar-

rive, they are s<'t up ready for

use. A man will nail two hun-
dred or more of them a day.
A projKjrly constructol packing and

sortini: table is a neces.sary part of the
e<|uli>ment •if the packing-quarters. It

(onsists of a frame thirty-<'ight inches
high, set uj) solidly and divlilcd into

eompartmeut« of convenient size by
erossplec«>s. Burlap Is Htretche<l over
the entire top. The weight of the fruit

will KtHin make the burlap siig enough
to form iMM-kel>i. Running the length
of the talile on Ixith sides a ten-Inch

We talk prospects

board is fastened at snch a
height that a carrier placed
upon it will come just even
with the top of the sorttng-
table.

The table is so placed that
one side of it is convenient to
the side of the room where the
fruit is received from the
orchard. This side is occu-
pied by the sorters, the oppo-
site side by the packers.
Behind the packers and oppo-
site the sorting-table is a solid

nailing-bench. Here the crates
are naUed up and stenciled.

The convenient arrangement
of these tables will be fully

appreciated when the rush
comes. A supply of all neces-

sary stencils, strings, brushes or dusters
and some la.de paper for lining the upper
tills of the carriers complete the equip-
ment of the packing-house.
About this time, too, I pay my com-

mission man a visit, or, better yet invite
him up to visit the orchard. I want to

get him interested in my crop. We talk
prospects of the coming season. I tell

Mm how I am going to handle my fruit,

and he gives me some good suggestions
and tells all about the requirements of
the market and his particular customers.

I learn that the fruit must arrive by
a certain hour each day, and that I am
to wire particulars of each sMpment
before arrival. With a good understand-
ing of the market end of the business
and doing my part well, the commission
man will be able to introduce my fruit

TO his very best customers.
This is a good thing for the buyer : it

saves him much time and worry, and for

this he gladly pays a higher
))rice for the goods. So long
as I maintain my high stan-
dard I can demand a good
price for my brand of goods,
and the same bu.vers will com-
pete each day for whatever I

may .ship.

By doing business this way,
my goods gain a reputation in
the market which seciures for
me at once the highest .returns
and establishes my dealings
in the market on a secure
basis.

The commission man noti-

fies me daily b.v wire of all

sales so that I am always
full.v informed on market
conditions before making each
day's shipment. The commis-
sion man does me valuable service, and
he is certainly entitled to Ms ten per
c-ent. I don't know of any other way in

wMch his work could be performed any
better or any cheaper ; I c-ertainly could
not do it myself.

The Pickers Receive Full Instructions

It will be noticed that, during the last
few days immediately preceding the first

picking, some of the peaches have de-
veloped siz<^ in an astonishing manner,
niey are now nearly or qmte twice as
large as they were three or four days
liefore. and there is a suggestion of
yellow in the green part of the fruit on
the shaded side. If the peach is given
a half turn on its stem, and a gentle pull,

it will come off. It Is ready to pick.
B'ortun.-itely the first day's picking

will be light, liecause this gives all bands
an opportunity to become fa-

miliar with the work at some
leisure, and undue .si)eed with-
out exiiericnce would result in
poor work.
The pickers must learn not

to test of the ripeness of a
peach by pinching it. but en-
tirely by its appearance of
niMturlty. the size and by a
gentle pull. The fruit in pick-
ing Is carefully laid, not
dropped, in iieach-baskets
which are carrie<l susiK»nde<l

from a hook attachetl to a belt

which is worn around the
waist. As soon as a Iwsket is

half filled, it is set in the
shade of the tree and a new
basket started. TTic baskets
are oidy half filled so that the

fruit on the bottom may not be bruised
from the weight of that above. The
pickers are instructed to lay any esjKi'i-

iilly handH<ini(! fruit on top of the basket.
Tlic first day then- m.'iy be only a
few peaches picked from any one tr<'e.

and iMM'haps none at all from Home.
The aim Is to pick only such as are

ready, yet all of such, so that on the
following day there may be none that
shonl'I have jx'en picked Itefore.
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Notifies me by wire

I hire college boys

The partially filled baskets
are gathered on a spring
wagon that carries a fi-ame-

work made of four-inch boards
nailed together checkerboard-
fasMon. Each basket fits down
into one of the squares secure
from danger of being upset.
The fruit is then brought di-

rectly to the packing-house.
The second day's picking

will be much like the first

Overnight some of the fruit

that was quite unfit the day
before will have noticeably
swelled up and will show the
now familiar signs of ap-
proaching ripeness. There
will be about twice as much
to pick as on the first day.
Each day will show a further increase

until after the fifth or sixth day. when
the pickings will gradually decrease
again. From records which I have kept
for a number of years, I have determined :

That the average number of pick-
ings for most varieties of peaches
under normal conditions is nine.

That the first and last picking
amounts to rather less than five per
cent of the total.

That the heaviest picking occurs
on the fourth or fifth day.

Also, that the greatest number of
baskets picked on any one day will
be fully twenty-five per cent, of the
total number of that variety.

The Different Grades of Fruit

These figures help to determine the
number of pickers and other help that
will be needed.

The picking force is in
charge of a person of good
judgment, whose business it is

to keep uii the standard of
the pickers. This cannot
safely be left to the pickers'
own judgment, for, while some
of them are careful, others
constantly tend to pick green
fruit or leave such as should
be picked.
In the meantime the pack-

ing-house is a busy place.
Here the fruit is graded and
packed and made re;!dy for
the final journe.v to market.
It will readily be seen that if

the pickers have done their
work well it helps the sorting
and packing. As the baskets
come in from the orchard they

are passed on to the tiench in front of
the sorting-table. The sorters inspect
each peach and place it in one of the
pockets provided for the various grades.
The largest specimen v/ill go into pocket
one; the next size in pocket two. These
two sizes make up about two thirds of
the crop and constitute the carrier stock.
The third size is jilaced directly into a
new basket which has its place on the
bench to one side.- This is the regular
basket stock and makes up from one
fourth to one third of the crop. A fourth
grade is made up of such fruit as nuiy
have been injured in some way and of
peaches too soft or otherwise below
standard. Such find a ready sale locally,

in fact we have never had enough of
these to supply all that were called for
right at the packing-house at fifty cents
per basket. Occasionally there will lie

some windfalls. Tliese are
gathered by the pickers at the
end of day and sold to the
same trade that buys the soft
peaches and at the same price.

The peaches that are des-
tine<l for the distant market
must not only have the r<»-

quired size for each grade, but
must be of good color and
absolutely sound, with no
break in the skin, not even a
puncture. It should l>e ma-
ture enough to be ripe enough
to eat when it reaches the
consumer.
The manner of packing

peaches in Georgia carriers
csm b<» descrilied. but only ex-
periemv will teach anyone to
do it well. There are various
packs a(lnrit(Ml to the various sizes and
shajK's of fruit.

The largest grade, which goes into the
market as "Extra Fancy." is packed with
twenty-one peaches to each till, in two
la.vers. If the fruit runs a little longer
than normal another pack Is us<m1, which
re<|ulreti eightc<'n peaclu's. Sometimes a
still finer pa<-k is ma<le. which are
"hlfiped as "Specials." These are packed
eight In the twittom and seven in top

IS nerve gives out

I avoid the agents

layer, or ninety to the carrier.
"Specials" often return a dol-
lar a crate more than "Extra
Fancies."
The fruit of the second size

is xmcked either twenty-four
or twenty-seven to the till, ac-
c-ording to variet.v and sha^
These are sMpped as "Fancy,
Before the tMee top tills of
carrier are packed they an
lined with lac-e paper, wi
the lace part folded over th<

edge of carrier. After th
fruit has been put in place
soft brush is lightly run ovei
it to brmg out the color better,
the lace paper folded bad
over the fruit, and the carriei
is transferreil to the nailin

bench. The cushion is now placed on tOL
smooth s-ide to the fruit, and the top ls|

naile<l on. The cushion serves to hold;
the fruit in place and keeps out dus
The fruit is now loaded on sprin,

wagons to be delivered to the railroad'
station one mile away. All peaches are
shipped by express, onr rate being fortyi
c-ents per hundred potmds.
The basket stock is handled in muc!

the same manner, except that the fruii

is not laid in regular order. The baskets
are gently shaken while being tUletl sol,

that they will not settle in transit. Somej
pains are taken to turn "sunny side up''

as the baskets are nearly full, but tin

grade is absolutely uniform throughoui
the package.
With the more tender varieties cush-

ions are used on top of baskets, but with
such good sMppers as Elberta a sheet of
white paper is laid on to protect them.
The lid is then fastened and baskets
marked for shipment.
The three important considerations in

packing peaches are these

:

To have the fruit packed snug so
that It cannot shake and be bruised.
To make the pack uniform

throughout the package.
To have the fruit of the right stage

of maturity.
To maintain the same standard

from day to day.

As soon as the last load for the day is

on the way, a telegram is despatched to

the consignee, our commission man. giv-

ing him the numVier of packages, kind
and grades of fruit.

Wlien he receives this information the
fruit is immediately apportioned among
those who luiA"e given an order for it and
is delivered on arrival. At no time in my
experience have the carriers sold for less

than fifty c-ents to one dollar above liest

market quotations for the day, nor has
basket stock ever failed to sell at a sub-
stantial profit.

I Ejnploy Intelligent Workers

A few observations on the help ques-
j

tion may be of interest. A considerable
number of extra hands are required to'

handle a peach crop. So far we have
had no difficulty to get all that were
needed. From the first I have had youn
men from the city, mostly college boys,

wishing to six'iid their vacjition in the
open and earn a little extra money. Some
of these boys come back several years ii

succession, and through them I get the
rest. They are faithful and intelligent

workers. If rightl.v handle<l they take^
an interest in the work anj
are distinctly more satisfac-

tory than the average native
working by the day, who caU;

only lx> iiersviade<l to "accom-
modate" nie and is frequently
unwilling to be instructed.
The boys are made to feel

that they are a responsible
part of the enterprise. They
have something of that spirit

of enthusiasm that comes to

the voluntary worker who
knows he is doing something
distinctly worth while.
This spirit does not leave

them when it iKM-omes ue<vs-
sary to pick fruit in a soaking ^
rain, and they resiiond cheer- f
fully when occasionally there
is work to do after regular

hours. On the other hand, when our
work permits it there will l)e a day given
over to play anil fun, and the boys will

hold a chess tournament (U- go fishing.

In the packing house women are em-
plojed largely both as sorters and pack-

j

ers. Some of the packers have Ix'conie

quite esi)ert. Si)eed in this kind of work
is. however, always a secondary consid-

eration coropare<l with skill. I found
that one sorter [co.nci.uded on page 11]

i



Dairies of Milch Goats
If Profitable in Europe, Why Have They Not a Future in the United States?

By May B. Lindley

MILCH-GOAT raising is a new industry attract-

ing much attention. The rewards are high,

it requires little capital, and the alert farmer,

or even his wife, can add to the family income
from this source by raising the animals for sale, selling

milk or renting milkers, with little expense and less

labor. Goats' milk is endorsed by scientists and recom-
mended by our Government, which made the first

importation of Swiss stock in 1904.

The selection of the females from common stock

requires the observance of a few rules to insure getting

an animal worthy of her position as a milk-producer.

The milch goat in America had no market standard
whatever before 1903. Prices were fixed by the seller

to suit his own ideas. Milch goats, however, represent

two distinct • original tjpes. They sprang primarily

from the wild native goats found on this con-

tinent, creatures of untamed, hardy blood, and
the finer strains of animals brought to this coun-
ti-y by immigrants in sailing-vessels before the
days of quarantine. These imported goats wer«
the finest of the Old World stock, since the depart-
ing foreigner took his best goat as he did his best

household furniture. The goat's duty on the

vessel was to supply the children with milk on
the voyage to their new home, and therefore her
milk production was a determining point in estab-

lishing her fitness for the trip.

To-day Switzerland leads the world in the
production of milch goats. On the rocky heights
of the Alps they have been bred for centuries,

nurtured with a care and imderstanding which
trought out all the finest traits of dairy animals.
fTheir milk is one of the Swiss burgher's staple

articles, and he has studied to secure the richest

and most abundant milk possible. And this he
has succeeded in doing, housing the beloved flocks

at night under his cliff dwelling, safe from Alpine
snows, and sending them daily to their ''alp," or

broad head and graceful, refined contour are also to

be noted. The age of a goat is not so important as in

other animals, since the goat does not deteriorate and
become useless until late in life. Their average age
is twelve years. Under five years the full set of teeth
is not complete. After that it is possible to judge only
b.v the eyes, condition of the horns and lack of agility.

Two breeds of imported Swiss goats are standard
and rated as the finest milch goats in the world by
the highest authorities. These are the Toggenburg
and the Saanen. The Toggenburg justly holds the
palm for superiority, since her milk production, her
period of lactation and the quality of her milk are
unexcelled. The Toggenburgs are brown, some short-

haired and some with a shaggy coat, but all have a
distinguishing white bridle on the face and lighter

States. Crossed with the best selected stock, the
results have sometimes been astonishing.
There is a misconception concerning the milch goat

that prevents many consumers of milk from becoming
interested in them. The milch goat has comparatively
little of the goat odor that is found offensive where
ordinary scrub goats, buck goats in particular, are
allowed to stay near farm buUdings or are kept in
the back yard. The well-bred milch goat insists on
having clean, sweet food and pure water, and her milk
is as fine-flavored and sweet-smelling as that of a
high-class dairy cow where the feeding and stabling
are equally favorable. The daUy production of milt
varies fi'om about one and one half to four quarts of
milk a daj% with an average between two and three
quarts. -

The best type of milch goats will give from
twelve to eighteen times their own weight in milk
each year for ten to twelve years, while the aver-
age production for the best milking cows is not
over .six to twelve times their own weight in milk
each year, and cows, as a rule, are productive for
a less number of years. The feeding cost is also
in favor of the milch goat. The common estimate
is that the cost of keeping eight goats equals that
of one cow.
The crossing of the Angora goat with the milch

goat has not proved generally satisfactory. The
Angora goat has long been bred in Asia Minor for
the production of heavy fleeces of mohair, and is

naturally a browse-eating animal. The milch goat,

on the contrary, has been kept with regard to

producing large quantities of fine-flavored milk,

and for pasturage is accustomed to sweet-flavored
tame grasses, legumes and various so-called weeds
that have no ill effect on the mUk. Crossing milch-

goat stock and Angoras has about the same effect

as crossing the Jersey and Hereford, so far as
losing the milk-production quality is concerned.

feeding - ground, the little
patches of green grass in some
sheltered niche of the towering
mountain-.side.

It is from such flocks that the
immigrant goat was recruited,

and the result could not be
other than excellent when that
breed was reinforced—not too
plentifully—in hardiness by the
infusion of new, strong blood
fi-om the goats of the western
continent.

Hence it follows that in se-

lecting from animals offered for

sale on the outskirts of cities,

especially in the settlements of

foreigners, it is possible to find

some remarkable animals at a
very remarkable price. While
the foreigner knows the worth
of his animal, and would probably ask a somewhat
higher figure than for inferior stock, yet it would still

be a modest price for such an animal, as compared
with the prices asked by goat-breeding specialists.

It is not necessary to look only for the distinguishing
features of the finer breeds of goats in making such
selection. The crosses often present strange anomolies
with i-egard to color, and yet retain many of the best
attributes of milk-producers. There ai-e, however,
some points essential to every good milch goat. For
large' mUk-producers, without regard to breed char-
acteristics, the fulness and size of the udder has an
important bearing. It should be glandular and knotty,
as distinguished from large udders which are soft ajad
fat. The skin should not be too loose, but should be
wrinkled after milking, and not have a tense appear-
ance. Large veins, prominent in the udder, are a
good indication.

Other qualifications are a thin build, slender neck,
and body growing larger toward the back. Short legs,

5. Magnificent flock of pure-bred and grade Saanen milch goats

markings on the legs and under part of the body.
They are hornless and resemble the does of the deer
family. It is a common belief among the goat-herders
of Switzerland that they originally sprang from the
chamois. They are very gentle and tractable in nature
and possess in the highest degree all the best points
of dair.v animals. Their necks are long and slender,
and they are u.sually not of large size, although some-
times the bucks, especially the long-haired Toggen-
burgs, grow to quite large proportions.
The Saanen milch goat is large, white and full, has

a hardj- constitution and is a heavy milker. The
Saanen may be called the Holstein of the goat family.
Her period of lactation is said by some authorities to

be shorter than that of the Toggenburg, and her milk
to lack the richness. But she has-plenty of good traits

of her own, and represents a type of excellence unlike
any others. She also is hornless.
Both breeds have borne importation well and have

become acclimated almost anywhere in the Fnited

The economic niche for the
milch goat to fill In the future
seems to be for householders in

cities and towns who have a
half-acre or acre of land which
will supply suflicient feed for

two or three heavy-producing
milch does. A few square rods
of alfalfa, clover, rape, rye and
sweet corn cut daily during the
growing season and fed to the
goats in movable paddocks will

solve the question of feed at
small cost. Also the refuse of
garden and lawn-clippings can
well be utilized.

At present the one important
hindrance to a much wider
keeping of mUch goats is the
great difficulty of procuring
milch goats of pure breeding or

high grades of the best breeds. The United States

Department of Agriculture has restricted the importa-

tion of mUch goats and other stock from European
countries on account of the prevalence of certain con-

tagious diseases in those countries; and imtil the

importation of breeding stock is again resumed, the

prices of desirable mUch goats must remain almost
prohibitive.

In Persia there is a legend regarding the goat, which
tells us that the goat, without fault of her own, excited

the prejudice of mankind until her life was unbearable.

The powers in compensation then made it possible

for her to find sustenance on inaccessible mountain-
tops where man could not molest her, and she was
given the power to find by Instinct the leaf of healing,

so that she would never become ill. And after cen-

turies of isolation she was to return and live again

among the haunts of men, to be a "blessed" animal and
to be indispensable to his needs, alone having power
to save him from many troubles.
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and Rock-Bottom Prices on

Steel Shingles
"We Pay the Freight •'

They make the most economical and
durable roofine for any building. Proof
against fire, rain, sun, lightning, heat and
cold. Can be laid by anyone handy with
tools. Do not rot, curl, crack nor fall off
like wood or slate. Lock-joint is water-
tight and nail-heads are covered. We send
special nails free. Every shingle backed
by money-back guaranty. Our comgated
roofine and siding are best.

Send for Catalog
of designs, sizes and many styles. We sell
direct, savingyoa middleman's profit. Give
size of roof: this may lower cost.

KANlTEBEEa EOOFDrS & CEILIIfe CO.
6 8 DonsUs St. (Est. 1££6J Canton. OUo

pet My Pamping
lihgines Do^thel^prk

$2415 Waterloo, la.

ITTMlsForLe^
And givea you better engrines. Jidsoline

.Gas or
.Oil

Sold only Direct from Factory to Users?

WITTE Engines
m to 10 H. p. standard for all farm and shop
work for 26 years. Recommended by users in all
partaof world. Every eng^lneballt nnder personal
direction o{ Ed. H. Wltte, Master Englne-bailder.

60 Days Free Trial. 5 -Year Guaranty.
Engines shipped ready to work, easy to start and
nin. Jtever wear oat, always pall
steady and use less fuel.
Get our Free Catalog with

|

latest reduced prices.

VITTE IROX WORKS CO.

2067 Oakland Are.,

Ulsu cmr. • ho.

Milking-Stools That Have Stood the Test of Time
A Stool for Every Need and All Endorsed by Dairymen Who Have Used Them

"HE milking-stools
appearing on this

page were selected as
the best of those con-
tributed to Farm
AND Fireside's
Milking - Stool Con-

test announced in the issue of April
26th. In cases where several con-
testants presented the same idea,
preference was given to the one most
clearly expressed.
The absence of the old-fashioned

three-legged stool among the favorites
submitted was noted with regret and
surprise. To prevent the contest from
being incomplete the three-legged stool
is here presented as the editor's choice.
The next prize competition will be a

Horseshoe Contest. Tell in not more
than two hundred words .vour best use
for old horseshoes.' Prizes will be
awarded on the basis of usefulness.

Yes, sir. Get a Galloway Pumping
Engine OutfiL Put it to a 90-day test on
your farm. Use it to ran the chnm. cream sep-
arator, washing machine, pump or any small
machine on your place. Then if yon don't say it's

the best little engine you ever saw in your life,
you can ship it hack. I'D refund your money and pay
the freigrht both ways. No stringsto thisoifer— is there?
Then on top of this wonderfully liberal offer I'll save yoD

to S50 OQ the ootfit. Can you beat it? Kever. Write me today.

GetMy Special Ofterand Prices
Do it today. Only $24.75 for a lU h. p. "Boss

of the Farm" pmninng engine. Yon can't afford to wait
for yoor windmill to blow down or a calm, hot
day when yea have to do all the pumping for a
lot of stock by hand. Be prepared. Get my spe-
cial pUTuping engfne catalot;. Save S25 to $50 on yoor en-
erine »od join mr iist of over 3'''.iX)0 satisfied Galktway £
engine caatomers. Write tee todaj. Don't Dotit off.
Yoo'll need ao en^ioe in the next few weeks. It'Uc
for Itself the fixBt month. Get my special 1913
offor. Addreae; Wm. Galloway, Pres.

VSniHam G;«IIoway Co.
3.'r..K Galloway Sta..

Pivot Makes It Best

BIG MONEY TO AGENTS
Liberal eomniiuioDa will l>« paid hy Fau avo PiaeaiL>c to agents
during tlie next thrM months. Thii it the biggest moneT-makiBg
propoaiilon «Ter made by a farm journal. A fioo opportonity for
eoargettc joang men and women. Experience not Decaaaary.
YoD muflt act at onre.

Circulation Department

FARM AND FIRESIDE, SPRINGFIELD. OHIO

IfYouHave a PotatoPatch
of onn acre or more, Ket o«r/rir« book on PoratocH and the
way to dig thnm. to Ket extra profit of 15 cent-^ ;i bushel.
OihfT advantai{*^R. too. umidk u Farquhar Potato Digger.

A. B. FARQUHAR CO., Ltd., Box 220, York« Pa.

,
Easy to Run

Simple
to Sat Up

^ A lOyearoId boy could act

^ "up a Blizzard Ensilage Cutter.

"CTmci in tlirrp pieces. Can't be piitto-

"KT-ther wrone. Self fi-od table. Almostrims
Itself. IJi:< capacity Willi buiall power. The

BLIZZARD
Ensilage Cutter

ricvntes to any height In any direction.

KiiCKlly guarantied. Lasts many years

without rcixiir c)C|>ca'-e.

Thes« Books Free
(l)"Why Sila(rePay(i"—(i) lois Cat-

aloe—(s)'"Wliat Unern.Say.'^
W ftt* uxl.T for mny or all of thi!«fl

t,.M>l,. m*n*ioninc wh«th«r or not
jriKi hav* Kilo.

The Jos. Dick

Mfg. Co.

1444Ta>c«rmwuSL
Canian, Ohio

T FAVORITE milking-
stool is the simplest
thing that can be made

;

just like the top part of a
piano-stool with only the screw
attached. The only essentials

to its construction are a tough
board one by ten by ten inches

with the corners rounded, an augur hole
in the center and a leg made of an old fork-
handle or broom-handle or any stick handy.
The leg should be made with a shoulder to
prevent it slippiag through the seat. It is

light, easy to handle, allows the milker to
sit at any angle or turn at will, while the
leg acts as a pivot on the ground. When
you have a paU in one hand you don't have
any trouble putting the stool in the right
position, for it has no front or back side.

There's only one way to sit on it.

D. A. McCk)MB.

Wings Around
pOR this mUking-

stool take an inch
board ten by fourteen
inches, and saw off

two of the comers

;

then nail on two crosspieces ten inches
long and four inches wide. Bore holes
through them in such a direction as to
provide for the necessary slant for the
legs. Make four legs from old fork-handles,
cutting each leg eighteen inches long. Next
make a hoop for holding the milk-pail. Use
a half-ineh iron rod or an old tooth from
a hay-rake.
Have it pivoted just far enough away

from the stool so that the paD will not
strike when swinging either way. When
the cow attempts to step or kick, just
swing paU out of the way.

Joseph Volden.

The Two-by-Four "T" Stool
AS I am a farmer and cat-

^tle-raiser, I will give you
my favorite milking-stool
and reasons for liking same.
The stool is made of two

pieces of two-by-four, each
twelve inches long, and

spiked together, forming a letter T. I have
used different kinds of stools, but like this

one best because

:

It is easily and quickly made. It is a
cheap and durable stool. It never bends or
gets out of shape by ordinary usage. It

seldom gets broken or damaged. It is light

and handy. It is very easily moved while
milking cow if necessary. It will stand on
smooth or rough surfaces. It can easily be
adjusted while milking. It cannot be used
for other purposes, therefore is always
found where left. And if it should get lost

or damaged it is very little expense to make
another. Arnold Soeenso.v.

Lead Her to the Block
I HAVE soon so much valuable
time at the milking-hour wasted

by men repiiiring various stylos

of milUing-stools. wondrously and
marvolously fashioned, that I feel

justified in presenting to the
milkers everywhere plans for au
indostruotiblo and yet ideally

serviceable milking-stool. No oon-
tniption of boards and nails can or will

stiiiul the usage of the stable or corral.

Take a Kiiiall log six inches in diameter
of light wood, such as aspen, poplar, bass-
w<hk1 or Cottonwood ; saw off a piece four-
teen to sixteen inches in length. In one
end bore an inch hole two inches deep.
There you have it. an indesti-uctible stool.

I'liice one finger in the hole and a thumb
on the oiifiide of the piece of log, and you
easily pick it up.
This stiMil will stind anywhere. It is

particularly Mdai>ted to rough flooi-s of
stables or side-hill corrals and milking-lots.

When done throw it down, and if all the

herd tramps over it no harm is done. When
it becomes badly battered or dirty use it

for firewood and make another. When
milking out of doors you can lead the cow
to the stool, and thus save the trouble of
carrying it. W. F. Wu-cox.

Favorite for Twenty-Five
• Years

T WILL give you a
description of a

mUking-stool that I

got out of Farm axd
Fireside about

twenty-five years ago. and we have never
been without one or two ever since. I have
used several other kinds, but this is the
handiest stool of all.

The main board is eight inches wide and
twenty-five inches long, the seat is twelve
inches high, or you can make it higher or
lower according to the size of cows. It is

braced on both sides with slanting strips.

Chris Hoexaday.

1

Handy as a Monkey's Tail

JUY BEST mUking-
stool is made like

this : Take an inch
board six inches wide
and a foot long, nail a
six-inch block across the
bottom of the board to

prevent it from split-

ting. Then bore an inch hole in the center
of the board, and take a light but strong
piece for a leg thirteen inches long and
two inches in diameter. Fit it into the
"hole, leaving a good, square shoulder to

rest against the block. Then "toe-nail" all

around.
On one end of board naU a strap with a

buckle, and on the other end one with holes
for a buckle as illustrated. I use hame-
straps. The stool is strapped to the milker,
and should the cow step about, one c-an

move with the cow. usually without stop-

ping milking.

For milking in a lot or bam, we find this

stool light and convenient to handle, as
well as safe. It can be used on hillsides

or uneven places as well as on level ground.
W. T. WOODEX.

An Empty Powder-Can
lyiT BEST milking-stool

is a twenty-five-pound
empty powder-can. This
I claim is the best to be
had for several reasons

:

It is durable and will last

for years. It is just the
right height for all sized

cows. It is light, being made of sheet iron.

There is no cost for repairs, as it is almost
indestructible. There are no nails to catch
your clothes. A wire handle can be put
on for carrying it.

The first cost is only a few cents. A per-

son near a mining town can get all he wants
by gathering them up, as they are thrown
away when empty. E. W. Husto.n.

Compact Cabinet Stool
npHE diagram
* shows a milking-

stool that has proven
very efficient. It is

easy to make and so

simple that it

scarcely requires explanation. The base is

a board two feet long, one foot wide and
one inch thick. Two two-by-foure are

nailed undcnieath at the ends to serve as

rests. The seat forms a box in which are

kept salves, sponges and cloths for wiping
the cows' udders. The hand-hole in the

top furnishes an easy means of carrying the

stool.

When you come from the field tired out

from a hard day's work it is no fun to hold

a heavy milk-pail between your knees when
you milk. This stool solves the problem.

The pail is placi.-d on the platform, and it

makes no difference how heavy it is.

Frank C. Johnson.

Forest Service in the Dairy
[ORE farmers ought to

know about this milk-

ing-stool. Go to any old

brushy woods or to an old

orchard and secure a limb
about four inches in di-

ameter which branches out
into three strong branches
of e(|ual size. Cut the main

limb off about three inches above the forks.

Nail to the l.'irgc limb a piece of smooth
oiie or two inch board about a foot square.

This stool does not upset every time you
get off of it. and you don't have to make
braces out of the cows or y<mr legs.

Will Merit.

Prizes have been awarded to con-
testants as follows

;

The best all-around stool, '"The
Pivot Makes It Best," by D. A.
Mc-Comb $3.00

The best indoor stool, "The PaU
Swings Around."' by Joseph
Volden 3.00

The best out-of-door stool, "The
Two-by-Four 'T' Stool," by Ar-
nold Sorenson 3.00

The most durable stool, "Lead
Her ti) the Block." by W. F.
WUcox 2.00

The best platform stool, "Fa-
vorite for Twenty-Five Tears,"
by Chris Hornaday 2.00

The most sanitary mUking-stool,
"An Empty Powder-Can." bv
E. W. Huston 2.00

All others published, each 1.00

Stool with Folding Bucket-
Stand

T^HIS mUking-stool
is designed for the

purpose of furnish-
ing a bucket-stand
(A> in connection
with the stool. The
construction of this

stool can easUy be seen by a study of the
accompanying Ulustration.
When not in use the bucket-stand re-

mains under the stool, but when the mUker
takes his position the stand is pulled out,
the bucket placed on it, and the milker has
frv^e use of his hands and legs. When it is

lifted at B the end C drops down and the
stand slides into its place. It can be made
in any convenient size, but preferably about
one foot high and sixteen inches square.

Habry Wells.

Compact and Comfortable
'T'HIS mUking-stool

can be made from
odd pieces .of boards.
A one - half - inch
board is used for the
seat. In the front

end of it cut, a hand-hole by boring two
holes and sawing or whittling out the wood.
This hole is used for carrying, mo\'ing or
hanging up the stool.

This is the best type of milking-stool I
have ever used, as it is convenient, light

and durable, and when you come in tired

from a day's work you can rest yourself,

for it is comfortable. E. C. Cubby.

Fr^m a Barbed-Wire Spool
"TAKE a common

barbed-wire spool and
saw off parts of each
end. as shown in sketch.

NaU the four pieces that

join the two ends firmly, and you now have
the framework of the stool. Next get a
thin board (I use a part of a store box),
and nail on with small naUs for the seat.

My reason for selecting this milking-stool

is because of its lightness and strength. It

is also very easily, cheaply and quickly

made. There is no danger of the legs break-

ing off of this stool, as is the case with some
of the three-legged ones, besides it sets

firmly on the floor or ground and wUl not

slip. Raymond Pyle.

Almost an Armchair
'pHIS milking.
* stool is made for

comfort. It is

twelve inches long,

ten inches high and
ten inches wide.
The seat is made of

several thicknesses of old Brussels carpet
naUed to each end and a cleat naUed over
that. It must be nailed firmly. Draw car-

pet tight, and nail well, as it will always
sag some. Howard C. Closson.

The Old Oaken Bucket
TAKE a strong

three-gallon wooden
bucket, put a bail on
the bottom end. and
you will have a stool

that will not easUy
upset. It will last many years if the hoops
are kept tight. I have tried one-legged and
two-legge<l and four-legged stools, but "the

old oaken bucket" beats them all. especially

if it is a strong bucket. It is cheap, prac-

tical, bundy, comfortable and can't be easUy
kicked over. Chester G. Reynolds.

Headwork Awards
First-prize contribution in May 24th

issue—"(Jate with Foot Latch," by W. E.

Moxlov : in June 7th issue
—"To Keep

Rolling UtK.r Closed," by D. S. Mickley.



The Market Outlook

Scarcity of Hogs
By L. K. Brown

THE hog-market has again become
healthy and active, and the effects of
the April slump have disappeared.

Meat demand continues strong, and supply
has not materially increased. The run on
eastern markets . has subsided, and order-
buyers have become active again in the
•western markets. The meat demand has kept
the packers' and middlemen's supply in

small proportions, and the supply of hogs
has not been enough to allovi' accumulation.
Should the predicted June run materialize

its effect could only be temporary because
of this hand-to-mouth condition of the en-
tire trade. It would simply give them
enough stocks to take avFay the bare ap-
pearance from their shelves for a time.
Early clearances of the pens have been

the rule, and heavier receipts could be
handled vfithout any detrimental effects,

for the strong demand could absorb it.

The market outlook for the producer is

favorable. Last year at this time the pack-
ers had the largest supply of pork on hand
that they had had in years. The receipts
for the next two or three months are ex-
pected to about equal those of last summer.
During the early fall months last year this

enonnous accumulation of meats was con-
sumed before the public realized and with-
out any decided break in provision prices.

To-day there is no supply gathered to meet
this demand when the time arrives, and
the markets between now and then cannot
furnish it. Last summer the price advanced
from a $7..50 average in June to a $9 aver-
age in October, when the high point of the
year was rea<-hpd. Just how much the
market will advance this year during the
same months is doubtful, but the compara-
tive scarcity of provisions would seem to

indicate even a greater advance, however.
When prices get too high demand decreases,

thus partially counteracting it. There is

a greater hog scarcity than has generally
been realized.

Fat Lambs to the Market
By John P. Ross

"T^HE month of May closed with a rather
* dull sheep-market caused by a general
cleaning up in Colorado and some of the

Western States, by the appearance of con-

siderable numbers of southern spring lambs,

and by the want of activity in the East. It

seems probable that the advent of the north-

ern supply will help to keep down prices

in Chicago and other markets. The trade

-at Buffalo has been very slow, buyers dis-

criminating very closely against lambs run-

ning anywhere over seventy to- seventy-five

pounds. Business seems to have been bet-

ter in Omaha than in most markets, good
Mexican lambs selling freely up to $8.35,

and choice westerns from $7.75 to $8.15.

Most of the lamb trade in Chicago has

been in shorn lambs, best handy weights

ranging from $7 to $7.50 ; the common sorts

between $6 and $6.50. Spring lambs, so far

not over-plentiful, sold from $8.50 to $».50

;

good wethers, $5.25 to $6.75. and ewes

about the same. Anyone who has fat lambs
ready would probably be wise to send them
in; for as the bulk of the new crop comes
in a rise in prices is hardly to be looked

for, and feed is likely to be plentiful.

The wool-market is quiet, though men
competent to judge are expecting a good
year unless something more radical than

is looked for is done with the tariff. Gen-
erally, all the world over, prospects are

regarded as very promising.
Anyone studying the reports of the live-

stock markets must be struck with the

persistence of the call for light weights. In

a recent issue of the Farmers' and Drovers'

Jotirnal the reporter remarks with regard

to cattle : "Weighty choice grades little

wanted ; light, fat yearlings and handy
weights gaining killers' favor ;" and as to

sheep : "buyers are listless bidders for bulk

;

only light-weight lots sell earlj- ; weighty
kinds dull." This, under various forms of

expression, is a standing feature of these

reports from all the leading markets ; and
it seems remarkable that in face of it so

many lambs should be kept to have that

last ten pounds added to their weight which
removes them, at current rates, from the

$8.50 to the $7.50 class. This involves not

only the lowering of their grade, but the

loss of extra time and labor, and of the cost

of the extra feed.

As regards lambs, which, now and proba-

bly for a long time to come, pay better to

feed than any other class of sheep, with the

exception of high-bred breeding stock, it

should be remembered that it is during the

first few months of their lives that their

growth is greatest and most rapid. A lamb,

for instance, weighing eight pounds at

birth, if healthy and blessed with a good

mother, is apt to weigh from twenty to

twenty-five pounds by the end of his second

month, and from fifty to sixty at the end

of his fourth, when he wiU be likely to com-

mand the highest price per pound he will
ever attain to. If kept on to ten months
and fed high after being weaned, he will
probably weigh from eighty to ninety
pounds. So in the first period of four
months he increases nearly seven times,
while in the second period of six months he
nearly doubles ; besides which, if fat and fit,

he, when four months old, will command the
highest price per pound he will ever attain
to, and cost little beyond his dam's keep

;

while during the second period he will
probably be found to have eaten as much
as she ever did while supporting him and,
maybe, a twin brother. It seems needless
to say more on this point, its lesson is so
obvious ; but it may be well to point out
that this feature in the life of young ani-

The Scotch herder knows the value of

the lambs

mals opens up the easiest and most profit-

able way to supply this, now well estab-

lished, taste for their meat. Just now,
when so much anxiety is being felt as to

what will be done as to the free admission
of wool and dressed meats, we should not
fail to remember ' that the conditions of

sheep culture have so improved since the

time, twenty years ago, when the removal
of the duty on wool wrought such havoc
among our flocks, that any such radical

injury is now hardly possible. All the world
over the supply of wool is shorter, while the

demand for it is greater than ever ; and as

to mutton and lamb, both the taste for it

and the knowledge of how to produce it

have so greatly increased that the shepherd
of 191.3 can view the threatt-ncd approach
of the stuffed giant free trade much as his

prototype David did that of the real giant

Goliath; that is. with at lea.st some show
of equanimity. Panics belong to sheep, not

to shepherds.

Curing "Summer Sores"
By Dr. A. S. Alexander

A READER in Nevfnia has a seven-year-
old Percheron horse, imported from

France, for which he paid $3.6(50. In August,
1910, the horse broke out with sores, one on
the nose, one on the left side just behind the
front leg. one on each front ankle, and one
on the left hind hock in front of the leg.

The own€>r reports that he dried up, with
the use of air-slaked lime, all of these sores

at the approach of cool weather, but during
the gummer of 1911 both front and hind leg

on the left side broke out again ; and he has
not been able to dry or cure them since.

He is anxious to know what the sores are

and how to cure them.

The stallion has "summer sores," and
they are very difiicult to heal in summer-
time. As a rule they dry up in winter

without treatment. Do not let anyone give

the severe treatment of burning with red-

hot irons, as it would be likely to leave

blemishes at the places treated.

Clip the hair off the skin around the

sores and cleanse thoroughly for removal

of scales and scabs. When dry. rub lard

around the sores and then paint each sore

with terchloride of antimony, sparingly ap-

plied. Repeat the application each other

day, and when horse is in the stable tie

him so that he will not be able to lick or

bite the sores. Give him at least eight

miles of exercise on the road every day, or

put him to hard work, like any farm horse,

and on work-horse feed. If the medicine

prescribed does not avail, then change to

a mixture of half an ounce of picric acid in

eight ounces of alcohol, used as a paint

every day. After the application, dust the

sores with a mixture of equal parts of

slaked lime, powdered charco.al and sul-

phur. This is better than plain slaked lime.

If the flies bother add enough iodoform to

the powder to keep them away.

Use good judgment in buying farm tools.

This implies that you shall see below the

paint and the gold finish and be able to tell

whether the parts of the machine you plan

to buy are well adapted to the work you

want them to do. They may be all right

for the farmers of some other part of the

country, but are they what you want on
your farm? That is what determines the

value of a tool to you.

Feeding and Breeding for Two-
Ounce Eggs

By A. E. Vandervort
IN MARKETING eggs the highest prices
can be obtained and the largest profits

are made in supplying a retail trade. This
is also one of the most satisfactory trades
to cater to and is easy to get. There are
hundreds of families in every large town
or city that are looking for the person who
wUl furnish eggs regularly each week the
year around at several cents above the re-

tail store prices. But the best paying cus-
tomers, whether wholesale or retail, those
who are willing to pay ten or more cents
per dozen above the highest quotations, are
hard to secure. Nevertheless, I find that
this class of customers are getting more
numerous each year. Such trade, which
should be the ultimate goal sought by all

commercial egg-producers, must be educated
up to an appreciation of high-class eggs
before it wUl pay the highest price.

The largest profits must come from su-
perior marketing, and from special market
advantages in selling eggs and stock. A
difference of only a few cents per dozen
makes a large increase in the income, when
several hundred hens are kept.

Monthly and Yearly Egg Prices

The average market price of eggs, unlike
most farm products, does not vary ma-
terially for the same months one year with
another. The highest prices for eggs occur
in December and January. They ai'e lower
in February, still lower in March and April,
and lowest in May. In June they begin to
come up and continue to rise gradually
each month until they reach about the same
high price as during December of the pre-

ceding year. Thus the poultry-raiser knows
in advance, with practical certainty, what
he will receive for his eggs month by month
during the year. In this respect the poul-

try-raiser has an advantage over the
growers of apples, potatoes, hops, cheese,

pork and most other farm products. When
the weather is coldest the price of eggs is

the highest, and when the weather is warm-
est the price of eggs is lowest. This gives

us the hint that if we would succeed in

commercial egg production we must strive

to overcome the winter conditions which
retard egg production, and thus secure eggs
when they will bring the highest prices.

How Best to Establish Your Prices

Working^ up a large, first-class private

trade requires time and tact. The best ad-

vertisement is a satisfied customer. Trade
grows by one satisfied customer recommend-
ing you to another. Much misunderstand-
iftg is avoided by fixing the jirice for the

year. There are three ways of fixing the

A neat package is a good investment

price. The first is to agree upon a single

price per dozen for the year, and the num-
ber of eggs to be delivered each week. The
second plan is to decide upon a certain

fixed percentage increase ; for example, five

to fifty per cent, to be paid above the high-

est market quotations each week, as quoted
in the wholesale market. By this sliding

scale there will be less incentive for either

party to the contract breaking faith. The
third plan is to name a fixed price, accord-

ing to the demand which usually exists at

that particular season. A good scale of

prices on this basis which is being paid to

a certain poultryman of my acquaintance
is twenty-five cents a dozen for April. May,
June and July ; thirty-five cents a dozen for

August and September ; forty-five cents

for October and November ; fifty cents for

December and January ; thirty-five cents

for February and March.
A neat package is also a very good invest-

ment. An attractive shipping crate has
much to do with fixing the price of the

product. The person who will take the

trouble to prepare a neat package may be

depended upon to be equally careful and
painstaking about the quality of the goods

which he puts into it. Buyers know this

instinctively. If a shipping box that only

costs a few cents in money and ;i few hours

of time will increase the price of eggs even

a fraction of a cent per dozen, and if the

crates hold several dozen, not many ship-

ments will have to be made in order to pay
for the package. Everyone who has had
much experience in shipping eggs and poul-

try to market, and who has uspd attractive

boxes and coops, can give numerous in-

stances of various orders i-eccived from
people who have been attracted by the

package at the express office or railroad

station. A well-stenciled crate is a guar-

antee of good quality within. It is the

earmark of honesty. The man who has
poor products to sell keeps his name out of

sight. Attractiveness is not the only value
of the stencil. A conspicuous stencil mark
will save loss of many crates in shipment.

because th.-y aw less likely to be over-
looked and carried by the station or put
off at the wrong place.

The first principle of good marketing is

to have good qiiality to sell. Quality sells

itself. A fancy egg should be new-laid

;

that is, not more than one week old when
it is delivered to the customer. It should
be free from any foreign flavor due to im-
proper feeding or to the absorption of
objectionable odors. The albumen must be
firm for beating. The yolk must be rich
in color and must not rupture in poaching.
There must be no blood-clots. The shell
should be spotlessly clean, uniform in shape
and color, hard and smooth in texture. A
fancy egg must be of a large size, not less
than about two ounces each.

Getting Strictly Fancy Eggs

To produce eggs of the highest quality
requires skill and care. First, one must
keep pure-bred fowls in order to secure
uniformity in color, shape and size of egg.

This is also true in I'aising broilers and
roasters. Second, eggs must be selected for
hatching that fulfil all the market require-
ments for strictly fancy eggs ; and no other
should be used.

At first only a small per cent, of the eggs
laid by the average flock, even of pure-bred
fowls, can be used for hatching. Each
year, however, by this rigid system of selec-

tion, the percentage of disqualified eggs will

be less and less, until even a large percent-
age of the first eggs from pullets can be
marketed as fancy stock. Third, care must
be taken to feed rations which contain sufiS-

cient nutrients of the right kinds to make
perfectly developed eggs of good flavor and
sound shell.

What Causes Poor Eggs

Absence of shell-making material results
in soft-shelled eggs. A deficiency of meat
or suitable grain wiU affect the firmness of
the albumen. Lack of vitality in the hens
will cause the membrane which surrounds
the yolk to be weak and easily ruptured.'
Rough handling of the fowls wUl cause the
follicles to burst prematurely, and blood-
clots will be formed in the eggs. Impure
water or musty food will affect the odor and
flavor of the eggs. An insufficient supply
of yellow corn, clover and grass will cause
the yolk to be light-colored.

In order to secure a fancy-egg trade the
supply of eggs must be continuous. The
poultrymen who cann6t get a reasonable
number of eggs every month in a year can-
not hope to secure the highest paying trade.
These rfeh customers will not consider for
a moment dealing with a producer who
cannot supply eggs during October, Novem-
ber and December. Therefore, one of the
first requisites in wqj'king up a high-class
trade is to be able to deliver the products
regularly and continuously. Unless that
can be done, one cannot hope to secure
much, if anything, above the regular market
price throughout the year.

Do Not Sell Bad Eggs

Eggs for a first-class trade must be gath-
ered regularly each day from nests that are
especially fitted. If there is any doubt
about the freshness of eggs, give the cus-
tomer, not the eggs, the benefit of the doubt.
Do not take any chances ; do not sell them.
One bad egg will ruin the reputation gained
by selling a thousand good ones. The bad
egg "unpleasantness" will never be forgot-

ten, even if it should be forgiven by the
customer. As soon as the eggs are gathered
they should be carried to a cool place and
covered with a clean cloth, so that dust
cannot settle on them.
A damp cloth is required to rub off any

slight discolorations. If it is necessary to

wet the eggs, they should be wiped dry be-

fore being placed in the crate ; otherwise
they will gather dust. They should not be
washed unless absolutely necessary, because
washing destroys the natural appearance of
the shell by removing the secretion which
covers the pores of the egg and which pre-

vents rapid evaporation from the eggs.

Washed eggs do not keei> as well as egg.s

in their natural condition.

Summer
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Special Introductory
Price on Full Size
Roll, 108 Sq. Feet

Here's an op-

JSJC portunity you^^^^ can't neglect,
Galvo brand high grade
Rubber Roofing.

Made to Withstand any Weather and Climate
Is offered for a limited time only at this extraordinary
introductory price. Send in your order today.

Anyone Can Put It On ^° eiperience, no special tools
' are needed. Quickly put on and

put on to last. It is absolutely

GUARANTEED FOR IS YEARS
Figure out how mucli you need and
send in year order today. This intro-

ductory price applies on 1 plv with2 ply and 3 ply as noted.
108 Sq. Ft. Two Ply 80c 108 Sq. Fl. Threo Ply 85c
We can also save you big money on harness, paints,
silos, water troughs, machinery, etc. Write for low,
net factorv-to-consumer prices. Samples FREE.
WAREHOUSES: Ctnehuiti New Tork Kauas City San Franosn

CENTRAL ROOFING & SUPPLY COMPANY
23 N. Morgan Street Dept. 1 1A Chicago, III.

We Furnish

Cement and Nails

Free of Cbarge

Fountain-Pen
For a Favor

Everyone needs this Fountain-
Pen. Farm and Fireside has
obtained for its readers a re-

liable Fountain-Pen. You can
get one by doing a small favor.

THIS reliable fountain-pen is one of

the best pens made for usefulness and
wearing qualities. It has a fine, well-

made, gold-tipped pen. It is made of vul-

canite, which is like hard rubber
There is a close-fitting dust-cap
to protect the pen-point. For
steady use this pen is hard
to beat. It is easily filled,

and a filler is furnished
with each pen. The
special feature of

the reliable pen
is its free-flow-

ing ink, re-

quiring
no shak-

ing.

You
i 1 1

have use

for this pen

many times a

day. It is one

of the most con-

venient pens that

anyone could have and

is fully guaranteed.

OUR OFFER We will send
you this won-

derful fountain-pen by return mail
if you will send us only four 1-year
subscriptions to Faf-m and Fireside
at 40 cents each. Tell your friends
that this is a special bargain offer.

Send the subscriptions to

FARM AND FIRESIDE
SPRINGFIELD, OHIO

Crops and Soils

Refusing to Follow Orders
By W. F. Wilcox

MEJs who won't take and obey orders
are not in demand. True, there are
cases where men of rare ability,

faithful and honest, are engaged for tasks
and sent out to perform the task just as
they see it needs to be done. But ordinarily

men are engaged to do the bidding of the

one who meets the pay-roll.

Evei-ywhere, city and country, wherever
men are hired, you will find the same trou-

ble, men refusing to follow out orders, and
always getting into trouble as a result. I

know a man living in town who hires men
to run his farms in the country. On one
ranch he has a married man. past middle
age, with a large family. The owner de-

clares that it is next to impossible to get
this man to carry out an order to the letter.

He always wants to do things his way.
, "And why." says the owner, "should he
presume to do things his way? Here he is

past middle age, with nothing to show for

his life. He has no property. This in itself

tends to show that his judgment is faulty.

Then why should he continually persist in

doing things his way, when his life shows
his way has always been the unsuccessful
wayV"
That is just it. When men who have

accomplished things, have been successful

along certain lines and thereby do know
what they want done and how they want it

done and are willing to pay for it, why
should some failure persist in doing things
his way. while paid to perform them as
they should be done? It is a proposition
to solve.

yard of eight-ounce duck which I buy by
the bolt at fourteen cents a yard. Thus
each cap costs me fourteen cents, besides

the labor of hemming and weighting the
corners. . I tie' an old horseshoe to each
corner with a piece of heavy twine, allow-

ing it to hang about six inches from the

corner. This wUl cover quite a large hay-
cock, as only the top needs to be protected.

If the weather is bad the hay can be left

under these covers for a week or more
without injury. If the weather is damp I

take off the covers and loosen up the hay,

allowing the air to circulate. No hay gets

spoiled by the heaviest rains, and very little

is sun-bleached. It is the only way I know
to cure cow-pea hay successfully. I used
to lose a great deal of hay by sudden show-
ers, but since I have used hay-caps they pay
for themselves over and over, both in

quality of hay and convenience in haying.

Now I get my hay in when convenient,

and I do not have to call all "hands'* to

sweat blood while the thunder rolls in the

west. Once I had eight acres of rye which
I cut for hay just as it was in the dough
stage. It was still green and would have
made nearly two tons to the acre. The day
after I got it nicely cocked up it began to

rain and rained steadily for a week. At
the end of that time my hay was not worth
hauling for bedding, so I let it be and later

scattered it and plowed it under.
As feed it was worth at least $10 a ton,

and I counted it as a loss of $160.
One hundred and sixty caps would have

saved that $160, and they would have cost

me not over twenty cents each, including
work of hemming and weighting, or a total

of $.32. That would have given me a net
profit on that transaction of $128, and I

would have had my hay-covers left for

future crops. I find that when oiled with
linseed-oU and carefully dried and put away
the covers will last for years.

Hay-CoversPay forThemselves
By J. S. Underwood

T HAVE had my share of trouble getting

my hay cured properlj- in bad weather.
Clover especially is hard to cure unless the
weather is ideal, for I like to cut my hay
with color to it. Even timothy I find is

superior when cut green or just past the
bloom. I have neighbors who cut their

timothy in the morning and put it in the

bam in the evening of the same day. This
can be done only when the hay is overripe.

Then it is rather woody, not so palatable
and not so digestible. The practice cannot
be recommended.

I cure all my hay in the windrow or cock,'

and not in the swath. In short, I want my
hay air-cured and not sun-dried. Of course

it takes longer to cure hay in the piles than
when it is spread thinly on the gi'ound, and
that is where my canvas covers come in.

Some of my brother farmers may object to

investing good money in "hay-caps" es-

pecially if they have a large acreage in

meadow, but I have proven that it pays.

The covers I use are made of a square

The leaching manure-heap on the farm
furnishes the breeding-plot for a bounteous
crop of flies at the cost of low production
in the fields where the manure ought to be
rejuvenating the soil.

Home-Made Hand Cultivator
By D. A. McComb

AN EXCELLENT hand cultivator for a^ small truck-patch, that wUl do excel-

lent work, can be made at very little cost.

Get a front wheel from an old ball-bearing
bicycle. Be sure you get the complete bear-
ings, spindle and nuts. Take off the rubber
tire. Get the following pieces of the light-

est lumber possible, but be sure the wood
is tough and straight-gi-ained. Elm is good.
Two pieces for A, %x2x26 inches. Two
pieces for B, %x2x48 inches. One piece
for C, 114x3x22 inches.

Through the front end of the A pieces
bore a hole of size to fit on the spindle.

Shave the ends thin enough to take a

More Wheat Per Acre
We cannot control tlie price of a bushel of

wheat, because too many countries raise wheat.

But we can increase the profit from an acre of

wheat by reducing the cost of production per

bushel. There is not much profit in 13 bushels of

wheat per acre, whifh is the American average.

There is good money in yields of 25 to 35 bushels.

These can be obtained, if one prepares the land

right, uses good seed and ^ood fertilization.

POTAS
Good fertilization means enough fertilizer

of the right kind. With a good rotation 400 to

600 pounds per acre is enougli, provided a reason-

ably high-grade formula .such as 2-8-6 or 0-10-6

is used. The low-grade 1-7-1, 2-8-2 and 0-10-2

formulas are out of date and out of balance, and

the plant food in them costs too much per unit.

Urge your dealer to carry high-grade formulas or

if he is stocked up with low-grade stuff get him
to buy some potash salts with which to bring up

the potash content to a high grade. One b;ig of

muriate of potash added to a ton of fertilizer

will do it.

If you prefer real bone or basic slag in place of acid phosphate try 300 to 400 pounds

per acre of a mixture of 1600 pounds of either with 400 pounds of muriate of potash.

You will find that Potash Pays.

Tliese high-potash mixtures produce better wheat, do^r, heavy grain and stiff straw.

We sell Potash salts in any quantity from 200 pounds up. If yoiir dealer will not get

potash for you, write us for prices and for our F"RF,F, booklet on Fall fertilizers.

GERMAN KALI WORKS. Inc.. 42 Broadway. New York
CMuto. McCarnlck Block New Orleau, WUluy Ccalral Bank Bl<l|. Allinta, empire BI4|.

Savaasib, Bank lod Trust BMf. Saa FraoclKO, IS Calliorala Sirecl

washer inside and outside and leave room
for the nuts. Bore a 5/16 iu<-h hole 2
inches from the other end. Also have the
ends of the B pieces to fit against the out-
side of the A pieces 2 inches back of the
bearing-holes, at E. With a little stove-
bolt fasten them there. Shape the other
ends like plow-handles. Seven inches from
the lower end of piece C bore a 5/16 inch
hole, and 2 inches from the top end a %
inch hole. Bolt the A pieces to C at D
with a .5/16 inch bolt S'A inches .long. Cut
a broom-handle to IS inches long, and slip

it to the middle in the hole at top of C. .md
fasten with small nails. Shave the ends to

fit % inch holes. Make the angle of A and
C at D about sqimre. Bore % inch holes

thro\igh the handle pieces B at the point
where the broom-hnndio will fit. drive the
ends in, and secure with small nails. Mount
the frame on the wheel. Use any small cul-

tivator shoe or shovel. If the handles stand
too high cut a little off the lower end of C,
and set the shoe higher.
The large size of the wheel, the wide rim

and the b.ill bearings, together with the
lightness of the material, make this a light

and easy running hand cultivator.

Farm and Fireside, June 21, 1913

June on the Farm .

By Bertbn Braley

CKIES are soft and blue and warm
When it's .luue

;

There's a magic wraps the farm
Night and noon

;

Every lazy breath that blows
Brings the perfume of the rose.

Who could think of cares and woes
When it's June

!

Somehow work is almost play
When it's June

;

Life is rollicking and gay
As a tune.

And you hear the hum of bees
And the bird songs in the trees.

Sweet are country sounds like these
When it's June

!

Oh, the glory of the night
When it's June,

With the mellow, yellow light

Of the moon.
With the lisping leaves that stir

And the merry crickets' chirr
And the voice—the voice of Her

—

When it's June.

Besides the fact that crushed corn and
cob enables the stock to secure more nour-
ishment than whole grain, remember that
the cob portion, which usually is wasted,
retui-ns to the land as a fertilizer in the
animals* manure.

Commercial Fertilizer on Corn
By Geo. W. Brown

r\URING the spring of 1912 I prepared a
ten-acre field for corn by evenly spread-

ing on oat-stubble ten loads per acre of
stable and shed manure, harrowing and
pulverizing the manure ahead of the plow.
When the field was ready for planting,

we drilled into the surface with a fertUizer-

drill a guaranteed commercial fertilizer of

the following analysis

:

Per Cent.
Ammonia 1
Phosphoric acid (available) 8
Phosphoric acid (insoluble) 1.5
Potash 2

This was drUled at the rate of two hun-
dred pounds per acre, at a cost of $2 per
acre.

One shock-row near the middle of the
field, and on average soil, was left un-
treated. Each shock-row in the field con-
tained twenty-two shocks of 144 hills.

At First There Was no Apjjarent Difference

All summer we could see no particular
difference in the treated and untreated
rows. We thought we were losers in the
fertilizer game.

P'irst we husked out the unti'eated acre
and weighed the ears, which netted us sixty-

one bushels and sixteen pounds, an average
yield for our soil.

Next we husked out the two adjoining
row's where commercial manure had been
applied. The first row netted us sixty-seven

bushels, thirty pounds. The second row
netted sixty-eight bushels and forty-eight

pounds.
Then we went over into the field farther

and husked out an average row which
netted sixty-seven bushels.

We averaged the product of the three

rows and secured sixty-seven bushels aud
fifty pounds per acre, or a gain of approxi-

mately six and one-half bushels over the

unfertilized shock-row.
At hnsking-time the market price for this

corn was forty cents per nushel, or $2.60
per acre gain for the application of com-
mercial fertilizer costing us $2 per acre to

apply.

But we noticed some other fentxires that

were valuable. The ears on the treated

rows were more uniform in size, fill fl to

the ends with kernels, had a greater degree

of firmness and dr.vnoss, were more free

from mold and rot and consequently were
hejivier in proportion to size and had more
feed and seed value.

The fodder held the blades green from
top to Bottom of the stalk, producing more
roughage than where the blades dried and
withered up^

Wp' could have secured a greater gain,

prol)ably double or treble, by drilling the

fertilizer in the plante'r rows near the hills,

but we were intent on laying a foundation
for future crops as well.

Dropping fertilizer into the hill is too
much like putting money into the purse and
filching it out right away.

When Writing the Editor

W/HEN writing to Farm a.nd Fireside for assistance or advice on any subject
please give full particulars. If you wish counsel in purchasing a cultivator

or any particular imjilement tell what crops you want it for, the kind of soil

you have, the lay of the land and wlietlier or not it is stony. If you wish vet-

erinary advice inentii>n the kind of niiiiiiMl, age, weight, size, and give a com-
plete description of the manner in which the animal was fed and cared for up to

the time of wi-iting. Then give the symptoms and any additional facts whi<'h

may have a bearing on the case. Finally, sign full name and address plainly.

Be explicit and benefit thereby.
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Poultry-Raising

How to Increase the Vigor of

Incubator Chicks
By F. W. Kazmeier

THE vigor of the chickS" determines
whether they shall be raised at a profit

or loss. It is almost impossible to

raise chicks that are weak when hatched.
Therefore let us look into the factors which
iufiuenee the vigor of chicks.

Here are the results of some experiments
conducted in West Virginia to determine
the vigor of chicks from pullets' and hens'

eggs. Of forty-five chicks hatched from
eggs laid by pullets, twenty-one chicks died
the first three weeks ; of sixty chicks
hatched from the eggs of two-year-old hens,
eight chicks were lost in the same time

;

from sLxty chicks hatched from eggs laid by
three-year-old hens, six chicks were lost.

In every case the eggs laid by hens three
years old were more satisfactory for hatch-
ing than those laid by the younger fowls
for the chicks were heavier, and more
vigorous than the chickens hatched from
pullets' eggs, and apparently somewhat
niiire vigorous than the chicks from eggs
laid by two-year-olds.

When and How Much to Cool Eggs

It was also found that eggs from fowls
fed heavily during the winter for egg pro-

duction, did not hatch so well, and the

about a week to two weeks old they com-
mence to die off. This insufficient amount
of fresh air in the incubator room causes
inflammation of the lungs, and although
the chick may have strength enough to

emerge from the shell it is weakened to

such an extent as not to be able to live

more than a few days. This is one cause
of so many chicks dying at between two and
three weeks of age from no apparent cause.

Get aU the fresh air into the incubator
room that you can without causing a draft

or lowering the temperature too much.

More Light on Egg Production
By Dr. Raymond Pearl

THE methods employed in the poultry-
breeding work described by Doctor

Pearl during the winter were not plain to
some of our readers. Their questions were
sent to him, and he further explains his
point of view. Editoks.

I regret very much that a misunder-
standing should have arisen over any state-

ments in my articles contributed to Farji
A^'D PiKESlDE. The case, however, is 'only

another illustration of the difficulty of deal-

ing with a complicated technical matter in

a short space, where one cannot properly
qualify general statements.

The facts of the case are these, that while

it is necessary that cockerels which are to

be hereditarily pure with reference to high

productiveness must come from high-laying

hens, the converse proposition is not true.

That is to say. not every high-laying hen
will produce sons that possess this quality.

That is the real difliculty of your corre-

spondents. That is to say. there are ten

types of Barred Plymouth Rock males

^ rom this pen, 1 ,234 eggs in six months

( liieks were not nearly as vigorous as those
from hens fed normally to keep them in a
good breeding condition.

Experiments were also carried on to de-

tprmine what influence the cooling of eggs
during incubation had on the vigor of the

chicks. As a rule during cold weather,
much cooling lowered the vitality, and dur-

ing warm weather, an insufficient amount
of cooling or airing also lowered the vitality

of the chicks. It is therefore advisable to

cool the eggs but very little during cold

weather and to increase the c-ooling as the

weather gets warmer. Cooling the eggs
until they felt cold to the hand proved in

till cases very detrimental to the hatcha-

bility of eggs and vitality of the chicks.

In further experiments as to what influ-

ence moisture had on the vigor of incubator
chicks, in all instances the chicks from eggs

which had plenty of moisture were larger

and more vigorous compared with others

given less moisture.
In tests conducted on our farm and on

another successful poultry farm, we found
that green food influenced the vigor of the

chicks more than almost any other factor.

We fed our flock no green food, and the

result was a hatch of exceptionally weak
chicks. The eggs showed a very low per-

centage of fertility and hatchability. Then
again when we fed too much green food,

the eggs showed a lower fertility and the

chicks were not as vigorous. Those that

we fed just a moderate amount of green

food gave us eggs high in fertility and
hatchability and the chicks were strong and
vigorous, the kind that are bound to live.

This is what we fed and how we fed it

:

at noon the breeders were given sound
cabbage heads, enough to last them until

about four o'clock, when all that was left

uneaten vp*s taken away. Nothing but good

sound cabbage was fed. Precautions were
taken never to feed anything in the line of

green food that was frozen.

Fresh Air for the Young Chicks

Another factor which we have found to

greatly reduce the vigor of the .
chicks was

lack of exercise by the parents especially

when confined. We always have plenty of

litter on the floor, and into this we scatter

all the grain. Make your breeding stock

exercise as much as possible, the more they

will exercise, the better the fertility and
hatchability of the eggs.

Another thing which greatly influences

the vigor of incubator chicks is the amount
of fresh air in the incubator room. In a

poorly ventilated incubator cellar, the eggs

mav hatch well, but when the chicks are

which are hereditarily different with re-

spect to capacity to transmit high egg

"productiveness. Only one out of the ten

possesses this hereditary quality in pure
form. AU the others wiU get a greater or

less proportion of daughters that are poor
layers instead of high layers. The only

possible way to tell in general which type
of male one has is through the performance
of their daughters, which means on an
exact pedigree basis.

Now. under the old experiments which
were carried on at this station for ten

years in simple trap-nesting where, as your
correspondents state, the males were in

each case taken from high layers, there

were no pedigree tests. In consequence, on

the average, only once in ten times would it

be expected that a male bird hereditarily

pure with reference to high productiveness

would be procured. As a matter of fact,

the probabilities are not even as great as

this because of the cumulative effect of

random breeding (that is. breeding without
exact pedigrees) in a downward direction.

Analysis of those old records shows that

sometimes males were procured which had
the desired quality. If this had only been
recognized at the time and these strains

had been in-bred, or line-bred, as one
pleases, a very great difference in the final

result would have been obtained.
The essential point stated in simplest

terms is that with which I started, namely,
that whOe it is necessary that a male bird

transmitting high productiveness to all his

daughters should come from a high-laying

mother, the converse proposition does not

hold. That is to say. not every high-laying

mother will produce sons which are heredi-

tarily pure with reference to this quality.

Some will, and some will not. depending in

part upon their own hereditary constitu-

tion, and in even greater degree upon the

hereditary constitution of the males with
which they are mated.
The actual mode of inheritance of this

character (fecundity) is an exceedingly

complicated one, and it is difficult at first

to state it in simple terms.

Lessons from a Contest
By R. H. Searle

THE first half of the second annual egg-

laying contest, which ended on the eve-

ning of May 15, 1913, revealed many
interesting facts from which several lessons

of value to every poultry-raiser may be
drawn.
In this contest there are twenty varieties

of pure-bred poultry. There are three pens
of each variety, each pen containing ten

females, making a total of thirty females
of each variety, and a grand total of six

hundred females in the contest. During
the six months just past, these six hundred
females have laid 45,374 eggs, an average
of 75.6 eggs per hen. When one stops to

consider that this is the average of all the
hens in the contest, including six that have
not laid a single egg, and that the average
production of the hens on our farms is in
the neighborhood of 75 eggs per year, this

six-months record is remarkable. It shows,
first, the value of keeping pure-bred poul-
try, and second, the value of proper feed
and care. That these six hundred hens
should average as many eggs in six months
as the average farm hen does in an entire
year is a matter worthy of serious consid-
eration.

The average number of eggs laid, per hen,
of the thirty hens of each of the twenty
varieties, is as follows : SUver Wvandottes,
99.2; S. C. White Leghorns. 97^.2 ; Black
Langshans, 94.5; White Wyandottes, 89.6;
White Orpingtons, 85.1 ; Buff Wyandottes,
82.8; Buff Plymouth Rocks, 81.2; S. C.
Brown Leghorns, 80.1 ; Mottled Ancouas,
77.9; Barred Plymouth Rocks, 77.S ; Buff
Orpingtons, 76.8 ; S. C. Rhode Island Reds,
75.2: Black Minorcas. 73.5; R. C. Rhode
Island Reds, 72.6; R. C. White Leghorns,
72.2; Black Orpingtons, 68.6; White
Plymouth Rocks, 67.4; Buff Leghorns,
62.5; Partridge Wyandottes, 58.2; Par-
tridge Plymouth Rocks, 53.8. While these
figures should by no means be taken as
conclusive evidence as to which variety is

best for egg production, they may be at

least taken as "straws which show which
way the wind blows," with reference to

winter egg production.

No "Luck" in Egg Production

The only really sensational feature of the

contest, thus far, is the wonderful record
made by the pen of S. C. White Leghorns
entered in the contest by an English poul-

tryman. This pen, during the six months,
laid 1,2.34 eggs, which is 153 eggs more
than the next best pen laid, and an average
of 47.8 eggs per hen more than the average
production per hen, of all the hens in the
contest.

The question naturally arises, "Why has
this English pen so far outdistanced our
American pens?" There must be a reason.

When ten birds, after traveling on ocean
and land for two weeks, much of the time
without feed or water, can start right in

and make a record of this kind, there must
be something more than "luck" behind it.

The owner of this pen states that every
one of the ten pullets in the pen was bred
from a female with a high record for egg
production, and sired by a male out of a
high-producing hen. Therein seems to lie

the secret of the wonderful record which
this pen is making. This station has been
urging farmers and poulti-y-raisers for sev-

eral years to breed from high layers, or at

least from good layers. We have also in-

sisted that the males which head the flocks

should be sons of high layers. The latter is

more important, in 'our opinion, than the

former. . Of course it is understood that the

breeding stock must be of reasonably good
size, variety considered, and also be stock

with strong constitutional vigor.

There can be no doubt but that the aver-

age American poultry-breeder, during the

past few years, has been paying so much
attention to the color of feathers and show
records that he has lost sight of the more
important matter of egg production. One
thing is certain, promiscuous and careless

breeding wQl never enable the poultrymen
of this country to make any progress in egg
production. Careful breeding and selection

must be practised if progress is to be made.

Fifteen hens to the colony is sufficient.

Rose combs do not freeze as easily in

cold weather as the straight, or single,

combs. In planning, remember this.

Besides the wonderful rejuvenating effect

crop rotation has on the soil, it destroys

insect pests, exterminates weeds and fur-

nishes a wide variety of live-stock rations.

Mite-Proof Roosts
By L. H. Cobb

ANYONE who has tried to clean out the

mites from roosts that are built in to

the hen-house will appreciate the simple

plan given below. I make my sets of roosts

six feet long, two feet wide and two feet

high, with three two-by-two-inch roosts.

The uprights are set in quart cans of water
with a half inch of kerosene on top. Mites
cannot get on this roost unless carried there

by the hens, and it can be easily taken
through any door and cleaned.

Boys! Get This

AIR-RIFLE
Without Spending One Cent

The Daisy Air- Rifle is a re-

peater. It shoots 350 times

without reloading. It is

strong, durable and shoots

accurately. It cultivates

trueness of sight and
evenness of nerve.

This rifle is harm-
ess. It uses no

powder-— j ust

air.

Air is plen-

tiful and
shot costs

but 10c

for 1,000.

These
fine air-

rifles are
provided
with pistol-

grip, t r u
sights, and are

strongly made.
Boys have use for it

every minute—hunt-

ing in the woods,
shooting at targets,

drilflng as soldiers,

and innumerable
uses that only boys can
discover. Every bo)' will

want one 6f these rifles, and
this is an unusual opportu-
nity to get a high-class Air-

Rifle.

BOYS
Send a postal to Farm and
Fireside to-daj^ Just say you
wantan Air-Rifle -without ha\iDg
to pay one cent. Thousands of

happy boys easily earned them
this way.

Write to-day. Address

FARM AND FIRESIDE
SPKIN&PIELD, OHIO

*'When the Juice Is lii the Apple"

MT.GILEAO CIDER PRESSES
The best, mopt efficient, and most econom-
ical method of getting the money out
that apple crop is to squeeze it out with
Mount Grilead Cider Press. Capacity
range of from ]0 to 400 bbls. daily,

We make a press for every pur-
pose. Also cider evaporators,
apple-butter cookers, vinegar,
generators, spraying outfits,
etc.
HYDRAT7LIC PEESS MFG. CO..
(Oldeat and largest manufacturers of cider

presaea in the world.)

106 Lmcoln ATenne* Dlonnt GUead, Ohio
Or Room 119 D, 39 Cortlaodt Street, New York, S. Y.

Lane's Steel
Wagon Jack

All steel and un-
breakable. Easiest operated and most
powerful on the market. Ask your hard-
ware store or direct to you via express for

$1.00 bill.

Lane Bros. Co., Lincoln Ave., Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

"King of
Balers <^|<eam

Power

Tlie

A train of followers, bat no eqaals.
Proves its superiority
wherever it goes. Makes
tight shapely bales, not
loose bundles,works
fast, avoids acci-
dents and endures.
Little draft, tre-
mendous power.
The machine that makes competi-
tors tremble. Eli catalogue free. _
Collins Plow Co., 1116 Hampshire St., Quincy, Hi

"MONARCH"
Cider Press
will net more money
for you than any other
Investment you can
make. lObbl. to400 bbU
per day. Also makers
of apple buttercookers,
evaporators, etc.

A. B. FARQUHAR CO.
, Ltdo, Box 105. York« Pa,

fiunhingWaterl
iri House and Barn at even S

tern peratu re Wi hter o r Sum - ^JflW^ I
:rner at Smal I Cost/^ y

Poultry, Fruit, Sweet Potatoes
12 Acres, $1700, Easy Terms

Splendid little farm in Southern Jersey (Beautiful
Yineland Section) where fruit, poultry, vegetables and
sweet potatoes thrive as nowhere else; everything ready
for business, land fruited to apples, pears, plums,
cherries, peaches, 400 grape vines, } acre raspberries,
3 acres dewberries: splendid sweet potato soil; 2-atory
house, gas in every room, artesian water, barn, shed,
corn crib, poultry house; on much traveled road, only
seven minutes' drive toR, R. station: owner cannot care
for it; goes to quick buyer for only $1700, on easy terms.
For full details and traveling directions to see this and
many other splendid farms in New Jersey, Delaware.
Maryland, Pennsylvania and many other states, page .58,

"Strout's Farm Catalogue 36," just out; write to-day
for free copv E. A Strotit Farm Agency, Station 2699,
47 West 34th'Street and 150 Naaean St., New York.

This Engine sets the
Pace for a Full
Day's Work

Right on the job every second. High-
est efficiency and reasonable price,

STURDV jaCK 2-H, P.
engine will pamp 2000 gallons for a cent

—

ruti a whole day on a gallon of fuel—will

take an overioud without he:iting or iujury
—actually the greatest engine value in the
world nnd the hest investment you
can make. Write for proof
of these claims.

JACOBSON MACHINE

MFG. CO.

Depl.O,

Warren, Pa,
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Is This Your Nail
^the kind your horses are shod
Fwith?

The check mark on the face
of the head shows that it is a
"Capeweil" nail. Everj- "Cape-
well" is marked that way.

You ought to have "Cape-
well"' nails used. They hold a
horse's shoes under the sever-

est strains.

They are half again as strong
as any other nail made.

Easiest to drive and abso-
lutely safe. Wise owners of

horses insist upon the use of

"Capewell" nails.

Not cheapest regardless of

quality but the hest 7}ail in

the world at a fair price. Any
shoer can aiford to use it.

Remember the mark on the

head of the World's leading horse nail

—a check mark. Reason Why Booklet
Free.

THE CAPEWELL HORSE NAIL CO.
HARTFORD, CONN^ U. S. A.

Largest Makers of Horse Nails in the World

•.:-.THE

.FRIEIND
Keeps Sies aii«i other

' insect pests off ot animals
—io born or pasture—longer
thaa any imiCatioD. Used
and endorsed, since 1SS5 bv
leading daLrSTnenaiid farmers.

$lwoRrasA?Es$20.00
in milt and flesh on each
cow in a single season. Heala

I 8or«s, slops itching and pre-
vents infection. Xothing better for galls. Kills lice and
mit-:« in p>ialtry houses

CpMlS Cl if y.^iir <lealer can't supply yon. We'UOCl^i^ ^if send enough Shoo-Fly to protect
200 cows.also our 3-tube gravity sprayer with-
out extra charge. Money back if not satisfactory. ?famo
Express Office. BcH>klet FREE. Special terms to agents.

aoo-Hr Mfg. Co.. Dept. X, 1310 N. 10th St., PUIadelphia

GLANDSTHICK, SWOLLEN
that make a horse Wheeze,
Roar, have Thick Wind
or Choke-down, can be
reduced with

•.*^>dSjJ!7i:.v...^vyi;ii;-ii»»

aiso any Bunch or Sweiling. No blister, no hair
gone, and horse kept at work. Concentrated—only

a few drops rcqtjired at an application. $2 per bottle

delivered, „Book 3 K free

W. F. YOUNG, P. D. F., 23 Temple St., Springfield. Mass.

Deatli to Heaves
"GuaraDleed or Mont-T Back."
Cou-he. Distemper, IndirestioD.

At dm^cists* or sent postpaid.
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String-Poling of Beans
By H. O. LeFevre

SINCE the poling of Lima beans is get-

ting more and more difficult each year,

owing to the scarcity of poles and the

high cost of those to be had, it is quite

essential that a substitute be furnished.

One very inexpensive and successful plan
is to place a post (2x4 or larger) in the

Roa
BAINeRIOGE.N.V.

If the
row is long

a support may be
put midway between posts

middle and at each end of two rows, ex-

tending at least eight feet or more out of

the ground. Stretch a wire on the posts,

and run twine (binder twine is good) over
and over this wire, and fasten on a hook
made of wire, about ten inches long, placed
in the bean-hills. When the twine has been
fastened to these hooks and you have braced
the w^ire about every twenty-five feet with a
crossbrace to keep the wind from blowing
it sidewise. go down the rows, and push the
hooks firmly into the ground.
One thirty-cent ball of twine will be suffi-

cient to cover two lengths of wire, each 150
feet long. If poles were used it would
require at least two hundred, and this wire-
and-twine method is just as satisfactory, as
it helps to retain the moisture, which is a
great help to growers of Lima beans. The
posts, also the wire and the hooks, can be
used over and over, and the twine is so

reasonable in price you can't afford to take
time to save it.

Pioneering for Pickles
By G. A. Randall

OEING situated on a new-land farm we
p'^erowd every available foot of soD to

produce crops. Last June there was still a
long strip of brush, trees, logs, etc., on vei-y

wet land on the south line of the place.

This contained an acre or more. With
rubber boots on, we chopped off the stuff,

and all the smaller pieces when dry were
piled by hand. These were used as fuel

and the land logged and stumped. Still

there was water. A ditch three feet deep
was dug to tap it. This did the business,

and it was soon dry enough so the log and
stump heaps when fired burned weU. The
soil was turned with a sharp c-olter on the
plow and harrowed thoroughly. New land
works up like a garden, being so full of

humus. On the fifteenth one pound of cu-

cumbers per acre was drilled in rows
eight feet apart. The rows were cultivated

by horse until the vines nearly met. Soon
the whole piece was a perfect mat of green
vines and yellow blossoms, setting later to

thousands of cucumbers. Every morning
till frost came we picked these. The best
brought sixty c-ents per bushel at the pickle

station two miles away. That jungle in

one season (for our family did all the
work) netted us $107.15 from a trifle over
an acre.

Experience in Thinning Fruits
By O. R. Abraham

yHOSB who have not sprayed and there-

fore let the insects do ii part of their
thinning are often surprised at the enor-
mous loads of fruit the trees bear. In a

creat many cases they let their trees either

break under the load, or the apples are of
so small a size that they arc diffi<ult to

market.
This all means that when we spray and

spray properly we will have to thin our
fruit in the ordinary season after it sets,

or before by pruning.
The up-to-date orchardi.st aims to prune

in the winter .season to such an extent that
there will not bo too many apples set. but
often he makes a poor ejftimate. I have
pruned after the apples had set and were
as largo as marbles, but tliis is a dangerous
practice, for you usually knock off many
of the fruits that should stay on.

One of the main points I aim to prevent
in pruning is the necessity of hand thin-

ning the overloaded tree, for after the load

ha.s oiioe set there is practically no other
way to get them off but to hand pick them.
This I learned to do when beginning to

exhibit fruit at fruit shows. Though it is

a tedious task, the habit has grown on me
till now I thin every overloaded tr<'e if I

can rxissibly get time, for I have found
that it is the big fruit that the consumer
wantH, and I find that the trees bear regu-
larly when 80 treated.

It is impossible to thin properly by
"shaking off," for the larger and heavier
si^ecimens always fall first, and it is Jilmost
as risky to attempt to knock them off, for
the fine ones always suffer. It is therefore
necessary to hand pick them as carefully
as at picking-time

;
yes. more carefully, for

we do not want a single imperfect apple.
With a ladder I go over the trees care-
fully, working the tree section by section,
or one limb at a time, being careful not to
laiock off the fruit with the ladder. I often
find a part of the ti-ee that has less apples
than the other parts. In such cases, to
make this part of the tree do its part, it

may be necessary to leave some that are
slightly inferior.

What to do with these culls is an in-

dividual problem. On my farm, where we
usually have plenty of pigs, we let them
follow us whUe at work and clean up the
culls. I often make a first thinning and fail

to get off enough. In that case I let the
summer varieties become nearly grown, then
pick and market the largest, letting the
others grow for a while. This is very ad-
visable with some varieties.

Why Clustered Fruit is Troublesome

Unless you find them very profitable, do
not plant varieties that bear in clusters, for

these are hard to spray thoroughly, besides
they do not color as well or grow as large
when two to five are on the spur. If you
do have these varieties and have to thin,

be sure to thin where there are too many
on the spur. Pull the stem from the young
apple or break it. for if pulled loose where
the cluster attaches it will make a weak
place in the other stems at their junction,
and when the apples that remain grow to

be large they will drop off. Thinning is

very necessary if you are to grow the finest

fruit This must be done either by pruning
or by hand thinning.

Pole Trellis for Vine Fruits
By M. A. Bedford

OERE is a simple
trellis that can

be made from poles

and forked sticks.

First set the two
highest forked
sticks, and place
the top pole across them. Then select poles

long enough to make an angle of forty-five

degrees from the vertical when leaned
against the top pole. Now set the other

forked sticks and complete the trellis as

illustrated.

This trellis is excellent for vine fruits, as

the leaves naturally grow uppermost, and
the fruit hangs down and is shaded. AYhen
hoeing put the weeds under the trellis

where they wUl act as a mulch to 'conserve

moisture.

Thinning Fruit in the South
By Bradley Hancock, Jr.

T5UT few farmers are in the habit of thin-

ning their fruit, and to this fact may
be traced the imperfection of a great deal

of the fruit and the irregularity with which
the trees are fruitful. Too often the trees

are heavily loaded one year and produce
very little fruit the next summer. During
the bearing season the vital forces of the
trees are strained to their utmost in grow-
ing and ripening an excessive quantity of

fruit. Nature does her best, but is not

always able to carry out what has been
begun. Much of the fruit drops from the

tree before it is fully formed, and a large

part of what remains is only imperfectly
developed and ripened. But the partial

failure to perfect the fruit is not the great-

est evil which is involved in this overpro-
duction. The tree is so exhaust<»d by its

overload that it cannot recover at onc-e.

The wood which has formed during the sea-

son cannot be thoroughly ripened and is

frozen during the winter. The next spring
but few blossoms are put forth, and little

or no fruit is formed during the summer.
This is the natural result of overbearing.

If the trees are left to themselves the trou-

ble becomes permanent. One year there is

a great excess of fruit, while the next year
there is an equally great scjircity. The
best, perhaps the only, remed.v is to be

found in thinning the fruit early or in mid-
season. It does no good to apply stimu-
lating manures. The natural method of

checking the evil is to commence soon after

the fruit is well set and thin off a large

proportion of the specimens. You should

not wait until the fruit is more than half

grown, as the energies of the tree would
then be seriously impaired. Some g<H)d

would be done, even then, it is true, but the

remedy would be applied too late to insure

the best results.

A few growers have tried the plan of

whii>ping olT the blossoms, but this is liable

to permanently injure the bearing twigs.

The only objection raised against thinning
fruit is that it involves coiisidi'iable ex-

pense. Years ago I began the experiment
of thinning peaches and ajiples <m a small
scale, and the results of my first experi-

ment convineed me that thinning was a

profitable business. I waited until "the
May drop" had jklss*"*!, thi-n removed every
imperfect or immature specimen remaining,
my object being to leave the good fruit
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about six inches apart. AH of my thinning
was done by negro women, and the wage
paid them was fifty cents per day. Long
bamboo pols s, in the small end of which
the shank of a V-shaped piece of steel was
fii-mly fixed with the points upward and the
inside of these points ground sharp, were
furnished each picker, and these, together
with an assortment of step-ladders, made
the work comparatively easy and rapid. I
made a practice of thinning my apples,
peaches, pears, quinces and the large varie-
ties of Japan plums. I have found the
expense of thinning fruit to be but little.

Thinning merely changes the time of doing
part of the labor, but tends to diminish
rather than increase the amount. It is no
more trouble or work to pick half the
apples from a tree in June than it is in

October. If picked early and merely
dropped upon the ground the work can be
done much faster than it can when all the
specimens are to be saved.
Among my early experiments in thinning

fruit was a five-acre block of Yellow Bell-
flower. The trees were young, and I ex-

pected them to produce a much larger
quantity when fully grown. The large size

of the trees was obtained by good cultiva-

tion of the trees, reinforced by a thorough
thinning of the fruit. Early in the summer
one half of the apples were picke<l from
the trees. This gave the remainder an
opiwrtunity to grow, and the half which
was left probably filled as many barrels as
they all woidd have done if they had been
allowed to remain. If the fi-uit had not
been thinned a large part of the specimens
would have been small, and many of them
imperfect. The fruit which remained was
worth twice as much as the whole would
have been. Then, too, the benefit to the
trees was very great. They were obliged
to perfect only half as many seeds, and
consequently required but comparsitively
little food from the soU. The growth of the
seed does far more to exhaust both the tree

and the land than the formation of all the
other parts of the fruit. The large apple
gets much of its food from the atmosphere,
but the small one takes a much larger
proportion from the soil. The specimens of
the Yellow Bellflowers mentioned above
were very large. One hundred and eighty-

six of these apples filled one barrel, and
one htindred and ninety another. They
were aU sold to a dealer in Nashville, who
made a trip to the farm to look them over,

and he gladly paid me twice the usual mat^
ket price to secure them.

A Chance for Exx)nomy

As a barrel of finely formed apples is

worth, in almost any market, twice as much
as an equal quantity of small and inferior

ones, the draft upon the vital forces of the
tree and the elements of fertility in the soil

is only half as great, and the labor of

picking the fruit is less if taken off early
in the season, there seems to be a fine op-
portunity for farmers and orchardists to

advance their interests and increase the
profits of their orchards, by thinning the
fruit when the trees show an inclination to

overbear. This thinning of fruit applies
not only to apples, but. to a still greater
"extent, also to pears and peaches. Every
jear large quantities of peaches are thrown
away after they have been transported to

the city markets, and still hirger iiuantities

are wasted at home. This involves a heavy
loss, and is mainly cjiused by imperfect
growth and ripening. If the fruit had been
properly thinned, a large proportion of this

loss would have been prevented.
Pears often show up very well, while

their flavor is extremely poor. Often they
are badly formed and partially covered with
scabs. These and simihir evils are often

due to a neglect to thin the fruit. In some
cases want of cultivation and care of the

tree help to make the result, but when trees

are well cared for neglect to thin the fruit

is the principal cause of its imperfec-tion.

To the rich all men are equal who have
an equal amount of m<uiey ; to the wise,

who have an equal amount of sense.

Cucumbers Secure from Bugs
By E. G. Roe

^^HEN summer
comes every-

thing will be rushed,
and now is the time
to save some of the

worr.v. I.4ist year
the bugs bothered
our cucumber-vines
so that we could not
get any stjirted. As
soon as leaves
formed, they were eaten off. We took four

pieces of lumber about fourteen by four-

teen by one inch and nailed them together,

forming a box open at top and bottom. We
then took wire screen and tacked it over
the top side, fastening securely. This was
placed over the hill and allowed consid-

erable growth before removing. Dirt banked
on the otitside near the bottom makes it

perfectly s<'<ure from bugs of any kind.

We made several of these boxes and
painte<l them. Tliey will last many years,

and they do awa.v with the old plan of mak-
ing a mosquitcr-bar cage every year.
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Udder Affections in Cows
By J. Hugh McKenney

UNDER the' above caption may be
grouped a class of aibnents that are
of more or less serious annoyance to

the dairy farmer. OitlinarUy a common-
sense preventive treatment is the best course
for the owner to follow. By thus making
the conditions such as to be unfavorable to
disease the trouble may be wholly or par-
tially checked and the cost of veterinary
sei-vices very materially reduced.
With the discitvery of the oxygen or

sterilized air treatment, milk-fever has lost

most of its terrore ; yet, while recoveries
are now the rule rather than the exception,
there still remains no small element of
danger. Hence, neglect is poor policy.

Milk-fever is essentially a disease of do-
mestieation. In her wild state, or on the
ranges, the cow is surrounded by natural
conditions ; the modern, hea^^-milking bo-
vine has been evolved and maintained in

her present state by artificial methods. As
the act of parturition approaches, it is well
to go back to nature, for the time being.

Cut out all stimulating food as pea-meal,
crushed wheat, etc., for a week or ten days,

both pi-evious to and after calving. Grass
is the cow's natui-al diet. During part of

the year the pastures will furnish this with
no trouble to the owner ; in winter substi-

tutes may be had in feeds of a succulent or
juicy nature, such as sUage or roots, to

form the bulk of the ration.

Conditions Then and Now

Originally the early milkings were per-

formed by the calf, without completely
emptying the udder. There was present no
ambitious owner with a sixteen-quart pail

to see if she would fill it, that he might tell

his neighbors what a wonderful cow he
had. A certain amount of pre.ssure is a
good stimulant. By milking out thoroughly,
liressure is removed and the udder reduced
to a state of collapse. Inactivity is good
ground for the development of chemical or
bacterial changes which rapidly take place

and produce the disease. If conditions simi-

lar to those given when the calf is left with
the cow were provided, the udder would not
be emptied for forty-eight hours. Statistics

in hundreds of such cases show that milk-
fever is practically unknown or, at most, is

of a very light type.

Cow-pox is another disease affecting the

udder, and frequently diminishes the milk-

flow because of the consequent difficulty of

removing it properly. The constitutional

symptoms are usuall.v very slight, and for

that reason are likely to be entirely over-

looked. The sores begin as tender red spots,

which later break and discharge, then
gradually scab over and heal in about
twenty days. The healing process may be
hastened by the use of a millciug-tube and
antiseptic washes. As a rule, the cause
is chiefly due to unsanitary conditions. This
suggests that preventive measures must be
along the lines of cleanliness, ventilation

and disinfection. Good, pure air in abun-
dance dilutes poisonous or contagious mat-
ters and thus lessens their effect upon the
animal btody. As the excretions of animals,
to say nothing of other forms of litter to be
found in many stables, are a first-rate me-
dium for disease-germs, much, in this re-

spect, is secured by having them removed
regularly every day. There are a number
of cheap, simple and elfectual compounds
on the market for disinfection purposes that
should be used in every stable whether dis-

ease is present or not The end would be
that when animals ai'e healthy they would
be so preserved much longer, and where
disease is present its ravages would be con-

siderably diminished and curative means
greatly assisted.

One of the most common, as well as one
of the most troublesome, diseases with
which the dairyman has to contend is gar-

get. It manifests in a scant .supply of milk
from one or more quarters of the udder,
which may contain thick, stringy particles.

In severe cases the whole udder often be-

o<)mes seriously swollen and fevered, and
the secretion almost entirely suspended.
The tronble i-esults from improper care,

feeding and milking. It can usually be
avoided by not exposing the cows to cold

or wet, to drafts, and to sudden changes of

temperature. Care should be exercised not
to overfeed on rich, albuminous foods, and
to see that a fair proportion of the ration
is composed of laxative materials. It should
also be remembered that rough milkers have
more trouble with garget than those who
are more careful. Simple hard udder,
which often occurs after calving, and even
rases of moderate severity, may be reduced
by giving three fourths of a pound of salts

jind an ounce of ground ginger in gruel,

followed by frequent rubbing, and by allow-
ing; the calf to suck offcener.

The contagious form is characterized at
the beginning by a hard, heated, painful
swelling at one end of the teat, caused by

the presenc-e of certain bacteria. A fre-

quent use of disinfectants on the outside
and in the milk-duct will generally effect a
cure in a few days. If neglected, the dis-

ease will creep into the udder and per-
manently destroy the quarter affected.

Besides the foregoing ailments, any of
whibh, if neglected, will affect the general
health of dtiii-y animals, there are a num-
ber of diseases that are purely local in
character; that is, the udder is the only
organ affected. If a cow is a hard milker
her value is very considerably decreased.
Sometimes this is caused by a formation
of casein becoming lodged in the teat-tube.
Manipulation and the injection of a small
quantity of oil will usually force it out.
When, however, the closure of the milk-duet
is due to a membrane, or is blocked by a
warty or other inside growth, we have
presented a much more difiicult matter. The
streams of milk become finer and finer, and
at last cease altogether. Very often this is

the result of inflammation extending from
without inward. Irritants, such as cold,

wet. mud. sucking of the calf, etc., that
cause chapped teats, are, if neglected, liable

to give rise to the trouble in question. Some-
times the constrictions may be sufiiciently

dilated by inserting syphons of different

sizes, so that there wUl be no further
bother. To use the bistoury in such cases
is very risky business. As in the case of
the French surgeon who reported on a
certain operation, it is "very remunerative;
a beautiful operation ; very seldom success-
ful." This from the veterinarian's stand-
point of course. If the animal so affected
is of some particular strain or breed that
the owner is anxious to perpetuate it may
be worth his while to risk the operation.
As some forms of this trouble are claimed
to be due to a vegetable parasite, it is held
that milk from affected cows is unfit for
human consumption. In the majority of
cases it wUl be more profitable to dry up
such portions of the udder as soon as pos-
sible and prepare the animal for the block.
Cows that are heavy milkers often pro-

duce bloody milk. This condition is due to
the rupture of small blood-vessels, and
pulling down on the udder when milking is

likely to aggravate it. The trouble may
result from swollen or injured udder, or
from an abrupt increase of rich food. Some-
times it is necessary for the cow to go dry,

but usually restricted diet and careful
milking wDl soon restore normal conditions.

Long after dark

About the only thing that remains cheap
as ever is talk.

Peaches That Bring Premiums
[continued feom page 4]

and two packers for every four pickers will

keep things moving nicely, and fifty baskets

a day is good work for a picker when pick-

ing is good.

And now a few words more about my
selling partner, the commission man. There
are many honest commission men, and if

one uses a little common sense they are not
diffieidt to find. One should avoid the kind

that makes extravagant claims as to their

superior selling ability. The best men
never send out "follow up" letters or solicit

trade by sending out agents just before or

during the shipping season. Many of the

best never advertise. These are the reliable

kind who get all the business they want
through unsolicited recommendation of

their satisfied shippers.

If, after a trial, such a man has been
found to be honest and businesslike it pays
to stick to him and not to be easily tempted
to make a change.
To ship to two different men in the same

local market is a mistake, for by so doing
the shipper puts himself in the position of

competing with his own goods.
This does not mean, however, that it

would be unwise to have two different mar-
kets. In fact, it is a distinct advantage. I

ship daily to a down-town as well as an up-
town New York market. These two places

are not patronized by the same set of

buyers, and so it is no detriment to the
shipper If a little rivalry exists between his

two sales-agents. I have made the observa-
tion repeatedly that whenever I concen-
trated the whole day's shipment into one
market for a day or two the price, if good,
would go down twenty-five to fifty cents,

and I would go back "to diTiding shipments.
This is no reflection on the commission

man's honesty. He is only human, and it

is not wise to tempt him to relax his best

efforts by giving him a monopoly.

Lice and Ringworm
By Dr. A. S. Alexander

T'HBSE two pests of housed cattle trouble
most in dark, damp, dirty, badly venti-

lated stables. Remedial measures fail if

only the animals are treated. So long as
calves and adult cattle remain on pasture
they are not bothei'ed with vermin or skin
disease ; but when they go into winter quar-
ters the trouble starts. The reason is that
eggs ("nits") of lice remain in the stable
from season to season, while the vegetable
parasite (Trichopli yton tonsurans) of ring-
worm lives on dump walls, partitions,
fences and other woodwork as well as on
the skin of animals. Both pests, therefore,
are acquired in the stable. If animals are
to be made comfortable by keeping them
free of lice and ringworm the stable should
be specially prepared for their reception
late in summer or early faU. Each animal
should be allowed four square feet of win-
dow-glass and five hundred to eight hundred
cubic feet of air-space in the stable.

Good ventilation, too. is absolutely neces-
Siiry, and by preference should be of the
King system. In this method of ventilation
the fresh air enters at the ceiling, drives
the hot air downward upon the backs of the
cattle and is sucked out through wall vents
near the ground-level and connecting with
pipes discharging through a high chimney
in the roof. The cleansing process consists
in removing all loose ti-ash, litter and soiled
feed, scrubbing walls, mangers, partitions,
flooi-s and ceiling with a 1-50 solution of
coal-tar disinfectant or crude carbolic acid
or solution of four ounces of formaldehyde
or sulphate of copper to a gallon of water.
Fresh-made lime-wash is then applied with
a spraying pump, which forces the wash
into every crack, cranny and ci'eviee. An
addition of one pound of chlorid of lime to
three gallons of lime-wash makes it more
effective.

Getting Rid of the Lice

To rid animals of lice a 1-100 solu-
tion of coal-tar dip may be sprayed on
and brushed in, when the weather is not
too cold, or an even more effective solution
may be made by steeping four ounces of
stavesacre-seeds in a gallon of boiling water
and using when cold. Frequent applica-
tions are necessary, as new broods of lice

hatch out from "nits." In cold weather
dust the infested parts of skin freely with
flowers of sulphur, or Persian or pyrethrum
insect-powder. Mercurial ointment (blue
ointment) is effective when applied to the
poll of the head and along the back bone ;

but treated animals must be separated to
prevent licking of the ointment, which is

poisonous. Ringworm is indicated by bare,
white, scaly, crusty spots upon the face,
around the eyes and on the neck or other
parts of young cattle. Treat by scraping
and scrubbing each spot clean, and then
rubbing in iodine ointment every other day
until well.
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Campbell'sVarnishSiaiii
All sijes^ond colors. at Pamt&tiardwart Deolcra

Carpenter-Morion Cc.Dos'ton.Mass.

Two Months'
FREE Test
A wonderful separator

at a wonderful price.
I#ongeBt "no riBk'*trial—
strongest guarantee.
Warranted a LEfetEiiM
spinet defective mateoci orwork man-
flhip. Our
NoT 2

Sepaistorac *19.t>5 is a worid beater. Full c,™
200 lb. capacity. Skima 1 1-2 quarta per miw-
tite aad s;ets ALL the cream. Write a pos-
tal for our Free Separator Catalog andaee
for yooreelf wAy the Mapnard Bkims fast-
er; IB easier to clean, easier to turo. Don't buy
until you set our 60 Days' Free Trial Offer,
Made in four larger sizes up to 600 lb. capa-
city shown herc.aU sold at low prices.aDouaj^
anteed a lifetime. Send for catalog today.
The Charles William Stores, Inc^
Vept.A20 5S Pine St.. New York City
Sfaipm'tafi?om Ne^York.Chicapro.KapaasCity

I WANT A MAN
ol intelligence and reliability in your locality to act as
our subscription representative. Substantial remuner-
ation to the right party. Careful training. Permanent
business. Good opportunity for promotion.

Address Business Manager
THe Crowell Publishing Company

Springfield, OHio

p To Kill Lice and Mites D
R"

on fowls !infl in the 1iou?pf. use
PRATTS POWDERED LICE KIXLER 13

25c and 50c per package •jK
and PRATTS LIQUID LICE KILLER A

^% 35c qmrt; $1 gallonTEach the best of its kind ^«
" Your money back if it fails " I

160-paee poultrv book 10c- bj mail
Get Pratts Profit-sharing Booklet

At all de^ilers. or -

S PRATT FOOD COMPANY O
Philadelphia Chica^ 40

"DE LAVAL"
means a cream separator

with the "trouble" left out
That's the way a user who has had a lot of personal separator

experience and the opportunity to observe a great deal of other

people's experience aptly describes the mean-
ing of the name "De Laval" on a separator

—

"a separator with the trouble left out."

To many buyers of a cream separator

and other farm machinery there's more mean-
ing in that simple statement of fact than in

a hundred other claims and arguments that

might easily be made for the De Laval.

And if axiyone would know how and why
the "trouble has been left out" of a De Laval
machine a new De Laval catalog—the most
complete and interesting story of the cream

separator ever published— to be had for the asking, will help to make
it plain. See the local agent or address the nearest office as below.

The De Laval Separator Co.
NEW YORK CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO SEATTLE

Save $25 to $40, Get best buggyyou ever rode fn. Book shows
140 styles made-to-order Split Hickory Vehicles, also full and
complete line of harness. Sold direct to you, no zoiddlemen*
IjroTit. 167,000 Split Hickories now in ose.

rao Days' Free Road Test—2 Yrs. GuaraBtee
.' Auto Seat Bugeies. Runabouts, Surries, Driving Carts, Car-
Tiages, Spring Wagons, etc.—all genuine Split Hickories. Get
this big tree book at once no matter where you buy. Phelps

even pays the postage, so all you hare to do is send a postal
,

_ or letter tonight. Address H. C. Phelps, President.
I

THE OHIO CARRIACE MANUFACTURING CO,. Station 27 COLUMBUS. OHIO



Roof That Building Witlr

Edwards STEEL Shingles

Yes, STEEL Shingles—the kind that never '

rot, rust nor burn—cost much less than wood

—

made rust-proof by famous "Tiffhtcote" Proc-
ess—made leak-proof by patent Interlocking
Device — 510.000 guarantee against lightning
loss—come in sheets of ICO or more shingles-
easy to lay as a carpet—lay them on old roof
or sheathing.
Sold direct from factory at factory prices-

freight PREPAID—post-
al brings special prici

and latest catalog 658
by return mail. Give
size of roof if possible.

THE EDWARDS MFG. CO.
608-658 Lock St.

Cincinnati Ohio

Save^35t.*50
Yes sir, Fll save you S3o to SoO

in the first cost alone on the best, most modern,
most sanitary and closest skimming cream
separator ever bailt. When you bay the

New Galloway Sanitary
—you pay :u5C one small profit above
actual cost of materials and labor. Why pa;
any dealer Sn5 to SllO for an inferior ma-
chiite. Buy direct and save one-half . Get my

Special 1913 Offer and
90 Days FREE TRIAL

test of this machine riirht on yoor farm.
The new Galloway Sanitary skims to a trace, gesra

rrjn to oil—easy lo ran

—

ezsy to clean. Sold direct.
Backed by 525,000 bond. Write for new catalog: and
Bpecial 1913 oner that will help j-oo get your rriacfaine

partly or entirely without cost in the end. Write —
WM. GALLOWAY COMPANY
393 Galloway Station, Waterloo, la.

One Penny For a
DOLLAR-SAVING Book

Gives valuable fence
facts—shows how to get
better quality at sensa-
tional direct-from-fac-
tory prices.

EMPSRE FENCE
is guaranteed to show the

bevggestsoffnng on highest quaXity fence.
Freight prepaid. All Big No. 9 wires,

Open-Hearth steel, heavily galvanized, rust
proof, pigtig-ht, stock strong. Just a penny

postal brings Free .Boofc-NOW.

BOND STIEL POST CfL, 42 E. Maasiee SL, Adrian, Hidi.

LOVF PRICES FOS THIS HANDSOME FENCE
l'» other a'.vi-^:, Miny cheaper ii;an wood— allc-eU'^r. ForLawms,
C.'iijrcLj'"-3, pLirks, ctp. Complete litie of Farm Fence, Farm Gates,
L-'.wn Gates, ptc. Write for Pattern Boofe and special offer.

n'ABD FENCK CO., ISl Haia St., Decatur, Iiid«

ORNAMENTAL FENCE
25 DesigM—All Steel

Handsome, cost less than wood,
more durable. Don't bny a fence
until vou get our Free Catalogue
and Special Prices.

We ean save yoa money.

Rokomo Fence Madiine Co.
427 .North St.f Eobomo. Ind.

Fish Bite
Like Hnngry Wolves, Fill your Net*
Traps or Trot Lines if you bait with

magic-fi8H-i.t:ke.
est bait ever used for attracting
ail kinds of fish. Write for price
list to-dav and get a box to help
tntrodnce it. Agents wanted.

J. W. GKEGOBT,
Dept. 42 St. LouiB, Mo.

CLOVER 6 FEET HIGH!
in Minnesota. Abandance cheap lands. Ideal climate. The State
tor Homeseekers. For informatvm xrriU, FRED D. SHERMAN, State
Immigration Coram Isai oner. 316 State Capitol, ST. PAUL. MIXX.

BEAUTIFITLLY ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET about
Delaware, the State of luscious fruits and of ideal homes.
Addreee State Board of Agriculture, Dover, Delaware.

Farm Lands
that will pay yoa big dividends in a short time can

be bought at reasonable prices now. Irrigated and

Non-Irrigated Lands suitable for General Farming,

Fruit Raising, Potato Raising, Dairying, Stock Rais-

ing, etc Close to markets. Located in good com-

munities near Ifae lines of the Union Pacific Rail-

road. Write to me and I will send you complete

authentic inlormation regarding these lands.

R. A. SMITH
Colonization and Indtutrial Aeent, Union Pacific

Railroad Co., Room 208, Union Pacific Bnildin;

OMAHA, NEB.

Cylinders and Pistons
By James A. King

This is the Fifth in a Series of Short Articles on the
Gas-Eaigine. Its Construction, Uses and Fuels

THE arrangement of the cylinder and
piston of a gas-engine might be com-
pared to a tube with one end closed

permanently and the other with a movable
stopper. In this comparison the tube is the
cylinder of the engine, and the movable
stopper is the piston.

The purpose of the cylinder and piston
is to transform into useful work the force
generated by a charge of fuel. At the time
the burning, or explosion, takes place the
piston is shoved well up toward the closed,

or head, end of the cylinder. Then the ex-

plosive force of the charge forces the piston
out with a rush. It is this energy which is

utilized by the engine in doing useful work.

What Constitutes a Good Cylinder

There are certain fundamental features
which are necessary to make a successful
cylinder and piston in a gas-engine. They
must be buUt sufficiently strong to with-
stand any possibility of injury from the
suc-cessive explosions of charges of fuel.

They must be built in such a way that
there ^-ill be a minimum amount of force
lost either by the escape of gases or by
heavy friction betvyeen the piston and cyl-

inder walls. Proper provision should be
made for cooling the cylinder, so as to per-
mit of the free and easy operation of the
piston. Also, provision should be made for
properly lubricating the bearing surfaces of
the cylinder and piston so as to reduce fric-

tion and loss of power to a minimum. The
cylinders should be attached rigidly to the
engine-frame and to the crank-ease so as

Five-inch-stroke motor

Four-inch-stroke motor

to successfully withstand the jolts and jars
resulting from the explosion of the charges
of fuel. And of course the size and capacity
of the cylinder must be such as to give the
power required by the engine to do its

work successfully.

Proper provision should be made in the
cylinder for valves or ports, to control the

flow of gases, for the installation of a spark-
plug or other igniting device, and also for

the admission of lubricating-oil pipes.

These should be set into the cylinder with-
out causing any leak of gas, or interfering

with the circulation of the cooling medium.
The power which will be obtained from

the explosion of any given charge of fuel, of

proper mixture, depends upon two things :

the size of that charge, and the amount it is

compressed before being exploded. The
size of the charge determines the amount of

fuel that will burn, and so the amount of

heat that is generated. Decreasing the

spac-e into which it is compressed increases

the rapidity with which it burns. This in-

creases the temperature of heat that is gen-

erated, the speed with which the gases

expand and the amount of power produced.
In ordinary practice gas-engine cylinders

are so designed that each charge shall be
compressed to form one third to one fourth

its original volume. Ordinarily this is the

most compression which is permis.sible

without danger of spontaneous combustion.
Now, the reasons why the piston and cyl-

inder should be so constructed as to prevent

any leakage of gas are these : If any gas is

EMPIRE GREAM SBPARATOR

A Fr« Tri»l of the EM-
PIRE may be had if you
like. Separators lo

tISO.

AVE you ever heard old-time
ranchers tell about the first

cream separators they ever
saw? Many old-time ranchera.
eventually bought EMPIRES for

thcm.sclvcs. Their sons and grand-
sons now own modem dairy farms
and use modern EMPIRES. Do
you know a dairy community that
is not prosperous? Rich farms and
prosperity follow the cow.

The Third Generation
of Empire Users

are even better friends to the EMPIRE than their fathers
and grandfathers were before them. Ask for Catalog 106.

The Empire Cream Sei>arator Company
Bloomfield, N. J. Chicai;o, III. Portland, Ore.

Toronto, Ont. Winnipejf, Man.

permitted to leak through valves or open-
ings, or between the piston and the walls
of the cylinder during the compression
stroke, the total amount of fuel in the cyl-

inder, at the time of ignition, will be
reduced to that extent, and also the per-
centage of compression will be changed.

Then, if a similar leak is permitted dur-
ing the time the gases are burning and ex-

ploding, that much pressure, which should
have been exerted upon the head of the
piston, will be lost in forcing these gases
out through the various leaks. Thus leak-

age tends to reduce the power of the engine
in these two major ways.
The principal causes of leakage which

occur in a gas-engine are: (1) improper
fitting of valves and ignition devices. (2)
degeneration of packing material wherever
there is a packed joint in the engine cylin-

der. (3) the wearing of the piston and
cylinder walls so as to increase the clear-

ance between them so much that the film of
oil between them is not likely to prevent
the passage of gas.

A piston is a comparatively costly part of

an engine. Consequently, pistons are gen-
erally built with the diameter considerably
smaller comparatively speaking, than that
of the cylinder ; then the piston is fitted

with three or more piston-rings of a metal
possessing a certain amount of spring or

elasticity. These rings are larger in di-

ameter than the piston, around which they
are fitted, and are so buUt that their

springiness keeps them constantly pressing
out against the walls of the cylinder.

Factors Determining Power

As a result, what wear does occur from
the constant rubbing back and forth takes
place on these rings instead of on the
piston. TVhen the wear becomes so great
as to cause leakage, these piston-rings can
be replaced with new ones, which cost much
less than would a new piston, and the com-
pression will be as good as new.

Generally speaking, the power developed
by a cylinder of a gas-engine depends upon
the cubic volume of the cylinder and the
number of explosions which take place in

it in a minute. It is on this general basis

that the various formulas for figuring

horse-power are based.
Experimentation has proven that the

power the engine delivers to the crank-
shaft also depends, to a certain extent,

upon the ratio of the diameter of the bore
to the length of the stroke. For instance

:

An engine with a given cylinder volume
and a four-inch stroke with three hundred
revolutions of the crank-shaft per minute
will not deliver as great power to the crank-
shaft as will an engine with the same cyl-

inder volume and the same number of

revolutions of the crank-shaft per minute
when the length of the stroke is five inches
instead of four. This is because of the fact

that the engine having a five-inch stroke

has a two-and-one-half-inch leverage on the
crank-shaft, while the one with the four-

inch stroke has only two inches leverage.

ITie diagram will help to illustrate this fact.

An examination of the various engines on
the market to-day shows a wide variation

in the number of cylinders in the engine
and the arrangement of these cylinders. The
number of cylinders varies from one to six,

each type having its advantages and disad-

vantages. As an example to Ulustrate this,

let us suppose we have two engines, each
developing twenty horse-power, both o'f

which are four-cycle engines. One of these

is a single-cylinder engine, the other a four-

cylinder, each of them having the same

' POWER T POWERT POWER T POWER 1

Four-cylinder motor

rPOWERT IDLE Y IDLE Y IDLE
Single-cylinder motor

number of revolutions of the crank-shaft
per minute. In the single-cylinder engine
there will be one explosion for each two
revolutions of the crank-shaft. In the

four-cylinder engine there will be one ex-

plosion each half revolution of the crank-

shaft. This means that the four-cylinder

engine will give a more continuous. sm<)Oth.

even flow of power impulses than will the

single-cylinder.

The Advantages and Disadvantages of Each

Since the four-cylinder engine delivers

four times as many explosions in a second

or minute as the single-cylinder engine,

these individual explosions need be only

one fourth as powerful as the explosions of

the single-cylinder engine. Consequently,
the crank-shaft, the bearings, the gears

and the other various working parts of the

four-cylinder engine do not need to be so

large or so strong as will those of the single

cylinder, because they do not have to with-
stand as powerful power impulses.

On the other "hand, the four-cylinder en-

gine will have four set.s of valves, four
ignition apparatuses and four times as com-
plicated a lubricating device as will the

single-e.vlinder engines This means that the
fiMir-cylinder engine has practicidly four
times as many parts to get out of adjust-

ment and to wear out and break as does
the single-cylinder engine.
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Also, the four-cylinder engine will not
only have a bearing at each end of the
crank-shaft, but will have at least one in
the middle. Practically all four-cylinder
engines have at least a three-bearing crank-
shaft ; whereas the single-cylinder engine
has only a two-bearing crank-shaft. In
order that the crank-shaft may be relieved
of all unnecessary strains, all these bear-
ings must be so adjusted that the center
point of each will be in the same straight
line. It is always more difficult to adjust
three or five points into exactly the same
straight line than to adjust two, so that
the adjustment of the crank-shaft hearings
of a multiple-cylinder engine is a mor-
difficult and delicate job than that of a

single-cylinder engine.

How Evenness of Power is Secured

The six-cylinder engine wUl deliver ;i

still more even flow of power impulses thai-

wiU a four-cylinder, and of course carry
with it an equally greater multiplicity of
parts. Two-cycle engines give an explosion
for eacli revolution of the crank-shaft for

each cylinder. So a four-c.vlinder two-cycle
engine wiU give the same evenness of flow
of power impulses as one would get from
an eight-cylinder four-cycle engine.
And. since each cylinder of a two-cycle

engine is much more simple in its construc-
tion than in a four-cycle, the four-cylinder
two-cycle would have the double advantage
over a four-cylinder four-cycle of giving
twice the evenness of power impulses with
a much greater simplicity of parts and a no
greater difficulty of crank-shaft bearings.
The cylinders of a multiple-cylinder en-

gine may be placed horizontally, perpen-

Single
cylinder

Two cyl-
inder

Two cyl-
inder

Four cylinder Four cylinder

The various arrangements of main and
connecting rod bearings. 1 , main bear-

ing; 2, connecting rod bearing

dicularly or at an angle. They may be
arranged parallel with each other, in pairs
directy opposed to each other or in pairs at

an angle with each other. These latter are
spoken of as parallel cylinders, parallel

opposed, or V-shape arrangements. The
relative advantages depend greatly upon the

other features of the engines and the use
to whic-h they are put. The parallel op-

jKJsed arrangement of cylinders has the
advantage over all others in that the en-

gine is subject to less vibration on its frame.

The Weather Report's Value
By H. E. Knies

lyiOST everyone reads and appreciates
the government weather forecasts : but

how many, especially fanners and poultry-

men, realize the value of the weather re-

port, giving, as it does, the temperature
and weather conditions of the previous day
in all sections of our country?

Since the advent of the rural delivery, all

up-to-date farmers get a daily paper, and
its value can be made immeasurably greater

by a careful study of the weather rei>ort.

For instance, the previous day at S p. m.
the temperature of Detroit was thirty de-

grees. Then, if you happen to live in

eastern Pennsylvania, that wUl in all

probability be your local temperature the
following evening. Farmers or poultrymen
who have to look after the ventilation of

barns or poultry-houses will find this

knowledge invaluable.

It takes a little time and study before

one becomes proficient in anticipating the

weather, but after a time it becomes like

second nature. There are man.v who, by
closely observing local conditions, can
pretty accurately forecast the weather.

Suppose you have a long drive to make
and you live in eastern Pennsylvania, then
if you know it rained or snowed the pre-

vious night in Chicago or Detroit, or that

it had been zero, you would, if .vou possibly

could, put that drive off until later, when
the weather conditions were likely to be
more favorable.

The writer has had four years' experi-

ence raising squabs, and he knows how
invaluable it is to have some knowledge of

weather probabilities in arranging the

ventilation of pigeon-houses for the night.

Poultrymen who- sometimes have to get up
during the night to close a door or window,
or look after an outdoor brooder, because

a strong cold vrind has sprung up might
have foreseen the conditions by a simple

study of the weather report.

In reading this article do not confus.>

weather reports with weather forecasts.

They are distinct and separate. One re-

ports the weather of the previous day, while

the forecast gives the probabilities for the

day.
The United States Weather Bureau has

done and is doing magnificent work, and the

writer has no criticism to make or fault to

find with its work, but he thinks any intelli-

gent person who will take the time can
make u.se of and supplement its work by

personal knowledge and observation.
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EADERS of the Lobby will

perhaps recall that a few
weeks ago it contained a story

about the development of co-operative

merchandising institutions among the

farmers, in the course of which a brief sketch was
given of the Rockwell Co-operative Association at

Eockwell, Iowa. Well, the Rockwell association is to

be made the subject of a special study by the Depart-

ment of Agriculture. It came about through - the

Farm and Fireside article, which was brought to the

attention of Secretary Houston.

"That's exactly the kind of an organization we need
to know all about," he promptly declaimed. "Now
write me a memorandum about it, and suggest the

right man to make the study—a man with real under-

standing and vision."

Co-operation in the Real Farm Community

HE WAS given the data, and it is promised that the

study of this typical organization will be made as

soon as possible, with a view to getting together out of

its experience as much practical Information as pos-

sible about how to organize rui-al co-ojierative work.

What Secretary Houston was especially interested

in, regarding the Rockwell association, was the fact

that it isn't a specialty marketing institution, like the

orange, lemon, walnut and vegetable organizations in

California. There are plenty of successful co-operative

marketing concerns in the country, as the Lobby has
shown heretofore. There is the Rocky Ford cantaloup

business, for instance ; the Maine potato co-operations

;

the cranberry organization; the Florida citrus-fruit

operations, and many others. But the lesson of these

is not a very useful lesson for the community that

does general farming; and that, after all, is the real

agricultural community. Suppose some county had a
soil that would produce nothing but watermelons ; and
suppose it was the only county in the country that

could grow watermelons. It isn't difficult to under-

stand that the people with as good a thing as that

would very soon pool their interests and formulate a
highly efficient plan for marketing theii- melons in

the best markets, at the best prices, for the lowest

possible expense. More than that, they would succeed

with it ; they would stick together because there would

be no room for diversity of interests to come in and
occasion disagi-eements.

Most of the big successful co-operative organizations

partake of this character. ^Tien you've found a whole

community doing the same thing, it's not difficult to

start co-operation.

But, as Secretary Houston pointed out to me, the

lesson In such instances, for the average farming com-

munity, is more apparent than actual. "What are we
to do to induce co-operation in an ordinary farming

section," he demanded, "where some grain, some vege-

tables, perhaps some fruit, are grown ; where there are

some farmers feeding their grain to stock and perhaps

buying both grain and the stock to turn into meat;

where some raise milk instead of meat—the average

farming section? What is the basis on which the

people of that commumty, with no single great staple

that binds it together in a common interest, can get

together and help themselves and also their customers

in the city or the town?"

Studying Cellars and Markets

THAT question was a good deal of a poser ; it is for

most farmers; and when the Secretary asked it of

me, the Rockwell association jumped into my mind. I

told him what I knew about it, and he was keen for it

in an instant. Rockwell is in the way of getting a lot

more fame than it has yet garnered.

Looking over the "project" which has been drawn up
in the Department for the organization of a Bureau

of Markets, I was struck by one bit of hugely practical

sense that stuck right out from the page. It was stated

in just one sentence, and didn't have an active verb in

it at that. It read

:

Study of methods by which consumers would buy
in larger quantities, including education of architects

and builders in cellar construction, etc.

Think of getting so practical as to talk about cellars

in connection with co-operative marketing ! Yet there

couldn't be a more sensible suggestion. People in

cities nowadays mostly live in pigeonhole apartment-

Economies That Point to Prosperity

By Judson C. Welliver

houses whose arrangement suggests much more the

architecture of a high-backed desk than of an old-

fashioned home. A family is chucked into an apart-

ment, ten stories above ground. I've seen half-grown

children of one of these cliff-dwelling city families

that didn't know what a cellar was ! Tou couldn't

have stowed a whole barrel of apples anywhere about

the place where they lived. A peck of potatoes was
the outside limit of accommodations, and if they

bought in such big bulk as that there would be no

place for onions and the rest of the vegetables. A
twenty-five-pouud sack of flour would test the capacity

of the bin ; the kitchen cupboards were built expressly

to accommodate a few packages of prepared cereals,

and the like. Beyond that and a gas-stove there was
no particular recognition of the rather elemental fact

that folks have the exitensive habit of eating three

times a day. How much chance do the housewives

have to free themselves from the grip of the retail-

market man? The Department is setting about the

task of finding out.

Nobody has a very definite idea how the trick is to

be turned. City people haven't the room for individual

houses and storage cellars. If a city man with the

means to do it should figure out that he could save

enough by buying in quantities to warrant him in

having a real home with some old-fashioned cellar

space—^and he might easily figure that out—he would

then confront the fact that there was nobody to sell

to him on his new basis. The whole marketing organi-

zation is keyed up to the notion of selling for the

hand-to-mouth consumer. The farmer doesn't haul

in a load of potatoes and dump them into the city

man's cellar as he once did. The city man wouldn't

know where to hunt for a farmer with an ambition

for that sort of business.

I

The Whole System Must be Changed

N SHORT, the whole economic organization, domes-

tically, has got to be made over before that sort of

thing can be done; and it is with the thought of get-

ting back thus to the very foundations of the system

that the Department has now gone to work.

So it is necessary to reorganize things a good deal

at both ends of the line. The Rockwell society looks

like an excellent model for the organization of general

farming communities : teaching them to sell in co-op-

eration, thus cutting out the middleman who profits

off their products, and also to buy in co-operation,

cutting out that other chain of middlemen who profit

on the farmers' purchases. After that, the city people

need to be educated to organize themselves into real

houses, and into associations of buyers, so that through

their organizations they may buy direct from the

co-operating societies of farmers at primary prices.

All this may sound pretty trite to readers who have

seen the Lobby preaching away at this sort of thing

for some years. The point about recalling it right

now is that the newly organized Department of Agri-

culture is bent on devoting most of its effort to work

along these llhes. It thinks that the problems of farm

production are a good deal less pressing just now than

those of distribution.

Rural organizations of all kinds are first to be

studied in detail, to learn what are the factors that

make some fail and some succeed. Their wrecks are

strewn all over the land. Why did most of them fail

while some succeeded? Secretary Houston has an idea

that Individual communities need to be educated to the

specific advantages to be secured. Doctor Galloway,

the assistant secretary, told an illuminating incidentj

©
m

The co-operative business? TTie community ®
mast have these economies—these opportunities to ^
serve itself. ©

Law or no law, some provision will be made where- ©
by co-operation may be carried on and developed, q
What is the basis on which the people of a com- #

munity, with no great staple to bind them together ©
in a common interest, can get together and help J
themselves and their customers? @

Marketing cotton, in the South, is a busi-

ness in which the middleman has always
had the grower at his mercy. A man drives

to the village with a couple of bales of cotton. The
buyer, a front-porch ornament, meets him in the road,

rips into a bale with a knife, drags out a sample,

aunoimces that it is of such-and-such a grade and
worth so much. The seller doesn't know enough about
his own business to know whether it's true or not.

He has always supposed that his business was to raise

cotton and to take whatever he was offered for it.

The middleman—two or three of him in a string

—

lived off of that innocence of the grower. The Depart-
ment came along and tried to better conditions. It

sent agents into particular neighborhoods, to teach the

people first all about grades and values ; how to read

the market reports, and from them judge for them-

selves what theii- cotton was worth. When they knew
this they were organized into selling associations.

A, New National Movement

THEY soon got their cotton together, graded it,

and then wired direct to the ultimate market,

offering so many bales of one grade, so many of

another, and so on. in the name of the organization.

The buyers learned that these associations were per-

fectly reliable, their gradings could be trusted, and
their dealings would be square. Result : these commu-
nities are now getting from four to six cents per pound
more for their cotton than they did before. You
northern farmers may not quite realize what that

means; the Southerners all will. It means the differ-

ence between poverty and prosperity.

That's a sample of the kind of work for the rural

community that the Department has in mind now. It

will help the people in particular sections to organize

themselves for such effective marketing. I happen to

know, though I am not yet permitted to publish, the

name and circumstances of a particular county that

is to be made a dog for trying on the scheme. In this

case the project will be on a bigger scale than in most
of them, at the beginning at least. To get men capable

of directing this kind of work is bj- no means easy.

The Department has secured Dr. T. N. Carver, profes-

sor of economics at Harvard, as director o'f the general

work of rui-al organization. He knows it in detail, and
in all manner of localities, as perhaps no other man
in the country does. He may be a college professor,

and a lot of farmers with mnd on their heels may turn

up their noses at the idea of a man from "dear old

Ha'vud" knowing anything to tell farmers. But this

man Carver does know it, all the .same, and he is of

the type of people that are going to solve this question,

so far as it can be solved. It must not be understood

that this new field of activity is going to absorb energy

away from the work of the state colleges and experi-

ment stations, in the development of practical agricul-

tural business. The business of improving agriculture

is to go right ahead; but it is going to be coupled up
with this fui'ther business of organizing the improved
agriculturists so that they can do better business.

What is a "Country Ham"?

kNE of the important works to be attended to, for

'example, in connection with rural organization, is

to establish broadly a common language for producer

and consumer to use, so that they can be sure of under-

standing each other. When a man orders country ham
he wants to be sure that the seller means the same
thing by country ham that he does. There will have to

be more or less legislation, applicable to the whole

country, to make weights, measures, crating, boxing,

etc., uniform.

Congress recently wrote into an appropriation bill

that no funds appropriated in it should be used to

prosecute farmers' co-operative societies under the

Sherman act. President Taft promptly vetoed it; it

has passed again, and President Wilson, to the time

of writing, is understood not to have decided whether

he will sign it or not.

Well, law or no law, presidents or no presidents,

courts or no courts, some provision vnll be made
whereby co-operation may be carried on and developed.

By hook or crook, directly or indirectly, the co-opera-

tive business will at length be exempted from the

operations of this law, or else the law will break

down of its own weight. The community must have

these economies, these opportunities to serve itself.
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Part I.

I come to Hawk's Landing and meet the Captain ; then,

after falling afoul of some scoundrels, I go away with
him ;

together with the exact manner of our finding

ourselves shut helpless in the bowels of the earth.

SHOULD never have waited, as
I have done, all these years to

set down a plain account of a
strange experience of mine, had
it not been at the earnest and
oft-repeated request of the Cap-
tain, though why he should have
felt so about it I can't say. But
rhe fact is the old man was never
quite right in his head on this

point after that day they drew us up out of that
terrible hole, though he lived twenty happy and peace-
ful years, as he deserved to do. and died (and it makes
my heart ache when I think of it) at a much greater
age than many of us can hope to reach.
Even after the Captain was gone I put off taking

my i>en in hand for many years, but now at last I have
turned to it and I shall here put down the facts of

our adventure : and I verily believe, had I the skill

of st>me book writers, or even the half of that of the
besr of them, that I could make a tale fit to print.

But. ha^-ing no knack at all with the ijen, I can only
tell my story plain, and in my own way, just as it

happened, like a man writing a letter, and perhaps
som-.' day a book writer may get hold of it and make
something which folks might read; only I warn him
now. before going further, that if he in any way brings

in the name of Judson Pitcher, which is my name, or

that of Nathan Archway, which was the
Captain's, he is not to use any of his
stor\- tricks, but stick to the facts as I

shall give them, only telling them, of

course, in the right and regular way that
such things should be told. So I begin.

It all started the day the Liverpool
gans robbed the Lumberman's Bank at
Hawk's Landing. It was my ill luck to

be in the bank and at the side of young
Robert Archway when he was most
cruelly shot down by that notorious
scoundrel, Isaac Liverpool. I had asked
Roliert to go there to identify me, I wish-
ing to get a small draft cashed : and why
I, too. was not shot like poor Rob I know
not. It was at noon-tune, and we were
alone in the building with the exception
of two bank men, and the robbers num-
bered eight or nine, four of them coming
Into the bank, but only three going out.
for during the general fight, in which
Rol>ert was killed, the cashier shot down
one of them, though the next moment
was liimself shot, along with the other
man l>ehind the counter. These two
were brave men as any I ever saw.
The next day the bank owners made

public that the robbers had got off with
no less than $50,000. At the .same time
a reward for their capture of §5,000 was
oflFered, which people thought liberal
enough.
Hawk's Landing was a small town in

Minnesota, on the Mississippi River. It
was just below the foot of Lake Pepin,
and great bluffs, the highest I ever .saw.
were all around, divided and furrowed
by ravines and coulies leading down to
the river, but with their tops flat, and
level with the prairie, which began in
good earnest from five to ten miles back.
Nejir by came in the Zumbro River from
the west, with its own bluffs and coulies,
malciiis much confusion.

I'ut I must tell you first how I came
to I)e there. I had left my home in Kentucky, being
thfn nlwut eighteen, to seek my fortune, as the sajing
used to be. I had gone down the Ohio River (though
my mother and sisters had no liking to the notion
of my going at all), and then up the Mississippi,
stoppini: at Hawk's Landing by chance, and nothing
else. It was a lively town, the business comins from
the steamboating and the rafting and losiring indus-
tries, it being opposite the mouth of the Cliii)pewa, in
Wisconsin, a stream coming down out of the pineries.
Till- country round about on the Minnesota side was
but little settled, the greater part of it havincr but newly
b<>en got by the Government from the Indian tribes.

I had scarce walked down the gang-plank from the
steamboat when T chanced to hear the name of Arch-
way, and snapiied it up briskly enough, b<'ine already
hon)«"sif k. This I did because I rememliered hearing
my father speak of a Captain Archway he had known
at Cairo, the Captain being then master of the lielle

of I'niirir du Ohien i>;icket. I called and was over-
joyed to find him the man my father had known. He
gavf me a most agreeable welcome, and called me
.Tirl the second tinx' he spoke to me. which sonnded
^'orid to my ears. He was a Yankee, born in Maine,
and had at first followed the de«>p sea, and later had
gone coastwise (as be said) to New Orleans, and from
th<-re had got into the river trafllc. His wife was dead,
and he lived alone with a daughter and the son
Roliert. who was then, and up to the day that he was
shot. a.ssLstant agent at the steamboat office on the
levee.

I see after all that I have mentioned the Captain's
daughter, though I had not Intended to do so. I
thought I would just write the account of the adven-
turi's which the Captain and I had, and there were
enough of them before we got through, and .say noth-
ing whatever about her. Tills would be the proper

way, I think. But sinc-e she has crept In I might as
well say that her name was Amy. and that .she was
about a year younger than I. She was a very pretty
girl, but this has nothing to do with my narrative. I
shall six'nd no tune telling about her hair, which was
uncommonl.v nice, a bright brown Inclined to be
reddish, nor so much as mention her eyes, which were
the bluest I ever saw, since our adventures in Fron-
tenac Cave would have been the same had they been
black, which I am glad they were not. She was rather
small and slender, and I never took notice of any other
girl whose lips were always so red, which may have
been because she laughed a great deal, showing the
most beautiful teeth. AU of this and much more Ls

true, but has no place here, and I vow I shall not
mention Amy Archway again in this history. Indeed,
at the end I shall go back and scratch out even this.

The Captain asked me. very pleasantly, what I did
so far away from home, and on my telling him that
I was striking out for myself to see the world and
try to make my own living (my father's family being
large and he not overly supplied with this world's
goods, as the saying goes), he said to me that I must
come and stay at his house till something turned up
for me to do, and was So cordial, making nothmg of
my excuses, that I was obliged to accept of his invita-
tion, and went, stranger that I was. He did this
mainly, I am sure, because the Landing was a rough
town, overrun ^vlth drunken and desperate men, and
not a fit place for a boy who had no home there.
Amy. too, seemed very glad to see me. .saying that

any fiiend of her father's was welcome, which I
thought afterward was strange smce I was scarc-ely a

"Father," she cried, "where are you going?"

friend of his, he not having known me above half an
hour. She wore a blue dress, very neat and becoming,
and she showed me her flowers and a pet puppy, which
she took up and hugged. It was a very nice puppy, I

thought. (Tills also to be cut out later.)

From the very first moment I took a great liking to

the Captain. He had been retired from the river a dozen
or more years, and, I thought, seemed but little like

the steamboat captains I had seen, being too gentle

for such. He was something of an inventor, having
patented a slide-valve for steamboat engines, and was
now working (and had been for a long time) on a new
kind of marine engine. He was not a tall man, but
strongly built, and you would have said he was not
above fifty years of age, though he was really over
sixty. No father ever thought more of his son than
did the Captain of Robert. And Rob deserved it. being
a good boy. He was three or four years older th.an I.

and would not that terrible day have been in the bank
had he not gone there to do me a favor. His father
bore up Iietter under the shock than I thought possible.

He brood(>d a good deal, however, antl I believe lx>gan

forming from the first a plan by which he could bring
to justice th(> murderers of his son. Poor Amy took
the loss of her brother very hard ind<»ed. and there
was no more of her merry lauchter; I f(>lt vory sorry
for her. and longed to do something to make her grief
moro easy to bear.
This vill'iinous T,iverpool gang was no new thing

in the country, having lx>*>n knowni for two years or

more as horse-thieves and st.ige-robb<^rs. As I write
this it s(H>nis I <'an hear them riding u]i and <lown in

front of that bank, whooping and shooting at every-
body they saw. with the ones Inside stuffing and
tumbling the money into gr.aln-sacks, and Liverpool
himself poking his black, .smoking pistol In my face.

Of course pursuit was promptly made after them by

the sheriff and a posse. They were followed along
the valley of the Zumbro and then up a little side
coulie which led away to the northwest. Here they
left their horses and went down a small opening which
was known to be the entrance to Frontenac Cave. This
cave had not then been much explored, but the sheriff,
who knew it as far as anybody, led the way in. They
searched the first part of the cave, but when they came
to a small hole which was known to lead down to
the main part, they found it stopped by a rock at the
bottom, which they could in no way move. It was
clear that the outlaws had shut themselves beyond
this where there was no chanc-e of their being come at
So the .sheriff came back, leaving a party on guard
outside.

It was a full week, or maybe ten days, before Cap-
tain Archway spoke to me about the matter which
makes it at all worth while for me to write this. He
then began to ask me about caves, knowing that I
came fi-om the limestone region In Kentucky, where
there are many of them: indeed, I was born over
against the line of Edmondson Cormty, where Ls Mam-
moth Cave Itself: and so I Informed him, at which
he seemed much pleased. I told him all I could about
caves, which was something, since I had been in .sev-
eral, though never in Mammoth. Then he fell to asking
of smk-holes, as they are called, simken places shaped
like a dish or a funnel, where the rain-water and
sometimes brooks disapiiear in the ground. I could
tell him little of these, though I had often seen
them, but had never gone down into one. But this
much I knew—that they usually or always lead into
caves. At last he stopped pacing the floor and said

:

"Jud. I have thought much about this
thing, and I have made up my mind to
this : to hunt out those robbers and give
them over to the law. It seems as if it

were my duty to do so."
"But how can you?" I asked.
"Ah. I shall hit on some way. I feel

that I can do it, and that I ought to do
it, before they kill other Innocent people.

. But heaven knows that I do not do it for
revenge. They shot my boy in cold
blood." and the old man's voice choked,
and he stopped. Then he went on:
"They shot my only boy, but I have no
right to harm them myself for that rea-
son, only to bring them to feel the justice
of the law. The time has been, Jud,
when I would have followed them and
shot them down like dogs if I could have
done so, but that time is past now. I
have lived too long to attempt revenge
on an.v man. Revenge hurts the man
who indulges in it more than it does the
man on whom he takes it. But the.se

villains must be brought to justice, and
I must attempt it. Will you help me?"
At first I could make no answer. I

suspected his plan and I could not think
well of it. But I had thought a thousand
times, I suppose, since it happened, that
Robert would not have been in the bank
that day had he not gone with me, and
you may be siu-e I had grieved over it

enough; and it seemed that I could not
now refuse to help his father, however
hopeless and dangerous it might be.

"If you do not care to, you must not
be afraid to say so," went on the Cap-
tain. "In that case I shall go alone."
"Captain Archway, I'll go with you '."

I cried, springing up. He seized my
hand and said :

*

"Thank you. Judson, thank you. I

was sure you would."
That very night I was aAvakened from

sound sleep by knocking at my door. I

found it pitch dark, and it was, as I soon learned, no
more than two o'clock in the morning.
"Dress yourself, Jud," said the Captain, as I opened

the door, "and come on. The horse is hitched up and
we're all ready to start."

I hurried on my clothes, and in ten minutes was
at the side of the buggj'. By the light of a lantern I

saw an ax, a gun, a dozen or more candles in a box,
and a great coil of rope.

"Climb in. Jud." said the Captain. "I will tell you
more about my plan as we go along."

Just then the door of the house opened and Amy
came running along the short walk, her hair all down
on her shoulders and her eyes very big.

"Father," she cried, "where are you going?"
"Out in the country a bit to look over the lay of the

land," answered the Captain, hesitating as he .spoke.^

"Father, tell me the truth !" .said she very earnestly.'

"Well, I think I know where there may be an open-
ing into Frontenac Cave, and Jud and I want to have
a look at It."

"You aren't going in?"
"Maybe just a little. There won't be any danger."
"But I know th(>re will l)e danger."
"Not a bit. We'll h*> back before night. Run into

the house and go back to l)ed."

"You knew you were going and didn't tell me. Tliat's

whv you had me ask Mihlred to stay with me to-night."

"Oh, yes. of course. It'll be all right. We'll be back
early. If we shouldn't come by night go home with
Mildred—her mother will be glad to have you" : and
the Captain turned and got into the buggy very (pilckly.

"(^h. but I don't want you to go, nor—nor—" . She
turned and took one of my big hands in both of hers,

just as I had seen her take up the puppy, and said

:

"Take care of poor Father, Jud, pleoKc!—and good-

by!" and then ran Into the [co.nti.m-ed o.n page 17]
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0-DAY our catchword is

"the increased cost of
living" ; we meet the
phrase on every hand,
and almost everyone is

seeking ways to reduce
expenses. Uncle Sam in

his Bureau of Plant In-

dustry, at Washington, knows what trou-

bles the housewife is having to make one
dollar do the work of two, and he is as
busy with her problems as those of her
husband. He tells her if she will look
into the fence-corners and back yard and
wander over the pasture-fleld she will

find new and wonderful food-stuffs
which she has always regarded as weeds,
but which in reality are highly nutri-
tious and valuable vegetables. One of
the experts of this bureau says : "What
we call weeds are no more so than other
plants we term vegetables; weeds are
vegetables, and our so-called vegetables
were once upon a time nothing but
weeds. The classification results from a
matter of habit, and because we are
such slaves to habit it has not occurred
to us to eat anything but the vegetables
that our ancestors have eaten for gen-
erations. Now we are learning that many
wild weeds possess even higher food
values than our familiar staple vege-
tables, and in eating them we are experi-
encing new and delightful sensations of
taste."

Perhaps one of the most delicious vege-
tables known is milkweed, which has a
strong, palatable flavor and is rich in nu-
tritious food values. So important has
it proved that it is now being cultivated
in gardens, where the stalks grow to a
very large size from fertilizing. The
wild milkweed becomes tough and loses
its delicate flavor after the blossoms ap-
pear, but when cultivated is good until
fall, thereby giving a new all-summer
vegetable with a flavor simUar to as-

paragus. The brown seeds so familiar
to us all should be sown in rows in the
garden in the late summer and autumn
and ui the spring a fine crop of tender
shoots will appear. Shoots of both the
wild and cultivated should be cut when
about a foot high. The plant will spring
up again and again, and one may gather
several crops from the same root. Like
peas, the seeds may be planted at in-

tervals, thus Insuring a crop all sum-
mer.
Milkweed is cooked like asparagus and

served with either butter or cream sauce,
and in fact may be substituted for as-

paragus in any recipe for that vegetable,
and the tender tips of the leaves make a
salad with a taste so unlike anything

now used for the purpose—^when served
with either mayonnaise or French dress-
ing—that those seeking new dishes will
enjoy it.

Another weed, found in the woods and
on the borders of the woods early in the
spring, is the poke-shoot, better known
in some parts of the country as scoke or
pigeonberry weed, and so closely does
the taste resemble that of asparagus
when cooked and served on toast with a
cream sauce that no one need hesitate
to serve it as a substitute when the
former is high in price, as it usually is

in the early spring. Early shoots of the
bellwort, or strawbell, found in woods
and thickets, are, too, an excellent sub-
stitute for asparagus. The roots of this
plant are good when boiled.

Most housekeepers have long been fa-
miliar with the tender dandelion-leaves
as a spring salad, but they do not know
that the leaves and roots may be gath-
ered for cooking when the plant is quite
large and spreading. The flowers may
be used as well as the leaves, both for
cooking and the raw salad. They must
be picked as they are blossoming out,
when they are tender and well flavored,
and for a salad they should be pulled
to pieces and scattered over the leaves
and served with either mayonnaise or
French dressing. When used as greens
dandelions may be prepared in almost
any way recommended for spinach. In
many countries dandelion-root is roasted
and ground, mixed with barley, and sold
under the' name of "Poor Man's Coffee."
Lamb's-quarter, or white pigweed, is a

common garden weed in America and
Europe. When cultivated, as it is ex-
tensively in England, it grows in aston-
ishing luxuriousness if sown in loose,

open ground. It has a very large stem
and succulent leaves. It is cooked like

spinach or other greens and served in
similar fashion.
The wild yellow dock—whose long and

curly leaf distinguishes it from the
short, thick-leafed dock, which is not
edible—is considered an outlaw, and yet
it is one of the best and most nutritious
of food staples, a plant that makes a
richly flavored dish with an entirely

new taste. The tender leaves are gath-
ered and cooked like spinach and eaten
with butter. After the cooked dock has
become cold it may be dressed as a salad,

the slight bitterness being very palatable.

If the tender leaves of the common
horseradish are cooked with dock a spicy

flavor is imparted that is especially good.
Purslane boiled in a little salted water

and served with a bit of rice is a very
nutritious dish. This is one of our com-

monest weeds, gi-owing not only by the
roadside, but also in every garden and
yard. It is very good, too, when boiled,
cooled and served with French dressing,
or it may be added to stews and made
into sauce to serve with boiled salt beef.
If chopijed after being boiled and pressed
into small cups to mold, this weed makes
a delicate salad served cold with mayon-
naise dressing.
Then we have the common sorrel, or

sour grass, a very well-known weed in
all parts of the United States. A similar
variety is cultivated in all French gar-
dens and by some Americans. Under
cultivation these weeds grow large and
are much more delicate. When mixed
with lettuce or Cabbage and served with
French dressing they make a delightful
dinner salad. Sorrel boiled with beef-
stock makes a spring soup, and when
boiled and pressed through a sieve and
added to drawn butter it is an excellent
sauce to serve vsdth veal, either boiled or
roasted. In fact, it is a common accom-
paniment to a fricandeau of veal. All
sorrel contains a small quantity of oxalic
acid, but a whole kettleful would not
contain as much as a piece of rhubarb.
The young and tender shoots of hops

make a welcome dish in the spring. The
shoots may be cooked or eaten raw as
a salad with other salad greens. When
cooked and eaten with butter they do not
taste unlike fresh peas. Another food
tasting like peas is the lupine, or wild
pea, which may be shelled like ordinary
peas and is quite as nourishing. The
pod of this wild food is broad, flat and
very hairy, and contains four or five

seeds. The flowers are a vivid blue.
The common mallow, or "cheeses," as

the children call it, owing to the little

pulpy seed-containers which it has that
have somewhat the flavor of cheese, has
proved to be a most valuable vegetable.
It can be eaten either cooked or as a
salad, but when cooked it is not very
satisfactory because it is almost taste-
less. It is a valuable tonic vegetable,
however, and makes a substantial salad,
with a mild, delicious flavor not quite
like anything else.

A new and delicious salad can be made
from the tender leaves of red clover and
some of the blossoms, which should be
separated and only the colored part used.
The flavor of the flowers is most delicate.
The leaves are strongly peppery and
almost burn the tongue after a number
have been eaten, so few condiments
should be put in the dressing used with
them. Another peppery grass is the wild
mustard, to the farmer a well-known and
troublesome weed, when whole fields be-

come yellow with its beautiful flowers.
The leaves of the wild mustard are
smaller than those of the true mustard,
and when picked carefully and wnshed
they make most excellent flavoring for
salads, and are an agreeable addition to
meat sandwiches. They may be used in
place of watercress or lettuce, and con-
tain just enough mustard fla\or to be
agreeable without the irritating effect
of the true gi-ound mustard.
The roots of the wild golden thistle

are now being used as a valuable vege-
table. The flavor is somewhat like
salsify, and they are cooked in the same
manner. Like turnips, carrots and other
tubers, this is an all-the-year-round vege-
table, and the roots may be dug in
September or early October and kept
through the winter. Roots dug in the
pasture or meadow are not as well
flavored as those cultivated in the gar-
den, but their keeping qualities are
equally good.
Few are aware of the food value of

the yellow pond-lUy, or spatter-dock, yet
its long roots, growing four feet under
water, may be boiled and eaten alone or
cooked with meat.
Yet vegetables and salads are not the

only foods for the table to be had free
for the gathering, for many of our com-
mon wild fruits may be utilized.
Any kind of wild fruit has a superior

and inimitable flavor. In many States
wild crab-apples abound; they are sour
and hard in a raw state, but they make a
jelly that carries its own wild tang and
not only is highly prized by the dis-
criminating, but is increasing in popu-
larity. Wherever the wild "crab-apple
floui-ishes the red haw, or thorn-apple, is
generally to be found, from which a
delicious jelly can be made. Elderberries
are simply uneatable in a raw state, yet
few jellies made can equal that which is
made from them.
The tiny leaf-buds of the sassafras-

tree, dried and rubbed to a powder, are
sold in Southern markets. The leaves
are rich in mucilage and have a dainty
flavor without any of the sassafras char-
acteristics. A teaspoonful added to a
giunbo soup or a Brunswick stew adds
greatly to the flavor and appearance.

It looks as if the waysides and wild
pastures and fields and fence-corners
held an endless store of good things that
will bring health to anyone who will eat
thereof. For the poor the knowledge of
these weeds and wild fruits which Uncle
Sam suggests that we add to our bills of
fare ought to be a godsend, and for the
rich it opens up a vista of new and
delightful dishes.

Training Children in Bodily Health Habits—By Manthei Howe

IN
A recent conversation with a

specialist in children's diseases, we
happened to touch upon the subject
of how hygiene should be taught to

children, and the fact that it seemed no
more than fair that children should early
receive training in the care of their own
bodies. "For," said the doctor, "if every
mother would teach her child a few of
the simple rules of right living I and
my brother practitioners would have
much smaller bank-accounts."
And some of his suggestions were so

simple and full of common sense that
you will wonder as I did, "Why haven't
we always done these things?" Among
them there was not one which cannot be
taught to the child in less time than it

takes to clean up a room or teach an
obstinate calf to drink. We all agree, of
course, that the boy and girl are the
most valuable possessions in the town
er country, and ,we believe, too, that we
ought to do everything within reason to
help them to a healthier existence. And
one of the first suggestions the doctor
made was this

:

Teach the child to gargle his throat.

Even a four-year-old can master this,

and get a lot of fun out of it too. Warm
salt water is the best for this purpose.
Tell the little children to watch a bird
drink, to see how he throws back his

head after every mouthful of water. Let
the child do the same with a mouthful
of water, holding it in the back of the
throat and gurgling it. He will soon
learn the trick, and you will have laid

the basis for throat health.

An atomizer should be in use in every
family. If possible each child should
have his own. Spray the child's nose
and throat and then teach him, so that
lie may do It himself. That will save
your time, and it is Ijetter for the child

.to do things for himself whenever pos-

sible. We have a family of eight in our
neighborhood. From the youngest to the

oldest they spray their throats morning
and night. During epidemics of sore
throat, tonsilitis and similar ills they
are free from trouble, and spraying their

throats has become such a habit of the
daily toUet that they do it for them-
selves, just as they wash their hands.

If we would use as much water on the

inside of our bodies as we do on the out-

side, we should all be in better health.

Few of us drink enough water between
meals, particularly in warm weather.

In spite of careful spraying, the child's

throat may become sore when some par-

ticularly obstinate germs lodge there and
begin to multiply. You, or the physician,

must get a look at the throat to see how
bad it is. Tell the child to say "ah";

that will open the throat and give a

reasonably good view. But there is even

a better way. Have someone hold a light

behind and above the child's head. You
stand in front of him with a hand mir-

ror. You remember how the boys used
to hold pieces of looking-glass in their

hands at school, and catching the sun's

ray they would "shine" the teacher. The
principle of the throat-examination is the
same. Throw the reflected light from
the mirror into the throat, press the
tongue down with the handle of a tea-

spoon, and you will be able to see clearly

if the tonsils or throat heed more care
than you can give at home.

If you will make a game of this throat-

examination and accustom the child to

it when he is well he won't make a fuss

when sickness makes it necessary. No
one else may appreciate your work, but
the physician who is called to care for

the patient will mentally note you as a

wise and sensible mother.
The daily cleansing vsdth water will do

much to keep the mouth in good condi-

tion, but it cannot dislodge food-particles

from between the teeth, and should you
allow this stuff to remain, the teeth will

decay in time. If Dame Nature does her

duty, every one of us will have thirty-
two second, or permanent, teeth. Some-
times we are careless, other times poor
health is to blame, but not many of us
can boast of perfect teeth.

The other day a dentist had an argu-
ment with a patient who would not be-
lieve that it was necessary to clean the
first, or baby, teeth. Of course she was
in the wrong. The child should be taught
to use the tooth-brush as soon as he can
hold it. At first he will not make a very
good job of itj but he will form the habit,
and it virill become second nature. When
he grows older he will never think of
neglecting his teeth. You can get tiny
tooth-brushes for little tots.

The mother will have to take particu-
lar care of the child's teeth during the
fifth and sixth years. That is when the
first permanent grinders, or molars, come
through. They decay rather early some-
times, so look after them carefully. Re-
mind the child to brush the inner, as
well as the outer, sides of the teeth,

using a side-to-slde and then up-and-
down motion, so that all the food is

cleaned .out. Proper brushing of the
teeth, gargling and spraying will mean
good health and a clean breath. We owe
that to our friends and to ourselves.
A clinical thermometer is a good in-

vestment. It is a safety gage that tells

you when an illness is getting out of the
bounds of simple home treatment. Ac-
custom the child to holding the ther-

mometer under his tongue. If the
temperatui'e persists in remaining up to
99.6° or higher it is better to call a
physician instead of applying home reme-
dies. Practically all the contagious
diseases are accompanied by a fever of
100° or more. A temperature of 101°

for a day or two may mean an attack of

indigestion, as a result of unwise in-

dulgence in goodies ; but it should l:)ecome

normal after a thorough cleansing of the
system, and the omission of one or two

of the regular meals of solid food which
children demand.
One remark that the physician mad&

struck me as something which does not
receive the attention it should. He said

:

"There is a difference between taking
reasonable precautions to stay in good
health and becoming a mollycoddle. Ac-
custom children to endure some pain."
This does not mean that children

should be hurt deliberately, but that a
slight headache or stomachache should
not be made an occasion upon which the
whole family must walk on tiptoe and
coddle the sufferer. It is good for the
average healthy youngster to learn to
bear slight pain bravely and without
whining.

Children instinctively stick things in
the mouth. Pencils, beans, sticks, every-
thing, goes into the infant's mouth.
Begin early to overcome that tendenc-y.
We have an old saying that everyone
must eat his peck of dirt. None of u«
need fear that we'll fall short of the
maximum measure, even if as children
we have been forbidden to put things
in the mouth. If we could (if you'll
pardon the bull) have clean dirt the
practice might be harmless; but, as
germs and the eggs of many kinds of
worms are in the soil, the child who puts
dirt into his mouth becomes a host for
Intestinal worms that seriously interfere
with his general health.
And plea.se don't use the dentist and

the doctor as bugaboos with which to
establish the child's obedience. You re-
member the old story of the boy that
cried "wolf" once too often, and tlie

Ijeople, fooled so many times, refused to
listen to him. It so happened that the
last time there really was a wolf, and he
devoured the boy. If you always hold
up the dentist and doctor as a bogie-man,
you will have a terrified child to deal
with should sickness or toothache ne-
cessitate a call from a professional man.
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Reading for Sunday's Quiet Hour
The Blinding Effect of Sin

By Rev. Chas. O. Bemies

Sunday-school lesson for June 22d : Amos
6. I S.

Golden Text: Seek good, and not evil,

that ve may live.—^Amos 5, 14.

The Bible, especially in the Old Testa-
ment and the four Gospels, is a country-life

book. Let us interpret it accordingly. "We
believe that the Bible is a true record of

facts.

4MOS, like many another prophet,

/\ was country-born. He lived in

Judah about twelve miles south
^ ^oi Jerusalem, out of direct contact
with the corruption of the court and the

mass of the people. He was a humble
herdsman and a gatherer of wild figs.

He got a telescopic view of human affairs

just as they were, and had time and
spirit to correctly diagnose the national

sins. He was a good judge of men.
Seven eighths of the gospel ministers

now come from the country. The country
church has gone backward in influence

and members. Therefore there Ls a de-

crease in the number of candidates for

the ministry. Strengthen the country
church if you want more ministers. Amos
was a seer. He looked over the lesser

sins of his ovra king Uzziah of Judah to

the gross and wide-spread wickedness of

king Jeroboam. II., of the northern king-

dom of Israel. Jeroboam was the thir-

teenth king of Israel, reigned from 825
to 773 B. C, was a victorious fighter and
regained all the northern border territory

that had formerly been captured by the
Syrians, making his possessions as large

as when the kingdom was divided after

the death of Solomon, a hundred and
fifty years before. The land became pros-

perous, but the ruling classes squeezed
the earnings of the people into their- own
coffers and lived in shameful luxurious-

uess, dissipation and idleness.
' It takes hundreds of poor toilers to

support one millionaire in idleness, and
many thousands to make the multimil-

lionaire who can dispense with lavish

liand munificent gifts to various cities

and to educational and church causes.

We are proud of our many moneyed men

!

It seems to be an evidenc-e of prosperity
to see wealth flaunted before the public.

The immense prosperity of the few is

alwa.vs a sign in every age of the virtual
enslavement of the many. It is always
the forerunner of national disaster or of
revolutionary reform. The latter is what
is happening in our own present time.

Unlimited prosperity .spells dissipation.

Here is the train of natural events

:

Prosperity, Luxury, Corruption, Dissipa-
tion, Idleness, Drink and Immorality,
Physical, Mental and Moral Decay, Ruin
or Reformation. Until present times no na-
tion has reformed. Each has pro.spered,

corrupted itself and fallen. Now many
nations are in process of reforming. .

Amos saw the grasping cruelty of the
powerful few in their grinding oppression
of the poor producers of their wealth,
the toilers, and clearly foresaw the con-
sequences. God stirred him up with a
prophetic vision and zealous spii"it and
sent him right up to Bethel where the
king's chief sanctuary and the priesthood
of the nation wei-e located. He didn't
beat around the bu.sh or stay safely down
in Judah and preach about the high-
handed wickednes's of hLs neighbor I

Amos thundered forth as a trumpet of

God against the sins and dissipation of

the king and people and predicted the
utter overthrow of Israel and its cap-
tivity into foreign coimtries. Every true
minister must be a prophet. Our own
beloved nation is in idolatrous partner-
ship with a diabolical business as bad as
any heathenism. The liquor traffic is

\miversally acknowledged to be the great-

est cause of crime, poverty, human mis-
er.v and wretchedness, idleness, disease
and in-sanity, Ul-born children, political

corruption and public expense that is in
existence. It is the avowed enemy of

human rights, of prosperity, of the
school, of the home, of childhood, of the
church, of the nation, of every good
thing. And every political party sup-
porting the traffic, and every man voting
with such a liquor-supporting party, is

guilty before God and man of the re-

sultant crime, degradation and financial
loss to the people of this nation. The
$2,000,000,000 spent each year for liquor,
now worse than wasted, could have built
full twoscore of Panama Canals if ap-
plied to that purpose since the canal was
really started in 1904 : Instead of a
flood of liquor, we could prevent devas-
tating floods b.v suitable reservoirs and
deepening of rivers, con.serve and develop
our natural resources, ' perfect our school
systems, national roads and canals, other
public improvements, in fact anything
we wished, and could increase immeas-
urably the prosperity of the toiler be-
sides. The national abolition of the
drink traffic would inaugurate the great-
est era of universal prosperity that this
nation or the world has ever seen. It is

a practical and a national question and
can be settled only by national enact-
ment. Thei'e's no such thing as a tem-
perate murderer, or thief, or adulterer,
before the law. Neither is there such a
thing as "temperance" any longer in re-

gard to the liquor business. Annihila-
tion is the only answer left. Every kind
of regulation has been tried and has
miserably failed.

The Victories of Faith
By Rev. Chas. O. Bemies

Sunday-school lesson for June 29th : Acts
7, 9-16. Heb. 11, 20-22.

^

Golden Text : This is the victory that
overcometh the world, even our faith.

—

1 John 5, 4.

TT MAKES no difference what our sepa-
* rate religious and scientific beliefs may
be, it is a fact that God deliberately and
continuously selected the best human
material He could find in starting and
perpetuating the line of righteous peo-
ple in the world, the same as Burbank
.selected the finest plum-tree among ten
thousand seedlings for his best line of
plums. Constant selection from pedi-
greed stock in each generation of seeds,
plants, horses or other stock, or of hu-
man beings, is the only way to keep up

and to develop the excellences of the
breed. It was God's business to weed
out a man like Esau from the pedigreed
stock of Israel, just the same as for the
dairyman to weed out the three-year-old
cow which only gives three per cent,
butter-fat and only three thousand
pounds of milk per year from his herd.
Blood don't count in the majority of
cases: it is constant selection and devel-
opment that coimts. God's selection, or
the survival of the fittest, has been a
bone of bitter and useless theological
contention for man.v ages, under the
headings of "predestination," "freedom
of the will," "election." Just put an S
in fi'ont of "election." and you have the
practical key to the problem.

Sa.v what we may, God certainly se-

lected the ones that suited His purpose,
because of their fitness, gave them the
promises and developed them in faith.

Yet He could have done nothing with
them unless they were willing to be
developed and used. In this Christian
age or dispensation of the Spirit, any one
who volvmtarily becomes a real candi-
date is "elected" I So we see that faith
is the necessary human response to God's
"selection." Follow it through : Esau
was not faithful. Jacob was willing to

be and was developed into a "Prince of
God." Jo.seph was obedient and reliable
under every duty even as a boy. and
Jacob selected him as the trusted one
over his ten older brethren. Joseph was
developed in faith, position and power
under handicaps of slavery and prison
because he was willing and became the
means by which his brethren in turn
were developed into a body of true,

noble-hearted, united patriarchs, fitted

to become the heads of the tribes of
Israel. God's selection on the one hand
and human faith on the other make a
combination which cannot be beaten.
God selects each one of you now for
some kind of work. If you accept, you
are "elected" by His selection and your
own faith combined. We must seal God's
selection by our own acceptance. With-
out faith it is impossible to please God.

For Cousin Sally's Boys and Girls

The EarHest Spring Planter
By Uncle Fred

DO ALL the boys and girls who read
k Cousin Sally's page know who is

I the earliest planter in New Eng-
land? It is little Gray Squirrel.

Some of his work Ls done in the fall, but

be is very busy in the spring. He moves
with quick starts through the brown
leaves. Here he sniffs, and there he stops

to ponder. He seems to locate every
fallen chestnut and to know just where
and how deep it ought to be buried.

Holding the nut in his mouth, he darts

to the right place, and with wonderful
swiftness scratches with first one front

paw and then the other. Those two
sturdy little forearms often go in up to

tlie elbow, for in some cases he must
liave quite a deep hole. Then he looks at
his work with one round, bright eye and
decides it is all right. So he pushes the
nut into place and firmly pats the soil

down upon it. While he is at this work
lie does not eat the nuts which he finds,

but carefully plants them. I hope all of
Cousin Sally's boys and girls are as
painstaking and iudustrioas when plant-
ing their gardens.
Gray Squirrel is the planter of forests.

It takes many years for the nuts which
lie plants to grow into trees and bear
more nuts. Think how much sooner we
get corn and potjitoes! So let us pa-
tiently wait for our gardens to bring
forth the harvest. But let as work while
w(? wait. Let us weed and water them
and do our part faithfully.

The Green-Woods Picnic

r\KAR COUSINS—I promised to give
"you a plan for a green-woods picnic,
iind I don't think anything could Ije nicer
than a picnic some little friends in New
Jersey had the other day. These girls
:uid boys all go to a church which the
' oraniittw decorates with flowers every
Sunday. One week the chairman of the
conimittee asked all the girls and boys to
go to the woods with her early Saturday
morning to gather flowers. It was a
lovely day, and tlu're in the cool, green
woods the.v roamed around, laughing and
<'li:ittering and having a splendid time,
all the while looking for lovely, fresh
wild flower.s. When noontime came they
had heaps of them, and, my ! how hungry
Uw girls and boys were. So they built a
big fire and roasted potatoes in It, and
when the poUitoes were done tlx'y had a
"bacon bat." Do you know what that is?

Each child held a slice of bacon spiked
on a long twig over the fire, until it was
cooked to a delicious crispness, and then
the.v put it between two sUces of bread.
And didn't it taste good ! After that they
had strawberries picked in the woods,
and cake and milk brought from home.

That finished the gi'een-woods part of
the picnic, for the flowers were piled into

the lunch-baskets and carried to the
church, where the boys and girls had
more fun helping the committee arrange
the decorations. And no one. could be
prouder than they were the next day.

Ibanbs Hcrose tbe MorI^
3Bb li)(olct ^oorc t)(0fl(it0

wniHen 1 am flolna to bet at nlgbt,

'Cbcre comes a tbou^bt eurpcieing;

Over tbe sea, balf rounb tbe woctt,

Ube lltttc 3ap0 are rieina.

»nt after t bavc Bal6 mv. prasera,
1 looh up wbcre tbe\!'re peeping
Over tbe rim of eartb at me.
Be Into bcA I'm creeping.

tone never can be playmates, 'cauee

'CQben tbe^'re asleep I'm wahing,
Sut v^ben tbc^'re t>resect anfi placing games,

Ob's long nigbt's rest I'm tahlng.

Still we are frients, tbougb far apart,

Tanitb not a cbance of meeting;

»cro«« tbe wort6 we etretcb our ban&»

Uo wave cacb otber greeting.

when everyone admired the lovely flow-
ers and praised the boys and girls for
making the church so beautiful. They
felt as though their green-woods picnic
had been a gi"eat success, and I am sure
.\'ou will agree with them and will wish
to have one just like it.

And if you do, here's to the best time
you ever had ! Lovingly,

Cousin Sally.

Contest Prize-Winners
THE prize-winners in the recent

"George Washington" contest are

:

first, Bert Culbertson ; second, L. D.
Green: third, Edward Perry Wortman;
fourth, Willie Frazier ; fifth, Ernest
Mortensen.
The "Valentine Par^y" prizes were

won by : first, Freda Clock ; second, Hilda
Holmes ; third, Edna Forney ; fourth,
AVinifred Crabtree; fifth, Elsie Rachut

Letters from Cousins
Dear Cousin Sally—I live in a Hew

counti-y where it is not broken up. We
live in a log house with only one room ; it

is very small but very nice too. West of
the house are some high hills. I love
the hills and woods.

I have a pony which I love very much.
I ride her through the woods and out
upon the hills. Every da.v we turn the
cattle out over the hills to eat, and at
night I take my pony and go after them.
There are many lakes nearby where we
go swimming in summer. ^ly i)ony can
run very swiftly over the logs left from
the great fire two years ago which
burned down large trees.

Your cousin, M. L. R.

Deal- Cousin Sally—My Mama takes
Farm and Fireside, and I love to read
the Young Folks' Page. I am seven jears
old. I have a darling little sister live

years old. I like to help Mama with the
housework. I have a little black and
white hen of my own, and love to help
with Mama's chicks. I like to go to

school. Your loving cousin,
Ruth Estella Ha^-es.

Note to the Cousins
VjyiLL the cousins when writing to

Cousin Sally please he mire to plainly
write their names and addresses? Some-
times they fall to do this, and .so I am
unable to answer their letters, much as I

desire to do so.
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IN FRONTENAC CAVE
house while I stood like a big sheep and
said nothing ; less than a sheep in fact,

which would at least have baa-ed, and I
was silent. If I had known what she was
going to do and say I should have been
ready for her, and answered the right thing,
but I was surprised, her taking my hand
that way and calling me Jud, it always be-
fore having been "Mr. Pitcher," very
proper.
We drove off, not along the valley of the

Zumbro, where the robbers had gone, but
up a narrow, winding coulie, which I
thought must lead to the prairie north of
that river.

The night was cool, though it was in the
latter part of July. As I had come out of
the house I had noticed that a mist was
hanging over the river, and out of it had
come the deep, regular breathing of a
steamboat feeling its way round
Shelter Nose Island. The moon
was set. but I thought the stars
shone with greater brightness than
common.
The Captain scarcely spoke till

we were well up onto the prairie,
where we bore away due west. It

was then that he explained his
plan. Thus I may very briefly give
it : To get down into Frontenac
Cave through some of the sink-holes
on the prairie, if any of them led
into it, as he believed they did.
"Of course," he went on, "we can

do nothing at capturing that band
of outlaws alone. It is not even
my idea to try to find them, for it

would not be safe. What we'U do
wiU be to get down, if we can, and
see if we are not in a cave which
promises to be the right one. Then
we can come back for help, and
people will be willing enough to
listen to us. They would only
laugh at us now, as they do at my
engine," and there was a tone of
sadness in his voice as he said this.

"We ought to be able to find out all

we want to know in a couple of
hours, and, if we can get down this
morning, be up before night. Then,
if we think we are right, we can go
down with enough men to-morrow
to hunt out the robbers. I believe
the water that goes down these
sink-holes, and probably much more
that comes from farther, follows a
lave and gets into the Zumbro
through springs in the bottom of
the river. I know there are such
springs all along there, for I've
seen it on the surface of the water.
I've got a long rope and plenty of
candles. Then I brought a gun
too, though of course we sha'n't
need that, and food enough for
two or three days ; so if we
have trouble in getting down we'll
not have to go back for supplies."

"But, Captain," I put in, having, I wUl
say plainly, no relish for the prospect,
"caves are so crooked—they lead up, down,
everywhere ; with pits and domes where
sink-holes come in, and ten thousand holes,
pockets, crevices, tunnels, and every shape
of opening you can think of. Besides, don't
you suppose the men have gone out some
other way?"

"Ay, like enough," he answered, no whit
discouraged. "Though probably not, since
the whole country is on the lookout for
them, and they have not been seen any-
where. Besides, even if they have gone,
maybe their plunder can be found and
given back to the people they have robbed

;

and they would be back some day, too.
And as for the crookedness of a cave, we'U
have help enough when we begin to ex-
plore it in earnest."
The Captain kept on talking all the way,

saying, among other things, that another
reason he had for thinking that streams of
water went down to the river in a cave in-
stead of in a valley was that some of the
settlers had had wells drilled through the
rock, always finding water if they went
deep enough, it being three hundred feet
to the bottom of some of the wells near
the river.

Just as the sky was getting red in the
east we drove into a little grove at the
north of a small mound, and concealed
the wagon in a thicket of underbrush. The
Captain unharnessed the horse and turned
him loose, saying that he would not wander
far. I put the candles in the basket with
the victuals, and took it, together with the
ax, lantern, .and gun, which was a long,
single-barreled shotgun with powder-horn
and shot-flask, while the Captain shouldered
the coil of rope. He said he thought the
most promising sink-hole was a quarter of
a mile to the southwest.

This sink was in the middle of a patch
of bushes and small trees. I noticed, too,
some late wild roses, and said to myself I
would pick some of the buds before we
started home and take them to Amy. The
ground sloped in that direction aU around,
and a shallow ravine led to it from the
northwest. The sink itself was about ten
rods across, very rocky, and the sides ran
down to the middle, just like a funnel, only
not so steep. We found a great lot of limbs,
tree-trunks, and roots in the bottom, and
set ourselves to clear it out. This was a
good two hours' work, and by the time we
had finished it (first eating breakfast) the
sun looked down at us pretty hot. The
hole which we had uncovered was jagged
and irregular, some four feet one way by
three the other, though down about the
height of a man it was rather smaller and
worn smooth by the water. We placed a
young poplar stick, ten feet long and six
inches through, across the middle of the
hole. Then we tied a stone to the end of

[CONTINUED FROM PA6K 14]

the rope and sounded. This stone struck
something about thirty feet down, but
rolled off and went on, and at last seemed
to rest on a good bottom and leave about
ten feet of the rope to spare.

"That's a good hole to get down," cried
the Captain, "and not so deep as a bark's
mainmast is high."

1 was afraid to risk going down the rope,
never having done such a thing, so the
Captain proposed to go first, he being an
old sailor, as you know, get the lay of the
land, and then come up and lower me like
a weU-bucket, if the prospect proved good

;

but as I saw this would make him extra
work I told him to let me down first and
then come down himself. So he made a
loop in the end of the rope with a queer
knot into which I slipped my left foot.
Then he put a small strap around just im-
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der my aims, buckling in the rope. I took
the lantern, which was an old-fashioned
square one with four glass panes and a can-
dle inside, slipped an extra candle in my
pocket, with some matches, and I was
ready ; and I will say that my heart had
never beat so fast before, though it soon
found good excuses to beat much faster,
and that on more than a few occasions.
The Captain lowered me slowly, and I

soon pulled my wits together and felt less
fear. When my eyes got a little used to
the darkness I made out that the sides
were slanting away all around like the roof
in a garret, but as I got lower I saw them
coming in again like the sides of a hopper.
I thought the place might be thirty or forty
feet across at its widest. Soon my feet
struck on the shelf where the stone had
rolled over. This ledge went all around,
leaving the opening into the depths below
ten or twelve feet across. I slid over it,

though by this time pretty dizzy, having
spun around a good deal on account of the
new rope untwisting.

I now found that I was under the ledge
and could no longer see the light of the
opening above. My poor lanteni made
little impression on the darkness. Some-
times I brushed against the wall, and again
I was so far from it that I could not tell

where it was. I kept turning round, but
plumped onto the bottom at last, with iny
head whirling like a top. When I lit my
other candle I found myself in a pretty
large space, with a floor almost as steep as
a roof. I ventured dovra it a few steps and
saw it was a high, arched tunnel, crooked
and irregular, leading down to lower
depths. There were other holes and tun-
nels on all sides, but smaller. When I
looked up I could now see the sink-hole
opening, and shouted what I had found to
the Captain, who told me to cast off so that
he might haul up the rope and lower the
things.

The basket and gun soon came spinning
down. I had not much more than made
them safe when the Captain followed, com-
ing down hand under hand without a pause,
having tied the upper end of the rope
around the middle of the poplar stick. We
stood the things safely to one side and drew
the end of the rope into a hole and tied it

round a stone. We had emptied a flat bot-
tle of coffee at breakfast, and as it was now
dry I put a handftd of matches in it, corked
it up tight, and put it in my pocket, so in
case the others which we had were spoiled
by water we should not be left without the
means of making a light. Then we htir-

riedly ate a few mouthfuls, the Captain lit

his pipe, and we started, he carrying the
lantern and I the candle.
We went down the steep B*ssageway, but

found it short At the end it spread out
into a low and nearly level room, from
which others branched, some higher, some

lower, and the walls full of holes, tunnels,
up and down and every way. Indeed, I

instantly saw that I was in a genuine lime-
stone cave, such as I had known at home.
And I suppose that there is not another
thing in the world so irregular and mixed
up as such a cave. Many times I have said
that if the potatoes in a hill could be re-

moved with all the roots without disturbing
the soil that the holes and spaces left would
make a fair model of a small cave, though
I verily believe not nearly so uncertain
and confusing.
For a long time we went on. now walk-

ing upright under an arched ceiling twenty
or thirty feet high, now crawling through
places so small that we had to draw our-
selves along by our elbows ; this moment
walking on hard rock, the next on sticky
clay, the next on dry sand. In a few places

we saw stalactites, all dripping with
water, and we passed one pit which
we judged, from a stone thrown
into it, to be at least a hundred feet
deep. Of course we soon lost all

sense of direction, but the cave had
seemed to start the way we had
hoped, and we had no reason to

think that its general course changed.
We were certain that we were go-
ing down much more than up.
We had reached a fine, large

room, and had stopped to rest, when
the Captain looked at his watch,
and said

:

"Why, Jud, it's three o'clock.

We've seen enough, and I believe
we're right. When we go farther
it ought to be with a large enough
force so that if we come up to

those fellows we can take care of
them as they need to be taken
care of."

We had left smoke marks on the
lower ceilings as we came along to

help us in getting out. but even
with these we went wrong a dozen
times, and at least half a dozen
were completely lost. Once we
turned up at the place we had
started from, and had to begin all

over again. But at last after vast
creeping and crawling and climb-
ing, we struck into a place which
we knew was not far from the

entrance. As we did so we first

took notice of a strange humming
sound, something like a swarm of

bees. We went on. and soon it be-

came a roar. We stood looking at

each other, perplexed and a little

scared, when we caught a gleam of

something through a low arch, and
on running to it found it was a

stream of water.
"Ah," cried the Captain, "it's

raining, and the water is coming
down the sink-hole—that's all.

Let's hurry up and get our basket
before it is washed away."

We blundered along as fast as we could,

my candle going out in our hurry. We
caught glimpses of our fir.st bats, dipping
and plunging about. When we came up to

the foot of the steep tunnel we found a tor-

rent of water coming down it like a mill-

race, with a vast cataract falling into it at

the upper end with a roar like any Niagara.
"Around this way !" shouted the Captain

in my ear, and we crept and stumbled away
up a rocky hole till we could look in under
the dome where the water was crashing and
boiling. I darted through the mist and
seized the basket and gun, brushing against

the rope, down which a clinging stream of

water was coming with a rush. We backed
a little into the room behind us and stood

facing the torrent, though we could see lit-

tle with our faint light.

"It's only a thunder-shower, and we'll

get out after it stops," said the Captain.
He had scarce got out these words when

there was a crash like the fall of a moun-
tain and a great coil of the rope splashed
down at our feet and something rolled out

of the whirlpool in front of us.

"It's our log and rope come down !" I

cried, and at that moment the water column
took a new leap and splashed over us.

drenchjng us to the skin and putting out

the lantern. The torrent was running half-

way to our knees as the Captain grasped
my arm, and we groped back into the total

darkness, like rats being drowned out at

the bottom of a hole.
[CONTINUED IN THE NEXT ISSUE]

The Funny Things We Say
Thrifty Housekeeper—"If you will

trim the grass and shrubbery and pull out

the weeds in this yard, I'll give you a nice

meal and a good pair of old pants."
Tattered Traveler—"Delighted to ob-

lige, ye, lady. I'm sure ; but what ye ask
is so intirely agin me principles."
Thrifty Housekeeper—"Your princi-

ples !"

Tattered Traveler—"Yes'm. certain.

Ye see. I'm an ardent advocate of the con-

servation of our natural resources."

"I'm afraid you may think we're giving

you a lot of fish this week, old man." said

the genial host, as they sat down to dinner.

"The fact is, my wife has got hold of what
sounds like a really capital device for re-

moving a fish-bone stuck in the throat, and
we want to see if it works."—London Globe.

"Say, boss, can I get off this afternoon
about half-past two?"
"Whose funeral is it to be this time,

James?"
"Well, to be honest, boss, the way the

morning papers have it doped out it looks

like it's going to be the home team's again."

—St. Louis Republic.

Look for the
Diamond
trade mark

on the Wrapper

TV/TAKE your own ice
i.T J. cream. Then you knoiv
It's pure. Be sure to make it

in a

Triple Motion

White Mountain
Ice Cream Freezer
It will be smoother, richer,
more wholesome. Easiest
freezer to operate—quickest
results. Stirs the ice cream
three ways at once.

Every housewife should hive one to
make tempting desserts for the Umily
and guests. Sold by dealers every-
where. Send for our free

booklet,'*Frozen Dainties.^

Shows over one hundred
ways of making Ice

Cream, Ices, Sherbets
and other dainty des-

serts. Address

THE
WHITE MOUNTAIN*
FREEZER CO..

Dept. Y, Nashua.N.H.

Adents Hour,
& Sell guaranteed hosiery

for men, women and children. Every pair
guaranteed to last fonr months or new pair
free. All styles and sizes. Hosiery for
everybody. Sells 52 weeks in the year.
B. T. Tucker sold $277.84 last month. Steady
income. Big profits. Good repeater. Dont
miss this big chance. Write quick fop
terms and sample outfit to workers,

THOMAS HOSIERY COMPANY
6946 Hams St. Dayton, Ohio

fnnCUTC $35 TO $75 A WEEK INCOME.
' Kew iuveution. Scrubs, takes up water.

No wriuging, no cloths, less work. Big sales— hig pro-
fits. Exclusive territory. Write today. Specia 1 terms.

PIRRUNG MFG. CO., Dept. 264. Chicaeo« III.

DAISY FLY KILLER "^""^
i-acts and kills all flies.

Jt'eat, cleaii. ornament-
al, ct-nvenient, clieap.

Lasts all season. Made
of metal, can't spillor
tip over : will not soil or
injure any thing. Guar-
anteed effective. Sold
1>7 dealers, or fi sent by
express prepaid for 51.

HAROLD SOMERS,
1.5U OeHalb Ave.,

Brooklyn, N.Y.

WE SHIP ON APPROVAL
i'houi a cent deposit, prepay the freight
and allow 10 DAYS' FREE TRIAL.
IT ONLY COSTS one cent to learn our

ituliectyd of prue-'i and mnfvriou3 offers
en hichest grade 191S model bicvcles.

FACTORY PRICES f ."."e*"?
a pair of tires from anyone at any price
until you write for our large Art Catalog
and leara our wondetyul proposition on first

sample bicvcle going to vourtown.

RIDER AGENTS r/kinr "I
money exhibiting and selling our bicycles.

We Sell cheaper than any other factory.

_ TIRES, Coaster-Brake rear wheels,
lamps, repairs and all sandiit^s at half usual prices.

Do Not Walt; write today for our special ojl'^r.

MEAD CYCLE CO., Dept. F-83, CHICAGO

Our Poultry Club
By special arrangement with tlie publishers of

POULTRY HUSBANDRY, you can get this

splendid paper for one year in connection with
Farm and Fireside at a special reduced price.

Poultry Husbandry contains splendid pointers
and ideas for the raising of fine fowls. It is edited

by the best authorities on poultry in America. It

is chuck-full of secrets of feed-mixing, quick-
growing chicks and other information of great

value to everyone interested in ::oultry-raising.

Farm and Fireside

Poultry Husbandry
For One Whole Year

Address FARM AND FIRESIDE, Springfield, Ohio

Both for 50c

1
.15Vou Save $

the Shoe Dealer's Profit

Buy direct for SJ. 60 the same shoes for which your dealer

charges S4.75. Our factory's output of 2. 000 pairs daily

keeps down toanufacturing cost; oar method of scUing

direct gives you the dealer's profit. FIAT Shoes for

Men are unusually long-wearing and slyiish. Quality

and perfect fit absolutely guaranteed

or money refunded without questioo-

HandsomeCatalogFree—Write
now for big illustrated Catalog.

LINWOOD-OSGOOD CO.
14-lKilby St., Boston. Mass.
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Section of ovai rug made of cream, tan suid green rags

New Ideas in Rag Rugs
By Evaline Holbrook

THERE is notMag new about rugs
crocheted or braided of rags, and
the average woman has little to

learn about the actual making of
them. The new point Is their coloring.

Since the days of oui" grandmothers
rarely has any but the hit-and-miss pat-
tern been used, the home-maker having
had in mind utility rather than the
beauty of the finished product. The
housewife of to-day considers both of
equal importance and so plans her rug
that it is both useful and beautiful.

A Rug for a Mission Room
Two of the rugs illustrated are cro-

cheted, the other two are braided. The
small braided rug, slightly oval in shape,
is best suited for use in a room with
mission furniture, on a stained or hard-
wood floor. This rug is made of heavy
cloth cut in ha If-inch-wide strips braided
tight. The center Ls braided of two
strands of light-colored cloth and one
strand of black cloth (cut from old

trousers). There are three rounds en-
tirely black, three rounds of the center
coloring, three black, three more rounds
of the center coloring, two rounds of
black, and an edge round In the center
coloring. The entire color-scheme is

most simple, but it is this simplicity
which makes the effect so beautiful when
the rug LS laid on a plain wood floor.

The second braided rug is larger and
is decidedly oval in shape. It is made of
muslin rags, not woolen, each strip three
fourths of an inch wide. Three colors
are used in this rug—cream color for the
center and lighter bands, tan and dull
green for the darker bands. Tills rug
makes an effective floor-covering for a
bedroom where white enameled or maple
furniture Ls used.

Blue-and-White Rags for a Rug

The other two rugs Illustrated are cro-
cheted, and for them strips three fourths
of an inch wide are used. They are
easier to handle if they are cut on the

bias. The fringed rug, only one end of
which is shown, is oblong in shape. It

is twenty-four inches wide and six feet
long, but the dimensions may be changed
to suit the plac-e the rug is to occupy.
ThLs rug is suited for u.se in a blue-and-
whlte bedroom and Ls an ideal floor cov-
ering forl:he cool, summery looking place
into which we are learning to transform
our homes for the hot weather. Single
crochet stitch is used, and a big wooden
crochet-hook. Begin with a chain of the
white rags, having it twenty-four inches
long, and on the chain work fourteen
rows of single crochet, picking up the
stitches on the double thread. Then
make eight rows of single crochet with
the blue rags. In selecting the blue rags
choose a medium shade and one which
will not fade or run. Make three rows
of white, three rows of blue, four rows
of white, two rows of blue. Make center
of rug all white and as long as desii-ed.

then work second end like the first.

The fringe on this rug is made of
white knitting-cotton. A strand of six
double threads should be knotted in each
stitch. The finished fringe is three inches
deep.

Using up Odds and Ends

In the second crocheted rug a variety
of colors is combined, providing a way
of using up odds and ends of rags and
at the same time producing an artistic

effect. The colors are as follows

:

Eight rows of white, one row old ro.se.

three rows white, four rows old rose, one
row white, one row heliotrope, one row
pink, one row pearl gray, one row tur-

quoise blue, two rows white, one row
pearl gray, one row black, one row old
rose. This completes the end border.
For the center of the rug, one row of

old rose and five rows of white are re-

peated alternately for the length needed.
This rug, like the other crocheted rug, Ls

twenty-four Inches wide and about six
feet long, but it is not worked in the
single crochet stitch. Instead of that
stitch the following is used : Make a
chain twenty-four inches long, turn, skip
the first chain, pick up a loop in the next,
draw the thread through one loop, then
through two loops. Repeat this stitch In

each of the chain stitches, and work row
after row in the same way, picking up on
the double thread of the stitches of the
preceding row.
The ends of this rug are fiuLshed with

fringe made of white knitting-cotton, as
described for the first rug.

Rugs Crocheted of Carpet
By Helena Korte

OOUSEKEEPERS who have pieces of
worn tngi-aln cariietlng Ciin make

them into very pretty rugs with either
knitting or crochet work. The crochet is

firmer and therefore more durable.
The whole rug could be started at once,

but it so quickly becomes heavy and hard

Blue-and-white rug for a blue-and-white bedroom or a summery sitting-room Varicolored croclieted nig for which odds and ends of rags may be used

This rug would look well with mission furniture

to handle that it is not advisable to do
so. It is better to make it In strips. For
a rug thirty by sixty inches make three
strips, each ten inches wide.
The foundation of the crochet is brown

carpet-warp. Ravel out the ingrain car-

pet. Use the weft, not the warp, and lay
the strands In bimches as thick as one's
little finger. Cut these into pieces a
little over an inch long, not over an inch
and a half.

Start with the warp, and make a chain
for the width, and on the chain work
two rows in slip stitch, which gives the
necessary firmne.ss. For the next row
take up a bunch of ravelings, doubled to
form a loop through which the uwdle
may be put. Make a third row of slip

stitches, catching a bunch of ravelings
in with every stitch.

Fourth Row—One slip stitch in each
stitch. Work third and fourth rows alter-

nately until strip is as long as desired.

Tlie plain, "hit-or-miss," style of work
makes a handsome rug and is easy to do.

but a design may be secured by a careful
selection of colors. If this is done all

the strips must be made exactly alike so
there may l)e no mismatching when the
pieces are sewed together. Tlii-< means
a little more work, but the softly blended
stripes of harmonizing colors make a
very l)eautlful rug.

^Tien the strips are finished, sew them
together on the under side, matchiug
stripes. The tufts hide the seams, and
any irregularity In the nap may be reme-
died by clipping. The finished eflftxt is

similar to that of a rich oriental rug.

Practical Helps for the Kitchen
Contributed by Practical Housekeepers

Before using new enameled cooking-
utensils grease the inside with

1
butter. This will prevent the
enamel from cracking and chip-

ping afterward. B. C, Kentucky.

Iron-Rest for an Ironing-Board—

A

flatiron-rest can be made on an ironlng-
lK>ard by driving a number of large tafks
into one end of the board. The tacks

should be about
one inch apart,
and driven in

only part way,
Icjiving a bout
one fourth of an
inch above the
Iward in the cen-
ter and one-half

inch at the outside edges. Then the hot
iron cannot burn the wood and cannot
slip ofT the tacks.
This Iron-re.st Ls always with the

l)oard and always ready.
Mbs. J. V. R., Ohio.

To Stop Cracks and Holes in .Stoves

—

Make a (-emcnt of eriual parts of a.shes
and salt, adding enough water to form a
soft iiaste. Use on stove when stove Is
'"J- B. C. J., New Mexico.

Cake-Tray—One of our greatest con-
veniences Ls a cake-tray. It is a thin

board large enough to hold four cakes.
Clo.se to the edges on the upper side I

have narrow wooden strips tacked on so
that in cutting cake no crumbs will fall

on the shelves. At the ends, on the un-

der .side, narrow strips were also nailed,
partly to permit a free circulation of air
beneath the tray and partly because it is

thus more easily lifted from shelf or
table.

The tray is always covered with oiled
paiMT liefore using it and when the
cakes cool I ice them on the tray.

V. B. G.. Ontario.

To make the old lids of fruit-jars look
like new, boil them in weak vinegar
t^venty minutes, and then scrub them
with soapsuds and a bntsli.

B, C, Kentucky.

To Clean Food-Chopper—After using
your food or meat chopper, run a crust

of bread through the machine, and it

will be much more easily cleaned.
' R. E. P., Pennsylvania.

Mending Leaky Pans—Takesm.ill brads

and wa.shers. Cut a plec-e of leather,

punch a hole In It the size of the brad,

in.sert the brad through the hole in pan,

slip washer and leather on brad, and
pan will not leak. B. C. J., New Mexico.

A neat kitchen con-
venience for waste
water that viiW not at-

tract the flies Is made
of a candy-bucket cov-

ered with oil-cloth. Tlie

lid is covered with the
oil-doth and fastened
with a small hinge.
Any kind of a ves.sel

can be u.sed inside to
hold the waste water.
The outside has a
clean and neat appear-
ance when covered
with the oil-cloth and
c^m be easily kept clean. A square box
can be u.sed instead of the candy-bucket.

A. S.. Ohio.

Cooking In a Jar in the Oven—Not un-

til she has tried it will a housekeeper
realize how delicious are vegetables and

fruits cooked in a jar In the oven rather
than on top of the stove. As little water
as possible should be added, then the

full flavor of the food-stuff is retained.

A casserole answers admirably for vege-

tables or fruits prepared in this way.
Apple sauce, rhubarb, prunes and l)eans

are some of the things which are really

excellent cooked in the oven. The process

is simple for the housewife, for there is

not the danger of burning as on top of

the stove. Mrs. J. .T. O'C, Washington.

For a self-wringing mop tjike a %vater-

pall made of wood, and Insert a gal-

vanizeii clothes-line hook on inside of

pall. Have opening In hook on lower

side, and place three

inches from top of pall

to back of hook. Fasten
with round-headed bolts

:

cut bolts level with nuts
on inside of pail. .\ gal-

vanized pail can he used
by having holes for

bolts drilled through
side of pail. Have hook out of water.

Place mop In handle with Iwth ends to-

ward handle, forming a loop In center,

dip mop into the water, hitch loop Into

hook, and by turning mop-hnndle around

it will wring mop as dry as de.slrt^d, and
the hands are kept dry.

Mrs. C. H. H., Connecticut



Useful Summer-Time Clothes
Designs by Grace Margaret Gould—Drawings by May Fairchild

No. 2295—Garden Hat and
Sunbonnet

One size. Material for garden hat.
three fourths ofa yard of thirty-six-inch,
with three fourths of a yard of thirty-six-
inch contrasting material. For sunbon-
net: One yard of twenty-seven-inch and
ODe-haif yard of twenty-seven-inch con-
trasting material. Pattern, ten cents

No. 2309—Belted Rompers and
Shade Hat

I to 6 years. Material for 2 years, two
and one-eighth 3^rds of twenty-seven-
inch material, with three fourths of a
yard for hat. Price of pattern, ten cents

Bloomers which
are included in
pattern No. 2308

No. 2309 No. 2308

No. 2309 No. 2308

A pattern for the garden hat shown
in the above illustration is included in
pattern No. 2295. This hat, because of
its crown, which may be opened and laid
flat, is easy to launder. It can be made
of plain and striped linen and gingham

No. 2308—Play Dress with
Bloomers and Hat

I to 10 years. Quantity of material re-
quired for medium size, or 6 years, four
and five-eighths yards of twenty-seven-
inch material, or three and five-eighths
yards of thirty-two-inch material, with
three fourths of a yard of thirty-six-inch
material for the pretty little hat. The
price of this pattern is ten cents

Woman's Home Companion pat-
terns are not sold in stores nor
through agencies. They can only
be obtained from our three pattern
depiots. Order patterns from the
nearest of the three following pat-
tern depots: Pattern Department,
Farm and Fireside, 381 Fourth
Avenue, New York; Pattern De-
partment, Farm and Fireside,
Springfield. Ohio; Pattern Depart-
ment, Farm and Fireside, 1554
California Street, Denver. Colorado

No. 2299—One-Piece Cor-
set-Cover Buttoned on

Shoulders
32 to 48 bust. Matexial for 36-

ixkch bust, one and one-fourth
jnairds of thirty-six-inch materia].
Price of this pattern, ten cents

No. 2293
No. 2294

No. 2229—Belted Russian Blouse
32 to 42 bust. Matericd for 36-inch bust, two and one-half yards of tliirty-six-inch
materia), three-fourtha yard of contrasting material. Price of pattern, ten cents

No. 21 19—Six-Gored Skirt: Plaited or Plain Panels
22 to 34 waist. Material for 26-inch waist, four yards of forty-four-inch material.
This illustration shows the plain panels. The price of this sidrt pattern is ten cents

No. 2293—Waist Buttoned at Side: Flat Collar
32 to 46 bust. Material for 36-inch bust, one and one-half yards of thirty-six-inch,
three-eighths yard of thirty-six-inch contrasting material. Price of pattern, ten cents

No. 2294—Three-Piece Skirt: Plaits at Back
22 to 36 waist. Material for 26-inch waist, three and one-half yards of thirty-six-
inch material. Width of skirt, two and one-half yards. Price of pattern, ten cents

No. 2228
No. 2297

No. 2228—Waist with Sailor Collar

32 to 44 bust. Material required for 36-inch bust, one and seven-eighths yards of
thirty-six-inch material, with five eighths of a yard of contrasting material. This
waist with its large armholes is very comfortable. Price of this pattern, ten cents

No. 2297—Garden Apron with Pockets
Cut in one size. Quantity of material required, one and one-fourth yards of thirty-

six-inch materia]. This apron made of denim, gingham or galatea in a dark tone
will be found most convenient. The price of this apron pattern is ten cents

No. 2296—Buttoned-in-Front Dress with Pockets
32 to 44 bust. Material required for 36-inch bust, five yards of thirty-two-inch
material, or four yards of thirty-six-inch materia), with one-half yard of contrasting
material. Use a dark fabric which will not soil. Price of this pattern, ten cents

No.

Back of No. 2299

2302—Dart-Fitted
en DrawersOpen

22 to 36 waist. Material for 26-
inch waist, two and one-half
yards of thirty-six-inch. If em-
broidery is used for ruffles, three
eighths of a yard less of thirty-
six-inch material is required,
and three yards of embroidery
needed. This pattern, ten cents

Dart-Fitted Open Drawers Back of drawers pattern No. 2302 No. 2296

Copyright^ 1913, by The Crowell Publishing Company
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At
Soda

Fountains
or Carbon-

ated in Bottles.

THE COCA-COLA COMPANY, Atlanta. Giu

Six Useful Tools

All in a Crocodile Wrench
This famous Crocodile Wrench is one of the most xiseful and handy farm tools im-
aginable. It is really six tools in one, a nut- wench, a screw-drirer, a pipe-wrench, and
three special dies for cutting and cleaning bolts on all standard farm machinery.
You will have use for this tool a number of times everj' daj' this summer. It is

drop forged from the best steel and case-hardened. Here is our offer:

Introductory Offer
1. Get two of your neighbors to hand you 50c each for a one-year subscription
to FARM AXiD FIRESIDE. As soon as we get the subscriptions, you will

be sent this valuable Crocodile Wrench as reward for the club.

2. Send a one-year subscription to FARM AXD FIRESIDE, accompanied by a
remittance of 75 cents, and we wUl send vou a Crocodile Wrench as special premiiun.

Address: FARM AND FIRESIDE, SPRINGFIELD, OHIO

INTBRE/5TBD IN

Embroidery?

THI5 15 THE
PORTFOLIO^

E want to introduce THE HOUSEWIFE,
''The one magazine necessary for the

woman who has the interests of her

home at heart," to a large circle

of new readers. In order to inter-

est you we agree to send THE HOUSED
WIFE for six months on trial (July to De-
cember, 1913) and give you our New
Portfolio of 1 00 Elxquisite Parisian Embroidery Pat

tems and a 1 00-page book of Elmbroideiy Stitches all for only 25 cents.

A WORD ABOUT THE HOUSEWIFE
Hundreds oF happy subscribers say that they could not keep hoiue without THE

Housewife. h is so bright, h«!pful, practical, entertaiuing and so thoroughly clean and

wholesome that its presence is a constant encouragement and inspiration to the housekeeper. Its

aim i« to brighten the home, save money and labor for the home maker, advise and

instruct her on all household problems, and himish her with absorbing, fascinating reading (or her

leisure hours. THE HOUSEWIFE is deserredly proud of its Cooking pages. AU the latest ideas

in embroiderv'. knitting, crocheting, tatting, ribbon-work, are presented, with full directions for mak-
ing various beautiful and serviceable articles. During its thirty years of life THE HOUSEWIFE
has enjoyed the reputation of the most " homey " magajdne at any price.

100 PATTERNS IN PORTFOLIO NO. I

Desgned espedaDy for us by a noted French designer of embroidery patterns, combining new
and original patterns of rare beauty with dainty simplicity and elegant taste. All designs are

plarmed for the newest styles in needlework, including the popular Punch, Medieval,
French Knot and Goblin embroideries, in the assortment are a Shirtwaist, Corset Cover,

Collar and Cuff Sets, Centerpieces, Doilies, Jabots, Baby Sets, etc, etc- all combined and carefully

selected to meet the most exacting taste. Each design may be transferred several times
and will not injure the most delicate material The process is simple and any one can do
it. In addition to these patterns we will send a 100-page

REVISED BOOK OF EMBROIDERY STITCHES
in which are shown in detail and comprehensively described every stitch used in embroidery in-

cluding the latest and most popular ones. It is a book of help for the beginner and
uispiration for the advanced needleworker. There are twelve exquisite original full-page

reproductions, illustrating Pillows, Scarfs and Centerpieces ui beautiful harmonizing colors. It also

contains many helpful hints about Ejnbroidfry Implements. Needles, etc. How to launder an>
broidered aitides. and much other valuable information.

This is a Special Introdaclory Offer and is remarkable value, to do not
delay but order today. For 25 cents we will tend you THE HOUSEWIFE,
July to December, 1913, and give yoa The Portfolio of 100 Parisian
Embroidery Pattemt and the 100-page boob of Embroidery Stitcf^
with 12 color plates. Send all Ordert to

THE HOUSEWIFE, 24-E IRVING PLACE, NEW YORK

Hot -Weather Dishes
Contributed by Readers Who are Good Cooks

Bean Salad—One pint of string
beans boiled and cooled, rwo cup-
fnls of chopr)ed cabbage, one tea-
spoonful of celery-seed or chopped

i
celery and one-half dozen small cucum-

Ibers slic-ed very thin.

Dressing for Salad : Two eggs beaten,
one-half cupful of vinegar, one teaspoon-
ful of salt, one-half teaspoonful of dry
mustard, one-half teaspoonful of black
pepper and a good-sized lump of butter.
Cook, let cool, and pour over salad.

MBS. H. E. P.. MissourL

Creamed Asparagus—Wash a few
stalks of asparagus, and cut off the white
part. Divide the tender green portion
into pieces an inch long. Cook in boiling
water until tender. Arrange on a piece
of buttered toast, seasoning with salt
and pepper, and pour a little melted but-
ter over it. This makes enough for one
person. Is a good recipe for an invalid.

B. B. B.. Ohio.

Scalloped Onions—BoU .six or eight
onions till tender, changing the water
once. Separate them with a fork, and
arrange in layers in a buttered earthen
dish, alternating the layers with but-
tered bread-crumbs. Season with salt
and pepper, pour over milk to nearly
cover, spread with melted butter, and
brown in a moderate overu

B. B. B.. Ohio.

Charlotte Russe—One quart of cream,
one box of gelatin and foiu- eggs, whites
only. Pour a little cold water on the
gelatin, then set it on the stove, and stir

until it melts. Set it where it will cool.

, Stuffed Peppers

not congeal. Sweeten and flavor the

i

cream to taste, beat to a stifiE froth, add
the whites of the eggs well beaten, then
the gelatin. Have a si)onge-cake ready,

pour this on. and set away to congeal.
Mbs. B. L., South Carolina.

Peaches in Jelly—Take
one pint of the juice left

from caiming peaches and
add to it the juice of one
orange. Season with grated
lemon peel and add half a

' package of soaked gelatin.

Half fill a mold with this

mixture, and when set add
another pint of the juic-e.

to which has been added
a cupful of whipped cream
and finely chopijed peaches.
Garnish with halved peaches and whipijed
cream. M. H. N., Massachusetts.

Mock Lemon Pie—One cupful of sugar,

one heaping table.spoonful of flotir, yolks

of two eggs, two-thirds cupftil of boilinj:

water, two thirds of a cupful of stewed
pieplant and one teaspoonful of lemon-
extract Cook in double cooker, and pour
in baked pie-crust. Put the whites of

eggs on top. Mbs. J. D. P.. Indiauji.

Summer Mince Pie—One-half cupful

of molas.«6s, one cupful of susar, one-

half cupful of vinegar, two tablespoon-

fuls of butter, four crackers rolle^l fine,

two eggs well beaten, one cupful of

raisins, and spice to taste. Cook all to-

gether; if too thick add a little water.

This makes two large pies.

Mbs. E. E.. Arkansas.

Angel-Food Cake—Whites of eleven

eggs, one cupful of powdered sugar, one
level teaspoonful of cream of tartar, one
cupful of flour and one-half teasjKJonful

of vanilla-extract. Sift flour, sugar and
cream of tartar together four or five

times. Beat whites stiff on a platter, so

that the platter can be turned upside

down and they will adhere to it. Then
add the flour" and other ingredients to

the eggs. Do not let it stand a minute
after it is thoroughly mixed. Pour into

an ungrea.'^d pan, and bake in a mtKler-

ate oven forty-five minutes. Do not open
the oven-door until the cake has been in

at least fifteen minutes.
Mrs. B. H, S.. Ohio.

Sour-Cream Pie—One cupful of sour
cream, one cupful of granuhitetl sugar,

one-half cupful of seeded and cliopped

raisins, one tablespoonful of flour or

corn-starch, yolks of two eggs, one tea^^

spoonful of grotmd cinnamon, one-hal
teaspoonftil of grotmd cloves and one
half tea.spoonful of grated nutmegj
Bake in one crust, and beat whites
eggs .stiff, sweeten and flavor to tastej
spread on top. and retiu-n to oven to

brown. Mbs. W. H. D., Ohio.

Apple-Custard Pie—One cupful
stewed sotir apples free from Itunps, one
cupful of sugar, yolks of two eggs, table-

spoonful of flotir or corn-starch and ,

teaspoonful of butter. Flavor vrith i

lemon-extract, bake in one crust, and ^
cover top with meringue as in .above
recii>e. This is as good as lemon pie, with
less trouble. Mbs. W. H. D.. Ohio.

Cabbage Salad—Cut a small head of
cabbage in halves, and cover with cold
water in which you have dissolved one
teasiwonful of soda. Let cabbage stand
in water twenty-four hours. Change the
water onc-e in the twenty-four hotu^
When you wish to use it chop fine, also
grate six cored and peeled apples, and
add to' the cabbage and apples two heap-
ing tablespoonfuls of sugar, salt to taste,

celery-seed or celery-salt, or a little

chopped celery is better, and enough good
vinegar to give a tart taste. Previous to

grating the apples, make a dressing of
one-half cupful of vinegar, one-half cup-
ful of boUlng water, put on stove, and
add to this one tablespoonful of corn-
starch dissolved in cold water, one egg
well beaten, one tablespoonful of sugar,
one teaspoonful of mustard and a pinch
of salt. Stir this into the vinegar, and
let simmer till clear. Let cool, and add
one-half cupful of thick sweet cream.
Then mix it well with the chopiied cab-
bage and grated apples, and set aside to

cooL M. R. B., Colorado.

Lemon Sherbet—One pint of cream,
one pint of milk, two eupfuls of sugar
and the juic-e of two lemons. Stir all

together, and freeze. This makes a fine

frozen dLsh. M. E. K., Ohio.

Fried Lima Beans—Fry one-half cup-
ful of minced onion in one-half cupful of
butter until soft. Then add three eupfuls
of Lima beans which have been cooked
and cooled. Sea.son highly, and cook
gently until brown and butter is ab-
sorbed. F. K., Michigan.

Green-Tomato Soup—Four green toma-
toes and one larse onion slic-ed. Cover

Stuffed Peaches

with salted water, and cook until the
tomatoes are done. When ready to serve

add one cupful of milk and two eupfuls
of sweet cream. Serve with crackers or
bread-sticks. Mbs. P. P., Pennsylvania.

Green-Pea Soup—One-half peck of
peas, two teaspoonfuls of butter, one
tablespoonful of corn-starch, one and
one-half eupfuls of milk, one teaspoonful

of white syrup or sugar and salt to tjiste.

Shell the peas and .set one side. Wash
the hulls thorouglily, and put on to boil

in a little more than enough water to

cover. Let Ixiil abt)ut thirty minutes.

The good will be extracted when the
hulls will have turned a pale yellow.

Take the hulls from the pot, and boil the

peas in the liquid, adding more water if

neces-sary. Make a sauce of butter, corn-

starch and milk, and add syrup. Strain

the liquor through sieve, and pve.ss the

peas through ; add this to sauce, and boil

up once. Mrs. F. H., Nebraska.

Stuffed Peaches—Select fine peaches
rub off the down with a damp cloth, and
steaiu until tltey can be pierced with a
straw. Cool, and remove skins : cut in

halves, and take out the stone. In place

of the stone put a marshmallow or a
spoonful of chopi>ed nuts: ino.ss the

halves together, and dust each i^ench well

with powdered sugar. Serve with

whipped cream.
M. H. N., Ma.ssacliusetts.

Stuffed Peppers—Take three red and
four green pepi>ers and fill with boiled

corn. Season, and pour melted butter

over the corn ; then bake. Arrange them
on the plate so that a red pepinr comes
between each green one. Oarni.sh with

par.-^lev. N. H., Massachusetts.
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THE EDITOR'S
BULLETIN OF BETTER

THINGS COMING
WITH THE EDITOR

ADVERTISEMENTS
IN FARM AND FIRESIDE

ARE GUARANTEED

Cover Design

The next cover will accurately por-

tray "Maud Muller Up-to-Date." It

is one of the most cooling midsummer
covers that Faem and Fieeside has
ever secured.

Special Articles

A full page of the next number wUl
be devoted to "Friendly Letters from
Old Settlers." As the title leads you
to believe, these will be reminiscences

of the old days when taxes were lower,

cities were smaller, trusts were un-

heard of and farm help was plentiful.

Those were days that deserve to be
recalled. Most of the letters to appear
were written by men and women over

sixty years of age.

Another full page wUl be devoted to

telling the merits of the barrel as a

market package, also how the modem
barrel can be purchased in knock-down
form and put together on the fann.
The barrel was invented over forty

centuries ago. but only recently have
we learned some of the best ways for

making them.

The Headworl^ Shop

There will never be a famine of Head-
work Shop ideas, for the scarcity of

good farm help makes us thiuk harder
than ever before of better ways of

getting our work done. Some of the

best ideas that have ever appeared ui

Farm axd Fireside wUl be printed in

the next number. Remember, the
Horseshoe Contest announced in the

last issue closes July 10th. That
means you have only five days more
to send in your best method of usiug
old horseshoes.

Lice Stock orid Dairy

Have you been having difficulty in

keeping the milk this summer? Many
have been troubled, and so we have
secured from a dairy authority a very
comprehensive statement which tells

of methods successfully used to pre-

vent milk from souring. This will ap-
pear in the July 19th number.

Gardening

Mr. Greiner will mention some of his

experiences in getting vegetables late

in the summer and early in the fall.

Poultry

SOage for chickens. The idea isn't

new, but there are too few using it.

One reader who has had a great deal

of experience with chickens and the
value of silage in their ration tells in'

the next issue of his work.

The New Serial

The second instalment of "In Fron-
tenac Cave" wiU be found in this issue

of Farm and Fibeside. Captain
Archway and young Judson Pitcher
finding themselves shut in the cave
make vigorous efforts to get out. natu-
rally enough ; but how are they going
to do it? And who stole their rope,

and what was it that so astonished
Jud when be got back to the pit over
the edge of which the Captain had
fallen?

The Children's Page

Mothers and fathers are now facing
the summer vacation. The Fireside
Editor—a mother herself—believes

that vacation-time may be made as
valuable to children as study-time. The
development of the minds and hearts
of children through play is the great
new me.ssage of our generation to
parents and their little ones. It is

with special pleasure, therefore, that
we shall give our readers a practical
article on amusements for the Chil-
dren's Corner of the dooryard.

Patterns in Needlemork

Wi' shall publish an article on simple
patterns for bedspreads by Evaline
Holbrook, patterns which c-an be knit
under the trees or on the porch in

that hour of lei.«ure which we believe
necessary to the health—yes, and good-
niSH—fif every hard-working woman.

Interesting Reading for All

AVe shall give recipes for frozen deli-

cacies with which to refresh your-
selves and your friends.

.Mi.ss Gould will give us a page of
her valuable fashions. Dear Cousin
Safly has written one of her inspiring
li'ttfrs. and Bobbie gets a message
from Mommie through the telephone-
pole
The next number will be full of in-

spiration and siiggestious for summer
life, planned for father, mother, chil-
dri'ii ;iii'l all wrprk<TS in the home.

Once a good deacon was called upon to lead a prayer-

The Deacon's meeting. He did not feel the divine afflatus which ordi-

Opinion narily made him so eloquent a leader, and so he called

upon other sources for matter of edification. "Sisters and
brethren," said he, "I don't feel much like talking this evening, and so I think

I'll read the Sermon on the Mount. It's about as good as anything I could

say, anyhow '."

In this column and on this occasion I shall give large place to a letter

which comes to the editor's desk from a woman in Michigan who is a valued

friend of the paper. It's "about as good" as anything the editor could say,

anyhow

:

As my father is a retired Ohio farmer and for many years has had the
FABix A-XD FiKEsiDE On his reading-table, for me the magazine has old home
associations. Yet I have been at home so little that after all I have not had
a wide experience with the Faem axd Fireside. But in my esteem it has
always had a high place.

I was impressed immediately with the generous space allotted to the farm
home which is too often slighted, though it is just as much a part of the farm
as is the stable or the wheat-field.

Improving
Farm Homes

Then I noticed the quality of the articles, for instance,
"What to Plant for Beauty Around the Farm Home." To
me it does not seem that anything finer could be done for
the farmer folk than to make them actually see that their
humble or more pretentious homes c-an l>e made reaUy

charming, and that the lives in them may be made beautiful. But many
farmers have appeared swamped in hard work with the paralyzed, esthetic
sense which comes from bodies too tired. I do not believe that their Creator
ever intended this : there must be some way to bring the farmer to a wholesome
normal life with the joy of living.

'What Three Women Did" appealed to the practical side, which also is

es.sential. Farm women must be taught to think practically if they are ever
going to get time really to live. Then I liked the fancy-work page ; some
fancy-work women simply must have. In the midst of brain-work I have found
myself simply driven to do some embroidery or other work of the kind. And
then the cooking recipes—^no real housekeeper will ever be prepared to dispense
with those which are really fresh and practical. And every, day new ones
are being discovered. But recipes so complex and expensive that they can be
prepared only in big hotels have no proper plac-e in any kind of a home
magazine. . .

I certainly do like your idea of improving the homes, the planning of
conveniences to save steps and time, the rigid elimination of tmnecessary tasks
that opportunity may be secm-ed for higher living, the inculcating of the idea
that though farm life may have to remain plain it may still be fine and artistic.

But in all beautifying of the outer as well as the inner life the women
must have the support of the men. .If they are tactfully persistent this most
of them can have.

I wonder if there's space for a few words from the

Now Let editor. In the first place, he appreciates the friendliness

\fe Taik of this thoughtful letter—and he wants to ask every

woman and every man who reads it to call the attention

to it of the nearest person who ought to think about these things.

Half a century ago men and women were about on an equality in the

matter of the drudgery of farm life. The man had to slave among the stumps
and stones. The woman had to make soap, weave, spin and knit. The man
was obliged to break his back over the sheaves In the harvest-field, to wield

the corn-lmife, and to labor with the flail and hoe. The woman had to carry

water from the spring, to carry in the wood, and sometimes to chop it, to sweep
and scrub and fight flies.

Necessity has largely emancipated the man. Invention made it cheaper

and better to use the mower, the binder, the corn-harvester, the windmill, the

gasolene-engine, the shredder, the silo, the riding plow, the manure-spreader.

The cream-separator and the milking-machine are making the wife's work
easier too, and so are many other things. But in many things the inventions

of to-day have not been placed in the woman's hands because it has not been

necessary to adopt them in order to make the farm pay.

So in the course of events that led up to making the farm pay, the woman
has kept on as she used to, in order to make possible the purchase of imple-

ments by which her husband could do more work with less effort. But I can
see no good reason why her sacrifice instead of being perpetuated by habit

should not be terminated when the reason for it no longer exists.

The time has now come when we must move the flag of woman's comfort
up to that planted for the men. Any farm that can afford a silo can afford

electric light or gas, the vacuum cleaner, the dish-washer and the washing-
machine. Any farm that can afford a gas-engine can afford a bath-room and
an interior closet. And any farm that can afford a manure-spreader and a
hay-fork in the barn can afford running water la the kitchen.

It's a matter of looking at the question in the right way.

A Square Deal means giving the women a square deal. And in

for Women main it's a matter of the women themselves thinking

of these things as attainable necessaries. Of course

it is perfectly true that thousands of farms have only a few of all these

fine things for the men. On these farms there is a hope that next fall, or

the year after, the spreader or the silo or the gas-engine may be within

reach—and perhaps only a hope. But is it right to let the line of march in

the way of progress actually reach the goal of full equipment for the men,
and leave the women struggling along on the basis of twenty-five years ago

until the men "get there"? It doesn't seem right. It doe.sn't tend to make
for the content and happiness of women, girls, children, nor, for that matter,

of the men either. When something is got to make the outdoor work easier

and more profitable, is it not the part of wi.<dom and kindness to "trade up"
with the house, and get a balancing comfort or labor-saver there?

I>et us have good farm equipment and good stock by all means, for those

are the things which make the farm profitable and profits pay the bills for the

liume comforts. But when the farm is what you would call "imi>roved," let

your wife or daughter r>oint out the needs of the house before you reach out
for more land or go in for investments that are far removed from comfortable
li\ ing. For is anything more important than comfort and haiipiness indoors?
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Ohio Blazes the Trail

OHIO is the first State whose legislature has

taken definite steps to avoid duplication of

effort in agricultural development work. The
ambition of the leaders of the new movement is to so

adjust state matters as to have them managed on a

husiness basis. "When you divide a dollar," says

Governor James M. Cox last week, in conference with

Farm and FIkeside, "you lose much of its efficiency.

Our aim is to place the agi-icultural and other interests

of the State on such a basis that no two men or groups

of men will be doing the same work." That ambition

accounts for the Agricultural Commission Bill passed

last May, which delegates the powers of the numerous
hoards interested in agi'iculture to one commission.

This bill provides for a commission of foui' members,

three of whom are to be appointed by the governor of

the State. The board of trustees of the state univer-

sity appoints the fourth. Bach man must be directly

identified with agriculture or agricultural education.

The governor is ex ofiicio a member of the commission

and has the deciding vote in case of tie. Each com-

missioner receives a salary, but the amount spent in

this way will be more than saved bj' the more efficient

and economical methods made possible. The commis-

sion takes over the duties of the state board of agri-

culture, the board of live-stock commissioners, the

board of control of the state agricultural experiment

station, the state dairy and food commissioner, the

commission of fish and game, the state board of

veterinary examiners and part of the work of the state

board of pharmacy. The extension work of the agri-

cultural college is also to be carried on under the

direction of the commission. Where a consolidation

of departments will make greater the value of the

efforts to the farmer, consolidation will take place.

The State of Ohio in taking this advance step has

courageously a.ssumed a responsibility which many
another State has shunned. There are too many States

where the various matters of farm interest are

handled' in just the way they grew up. A need called

for a trained man in one field. He was supplied, per-

haps by the State, and made responsible to the gov-

ernor. The next oflicial was made responsible to the

director of the experiment station. Perhaps the next

appointee was made responsible to a board, until now
there is scarcely a State without two or more ag'-'-

cultural ofiQcials working along some of the same lin s,

and one not knowing what the others are doing. The

plan in Ohio is to have one force, and only one, doing

a certain piece of work. Responsibility is definitely

placed. If the agricultural interests are not rightly

regulated the people can place the blame directly and

justly on the commission, and finally on the governor,

who appoints most of the commission. This Agricul-

tural Commission Bill, which soon becomes a law, bids

fair to work out better conditions. Other States that

are gi-oping about in the darkness of confusion caused

by the multiplicity of offices can well look to the Ohio

bill for the way out of their difficulties.

David J. Lewis on Parcel Post

THE name of the Honorable David J. Lewis, Mem-

ber of Congress fi-om Maryland, is synonymous

with parcel post. You can't think of the one and not

the other. He has thoroughly studied transportation

matters and knows them. It is for this reason that

his words are of great value. He writes the following

facts—they give the pith of the present situation—for

the readers of Farm and Fireside.

THE OBJECT of parcel post is to reduce express

rates and the cost of living.

MEANS must be provided for the adequate trans-

portation for retail shipments; namely, shipments

small enough in sizes to suit consumers' needs.

EXAMPLE—Farm products are usually produced in

such retail form (eggs, chickens, butter, hams, etc.),

but as there is no direct trausportation existing to

carry them direct from the farm to the kitchen they
now must go into the roundabout processes of com-
merce, which double the price to the consumer.
EETAIL TRANSPORTATION—The railway is en-

gaged only in the wholesale or commercial business.
Its minimum weight is one hundred pounds—too high
for retail purchasers. Besides, it does not articulate
with the farm. The express company does not articu-
late with the farm, and its rates are prohibitive.
PARCEL POST is the natural agency to carry .such

retail shipments. It does not do so now, because of
two restrictions upon its operation : the prohibitive
weight limit and abnormal pound rates which, except-
ing the rate on the first pound, are from four to six
times the cost of ser\dce on short distances.
REMEDY—The Postmaster-General has legal power,

with consent of the Interstate Commerce Commission,
to reform the rates, weight limit, zones, classifications
and "other conditions of mailability." It is up to the
President to make the changes necessary to serve the
public properlj'.

The costs of service and service conditions warrant
the following changes : Raise the weight limit to one
hundred pounds. No weight limit on shipments deliv-

ered to the railway terminal by the consignor and
collected from it by the consignee. A zone system of

one hundred miles to each zone, including the local

zone. A rate of one-half cent per pound for each such
zone, plus the Initial charge of three cents, arbitrary,

for the first pound. An improvement of classifications

to include books.

THE RESULTS—Farm and standardized products
can then be marketed direct to consumer at one-half

cent a pound in the first zone, embracing an area of

20,106,240 acres; at one cent per pound in the second
zone, with additional area of 60,318,720 acres, and one
and one-half cents a pound in the third zone, with
additional area of 100,531,200 acres.

Suburban gardening, a new industry, will develop,
such transportation being provided through the utiliza-

tion of rural delivery, and the possible trucker being
released from necessity of buying and maintaining an
independent transportation system of his own.
The articulation of the railways, through the rural

delivery, with the farms will be complete.

No one can miss the point of these statements and,

if unprejudiced, fail to .see the merit of parcel post. No
one would think of returning to the old system. On
the other hand, no one would say that the present par-

c-el post is as efficient as it should be. Producer and

consumer, all together, must work for a better parc-el

post. A parcel-post brief embodying the points above

has been submitted to President Wilson, Postmaster

Burleson and a general joint congressional committee.

Results of at least a partial character are expected.

Lye as a Rodent-Destroyer

THE superintendent of the State Board of Agricul-

ture of Nebraska recommends concentrated lye as

a destroyer of pocket-gophers. With a small iron rod

he finds the runway of the gopher, makes a hole down
into it, and pours a little drj' powdered lye down into

the gopher's highway. The gopher gets the 15'e on his

feet, licks it off, and thus is poisoned. If this will

work with pocket-gophers, there would seem to be

no reason why it will not destroy ground-squirrels,

prairie-dogs, meadow-moles, woodchucks and other

burrowing pests. But first we must recognize the

extent of the evil.

Few persons realize the millions of dollars in

damages caused by these little animals, in meadows,
lawnsr orchards and cultivated fields. There are many
waj's of poisoning them, none of which will work all

of the time, but some of which will help every day in

the year. Use them all, and make the conditions un-

healthy for the burrowers all through the season. The
evil may be cut down, if not abolished.

Distribution Must be Cheapened

THIS generation has witnessed astonishing develop-

ment of transportation facilities, bringing all

corners of the globe into most intimate relations.

Railways, steamships, trolleys and motor vehicles now
move produce and passengers so rapidly that we no
longer, consider anj' civilized country remote.

This great increase and diversification of products

consumed has more to do with the higher cost of living

than many generally appreciate. But few will con-

tend that such expansion of commerce is not in accord

with this era of progress.

We want and must have the best fruit of the world's

progress, and while procui'ing the products of all

lands, the cost of distribution must be kept from
becoming burdensome. Transportation overcharges

and unnecessary middlemen's profits are the twin

causes of hardship to the consumer. The number of

middlemen can and will be reduced, and the cost of

carriage must also be lessened.

A change must be made in our delivering conditions.

The common uneconomic practice of delivering milk,

groceries and miscellaneous merchandise by a score

of dealers where a half-dozen could do this ser\T.ce

has'added enormous unnecessary cost to our expenses.

A concrete example of this loss has been computed for

the delivering of bread in the city of a half million

people.

Should the present hit-and-miss system of delivery

be replaced by a block system, the estimate places the

saving at $70,000 per week. Add to this the saving

possible where milk, meat, fish, groceries and general

merchandise were delivered systematically by con-

secutive blocks, and the whole saving would be a big

economic consideration for every city.

Carrying the plan a step farther, the distribution of

farm products to the cities would be similarly lessened

in cost. As now handled, much of the fai-m produce

that Is ultimately used in the smaller cities and larger

towns is first shipped to the large market centers and

then reshipped;

The various farm associations now being organ-

ized in every State can ultimately distribute the

products of the farm so as to avoid congestion of

markets and the los-ses in consequence to certain

glutting of markets. Much unnecessary transporta-

tion cost can also be saved by more direct shipment

of merchandise purchased by the farmer.

Organized marketing is now the hope of farmers

everywhere. Tennessee alone has approximately a

half hundred fi-uit and vegetable gi-owers' associations,

all working to lessen the cost of disti-ibution of farm

products, and thereby make more equitable the division

of the fruits of farm labor. Every farmer has a duty

to perform in assisting this movement to success.
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California's Anti-Alien Legislation

The Land and Labor Situation in the Farming Districts

By H. A. Crafts

The lowly
"Chink" was
in demand

DOrBTLESS a good many people
1 of the East are more or less

I
mystified as to the real causes
leading up to the anti-alien land

legislation in California. They read the

newspai:>er despatches, but these relate

chiefly to doings at Sacramento and
Washington, and do not enlighten one to

any great extent as to why Californians

so strenuously object to the Asiatics get-

ting a foothold in their State.

Xo one who has not lived here for some
considerable length of time and mingled
with all classes of people can form a
A'ery clear idea of the sitTiation, as there

are' many deep and far-reaching causes

that are not apparent to the casual ob-

server.
First of all. we must go back to the

days of Chinese immigration, which
reached back even to the days of forty-

nine. In those days the Chinese were
very welcome, as help was scarce. The
bulk of Americans and Europeans dis-

dained to i)erform menial service, and
sought rather to become employers of

labor than to perform labor themselves.

Under these conditions the meek and
lowly "Chink" was in great demand, and
he was found in the mining camps, on
the ranches, on farms, in the lumber
camp, as well as in the towns and cities,

where he served in a great variety of

humble capacities, from chambermaid to

lauudrj-man.
The Chinamen also took up things on

their own account, especially market
gardening, fishing and clam-digging, all of

which were done in a primitive fashion

that marks the rural industry of the

Celestial Empire, now the Chinese Re-

public. In Visitation Valley, on the I'^n-

insula just south of San Francisco, the

Chinese market gardeners laid out their

gardens, erected their rude and quaint

windmills for irrigation and ever since

ha^ e supplied the city with the greater

part of its vegetables.
Another line of occupation made much

of by the Chinese was the laundry busi-

ness' and even to-day the Chinese laun-

dry is in evidence in all the principal

towns in the State.

For this busiuf ss the Chinaman is not

very particular about the kind of build-

ing he occupies, taking almost any-

thing in the way of abandoned barn,

shop, cabin or stable, just so long as the

rent isn't much. In one of these primitive

abodes he labors on. quite contentedly,

smoking his pipe and eating his rice.

Beginnings of Anti-Oriental Feeling

But many of the Chinese, especkilly of

the coolie iyi^e. were secured by contrac-

tors for railroad-building, mining, ditch-

building, and such purposes. The State

began to fill up with laborers from all

over the world, and the competition for

jobs became more acute. At the same
time tliere was a reaction from the

bonauKa era to more conservative con-

ditions, and men Ijec-ime more dependent

upon the siile of their labor power for a

support than in former day.s.

Thus, labor conditions began to be

more a question of public agitation. I^-

bor liegan to organize, and then began
its crusade against AsLitic immigration.

l>ennis Kearny voiced the spirit of an-

tagonism on the San Francisco sand lots,

and as a result the Chinese Exclusion

Act was passed by Cf)ngress, and the tide

of Oriental influx stayed.

Ijiter on the anti-Oriental opposition

was functioned l)y the Asijitic Exclusion

Ix!ague, an organization backed by or-

gani7X'd labor and carrying on a militant

and waseless c-ampaign against the ad-

mission of Asiatic laVmr into the St-ite.

Chinese exclusion under these; condi-

tions has bet>n very effective, and while

a few Celestials are now and then smug-
gled into the State, the aggregate Chinese
fK>pulation is said to be on the decrease.

According to the Bureau of I^abor SUi-

tistits of the State of California there

were in the Strife in 1008 approximately
:50,CKK) Chinese and in 1910 something
like .'{1,100: and it is probable that the

numl)er to-day ke<>ps i)retty do.se to these

figures. The original Chinese are grow-
ing old and gradually dying off. and their

natural increa.so, together with all new-
comers, is not s-ufficient to maintain the
original population.
The advent of the .Tapane.se into Cali-

fornia is o" much more recent date, and

it exhibits phases that differ greatly
from those marlung the Chinese occupa-
tion.

The great majority of the Chinese
who have come here have been of the
more reactionary class. They have
largely retained their native habits, cus-

toms and beliefs, while with the Japa-
nese it is quite dift'erent. Japan, as we
all know, has experienced a remarkable
awakening, and her sons who come to
America exhibit all the evidences of
hiiving become imbued with Japan's mod-
ern progressive spirit : and especially do
they plume themselves since the Japa-
nese arms successfully coped with the
Russian Bear and gave the nation the
right to claim a position among the so-

called world powers.

The Japs Copy American Ways

Yet there is nothing offensive in this
new attitude of independence. The
Japanese who come to California appear
to be anxious to learn American ways
and customs, and conform to them as far
as lies in their power. They adopt the
clothes of the American, and in their
family relations appear to copy closely
the customs of their adopted coimtry.
So long as necessity compels, they accept

almost any employment that seems open
to them, and they make very skilful, in-

dustrious and sober helpers.
In the towns and cities they act as

household help, cooks, janitors, care-
takers and gardeners ; in the cotmtry
they secure employment on farms,
ranches, in vineyards, orchards and gar-
dens and are skilled in their work.

White and Jap Labor Compared

The Bureau of Labor Statistics pub-
lishes two very interesting charts show-
ing the comparative percentages of Jap
and white labor, and Jap and all other
kinds. As compared with the whites the
Japs constitute ninety-five per cent, of
the vegetable-pickers, ninety-four per
cent of celery hand-workers, eighty-eight
per cent, of beet-toppers and loaders.

eight>--five per cent, of beet hoers and
thinners, seventy-three per cent, of tree-

pruners and fifty-eight per cent, of fruit-

pickers.
In 1912 the entire Japanese population

of California was 5S.CKX), and fifty per
cent, of this number were to be found in
the country and engaged in horticidtural
and agricultural occupations. They make
excellent gardeners, fruit and berry
pickers, prvmers, and vegetable hoers.

^
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He served in meiny
capacities

Contented with his

pipe and rice

They make excellent
gardeners

Curing Bad Habits in Horses
By Da-vid Buffum

Galloping in Harness
AMONG the common bad habits which
iU» horses sometimes contract is that of
* galloping on the road. A farmer has

just written me. tellmg of a three-year-

old mare which has this habit. She had
never been ridden, and the third time she
was driven on the road she began to

gallop. She refused to trot, and when
reined in would slow down to a walk.
This mare would gallop practically all

of the wa\- on the thirty-mile drive that

she took regularly. Shoeing with heavy
shoes in front made no difference.

Such a habit as this is, of course,

foolish. The l^est treatment is to set

her to plowing old ground or some such
work that will keep her steady and quiet

for at least a month. During this time
she .should never lie allowed to get out
of a walk. Plowing or some similar

work has a quieting and steadying effect,

and is especially beneficial when a horse
is nervous. If the horse is small plow-
ing should not be overdone. An hour
or two of such work in the morning and
a similar amount in the afternoon will

be plenty.

In handling a horse which has such a
habit or otlierwise .shows nervousness,

one must have patience in the extreme.
The method of subjecting her that I have
outlined is that of placing her under
steadying and civilizing influenc-es in-

stead of a^ttempting to cure her of the

habit by force.

being broken to harness his attention is

largely absorbed by the novelty of the
harness and the rattle of the wheels.
Later, when thoroughly accustomed to
these things, he begins to notice objects
that at first escaped his attention. This
applies more or less to ail horses, but a
great deal more to some than to others.
The only cure is to gradually accustom

the animal to the objects he fears, ex-
actly as if he had showed the fear at an
earlier stage.

Shying on the Road
ANOTHER bad habit in a driving-horse
'*is that of shying on the road. I have
in mind the case of a six-year-old driv-

ing-horse which just recently began to

Ik? scared by strange object.s on the way-
side. A year ago nothing would scare

him.

Shying May Develop After Breaking

The owner of the horse was distres.'ied

liocause the horse had learned the shying
habit when at that ace.

It Is not at all unu.sual for a horse,
that shied very little when being broken
or afterward, to take more notice of
objects on the road at a later time. When

Handling the Ex-Runaway
W^HEN a hor.se has once run away he^ is always a difficult case to handle.
I have in mind a cert;iin two-year-old
colt of Percheron stock which after being
driven to a cart a number of times be-
came frightened one day without ai>-

parent cause, whirled around in the
shafts and got away. The colt was gen-
tle to handle when harnessed. Imt very
nervous on the road. The owner of the
animal appealed to me for advice ia
effecting a cure.
Another bad habit which this particu-

lar animal had was to stop whenever it

saw an object that it feared. Urging
the animal forward caiLsed it to back.

Construction of a Breaking-Cart

The best method of handling such a
horse is in a breaking-cart. The shafts
of a breaking-cart should be made of
green saplings, cut in the woods and
capable of bending without breaking.
Tliey should be much longer than ordi-

nary shafts, and the traces pieced out
with strong new rope to reach the whif-
fletree. With such shafts 1 have had
three colts throw themselves on the
ground, tlie shafts remaining as goo<l as
ever. If you do not live where you can
secure green saplings, the shafts may Ix?

made of good, stroni: oak. but they must
always be unbreakable.

In handling an animal which has al-

ready rmi away, you must lx> patient,
quiet and resolute: bearing in mind that
when such an accident oc'-urs it always
takes a long time to get the ci>lt "nicely
over it." In tlie end one is usually well
repaid by having a nice, gentle and
tl'.oroughly trustworthy animal.

They read
the newspaper

despatches

Let us now examine as to wages and
conditions of emi)loyment. The au-
thority quoted above rec-ently investi-
gated 4.102 farms extending to all the
principal agricultural and horticultural
sections. Of these farms 2,.369 were op-
erated by white farmers, and 1,733 by
Japanese farmers.
Of the white farmers 1.133 employed

white help alone, 1.105 employed white
and Japanese mixed, and 129 employed
various other races.
The average wage paid by white farm-

ers employing white male help exclu-
sively was S1.38 per day with board, and
31-90 per day without board. The aver-
age wage paid by white farmers emiUoy-
ing white and Japanese help mixed was
SI.30 per day and board to white help,
and .?1.S2 without Iward ; to Japanese
help with board, $1.49, and $1.54 per
day without board.
The average wage paid by Japanese

farmers to Japanese laborers was $1.57
per day with board, and $1.65 without
board.

The report goes on to say : "The wages
paid to .Japanese, however, cannot be
taken as their average earnings, as 40.2
per cent of the entire number employed
were working by contract or piece-work,
under which conditions their earnings
were made larger than those of the
whites."

Now we approach the crux of the
whole question. We see that where the
whites and Japs work side by side that
the Japs are paid fully as good wages as
the whites. But only about half of the
Japs work for wages, and this means
that they have entered the arena of busi-

ness, and are doing what the white man
is doing—driving a bargain.
But let us revert a moment to the

straight wage-working element : white
farm labor in California Ls virtually un-
organized, whUe the Japs have inau-
gurated among themselves a strong
semblance of organization.
They are led to do this both for eco-

nomic and ethical reasons. Landing
upon a strange shore and confronted by
certain hostile elements, the Japs natu-
rally band together for self-protection,

as well as for self-advancement

The Jap as a Business Mem
Then, having awakened and observed

the ways of the white man. the Jap pro-
poses to imitate the latter, and to profit

thereby. So he organizes as a mere
laborer in order to enforce improved
conditions and emoluments from the em-
ploying class, and then goes a step fur-

ther, which is to enter the arena of
business.
He not only forms the semblance. If

not the reality, of a labor union in the
ranks of wage-workers, b\it he organizes
business enterprises and business combi-

,

nations.

He becomes a landowner, a land lessee, .

a labor contractor, a business contractor,
and demands hostages. In the way of
business the case of the "California Po-
tato King," so called, is an instance.
Here is a Japane.se who has so com-
pletely imitated Yankee ways and meth-
ods that he has virtually secured control

i

of the potato-market of California, if

not of the entire Pacific Cojist
We can now imderstand pretty well'

the reason for both the opposition to the
Japanese in the ranks of labor and in

the field of business enterprise. To
organized labor the Jap is always a
menace : to business he is not a menace
until he enters the field of business and
sets himself up as a competitor to the
white man. Then there is something
."Jtirring.

.\n(l I look upon this alien-land agita-

tion as but an incident in this risuig tide

of commercial jealousy. Surely the facts

as they stand do not indicate a very
serious menace in the way of Japanese
ownership.
The Bureau of I^abor Statistics shows

that in 1012 there were but 12.726 acres,

or twenty square miles, owned in Cali-

fornia by the Japanese. Now. as the

Japanese form only 2..32 jht cent, of the

population of the State and own only

twenty square miles of land out of a

total of 153.().TO square miles embraced
within the boundaries of the State, the

danger of a Jajianese submergence does

not seem to loom very large at present.



Making Farm Lands More Valuable
Where Alfalfa is Grown, Soils Become Richer

By Harry B. Potter

Utility beautified

iLFALFA will pay six
per cent, interest on
$l,00O-an-acre land;
-it is equal to wheat-

bran as stock-feed ; one acre
of alfalfa is equal to six
acres of timothy ; where corn
will net $15.80 per acre, al-

falfa will net $50 per acre.

Every farmer should grow
some alfalfa."

Tliat is the statement of
A. P. Grout, for twenty years
a grower of this crop, now
president of the Illinois Al-
falfa - Growers' As.sociation.
It is not a wild boost for the
crop that is creating so great
interest everywhere. It is

the conservative opinion of one who has made a suc-

cess of farming and gives credit to alfalfa for much
of that success. Mr. Grout is but one of many who
now realize that alfalfa is a roughage without a known
superior, and that if it can be successfully grown the
farm and the farmer will become richer.

A well-drained soil, supplied with phosphorus, pot-

ash and lime, free from weeds and ciirrying alfalfa
bacteria offers everything in favor of a good alfalfa

stand, and nothing against it. Nebraska and
Kansas, and many another State, have cli-

matic and soil conditions so favorable that
the crop has become a roadside plant. Sweet
clover grows side by side with it.

Alfalfa with Care Grows Anywhere

Likely from this observation the opinion
was formed in the minds of those interested
in the two crops that wherever sweet clover
was found as a roadside weed there alfalfa
would grow. This was disputed from the very
first, for said one man (a type of many), "I
have tried to get a stand of alfalfa for three
years, and I have not a single plant to show
for the effort, and yet there are all sorts of
sweet-clover plants growing along my lanes
and by the roads." But he had tried blindly
to get alfalfa in most cases, thinking that be-

cause he could put in corn with slipshod
methods and get fair results, or because easy-
going methods of wheat-seeding yielded
enough to feed his family, that the same prac-
tices would apply to alfalfa. And a few have
secured good stands with these careless methods, but
in the corn-belt States, where clovers are slow in
responding to the culture of man, few have succeeded
with alfalfa without care at seeding-time.
Nebraska may grow the crop easily, other States, the

one in which you live perhaps, may call for care and
effort. And yet alfalfa can be grown in any section.

Alfalfa simply saj-s, "I am worth more than the other
crops, I can supply you more feed that will return you

greater profits than these other plants beside me, and I

am not going to give over these high returns for a
mere trifle. Study to ascertain, and then apply the
right principles for your conditions, and I will yield

for you just as I have for many another farmer."
Alfalfa will yield well, or not at all.

Alfalfa is waiting for an invitation to every farm in
the United States. .Joseph E. Wing, the alfalfa enthu-
siast of Ohio, says, "I do not hesitate to affirm that
alfalfa can be grown successfully on any farm in the
United States." This is the final word, for Mr. Wing
has seen the farm lands of all of the States, and he has
known farm conditions from having met them himself.

"Alfalfa on every farm" is the .slogan he suggests,
and it is the one back of the movement for more alfalfa
now being carried on by the International Harvester
Company. Prof. P. G. Holden, formerly Superinten-
dent of Agricultural Extension at Iowa State College,
Ames, Iowa, is In charge of the extension work.

"Yes," says Professor Holden, "corn is important,
but alfalfa is more important. We must have corn,
but there Is a tendency in this corn_ belt, in which we
are at this time working, to sell the corn. You can't
sell the alfalfa ; at least, you won't. You'll feed it.

That will mean more dairy cows, more sheep, more
pigs, more beef cattle, more horses, more chickens, and
it will mean better stock, and better citizens too.

The plan of the movement is simple. Perhaps a

Telling the story of alfalfa at the ^X'lng farm

large meeting will be held at some point. Prominent
speakers will discuss the methods by which alfalfa has
been made of use in the sections they are familiar
with. Following this meeting there will be small
meetings held at the farm homes of the county, the
speakers making the trip in automobiles. In all cases
the farm is the place where the message is delivered,

right on the spot where alfalfa difficulties are being
met. The movement is not local ; it is national. Michi-

The depleted condition of the out-of-door kitchen
testified to the attendance at the meeting

gan has had a series of meetings, Illinois and Ohio
likewise. Other States will soon be reached.
A series of Ohio meetings was held in May, begin-

ning at Mr. Wing's farm in Champaign County. On
this farm alfalfa has been a successful crop for many
years. As a result the farm is now fertile where once
it was not, because it had been drained of its fertility

by heavy cropping. Of course alfalfa did not do it all,

for potash and phosphorus are common fertilizers on
this farm, but alfalfa furnished the inspiration with
the immense supply of nitrogen it has been able to
take from the air and place in the soil. No better
farm could be found for an alfalfa meeting than that
of "Alfalfa Joe." Early in the morning automo-
biles began to arrive, although the meeting was not
to begin until about one in the afternoon. By noon
the roads all along were lined with vehicles, and the

farm yards and fields were crowded with
interested people ; farmers, business men,
college professors, women and children ;

many
were from other States. The story of alfalfa
was told, not alone from the platform, but
as man met man in the crowd ideas were
exchanged. Many were there who had suc-
cessfully placed alfalfa on their farms ; they
were glad to exchange experiences, to learn
from the experience of others.

Farm Work Becomes Interesting

And if all of these experiences could be put
together they would have many of the same
fundamental ideas at their base—good seed
always, of cour.se. A well-prepared seed-bed
too ; one that is fine and firm. Fifteen to
twenty pounds of seed to the acre is the safe
amount to use. This amount is seeded per-

haps with or without a nurse crop in the
.spring, or even along in July or August, as
conditions demand, but seeded in a bed rich
in manure kept free from weeds. Then the
cutting of the crop and the feeding of the hay

would all have to be told. But even the mouej' received
from the feeding of the crop would not tell the whole
story, for the fertility and humus value of the alfalfa-

roots and of the manure from the alfalfa-hay must be
related over and over. That increase in soil values
means greater yields of the other necessary crops, amd
so the farm work becomes more interesting and valu-
able and bears in it less of drudgery, all because of
the one crop that awaits your invitation—alfalfa.

Alfalfa Under Irrigation

Success with Alfalfa-Fed Hogs in the Semi-Arid Sections of the Southwest

By Z. E. Black

THE rainfall over Hale County, Texas, in the north-
western part of the State, is only about twenty-
four inches per annum, and practically no alfalfa

is grown save under irrigation by pumping from wells

with centrifugal pumps. This method of irrigation

was discovered about three years ago, and since that

time about 10,000 acres have been succes.sfully seeded
to alfalfa in this section. A local organization of a
group of English capitalists, who bought and are

placing 60,000 acres under irrigation, are now planting

20,000 acres to alfalfa.

The soil Ls an alluvial loam, three to six feet deep,

with sufficient sand to prevent packing, souring or

baking under flooding irrigation methods. Underneath
the soil to a depth of twenty feet extends a pervious

clay, which eliminates all drainage difficulties ; alfalfa-

roots and water easily penetrate it. The land is level,

but with a slope of about ten feet to

the mile to the southeast, and the

water is pumped directly from the
wells onto the land. No leveling is

necessary, and the construction and
upkeep of ditches amounts to prac-

tically nothing. The wells are sup-

plied" by the melting snows of the

Rocky Mountains, and the subter-

ranean strata appear to be inex-

haustible. Neither the water nor the
soil contain a trace of alkali.

The lift of the wells in this dis-

trict ranges from thirty to sixty

feet, and the cost of pumping is

approximately one dollar per acre
foot—that is enough to cover an
acre in water to a depth of six

inches twice. Considering rainfall,

which comes mainly during the
growing season, from $1 to $2.50
worth of irrigation per acre is all

that alfalfa requires to make maxi-
mum yields. The wells range from
1,000 to 1,500 gallons per minute,
and one well will take care of 160
acres of alfalfa.

Hale County alfalfa is planted
anywhere from the twentieth of

August to the twentieth of September. Planted at this

season, no "nurse crop" is needed to protect it from
weeds. Twenty pounds of seed to the acre insures a
good stand. The seed is sowed from one to one and
one-half inches deep, after an ii-rigation, when the
soil is just wet enough not to bog. No inoculation is

needed, but a better and thriftier stand is secured if,

prior to planting alfalfa in the late summer, the raw
land is broken deeply in the fall. Then in the spring
plant and plow under while green a crop of cow-peas
or other legume. Deep plowing in the fall before plant-

ing is essential, as alfalfa needs a perfect seed-bed.

Net Profits from Hay and Seed

The growing season ranges from six to nine months,
permitting from five to seven cuttings of hay, averag-
ing from one to one and one-half tons per cutting, to be

One of the irrigated alfalfa-fields supplied with water pumped from wells

taken off each year under irrigation methods. The
usual price is $15 per ton f. o. b. Plainview, the county-
seat. Irrigated alfalfa nets from fifty to one hundred
dollars per acre per annum when used exclusively for
haj". One man recently netted $150 per acre from both
hay and seed. Hale County alfalfa has taken the first

premium on hay at the Dallas State Fair for four
years in succession, and the .seed is in great demand.
The crop is thought to be imperishable here. No

cultivation is necessary save an occasional disking.
After each cutting of hay is taken off—providing there
is no heavy rain—-the meadow is thoroughly flooded.
Alfalfa is the staple crop on the Texas plains—that
cattle country which pumping from wells is making
over into an agricultural country—because it yields
the greatest returns with the least labor expended.
There is always a ready market, and if the market

should become "bullish" the alfalfa

can be fed to stock with great profit

or stored away, since it is in no
sense perishable.

In 1912, E. H. Perry, of Hale
County, Texas, made a test of the
merits of grazing pigs on alfalfa.

During the spring month he placed
several sows and their litters of pigs
in an enclosed irrigated alfalfa-field

and fed the pigs absolutely nothing
for a period of six months. At the
end of that time they were weighed
and showed an average of 2.34

pounds. Their cost of production
was less than two cents per pound.
The prevailing market price when
they were sold was around eight
cents in the hoof.

It is the custom in the irrigated
sections of the Texas plains, how-
ever, to graze the pigs on alfalfa to
the exclusion of other food up until
about six months of age, then "top
them off" on a diet of maize and
Kafir-corn in the head. Year in and
year out, pork can be produced on
the plains by the above methods at
from two to three cents per pound.
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MECHANICAL.
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The March of Mechanism

ONCE perfected, a mech-
anical device inevitably

overcomes every barrier
against its use. The inven-
tion of the reaper swept
away ten centuries of the

scythe.

Mechanical progress is

swift and certain.

Men have milked by hand
since the dawn of husbandry.
Yet in four years over 2,000
Sharpies Milkers have been
installed. This is prophecy of
the new era in dairy science.

That such progress should
be made in so short a time is

largely due to the universal
confidence of the dairymen
in the Sharpies product. For
thirty-two years the name of

Sharpies has stood for correct
principles and sturdy quality.

The elimination of the
drudgery ofhand-milkingwill
eflFect a great culable economy
of labor in the dairy and on
the farm.

Cows are more contented
when milked by the Sharpies.
The milk flow is greater, and
teats and udders are kept in

perfect condition.

There is a dairy near you
.in which a Sharpies Milker
is working successfully. Let
us tell you how you can in?

spect it.

lUastrated Booklet on Request.

The Sharpies Separator Co.
West Chester, Pa.

Branch Offices

Chicago, 111. San Francisco, CaL
Portland, Ore. Dallas, Texas
Winnipeg, Can. Toronto, Can.

Agencies Everywhere

Farm Lands
that will pay you big dividends in a short time can

be bought at reasonable prices now. Irrigated and

Non-Irrigated Lands suitable for General Farming,

Fruit Raising, Potato Raising, Dairying, Stock Rais-

ing, etc Close to markets. Located in good com-

munities near the lines of the Union Pacific Rail-

road. Write to me and I vr-ill send you complete

aatbeatic information regarding these lands.

R. A. SMITH
CohniutioD and Industrial Agent, Uiiion Pacific

Railroad Co.* Room 208, Union Pacific Building

OMAHA, NEB.

PTo Kill Lice and Mites D
on fowls anrl in the houees. use

^3 PRATTS POWDERED LICE KIXLER 13
25c and 50c per package ^

,Jk and PRATTS LIQUID LICE KILLER A
P% 3SC quart; $1 gallon

T Each the bcBt of its kind
"Your money back if it fails" I

IGO-pace poultrv book IDc by mail
Get Pratts Profit-sharing Booklet |

I At all dciilers. or

S PRATT FOOD COMPANY O
Philadelphia Chlcafio 40

rATxt;^ PROFIT SAVED
Freight Paid On The C«iebrat«d

IHTURYc^
Rubber

Roofing
Indestructible by Heat, Cold, Sun or Rain

WARRANTED FOB 15 YEARS
1-Ply, 35 lbs. lOS square iect, $t.tO per roll.

2-Ply, 45 lbs. 108 square feel, 1.30 per roll.

3.piy, 55 lbs. IDS square feet, I.SO per rolL

D«liver«d Fr«« to any slntion east of Rocky Moun-
tains except Tex., OUla., Colo. N.D., S. D.. Wyo.,
Mont., N.M., La-, Ga., Ala., Miss, and Fla., on
orders of three rolls or more. Special prices to
these States on reque^it. Satisfaction Cuarant*od.

Reference— Southern Illinois Nat'lBank.

Write us for FREE SAMPLES or order direct
{rum ttiis advertisement. T.rma Cash. Address,

CENTURY MANUFACTURING CO.,
DEPT. see. Ess) SI. Louis, Illinois, or
DEPT. see, 200 Fifth Avo., How York city.

The Headwork Shop
Almost as Useful as an Extra Hired Man

A Sackful a Minute
WITH this

chute two
men can fill

a sack of oats or

wheat in a minute..

It should be nailed

on the grain-bin. It

is very easily oper-

a t e d. While one
man holds the sack
the other works the

slide. To make it,

cut a hole eight
inches wide and twelve inches high in one
of the boards. NaU strips (A) of one-by-

four pieces along the edges of the hole, and
nail B over them so as to make a slide for

door (C). A trough (E) of light sheet

iron is attached as illustrated. Raise the
door to permit the grain to flow.

Eabl Teego.

As Good as a Jack
tJERE is a kink
^ ^ which may save
some poor brother a
lot of hard lifting if

he should be so un-
fortunate as to lose

a tire from a loaded
wagon. To remove the wheel, form an in-

cliued plane with a short piece of plank,
one end of which is close under the wheel,
the other end raised three or four inches.

Drive wagon forward until wheel is near
the top of the inclined plane. Block up
axle, knock blocking from under the high
end of plank, and the wheel will swing free

ready for removal. J, S. Edwaedb.

To Loosen a Tight Nut
\\7HEN a nut has rusted tight and none

of the ordinary efforts with wrenches
will loosen it, place it upon a piece of

solid iron (an anvil if you have one), take
a cold-chisel, place the bit on the middle
of the nut on one side as if you were going
to cut it off the bolt, and strike hard a few
times with hammer, until the chisel has
cut into the nut about one eighth of an
inch. Nine times out of ten the nut will

loosen and turn when you use a wrench.
S. E. Rhine.

What the Lawn-Mower Needs
pROBABLY not

one person out of

a dozen who uses a
lawn-mower knows
that it does not al-

ways cut according
to the sharpness of

the knife, but according to how close the

reel-blades run to the knife. For this

reason when it begins to run over the grass

without cutting clean the mower is sup-

posed to be dull and must go to a machinist

to be sharpened.
This is not what it needs. Take a small

bicycle wrench, and by turning the set-

screws at the ends of the knife force it up
until each blade scrapes lightly on the knife

from one end to the other. Now oil the

machine well, and it wOl cut as weU as

when it was new. D. A. McComb.

To Preserve Tarred Paper
T HAVE found that a thick coating of
* whitewash will greatly preserve tarred

paper. Tarred paper that I fixed in this

way has given service for ten years. The
whitewash more than doubles the life of

the paper, besides making it more at-

tractive. Its cheapness is an additional

recommendation. John S. Andeesox.

No Backache from This Seeder
'pHE drawing shows a

home-made seeder which
I devised last spring and
used successfully for onion,

radish and lettuce seed.

Take a large-sized baking-

powder can, and punch a

hole in the lid and one in

the bottom of the can. Then
punch eight holes around the

middle of the can. Next
take a piece of heavy wire

such as the top wire off of a piece of hog-

fencing. Put the wire through the can,

bend up one end on the lid side, then slip

on a spool for a washer, and bend up the

other end of the wire. It saves many back-

aches and costs practically nothing.

Mrs. Fbank Trumbo.

Stock Can't Open This Gate
OERB is a good

latch to prevent

unruly cows or hogs

from o p p n i n g*the

gate. The gate has
two latches (AA).

They work independently, but may both be

riiised with the lever on top of gate, which

is connected by wires passing from AA to

B. One hitch should be located near the

bottom of the gate, and the second aboiit

two thirds of the way up the gate ; this

will prevent the cattle from opening the

gate, as they cannot lift both the latches

.nt tbe same time. JoSEPU VOLDEN.

A Novel Wire-Stretcher
A HANDY contri-

vance for the
fence-builder who
has no stretcher is

a cant-hook, a piece

of wire and a mow-
ing-machine guard.

The sketch «hows how the stretcher works.
It will stretch barbed wire fence for fifteen

rods, and can be used for tightening ropes
as well. Best of all, the parts can be used
for other purposes, and you have no capital

tied up in a patent stretcher that is used
only occasionally on most farms.

Gut Riggle.

A Walk That's Always Dry'
CTRETCH a cord from your house to

barn or street. Two feet to one side

stretch another cord. Draw a line on the

ground with a sharp stick along the cords.

Take up the cords, hitch up your team,
and plow out a few furrows between lines,

then dig down about eighteen inches, and
fill in with small stones picked off the
plowed ground around the farm. Put a
good layer of sand on top, and you have
a path always dry and never slippery, even
in the winter. H, V, Davis.

This Cow Won't Kick
THIS is a device my hus-

band uses with success
when milking unruly cows
that have the bad habit of

kicking.

Take an iron hoop ten
inches in diameter (one off

of an old wagon-hub will

do), pad it well, and find a
stout, smooth stick fourteen inches long.

Now lift the cow's right fore foot, bend back
at knee, slip the hoop over knee, and
put the stick through between the hoop and
knee. Thus the cow must stand on three
feet and will not try to kick. Do not com-
pel the cow to stand on three legs any
longer than the time of milking her.

Mbs. Hexet Uppexdahl.

Buggy-Spring Gate-Latch
pOR a strong yet

simple gate-latch

the one illustrated

is the best of all I

have ever used or

seen. The illustra-

tion explains the construction. A is a
lever to open the gate. BB are rods fas-

tened to the lever and to the ends of C,

which is an old buggy-spring bolted to the
gate in the center. DD are catches made
of strap iron and nailed to the post. The
shape of the catches is shown just above
the post. C. H, Austin.

I

Improvement on Paper-Pot
Making

READ with interest the description of

Mr. J. R. Spear's for making paper pots
for garden plants described in Fakm axd
Fireside for March 1st. I wish, however,
to mention one improvement I have made,
and that was by driving a double-pointed
tack on the black line on each side of

block used as a form. These tacks made
it unnecessary to watch the black line

every time a paper pot was made.
Walter C. Wood,

For the Self-Sucking Cow
TTO BREAK a cow of self-

sucking take two flat

pieces of iron about fourteen
inches long, weld a spike

about four inches long to the

center of each piece of iron,

curve to fit cow's neck, and
bolt together at bottom and
top. This device is not a
cruel one, and the collar can

be removed at any time by unscrewing one
of the bolts. WuxT.NEY Montgomery.

Headwork Winner
The first-prize contribution in the Head-

work Shop in this issue is, "As Good as a

Jack," by J. S. Edwards,

Farm and Fireside, July 5, 1913

Eats Up Silage

Almost
Feeds Itself

There's no equal to the
original ensilage cutter. Almost

feeds itself. Works steadily. Takes every-
Uilne £^ green or dry, without a liitcli. The

BLIZZARD
Ensilage Cutter

cuts five different lengths, Knlvea adjustablewhen
In operation. VTith ita improved wind elevator it

carries the cut feed to any height, and distribntes

it evenly. Built so simple and strong it ontiaste
eyerymachineof itflkind- Absolutely gnajunteed.
Mouiited or munounted- "Write today for

Free Boeklets ff^;'a„^?5Si;-^
on silage— (2) 1913 Blizzard CatsJog. C3) "Whit
UsersSay," contains scores of let-

ters from users. Any or ail are free.
Write today, ststins whether or cot
Xoa have silo.

The Jos. Bick
Mfg. Co.

1444 ToscanwuSt
Caatoo, OUo

^1

Get Latest Facicry Prices On

FPWARDS yEElgtilNGLES

Cheaper than wood,
much easier to put on,
4 times as ser\nceable

*

—can't rust, rot, leak
nor burn—510,000 In-

^demnity Bond against
'

lightning loss— come
in sheets of 100 shin-
gles or more. "Dead
easy" to put on—just nail them on old roof or
sheathing. We use the famous Tightcote Proc-
ess and patent Interlocking Device. Made by
biggest sheet metal makers in the world.
Sold direct from factory, freight prepaid. Send

postal for catalog 75S and get our surprisingly low
price, by return mail. Give size of roof if possible.

The Edwards Sli. Co., 708-758 Lock St„ Cincinoali, 0.
Largest Makers of Sheet Metal Prodocts in the World.

P

One Penny For a
DOLLAR-HAVING Book

Gives valuable fence

facts—shows how to get
6eti£r Quality at sensa-
tional direct-from-£ac-
tory prices.

MPIRE FENCE
is guaranteed to show the

, ggesfsaving on highest quality fence.
Freight prepaid. All Big No. 9 wires.

Open-Hearth steel, heavily galvanized, rast
proof, pig tight, stock strong. Just a penny

postal brings Free Book—NOVf.

BOND STEEL POST C(U 42 E. Uaeraec St, Adrias, UkIu

AGENTS $24 A WEEK
e R. M. King Made S45 in 6 Days

IS IN ONE
Forged steel. Patented. Low priced. Sells to auto'
owners, farmers, mechanics in the shops and the home.
Not sold in stores. No competition. Sales easy. Bi^
profits. Ten-inch sample to worfeers. Write at once.

THOMAS TOOL CO., 2346 West St., D»yton, Ohio

n ingWater
in House and JBarn at even -^m^^'
temperature Winter or Sum-^Snn^
mer at Small Gost.^^^

.

^^^y^^^
Ae'rr.-ctcr Co.. Tl 44 S. Campbe H Av . . Ch icago ^jft :

It is to your advantage to mention Farm and Fire-

side in wTiting to advertisers. Farm and Firisidt

folks get the very best attention.

4 BUGGY WHEELS
With Kubber Tires.$18.45. Tour Wheeii Kerabbered,

\$lQ.-"iO. I maSe wheels *i to 4 in. tre^ Topa. $6.50;

ishafta, 52.10; Repair Wheel*, $5.95; Aile8$2.25; W««.
_ 'on Umbrella free. Bny direct. Aik for Catalog 7

SrUT HXCKOST WHBEI. CO.. 507 F St.- ClaetuaU. OkW

LEARN JEWELERS
ENGRAVING

Thii bl{h s»lftritd kad nail; lurucd Lrada

Cinncn bett«reB|;rftT!D(; tbto can be (alacA

In years of ripid apprtnlic«iliip. W« ftlvo Iraprorc the Bkill of »ny cocraTcr.

AsJl- for catalog, Free. Eotminf Schlll, Z5 Page Bld|.. Cfciesfi.

BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET about
Delaware, the State of luscious fruits and of ideal homeeu
Addres-^ State Board of Agriculture. Dov*r, Delaware.

AMAZING DETROIT Costa leBS thaji Ic per h. p.

^-^^^-.i.- ^ >. ^ . r- per hour. SENDFORFRfiBKEROSENE ENGINE iLLUSTRATEDCATALOa
TODAY. H. trolt i nirinr » orki,l 1 1 Concord AT«„Urtrolt,Hieh.

AND UP.

WARD

AMERICAN

SEPARATOR
THIS OFFER IS NO CATCH.

It is a solid proposition to send,
on trial, fully guaranteed, a new.
well made, easy running B^ara-
tor for $15.95. Skims Hot or cold
milk; making heat-y or liRht
cream. Designed Kjpecially for
small dairies, hotels and private
families. Different from this pic-
tun?, which illustrates our large
cap.icify m:ichiiies. The bowl is

a sanitary marvel, easily cleaned.
Gears thoroughly protected.
Western orders filled from
Western points. Whether your
Ualry Is large or small, write
as and obtain our handsome
free cntalog. Address:

AMERICAN SEPARATOR CO. BA.NlRiDeE!N.v:
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For early cul-

tivation

I Crops and Soils |

I I

Clean Cultivation and Suc-
cessful Rotations

By W. H. Jenkins

OST farmers like to

grow good crops of

clover and alfalfa

because they save a large

part of the cash paid out
for grain on the dairy farm,
and because they improve
the texture of the soil.

Growing clover and al-

falfa, and the crops that

naturally go with them in

rotation, as a combination crop of corn and
soy-beans, oats and peas, and perhaps po-

tatoes, is the end to work toward if you
are growing your own roughage and buying
grain to balance it.

Perennial weeds, sour soils and other dif-

ficulties must be overcome in growing, corn
and alfalfa. Many newly seeded fields of

i lfalfa have been plowed up in two or three

years because the weeds crowded out the

alfalfa, or the soil was so sour or poorly
cultivated that the alfalfa never got well

started.

You Can't do Good Work in Crooked Rows

There is only one time in the ordinary
four-year rotation that the farmer has an
opportunity to clean his soil of weeds and
sweeten it, and that time is with the corn
crop. On the right cultivation of this corn
crop depends to a very large extent the

success of the whole rotation.

Right cultivation of corn means, first, it

should be jilanted in straight rows three

and one-half to four feet apart if in drills,

or three and one-half feet each way for the

large growing varieties. Perfectly straight

rows mean the possibility of doing the best

work with the cultivator. Th-e cultivator-

teeth cannot run as close to crooked rows,

so there is a wider space to be hoed by
hand, for all weeds should be taken out.

Perfectly clean cultivation of the corn crop

is the only effectual way of destroying the

weeds that ai-e crowding out the grass over

large tracts of meadows.
AYhatever the form of the cultivator used

in the corn, many fine teeth are better than
a few coarse ones. Give the first cultiva-

tion as soon as you can see the rows of

corn. Set the shovels so as to pulverize the

soil and so the shovels will scour. This
first cultivation makes the best possible

conditions for the corn-roots that will later

occupy it.

As the corn grows higher and gradually

extends its roots across the rows, cultivate

less deeply, just enough to make a dust

mulch and hold the moisture already in the

soil. There is seldom any lack of water in

the water-veins and reservoirs under the

soil, but the plants may be wilting for lack

of water which may be within a few feet.

My readei'S who are not familiar with the

principle of capillary attraction may see its

right use of the different points. If one
plants a large acreage of corn he can afford

to purchase a two-horse riding cultivator
for thirty to fifty dollars, while the farmer
with a smaller field will need only the one-
horse walking cultivator.

For general purposes a ridiug cultivator
should be selected with tooth-bars, adapted
for using few or many teeth as desired.

There should be sets of the coarse steel

points for early and deep cultivation, and
fine points set close together for shallow
cultivation later in the summer.
There are many compensations for such

cultivation of the corn as I have indicated.

It is the only way I have found to eradicate
quack-grass and at the same time grow a
good crop. Besides increasing the growth
of corn and getting the soil clean for

growing clover or alfalfa, it makes a perfect

seed-bed for a cover crop, which can be
sown in the corn, perhaps in .July, just

before the last cultivation. The kind of a
cover crop for corn will depend on the soil

and location. Clover is best if you are
satisfied it will thrive. If not, mix vetch
and rye, because of the high price of vetch.

If the corn gets large you can sow the

seed on horseback, then cultivate shallow

Cultivator equipped with twelve fine teeth

and follow with a plank to compact the soil,

especially if it is dry. The cover crop will

make fall pasture and add vegetable matter
to the soil.

Good crops come to him who cultivates.

There's less trouble for him who cuts his

weeds before they are trouble.

Rapid Work with Oats
By M. Coverdell

TAST season a neighborhood of Iowa
farmers found themselves greatly handi-

capped by a dearth of help in the field at

thrashing-time. With a heavy crop of oats

standing in shock and a thrashing outfit

waiting for grain part of the time, some
farmer suggested trying the sweep-rake as

a means of hauling the shocks in.

Accordingly, two of these rakes were se-

cured at once and put into operation as a

trial. The plan worked so well that the

usual method of racks and wagons was
abandoned and the rakes used altogether.

One man can manage the team and rake,

pitching up his own load when he reaches

the machine, and in this way there is a

stream of teams going to and coming from
the machine all the time.

There are other points of economy than

that of time and labor embodied in this

plan. It is easier to pitch the bundles from
the rake, as the shocks are hardly molested

in their upright position by running the

sweep-rake under them. Another big item

of economy is that of saving considerable

grain by not having to handle the sheaves

so many times as with wagon hauling.

There is practically but one handling, that

in pitching up at the machine.

Let us give up what we know isn't good

for us, and live up to what we know is.

Many farmers are a great success at

growing crops, but they fall down miserably

when it comes to getting the money out of

those crops. What we need at the present

time more than any other one thing is bet-

ter business talent on the part of our

farmers.

The firsi cultivations should be moderately
deep, but later ones shallow

operation when a sponge is dipped in water
and the water rises all through it.

Cultivation should make a fine layer of

soil on the surface that prevents the escape

of moisture from the surface, but the

capillary attraction acting on the moisture

in the lower depths of soil, brings it to near

the surface where it can be used by the

plants.

With uncultivated crops the farmer has

no control over underground moisture and
is entirely dependent on the overhead sup-

ply, which may fail at any time. With the

right use of the cultivator he may keep the

com growing luxuriantly during protracted

droughts.
Before buying cultivators, or the teeth

and steel points for them, one should under-

i
stand the principle of cultivation and the

Get Advice About Novelties
By C. Belles

kNE of the most progressive seedsmen of

the Mid-WestJjrought to our notice the

fact that farmers are begging him for seed

of the new sorghum, "Feterita." They don't

care so much about how much it costs so

long as they have the seed to try out. It is

a commendable trait to have an open mind,

but to be too open-minded when it comes to

trying something the experiment stations

are not sure about is another thing. This

particular variety, we believe, has one more

year to run before completing its five-year

test, and then it has to be given a feeding

test in order to prove its value.

Here is a thought worth taking home, the

key-note of all new varieties, no matter

what grain is involved : Find out what the

several experiment stations think about it,

and if they recommend it ask them how
much they intend to plant to it the follow-

ing year. If they are going to keep it in

the test plats (one-tenth acre) it is best to

let them keep it there, but if they are going

to sow a goodly acreage there is hope of the

thing succeeding elsewhere.

An Engine to Run the Binder
By James A. King

TJARVEST is the crisis of the farm year.

The binder is the solution of that crisis.

But it must be kept working constantly
from the time the grain is in cutting con-

dition until it has all been cut. A small
gasolene-engine attached to the binder is

being found one of the best aids in this

important task.

The engine is not used to pull the binder,

but simply to operate the cutting and bind-

ing mechanisms. It furnishes the power
that formerly came from the master-wheel.
So that, with the engine attachment, the
master-wheel simply carries the weight of

the binder. One man in North Dakota in

January, 1913, cut 250 acres of fiax in

five inches of snow, with the thermometer
at fifteen below zero. He mounted the

binder on the runners of a bobsled, and one
of these little engines worked the binder
as it was drawn through the snow by two
horses. This combination makes it pos-

sible, with two horses, to cut any crop of

grain, no matter how soft or slippery the

footing may be ; a sliding bull-wheel does
not interfere with the working of the

binder.

There are other important advantages.
All parts of the binder being driven by the

engine, they operate at the same steady
speed whether the binder is moving slowly,

standing still or turning a corner. There
is no jerking of the machinery when the

horses lunge, so there is little danger of

breaking chains and canvases.

Not every stationary engine is adapted
to use on a binder. But several are built

specially for that purpose. They are gen-

erally about four horse-power. This gives

plenty of power to drive even a seven or

eight foot binder in heavy grain. Some are

mounted directly on the rear frame of the

binder with a driving-sprocket meshing into

the driving-chains. Others are mounted on
a small truck, that trails along behind, and
drive by means of a shaft and universal

joint. Up to the present time the former
has proven the most successful.

The beauty of these engines is that they

are not one-purpose investments. They
may be used on mowers, corn-binders, corn-

pickers, potato-diggers, and all such ma-
• chines. The rest of the year they may be

taken off and used just like any other sta-

tionary engine. They are simply an ordi-

nary gasolene-engine so designed and so

built that they can be quickly and easily

An engine with many uses

mounted on any of these machines. And
yet this special designing does not in any

way interfere with any other work for

which one may want them. In fact, their

necessary lightness combined with strength

makes them an unusually desirable general-

purpose gasolene-engine.
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Look Forward to Thrashing-
Time

By James A. King

HAVE seen queer summers and queer

falls, each breaking the record for some
peculiarity. But never in my life did I

see so much grain standing in the shock the

last half of September as was standing

in 1912.
In the closing days of the month I made

a trip through the Dakotas, Minnesota and

the northwest quarter of Iowa. There

were shock-fields on either side of the train.

Sometimes almost a whole neighborhood

was unthrashed. Scarcely a grain-stack to

be seen anywhere. And most of the few

which were seen showed the butts of the

bundles black, rotted and filled with the

dirt from a gopher-mound. Indications

were that those farmers had stacked as a
last resort, having lost all hope of ever
getting a separator in time to save their

grain from the shock.

The Grain Sprouted in the Shock

Thousands upon thousands of acres of
grain standing in the shock ! Grass, weeds
and volunteer grain standing half to two
thirds as high as the shock itself. Young
grain growing out of the very bundles them-
selves until some of the cap-sheaves had
grown tight to the shock. The shocks of

Acres of oats were unthrashed, and the top
sheaves had in many cases sprouted badly

tangled grain were little more than piles

of manure. It was a heartbreaking sight.

As the crop comes from the separator it is

five to ten per cent, less in quality than it

would have been had the thrashing been
done at the right time. Because of its long
exposure to the weather, it depreciated
fully another ten per cent, in market price
because of quality. It was at least dis-

colored, often partly spoiled.

Think of what this means ! Almost one
fifth of the small grain absolutely lost to

the farmer, thousands, yes hundi'eds of
thousands, of dollars' depreciation and loss

without bringing gain to anyone. This is

the portion of the crop value which, if

saved, would have helped make up the
year's net income. The loss means profits

that were made, but were not saved. Money
that was earned, but was never collected.

Why was it lost? Because the commu-
nities or the individual farmers did not
have sufiicient equipment for saving it in a'

wet season. The strength of a chain is

measured by its weakest link. So the effi-

ciency of a farm's equipment is measured
by its ability to meet the crises of the worst
seasons.
Many people will say that the proper

way to prevent such a condition of affairs

is for every man to stack his grain. I am
not convinced that it is, and I have stacked
grain a good many seasons. If I can be
certain of not being later than eighth in a
thrashing run I would rather thrash from
the shock.

Thrashing Clubs Will Solve the Problem

It is my firm belief that the best solution

of this important problem will be more
complete and efficient equipment for hand-
ling the grain. The worst condition no-

ticed was in northwestern Iowa. In such
a firmly established country as that the day
of the commercial thrasher with long runs
should have ended.

The farms of larger area will some day|

have their own thrashing equipment. Those
of smaller area wiU be grouped into thrash-

ing clubs of four to eight members ; the

club owning its own complete equipment
and doing the work for no one but its own

When to Cut Alfalfa

By H. J. Waters

'pHB following is the best experience of

* the Kansas farmers. For ordinary pur-

poses alfalfa should be harvested when the

first blossoms appear, usually when the first

fifth of the blossoms are open. If allowed

to go beyond this stage there is likely

to be considerable shedding of leaves, and

the hay becomes moldy besides. Further-

more, the next ci-op may not come on quite

so well.

Some alfalfa is fed to horses in Kansas
and Colorado. For this purpose it is best

to cut at a later stage than above recom-

mended. Early-cut alfalfa is too washy to

be fed successfully to horses, but if cut

when in full bloom it makes fine horse-hay,

and combined with corn will make a good

ration without oats. Thus it is a common
practice of the farmers of that section to

cut some of their alfalfa at this late stage,

especially for their horses. In this way it

is successfully used for work-horses and

brood-mares, as well as for growing colts.

A thrashing club having its own ma.chinery
may be the solution to the problem

members. But this one thing is absolutely

necessary : adequate provision must be
made for saving whatever yield may be

obtained, even in the most difiicult seasons.

Outlook
By Ramsey Benson

AMZI by no means denies that it broadens
a people's outlook to have their country

bulk big among nations. Nor does he doubt
the benefit.

"Provided," he makes reservation, "the

broad outlook doesn't mean too broad a
patch on their pants !"

The nation, Amzi insists, is made for

man, not man for the nation—we can't

afford to forget that. Napoleon gave
Frenchmen an outlook which for breadth

must have been a peach, but the patch on
their pants is hardly back to the normal
yet, after a hundred years. It won't do to

take our ideas of national greatness from
the middle ages.

"Mere bristling," says Amzi, "is out of

date, not only because mere bristling was
never so costly, but even more because it

was never, so silly."
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The Family Workshop
By S. E. Lytle

IN
MAXT respects one of

the most important parts
of the average home is

the family workshop. And
to fanners, and others who
live in partially settled
neighborhoods, such a shop
is almost an absolute neces-

sitj'.

From the standpoint of

economy a reasonable in-

vestment in the equipment
of such a shop will pay for

itself many times over. For
.'-ueh a workroom set apart if possible a

dry. tight wood-shed or other outbuilding,

or if such is not available a cellar or base-

ment wUl answer, provided it is dry, weU
ventilated and light. And again, a part of

the attic might be utilized, but an objection

here would be the running up and down
stairs. Purchase, or make, if possible, a

good carpenter's bench of a size to suit your
room, and add a wood vise, also an iron

vise and other conveniences.

If you buy a chest of tools, buy good
ones. It is much better to buy a few good
ones than many of inferior quality. Or,

buy a hammer, saw. hatchet, files, a screw-

driver and brace and bit. adding other tools

as needed; a few at a time, and the cost

wDl be hardly noticed. In time a collection

of really valuable tools will be had which,

with reasonable care, should last many
years. Additional equipment for such a

shop should consist of a small portable

forge or furnac-e with bellows, a soldering

outfit, grind-stone, oil-stones, paints and
brushes and a pot of glue. A large and
srmill shoe-last ean be added, together with
shoe-nails, rivets, awls, etc.. which, being

handy for the repair of shoes, will be found

useful in repairing harness.

In the workbench should be a large

drawer, fitted with smaller ones, where
should be kept an assortment of screws,

nails, bolts, and such, doing away with the

loss of time often taken to search the house

or barn for such. To prevent the rusting

of tools when not in use they should be

covered with vaseline or some good oU. and
all cutting tools, to get the most service

from them with the least effort, should

always be kept sharp.

The argument that the farmer himself

makes more money than he did formerly,

that his time is more valuable, and that it

is cheaper to have the work done by others

than to do it himself is often put forth as

though it were unanswerable.

The Workshop a Schoolroom

The tendency to simplify farm work by
having everything done away from the farm
that can be so handled, should be opposed

by all intelligent persons on account of the

eflucational benefit to the children of doing

such work at home. The example is some-

thing in itself, but it is even more impor-

tant to give the children an opportunity to

lend a hand in the actual work and to

acquire the skUl and ability to perform the

necessary process for themselves.

To diversify the work of the house and
farm is the first step in the direction of in-

creasing its educational benefit to the com-

ing generation, and this diversity can and
should be brought to a focus in the family

workshop.

Can We Afford It?

By E. L. Vincent

pVERT year we come face to face with

the question, "Shall we get this or that

jiiece of farm machinery?" And it is quite

a serious problem with a good many what
to do about it. They may not have the

money they feel that they can put into these

machines, and they do not want to get in

debt for them. So they try to work along

"another year," hoping that by that time

they will be in a better position to invest

the needed amount for the tools they need.

Now. it has always seemed to me that if

liny particular machine would save me
work and get the farm work along faster

and do it perhaps better, I could not put
money to better use than to buy the desired

implement. Let's look at it in this way,
for instance. We are hiring, say, three

liands in h.iying, paying them $2 a day.

Now, if we had a horse-fork and hay-

c.irrier that would take the hay from the

wagon and put it away back in the bam,
we would not need the third man. That
wo\ild save us two dollars every day. be-

sides the work in the house and the cost of

the board. The money we would pay that

fliird man would soon come up to the price

of the hay-tools ; and after they were paid

for wc would have them to use a ko<k1 many
years. We might say the same thing about
a hay-loader or a potjito-digger or any other

tool that would do work quickly.

When we came ou the farm, about a
fjuarter of a century ago, an old aian in our

neighborhood was still cutting all his grass

by hand, paying from a dollar and a half

to txvo doUars a day for men with the

scythe. For a good while this same man
had his hay raked by hand. His reason
for doing this was that he thought the hay
was better cut and raked by hand. There
would be more dust, he thought, in the hay
cut and raked by machinery, and that would
affect the health of the cows

!

It is all right, of course, to look out for

the health of the cows ; but, as a matter of

fact, it was simply a notion that hand-cut
hay was a bit better than that harvested by
machinery. But the thing that drove this

good old man to farm machinery was the

advanced cost of farm labor. It cost him a
good deal more to get his haying done the

old way. and by watching other farmers
who used machinery and asking some ques-

tions he learned that he was standing in his

own light and really wasting money.
AVhat that man did every man does who

does not have the needed machinery to do
work economically and in season. One of

the first tools we got was a drop reaper.

We realized that that simple machine could
cut grain at a rate that we never had been
able to do it with a cradle. And that
reaper did save us more money and hard
work than any tool of similar cost we ever

had. It spoiled us as cradlers. into the bar-

gain. It is the hardest kind of work now
to cradle one swath around a field to make
it ready for the binder.

But the binder beats the drop reaper all

hollow. With that, two or three men can
do in half a day what it would take a dozen
men days to do the old way.

So when we come face to face with this

question I feel that if we can be sure that
there is to be a saving in time and labor
we cannot afford to be without the machine
which will help us to do it. If fifty dollars

put into a power saw will enable us to cut
more wood in a day than we could the old

way in a week, and do it so much easier,

then I think we had better get the saw.

The line of least resistance leads outside

the circle of good society.

The lions would not eat Daniel, perhaps,
because he was all backbone and grit.

Practical Tool-Rack
By B. R. Domach

THIS tool-rack will prove very handy in
* any farmer's workshop or granary and
will require very little work.
Take a piece of board about four inches

wide, one inch thick and as long as wanted,
and to it naU a leather strap about one inch

wide and one and one-half times as long

as the, board. An old harness strap will

do. Make the loops of varying sizes for

different size tools. Figure 1 shows the

finished rack and Figure 2, the manner of

making the loops.

The true smile-philosopher doesn't smile

all the time, but simply keeps himself in

such good humor that he coidd smile all

the time if he wanted to.

Bucking the Local "Trust"
By Maurice Floyd

THE gigantic industrial combinations
* whose operations extend over the entire

nation are not the only "combinations in

restraint of trade" which make a point of

filching a profit at both ends of the line by
beating down the price of the raw material

which they buy and deliberately inflating

the price at which they sell.

Very often the local buyers of farm
products operate under a "gentleman's
agreement." whereby competition in buying
is entirely eliminated, and they are thus
enabled to sometimes force the price of

country produce down to a ridiculously low
figure.

Not long ago Mrs. J. F. Jobe, a North
Texas farm woman, found herself face to

face with such a local c<jmbination. Mrs.
Jobe had a flock of fine, fat hens ready for

market, but the local buyers drew long

faces and declared that the market was
"overst<K'ked"—and offered twenty cents

apiece for the fowls!

Mrs. .lobe consulted her paper and found
that hens were quoted at six dollars per

do;!en on the Dallas (Texas) market, the

nearest city. Should she ship? This
seemed the logical thing to do. but Mrs.
Jobe was not unaci|uainted with the ins

and outs of shipping i)oultry. whereby the

commission house often stixxl "in" for a

coop of fine chickens while the farmer was
"out" the value of the i)otiltry with abso-

lutel.v no chance of colle<-ting the money
should the commission firm be a dishonest

one.

She Advertised Her Poultry

But she finally de<-ide«l to ship, not to a
commission house however, but direct to

the consumer by means of the newly inau-
gurated parc-el-post service.

To secure customers she inserted a small
advertisement in the classified columns of

a Dallas daily paper, and immediately
orders began to come in in satisfying num-
bers.

When an order was received the hens
were carefully dressed late the evening be-

fore shipment was to be made. Then they
were hung in a cool place during the night

'

and allowed to drip thoroughly. The next
morning the carcasses were perfectly dry
and were wrapped in clean white paper.
This in turn was placed in a stout canvas
bag. which was securely tied and a tag
attached for the address and stamp.

After paying the postage she had left

more than twice as much as the local buyers
offered. Then, too. the consumer made a
substantial saving in price and secured a
marked improvement in ' quality also, for

Mrs. Jobe's farm-fed. farm-slaughtered
poultry proved to be far better than the
usual run of market fowls. Indeed, many
of Mrs. Jobe's customers declared that
never before had they known what good
fowls were.

Concerning her interesting experience,

Mrs. Jobe says: "The most difficulty I

have met is not knoT^-ing how much postage
to place on a package. I am forced to meet
the carrier and have every package weighed.
We all know how much postage to place on
a letter, but not on parcel-post packages.
Then I think if the rate could be made a
little lower and the weight limit increased
somewhat the parcel post would be a grand
thing for farm folks." Mrs. Jobe is right.

Anything which enables farmers to secure
twice as much for their products is a
"grand thing."

I

Parcel post is helping Unde Sam to de-

liver the goods.

Cabbages for Fall and Winter
V^HEN you have good, strong soil, such as

a rich old garden or a piece of rich sod
that has been heavily manured with either

stable manure or commercial fertilizer that

is especially rich in potash, it is no particu-

lar trick to raise good cabbages, and have
them come at any time you may wish, all at

pnce. or scatteringly along, according to va-

riety and time of planting. I raise plants of

Maule's First Early (or Eureka^ and
Early Jersey Wakefield under glass, and
set the plants in a rich garden-spot in April
or early May. and have good, solid heads
for use or sale in July and early August.
Winningstadt is a good second early. For
this I start the plants in the open, sowing
seed in rows (usually with the garden drill

)

in the earliest patch of ground I can pre-

pare and transplanting in hUls as soon as
large enough, thus securing a supply of

very hard, conical heads after the first

earlies are gone, say in September. Later
settings of this same variety will give heads
for fall and early winter. In fact, this

Winningstadt is so good and reliable and
of so good quality, that we might use it

even as a late or winter cabbage. With
this end in view, we might sow seed as late

as early July, either in nursery row. for

transplanting when large enough, or directly

in hills where the plants are to remain to

make heads ; in the latter case just drop-

ping a few seeds in a place and brushing
a little soil over them with the foot. The
plants in the hill are later thinned to one
good plant. Starting our plants in this

way at various times, we can manage to

have good heads, heads in just the very
prime condition, at any and all times of the

season, and way into the winter.

The leading winter cabbage, however, es-

pecially for market, is Danish Ballhead. It

requires a fairly long season, and in a lo-

cality with short summers must be planted
fairly early, say along in -May or early June,
This cabbage is most suitable for winter use,

and a close header. If the season is par-

ticidarly favorable and long, the cabbages
may come to full maturity before it is time
to store them for winter. We are unable,

of course, to make exact calculations, as so

much depends on the uncertainties and
vagaries of the season. It is better to have
the cabbages get ripe a week or so too soon
than to have a lot of unfinished and loose

beads on hand when winter sets in. When
we see that the cabbages ^et overripe, as
shown by the tendency to burst or crack,

we can push the heads over with the foot or
loosen the roots by pulling the plant oyer
to one side with a prong-hoe. Or we may
pull the plant and stand it on its bead in

II somewhat protected spot. The foregoing

is an outline of my plan of insuring a full

supply of nice cabbage-beads right along
from July until spring. T. Gk.

Ijook pleasant ! Every evil under the sun
begins with a grouch, or ends with one.

To KeeiD^Bait on Traps
By R. E. Rogers

pOR quick and sure catching the little

five-cent mouse-traps have them all

beaten. The trouble is to keep the bait on
the trap. I have just discovered that an
elastic band will slip over the meat or
cake U8e<l for bait. It is quickly on. It

is not eaten off by the mice. It is cheap.

Avoiding Ruts
By C. E. Davis

BELIEVE in originality, and don't be-
lieve in buying a new buggy or new sort

of bridle or fine hat just because Jones
bought one and guarantees it. Nor do I
believe in planting what all the other
farmers are going to plant. Too many
farmers farm by the pattern around them,
and often it is a pattern that is both faulty
and obsolete. I want to experiment and
find out for myself what certain soUs and
ways will do ; and before I buy something
that is aU the go I want to see if I rtaily

need it. and if its value measures up to its

reputation.

If some farmers should see their own
junk-pile put up at public auction, they
would put in a bid on every article in it.

Stuccoing the Chimney
By Vernon Hartsock

pVERT farmer knows it is almost impos-
sible to get fire-insurance upon a build-

ing if the chimneys are unsafe, and if they
do, it is with the understanding that they
make immediate repairs. If you figure it

out from a bricklayer's point of view, you
will find the repairing of chimneys to be an
expensive undertaking where they have to

be torn down to the roof and rebuilt.

The buying of new brick would be a small
item in comparison to the amount in wages
paid to the mason and his helper—seventy
and thirty cents per hour respectively, for

union men.
Take a chimney in the condition of the

one illustrated by Fig. 1. The question
naturally arises. "Would it pay to try and
save this sort of chimney by stuccoing?"
The writer's answer is "Yes !" Any in-

experienced hand can do credible work if he
will proceed in the following manner

:

An average-sized chimney will require

one sack of prepared plaster (wood fiber

and containing no sand), one-half sack of

cement and as much screened sand as there

is pla.<ter. dry-mix thoroughly, and then wet
only enough at a time to fill a bucket, as it

would begin to set before you could use it

up if you should wet too much at a time.

Arrange your ladder conveniently, nail

cleats upon the roof to make sure footing,

and then take a few short boards and con-

trive a table beside the chimney upon whi< li

to dump -the mortar. This, and the pos-

session of a plasterer's trowel and hawk
and a short stiibby broom, will complete the

equipment.

To Put on the Stucco Effect

To make a hawk, or mortar-tray, take i

piece of board one foot square, bore a hole

in the center, and insert a piece of round
wood for a handle. See that all six)t is

removed from the sides and top of the

chimney, as the mortar wUl not stick if

applied over the top of soot. We are now
ready to commence plastering.

Begin at the bottom and work upward
until the one side is completed, and so I'U.

It may go a little awkward at first, but
persevere until you get the results shown in

Fig. 2. If it should look rough it doesn't

niatter if the general contour is symmetri-
cal. Now you would scarcely believe me it

I teU you your work is almost done, but
such is the case, for the rest of it is simply
a pleasure.

The writer is partial to a white finish,

obtained by using the pure plaster, but it

can be made to give a stone effect by adding
one-third cement prepared as follows

:

Place in your bucket one-half gallon of

plaster, add one quart of cement, dry-mix,

add enough water to bring it to a thim

mush. Take this and the stubby broom,
and proceed to cover up your deficiencies as

a plasterer by this handy method of stucco-

ing. Dip the broom in the stucco and them'

thrust it against the chimney end-wise, oim-'

mencing at the top and working downward
until you have the chimney encsised in a

new and beautiful dress as shown in Fig. .3.

If you should desire a panel effect, as

shown in Fig. 4, tiike a putty-knife, and

Fig. I Fig. 2 Fig. 3 Fig. 4

scrape away the stucco shown by the dark
lines, before it has set, down to the first

coat of plaster. Then fill in the design

with a paint made of equal parts of cement
and reil oxide mixed with water. Apply
with a small paint-brush.

As this latter operation adds nothing to

the durability of the job but merely to ain

pearances. it is simply mentione<l as an
appeal to the reader's artistic sense.

The total cost of repairing one chimney
by this method of stuccoing, not counting

labor, will, for a medium-sized chimney, not

exceed seventy-five cents; the cost of laying

it new. with brick, would probably be ten

dollars and seventy-five cents or more.
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Destructive Leaf-Miners
By C. M. Weed

NOT all insects that feed upon plant-
leaves attack them from the outside
to devour their substance. Almost

anywhere in the field and garden one can
find many examples of the interesting leaf-

miners. These feed upon the leaves from
the inside and utilize the upper and lower
skins of the leaf as a protection from out-
side enemies.
One of the easiest leaf-miners to find

lives in locust-leaflets. It eats out the
green cells in such a way as to make a
whitish patch that is easily seen on the
upper surface. A large percentage of the
locust-leaves are often injured by this in-

sect.

How to Detect Their Presence

Serious damage to apple-trees has been
done by leaf-miners during recent years.

The places where the miners work are

The whitish patches on these locust-leaf-

lets show where the leaf-miners have
worked

called mines. Two kinds of these mines are
commonly found on apple-leaves. One is a
flat mine, gradually widening from its

beginning to its outer end. It is shaped
like a trumpet and is called a trumpet
mine. It is most easily seen on the upper
side. The other is a tent mine and shows
best on the under side.

Bury the Fallen Leaves

The apple-leaf trumpet miner hatches
from an egg laid in or on the upper surface
of the leaf by a tiny moth. It is a very
small caterpillar and feeds upon the green
leaf cells just beneath the surface. As it

grows it enlarges the mine, and the leaf-

skin above turns to a brownish color. The
inside top and bottom of the mine are cov-

ered with silken threads by the little larva.

The life history of the apple-leaf tent

miner is much the same, except that the

miners work on the under side of the leaf

and bend the upper surface to make a little

tent.

The eggs of the leaf-miners are commonly
deposited within the leaf. The little cater-

pillars remain inside the leaf until they are

full grown. Consequently it is not prac-

ticable to reach the insects at any stage by
spraying, either with poisons, like arsenate

of lead, or contact insecticides, like kero-

sene emulsion.
A large proportion of these insects live

over winter in fallen leaves. So if the

leaves are plowed under in fall or early

spring or are gathered and buried deeply

in a compost heap or beneath the soil, most
of the miners will perish. The same thing

would happen if the leaves were burned,

but dead leaves make too good fertilizer to

burn.

when not protected with a mulch. By the
ordinary method of tillage, these bushes
would have yielded little during dry sea-
sons, yet with this mulch method they have
done very well.

Currants are naturally adapted to a
rather cool, moist climate. Mulching helps
to furnish the right conditions for root
growth. The soU is kept cool and moist.

In home gardens lawn-clippings, waste
straw, weeds or almost any vegetation may
be used for the purpose. Fortunately cur-
rant-bushes are seldom harmed by field-

mice in winter, so the mulching does not
lead to damage by these pests.

Pennies in Pods
By H. A. S.

TAST year I utilized an acre of sandy
ground which otherwise would have been"

idle. I hired the men to plant it to navy
beans. They did that with the corn-planter.
It took them only a short time. They also

cultivated the acre at the proper time and
helped me thrash the beans in the fall. I

paid for this help at the rate of four dollars

per day, amounting altogether to six dol-

lars. For the seed I paid two dollars.

I had, when all gathered in, twenty
bushels of beans, for which I received three
dollars per bushel at wholesale, netting me
|52 for my headwork.

The Sane Fourth
(As the Boy Explains It to His Friend)

By Berton Braley

CAY. Bill, I been visitin' down to the city.

But 'tain't like it was in the seasons
gone by

;

The flags and the banners was certainly
pretty.

But it was too quiet for Fourth of July.
They said 'twas a sensible Fourth they was

plannin'.

They didn't want anyone eomin' to harm.
So there wasn't no bombs, and there wasn't

no cannon.
And I might just as weU of been up on

the farm.

Of course there was bands and a great big
procession,

With fellers on horses, and people like

that.

And the chief of police with a haughty
expression.

And the congressman wearin' a two-story
hat;

But nobody got himself blowed up with
powder.

There wasn't a runaway horse in the
town.

And the crackers went "fit !" like a cat,

and no louder.

Aw, "gee, but the Fourth of July has run
down.

Mulching Currant-Bushes
By C. M. Weed

T'O KEEP a small lot of currant-bushes

free from grass and weeds in a garden
where cultivation with a horse is not prac-

ticable is a difiicult proposition. I have
tried it several times and faUed. The grass

starts around the base of each bush and
soon spreads out to make a solid turf. The
currant-roots penetrate the sod so that if

you pull the grass away you injure these

roots. Yet if the turf is left the currant-

bushes become almost worthless.

About six years ago I planted a row of

about fifty currant-bushes on my New
Hampshire farm, which was overrun with
•witch-grass. I read of a farmer in Maine
who grew currants commercially by the use

of a heavy mulch. So I tried the plan,

spreading on in summer a heavy covering of

freshly cut grass, brakes and weeds fi-om a

near-by orchard that I was trying to re-

deem.
When put on green the grass and weeds

soon rotted down to form a moist, imper-

vious mulch that choked out plant life

beneath and kept the soil moist and in good
condition.

Each summer since, I have renewed the

mulch, putting it on thickest where it was
most needed. The bushes have grown finely

and have borne abundant crops of large

currants. They have also kept their leaves

later in the season than usual and so have
been able to store up materials for the next
season's crop.

Mulchiog Better Than Tillage

The middle of the row was planted in

shallow soil where the ledge came so near
the surface that the soil often dried out

There was games in the park, and a whole
lot of speeches.

And they ran up the flag, and we cheered

it a pile.

And we learned all the lessons that history

teaches,

But that kind of Fourth ain't exactly my
style.

I want to hear dynamite crackers go
crashin'.

And burn all my fingers, and holler for

joy.

This sensible Fourth that is comin' in

fashion

Is sort of a frost to a really LIVE boy.

Of course it was bad when a cannon ex-

ploded

And blinded somebody or knocked off his

hand.
Or someone got shot when a gun "wasn't

loaded,"

But still—the old Fourth of July was
just GRAND!

I guess all these older folks know what
they're doin'.

They say too much killin' and woundiu'
was done ;

But for kids like us two—well, the Fourth
is a ruin.

And now that it's safer it ain't any fun

!

I GARDENING
|

I
By T. Greiner

|

Cucurbits in Summer
CUCUMBER, melon and squash vines,

after they have made considerable
growth, and especially when they

nearly or fully cover the ground, are in
very little danger from insect attacks,
at least under ordinary conditions. The
yellow-striped cucumber-beetle sometimes
comes on in larger numbers late in the sea-
son ; or there may be other leaf-eaters in
some localities. In arsenate of lead, as
often stated in these columns, we have a
sure remedy for such enemies. More trou-
blesome here than any insect is the melon-
blight, as is also the wilt disease. _For some
of these diseases, if of fungous nature, we
may have some chance to find at least a
partial (usually not a perfect) remedy or
preventive in Bordeaux mixture. It is a
good and advisable thing, in any case,

to spray the vines regularly, and as often
as may seem necessary to protect them,
with Bordeaux mixture made in about the
proportion of one pound of copiier sulphate
and a little over a pound of best lime to

twenty gallons of water, adding three-

fourths pound of arsenate of lead paste or a
half-pound of arsenate of lead powder, and
applying this liquid in a fine spray, cover-
ing as much of the upper and lower leaf

surfaces as can be conveniently done. Do
not disturb the vines any more than is

necessary. Stray weeds may be pulled up.
Sometimes we have a late, or fall, crop of
the large ill-smelling squash-bug, and I

have seen the leaves of squash and pumpkin
vines almost covered with the immature
insects in the fall. In some cases I have,

after taking off the fruits, covered the in-

fested plants with a little straw, sprayed
kerosene on this and set fire to it.

For Club-Root in Cabbages
When cabbages, cauliflower, turnips or

similar crops are grown repeatedly or in

succession on the same piece of ground, the
roots of these vegetables are likely to be-

come attacked by what is known as club-

root. In our older gardens we do not seem
to have very much trouble from that source.

Nor is there much danger in soils that con-

tain a good proportion of lime. Lime appli-

cations are therefore often recommended as
a means to head off the disease. The vege-

tables of this famOy should be kept out of

any piece of ground where the disease has
once made its appearance, at least for sev-

eral years. If you set plants entirely

free from infection, and put them in a spot

that was free from club-root last year, you
wUl not be likely to have your plants in-

jured or destroyed by this disease.

Cauliflowers for Pickling
The good housewife usually calls for

cauliflower along in September when she is

doing up and canning and pickling things.

This vegetable does not require quite as

much time as the late cabbage varieties to

come to full maturity. Yet the season is

also a big factor in this. We can grow any
of our standard sorts, like Early Erfurt,

Prize Earliest, Snowball, etc., by sowing
the seed in hUls late in June, or setting

plants early in July. But this vegetable

wants quick, rich soU and a never-failing

supply of moisture. No use setting the

cauliflower-plant in thin, poor or compact
soil, or exposing it to heat and drought. It

won't stand it. One of the best ways of

managing our cauliflowers is to cover the

ground aU around them with a heavy coat

of coarse manure or other littei'. I often

make use of the fresh stable manure made
during spring and early summer for just

this purpose. Such a mulch keeps the soil

cool and moist, and adds materially to the

plant-food supply. We never fail to have
nice, big heads of cauliflower when we treat

them in this fashion. Of course, the open
heads themselves will need some protection

from the direct summer sun-rays. For this

purpose the outer leaves may be folded over

the head and fastened in that position by
tying or pinning, or you may simply place

one of the cheap wooden picnic plates on
top of the head. It is well worth a little

trouble and pains to secure cauliflowers in

snowy whiteness and perfect solidity.

Fountain-Pen
For a Favor

Everyone needs this Fountain-Pen,
Farm and Fireside has obtained for
its readers a reliable Fountain-Pen.
You can get one by doing a small favor

THIS reliable fountain-pen is one of

the best pens made for usefulness and
wearing qualities. It has a fine, well-

made, gold-tipped pen. It is made of vul-

canite, which is like hard rubber.
There is a close-fitting dust-cap
to protect the pen-point. For
steady use this pen is hard
to beat. It is easily filled,

and a filler is furnished

with each pen. The
special feature of
the reliable pen
is its free-flow-

ing ink, re-

quiring
no shak-
ing,

You
will

have use

for this pen

many times a

day. It is one

of the most con-

venient pens that

anyone could have and
is fully guaranteed.

nilR OFFFR We will send you this
V-»»JI\ V/1 rCiIV wonderful fountain-pen
by return mail if you will send us only four
1-year subscriptions to Farm and Fireside at
40 cents each. Tell your friends that this is

a special bargain offer. Send subscriptions to

FARM AND FIRESIDE
SPRINGFIELD, OHIO

Growing Crops
90 Acres, Ten Cows, $1,200 Cash

Chance of a lifetime to own money*making New Tor6*
farm^ income from the cows from the start, and all the!
growing crops are yours as well; acre potatoes, two acres,
corn, five acres oats, has, etc*, with fruit from 125 apple
trees; 30 acres fields, spring-watered pasture for 20 cows,
some wood, 2-story 13-room house, two big barns, only
two miles to store and creamery; S2.700 takes farm, cows
and crops; complete description with traveling direc-
tions to see it, page 11, "Stroufs Farm Catalogue 36.**

Write today for free copy. E. A. STROUT FARM AGENCY,
Station 2649, 47 West 34th Street, New York.

HARROWSCUTAWAY
3 better workj last :Jonger:.and
ten cost less than other:harrows.

-<eed at least one of the--
jur: dealer, to show; yo

he T.can'.t,:.write . us;
:
giving he name

: your aealer.,- .and;;-we ;^^w

yp"^;*r.ee; <our;V;new; :48-page .*rooki =

r "The Soil and Jntensiye Tillage."

The Cutaway Harrow Co.
a 854 Main S«. Higganum, Conn.

.

YOUR APPLES
WILt NET YOU

MORE MONEY
After you have installed a
Monarch Hydraulic Cider
Press. "We arethe largest
mfrs. of presses, apple-
butter cookers, evapora-
tors, etc., in thecountry.
A. B. Farqohar Co.,

Ltd.Box 106.York,Fa.

Ask for our
1913

Catalog,
telUng

hy.

VIRGINIA FARMS literature do-

Virginia farm lands.
scribing great bargains in

TENABLE & FORD, Lynchbure, Ta.

OLD MONEY WANTED
98 paid for certain 1853 Qaarters; 9100 tor certain 1853 Hair.

?100 for DIME 1894 S. Mint, etc. We pay highest cash premiums
on all rare money. Keep all old money and send stamp for Large
Illustrated Coin Circular. You have nothing to lose.

THE NUMISMATIC BANK OF TEXAS, Dept. 92, Ft. Worth. Texas.

Save '50 to'300
I absolutely guarantee to save you $50 to

$300 on Galloway gasoline engrines. Made in
sizes from 1 3-4 h. p. to 16 h. p. My famoas 6 h.p. engine
—without an equal on the market—sells for $99.56 lof
the next 60 days only I Buy now! Same size costs

$225 to S300 through your dealer. Think of iti Over30,000 _

Galloway enffinee in use today. All eoM on same. liber»I, freeSO
Day Trial Oltor 1 m&ke yoU'-and oil ^vijis aatislactioQ. laD t that
proof enooah?

Get My Catalog and Low Direct Prices
Write me before you buy any

]

"
"

other style or make. Get my cata-

log and low. direct price on the
famoas Galloway line of frost-

proof.watercooled engines.Free
Service Departmentatyoordis-'
posal. M? Bpecial 1913 offer will help
yoo net an eiurine partly or wholly wiui-'

ontcoat to you. Writetoday. Doitnow.

WiaiAM GAaOWAY COMPANY,
395 Galloway Station, Waterloo, Iow5

4. ,iSi?ieiU«e::.
You take no risk when you buy a buggy

from us. We guarantee it to please you, and to be a bigger

value for your money than you can get anywhere else, or you
needn't keep it. Reference: S. III. Natl. Bank, East St. Louis, 111.

Mutual Buggies, Surreys, Wagons, etc., are the highest
quality, handsomest, most stylish vehicles built.

The only line guaranteed 5 years. We sell direct

at wholesale prices—and save youl ?25.00 to

$100.00. Write for catalog and delivered prices.

MUTUAL HARNESS at ?5.8S per set up; doul

314.10 up; work harness 319 up, all genuine lea

er; highest quality; Fully Guaranteed 25 to 50"^; cheaj

MUTUAL CARRLACE & HARNESS
or Station 54G, 200 Fifth A
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Cow-Ease
Prevents Ticks,

KEEPS
FUES OFF

_ Cattle and Horses
and allows cows to feed in peace, majdng

More Milii and More Money for you.
A_ clean, harmless liquid preparation, ap-
plied_ with a sprayer. Keeps cows in good
condition, ana saves five times its cost in
extra milk.

TRIAL OFFER
IS your dealer cannot supply
you,__send us his name and
$1.25, and we will deliver
prepaid to yoiir address a
half-gallon can of COW-
EASE and SPRAYER for
applying. For West of Mis-

1

souri I^verand for Canada,
above Trial Offer, $1.50.

Satisfaction or Mone? BacK.CARPENTER=MORTON CO.
BOSTON. MASS.

FOR

I . I

I
Poultry-Raising

|

How to Raise Indian Runners
Good Metiiods for Those Having Dij£culty

By J. S. Westcott

Floors, FumHurs and InteriorWoodwork
USE

Campbell'sVaraishSiain
All si3«s end colors, at Paini & tiardwore Dealers

Carpenter-Morion CcBoston.Mass.

Our Housewife

Club
By special axrangement with the pub-

lishers of the Housewife, you can get

this splendid paper for one year in con-
nection with Fahm and Fikeside at a
special reduced price.

The Housewife is a bright, entertain-
ing monthly magazine containing many
wholesome serials and short stories and
articles of unquestioned merit. It is a
magazine that a woman looks forward
to receiving each month. It is well
illustrated with the work of the beat-
known artists. Housewife is edited by
Lilian Dynevor Rice.

Farm and Fveside ) both

The Housewife J for UUi»
For One Whole Year

Addreu

FARM AND FIRESIDE
Springfield, Ohio

^^^1 HARVESTER with Binder Attachment
I 1 1 lU throws in piles on harvester or
laII IB IS winrow. Man and horse cots and shocks

I m I » eoaal with a corn Binder. Sold in every
Btate. Price 820.00- W. H. BUXTON, of Johnstown.
Ohio, writes: "The Harvester has proven all yon claim
for it; the Harvester saved me over S25.00 in labor last
year's corn cutting. I cut over 500 shocks; will make
4 bushels corn to a shock." Testimonials and catalog
free, showing pictures of harvester. Address
NEW PROCESS MFG. CO. SALINA, KANSAS.

THE
ANIMAJ-S*

Keeps flies and other
insect pests oS of animals

—in barn or pasture-—longer
than any imitation. Used
and endorsed since 1SS5 by
leading dairymenand farmers.

$1 WORTH SAm$20.00
:n milk and flesh on each
cow in a single season. Heals

I sores, stops itching and pre-

vents infection. Nothing better for galls. Kills lice and
m:\f-% in fvoultrj- houses.

CpXTlS W if ynnr dealer can't supply yoo . Well
OiUviXJ *pl, send enough Shoo-Fly to protect
200 cows,also our 3-tube gravity sprayer with-
out extra charge. Money back if not satisfactory. Xamo
Express Office. Booklet FREE. Special terms to agents.

Sboo-Fly Mfg. Co.. Dept XJSlON. lOtli St.Philaddpkia

Only S2 Down
One Year to Payij"^
^ 0^ m Buys the New Butter- ^

^Ik fly Jr. No.l. Lifcht mnnin^,
^9^ easy cleanin^^, close Bkim-"^^^W ming, durable. Cueranteed

a lifetime. Skims 95 qts.
' per hour. Made slao in four
lamrer siz^a ap to 5 1-2 shown ner

I

aODayt' Free Trial STilSSTiSf
ft uvea tn cream. Hosul brinn Free eat-
alc« foMer and "direct-from-factory offer.

' boy (rom the manufacturer and save ball, .

ALBAUGH-DOVER CO.
2260^81^11811 Blvd. CHICAGO

I IPC l^ll I TD LIcecil, stmneest
LIbC WILLLn lire kilUne eom-
pound made. Workslike niaKlc Simply
putafewdrope in nextt: and bane buttle
In coop. Fowerful evaporaliDK vapon* go
Into feathcrn. cracks and crericetj. No
palDtlne. Ppraylnc nr dustlnir. Easy to
use. f ircularfree. Pnuna bottle prepaid

Monpvttacktfltfails. A«entft wanted
W. M. MetzgerCo., Wo. 3S. Qulncy, IIL

MINERAI.

.REMEDY

FEW weeks ago the duck-raiser

of our home said : '"You ought to write to

the Farm axd Fibeside. telling how to

raise Indian Runner ducks, as there is an
article teUiug of failure because of large

loss of the ducklings." She has taught the

writer aU he knows on this subject, and,

as for several years she has not lost a duck-

ling except by accident, her experience
should count for something.

In the first place, we hatch the sspung
ducklings under hens, which perhaps is

better for beginners, as duck eggs require

different treatment in an incubator from
hen eggs.

But the hen is not a very good duck
mother ; she is awkward in the manage-
ment of her odd brood, often stepping on
and injuring them, for which cause we
prefer a brooder as a foster-mother for

the young ducklings. It is not necessary

that the heat of the brooder should be as

great as for chickens, but they need a little

warmth, at least for the first week. Proba-
bly later in the season a fireless brooder
would work well, but. more than chickens,

little ducks need pure air and must not be
crowded.
For the first week they should be fed

bread-crumbs mixed with milk or water
and squeezed dry. or bran and meal mixed
in cold water, making a crumbly and not

too wet mash, adding to this, after the

third day, a smaU portion of meat-meal. At
the end of the week the ration should con-

sist of bran and meal with meat-meal and
a little sand, and sand should be placed

where the ducks can eat it when they wish.

This ration is fed to the ducklings until

full grown, always using some sand mixed
in with the meal and bran, and varying the

amount of the meat-meal to suit the needs

of the ducklings. When they are grown to

maturity the meals can be varied with
an occasional feed of whole grain, wheat
or com. Care must be taken that the

meat-meal is fresh. Spoiled meat should

never be fed to ducks at any age. Even
when full grown they must have sand in

their runs, and if at any time they seem
weak in their legs the meat ration should

be increased.

Not Too Much Water for Ducks

With this food the ducklings should al-

ways have water in sufficient quantity to

cover their bills. A wooden trough with

slats across to prevent their entering tha

water will keep them from getting too wet,

I
or an ordinary water-fountain such as is

sold to be used in brooders wiU do very

well. Get these few points : Feed and
water at the same time, do not make your
mash too wet, and after the first week put

sand in every mash and vary the meat-

meal to suit tiie needs of the ducklings and
ducks.
Now, a few don'ts. Don't let them have

water to swim in until fully feathered.

Don't let them remain out in the rain

whether it be warm or cold. Many duck-

lings have been killed by exposure in a

warm rainstorm. Don't let them run in

wet grass. Keep your brooders and coops

as clean as possible and as dry as possible.

Don't excite them by quick movements.
When dri\ing them into their quartei-s for

the night do it as quietly as possible. I

prefer to let them go into their houses

of their own free wiU and to have a small

entrance that c-Jin be quietly closed against

vermin after they have retired. Don't
feed them in their pen. and it will be easier

to keep the pens dry. Even if it rains let

them out long enough to eat, and then shut

them up. Don't feed them more than they

will, eat up clean. Allow no sour food to

be in their reach.

Feed four or five times each day for the

first two or three weeks, reducing the num-
ber of feedings as they grow older and feed-

ing grown ducks morning and evening only.

There are other matters in the manage-
ment of the Indian Runner duck that the

author of "The Other Side of Duck-Rais-

ing" has not alluded to. The first thing,

however, is to raise the ducks, and this

can be done without loss if one forgets all

bis ideas of ducks being natatorial birds.

NEGLECT

WiDRuinI

Your Horse'

Sad ia-Uiiat^
Mil

rCPtMUNCHT

CUREj
Sale—Ceitaia^

MiMral Heave Remed) Co., 425 Fourth iit.. Ktttbiittb, H.

$3 Package^
I
frill car. any cm* or

otoiMy rafuaitad

$1 Package
ctiree ordinary cafles-

I
pMl»i4• twrnH af price.

Write iw descriiitifc boaUd

farm in the green fields during the summer.
There are hundreds of colony houses in use
on the largest poultry-farms in the country.
The ease with which the house can be

built commends it to those who are not
skilled as carpenters and who do not have
the time to build an elaborate house. The
house is modeled on the most approved
lines of poultry-house construction, being
a combinarion of the open and canvas front

types, and having the shelf dropping-board
under the roost, which is along the back
wall, to catch all the droppings while the
fowls are on the roost during the night. If

a small breeding-pen is kept in the house
the space beneath the dropping-board is

utilized for nests, and the floor, which is

covered with several inches of straw, for

scratching.

Piano-boxes for different makes of pianos
differ slightly in size. The ordinary box is

from five feet to six feet in

height by five, or a little

over, long, the back gen-

erally being square. They
are two and a half to two
and three-quarters feet wide
at the bottom.

After getting two piano-
boxes of the same dimen-
sions I remove the backs
and tops as shown in Fig.

1. The backs are then
spread out as shown in Fig.

2 and sawed in the portions indicated by
the dark lines. The one back is sawed into

halves and one of these halves halved again.

These quarters form the topmost part of

the roof with an additional six or eight inch

board.
The second half, numbered 3, forms the

floor bet-veen the two boxes. The half

numbered 4 fits in at the back between the

two boxes, while number 5 is used for the

dropping-board. All the additional lumber
required for the house is the two-by-fours

under the floor and for the roof and some
one-by-fours for the

door. No glass win-
dows are required
for the house, as

the light is ad-
mitted through the
open front door.

The door is merely
covered with wire
netting. During a

very cold vrinter night a canvas curtain is

hung over the wire netting and fastened onto
buttons on the frame of the door. As the

whole house is covered with a good roofing-

paper it is surprising how comfortable and
warm the fowls keep in this style of house,
even with the canvas off the front of the

door almost every day in the year. Only
about three months of the year need the

canvas be used in the moderate States even
at night, as the more fresh air the better

after the fowls become accustomed to this

mode of housing. The general tone and
health of the flock is greatly benefited by
the fresh-air type of house.

These houses make excellent ones in

which to keep an outdoor brooder early in

the season, and they may be used at every
stage of the work of poultry-raising. Run-

1 1

1 1F
II II III 1 1
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Fig. 2

Not costly, but very serviceable

ners may be placed under them, and with a
horse they can be moved with ease. They
are easily constructed, very cheaply built,

yet answer the purpose of a more costly

house.

I

A Piano-Box Poultry-House
By A. E. Vandervort

A GREAT many people who raise poultry.

•** either on a large or a small scale, wUl
find the plans for a cheap poultry-house

given here just the thing for which they

have been looking. This house will appeal

especially to those who only keep a few
fowls, but alike to the large poultry-raiser,

for colony houses to be moved about the

Success with Buff Leghorns
By W, G, Murtorff

HAVE been keeping Single-Comb Buff
Leghorns for several years and people

often ask: "Does it pay?" Yes, it pays,

IIow much? I could not say, for I never

kept an account, but I (as lots of others)

thought it paid. So, beginning January 1.

1912. I started to keep an account and
found, to my own surprise, that the eggs

and chickens used by the family during the

year 1912 cost me sixty-five cents in actual

cash. This does not include the labor.

Neither does it take into account the ma-
nure produced, this being used on my
garden. My hen-house is on the back of

my lot, about fifty feet from the house, and
it did not take more than five minutes a

day, except on Saturdays, when I cleaned

the house and did any other work necessary.

This was recreation, for after working all

week in an office -this work was like play.

The chickens are kept in a house ten by
twelve feet, seven feet high in front and
five feet high at back, with a shed roof

covered with tarred-paper roofing. In the

front there is a window two and one-half by
five and one-hnlf feet, also an opening two
by four feet which, on very stormy days,

was dosed with a muslin curtain. The
temperature during January and February
went as low as seventeen degrees below
zero, but I never had a frozen comb. The
house was air-tight except for the opening.
On January 1st my inventory was as fol-

lows :

House $20.00
Feed 3,10
12 hens, one year old 15,00
25 hens, six months old 25,00
2 cockerels 5.00

Total §68,10

During the year I purchased all my feed,

paying two cents a pound for the mash and
an average of S1.15 a bushel for wheat and
ninety cents a bushel for the corn. The
straw used cost §20 per ton. My egg rec-ord

for the year is as foUows

:

January 316
February 483
March 561
April 555
May 506
June 34.5

July 325
August 238
September 55
October 6.5

November 116
December 184

Total 3,749
Or 312 5/12 doz.

Average per month, 312.4 eggs.

Average per hen, 122.6 eggs.

Feed purchased during the year $44.38
Eggs sold (for cash) 43.73

Cost of feed in actual cash §0,65,

My account for the year is as follows

:

Inventory, January 1, 1912 §68,10
Feed purchased 44,38

$112,48

Eggs sold §43.73
Inventory, January 1, 1913 47,90
By balance 20,85

$112.48

The difference in the inventory is ac-

counted for as follows : Ten per cent,

depreciation in house and in the number of

chickens, since we used, during the year,

eleven hens and the two cockerels.

Lime Treatment for Lice
By J. A. Newton

HTHOUSANDS of newly hatched chicks
* that die without apparent cause owe
their early demise to lice. Both the regular
hen-louse and the red mite are an abiding
menace to growth, health and egg produc-
tion,

A successful turkey-raiser of my ac-

quaintance declares that a single louse will

kill a young turkey. He avoids enlisting

the services of hens to hatch out young
turkeys because they are so likely to be
the bearers of lice. If left to herself and
given plenty of range the turkey hen rids

herself of these pests and establishes a nest

at some point quite remote from the home
roosting-place and the proximity of lice.

Many people who anticipate great results

from fowls allow them to be literally de-

voured by lice. Fre*]uently a bird falls off

the perch dead during the night and sitters

die on the nest the prey of lice.

Even if the fowls do live for a time in

spite of the Tice they will later succumb to

cholera, dysentery and other diseases to

which a lowered vitality has rendered them
susceptible.

I tried many experiments in an endeavor
to abate the lice nuisance, such as using
whitewash and with carbolic acid, melted
alum, kerosene and gasolene applied to the

perches, but all proved unsatisfactory, for

as soon as such applications dried or evapo-
rated the pests came out of their hiding-

places and traveled the walls intrepid as
ever to renew their attacks on their sleep-

ing victims.

TTie Successful System

My next method, which proved success-

ful, was to fill an open bushel basket or box
with qtiicklime and keep,it in a dry place
until it air-slaked. As soon as it had fallen

iuto the consistency of flour it was ready
for use. Now I applied a liberal quantity
where the ends of roosts were attached to

building and scattered a good dusting of it

on the ground under the roosts. I cleaned
out the old matei ials in nest-boxes, put in

new straw and sifted an ounce or two of

the lime into the straw.

Lice cannot endure crawling in this

sharp lime-dust, and being prevented from
getting on the roosts they starve out.

When a hen goes on the nest she rustles

around, and the lime-dust getting in her
feathers soon drives all lice .off her body.

Since using air-slake<l lime twice a year,

spring and fall, I have seen no more mites

on the walls or on the eggs of sitters.
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Hogs High in June
By L. K. Brown

THE nine-dollar hog returned the middle

of June at the time of the much-pre-
dicted heavy run. This is the highest

June price since 1910. the year that hogs

were so scarce and prices so high. The
long-continued prediction of a heavy J.une

run prompted many to sell in May or hold

over tUl July. In spite of the heavy mar-

keting in May to avoid the June liquida-

tion, the actual receipts for that month at

the. five largest western markets show a de-

crease of 150,000 head from last year, but

a small increase in average weight. The
hog shortage, coupled with the general

shortage of other live stock, can be expected

to hold the market up for some time to

come.
Hogs have continued to ruu heavy and

consequently the heaviest weights are dis-

criminated against, but this is to be ex-

pected at this season. A large percentage

of lard has been obtained from the car-

casses, and the supply of that commodity
has increased somewhat.

.— June is usually a month of accumulation,

but it has hardly been such this year. The
cash demand and the small stocks have
made the packers eager buyers, even on the

days of heavy receipts, and but little of

the product has been cellared for future

.supply. Prices have been- advancing, even

though the competition of eastern order-

buyers has been small. When the eastern

stock has all been cashed in and the buyers
are forced to go to the western markets
to obtain their supply, the added demand
will aid price advances.

^Cattle Prices to Strengthen
By W. S. A. Smith

'i^HERE- is every prospect that fat-cattle

prices will strengthen in late summer,
and it certainly wUl be necessary for them
to do so if cattle in feed-lots at present are

going to pay out. Eight-cent feeders with
fifty-cent corn, even with cheap grass,

means high-priced beef. With the excep-

tion of Oklahoma and western Kansas, all

the Western States have had abundant
rains and pastures are good. So good that

everyone is determined to get stock cattle,

price at present no object. Some cattle

from Arizona have been shipped North and
"lumped off." I personally know of some
cattle sold this way bringing as high as

twelve cents per pound. A man does not

need to be much of a prophet to say that

it will be a hummer of a market later on
that will enable these cattle to pay out. In
former years a large percentage of the

feeder cattle on the ranges of South Dakota
and western Nebraska have been sold di-

rect to feeders, but at present ranchmen
have very high ideas of feeder values, and
there is little prospect of cattle being con-

tracted early this season. Iowa has had
abundant rains, and pastures and meadows
never were better. Every commission house
has orders to buy cattle. At this writing

we still have the same condition in the

cattle-market which has prevailed for some
time. Fat cattle selling for $7.75 would be

worth just as much per pound as stockers.

I have always felt that either fat cattle

would go higher or stockers lower, but at

present there is little prospect of any great

decline in stocker prices. It now looks as

if fat cattle would work higher. It will

be interesting to note how much the market
wiU drop when the grass cattle begin to

come in, and it will be worth every farmer's

time to figure what he would have made or

lost had he purchased feeders or stockers

in AprU. or waited until August and turned
them into an unused pasture, figuring each

way to October 1st as the end of the grass

season. I am inclined to think the cattle

bought in August will be the cheaper cattle

by October 1st.

Sheep-Market More Lively
By J. Pickering Ross

>Y THE middle of June more life was
apparent in the sheep-market, where for

some weeks dullness had reigned. Little

unshorn stuff is now coming in. Handy-
weight top lambs have been ranging from
$7.50 to $7.85; heavy and poorer sorts,

$6 to .$6.50 ; shorn wethers, all grades, $4.50
to $5.75 ; shorn ewes $4.40 to $5.60 ;

spring
lambs, fairly plentiful at from $8.50 to

$8.75. Feeders of all kinds are greatly in

demand, but hard to find. The advantages
of plentiful feed seem in danger of being
neutralized by the want of mouths to fill

with it. The wool-market is quiet here,

but very strong at all foreign wool centers.

A few months ago prices of sheep and
Iambs were as high, and at times even
higher, than those of both cattle and hogs,
but of late this has become reversed, though
sheep are still commanding good prices.

This is well, for as soon as sheep products
equal or exceed the others in value a break
is sure to occur.

There are conditions existing just now
which should tend to encourage increased
efforts in sheep-breeding. Feed is plentiful.

In many western States last season's hay is

stUl plentiful and the grass very promising,
so that it is likely that the sheepmen will
keep their stock for home feeding. It will
take years to overcome the shortage of
stock cattle. The demand for feeding sheep
and yearlings is away ahead of the supply,
so it seems evident that a flock of weU-bred
mutton-and-wool ewes must be a valuable
asset on any farm just now, especially since
lambs can be realized on more quickly than
any other species of live stock.

Now is the time when the careful shep-
herd begins to consider how he can best
promote the welfare of the weaned lambs,
and of the ewes destined to be the mothers
of his crop of youngsters. If dipping has
not already been attended to no time should
be lost in thoroughly and carefully carrying
it out, or an object lesson in industry will

be offered the careless one by the lice and
ticks. Almost any of the commercial coal-

tar dips are good, but if in doubt the inex-
perienced will do well to consult his state
experiment station as to what to use and
how to use it. It is a matter, anyhow, that
should be under state supervision.

Up to weaning it is to be hoped that the
grain ration of the ewes has been kept up

;

after that they are best allowed to cool and
dry off on the grass and stubbles until a
few weeks before mating, when, to get them
into the right condition of full and firm
flesh, a moderate grain ration with a little

linseed-meal will be in order.

Now, too, is the time to weed out the
ewes whose performance as matrons has
not been satisfactory ; to fatten and get rid

of them. What is going to be done about
the paternity of the forthcoming lot of lambs
should also be settled by now, if the flock

is to be brought as near to a state of per-

fection as its nature admits of.

Canvas caps for small grain save it from
the damage done by the bleaching and dry-
ing out of sun and wind, hold the sheaves
in place better than the old-fashioned cap-
sheaf method and protect the grain from
birds and insects.

Thousands of farmers would forget their

prejudice against millet if they would han-
dle it correctly for roughage, cutting it just

as the grain is filling, instead of letting it

get thoroughly ripened. The drain on the
vitality of the soil would be materially
lessened, while the roughage secured would
be small of stem, tender, juicy and a most
palatable and nutritious winter feed.

Handy Hog-Hanger
By Edw. C. House]

TTAKE three sticks of

three-by-three tim-
ber ten feet long (or

poles v;ill do). Slope
gently at upper end of

timber C, as illus-

trated : also insides of

A and B at upper end.

Then with one-half-

inch bit bore a hole

through all three tim-

bers, and in it place
seven inches long, as

shown. Screw nut on, taking care not to

screw it too tight. At two feet from top
bore slanting holes in timbers A and B. In
each place a bolt seven inches long.

When ready to hang hog, lay hanger on
ground with legs A and B in one direction

and C in opposite direction, with pins 2
and 3 on upper side. Hang gambrel over
pins 2 and 3, with hog's body lying on back
between legs A and B. Then take hold of

leg C, and raise in position illustrated. One
can easily raise a 150 or 200 pound hog
with this hog-hanger.

one-half-inch bolt

The profits in pigs are really made during
the growth of the animal, and not in fatten-

ing them afterward.

Dictographed from the

Cracker-Barrel Club
By Robert W. Neal

The scrub cows all belong to the einti-testing

association.

Success is an art. I've eilways understood
that an art can be learned.

Hope holds the ax; hustle turns the grind-
stone.

TTie Lord gave farmers a choice of head or
hands to work with, but He sort of meant to

have the two mixed.

Old man Sipp hired a superintendent to do
his planning for him. Now the superintendent
owns the farms.

It's almighty hard to mix oil and vinegar or

fire and water, but it's harder to mix dogs and
sheep.

Raising draft-horses for market has its ad-

vantages Most of the young horses will pay
for their raising in work before they are ripe

for sale.

Every time a farmer wears out a team, wagon
and outfit on a poor road, he has put about
four hundred dollars into the road without

helping a soul. Pity he can't collect from the

road overseer and the town.

Coral Builders and the Bell System

In the depths of tropical

seas the coral polyps are at

work. They are nourished
by the ocean, and they grow
and multiply because they
cannot help it.

Finally a coral island
emerges from the ocean. It

collects sand and seeds, until

it becomes a fit home for

birds, beasts and men.

In the same way the tele-

phone system has grown,
gradually at first, but steadily

and irresistibly. It could not

stop growing. To stop
would mean disaster.

The Bell System, starting

with a few scattered ex-

changes, was carried forward

by an increasing public

demand.

Each new connection dis-

closed a need for other new
connections, and millions of

dollars had to be poured
into the business to provide

the 7,500,000 telephones now
connected.

And the end is not yet, for

the growth of the Bell System
is still irresistible, because

the needs of the people will

not be satisfied except by
universal communication.
The system is large because

the country is large.

American Telephone and telegraph Company
And associated Companies

One Policy One System Universal Service

Write today sare for Phelps' new book on Split Hickory Vehicles. Shows
largest selection in America—over 140—full and complete line o£ harness
styles. 167,000 regular customers already. Phelps ships direct to you
from his mammoth factories—no dealers' profits.

You ougrht to have this fine book whether you buy
now or later. It is buggy authority. . Then too—

PHELPS Guarantees to Save You $25 to $40
Gives You a 30 Days' Free Road Test

Don't bay a baggy withont Phelps book and low prices.

Aato Seat Buggies, Ranaboats, Surreys, Carts, Carriages,
Spring Wagons, etc.—all of the famous genmiie Split

Hickory construction. Write immediately and get free
book by return mail. Phelps pays the postage, too.

Address H. C. PHELPS, President

The Ohio Carriage Mfg. Co., Station 27, Columbus, 0. 2 Years Guarantee

More Rye
Rye serves the double purpose of a
cover crop or a grain crop. In either

case it pays to use the right kind of

fertilizer on it— the kind that contains enough Potash to balance
the phosphate. The mixtures we have told you to use on wheat
are suitable for rye, but the

may be even higher, since rye uses

more Potash than wheat.

Use from 200 to 400 pounds per acre of a
fertilizer containing 6 to 8 per cent, of potash.

If your dealer does not carry potash salts^

write us for prices stating- amount wanted,
and ask for free book on "Fall Fertiliz-

ers." It will show you how to save

money and increase profits in your fer-

tih'zer purchases. Potash Pays.

GERMAN KAII WORKS. Inc.
42 Broadway, New York

HcCoriBlck Block, CKIcago Empire BIdg., Atlanta
Whitney Central Bank BIdg., New Orleans

Bank & Trust BIdg., Saianaak 25 California St., San Francises

-J
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You need a new
DE LAVAL
Separator NOW
1st If you are still using some gravity or setting
— process of creaming

—

Because your waste is greatest and quality of product poorest

in mid-summer, when the milk supply is greatest.

Because time is of greatest value on the farm at this season and
the time and labor saving of the good separator counts for most.

Because the skim-milk is poorest without a separator in hot
weather and often more harmful than helpful to calves and
young stock.

Because the work of an improved De Laval Cream Separator
is as perfect and its product as superior with one kind of weather
as with another.

2nd If you have a very old De Laval or an= inferior separator of any kind—
Because the losses of the poor separator from incomplete

skimming and the tainted product of the difficult to clean and
unsanitary separator mean most when the bulk of milk is greatest.

Because of the great economy of time at this season in having
a separator of ample capacity to do the work so much more quickly.

Because an improved De Laval separator is so much simpler
and more easily handled and cared for than any other, and you
cannot afford to waste time these busy days "fussing" with a

machine that ought to have been thrown on the junk-pile long ago.

Because the De Laval separator of today is just as superior to

other separators as the best of other separators to gravity setting,

and ever}- feature of De Laval superiority counts for most during
the hot mid-summer months.
These are all facts capable of prompt and

easy demonstration, whether you have a poor
separator or none at all. The new De Laval
catalogue, to be had for the asking, helps to
make them plain. Every De Laval local agent
stands eager to do so with a machine itself,

with no obligation on your part to buy unless
he does—and that to your own satisfaction.

WHY DELAY? Why put off so important
a step as the use of the best cream separator,
which you need more RIQHT NOW than at any
other time ?

The De Laval Separator Co.
NEW YORK CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO
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YOU CAN'T CUT OUT
A Bog Spavin, Puff orThoroughpin, but

- - -TRAoi MAAK«VG;if?S:piT OFF.:

Eli Power Press

will clean them off permanently,
and you work the horse same time.

Does not blister or remove the

hair. 22.00 per bottle, delivered.

Will tell you more if you write.

Book 4 K free.

W. F. YOUHS, P. D. F.. 23 Temple St., Springfield, Mass.

H is to your advantage to mention Farm and Fire-
tide in writing to advertisers. Farm and Fireside
folks get the very best attention.

1 U/Sfh The Hay Press with record of 3 bales
H WW*HI per minute. Platform permits
H ITn^rinO setting any stationarv engine
M-JAJJAMi; on same truck with press.

D|si#frk**m Can furnish with or w<th-
D **<IUWilli- out eogine. Has (rie-:on
H >4h S£iet>' clutch—au:on:at:c b;ockL ^ placer—condenser feed . A so

^^^^^^to^^^^^l uBLjS^ Cc/7T:pf^fe line Horse
^Pfitrer and Motor

Balers.

tins Plow Co.
llli; Hampshire Si.. UuiiirT. lil.

lUUHUUlU

B
Excelsio
—Samson of the
road

The first motor-

cycle to go 100
miles an hour

Wonderful bargain-
Brand new Excelsior $150

Only a small part

EXCELSIOR
World's Records

1 mile 36 sec. flat

2 miles 1.124-S

Smiles 1.50 3-5

miles 2.29 4-5

5 miles 3.07 3-5

10 miles 6.18

30 miles 20.18 I-S
SO miles 33.55 1-5

75 miles 50.552-5

100 miles 68.01 4-S

Feio territories open
for live agent*

of Farm and Fireside's readers can take advantajre
of this ofTer. We have only a few hundred of these specia l./

priced machines. They were ordered late last season but not
delivered, because certain materials failed to arrU-e. They
have just been built. Perfect In every way. Have same
quality, same eneine, same durability as latest models cost-
iiifr almost twice as much. Differ only In a few minor details.

Engine Is same stock design as osed In all E.xcelsior World's
Kecord breakers. Has the free engrino clutch, same as used
In all ilxcelsior antocycles. Entire frame construction rein-
forced. If you want a motorcycle that won't lake anybody's
dust and will last for years-

Write quick for folder
These Excelsiors will en like snow on a warm sprine day.
Don't delay a minute or you may be disappointed. Writenow.

Excelsior Motor Mfg. & Supply Co.
|

Dept. C Chicago

Do You Grow Rape-*
By William Dietrich

THE number of pigs that can be sup-

ported per acre of rape with a half-

grain ration will depend, of coui-se,

largely upon the amount of rape that the

land will produce. The writer has pastured
from ten to twenty hogs per acre on alfalfa

and has also used rape to a considerable
extent. Rape will furnish an abundance of

succulent feed, and, while no definite figures

can be given, it is believed that an acre of

good rape, when used as stated above, ought
to furnish as much forage as does alfalfa.

The young pigs will not eat very much at

first, but by the time they are three to five

months old they will use a considerable

quantity of green forage.

EES for the FARM
Need little attention and paj big profits. If yi>u are
nterested in them send for asamplecoprofGlean-
!Dgs in Bee Caltare. Also a bee supply cat3li>g.

THE A. I. ROOT CO., Box 354. Medina. Ohio.

Homespun Houses for Hogs
By G. H. Day

OST of the agricultural South is ideal

for hog-farming. The climate is mild,

j
the land is cheap and fertile, plenty of in-

• expensive feed is available and good mar-
kets are accessible. Many of the Southland
farmers pasture their swine the year
around, the animals rustling the greater

part of their living on rape, cow-pea, soy-

bean, peanut, sweet-potato, com and John-
son-grass fields. Market hogs are toned up
on forage crops, peanuts, sweet potatoes
and com. which are furnished to the pork-

ers on the "hogging off" plan. The animals
liarvest these crops directly on the fields

which produced them.
The southem farmer can produce top-

quality pork at a much lower cost than can
the farmer in the Middle West. His climate
js so mild that he has to expend but little

money for warm hog-houses. For the most
part the swine run out on the range twelve
months in the year, in some cases having
no other shelter than a grove of oak-trees.

Southern hogs are produced under natural
conditions that make for health and vigor

among the breeding animals and the produc-
tion of strong, robust, true-to-type progeny.
It is the exception rather than the rule for

a pure-bred hog-farm located south of

Mason and Dixon's line to boast a costly

farrowing house. The sows farrow their

two crops of pigs a year out on the range
under natural conditions. The females and
their progeny are sheltered in open-end, A-
shaped houses that satisfy all requirements
of sanitation and adequate ventilation.

These dwellings are bedded with clean,

fresh straw to afford comfort and protection

Simple but very effective

for the sow and her pigs. All that is neces-

sary is to protect the youngsters and their

mother from rain and cold winds.

I

How the Hogs are Housed

T recently visited one of the largest and
~r herds of registered Poland China swine

ii. the South, These animals are owned by
\V. .1. Davis of Jackson, Missis-sippi—the

entire herd aggregates three hundred head
of piire-breds. Mr. Davis maintains all of

. his animals out on the range in straw

I
houses which he calls "homespun hog-

honses." and the swine prosper and thrive

under these natural conditions. Each sow
and her litter are provided with one of these

straw mansions and a small plot of pasture.

The straw house is A-shaped and open at

i both ends. It is made by constructing a

wooden frame of saplings with the ridge-

pole about five feet above the ground and
fastened between two trees. Then the
frame is covered with a six-inch layer of

Johnson grass, and a few saplings or boughs
are placed over the hay to keep the straw
from blowing away. All of Mr. Davis's
hog-houses are located in a grove of oak-
trees which provides fine shelter and shade
for the swine during the periods of hot
weather.
The "homespun hog-house" is inexpen-

sive ; anyone can build one of these simple
structures. They cost less than any other
variety of hog-house adapted to southern-

conditions, and in the main are more eflS-^

A Fly-Time Hint
By C. G. Reynolds

TTIX your cow-shed so it will be dark in-

side when the door is closed. You can
then milk any time during the day instead

of waiting till dark. If you have a cow-
shed with an open end just hang some old

binder-canvases over it so it will be dark
inside. The cows will soon learn to go
between the canvases into the shed.

EDrroK's XoTE—Burlap is better, allows
ventilation and can be used to cover win-
dows in absence of wire screening.

Two Poland Chinas and their dwelling

cient. It is easy to keep them clean ani

sanitary. Of course there is this objectioi

to the shelter : they are not portable. How-
ever, by the supplementary use of a te^

portable, A-shaped houses the average hog
raiser who also maintains a number ol

straw houses gets along very well. The
straw house can be of any size that th(

farmer wishes to build.

A number of gilts or young pigs may bt

maintained in one house until they a
separated for breeding purposes. Similarl;

young boars or old sows may be housed ii

separate shelters. Mature boars are likelj

to fight and injure each other, so the besi

plan is to house them separately.

Colics of the Horse
By Dr. A. S. Alexander

7WOST attacks of colic are imnecessary.
^ * They usually come from c-arelessness

or ignorance on the part of the feeder
One man should do all of the horse-feeding
Change of feeders may mean change oi

feed or irregularity in feeding. These things

cause colic. Where feeding is not mad«
the special work of one man, a horse may
by mistake, be fed twice at one meal-hour,
Sudden changes of feed, irregular feeding,

damaged, heated, fermenting, new or mold;
feed, feeding green grass or other wet green
feed, giving the drinking-water after feeding
and feeding and watering a horse when hot^

tired and sweaty are common causes of om
kind of colic or another. Always give the
drinking-water before feeding. Aiwa;
gradually accustom a hoi-se to any changi
of feed, and especially to new oats and new
hay. Have the teeth attended to by a
veterinarian at least once a year. Spread
the grain out thin in a large, shallow feed-

box to prevent the horse from eating too

fast. Allow plenty of time for the perfect

mastication of feed. In hot weather allo^

a little drinking-water at noon, then feed

a pound or so of hay whUe the horse is cooV

iug off, then give more drinking-water and
then the full feed of oats. Avoid the Sat-

urday-night bran-mash. It is a fertile cause

of colic. Better mix bran daily with th«

oat feed and dampen it at meal-time. Do
not feed ground feed to a horse that has
good teeth. Perfect mastication and in-i

salivation of feed are necessary if the hors«#

is to remain healthy. Feeding from the

floor level induces an increased flow ol

saliva. This benefits a horse that suffers

from indigestion. Allow free access to rock
salt, and keep the horse free from worma.
If a horse has an attack of colic, and fear-

lessly rolls, kicks, paws and then looks

around at his sides, then finds relief for a
few minutes, this is "spasmodic," or
"cramp," colic (bellyache) and tends to

subside, if simply treated. If there is no
let-up to the pain and the horse is afraid

to lie down and walks around in the box
stall, he has enteritis (inflammation of the

bowels), and it probably will prove fataL

In "bloat," or "flatulent." colic the body is

distended with gas high up in the right

flank, and the pain is less severe than in

cramp cvdic, or enteritis. Lose no time in*

calling in a qualified veterinarian if en
teritis is present. Home treatment will

apt to hasten,death. The veterinarian al

is urgently needed if the horse is bloatc

Instant "tapping" for removal of gas ma;

save life, when medicinal treatment wouli

fail. Do not give "liniment" or "sour m
and soda" or an aloes physic ball or tinctu:

of aconite in colic. Rectal injections

soapy warm water and glycerin may bej

given with benefit, and a pint of raw 1"

seed-oil ciintaining an ounce each of tu:

pentine and laudanum will prove a sjife am
beneficiiil drench in all simple attacks.
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HERE has never been a time when

Tthe government of this country was
so much concerned about the farm
and the farmer, agriculture and its

welfare, and all the subdivisions and
corollaries of those subjects, as right

juow. Hardly a day passes when
something doesn't tm-n up in Wash-
ington to show how keen is this con-

I
cern. It has reached the point where
one seems justified in making a

;

modest, prediction that for some
' decades to come agricultui-e, instead

of manufacturing, is destined to be the particular i>et

of the Government.
You know what I mean by that. From the begin-

nings under Alexander Hamilton, the Federal Gov-
ernment has devoted vast energy and effort to fostering

manufactures. The countr.y was essentially agricul-

tural when that program was set afoot, and the feeling

was that it needed diversification of interests. The
original argument iii favor of protective tarifl: duties

was that the national safetj- would be promoted by
them. ,Later diversification of interests became the

talking-point. The farmer would provide a market
for the manufacturer, and vice versa. So the country,

with some occasional lapses toward lower duties, has
in a general way moved along the protective pathway,
and the teridency has been to make the tariff , a more
and more important feature of the national industi'ial

program.

The Farmer's Acres Must Yield More

HAT has resulted? Manufactures have out-

grown agriculture. The people have gone to

town. The problem has changed from getting

them to build factories to inducing them to

7^, till the soil.

It is a complete reversal ; and the new
tariff measure is going to develop the evi-

dence of change in many and striking ways. I am not

starting any tariff argument here ; but there are plenty

of people who think the manufacturer has been pam-
pered in the past. Certainly the farmer hasn't. All

right. Mj^ forecast is that if any pampering is done

hereafter, the farmer is the chap that will be the

beneficiary. He is not going to be pampered with

high duties and that sort of thing; but in a myriad
of other ways he will be looked after, encouraged,

boosted, patted on the back and generally given to

understand that if he doesn't see what he wants, it

will be worth while to ask for it.

No wonder. The farmer has got to be encouraged

to raise more stuff", or the folks in town will have to

lop off a good deal of their eating. Have you observed

that bunch of statistics that the Department of Agri-

culture handed out the other day, about the shortage

of our meat-supply ? Perhaps there was a bit of politics

in the outgiving of it ; at any rate it came just at the

same time when the tariff-makers decided to put meats

and cattle on the free list, and it certainly was an
interesting coincidence.

The Beef-Cattle Decrease

N SIX years past there has been a decline of

over thirty per cent, in the number of beef

cattle in the country. At the beginning of

1907 there were, by the Department estimates,

51,566,000 beef cattle in the country, while

on the same date this year the number was
only 36.030.000. Not only this. Over half the

meat animals are killed under government inspection.

The number of them thus killed was thirteen per cent,

less in the first tliree months of 1913 than in the like

period of 1912. Here is the statistical dope on it

:

Firstthree Cattle Calves
months of

Hogs Sheep Total

1912. .. 1,753,882 458,309 10,149,088 3,640,290 16,001,556

1913. . . 1,595,593 398,843 8,885,421 3,036,548 13,916,396

A steady decrease right down the line. It can't be

accounted for on any assumption that the market has

been bad, for we all luiow prices and demand have

been highly favorable. Thus, at Chicago the 1912

average price for native steers was $7.95, as against

$8.50 in 1911—an increase of over twenty-two per cent.

Hcgs showed an increase from $6.70 to $7.65, or a little

more than fourteen per cent.

o

The Farmer and the Future

By Judson C. Welliver

All this doesn't prove quite so much as it might

seem to, because everybody knows that when an era

of high prices starts in, there is a disposition to sell

everything fit for the market, with the result of a

shortage later. Still, there is evidence that the general

tendency is to a closer and constantly closer balance

between supply and demand. One reason is that our

huge and growing cities and towns demand such an
immense number of cattle for the production of milk.

The Department heads tell me that they are going to

devote much effort to encouraging the production of

meat in the East and the South. They believe there is

a great field for missionary work in those sections.

More Meat for the Cities, by the Cities

NE thing the Department proposes to promote
is the municipal abattoir. Several cities in

this country have tried it, and very success-

fully. In Eurojte it is almost as regularly

the rule as it is the exception here. There

are especial reasons why it is needed here,

in the eastern towns : the meat slaughtering

business is so closely controlled by the great packing

firms that, if the Department experts are right, it is

necessary to give some special encouragement to get

any competition started with them. The great packing

concerns, of course, look after the concentrated mar-

kets of the cities with especial care. They can handle

their business there easily, because of the immense
demands, the possibilities for doing everything on the

wholesale scale ; so they don't want independent

slaughterers coming into the field.

The Department, not unnaturally, calculates that

for that very reason the big cities are the best

places to promote opposition to anything savoring of

monopolj'. It would like to see more meat animals

raised in the immediate vicinity of the cities, and then

to see every cit.v establish a market in which there

would be steady demand and ample facilities for

taking care of all offerings. That development is

going to command attention until the experiment is

fully tried out, at least.

The Farmer Can Get What He Wants

NOTHER direction in which government

encouragement is to be extended to the agri-

cultural community is that of roads. Whether

we believe in it or not—a good many real

farmers don't—it is plain as daylight that

the National Government is going presently

into the business of building country roads.

The beginnings will be modest and rather experi-

mental ; but it is an enterprise that, once entered upon,

is certain to absorb more and more importance to

itself. We can all recollect how tentatively and cau-

tiously the first experiments in rural free delivery

were undertaken. Nobody would have dared tackle

it if it had been realized that inside of twenty years

Uncle Sam would actually be lugging a daily mail to

almost every farmliouse door. They would have been

certain that such a stunt would bankrupt the Govern-

ment. It did nothing of the kind ; the post-oflice keeps

right on providing new facilities and coming closer

and closer to a profit.

Perhaps, therefore, it is safe for the Government

to jump into the good-roads business, in partnership

with the States. One thing is certain : If the farmers

want federal aid in biiildihg roads, they can get it by
going after it. Congress is in a melting mood. Nobody
is prepared to vote against anything the farmers are

agreed in wanting ; partly because of the farmer's

political importance, partly because of this new dis-

position to transfer the pampering from the manu-

facturer to the farmer. If you want your fur stroked

the right way, Mr. Farmer, just hump your back and

rub up against Congress.

The last Congress named a special joint committee

of House and Senate to study up this question of

federal aid in the construction of roads. Senator

Bourne of Oregon—now out of the Senate, but remain-

ing chairman of this committee-^was head of the

thing, and he has taken a keen interest in the investi-

gation. He thinks that the determination should be

made to combine national and state credit for the

purpose of road-building, so as to get the cheapest

possible money. He would do that in an ingenious

fashion. Taking a total investment of a billion dollars

as a basis, he would apportion it among the States la

proportion to their needs, areas, wealth, etc.

A Big Financial Scheme

jlLABAMA would be entitled to $17,200,000, and
A

I
New York to $78,600,000. The National (iov-

I

ernment would raise this money by selling

three per cent, bonds, to run fift.v years.

When New York wanted its $78,600,000 from
the fund, it would deposit bonds of New York
State, running fifty years and drawing four

per cent, interest, with the Treasury at Washington.

That is, the National Government would accept state

bonds drawing four per cent, as security, and sell

national bonds drawing three per cent., and turn the

money over to the State. The State would, of course,

pay the interest on its bonds direct to the National

Treasur.v; three per cent., out of the four, would go

to paying the interest on the corresponding national

bonds, and the other one per cent, would become a

sinking fund. Invested properly, it would amount, at

the end of the fift.v-year term of the bonds, to enough

to retire the entire issue of government securities;

whereupon the National Government would cancel and
destroy the state bonds it has held for security, and
the transaction would close

.

How to Get Good Roads

F THAT scheme isn't worthy of a veritable

T Napoleon of finance, I never heard of one that

was '. Senator Bourne has invited all comers
to throw bricks through it, to point out where
the hole is in his skimmer

;
and, truth to say,

nobod.v has succeeded very effectively in

breaking down the plan, so far as concerns

financing. But there is a good deal of impression that

the administration might get careless, when there was
division of responsibility between the State and Fed-

eral Government.

This plan would permit the States to have whatever
road laws they liked, provided only that the federal

money was legitimately and wisely used, and the roads

kept in good repair. To the maintenance of the roads

thus built, the Bourne plan would have the National

Treasury make a direct annual contribution, probably

of two per cent, on the entire amount thus raised. But
this would be granted only on condition that the State

regularly paid its interest on the bonds it had deposited

in the Treasury, and, further, that the State paid its

own proportion toward maintenance of the roads. The
operations of the plan would be under charge of a
federal Highwa.v Commission, whose authorit.v would
be very wide, extending to the point of dictating the

conditions under which States must use their federal

road-money. That would seem to be absolutely neces-

sarj-, indeed, unless we take chance on endless graft

and waste. The experience of the different States in ,

spending even their own revenues for roads does not

justif.y great confidejice in their administrative meth-
ods. The.v need to be watched very closely.

Congress Will Listen to the People

II
R. BOURNE proposes to spread out the work-

IWf ings of his plan so that no State may get

more than one fifth of its entire allotment of

the fund in a single year. He would not

feed out a new allotment until the Highway
Commission had reported that the preceding

one had been vrisely used, and that there was
good reason for going ahead with the arrangement
Senator Bourne is confident that this plan, with
perhaps a good many modifications, will at length be

adopted. He is devoting himself to its promotion, with
the same zeal that he devoted to the parcel post a
few years ago. His methods now are much the same
as then ; and it is to be remembered that in the parcel-

post affair he got what he wanted : he passed a parcel-

post law, which was more than anybody else had been
able to do. He organized a nation-wide movement for

it that Congress simply could not withstand ; and he
is plugging away now, organizing a like movement in

favor of his federal-aid-to-roads scheme. It need be
no surprise if he wins. His methods are the methods
tliat usually win in such campaigns.
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An Aunt Susan Day
By Annie Hamilton Donnell, Author of "The Very Small Person," "Rebecca Mary,** Etc.

Illustrated by Edward L. Chase

UNT SUSAN was frankly dis-

mayed. The third reading of
that letter was worse than the
first. She was afraid to try a
fourth

!

•"Polly is crazy, stark, staring
crazy, to depend on me ! To take
it all for granted that I'll go as
meek as an old sheep!" Her
indignant thoughts stopped for

breath. Then close upon indignation came hurrying
the old devoted adoration of Polly, and pity for poor
Horatio to have gone and broken his leg a thousand
miles from home.

'•Oh. well, I'll read the letter once more," sighed

Aunt Susan. "Perhaps this time it will sound easier

to take care of her quartet of little wild Ai-abs on
the Fourth of July." She sighed
again and reopened her letter.

"I've got to go to 'Ratio," Polly

wrote, "and I want you to come to

my boys—I've laid awake over
that long enough to know it's the

only way. Great-Aunt Johanna
would come if I asked her, but it's

you I want, because you're young
and jolly. For eleven consecutive
Fourth o' Julys have I stood guard
from sun to sun In order to pre-

serve intact in the family the
proper number of fingers, toes,

eyes, ears and noses. I'm not go-

ing to have any lost this twelfth
time! That's all I ask of you,
Susie,—to take care of those
precious little 'members,' fingers,

toes, eyes, ears and noses. I shall

demand them all at your hands
when I get home. Don't leave
Kelly a mtaute '. I enclose five

dollars for the celebration. Spend
about half for crackers, and half
for torpedoes and fireworks. No
cannon crackers of course. They'll
make up for that by setting off

whole bunches of the others at
once. Oh, my dear, my dear,

watch out I Don't let Kelly set off

any of the fireworks in the eve-
ning. Better not let even Mc-
Gregor. Get the Fitches' hired
man, Andrew. Hold on to Kelly.

Oh. I shall worry myself into a
railroad wreck. You may thiak of
me all day as cowering in my chair
in the Pullman I I haven't for-

gotten you're a stranger to my
lx)ys, but I'm not to blame for that,

the four brightest nephews in the world's no business
living abroad all their little lives. I'm not to 'olame if

they think you're old and ugly and cross ! I've never
even shown them your picture, Ijecause I wanted them
to' see you first 'Aunt Susan' has rather a fearsome
sound—you've got a good deal of a handicap to over-

come ! But if you go with your hands full of fire-

crackers and rockets—

"

"I shall not go with my hands full of crackers and
rockets \" exclaimed Aunt Susan. Her soft, young face

was not at all an Aunt Susan face, but it was at this

particular moment a firm, a resolved, young face.

There were to be no murderous explosives in any
Fourth of July over which she "stood guard." Of that

she was resolved. She might be going empty-handed
into a den of young lions who would rend her limb

from limb at the discovery of her empty-handedness,
but .she would carry not one explosive

'

"I'm not going to be responsible for their little eyes

and ears and noses! I'm not going to stand by and
watch their little jaws locked and bolted I" Slowly
she rocked herself back and forth, planning her cam-
paign. After half an horn- she went down-town to do
some shopping and also to read up a certain subject

at the public library.

The next evening at six o'clock found her at her

.sister Polly's little station of Bradfield. She stepped

from the train into a gesticulating, excited little group.

"She's never come—Aunt Susan hasn't 1" .shrilled a
small, high voice.

"You wait, Kelly Briggs, here's another gettin' off.

Gracious, that ain't her!"
"There Lsn't a single Aunt Sasan here, and this is

the last train there is to-day, and to-morrow's Fourth
o' July. Kelly, don't you dare to get on that train an'

get carried away! If she's on she'll get off. Catch
him. catch him, somebody! McGregor, oh, Mc-Gregor,

quick, look at Kelly!"
It was the slender young person who had last

descended to the platform who caught at the child's

retreating legs and dragged him back. With something
much like a little shake, she presented him.

"Is this anytiling of yours? If I were you I'd hold

on to it tighter."

"Oh, yes'm, he's ours—he's Kelly. (Don't you stir

again, Kelly Briggs!) We came down to meet our
Aunt .Susan, but she never came."

"No, .she never,—one step !"

"Mean, mi.s'able Aunt Sas—

"

"(Hush, Kelly!) She wa.s comin' to Fourth-o'-
July us."
"She might 'a' sent the things to fire off anj-way.

We'd rather have just those, without her."
McGregor, evidently the oldest boy, drew him.self

up with a long sigh. "Come on home, all o' you; no
u.se waiting any longer," he directed. "We'll have an
awful big bonfire to-morrow anyhow."

Anybody down there that doesn't
like my surprise

An own aunt to

"An' I know where there's a stick o' dynamite hid. I
saw Mr. Fitches' Andrew diggin' a' place to put it."

Here the Slender Young Person hurriedly interposed
a question.

"I don't suppose I'd do, would I, to take the place of
the lady you were expecting? What was it you called

her—^Aunt Susan? I could spare to-morrow as well
as not—

"

"You don't look much like an Aunt Susan !" laughed
one of the quartet, "you look \oXs-l>etter ; don't she,

boys? But we haven't got a single thing to sullybrate
with, not a single. So we couldn't 'xactly have com-
pany."

"Oh, but I've got something ! Right here in my suit-

case!" The Slender Young Person was smiling ingrati-

atingly. "I really wish you'd invite me to yovu-

hou.se. I wanted a nic-e place to Fourth-of-July in—

"

Kelly struggled away from his

captors and raised an earnest and
lively little face. "Does what you
got there go off?" he demanded.
Poor little Kelly! Sudden com-

passion filled the Slender Young
Person's breast. She c-aught the
small face between her two hands.

"We'll make the whole of Fourth
o' July 'go off' splendidly—if you'll

invite me. I know three perfectly
lovely things that we could do to

celebrate I"

A moment later invited, she
sallied forth with her four hosts.

But going by the telegraph window
a thought struck her. She hurried
within and scribbled a few words
on one of the blanks. She ad-
dressed it to Mrs. Horatio Briggs
on her train. "Don't worry !" wrote
this Slender Young Person. ''Xoth-

ing explosive to be on the place.

New kind of celebration. Safe and
sane."
After bedtime certain dialogues

drifted out to the guest who sat on
the piazza in the soft darkness.
McGregor at his self-imposed post
of entertainer had fallen asleep in

his chair.
"My, I'm glad Aunt Susan didn't

come, ain't you, Nathie? She's

young an' makes you laugh

!

Greggy says he bets she's a fairy

in dis—disuse."

"So that's why we got her, 'cause

nobody else was usin' her !" Na-
than laughed enjoyingly at the
little joke.

From the next room floated Kelly's drowsy voice:

"What she's got in her baggidge's a secrid. She said

to guess why was it like some kinds o' soap—I'm goin'

to stav—awake—tUl—I—guess."

"I don't want to guess, do you, Nathie? She says

it's somethtn' like a tiger an' somethin' like the sky

an' it's just G-R-E-A-T. She says we got to aU of us

take off our hats."

The Slender Yo\mg Person smiled under cover of

the dark, yet she quailed a very little at the possible

outcome of her scheming.
They were such dear boys.

Was it cruel to deprive them
of their beloved bangs and
uproars ?

She was up next morning
at an impossible hour and out

on the roof of the little colo-

nial front porch, where she
fumbled and manipulated
with something clumsily big

and heavy. Her knees rubljed

against the roof .shingles, her

wrists ached, but she xxiT-

formed her task. With a

grand flap and whir the "se-

crid" took the breeze. It was
waving with beautiful, slow
stateliness when the four boys
appeared below. She heard
their .shouts of surprise.

"Like the kind of soap that
'floats'!" she called down
softly, peering under the

great flag. "Like a striix'd

'tiger'; like the 'sky,' because
there are stars in it ! Any-
body down there that doesn't

like my surprise?"
"No—no—no! An' we all

got our hats off. way you said

to! It's perfectly splendid!"
"But we never had "em on,

Greggy Briggs! We all cjime

out bareheadwl—

"

"Oh, hush up! I>on't you
see it's our—our .souls we Uike
our hats off of, because it's

our country's flag." The young
voice was oddly solemn. The four little faws the
Slender Young Person couM see between the big flag's

flapi»ings were worshipful little faces. Something in

the floating stars and stripes of their country's flag

had caught at their heartstrings already. Suddenly
the voice above their heads broke out yearningly.
"Oh, this is Aunt Su.san up here on the roof! I'm

Aunt Su.'<iin ! If you don't promise to love me when
I come down I shall stay up here always!"

No—no—no! It's perfectly splendid!

Sooner than she could have believed possible they
were on the little roof with her, in an excited chatter-
ing throng. She was besieged by boys that loved her.
Kelly's little arms caught her neck in a strangle-hold
of love.

"Oh—oh! An' we never supposed!"
"You aren't a mite like an Avmt Susan. Why, you

aren't old or homely or anything."
"Well, now, listen! 1 am an Aunt Susan, and you

went to meet me last night ! Now listen again ! I
bought the big flag with the fireworks money your
mother sent; it took every cent. Now what are you
going to do to me? I.sn't a flag the best-in-the-world
way to celebrate? Isn't it? Isn't it? I want you to
think all day long and answer me to-night. Now run
down. After breakfast .the flag c-eremonies will begin.
Greggy and I are going to begin them."
Up in the attic she hunted in trunks and boxes till

she found the knee-breeches and buckles, the quaint
coat and vest and even the three-cornered hat .she

needed to make a colonial boy out of McGregor. She
dressed him up and drilled him in his part.

'"You are to go out on the porch roof and read the
Declaration of Independence to us down below, as
every Fourth of July a colonial man reads it from the
old State-house balcony in Boston, to the crowds in
the street. We shall be the crowds! Nui-se Hannah
says you are a beautiful reader. Go slow and do the
best you can with the hard words. Crowds are never
critical. We'll listen as hard as we know how for the
sake of the old flag and the minute men and our own
great-grandfathers. And after that I'm going to tell

you about Betsy Ross, who made the first flag, and
about the queer different flags we had in the begin-
ning; the one with the snake and 'Don't Tread On Me'
on it and all the other different ones. I've seen them
all at old Faneuil Hall, in Boston, our 'Cradle of
Liberty,' you know. I'm going to try to make you see
them. At the library I read up every single flag thing
I coidd find, just to tell you. All that will be ceremony
number one."

It was a successful little ceremony. Even the long
and tedious Declaration was interesting because the
flag flapped so stately and Greggy looked "so queer in
his old three-cornered hat, and all that!" Aunt Susan's
little speech was listened to almost breathlessly, even
by Kelly.

C-eremony number two, after lunch, turned out to
be a play, a regular play ! It was called "Barbara
Fi-ietchie." and everybody had a part to play. The
orchard trees were the "clustered spires of Frederick,"
the hill behind the orchard was the "mountain-wall"
that Lee marched over. McGregor made a beautiful
Lee, and the other three a beautiful ''horse and foot"
to march into Fredericktown. There were not forty
flags with their silver stars and theii- crimson bars, but
there were all they could possibly hunt up. hung about,
and every one "the men hauled down." Then it was
that Barbara Frietchie, with powdered white hair,
waved the great new flag from her attic window. She
"leaned far out on the window-sill and shook it forth
with a royal will."

"Shoot if you must!" she cried. "But spare your
country's flag!"
The great moment of the play came then, when little

Kelly StonewaU Jackson, glancing under hLs slouched
hat right and left, saw that flag. It was a wonderful

little nobler nature that
stirred within him. He
shouted "Who touches a hair
. . . March on !" splendidly,
and old Barbara Frietchie
threw him a kiss from her
window. Ceremony nunil)er

two was even more successful
than number one.

Number three was red,

white and blue ice-cream
brought by the exijressman
from the station in a little

freezer of its own that kept it

hard and cold. Nothing could
have been more patriotic than
ceremony number three, out
under the orchard trees. And
afterward the shining lire-

works of the stars and the
fireflies—with Aunt Susan sit-

ting among her boys in state.

"Now," she .said, "are .vou

ready to vote? The ballot-box
is fastened to the porch rail.

As you go in to bed. each one
cast his ballot—yes or no.

'Yes' if this has been the right
kind of a celebration, 'no' if

you wish it had lieen fire-

crackers. Drop your vote into

the box, and don't let each
other know what it .says."

On the front stairs she an-
nounced the returns in a clear,

triumphant voice.

"Four yesses and not a sin-

gle no ! Now all of y»)U sit up
in l>ed. up there, and we'll

Ring 'The Star-Spangled Banner*—somebody begin."

"The Star-Spang-gulled Ban-ner," piped Kelly glori-

ously, and Aunt Susan on the stairs sobbed, she hardly
knew why, as she sang.
"Now, why," she inquired of the Slender Young Per-

son in her mirror, as she undressed a little later. "Why
can't everybody do it? Why need there be any more
things that go off? Death to 'cm—oh, death to 'em

all ! And long life to the Star-Spang-gulled Banner.*
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Men of Vision
By Richard Braunstein

Where there is no vision, the people perish.—Prov. 29, 18

WHEN The Honorable James
Bryce, Ambassador from the
Coui-t of St. James, returned to

America a few years ago he
was met in New York by the represen-
tatives of the metropolitan dailies.

Among other questions they asked him
what he thought to be the greatest need
in America. The.y had their note-books
open and pencils poised in expectancy.
I'hey thought he would say that America
needed great engineers to tunnel the
mountains, great financiers to control
our monej' system, great cai)tains of in-

dustry for our industrial organization.
But Bryce did not name any of these.
What he did say was, "Gentle-
men, what America needs most,
just now, is poets." Of course he
v/as not understood. The papers
called him a sentimentalist. But
was he not right? Every great
thing done, that has been worth
while, every great achievement
that has done the world good, has
been the result of a vision some-
whei"e. "James Hill," says the
Rev. Dr. John McDowell, "the
great builder of American rail-

roads, had a vision of a railroad
over the Rocky Mountains long
before he ever laid a rail." What
we need to-day are men and
women with vision power. God
wanted to free Israel from bond-
age and gave Moses his vision
in the burning bush and sent him
down to Egypt to emancipate the
captive race. Saul, the persecu-
tor, the Pharisee, saw a vision
on the road to Damascus and
straightway became Paul the
l)reacher—persuader, missionary
and apostle to the Gentiles. God
fiave Abraham his vision, and
Lincoln emancipated the slaves
and perpetuated his name and
fame, which shall last until the
ages are done.
Would we have a better com-

munity? Then let us have men

who have a vision of what a better com-
munity will be. Would we have better
conditions everywhere, in all things?
Then let us have men who are seeing in
their imaginations better things and bet-
ter days and better conditions.

Says a recent writer, "The Clermont's
wheels revolved in Fulton's brain before
they churned the waters of the Hudson.
Telepathy sent a wireless message from
the brain of Morse before telegraphy
flashed its tirst laconic message between
Baltimore and Washington. Edison saw
in the daytime before his genius enabled

'

others to .see better at night."
Every great artist, or musician, or in-

ventor, or author must have been a poet
first. A poet is a maker, a maker of
inchoate substances into lovelier and
livelier forms. The angel in the rough

stone is first of all an angel in the sculp-
tor's brain. Before man was made in
the image of God he existed in the
thought of God. Before the Kingdom of
God can be realized we must have an
idea, a vision of that Kingdom, Reforms
will come when people .see that they are
needed. We shall have kinder social
laws, a fairer competitive system, cleaner
cities, better schools, better farms, better
roads just so soon, and not until, the
people see that those things are needed.
May every town, city and country hamlet
have a man, a woman, with a vision

!

Freedom
f^F OLD sat Freedom on the heights,^ The thunders hreaking at her feet;
Above her shook the starry lights;
She heard the torrents meet.

There in her place she did rejoice,

Self-gafhcr'd in her prophet-mind.
But fragments of her mighty voice
Came rolling on the wind.

Then stept she down thro' town and field

To mingle with the human race.
And part hy part to men reveal'd
The fulness of her face—

Crrave mother of majestic works.
From her isle-altar gazing down,

Who, Godlike, grasps the triple forM,
And, kinglike, wears the crown:

Her open eyes desire the truth.

The wisdom of a thousand years
Is in them. May perpetual youth
Keep dry their light from tears;

That her fair form may stand and shine.
Make t)right our days and light our dreams.

Turning to scorn with lips divine
The falsehood of extremes! —Tennyson.

The Child Moses
THE child Moses, Exodus 1, 22 to 2, 10,

is the Sunday-school lesson for July
6th, and the golden text is "Whoso shall

receive one such little child In
my name receiveth me," Matthew
18, 5. In connection with the
lesson read "AflBiction of the
Hebrews," Exodus 1, 1-14 ; "Jesus
Saved from Herod's Massacre,"
Matthew 2, 13-18; "Jehoash
Saved from Athaliah," II, Kings
11, 1-12 ; "Glorying in Persecu-
tion," II, Corinthians 11, 22-.30

;

"Suffering for Righteousness'
Sake," I. Peter 2, 19-24, and
"God's Care of His Own," Mat-
thew 10, 24-31.

Moses Preparing forWork
"T^HE Sunday-school lesson for
* July 18th, Exodus 2, 11-25,

takes us to the manhood of
Moses, when he is being pre-

pared for his great life-work, and
the golden text will be found in

Matthew 5, 5 : "Blessed are the
meek : for they shall inherit the
earth." The home reading topics
are : "God Trains Moses." Acts
7, 17-29; "Energy of Faith,"
Hebrews 11, 17-29; "Timothy
Trained for Work," II. Timothy
1, 3-14; "Armed for Service,"
Ephesians 6, 10-20

;
"Young Men's

Heed," Psalms 119, 9-16, and
"Perfected Through Suffering,"
Hebrews 2, 10-18.

What You Must Do to Prevent Lockjaw
By Dr. L. K. Hirshberg

WE STAND on the eve of the
Fourth of July, and, whUe the
children amass their noisy to-

kens of patriotism and wheedle
their fathers into the purchase of deadly
tire-spitting devices, mothers set their

teeth to endure long hours of torture for

the safety of theii- little ones. Little by
little the delights of the safe and sane
Fourth are being recognized, but in the
meantime, while the crackers bang and
blaze, it is a comfort to know tliat doc-
tors have learned to deal so effectually
with one of the dangers attendant upon
the Foui-th of July—lockjaw—that there
is no need for the disease to result in

death. Nevertheless, through lack of

information, over a thousand people in

the United States die from it each year,

most of them farmers and counti-y-bred
youngsters. The rea.son why lockjaw is

so often associated with Fourth of July
accidents lies in the fact that wounds
made by firecrackers, sky-rockets and
blank cartridges are commonly ragged
and contused, and so afford a favorable
sou for the germs. It is well known also
that wounds where free air and oxygen
cannot enter, as is the case with those
made by rusty nails or those accom-
panied by deep tearing and those in

which dirt has been ground into the
flesh, gunshot and powder burns, are
those most likely to be followed by the
disease. The first symptoms of lockjaw
usually appear from three days to three
weeks after the injury. Home remedies
and slobs of bacon hasten it. The earlier
they appear, the more fatal the attack.
In all cases, whether death or recovery
follows, the symptoms of lockjaw are
indeed terrible, and the sufferings of the
patient are equaled only by the horror
and anguish of those who watch at his

bedside. Fortunately, it is alwa.vs pos-
sible to prevent lockjav/, provided no
delay follows the injury. The method
is to have a doctor inject antitoxin

—

l>oison antidote—into the patient's flesh.

This kills the poisons as fast as they are
given off by the lockjaw germs, which
are a veritable mine of poisons at the
site of the sore. If treatment is delayed

until lockjaw symptoms appear there is

little hope of cure. It is then too late.

The effectiveness of antitoxin in treating
lockjaw depends altogether upon the
celerity with which it is u.sed. If the
disease is established it is very difficult

to cure it. Fatal results are almost al-

ways blamable upon the reluctance to

seek experienced medical aid. Most per-

sons when they are wounded bind up
their wounds, frequently without even
ordinary washing. Never do this, for

the folly of it is only too apparent. At
best, healing is preceded by festering,

and the result is much pain and an un-
sightly scar. At worst, lockjaw devel-

ops, and death is not far away. Most
doctors now use antitoxin immediately.

In the interval which may elapse be-

fore a doctor can arrive it is advisable
to wash the wound thoroughly with soap
and water, and to flood it, before binding
it up, with common iperoxide of hydro-
gen. After this has been done, the wound
should be covered, but on no account use

a handkerchief or an old rag, but get a

strip of antiseptic bandage sold at low
cost by all drug-stores. A package of

antiseptic bandage should always be in

readiness in every household. A clean,

open wound which bleeds freely is little

apt to harbor the germs of lockjaw. The
light and air and oxygen striking into

it kill them, and the flowing blood

washes them out. In all such cases, un-
less the flow of blood is excessive, it is

well to make no effort to stop it. It will

cease of itself in a few moments. The
use of such homely remedies as bacon
and spider-webs to stop the flow is fool-

hardy and frequently fatal. The aver-
age spider-web, particularly if it comes
from a cellar or a stable, is alive with
germs. But no matter how small the
wormd may be it is well to have a doctor
dress it. He alone is capable of washing
it as it should be washed and of estimat-
ing the likelihood of infection. His fee
is money well invested. It may buy only
insurance against a long and terrible

illness, but then again it may buy in-

surance against death. Reports show
that, whereas there were 4.50 cases of
lockjaw following Fourth of July acci-

dents in 1903, the number dropped to
105 a year later, to 104 in 1905, to 89 in
1906 and to 73 in the past year. There
is also a lowering death-rate after the
development of the disease, all of which
is due to the rise of antitoxin.
Few germs are distributed more widely

than germs of lockjaw. It is abundant
in garden-soil, stable-bedding, street-

dirt and that which has been fertilized

with manure. It may be looked for on
rusty naUs, pitchforks and implements
which oxygen rarely touches. It is

found in the litter of every barn-yard
and in the dust of every city street. It

occurs on dirty clothing, on shoe-soles,
In gutters, and on the surface of fruit, in
pocket-knives and even in sea-water.
Recently a pimple on the face of a four-
year-old child squeezed or scratched by
the bo.v resulted in the terrible disease.

In view of these facts the reader may
wonder wh.v every person in the world,
at some time or other, is not laid low by
lockjaw. The an.^wer lies In the fact
that the germ, tlioush well-nigh omni-
present, is far from vigorous and fre-
quently dies in infancy. Its chief enemies
are sunlight and fresh air. If a mass of
these germs is placed in direct sunlight
they will be dead in a few hours, and so
it frequently happens that they are
killed before they can do much damage.

Mrs. Homelot—"Gracious, Anty
Drudge! I'm ashamed to have
you see my house! But the
new calf got the colic, and I've

been in the barn all morning.
It's better now, and it won't
take me long to clear away
these dishes. They've been
soaking in cool water and
Fels-Naptha Soap."

Anty Drudge—"Lots of women
would be tuckered out after
nursing a calf through the
colic. But I see you believe
in making the best of things.
Besides, you save your time
and strength by doing things
the easy way."

Women don't

need to be tired

out with their
weekly washing
nor housework if

they do it the
Fels-Naptha way,
in cool or luke-

warm water, with
no hard rubbing
and scrubbing.

Fels-Naptha Soap
makes dirt disappear.

It cuts the grease on
pots and pans, and
makes them shine. It

cuts work in half,

too, and does it better

than it ever was done
before, with less

trouble.

Use Fels-Naptha Soap according
to the easy directions on the Red
and Green Wrapper.

FeU & Co., Philadelphia.

l-i<^fi-V *^"i»Vi»i' umtimti^ iUf-iu,

FEL3-NAPTH4

J'Xf

Our Poultry Club
By special arrangement with the publishers of

POULTRY HUSBANDRY, you can get this

splendid paper for one year in connection with

Farm ANn FiRESinE at a special reduced price.

Poultry Husbandry contains splendid pointers

and ideas for the raising of fine fowls. It is edited

by the best authorities on poultry in .America. It

is chuck-full of secrets of feed-mixing, quick-

growing chicks and other information of great

value to everyone interested in poultry-raising.

Farm and Fireside

Poultry Husbandry
For One Whole Year

Address FARM AND FIRESIDE, Springfield, Ohio

Both for 50(
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IN FRONTENAC CAVE
As Told by One Who Was There, and Edited by Hayden Carruth

Author of "Track's End," "Tlie Voyage of the Rattletrap," Etc.

Synopsis of First Part

Judson Pitcher, about eighteen years old, comes to

Hawk's Landing, on the Mississippi River in Minnesota.

Here he meets Captain Nathan Archway and his daughter

Amy and his son Robert. Robert goes with Judson to the

Lumberman's Bank, and while there it is attacked by the

notorious gang of robbers led by Isaac Liverpool. Robert

is shot and kUled, and the gang escape to their hiding-place

in Frontenac Cave. It is impossible to penetrate this cave

by the only entrance known, since the robbers have closed

it up. Captain Archway conceives a plan to get into it

through a small sink-hole on the prairie a number of miles

back from the Zumbro River. He and Judson go there in

the night and lower themselves with a long rope. WhUe
they are exploring the upper part of the cave a thunder-

shower comes up, and the flood carries the rope down
the sink-hole and fills the small opening a hundred or

more feet above with brush and soU. Before leaving the

Captain's home at Hawk's Landing, Judson "finds, as he

reluctantly admits, that he is very much interested in

Amy Archway.

Part II.

The flood abating, we make desperate efforts to get out

of the cave ; we are puzzled by the mystery of the throb-

bing sound : then we pass the Trap-Door, only to

meet with an alarming accident and be brought

face to face with an astonishing happening.

WE FELL and stumbled backward till we
got to a place where the flood did not

threaten to carry us along, and where
we were no longer choked by the spray.

Then we felt about on the wall till we found a

little pocket in the rock, into which we crawled,

and in which we could just sit upright. The
Captain had never once let go my arm, and now
he began to say in my ear : "We'll get out, Jud

;

we'll get out, Jud," half a dozen times, as if to

cheer me up. Then he added: "I've been in

worse places than thLs when I followed the .sea
;"

but I have never been able to conjecture where
they could have been : nor did be ever explain

to "the day of hLs death, though he had twenty
years in which to do so.

I got a match out of my bottle and struck it

on the handle of my jack-knife and so lit the
lantern. This showed us not much, however,
except our own white fac-es. though the Captain
seemed not much scared and soon began to talk

as cheerfully as you please.

If we thrust our heads out of owe pigeon-hole
we got the spray, so we only sat and watched the
flood go by. At first it had flashed upon me. what
if the lower part of the Cave fills up. then we must
drown where we sit ; but I soon concluded there
was small danger of this. We were chilled through
with the water and the cool air of the cave, which
was always, as is ever the case with caves, a little

too cool to sit comfortatily in, though right enough
for stirring about.

After two hours the flood began to lower, and
in another hour there was only a small stream
drizzling down the dome. We left our things (the
powder in the gun and horn both spoiled by the
water) in the hole and went out to look about.
Our rope was washed down to the foot of the
tunnel, and we coiled it up and plac-ed it on a
ledge, though I can hardly tell why we did so, as
we had no use for it. When we stood under the
dcime and looked up we could .see no light, which.
Indeed, was to be expected, as it was now past
eight o'clock.

"We can do nothing about getting out to-night,"
said the Captain. "We had best stir about till we
are warm and a little drier, then find a good bed-
room and go to sleep. Time enough to get out
to-morrow after we have looked around a bit."

"Yes," I said, not yet l)eing over my fright, "there'll

be time enough to-morrow, and for some days, but
what about the way to get out. Captain?"

"We'll see, we'll .see, my boy," he answered. "There's
more than one door to this place. In fact, I'm thinking
that that's onlj' a sky-light anyhow."
"How long will the victuals last, Captain?"
"Two days, full rations; four days, half rations; a

week, light rations."
"Hut the candles won't last as long," I said.
"Pretty nearlj-, Jud. Perhaps longer. We won't

need to keep a light nights, and one candle is as good
to exi)lore with as two."
We took the basket and went down the cave in the

direction we had followed before. But the mud and
watt-r were everj'where, and we had to go a long ways
Ix^fore we found a good bedroom, as the Captiiin called
it. We at last hit on a room with a sandy floor and
a rounded ceiling, ten or a dozen feet high. We had to
climb up somewhat to get into it. which accounted for
its dryness. The floor was a hollow, like a shallow
bowl, and looked as if it had once IxMjn a small lake,
the water having dried up and left the sand. There
was a little crevice at one side running down wedge-
sliaiK'd in which were a few stalactites, and a pool of
clear water IksIow which was sweet and good. We
tramped around on the sand till we were warm and
then lay down for the night. I got to sleep at last, and
though I woke up a good many times with the cold
atid strangeness. I still felt pretty rested in the morn-
ing. As for the Captain, he declared that he had never
slept Iietter. I sui)pose I might as well confess that
I had thought of Amy a good many times since we
had come into the cave, and that she was the first
thing I thought of in the morning.
We were a good deal puzzled in the morning by a

certain tiling, and for many days later. ThLs was a

Illustrated by Edward L. Chase

strange beating sound which I heard, or felt, I could
scarc-e tell which, as I lay awake on the sand in the
morniug, while the Captain was yet asleep. It was so
faint as to be almost nothing, and often I lost it alto-
gether. AThen the Captain wakened I told him of it

;

at first he could not make it out. but by laying his
ear to the wall, where it was plainer, he did ; but could
no more explain it than I. It seemed like a very dull
and far-away pounding, and beat twenty or twenty-
five times a minute by the Captain's watch. We
listened long, but knew no more what it was when we
got through than when we began. When we went
back tmder the dome and looked up we could see
nothing of the .spot of light, but this was no mystery
at all, as we knew the water had again covered it

with sticks and brush.
Now, though I never wrote anything before (except

letters and such like ) , I am not foolish enough to try
to describe the terrible next six days which the Cai>-
tain and I passed through in that horrible cave. Never
did I know anything so bad before nor since, and
though the Captaui all the while tried to make light
of it and kept referring darkly to worse things which
he had gone through when following the deep sea,

"See there, Jud !" exclaimed the Captain

still I know this, that a man may sail all the deep
.seas to the end df his days—ay, and take his vacations
in the desert, so to put it—and yet never find anything
.so bad. The.se two monsters we fought night and day,
to wit: Darkness and Hunger; and what Ls worse?
And ever the diving and turning, crazy, squeaking bats.

So I will .say this only : That for these six days
we pushed our way through the darkness of that
cave—burrowed our way through the darkness like
moles through the ground—searching for a way out

;

and found none. It was well for us that those bats
were small ; their will was good enough to destroy us

;

how they squeaked at u.s, and slid up and down on
the air, jerking them.selves this way and that through
the rooms and tunnels

!

Twenty times we shouted ourselves hoarse under
the dome where we had entered, our voices growing
each day weaker; twenty times we went through the
whole cave, the Caiitain day by day dividing our stock
of food smaller and smaller; twenty times (it seemed)
we crawled down into each hole and wriggled up into
each crack, every hour that we could dimly look into
each other's faces, our candles growing shorter and
the matches in my bottle fewer. To this day it makes
my flesh creep to hear a bat squeak, and when one
dips at me I always dodge.
But I have j^aid enough (and too much) of this; on

the fifth day the last of our victuals were gone. The
candles were gone, too, except for part of one. But it

was nine o'clock by the Captain's watch and, if we
had not lost our reckoning, night and not morning, .so

we dragged ourselves to the bedroom, put out the
candle, carefully stood it in the san<l and lay down
to .sleep again. I think our sleep wils feverish and
wakeful; I know mine was; and I dreamed of all

manner of things to eat, as I had for two nights
before. The strange throbbing which we heard only

in the bedroom had grown louder, but we were not
disturbed by it, as we never heard it at night; by
which we had concluded this much about it—that it
could not l)e made by water or any such thing.

In the morning the Captain said to me

:

"Judson, there's nothing to eat. I'm afraid we're
in a bad fix." He moved nearer and took my hand In
his as I sat there on the sand in the dark, and I could
feel it tremble. 'Perhaps, Jud, we ar-e not going to
get out of thLs place alive, I have blamed myself ten
thou-sand times for bringing you in here. I must have
been crazy when I did it. I wish I could think that
you would forgive me for it."

"That I do. Captain." I .said, and I know my voice
trembled more than his hand. "I would not have let
you come alone if you had wanted to. Can you forgive
me for taking Robert where I did that day?"

"Oh. that was different. You did not know there
was danger. I ought to have known there was awful
danger here. I should have listened to Amy. Oh, what
will Ijecome of her if we don't get out ! Come, we'll
make another trial! We'll not die here like rats in
a hole. There's enough candle to last five or six hours
by keeping the wick split. We have a little strength

left, and there's one place beyond the two-column
room where I think there may still be hope. There
are three matches left, you said."

'•Yes."

"Be sure you find a dry place before you scratch
it." he added as I felt about for the wall. The
match went, and he held the candle and once more
we looked into oui- thin, pinched faces. I could
see that he apiieared much more bowed and
broken than the day before. For two days we
had been following the plan (it was the Captain's
idea and a good one) of keeping the wick of the
candle split in two, carefully pushing down and
cutting off half of it with the point of our knives
as the tallow sank lower. This gave a smaller
flame but ate up the candle much slower.
The regular beat of the unknown noise had

begun again and was plainer than ever, but we
left it behind when we got beyond the room we
were in. We dragged ourselves along by the
shortest way toward the two-column room. Sev-
eral times we stopped and went down into holes
which we thought might lead somewhere ; but
we always found that we had explored them
before. There seemed to be hundreds of these
places leading down and under which ended by
l^eing too small for us to wriggle farther. In some
plac-es, deep down under ledges at the side or end
of rooms or passageways, we found holes or long,

low openings through which we could see higher
and larger space beyond, but which were too small
to get through to what might mean freedom.
We got to the two-column room at last, which

we so called from two big limestone pillars, and
clambered over a pyramid of loose rocks and then
down a steep crack a number of yards wide but
hardly two feet high. We slid down twenty feet,

and .sat up where it was a little higher.

"We've been here before. Captain—it's like all

the rest," I said sorrowfully and hopelessly.

"Yes, I guess we have, Jud," he answered. He
Ijeered down into the narrowing crack. "It's

larger beyond, but there's no getting through."

He rested" his shoulder heavily on the rim of rock
which barred our way. As he did so it moved.
He seized it, exclaiming: "Why, it's loose, Jud I"

And so it was.
We both laid hold of it, and though you could

rock it with one hand, we were not strong enough
to move it But we could see that if it could be

rolled a foot we could get through.

"If we had something to pry with we could do
it. Captain," I said.

"The gun-barrel would do," he answered.
"I'll get it." I cried, springing up with new strength.

"But it's two miles there."

"I don't care. Stay here, and I'll bring It," and I

was off.

I was as good as my word too, going as fast as I

could without flirting out the little flame of my candle,

though as we had come down I could only drag along

as if made of lead. I passed the bedroom and the

ledge on which rested the coil of rope, found the gun
readily enough and hurried back. The Cai)tain pried

under the end of the stone with the barrel while I

pushed on the top. It rolled over and we crawled
through.
We crept for iierhaps a hundred fvet. all the wa.v

downward; then we came out in a high and vaulted

room with great glLstening stiilactites at one side and
realized that we were where we had never been before.

We forgot our hunger and weakness and went along
faster than for days.
"We've got down into the main part of the cave,"

cried the Captain. "See how much bigger the rooms
are. We won't have to crawl here. We're all right

now, Jud!" and the old fire came back into his eye.s,

as he fac«Ml me and held up the candle.

"I hojie .so," I answered. "But the candle won't last

four hours."
"You can do a good deal in four hours, my boy.

Hello, what's this?"

He was looking up at the roof three or four feet

over our heads on which this was smoked in rude

letters

:

G i L D A u P H i N WAS II e A R .

"Oil Dauphin was here," I read. "Who is C.il

Dauphin?" [continued on page IS]
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Our Young Folks
A Page for Boys and Girls

Conducted by Cousin Sally

Cousin Sally's Letter

DEAR COUSINS—A good many
k rears ago, in southern Ohio, a
I farmer boy and his sister chum
planned a splendid surprise for

their parents and elder brother. This
treat was to be a proudly floating red,
white and blue starred flag to greet them
upon their return from a rally at a near-
by town.

It meant lots of work and bubbling
secrecy, for they were so full of the plan
and just "mustn't tell" that they could
scarcely exist.

Not dreaming of the plan, the folks
wondered why Susie and Joe didn't seem
to care about not going to the rally, for
they usually wanted to go wherever their
elders went.
For several days before the Fourth

they were busily making the flag out in
the barn—the best place Susie and Joe
could find to plan and work out their
surjirise.

The pole, a young sapling, had been
cut over on the opposite side of the
near-by stream. As soon as the party for
the rally left, Susie and Joe started to
complete the surprise.

While Susie cheered from the home
side of the creek, the sapling was pushed
across by Joe, who could swim almost
as well as a fish. Together they man-
a'ged to get it to the top of the hill where

their home stood. They were so busy
M'ith digging a post-hole, fastening the
starry glory to the staff and firmly set-
ting the flagstaff in place that they for-
got noon was dinner-time, though I

expect it tasted much better when
flushed, brown-tinted faces could look
upward at their country's flag in their
men home yard.

I cannot tell you how proud the
parents and elder brother felt when it

greeted them at twilight. They have
often said they were sorry they were not
there to help in the flag-raising.

Joe Foraker later became a famous
soldier. Governor of Ohio and United
States Senator, a man whose heart was
always true to the symbol he loved when
a boy.
Now, when people's birthdays should

always be I'emembered, it is still more
fitting for we Americans to celebrate our
coimtry's, which will be its one himdred
and thirty-seventh this July Fourth. I

want all the cousins to have the merriest,
happiest kind of a day. I also want
them all through the frolics to remember
the heroism of brave men who gave us
the great gift of a free nation.
How would you like to take part of

the money you have saved toward buying
firecrackers and buy something you can
keep? Something red and white barred,
with a field of blue dotted with stars
representing each State from Maine to
California.
Tou could have the flag-raising the

lourth, and every day thereafter, you
could lower it at sunset and raise it

before going to school or doing vacation
tasks.

Don't you think it would be one of
the grandest ways to spend the Foiu"th
making your home like Joe's—one dedi-
cated to our coimtry's symbol of our
national ideals : Honor, Truth, Bravery.

Faithfully, Cousin Saixy.

The Whizzles and the Wumps
Celebrate the Glorious Fourth

By Pauline Frances Camp

"T^HE Whizzles woke up early on the Fourth
And leaped from bed.

Hurrahed for independence and
Cheered till they were red.

They gamboled out upon the green.
They vaulted posts and stumps.

Till someone looked around and asked,
"Where are those lazy Wumps?"

They found them fast asleep, indeed.
In every kind of pose.

They pulled their hair and tickled them
And tweaked their ears and nose.

But when they'd roused them up at last

The Wumps made dismal moan:
"When we're awake, we Ccinnot sleep;

Pray, leave us quite sJone!"

Meantime the Whizzles, out of doors.
Were having glorious fun.

They rang the bells and beat the drums.
Set off the biggest gun.

And when the fireworks began
They slyly crept away

To where, in glowing scarlet coat,
A giant rocket lay.

*Twas dark, and no one saw the Whizzles
Mount the mighty thing,

Until with sudden rush and roar
The monstrous bird took wing.

And up and up it tore its way.
The Whizzles all astride:

Their mouths a-stretch from ear to ear.

At such a splendid ride.

The firecrackers banged; the Wumps
Crawled quaking 'neath the bed.

"Such noises interfere with conversation,"
So they said.

A cannon roared, and all theWumps crept out
With faces paled.

*"Tis in the bed we ought to be
In thunder-storms," they wailed.

They tickled them

Higher they went cmd higher yet.

Up where the Great Bear growled;
Where Sirius, the Dog-Star, barked
And tugged his chain and howled.

Then with a crash the rocket burst!

The Whizzles gave a bound.
And on its dropping stars they

Floated gently to the ground.

"Oh, it has been a glorious day,"
The happy Whizzles cried;

And then they sought the little Wumps
To boast their airy ride.

They found them cuddled close on top
Of double feather beds,

A monstrous, big umbrella opened
Wide above their heads.

And when the Whizzles asked of them
The wherefore and the why,

"We hear," they cried, "that showers of stars

Are falling from the skyl"

No one saw the. Whizzles mount the mighty thing

At
Soda
Fountains
or Carbon-
ated in Bottles.

Send for Free Booklet.

THE COCA-COLA COMPANY, ATLANTA. GA.

Keep a

Kodak Record.
Preserve for future reference an indisputable record

of your crops, your growing stock, the condition of

buildings and fences and roads—by means of photo-

graphs.

Make sales of your stock by means of photographs

;

bring home ideas from other people's farms by means
of photography.

You can make good pictures by the Kodak system.

It's all very simple—and less expensive than you think.

Catalog free at your dealers or by mail.

EASTMAN KODAK CO.,

382 State St., ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Post Paid

Guaranteed 5 Years
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NEW HOME
THE MACHINE OF
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NOT SOLD UNDER ANY OTHER NAME*

The only sewing machine which is a life asset at the price you pay

The New Home is built upon honor, not on contract. It is made for

lifelong service. If you get the ]Vew Home you will not have an endless

chain of repairs. If you want the best value for your money write

THE NEW HOME SEWING MACHINE CO., Orange, Mass., DepL H.
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Good Ice Cream
is Good for You

It mujt be good, however. You
should know just what ingredients

are used—how pure the milk or
cream and if it contains a sufficient

amount of butter fat. You want to

be sure the flavoring extracts are

pure. The best way—the safest way
—is to make your own ice cream
and make it in a

Triple Motion

White Mountain
Ice Cream Freezer

It's so easy to use. And it makes the ice cream
so qaickly. One tarn of the handle stirs the
cream three times, for the caais revolving while
twodashers work in opposite directions. Makes
the ice cream in one-third the nsoal time and
makes it deliciooslr smooth, velrety in textnre

and free from lamps.

The family are snre to enjoy this kind of dessert

and it means less work for you than baking pies

or making poddiags. Sold by dealers everywhere.

Look for the
Diamond

Lei ut send you
oar free booklet,
frozen Dainties,

'

BOYS!
GET THIS

AIR-RIFLE
Without Spending One Cent

The Daisy Air-Rifle is a re-

peater. It shoots 350 times

without reloading. It is

stronff, durable and shoots
X i.csc -.^^ accurately. It cultivates
fine air- i • j
rifles are trueness of Sight and

ded ^Bv evenness of nerve.p ro V
This rifle is harm-

less. It uses no

powder— j ust
air.

Air is plen-

tiful and
shot costs

but 10c

for 1,000.

with pistol-

grip, true
sights, and are

strongly made.
Boys have use for it

every minute—hunt
ing in the woods,
shooting at targets,

drilling as soldiers,

and innumerable
uses that only boys can
discover. Every boy will

want one of these rifles, and
this is an unusual opportu-

nity to get a high-class Air-

Rifle.

Send a postal to Farm and
Fireside to-day. Just say

you want an Air-Rifle without

having to pay one cent. Thou-

sands of happy boys easily earned them
thia way.

Write to-day

Address

Farm and Fireside

Springfield, Ohio

Towel with Swedish Weaving
Working Directions by Evaline Holbrook

IT
IS the ambition of every woman of

to-day, whether she lives in the town
or the country, to have in her house-
hold closet a number of pretty towels

for the use of her guests. These towels
are adorned with many kinds of needle-
work, some with embroidery and some
with crochet.

A new way to beautify a towel is to

draw the threads over the hem and darn
the threads in what is known as Swedish
weaving. The detail picture shows how
this is done. Draw the threads as usual
for drawn-work, making the open space
about one and one-half inches wide, al-

though it really may be made any width
the needlewoman wishes to have it, from
one-half inch to two inches.

Doing the Hemstitching

After the threads are drawn, the hem
should be hemstitched down, and the
other edge of the open space should be
worked in the same way. All our readers
may not know how to hemstitch. This
work is done as follows

:

Baste the hem in position, and when
that is done begin to hemstitch at the
left end, with the wrong side and also
the fold of the hem toward the worker.
U.se strong thread and catch it in the left

end of the hem, catching the latter down
with a stitch.

An attractive guest towel

l.JJ J I i

Detciil of Swedish weaving

Take four or five of the drawn threads
on the needle, passing the latter from

right to left. Pull through and make a
buttonhole-stitch at the right of the
threads, catching it through all three
thicknesses of hem. Take the next four
or five drawn threads on the needle,
make a buttonhole-stitch as before, and
so continue vmtil the right end of the
hem is reached.
Work along the other edge of the open

space in the .same way, through one
thickness of the material, and clustering
together the same threads clustered to-

gether on the hem edge. When this has
been done the threads are ready for the
weaving.

For the purpose a coarse linen spool
thread, about No. 40, is prettiest

How to Weave

Catch the thread in the hem, between
the fourth and fifth clvisters from the
left end. Darn in and out, under one
cluster and over the next, to the left end,
turn, and darn along the same four
clusters, putting the needle under those
darned over before. Continue to darn
back and forth in this way, until the
center of the width of the spac-e is

reached. Darn each four clusters across
the width of the towel in this way, then
darn the clnsters of the other half, tak-
ing two clusters from each group of the
first series.

IN FRONTENAC CAVE
[CONTINTXED FROM PAGE 16]

"He used to be one of the Liverpool lit up the pit and shone in the water. For half an hour we searched for a
gang," answered the Captain excitedly. The top of the gnawed-away side of passage down, but found none, though
"We're all right—we're in Frontenac the pit shut off our view so that we there were many large rooms near. Then
Cave sure enough. I knew Gilbert Dan- coiild not see four feet beyond the fire we again stopi)ed on the edge of the pit

phin on the river as an honest boy. Then even when we lay down and hung our above the fire.

he took to drink, and lots of it, and hands over the water, which seemed a "We must go back and get the roi>e

robbed a man to get more, and went to good thirty feet below. I could feel the and let ourselves down," said the Cap-
tain. "Our candle vnll not last longer
than the time it will take to do tills, and
we must get down before that is gone.
You stay here and I will fetch it."

"Let me go," I said.

"You went back after the gun—it's my
turn. You have not the strength to go,

State's prison, and got in with Liverpool
since that
.Jud."

•But if so what can we do?" I asked.

Captain's hand tremble on my arm. and
We'll soon find them now, I'm sure my own head reeled with the

excitement.
"That means somebody," he whispered

"Slip around them and get out, of hoarsely in my ear. "That means we've
found those murderous wretches. That
means we're going to get out. That fire

We kept pressing on, though, as it means food I" He had been whispering anyhow."
"I'm afraid I haven't," I answered, for

I felt hardly able to rise.

old man's mind, and he shouted with all

course. That's all we came in to do,

you know—find them and get out."

We kept pressing on, though, ;

was all new to us and our poor candle for fear of being heard, but the word
seemed to give no light at all in the large food blotted everything else out of the

rooms, we often went wrong and found
ourselves stopped at the end of a passage his remaining strength : "Hello, there !

by a wall or a pit and had to go back. We're starving—starving, I say '." His

So we got on slow, and I felt my enthu- voice echoed and re-echoed in the great

siasm dying and the old faintness and black dome above us and brought a hun-

weakness coming over me. Twice more dred bats coasting down on the darkness

we saw GiL DArPHlN WAS HeAR, and and zigzagging about our heads. But
once this

:

GiL DAttPHIN
His CAvE.

there was no other reply, though he
called again and again, and we waited
for a long while.

It was hopeless to think of getting

"I can get it, Jud," he cried. "You
stay here. We'll get down to the fire and
the food :•'

He started away almost on a run with
the little blaze of the candle clinging to
the wick like a flag, I watched the point
of flame as he hurried along a low tun-
nel which led straight back toward
where we had come from. I caught the
faint outline of a thick pillar as he
turned round it ; then I saw the light go

"I wonder why we don't see the names down the pit, for at best the sides were down suddenly and next fly a dozen feet

of any of the others," I said.

"Ah, they're not the men that would
bother with writing their names. It's

very like Gil, though. He was ever

simple-witted, and some said he was half

straight up and down, and mostly they
slanted luider. Besides, the tunnel ended
with the edge of the pit, and there was
no footing on any of the other sides.

'We must get down to that fire, Jud,"

Sink H01 c i>omi
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foolish ; but that was not so. I suppose exclaimed the Captain. "It means food '."

he was bad enough for it, but
still I was surprised when I

heard that he had joined the

Liverpool gang. I thought he
seemed more cut out for quieter

kinds of crime. I never thought

Gil Dauphin was so bad at heart,

but he was a drunkard and fell

into bad company, of course,

when he took to drink."

We went on and on, myself
growing fainter all the time, but

the Captain never losing his new
hope. We saw dimly many mon-
ster stalactites and stalagmites,

and twice heard waterfalls,
though muffled as if far ofE. Once
I was like to stumble over the

edge of a great hole, but the Cap-
tain caught my arm and pulled

me back. Soon after we came to

a pas.sage which led to the right,

and as it seemed large we fol-

lowed it. It soon grew lower,

and we could .scarce stand up-

right, then it turned sharply to

the left, grew higher and broader
and went up hill for a few yard.s.

The Captain was ahead carrying
the light. Suddenly he stopped
and, reaching back, drew me up
and exclaimed

:

"See there, Jud!"
I looked down into a great pit

and out the other side of it and,
the lower part being eaten away,
.saw a fire between two rock.s. It

was just beyond a quiet stream
of water, and seemed well cov-
ered with ashes, as if to keep it,

but tlie coals glowed through in

the pitchy darkness, and a little

blaze danced around the top and

too Wt<iC tliir
^ ithj«/. Tic Cartmn
fl>,fl.f »f viij c-li:
Lis fron, nsi. K 1. SifJt H..

to one .side, and the Captain's hand
which had thrown it sweep over the
other way as he rolled on the ground. I
leaped up. and there came a deep, muf-
fled splash and I knew he had gone over
the edge of a pit into deep water below.

The candle had gone out when
it struck the ground, so I dropped
to my hands and knees and crept
inch by inch through the dark-
ness, feeling for the edge of the
pit. The commotion had started
the bats, and twice I felt them
fan my face with their skinny
wings. At last my hand went
over the edge of the pit and I

called again and again, but got
only echoes and more bats iu
reply. Then I began a search
for the candle. How long I felt

about that wet and rocky floor
I know not, but it seemed hours,
often coming up to the pit and
putting one hand suddenly over.
But at last I found the candle
near the pillar, and lit it and
went away through the long cave
for the rope.

Half the way. I think, I crept
on my hands and knees. I went
b.v our bedroom and heard the

;

strange thump, thump, which
now filled the tunnel at the side.

On I hurried till I came to the
foot of the steep tunnel leading to

the sink-hole. I looked on the
ledge for the rope, where I had
seen it when I got the gim ; but
it was gone.

I need not say that I was
astonished. The c;indle was down
to the last inch, and the melted
tallow was running over and
hardening on my fingers. I could '

only hurry back to the pit where

r

the Captain had gone over. Here j.

(and I speak within due bounds)]..'

I was even more astonished. -

[CONTINUED m NEXT ISSUE] ^
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summer- 1 ime-Time Fashiions
And a Dressmaking Lesson Telling How

to Make a Draped Skirt

No. 2209—Short-Sleeved One-Piece
French Dress

2 to 6 years. Quantity of materia! required
for medium size, or 4 years, three and three-
fourths yards of twenty-four-inch material,
or two yards of thirty-six-inch material.
Price of pattern for this dress is ten cents

* LMOST all the new skirts now are in draped effect. Even the

/\ tailor-made suit skirt shows some suggestion of drapery,

r^k while the afternoon and evening costumes have decided
A drapery both in the front and back. The skirt illustrated on
this page (pattern No. 2256) is just enough draped to be very grace-

ful. It is suitable for a number of different materials, and this

les.son tells just how to make it. The pattern No. 2256, Draped Skirt

With or Without Inset, is cut in seven sizes, for 22, 24, 26, 28, 30, 32

and 34 inch waist measures. The pattern envelope contains six

pieces, which are lettered as follows : the right side of front E, the

left side of front M, the back H. the inset I, the trimming-band N
and the belt A. These letters are perforated through the different

parts of the pattern to identify them and make it impossible for

anyone to confuse one piece for another.
You will have to be particularly careful about cutting out the

skirt, because it is not cut double like most skirts. The pattern is

given for both sides of the front (which are entirely different), and
only one piece is to be cut for each side. It would be a good idea

to smooth all the wrinkles from the tissue and then place the pat-

terns of the two fi'outs flat on the table. Place them so the front

edges with the two notches face each other. Then write on the side

of the pattern that is up, "this side up." You will know when you
are placing the pattern

No. 2301

No. 2307—Box-Plaited One-Piece
Dress with Hat

2 to 12 years. Material for 8 yesiTS, three and
one-half yards of thirty-two-inch material, with
three eighths of a yard of twenty-seven-inch
material for hat and three eighths of a yard
for facing. Price of this pattern is ten cents

on the material that
the marked side must
be up, and then you
cannot possibly make a
mistake in cutting.

Place these pieces with
the line of large round perforations
in each piece lengthwise of the goods.

The inset, band and belt are
placed on the material in the same
manner. Lay the back with the edge
marked by triple crosses (XXX) on
a lengthwise fold of the material.

Be sure to mark all the little per-

forations and cut out the notches
carefully before removing the pattern-

pieces from the material.
To Make the Skirt : First form

the plaits in the fronts by placing

each cross on the large round perfora-

tion directly above it. There are
four plaits in each front. They are
of irregular depth. Baste the under
edges of the plaits closely to the front

edge to make an even
seam line on each side.

Now join the fronts

and join the back to the
fronts as notched. Fin-

ish a placket at the left

side of back seam as
far as the single notch.

No. 2301—Nightgown
with Front Yoke: Sleeves

in Two Styles

32. 36. 40 and 44 bust. Ma-
terial for 36-inch bust, three
and seven-eighths yards of

forty-four-inch material. For
three-quarter sleeves, one-
fourth yard more of forty-four-
inch material will be required.
Price of this pattern, ten cents

Form the plaits in the back by bringing the lines of triangle
perforations together. Baste on these lines, and press flat. If you
care to do so, you can stitch these plaits flat about six inches down
from the top. Join the skirt to the belt as notched, and fasten at
the left side of the back under the plait. Finish the plaits in front
with a fancy ornament.

To Make the Skirt with Inset : Cut away the fronts at the
lines of small round perforations, and face the edges of the opening.
Have the facing about one and one-half inches wide, and hem it

back b3' hand so the stitches do not .show.

Now place the inset on the under side of the skirt, bringing the
lines of small round perforations in the inset to the edges of the
skirt opening. Sew securely to position.

Arrange the band in front, bringing the center line of round
perforations to the seam. Triple perforations indicate the front
edge of the band and the inset. Slip-stitch the band securely to

the right side of the front, and button the end over the plaits. If

you want to open this band-trimmed skirt in front, you can do so
by finishing a placket in the front seam. The placket should be ten
or twelve inches long, and will be concealed by the band. When
the skirt is opened in front you will, of course, omit the back placket
and stitch the back seam on the left side from belt to lower edge.

You can give the

No. 2303—Short-Sleeved Waist with
Flat Collar

32 to 40 bust. Material for 36-inch bust, one and
one-half yards of thirty-six-inch material, three
eighths of a yard of thirty-six-inch lace for collar
»nd cuffs, and one-fourth yard of thirty-inch silk

for girdle. The price of this pattern is ten cents

No. 2304—Five-Gored Skirt with
Foot Band

!2 to 30 waist. Material for 26-inch waist, three
tnd three-fourths yards of thirty-six-inch mate-
ial, with one-half yard for band. Width in medium
ize, two and one-fourth yards. Pattern, ten cents

effect of an inset with-
out cutting away the
skirt and arranging
the inset on the under
side, by just braiding
the fronts between the

line of small round perforations. A
simple design in soutache braid would
be satisfactory.
When this braiding is used, an at-

tractive finish may be given by braid-
ing the band in the same design. If
you use contrasting material for the
inset, the band may be of the same
fabric, or of the material of the skirt
and just piped.
The skirt without an Inset may

have the front seam open from three
to eight inches to show a petticoat of
bright-colored satin.

/^RDER patterns from the nearest of

^""^the three following pattern depots:
Pattern Department, Farm and Fireside,

381 Fourth Avenue, New
York; Pattern Depart-
ment, Farm and Fireside,

Springfield, Ohio; Pat-
tern Department, Farm
and Fireside, 1554 Cali-

fornia Street, Denver,
Colorado

No. 2256—Draped Skirt With or Without Inset

22 to 34 inch waist. Material for 26-inch waist, four yards of thirty-six-inch material, with three

fourths of a yard of contrasting material for inset Width of skirt at bottom, m medium size,

two and one-eighth yards. The price of this adaptable skirt pattern « ten cents

Copyright, 1913, by The Crowell Publishing Company

No. 2287—Bretelle Waist: Three-
Quarter Sleeves

32 to 46 bust. Material for 36-inch bust, two and
one-eighth yards of thirty-six-inch material, five

eighths of a yard of thirty-six-inch lace or em-
broidery and five eighths of a yard of contrasting

material. The price of this pattern is ten cents

No. 2288—Five-Gored Skirt: Plain
Front Panel

22 to 36 waist. Material for 26-inch ,vaist, three

and three-eighths yards of thirty-six-inch material.

Width of skirt in medium size, two and one-fourth

yards. The price of this pattern is ten cents
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"Who Wants to Cook in Hot
Weather, Anyway?"

"There! there's something you can make
for Rob and the children, and without cook-
ing. Who wants to cook in hot weather, any-
way? Jell-O doesn't have to be cooked. Isn't

it lovely ? And, just think, only ten cents!

"

desserts are not only easy
to make and "lovely," but
they are the Snest of sum-
mer dishes.
In hot weather you find

your appetite craves some-
thing different—.=?omething
pleasantly tang>' or tart

—

something that will taste
good and "hit the spot."
Fruit itself does not sat-

isfy that peculiar craving
as cool, sparkling, deli-

cious, fruity Jell-O does.
Seven flavors of Jell-O:

Strawberry, Raspberry,
Lemon, Orange, Cherry,
Peach, Chocolate.
Each in a separate pack-

age, 10 cents, at any gro-
cer's or general storekeep-
er's.

The famous "Six
Cooks"Recii>eBook
will be sent free to
all who write and
ask us for it.

THE GENESEE PURE FOOD
CO., Le Roy, N. Y., and

Bridgeburg, Can.
The name Jell-O is on
everj' package in big red
letters. If it isn't there, it

isn't Jell-O.

UBERAL INCOME FOR HUSTLERS
A liberal income is guaranteed to

the right sort of workers. Such
are some of the inducements for

you to handle the biggest money-
making offer ever made by a farm
journal. A fine opportimity for

energetic young men and women.
Experience not necessary. You
must act at once.

Department of Agents

Farm and Fireside, Springfield,Ohio

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

ICIeanGef and beantlfles the haff.

Ipromotei % Inroriant growth.

INever Pails to Heatore Gray
I H:air to its Toutliral Color,
|Prevents hair faUing-.

50c. and Sl.W at Dmggists.

fAGENTS $35 TO $75 A WEEK INCOME.
Kew invention. Scrubs, takes up water.

I
Iio wringing, no cloths, less work. Big sales—big pro*

^fits. Exclusive territory. ViTrite today. Specialtenns.

rPIRRUNG MFG. CO., Dept. 266, Chicaso, III.

PLAYER-PIANOS APPEAL TO ALL
LOVERS OF GOOD MUSIC

Write for Catalogue boston, mass.

DAISY FLY KILLER t
ared anyirhcre, at*

acts and kills all flies.

Neat, clean. ornaiiieDt-
at, convoDiont, cheap.
Lasts all season. Uade
of metal, caD't spill or
tip over; will not soUor
injure anything. Ouar-
antced effective. Sold
bj d(^alers>orG8ent by
express prepaid for $1.

lUKOUl SOMERS,
ISO OoKalli Arc,
Rrooklyn, .>.V,

Un p THIS WONDERFUL rnrr
i t DISHWASHER rKElIi

FOR THIRTY DAYS
This is the Kitchenette Family Dish-
wa?iDer—the machine that will wash
and sterilize the dishes used by any
family in a few minutes. No need to
put your hands in water.
The Kitchenette Dishwash-
er doefl the work. It Is so
easy and simple that a rhlld >--v

can use It and It Is rigidly
guaranteed.

Every Hou.sekecpcr should
have one at once. We don't
ask you to buy It until you
have used it for 30 days and
provetl toyourownsatlafac'
tion that It wUl do the work.
Tlie KitchenetteDishwasher ha«
bMD tested and approved by
the Qood HousekeepiDf Initi-
tuto o( New York City.

W« ablp j»u s Kltcben«tt« IMshwuhcr with frvlKht pr«psld.'*UM II for 30
Aaji, tbca If jtu wsDt It, t«k« s4ruit»c« of th« r**h disMUBt or pay on oar
•ulMt of eftty payment plaos. If not u rapreicnttd «^ will Uk« It back at
•or rxp^DM.

Week-Day Dinners on the Farm

CART-DAVIS CO . Inc., 42 Pearl St., Bnilalo, N T., Dept. U-I
P1»u« Mod iM eoiapUt* lDroraiatlo& about tb« B.it«b«natit FaioUy Pith-

vasbvr, »itb fol pariUuUrt sf youf fr«« trUI off«f.

By Jessie V. K. Burchard

IN
COMPILING these menus I have

tried to make the meals simple ia
preparation, nourishing and satisfy-

ing. There is so much extra work for
the farm housewife in the spring, and
the men folks bring such phenomenal ap-
petites in from the fields, that it often
seems to the distracted mistress of the
kitchen that she hardly gets time to draw
a full breath from daylight till dusk.
On the first Monday the ham steaks

are cut about an inch thick, placed iu an
iron .spider and covered with boiling
water ; a close-flttiag lid is put on the
pan, and the meat slowly steamed for
half an hour or longer. Then the lid is

removed, and the meat browned.
Creamed potatoes and spinach make

good accompaniments for this. I won-
der if everyone knows this easy and
successful way of preparing spinach.
After it is thoroughly washed and picked
over, put it into a saucepan, with no
more water than clings to the leaves.

Place over a moderate heat, and stir

often. As soon as it is heated through,
it will require only a few minutes to

cook. Let drain in a sieve, then return
to the pan, and season with salt and
pepper, butter and a little thick cream.
This will be a bright green color, and

In the average farm home dinners are given
an unnecessary amount of variety, entailing
endless work for the housewife. The dinner
menus on this page are contributed by Mrs.
Jessie V. K. Burchard,^an expert and practical
housekeeper with a thorough knowledge of
new, scientific methods. The meals suggested
are simple and easily prepared, yet contain all

the nourishment needed by working men and
women and are thoroughly satisfying. Mrs.
Burchard will be a regular contributor to our
columns, furnishing recipes for dishes that
are both wholesome and good to eat.

1

Monday
Ham Steaks

Spinach Creamed Potatoes
Huckleberries and Cream

Tuesday
Chicken Stew with Dumplings

Cole-Slaw Potatoes Boiled in Their Skins
Strawberry Pie

Wednesday
Scalloped Macaroni with Meat
Mashed Carrots and Turnips

Lettuce-and-Egg Salad Rothe Gruetze

Thursday (Oven Dinner)
Meat Loaf Potatoes Baked with Meat

Scalloped Tomatoes
Blackberry Roly-Poly

Friday
Salmon Loaf, Drawn Butter

Boiled Potatoes Creamed Early Cabbage
Cherry Puffs

The Salmon Loaf is a good dish for Friday's dinner

retains all its own good flavor, and when
garnished with halves of hard-boiled
eggs it looks nearly as good as it tastes.

The huckleberries are merely washed
and picked over carefully, and are de-

licious served with sugar and cream.
On Tuesday the chicken may be cooked

in the fireless cooker or on the back of

the stove. Before serving bring it to a
brisk boU, add drop dumplings, and cook
ten minutes longer.

My idea in suggesting pie for dessert

now and then is, first, that it is always
a popular dessert with men, and, second,

that a few pies may be made on baking
day and kept in a cool placQ, to t)e served
occasionally through the week.
On Wednesday the remains of both

chicken and ham are to be put through
the chopper and mixed with left-over

gi-avy. Fill a buttered baking-dish with
alternate layers of boiled macaroni and
the meat mixture, let the top layer be of

buttered crumbs, and bake about half an
hour in a moderate oven.

Carrots may be boiled in their skins,

like Ijeets, then cold water run over them
a moment, and the skins will slip ofE

readily. Mashed with an equal quan-
tity of boiled turnips, and well seasoned
with salt, pepper and butter, they are
very good. A salad of lettuce and slices

of hard-boiled eggs, with a plain boiled

dressing, is seasonable and very ac-

ceptable.
On Thursday the entire dinner, with

the exception of the pudding, is to be

baked in the oven. The meat loaf is

made of a pound of round steak, a pound
of veal and a quarter of a pound of salt

pork, all ground together. Add several

handfuls of stale bread, soaked in cold

water and squeezed very dry, two eggs,

a little finely chopped parsley, salt and
pepper to taste. Form into a loaf, cover

with thin slices of bacon, and bake in a
moderate oven for nearly two hour.s. The
potatoes should be pared, parboiled for

twenty minutes and baked in the pan
with the meat for the last hour.
The salmon loaf for Friday is made

like the meat loaf, substituting for the

moat two small cans of salmon, adding
a little milk if the mixture .seems dry
and steaming for an hour, instead of

baking. ISoil the cabbage (you may do
it overnight in the fireless cooker if you
like), put it in a buttered pan in laj'ers

with a thick cream .^iauce, cover with
buttered crumbs, and brown in the oven.
There is no better way to cook the

tongue for Saturday than in the fireless

cooker. The summer kale is cooked about
half an hour, with a small piece of bacon.
On the ,secoud Monday the .salt pork is

cut into .slices alwut half an inch thick,

boiling water is poured over them and
drained off, then they are rolled in flour

and fried till very cri.sp and brown. Pour

Saturday
Boiled Tongue

Mashed Potatoes Summer Kale
Raspberry Pie

Monday
Pried Salt Pork with Cream Gravy
Baked Potatoes Peas

Lemon Pie

Tuesday
Baked Ham

Baked Macaroni in Cream Sauce
String-Beans Blackberry Mush

Wednesday
StufEed Round Steak Boiled Potatoes

Lettuce-and-Cucumber Salad
Cherry Pie

Thursday
Sliced Cold Ham

Italian Macaroni Corn on the Ear
Raspberries and Cream

Frida^
stuffed Cabbage

Scalloped Potatoes Spring Salad
Baked Custard

Saturday
Scalloped Ham and Eggs

Potato Pu£C Spinach
Huckleberry Pie

pepper, butter, parsley and, if liked,
little chopped onion. Spread this st
fin>r on the steak, roll it up, and secur
with small skewers or wooden tooth
picks. Put the meat in a casserole or
deep earthen dish, add a little water, an
ba ke in a slow oven three or four hour
or unto perfectly tender. A little mor
water may be added from time to tim'
if needed, and when the steak is done, i

sliould be lifted to a platter, and grav.
made In the casserole.
With the cold slic-ed ham on Thursday

Italian macaroni is nice. Boil macaro
or spaghetti, and let it drain. Take
large spoonful of bacon fat. and melt 1

in a frying-pan. cut up a couple of onio
very fine, and fry to a golden brown
the fat, being careful not to let the
burn. Now stir in a level spoonful o
flour, and mix thoroughly, then add th
thin part of a can of tomatoes, an
should the sauce seem too thick after i

cooks, a little water may be added t

thin it. Season with salt and pepper,
good pinch of cloves and some paprik
put in the macaroni, and heat tho
oughly. Many people like the additio"
of grated cheese, but it is very go
without it.

The stuffed cabbage for Friday
originally a German dish, and is ec
nomical as well as palatable, for th
remnants of the steak and scraps o
the baked ham may be used to make th"
stufiing. Take a large, fine head of ca"
bage, wash and trim it, and parboil it

salted water for ten minutes. Then r
move it to a sieve, and let drain thor
oughly. Carefully lay the outside layer
back without breaking, and with a sha~
knife cut out all the heart. Have read
a good forcemeat of the chopped mea
the stufiing of the steak, some soak
bread, as in the meat loaf, an egg, ad
any gravy there may be to moisten 1

season nicely, and stuff the space in th
center of the cabbage. Then lay th
leaves back, one by one, putting some o
the forcemeat betw^een, and when all ar
in place fasten the cabbage compactl
into its original shape with skewers o
wooden toothpicks, or tie it firmly wit'
string, and cook in a steamer over boil

ing water until the cabbage is thoroughl
done. Drain, and serve with drawn but
ter, or alone, if preferred.
The potatoes to scallop should be sli

thin and parboUed for three minute"
Drain, and put in layers in a butter
baking-dish, seasoning each layer wit
salt and pepper, some dots of butter an
some chopped onion or celery, or hot'

Pour enough milk in to nearly cover th
potatoes, and bake, closely covered, f
done, then remove the cover, and alio

the potatoes to brown.
To make the -spring salad, cut lettu

leaves into ribbons with the scissor

slice red radishes thin, and cut gree
onions into small pieces. Mix all wit
a good dressing, sprinkle with choppe
parsley, and serve.

On Saturday put through the chop
any fragments of ham that are still r

maintng. boU some eggs hard, and mak
a good white sauce. Butter a bakin

Stuffed Cabbage is a German dish

off .some of the fat in the pan, mix flour

with the rest to form a paste, and add
enough rich milk to make a nice gravy.

The finest baked ham is not boiled

first, but is soaked overnight, and in the
morning dried and nicely trimmed. Make
a dough of flour and water, roll it to an
inch thick, lay the ham on it, and cover
well with the i)aste, pinching the edges
tight together. Bake in a moderate oven
for five or six hours. The skin will come
off with the dough, and the meat will be
ji.icy and delicious. The string-beans
should be cooked with a little piece of
bacon, and must be well cooked—an hour
is none too long.

On Wednesday have a large thin piece

of round steak. Prepare a good bread
Stuffing, seasoned nicely with salt and

dish, put in a la.ver of sauce, then a layi

of ham, then another laj'er of sauce. th<

one of eggs cut up fine, and so on till th(

dish is full, letting the last layer be o

sauce. Cover with buttered crumbs, an
bake in a moderate oven for half aJ

hour. The potato puff is made of mash
potatoes with Imaten yolks of eg
added ; .season, and fold in the whites o

the eggs beaten to a very stiff frott

Pile lightly into a baking-dish, and brown
in the oven.

It has been my idea that when t

oven is to be used for one dish it is ea

to plan another, or even two, to be bak
at the same time. Frequently left-ove

may be used for supper, and in a su^
sequent article some supper menus witt

be given, also ideas for simple breakfas
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ARE GUARANTEED

Cover Design

"The Invitation" is the title of tie
nest covejr, and the title expresses ex-

actly what the cover pictures and
talks about. Whether or not you have
taken a vacation this year, last year
or for several years, this cover vnil

appeal to you.

Special Articles

This issue the Old Settlers teU their

stories. In the next iasue those who
are looking for homes or who have
looked for homes in new lands will tell

of their home-seeking succ-esses and
failures. There wUl also appear an
illustrated story of how electricity is

made valuable on the farm—perhaps
we should say how electricity is pos-

sible for farm work. At this time,

too little of this power is employed
on the average farm.

The Headword Shop

Headwork Shop ideas never decrease
in number as long as farming remains
profitable. Profitable farming means
the use of the head to save the feet.

The horseshoe contest which closed

several days ago is now being c-onsid-

ered by the editors, and in the neaj
future you may look for an interesting

page from these letters.

Crops and Soils

One writer states that the hay-tedder
has been of very great value to him

;

in the next issue he tells why. An-
other writer gives his experience dur-

ing the thrashing season. These
experiences have in them a great deal

of value from the practical standpoint.

Farm Nate*

Dynamite can be used on the farm to

greater advantage if a working knowl-
edge of the explosive is possessed.

One reader who has used dynamite
adds his experience to the knowledge
of otiiers. Another writer of experi-

ence tells of a device which can be
used for many purposes on the farm.
He thus gives another way to use
power on the farm.

Garden and Orchard

It is now time to begin plantring for

the greenhouse work of the coming
season. For that reason some prin-

ciples affecting greenhouse work will

be presented in this department in the
issue of August 2d.

Not Too Late •

The third instalment of onr serial, "In
Frontenac Cave," appears in this is-

sue, but it is not too late to begin
reading it if you have not already be-

gun. What or who carried the rope
belonging to the Captain and Judson
so far, and who was it Judson stum-
bled over in the Star Chamber? It

<>ught to have been one of the Liver-
jKMil gang, but it seemed rather to be
an enemy of theirs. There will be
another instalment of the story, even
more exciting, in the next issue of

Fakm and Fudesiiie.

Recipe*

There was onoc a littie girl who said

that she liked "fluffy" desserts. Mrs.
Burchard has prepared some fluffy

peach recipes for all who agree with
her.

Faihiom

Miss Gould will Bhow us how to dresK
cwiUy and yet l<Kik oirr daintiest. Bya-
line Holbrook will tell us how to cro-

chet light caps for babies.

For Our ChiUrm

And the children shall read of the
crown which Mundy wore when she
earned her ticket to the circus.

Sunday Tkoa^

For the quiet hour of Sunday there
will be some thoughts about the power
of pcrwjnal influence, and Dr. John
Clarke Hill will talk to us about the
"Ooypol of Mirth."

Just as soon as progress in any line starts, we develop

A Parting people in two lines. The people who want progress

of the Ways loo^ forward to new things develop into progres-

sives. The i)eople that have pretty good cards in the

present game and are doing pretty well now, thank you, look at their hands
and say, "We stand pat I" That is, they become standpatters.

That's what is happeniu^in the poultry htisiaess. The poiiltry "fanciers"

are dividing into progres-sives and standpatters. Thgy have been breeding

—

most of them—on the theory that fine feathers make fine hirds. They have
been fiddling and fooling with problems of 'double mating" and "single mating,"

of exhibition birds judged pui-ely on their outward appearance, of the expedi-

ency of breeding for feathers only, or of letting the idea of utility seep in on
the side.

And now they are confronted by the fact that the utUlty breeders of

Australia and Elagland have been breeding for laying, and have beaten them

—

as, of course, they would do, if breeding for a particular thing is stu-er to get

it than breeding for something else.

The egg-laying contests in Missouri and Connecticut have developed these

facts. And now comes Mr. Eobinson of Farm Poultry, ptiblished in Boston,

in an editorial, entitled "Cut the Laying Competitions Out." He says nothing

very definite against the egg-laying contests, but a good deal that is indefinite.

"A laying competition at an agricultural college or experiment station," says

this editor, "is a sad spectacle—a degradation of high functions to superfluous

work, of large facilities to trivial matters, and a prostitution of service that

shotild be on a strictly educational and scientific basis for the exploitation of

individual interests."

People
Want Eggs

superfluous thing.

Just the opposite, Mr. RobiDsonl The breeding of

chickens for feathers and conformation is the trivial

thing. The present methods of judging and growing
fowls to please the eyes only of the "fanciers" is the

The expenditure of public money and the energies of

experiment-station workers on these things is the real prostitution of high
ftmctions and large facilities.

No work of a higher scientifie character or of more general utility has
ever be«i done in ijoultrj than that of Dr. Raymond Pearl of the Maine
station. He has taught the world how extraordinary laying qualities are
inherited. He has -given us working plans for improving the laying qualities

of our poultry. Nothing that has ever been done in grain-breeding, or any
other plant Improvement is more important economically. And the laying
contefsts are to be the forums in which the correctness of these principles are
to he established by incontrovertible statisties.

Of coTU-se it is easy to see why the standpatters in breeding otdect to all

this. It puts their whole system of breeding up in the air. It blazons before
the world the fact that was stated in these eoltnnns years ago, that there is

only one breed of fowls in this coimtry that has been properly bred—and It

has been bred for fighting, and not for laying.

Doctor Pearl's work shows that "mass selection" in

Individual building up a laying flock leads nowbere. It has to

Selection Counts ^ individual selection. I don't know of any breed
of any sort of animal which has reached great excel-

lence in any respect toy mass selection—that is, just selecting the best indi-
viduals out of the mass w-ithout reference to their i)edigree6. Certainly the
breeding of hens from the best layers at the Maine station without regard to
pedigree of the Individual fowls did no good, though carried on for ten years.

Pearl showed, too, that the ability to lay an extraordinary number of eggs
is inherited by a hen from its grandmothers through its sire. And feathers,
comb, strut, beak and other points in oiu: so-called "judging" have nothing to
do with it.

The fact is that the American pin-e-bred hen is on trial in the laying
contests—and she is being convicted. She is a beautiful creattu-e, and she is

a better layer, if of a laying breed, than a scrub. But I challenge the breeders
of pm-e-bred laj-iag breeds of poultry to show that their hens are able to lay
an egg per year more than the same strains of laying jwultry were in the habit
of laying forty years ago.

If their progress has been in feathers and shape only, and not in egg-laying,
then the whole system of breeding has been a failure from a utility standpoint.

There are probably five htmdred peojile now engaged
Beauty ^ laying the foundation of new flocks of poultry bred

or Utility ? scientifically according to the rules which have been
found necessary in breeding horses, cattle, dogs and

all other finely developed animals—through individual pedigrees tracing
descent to ancestors possesHing the quality bred for—^in this case the ahiBty
of the hens to lay an extraordinary number of eggs. In a few years the
breeders who still breed for feathers and shaite will be outclassed by those
who breed for only one thing—eggs. There will )ie record-books as closely kept
as those of the horse and other live-stock breeders.

Of course this will set up new conditions which the present breeders wiD
have to face. Manj- of them are already facing it. The most of them are
trying to keep their birds up to exhibition standard as to outward apiiearance,
and at the same time breed for eggs from extraordinary laying strains, and
with Individual pedigrees. Maybe they can suc<;eed. If they do. they win bave
done a fine thing in breetling. But I think It hi safe to predict that out of the
laying contests, and out of the principles of heredity established by Doctor
Pearl and others, will c.nne Ijreeds of laying bens, the breeders of which will
Iiay no more attention to color and conformation than do fhe breeders of the
Pit fiamee. But they wiD lay.

The fanners are interested in better laying—whether the heras doing It
have any leathers at all or not
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Creamex'y butter made at the Glenwood Federal

Substation in Hawaii sells at an average price of

fiftyrflve cents per pound. As the amount manu-
factured does not supply the demand even at that

price, a co-operative organization is being formed by
Havs^aiian dairymen to build a larger plant and take

over the business on the co-operative plan. The fed-

eral creamery was built primarily for demonstration

"purposes. Now a greater output is needed.

The Value of the Small Farm

THE excitement over the alien land situation

points to other features of land tenure than alien

ownership. In May the Honorable Thomas U.

Sisson, Repre.sentative from Mississippi, spoke before

the House on the treaty-making powers of the Govern-

ment and sounded three well-formed convictions in as

many sentences. He said

:

Next to the alien ownership of all of the land in the
United States, the most dangerous condition would be
the corporate ownership of our land.s.

The land should be preserved for the honest settler,

and tho.se of us who now own lands should not be per-

mitted to dispose of them except to individuals who
expect to farm the lands themselves or have it done
under their specific direction.

It is the history of every country that where land is

divided up into .small farms, and the man that tills the
soil owns it, that country is happy and prosperous.

The tendency of this generation is toward the corpo-

rate ownership of farm lands—the intense industrial

spirit is back of that tendency. - But with the advent

of the large farm the farm home disappears, farm life

is snuffed out, and we have in its place a big "system"

which for the time being may be able to show satis-

factory financial results, but which will ultimately

mean both financial dis.satisfaction and social unrest.

The -small farm well tilled leads to a contented com-

munity ; the large farm, even if well cared for, cannot

receive the care it should : it results in a complete

loss of community life and pride.

A "Boost" for Permanent Floors

EVERY farmer who has kept stock on decaying

wood floors and has tried to prevent the seeping of

liquid manure and the continuous putrefaction of the

filt!) beneath the flooring knows how impossible it is

to keep a dairy barn, a horse-stable, hog-house or other

stock-quarters from smelling to heaven, so long as the

ordiuai'y wood floors remain.

Heretofore the imsanitary wood or earth floors

have received .strong objections and criticism, but the

actual money loss sustained from the escape of fer-

tility has been mostly estimate and conjecture. Now
some convincing testimony in favor of more permanent

forms of flooring is available.

Investigation in connection with feeding steers car-

ried on by the Ohio Experiment Station has demon-

strated that the value of the manure for each animal

was more than four dollars greater when the feeding

was done on cement floors than when earth floors were

employed. The result would be practically the same
were the floors plank if the seepage of the liquid

manure were eventually lost through chemical changes

and other avenues of escape. The loss would, -of course,

be much less where the animals are kept under cover

and bedding is freely used, thus allowing the mass to

be packed into a thick stratum during the winter

season.

To make the application clear, the farmer who feeds

only a dozen steers could afford to hire eight hundred
dollars annually at six per cent, interest and provide

a cement-covered floor and yard rather than lose forty-

eight dollar.s' worth of fertility by feeding his animals
on an earth floor. A feeder of twenty-ffve or fifty

head of animals on earth or leaky wood floors lose.s, in

plant-food, the price of a good barn in a few years' time.

Finger-Prints and Clean Food
DAIRYMEN and milk-dealers of Philadelphia who

attended the lectures given by Dr. C. Y. White,

the city's chief bacteriologist, have learned to their

discomfiture the doctor's finger-print test for dirt and
will hereafter go better prepared for the test.

In a recent meeting Doctor White had each man
who was in the audience touch a sterile plate covered

VTith a material on which bacteria readily grow, and a

few days later showed the results to the same men.

The plates were in every case covered with a growth

of fungus and bacteria which had developed from the

contamination of the first touch.

Three contagious diseases—typhoid -fever, scarlet

fever and diphtheria—have been traced directly to

milk-supplies. But any kind of contamination, whether

of ^bntagious nature or not, makes milk a poorer food.

Clean hands, which mean not only free from dirt,

but free from dust and sweat as well, go a long way
toward clean milk and clean food. And let us be

as particular about the things we sell as the things

we use at home, and vice versa. The result will

be healthier communities and gi-eater satisfaction.

PiR. T. N. CARVER stands for a present-day
movement of great importance. Doctor Carver

is Director of the Rural Organization Service of the

United States Department of Agriculture.

The rureJ-life problems of to-day are known pretty

generally because of the publicity given that phase
of our development since the report of the Country
Life Commission several years cigo.

Doctor Carver and his workers are going to strike

at some of the fimdamentals. He says that his work
will not aim to uphft the farmer; the farmer is ca-

pable of taking care of himself, providing he has the

necessary information in his possession. The Rural
Organization Service proposes to make available that
information. If genuine facts can be spread among
the farmers "the percentage of failure of farmers' or-

ganizations," said Doctor Carver to Farm and Fire-

side, "can be greatly reduced. Organization for

organization's sake is the poorest kind of a program,
but organization for a clear and worthy object is an
excellent program. The marketing of farm products
furnishes such, a clear and worthy object." Doctor
Carver does not intend to limit himself to this one
line of work, however. He is going to strike for

better methods of meeting the need for credit facili-

ties too. Of course the natural outcome will be
more people on the farms of our country; at least

more of the people that are there now will stay and
become satisfied and useful citizens. Doctor Carver
maintains that we ought to "increase the farmer's

prosperity as far as possible, and at the same time

so increase the attractiveness of country life that the

fanners would rather Uve in the country than in the

city." In other words, he does not place economic
betterment as the sole goal to work for. Better
farms must include better country life.

Denmark has among its many co-operative institu-

tions twenty-one rural electrical substations which
supply light and power to farms and rural commu-
nities. The stock in the company is apportioned

according to the amount of electrical fixtui-es on each
farm or in each village home. One share of stock is

allotted for every electric light, and ten shares for

every horse-power in motors. The regular central-

station rate is charged for the electricity, and the

co-operative plants earn over nine per cent, on the

capital invested.

The Farmer's Crop-Guards

THE recent passage of the Weeks-McLean law by
Congress providing federal protection for birds

marks an important recognition of what our bird life

can accomplish for agriculture.

Comparatively few people sufliciently realize what it

means to have a thousand or two active, keen-eyed

guards on each farm working from sun to sun
throughout the crop-growing season to save the crops

from in.sect destruction.

If search were made through orchards, windbreaks,

hedgerows, pastures, meadows and home grounds on
almost any farm where birds have been protected and
encouraged, a hundred or so birds' nests would proba-

bly be found during the young-rearing season. These
would represent at least a possibility of a thousand
craws constantly clamoring for insect food during

every hour of the long midsummer days.

As examples of bird appetites : a scarlet tanager

has been seen to eat thirty-five gipsy-moths per minute
for thirty-five consecutive minutes; and many of the

warblers have a capacity to consume thousands of

plant-lice or similar small insects every hour in the

day.

In view of these figures a moment's reckoning will

show what a numerous bird population will do for any
farm thu.s protected.

Our bird life has had to undergo extraordinary

changes of environment dm-ing the past few genera-

tions. Changes that have made almost a revolution

in the conditions under which many of them had
existed for uncounted ages.

The clearing of our vast timbered areas has made
orchard and park residents of scores of varieties of

birds that were formerly denizens of the virgin forests.

Among these are the great families of warblers, vireos,

most of the thrushes, fly-catchers, woodpeckers, and
others.

This shifting of the haunts of these birds is for the

most part a distinct gain to the farmer, since most of

the varieties mentioned and many other former wood-

dwellers depend almost entirely on destructive insects

for subsistence.

Another sweeping change effected by the settlement

and cultivation of the prairies and plains was the

interruption of the .young rearing of the many varieties

that nested on the ground. The quail, prairie-chickens,

larks, sparrows and bobolinks well illustrate this class

of ground-nesting birds. Settlement of this vast terri-

tory brought with it constant destruction of bird life

from hunters both for game and plumage. But an

even greater loss of bird life now results from the

millions of marauding cats and dogs disti-ibuted wher-

ever man has settled. It is safely within bounds to

say that more than half the eggs and young of the

ground-nesting and orchard-nesting birds are now
destroyed every year by cats and dogs in all thickly

populated rural sections and a larger proportion ia

towns and villages.

Now that we have federal authority for better pro-

tection of birds in addition to some valuable state

laws for the same purpose, these guardians of our

crops can be made a power for crop protection. Game

laws will as.sist if the farmer has a voice in their

enactment and enforcement after he has made him-

self intimately acquainted with the birds themselves.
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Friendly Letters from Old Settlers

Nothing Impxjssible in the Old Days
By Exlward P. Owen

HOW little, it is true, does one half of the world
know how the other half is living: Wh:\t
would in the East be considered a definite

impossibility Ls the every-day commouplace of

the West. The word "impossible" seems to be thrown
overboard as an unnecessary nuisance in crossing the
MLssouri River.

If anyone should- have told me. while living in our
comfortable eight-room hou.se in Connecticut, that our
family of live would put in its tirst winter out West
in a leaky fourteen-by-sixteen-foot log cabin, I should
certainly have considered it an Lmpos.sibllity. And yet
that statement would be only a part of the whole
truth. We more than once entert;»ined guests in our
fourteen-b.v-sixteeu-foot "palace." and our third daugh-
ter, who is in no way inferior to her Connecticut
sLsters, was born in that selfsame cabin.
The birthdaj- of the aforesaid "No. .3" was a strenu-

ous day. That nioruiug I drove ten miles to preach at
a country schoolhouse. returning at 1 p. m. for dinner.
At a P. M. I conducted another meetbig about a mile
from home. At 5 :;iO p. m. I was driving for the doctor.
At 7:.30 P. If. all troubles were over, and I was on my
way to the church for the evening service. Twenty-
five mUes of driving, three church .services and all

neces.sary arrangements for the arrival of a new mem-
ber of the family would be a well-filled day from an
older settlement standiK)int.

Neces.sity is known to be the mother of invention,
and on the frontier the opening for expedients of all

kinds are unlimited. The deacon of our church and
his brother, each of them fine men but poor, when
through filing on their quarter-section of land foiuid
their net cash balance was the vast sum of §15, apiece,
with which to build houses for families of five and .six

respectively. Two dugouts were the result, neither
one stylish, but both sufficient for the neces-sities of a
settler accustomed to roughing it.

The deacon, at the end of three short years, died of
lung trouble acquired in an eastern State, but liis

widow with her throe little boys "made good," and
both families are still on their homesteads.

I'overty is no barrier to succ-essful homesteading in
the West. In fact, the rule is notable that those who
come with the least capital in a few j-ears have not
only struggled to their feet, but have surpassed their
more fortunate neighbors. Tlie man who comes to a
new country' with a bank account finds many ways to
.sp -nd his money on things not strictly essential.

Tlie gi'eat temptation of the West, as indeed every-
where in the T'nited States, is to do things on too
gi-and a scale. Americans as a nation are apt to forget
that one acre well cared for will yield a greater net
profit than many acres negle<'ted, that one cow well
fed is a Ix^tter investment than ten stjirviug cows.

I Iiave l)een much jih-a.sed with an experiment tried

in the winter of lOll-lL'. when I was a stranger in a
new se<-tion of Colorado. The summer of 1911 was
considered the worst .season in the history of the
country. Feed was scarce and so high in price that
our regular milkman .said he could not afford to feed
<'ows and sell uillk at any price whatever. I was for-

tunate in buying a fairly good cow—not an exception-
ally heavy milker, but a good butter cow.

I i)roc-eeded to feed her about my Connecticut ration
of twenty yejirs ago: eight quarts of bran per day and
one quart of cotton.seed-meal and a moderate amount
of roughage (corn-fodder), and on keeping a lx)ok

a<'Count I found I was uiakini; uiy milk at an average
price of three cents i)er quart when milk Ls worth in
our town six to s<'ven «;nt.s.

Possibly I am the only person who is blanketing his
cow on cold days, and I am jHThaps the only one who
keeps hl.s cow stabled constantly, carr.ving water into
the stable on cold days, but I find it is Ixjst,

One m:ui in this same .section of country bought 1.500
head about the same time I bovight my one cow. He
has thus far lost (fX) head on account of Itelng short of
feo<l and almost totally witho\it shelter. There seems
to tje something alxmt the vast stretches of prairie
that tempts .-i man to <U> things on a grand scale, but
the balance of profits for the large scale Is often on the
wrong side of the ledger.

Reaping With the "Buzzard Wing"
By S. E. Baker

ABOUT my earliest recollect ion In a historical way
'"is of a great iKilltical canqiaii;n meotine. The
shout on all sides, of old and yoimg, was "TipiMfcanoe
and Tyler too." My father was in a delegation that
attended that great event. The tales told after their
return made a rte«'p imi)resston on this hoy. One was
of :in ox, st:indln^' on all fours, roasted of course, from
which they had lunche<l.

They hud the sjmrt, and General Harrison got the
volea. At that time I was only four yciirs of age and
dad In a suit of tow linen. If my repollwtion .serves
me cipirectly. every lioy was rtre.s,sed in a linen suit
madi- from horae-grf>wn flax.

When the flax caiue to projtcr age it was pulled uji
hy the roots, laid in small jilles to bleach or rot to
another stage, then gathered In and put through a

breaking process. Next it was hackled to get the
chives out, then put through other processes until

ready for the wheel on which it was spun into thread.
I had one lesson on the gi-ain-hook or .sickle, enough

to cut a finger half-way off. Progress of the age inter-

vened, and I did not become an exi)ert with the sickle

;

but it was not many years untU I could swing the
"buzzard wing" and keep my swath up with anyone,
also iu mowing grass with the scythe. I could handle
either of them, and was never better pleased than to

hear someone in the crowd "whet a banter." I could
and would answer it, and then it was cut, cut

All thus time progressive genius was at work, and
it finally laid our hand tools away. The old grain-
cradle and grass-scythe now hang in the barn. The
latter comes in quite handy for weeds in fence<-oniers,
but the former is scarcely ever taken down from its

hook.
I have always been face to face with hard work,

ily father .settled on a woodland farm in Ohio. Brtisli

and logs had to be removed ere we could make use of
the soil. Neighlwrs in those days were ever ready to
help because they, too, were dependent on us for help,
but I do think there was a more sociable disposition
in people then than there is to-day.

Pioneer Life in Michigan
By John Jackson ^

?yiT FATHER moved from New York State to Ottawa
^ * County, Michigan, in August, 1S46, with his wife
and four children. Among the latter was the writer,
then only three years of age.
A few scattered settlers had preceded us a few years

before, .so this section of the State was an almost
unbroken wilderness. My father bought 160 acres of
land for JJ80. All of this land was heavily timbered
witli maple, beech, elm, basswood and white oak.

After cutting and clearing away some of the timber,
with the aid of two or three settlers, and a saw, ham-
mer and ax, a rough log house was soon erected, into
which my parents moved their scanty household goods
before there was any floor, doors or windows. We
lived in this, way fot some time before my father
was able to get lumber from a distant mill to put in
a rough floor, some doors and two or three windows.

Before winter set in Father btiilt a log stable for his
ox team and one cow. The roof of this stable was
covered with what was called "shakes." The shakes
were nailed to straight ironwood poles, and when
properly put on made a fairly good roof.
The first tiling the early settler had to do was to

cut down and burn the timber. This was no easy job
when the timber was green, but it had to be done.
By working diligently early and late all the first

winter, when spring c-ame Father had quite a patch
cleared around the house. This was planted to corn
and a few potatoes. The corn was planted between
the green roots by striking a hoe into the ground,
tipping it backward and, after dropping in the corn,
removing the hoe and pressing the soU down over the
Corn witl) the foot.

The first winter, and in fact for two or three win-
ters, the oxen and cow or cows had to depend princi-
pally on "browze" for a living, and when the chopper
would fell a tree the cattle would quickly get into the
top and devour the fine moss and ends of the tender
blanches. In summer the cows and oxen. wh(Mi not
in use, roamed the forest, and sometimes would wan-
der a mile or t%vo away, so the pioneer had to listen
for the sound of the bell on his own stock, iu order
to tell in what direction to go to fin"* them.
But few of the pioneers were without rifles, as they

had to depend on the game in the forest for their
meat-su])[)ly, mostly the wild dix-r, which were very
plentiful. And there was no law to prevent their being
killed at any time. The wild pigeon, which is now
extinct, was often to l>e found iji summer on the
pioneer's table to add variety to his menger fare.
The maple-tree furnished the early setth-rs with all

the sugar and syruj) for family u.se. and I can even
now almost taste the delicious custard pies and cookies
my mother ased to make that were -sweetened with this
product of the forest.

The wants of the pioneers were very simiile. and it
was sometimes very difficult to even sui)i)ly these. One
or two calico dre.s.ses were wnsidei-ed stifli<ifnt for the
wife or moOier for a year, and such a thing as an
overcoat or ujidenlotlies for the father was not
tbouirht of beoiu.se they could not l)e afforded. We
children had to go barefoot at least six months of the
.vear. and as we slejit up-stairs it was no uncommon
thing to wake up In the morning with the l)ed covennl
with snow which had blown in through the cracks
din-inu the night.

Although my jMirents suffered many privations and
dlMomforts durins; their pioneer life, yet they were
always cheerful and hHi»py be<vni.se they were looking
forward to a better home and greater privileges and
comforts for them.selves and those deiK>ndeiit uixm
them. And while they lived to enjoy the re^iizjition
of their dearewt hoi)es for many years, yet I regret that
tlu?y could not live long enough to .s«'t; .som<' of the
wonderful things that liave now become so conim<»n hy
the use of electricity. Wh;it wonderful thinirs are
in store for the next generation no one can foresee.

Virginia in the Fifties

By S. Underwood
ABOUT the year 1S5S my fatier pui-cliased and moved
•'^onto forty acres of land near Walkersville, West
N'ii-giuia. It was then Virginia, as the State hadn't
been divided. The country was almost a wilderness.
One might ride for miles through the timber and not
see a hou.se. Still there were old settled places to be
found occasionally, but not much land cleared on them.
The people seemed to be content with little of this
world's goods.
The land was generally poor and hard to cultivate^

often hilly and ^ery «tony. Mast was plentiful some
years. Then the hogs got fat running at large. All
the farmer had to do in the fall of the year to have
a .supply of meat for the next twelve months was to
find Ms porkers. Those hogs often got very wild and
had to be himted with dogs and gun.
A small stream or creek ran through our place.

There was a little level laud Iwrdering it. This we
called the bottom. I ijresume there were between one
and two acres of it. After living out West several
years on tlie wide and level prairies and then going
back to visit relatives, this level land we prided our-
selves on owning looked about wide enough for a
good wagon-road.
The first few years in our new home we had to go

to mill on horseback, sometimes as far as ten miles,
through woods, and often the road wasn't much more
than a cattle-trail. The miller would take one eighth
of the grain for toll for grinding our grist The mills
were usually run by water-power, and the machinery
consisted mainly of a water-wheel and a pair of bur-
stones. There was but one pair of burs, and he vwuld
grind both wheat and corn on them, principally the
latter, for but little of the former was raised. Father
kept a few sheep, and Mother, with the help of us
cliildren. would c;ird and spin the wool into yarn and
weave it into cloth for our garments. Factory-made
clothing was costly, and few could afford to buy it
The young people of the neighborhood would have

parties at each other's houses in the fall and winter
months. The host for the evening would have apples
to pare and core. If the.se were scarce he might sub-
stitute something else to employ the guests for a short
time.

When the work was laid aside the fun would begin.
It generally- consisted of some little play to amuse one
another. Often. the visitors would .stay far into the
night. People were iioor, but generally honest and
hospitable.

After all the world isn't as unequally divided whea
it comes to ti'ue and real pleasure as some would ha\ e
us believe.

Old Settlers' Farm Machinery
By D. F. Smith

T WILT, tell you of the farm machinery with which I
* labored in my early boyhood davs. Mv first exiieri-jciien-
ence occurred when given a hoe made by a local black-
smith. It was of iron hammered thin, and with an
eye welded in the ui>per part, to which was fastened a
rough handle. It was a clumsy affair, and though the
dirt had to be cleaned from it fi-equently. it was a
decidetl success as a promoter of backache.
At twelve jears of age I was introduced to a plow

that for an exhauster of patience beat the hoe by
large margin. It was composed of a wooden beam, a"

w<H>den land-side and a wiwden mold-board, with an
iron point made by a local blacksmith. With a yoke
of oxen attached. I started to plow, and did manage
to keei) tlie unwieldly thing in tlie ground a part of
the time, but it was out of the ground much of the
time. The wooden mold-l>oard would load up with dirt
and often had to lie cleaned oflf.

Father came along and said I was not mucb^ of a
farmer and I did not know enough to plow, which was t

good news to my aching back and limbs. In order to ^
instruct me he took hold of the plow, bat in spite of
his struggles and superior knowledge and remarks
more pointed tliai^ I have given them the old plow
would dog with dirt and i)refer to slide along on the
surface instead of underground.

,
Father took the plow to a blacksmith and had the

outside of tlie mold-board covered with strap iron,
which was c-onsidered a wonderful improvement.
My first rake was a lu>avy, clum.sy affair with a

crotched stick for a handle, and my fork to pitch hay
was a crotched stick also. True, we had iron forks
made by local blnt-ksmith.s, not steel, but Ixiys were not '

allowe<l to u.se them, as the tines were easily bent, and
even men when pitching hay often had to straighten
them.

I
Our grain was cut with a hand sickle or mowed with

||

a common scythe, and was thrashed in the winter with
a flail consisting of a handle alniut five feet long and
a swingle three feet long attached with a leather strap.
Our first thrashing-machine was a cylinder firmly

fastened in the barn floor. A huge belt was attached
to it and extended out to a pulley attached to a three-
horsejKjwer in the yani. Tlie horses traveled in a
circle. It thrashed the grain well, but did not separate
It from the chaff ; that was done later by either band
fans or a fanning-mill.
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Making the Modern Barrel

How to Select the Different Grades of Barrels and Barrel Materials

By Leon Miller

THE barrel is an ancient as well as modern car-

rier. It was described in history four thousand
years ago. At any rate the barrel is our friend
and has proven itself one of the greatest factors

in commerce, because : it is strong, it is economical, it

protects its contents, it is sanitary, it is convenient to

iji
handle and is the only package that is known where
one man can handle from forty to one thousand pounds
successfully. It can be reused again and again, and
as a second-hand package, is an asset of sixty per cent,

of its first cost. Therefore, the barrel is cheaper than
the box, bag or package, which is practically valueless

after first use. Just as long as there is a stick or tree

four inches in diameter, there will be barrels.

I wish to impress upon the minds of the barrel-users

facts about the barrel that should be known in order

, to save money and time—the stuff from which commer-
cial life is made. Ninety per cent, of the barrel-users

are a century behind the time in comparison with other
similar necessities. The modern barrel is made by
modern machinery, and it is a better and more uniform
barrel, as well as cheaper, than the old hand-made
kind. Machine-made barrels are easier headed up than
the hand-made barrel, and the heads are interchange-
able, as every barrel is exactly the same size.

I
This is impossible with a hand-made barrel, unless

one is fortunate enough to get exceptional heading.
There are four rough classifications of

jj.
barrels and barrel materials. They are

I'

made-up, nested, and knock-down barrels
and cooperage stock to be made by hand
or machinery. Made-up barrels are ready
to fill. The nested barrels are made up
and then the three hoops taken off one
end to allow one barrel to fit inside of

another, making it possible to ship from
.six hundred to eight hundred in a
car, affording a wonderful saving in

freight, as five hundred and fifty of these
barrels will take about the same rate of
fr'eight as three hundred and fifty made-
up barrels. Nested barrels, when in the
orchard, can be hooped and are ready to

fill. These h'oops can be put on about as
quickly as you can unhead the headed

- .barrels. Another advantage in the nested
barrels over the made-up barrels is

that you can haul about twice as many
in a load from the station, a big saving
where the distance is a consideration.
These barrels are made only by the most
up-to-date machine-barrel plants.
The improved knock-down barrel marks

a new epoch in barrel-making. It can be
shipped in lots of two thousand to five

thousand in a car, and as low as five

hundred in local shipments under a new
order whereby the railroads will place
and ship a ear containing five thousand
pounds. These barrels are made up
heated, chamfered and crozed and then
knocked down. The staves are a set for
each barrel, the hoops and heads are
bundles by themselves, but will fit any
barrel. An improved .setting-up form is

supplied with each shipment by reliable

manufacturers.

Fifty to Seventy-Five Barrels per Day
A hoop-nailing machine can be bought

for about thirty dollars and will last a
lifetime. With this machine the hoops
can be measured and nailed correctly,
as they cannot be nailed any other way.
These barrels can be made successfully
only by special machinery, and then the
staves can be put anywhere in the form.
With hand-made or ordinary crozing ma-
chinery, the staves must be put back in
their original place on the barrel when
set up. A boy can put up these barrels
successfully, and can complete from fifty

to seventy-five a day, after he becomes experienced.
Knock-down barrels cost from twenty-five to twenty-
eight cents each f. o. b. the factory. They can be
delivered at from two to four cents. Knock-down
barrels are as simple to put up as boxes. They can be
made in any factory, without interference with fire

insurance regulations, as no stoves are required nor
wood shavings, nor dirt made.

In making barrels from cooperage stock, such as
staves, heading and hoops, an experienced cooper is

employed, while knock-down barrels are made by inex-
perienced help.
The most profitable way to get barrels made at the

orchard or factory in cases where ten thousand or
fifteen thousand are used each season is to buy the
cooperage stock, either in the staves, heads and hoops

;

knock-down, or chamfered and crozed staves. Cham-
fered and crozed staves can be secured straight or
shaped. No stove is required when using shaped
staves. In making ten thousand or fifteen thousand
barrels, one must have a small shop at least twenty
by twenty feet for hand work. More space will be
required when machinery is used. A set of barrel-
making tools will cost about eighty-five dollars. It

consists of a barrel heater and pipe, a hoop-nailing
machine (this machine can be omitted if an experi-
enced cooper is employed ) , two sets of truss hoops, and
some small cooper's tools.

It is imperative to. have good, dry stock and to get in
touch with good, reliable stave, heading and hoop
firms.

When you find these firms it pays to stick to them
as long as they render good service, as there is very
little difference in prices among the diflierent supply
houses, providing the material supplied is good.

There are many kinds of cooperage stock ; at least

five or six grades. The class should always be men-
tioned when ordering, so that the shipper will know
what you want, and he will then ship what you ordered.
The common grades of cooperage stock are known as

:

Staves—No. 1.

No. 1, Mill Run.
No. 2, Mill Run.
Meal.
No. 2, Meals In.

No. 2, Meals Out or No. 3.
" Mill Run, cut 6 to 2. These are usually used

for fruit-barrels, and are somewhat thinner
than standard.

Heading—No. 1.

No. 1, Mill Run.
No. 2, Mill Run.
No. 2.

" No. 2, Low Grade, usually hard wood.
Hoops—No. 1.

" No. 1, Low Grade.

Just What to Do to Make Good Barrels

When a stave is cut "six to two" it simply means
that six staves are cut from a two-inch bolt. Such
staves are used for fruit-barrels or other light require-

The principal steps in the construction of knock-down barrels

mehts, such as for crackers, crockery and glassware.
These are cut from mixed timber, gum, elm and hard
woods. They are a little cheaper than the standard
thickness and are usually jointed on what is known
as a 9/16 bilge. With this bilge sixteen staves are
required to make the standard bilge, 64 inches, whereas
the standard joint is usually % or %. This would run
the bilge higher, from 65 to 67 inches; this is true of

course only with a 17% head.
The next stave of importance is the standard thick-

ness cut "five to two." It is not often used in mill-

run staves for apple or cracker barrels, or similar
barrels, owing to the high price.

The standard thickness, cut "five to two" are like

'

Cooperage Terms
Bilge, or Bulge—The center of the barrel, the

largest part of a barrel.

Chime—The edge or brim formed by projecting
ends of the staves.

Chamfer'—To cut the ends of the staves in a bev-
eling shape to allow the heads to go in easily.

Croze—A V-shaped groove cut on the inside of the
stave about five eighths or three fourths inch
from the end to hold the heads.

Head -Liner—A thin strip of wood nailed at the
edge of the head and the chime of the barrel.

Joint—The edge on a stave or head.

Trusser —A machine to drive hoops on a barrel, or
a man who drives hoops on a barrel.

Slack Barrel—A barrel used for dry products.

the "six to two," except five staves are cut to two
inches. This grade of staves is never jointed on a 9/16
joint, unless ordere'd so. The cheapest and what is gen-
erally used by apple-gi-owers is No. 2 with meals in.

The No. 1 staves are the choice, taken from the run
of the mill, leaving the No. 2 with meals in. The No. 2
with meals out are the very best No. 2. The mill run
is the run of the mill, with dead culls out.

Since a large number of barrel-users are making
their own barrels without the aid of experienced
coopers, the chamfered and crozed staves have taken
an important part. These staves are chamfered and
crozed at the mill and are ready to set up, hoop and
head off. They usually cost from fifty cents to a dollar
more per one thousand than ordinary staves. These
staves are successfully made without the aid of experi-
enced coopers. Seventeen-year-old boys have made
them successfully.

In buying heading, order kiln-dried stock, as a great
many air-dried heads are being offered at attractive
prices, but these should never be bought for cracker-
barrels or barrels that are to be used in a steam-heated
building, or in fact any heated building, as these head-
ings will dry out. For apple-barrels these headings
are satisfactory, so long as they are being used as fast
as the barrels are made. Heading usually comes in
grades; namely, No. 1 mill run, No. 2 and low grade

No. 2, in hard wood. The No. 2 grade
is used for cracker-barrels and similar
purposes, but some users prefer mill
run. The price is about one cent
higher on the mill run. No. 1 heading
is used mostly for No. 1 flour-barrels.
Heading usually comes in the following
wood: hard wood (maple, beech and
birch), gum, chestnut, poplar and bass-
wood. The soft wood is preferred by
some of the cracker-barrel users, owing
to the lightness in weight, but where
these soft-wood headings are used, great
care must be exercised in heading. For
apple and cracker barrels 17%-inch
heads are about standard.
Hoops are generally sold in No. 1 elm,

but several southern mills are making
oak hoops. For crackers, apples or bar-
rels where the 17% head is used, five-

foot-six-inch and six-foot hoops are used,
the shorter length for the head, and the
longer for the bilge. There is from
twenty-five to fifty cents difference per
thousand in these lengths. But, unless
one u.ses a large amount of hoops, it is

not advisable to try the shorter length.
In some cases when three-foot-six-iuch

hoops are quoted at low prices they can
be used by nailing two together, making
a six-foot hoop. These three-foot-six-
inch hoops are offered occasionally as
low as $2.50 per one thousand, so by
nailing two together you have a good
hoop at $5 per one thousand. Six-foot
hoops are now being offered at from
$11.50 to $12 per one thousand.

Popularity of Wire Hoops

Wire hoops are being more generally
adopted every year. Many large firms
are using them almost exclusively. Wire
hoops are to be credited for keeping the
price on wood hoops from going to $25
or more per one thousand. The wire
hoops are usually used on the bilge, and
after driven tight are stapled on the bar-
rels with small staples, holding them
securely. Some large firms are using
four wire hoops and two wood hoops.
This makes a very strong barrel. Manj'
of the largest cracker factories are using
this barrel. The cost is a little more
than the four-hoop barrel, but has been
proven to be the cheapest in the long run,

when damage is considered.
Hoop dye can be used to color the hoops any color

desired. This dye is put in water, a half of an old
syrup or lard barrel will do, and the hoops are dipped
in this coloring. The coloring is very cheap consid-
ering the large number of hoops that can be colored
with a small amount. Three dollars* worth of dye
will dye thousands of hoops. Colored hoops make a
neat-appearing barrel.

In buying cooperage stock to save money some judg-
ment should'be used, as the cooperage market is rarely
the same for two seasons running. The best months
to buy are from December to March. In February
stock usually advances, at the rate of five per cent,
a month. This is likely to continue until after the
apple season. Therefore, care should be used in
securing cooperage stock in the winter to last over the
season. These advances depend largely upon the pros-
pect of the apple crop.

The nested barrels are the best barrels to buy if you
are not in a position to make your own barrels. The
barrels are fitted one inside of the other, and so on
until five to ten are in one bundle. Then they are
loaded in the car in this way. As high as two hun-
dred or two hundred and fifty can be hauled on a
hay rack. This is a big saving where a long haul has
to be made to the orchard. Some growers prefer this
barrel to the other headed barrels, even when it costs
more, owing to the saving in hauling. These barrels
are usually made on machinery and every barrel
should be the same size and any head should fit any
.barrel. LikewLse the hoops are all measured on ma-
chinery and are the same size. These facts make this
type of barrel an extremely practical one for many
and diverse conditions.
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Let - My Pumping
Engines DgTthe Work
Yes, sir. Get a Galloway Pumping

Engine Outfit Put it to a 90-day test on
your farm. Use it to run the chum, cream sep-
arator, washing: machine, pump or any small
machine on your place. Then if you don't say it's

the best little engine yon ever saw in your life,
yoa can ship it back. I'll refand yoar money and pay
the freight both ways. No string to this offer— is there?
Then oDtopof this wocderfoily libera] offer I'll sa^c yoa
tSS to S50 ca the ootnt. Con 70a bemi il? Never. Write Be today.

GetMy Special Offer and Prices
Do it today. Only 524.75 for a l?i h. p. "Boss

of the Farm" pamping engire. Yoa can't afford to wait
for yonr windmni to blow down or a calm, hot
day when yoa have to do a!i the pomping for a
lot of stock by hand. Be prepared. Get my spe-
cial pump'mg engine catalog. Save S2S to $50 oo tout eo-
cine Asd join n)7 list of over 80.000 aatisfied CmOownt
enfhte costCKsen. Write me toaa.7. Doo't pottt oc. |
TcKi'Il need ao encine in tb« next few weeks. It's!
for Itself the first tnooth. G^t my special 1913
cfisr. AddroM: Wm. Galloway. Pres.

Wlltiam Gjtlloway Co*\
Galktway Sta.. I

Waterloo, Ia_

Farm Lands
that will pay yoa big (fividends tn a short time can

be bought at reasonable prices now. Irrisated and

Non-lrrijated Lands suitable for General Farming,

Frait Raising. Potato Rai^ng, Dairying, Stock Rais-

ing, etc Close to markets. Located in good com-

munities near the lines of the Union Pacific Rail-

road. Write to me and 1 will send yoa complete

anthentic information regarding the^e lands.

R. A. SMITH
Colonizatioa and indiistrial Agent, Union Pac^c

Railroad Co., Room 208, Union Pacific BoIIding

OMAHA, NEB.

^det La t€stHFa(Jtonx PriceslDft

Cheaper than wood,
much easier to put on,
1 times as serviceable—can't rust. rot. leak
nor burn—$10,000 In-
demnity Bond against
lightning loss— come
in sheets of 100 shin-
gles or more. "Dead _

easy" to put on—just nail the*m on old roof or
sheathing. We use the famous Tightcote Proc-
ess and patent Interlocking Device. Made by
biggest sheet metal makers in the world.
Si'ld direct from factory, freight prepaid. Send

po^t for rataloif 758 and get our surprisingly low
price, by retom m&iL Give eize of roof if possible.

The Edwards Mf^. Co., 70S-75S Lock St., CiDcinoali. 0.

AIFAIFA & EKSILAGE CUTTERS
make a positive shearing cut full width of

I

handle, from sides to center of throat, hence
do cleaner woTlc on less povrcr. Our sickle-edse knirec
cutthe har I. diyalfalia to X
Inch leneths. Only silo

611ers rnaMe harine these
wonJenul knives. InTes-
tiyalc now. Wriie for cat.

1 alo^. Address Dept. 71

I

UUMUOO TMK a. SI'lO CO.

MUmZM. IIKH.

tWnaapira.lfuf'
Oo.KauatC'lT.liL
Ho. Ft Ulrfk, Tom

All
BIG
Wires

One Penny For a
DOUAR-SAViNG Book

Gives valuable fence

facts—shows how to get
bttter QualHy at sensa-
tional direct-from-fac-
tory prices.

EMPIRE FENCE
^ is ffwara,nU.td to show the
{jigijeKiwaving on kigk^sl quality fence.
Freight prepaid. AU B\f[ No. 9 wires.

Open-Hcarth 8te<J. heavily Ralvanized, nist
pr<vof . ricT i-iffit, stock atronfr. Jost a penny

pn.t2.1 bririKS Fr€« Book—SOW .

BONO SUEi POST CO., 42 E. Majacc SL, Mriaa. Miefc.

The Headwork bhop
Almost as Useful as an ELxtra Hired Man

A Clothes-Line Tightener
O SAVE time and
trouble with the

wire clothes-line,

fasten it to one post in

the usual way, but carry

it over a small grooved

pullej- screwed into the

topof the other post. The
pulley should be slanted

— a little away from the

side of the post to which lever is fastened.

At a convenient height bolt, with a com-

mon lug-bolt, a lever made of one-inch hard

wood about two feet long, bring the Une
down over the pulley, and fasten it to the

lever about six or eight inches from pivot

of lever.

Place a stop or pin near inside of post

for lever to rest against when line is

stretched. Lowering the lever stretches the

line until the Une fastening passes the lever

pivot, when the lever is drawn against the

stop and line remains tight until lever is

released. Raising the lever lowers the

line just twice the distance between the

pivots and is a great convenience in clean-

ing the line, hanging the clothes or in tak-

ing clothes from the line. If lever is raised

when line is not in use, the tension is re-

leased, and post, fastenings and Une wiU all

last much longer. W. J. Speeb.

the end of the latch fasten a block on top so

that when the latch is at the bottom of the

notch the top of the block will touch the

board D. Bore a hole through the latch, un-

der the block, and fasten a wooden pin in it,

having a projection of four inches on either

side, for a handle. Fasten a spring (E)
from the board D to the bottom of the latch.

Next nail a piece on the back of the post

that the gate is swung on, two feet long.

Fasten springs from each end of this piece

to the gate.

When you wish to pass through, push
down on the handle until the latch is out

of the notch, then push open. The spring

will pvdl the gate shut, and when the latch

strikes the sloping piece on the post it wiU
glanc-e up, and by means of the little spring

(E) will drop in the notch.
Habkt Wells.

"MONARCH"
Cider Press
wlU net mons money
for you than any other
Invrstment yoa can
maite. Ubbl. to400 bbL
per day. Also makers
of apple buttercookers,
evaporators, etc.

A. B. FAKQUHAK CO^ LIcL., Box l»5. York. Pa.

Sand-Proof Pump
T^HIS may be of in-
* terest to those who
pump their water from
water-bearing sand"
and who have trouble

with fine sand getting

aivE under the check valves,
lAMBER which requires the

ixs pump to be primed
every time it is used.

To overcome the dif-

ficulty, connect to the

bottom of the barrel

two ninety-degree L's,

and into the outer one
of these screw the priming pipe, which
should be twice the length of the barrel

and stand upright. With a return bend
and pipe connect to the water as in sketch.

The action of the priming pipe is to form
a water trap, and the valve chamber is thus
always fuU of water and hence always
primed.

This wrinkle will also give a much longer

life to valve-leathers in clear water, and it

has proven a great saver of time with water
containing fine sand. WiLLiAii Nicholas.

For Cutting Dewberries
T70R those who have dewberry-vines to

cut and who do their cutting with grape-

shears, this method of trimming the vines

before tying them on the stake will be found
very convenient and time-saving.

For this take a piece of an old broom-
handle about two feet long, to which staple

a piece of No. 8 wire, and bend it under the

stick, thus making a firm hook about six

inches long and curved slightly upward. A
thin wire wound around the pole and the

thick wire makes it firmer.

With this hook you can pick up the vines,

taking several at a time, about one foot

high, and then cut them with a sickle,

making one quick stroke upward just in

back of the hook. Hold the hook in the

left hand.

By this method ten vines can be cut just

jiK iiuickly as one with the grape-shears.

It can be done especially well if the vines

have been laid all in one way the previous

faU. thereby making it possible to cut all

the vines of one plant at one stroke.

L. Dammann.
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IfYouHave a PotatoPatch
of om* ill n* or iih 'ri', iCft imj r (rre I Kik en i'ot .iti> un'l the
W4ir l<i (liK thi'tu. to K*:t irllf a protlt O' L> * i*iiUi ^ hil»huL
Otfa'T flTMiitaa***. too, UF>inK n Fargnlmr Potjiio l>iKS**r-

A. B. FARQUHAR CO.. Ltd., Bok 220. Yr^rk. Pa.
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Self-Fastening Gate
THIS gate is very

handy, especially

places where there

^ a necessity for fre-

(|neiit passage
through it. The gate

is made of one-by-

four lumber with the horizontal ends en-

closed by a boar<l on each side, ns shown
in the diagram, and is securely brare<l.

Hang the gate on hinces that will allow it

to open either way. Take n piece of two-
by-four about twelve inehi-s long, and saw
a notch in it one ineh deep imd one and
one-quarter inche.s wide in the o-nter of

piece. Saw the top cortiers o(T. and fasten

the piece to th<> post (H). as shown in the

di.icnim.

To make the latch, take a pii-ce twelve
inches long, two incbex wide and one inch

tliick. Bore a hole in the pii-f-e four inchi^s

from the end. and fasten it between the

two boards, as shown at C three inches

from the board D to allow it free play. At

Simple Barn-Door Stop
THE drawing
* s h o w s a catch
which I have found
handy to keep the

barn door open
while watering
horses, cleaning out
the stable and do-

ing similar work. It

consists of a post

and a catch.

To make the post,

take two pieces two
by four inches by two and one-half feet long

and one piece one by four inches by two
feet long ; nail them together with the short

one between the long ones. This leaves a

notch in one end six inches long. For the

catch use a piece one by four inches by
two feet long. Taper at one end, and insert

in notch, leaving it even with top of

post when horizontal. The square end
should be about six inches long. Bore hole

through eatch and post, and put in bolt.

The illustration shows the device in place.

To release door lift tapered end of catch
with toe of your foot. Andrew Andebson.

RANGER" BICYCLES
ave -.nif^ted rcie-r chizins. sfr^caeis and

J,- New Di^ariure Crastey-Braxes and
hi-.'-ts: Puy.cture Prs -y Tires: highestgradt
equtT-yKiru and icany adv^anced features pos-
sessed "r V no ether -wheels Gziaycmiegdj \-ri.

FACTORY PRICES fjrfM
others ask for cheap Tn heels. Other reliable
models from (12 up." A few good second-
hand machines $3 to

iodays'freetrial::ij?
proT«I.yVfr^A/;>»-(jt,ii:if.anywreTe!a U.S.,
anihotfU a cent in oHnance. IM>>;0T BUTa
bicycle or a pair of tires from at any
price until you get our big-new catalog and
special prices and ,a fnar^ eious firm offer,

A postal brings ever\-thing. Jf'riie it ncn ,

TlpCC CoasterBrakeRearWbeels, lamps,
I ItlbO parts, and sundries n^-^y usttai prices.

Rider Agents evervT^here are coining money selling our bi-

cycles, tires and sundries. Write t(>daT-
MEAD CYCLE CO., Dept. F-83, CHICAGO

''When the Jnice 1$ In the Apple**

MT.GILEAD CIDER PRESSES
The best, most efficient, and most ec^^nom-
ical method of getting the money out of
that apple crop is to squeeze it oat with
Mount Gilead Cider Press. Capaci
range of from 30 to 4(W bbls. daily.

We make a press for every pur-
pose. Also cider evaporators,
apple-butt-er cookers, vinegar,
generators, spraying outfits,

ETbSAULIC 7BEES UFS. CO.,
(OId«et vaA lueest Hi&oof&cciireTS of ddee

pr^Sa^ in the wcrid.)

106 Lineoln ATenne, Mount GUead, Ohio
Or Room 1 19 D, 39 Cortlandt Street,

Two Transjxjrtation Kinks
TN MOVING a plow on the farm, take a
* two-inch plank about two feet long and
eight inches wide. Nail a horseshoe near
the front end. This wiU catch the point

of the plow, and the i)oint will slide along
like a sled when the team is hitched to the

plow. The front end of the plank should
be beveled on the under side so it will pass
over stones and small obstacles.

The following use is also very practical

:

In carrying a dead hog or sheep, take a
horseshoe in each hand, let the person on
the opposite side put his hands underneath
the animal and also take hold of the shoes.

This way does not cramp the fingers like

taking hold of hands. J. E. Barney.

Good-Behavior Hog-Trough
ALL farmers feed-

ing pigs, espe-

cially young pigs,

know how the
youngsters crowd
and jump at the
bucket of feed,

oftentimes splash-

ing it on the feeder
MS well as them-
selves, thus wasting
feed and attracting

flies'. To remedy that I have fixed up this
device, which has been satisfactory.

Place two posts at each end of the
trough. Nail a board between them two
feet higher than the trough. Block the top
of the board slightly from the posts so the
hinges will not bend if gate is swung for-

ward a little. Make a board gate to exactly
fill the empty space, and hang it with two
strap hinges to the top board.

In the middle of the gate nail a strong
plank one by four inches and four feet long,
letting the two extra feet extend above.
Six inches from the bottom of the middle
piiH'e put a piece of wood eighteen inches
long with one nail clinched on the other
side so it will aet as if f)n a pivot.

By pulling th«> top of middle plank to

you. the gate will swing in ; turn the pie< e

on the pivot straight, and let it catch on
the other side of the trough ; after putting
in the swill or fe(>d at eas<'. turn the piece of
wood crossways. and let the youngsters
have n gfK)d time. Provide a suitable stop
to prevent the pigs toning gate outward.
It oiin be u.sed for other animals also. I

have found it a great convenience.
I.K)CI3 Wax.

Headwork Winner
The first-prize contribution in the Head-

work Shop in this issi^e is, "A Clothes-Line
Titrhtcner." by W. J. Speer.

rTork,X.T.

250 Acres, 1000 Apple Trees
Fully Equipped, Only $3900

2000 cds. wood selling in village for S6 percd.; 100.000 ft.
valuable timber; 45 acres rich tillage: spiing-ied pas-
ture for 50 cows; fine 10-room house; 2 good barns, one
3Sx65: carriage, ice and poaltr>- houses, if taken now, 4
choice cows, good ho.se and full line farm machinery
included by lady o-wner unable to manage, part cash; for
all detai'Sand tra\eling instruccions to see this and a
good stock and fmit farm equipped for only SlTCO. see
page S"?. our "Mammoth 96 Page Farm Catalogue >'o.36'*;
beautifully illustiated and filled with a wonderful as-
sortment of monev-makingfr.rms throughout Xew York
and other States; send to-day for your fr*>e cor>v. it will
save you lots of time and monev. E. A. STROUT FARM
AGENCY, Station 2699, 47 West 34th Su, New York.

Attachment with Com Harvester
cuts and throws in piles on har-
vester or winrows. Man and horse
cuts and shocks equal with a Corn

Binder. Sel l in every state. Price S2ri 00. W.H.BUXTON.
of Johnstown. Ohio, writes- "The Harvester has proven
all you claim for it; the Harvester saved me over $15 in
labor last year's com cutting. I cut over shocks:
will make 4 bushels com to a shock." Testimonials ana
catalog free, showing pictures of harvester. A-ldress
NEW PROCESS MFG. CO. SALiNA, KANSAS.

BINDER

BEArXirUIXTILLUSTEATED BOOKXET abont
Delaware, the State of luscioas f ruit^^ and of ideal homes.
Address State Board of Agricultnre. Dover. Delaware.

UlUUrCriTA UnUUI ^Ple°<ii<l opportunities for
nilllllLdU I H nun! Homeseekcn. Plenty of rbesp
lands. Ideal openings for business enterprise. For maps and
descriptive literature write FRED D SHERJIAX. State Ininiigra-
tioD Commissioner, S16 Slate Capital, St. Paat, Um.

VIRGINIA FARMS Uteratnre de-yilWJll^lA 1 AIXiTlO gcriliinc great barijains in
Tirginia farm lands. TtXABLE k KORD, Lynehbarc

Other

Farm Papers
with

Farm and Fireside

AS A special accommodation to those of

our readers who desire to take some
of the special-purpose farm papers we

have obtained a special price on the below

club, _ This is a profitable offer to accept.

You can get FARM AND FIRESIDE, the

National Farm Paper, which deals in a broad

national way with the various related sub-

jects connected with farming. The man who
desires to specialize on poultry and horti-

culture, can also get the special trades paper

that he wants for his particular hobby. The
two papers that are offered below in connec-

tion with Farm and Fireside are leaders in

their respective fields. Our offer gives you an
opportunity to get them at just half price.

Farm and Fireside,
1 year . - - . 50c

Poultry Husbandry,
1 year .... 50c

Fruit-Growerand Farmer,
1 year . - - $1.00,

Total Value

$2.00

Our Rate

$1.00

For a Limited Time Only

Send Your Order to

Farm and Fireside

Springfield, Ohio

RuhnirigWateri
.In Hous'c and Barn at even
temperature Winter tr^Surri
mor at Sn^al) Cost.

I

^tf^ PX>V* *0» New WAtCr Suppir
>- - - 1 tOw 100 Qirx ,-'
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I Crops and Soils

Irish and Sweet Potatoes as
Companion Crops
By James B. Morman

MANY parts of our country have a
climate adapted to both Irish and
sweet potato growing. A practical

feature of intensive gardening is the grow-
ing of companion crops ; that is, crops
-which do not interfere with each other's

growth. This is the case with Irish and
Bweet potatoes. So far as characteristics

of growth are concerned, these two crops
differ widely.
The Irish potato grows deep in the soil

and, for its best development, requires the
soil to be ridged around the plant. It is

planted in furrows and the soil is hilled

over it. On the other hand, sweet potatoes
as commonly grown require that the soil

should be lightly ridged in rows about three

feet apart, and the sweet-potato slips, or
cuttings, are inserted in the ridges about
eighteen inches apart. The Irish potato is

a real tuber growing on rootlets from the
main stalk and well beneath the soil

;

whereas the edible portion of the sweet
potato is not a tuber at aU, but is an en-

larged root which extends downward. The
enlargement is caused mainly by the plant
storing up starch and sugar in the roots.

This is plainly shown in the accompanying
picture.

Systems of Planting and Cultivating

Under these circumstances why could not
Irish and sweet potatoes be grown to-

gether? That was the question I sought to

answer in my Maryland garden in 1912.
Where gardens are small, a system of in-

tensive gardening is equivalent to an in-

ments not taken up by the Irish potatoes.

When the two kinds of potatoes were dug
in the late fall, both crops were normal.
The practicability of growing Irish and
sweet potatoes together, therefore, cannot
be doubted and is especially adapted to

small gardens. To get the best results, it

is only necessary to provide sufficient plant-

food elements by the application of com-
plete fertilizers containing nitrogen, phos-
phorus and potash. On my gaiden I have
for years used nothing but chicken-manure
which is produced on the premises. When
sufficient organic matter and fertilizer are
applied to the land companion cropping is

not injurious to soil fertility.

These are but a few of the ways of utiliz-

ing fertility-laden drainage-water that have
come under my own observation and experi-
ence. Other methods of making use of
different conditions will occur to those who
give the matter thought, and by a little

judicious planting it will be found that sur-
prisingly good results can be secured.

The sweet-potato root expands and grows
downward

crease in garden area. By intensive

gardening, therefore, the aim is to get the

most we can out of the soil and still main-
tain its fertility.

In making my experiment, the ground
was first plowed, harrowed, well fertilized

and planted to an early variety of Irish

potato. The planting was done a little later

than usual so that the mature Irish pota-
toes should not remain in the ground too

long, since both crops have to be dug to-

gether. They were also planted a little

farther apart than usual to provide room
for the planting of the companion sweet po-

tatoes. The Irish potatoes were cultivated

and hilled in the usual manner, but during
the last cultivation the soil between the

rows was thoroughly worked in order to

lighten the soil in the ridges as much as

possible.

When the Irish potatoes were hilled for

the last time and were in bloom the sweet
potatoes were planted, being inserted in the

ridges between the Irish potatoes. Soon
after the plants were set out. the land be-

tween the rows was thoroughly worked with
the hand cultivator to keep down the weeds,

to form a soil mulch and to conserve the

soil moisture. A little of the dirt was also

thrown to the sweet-potato plants. One (ys^

two hoeings were sufficient, but cultivation

was kept up until the vines had run to such
an extent that it was no longer practicable.

Both Crops Were Normal

Under this method of intensive potato-

growing there was no crop interference.

While the Irish potatoes were maturing, the

sweet potatoes were only getting a good
start. As the Irish potatoes matured and
the tops died down, the sweet-potato vines

bngan to run and soon covered the ground.

This keeps down the weeds.
Before the sweet potatoes began to draw

their nourishment from the soil in the up-

per portions of the ridges, the Irish

potatoes had practically ceased drawing
nourishment altogether. In reality, the

sweet potatoes absorbed the plant-food ele-

Control of Fertilizer Waste
By Alfred C. Durgin

ABOUT most farms there are places
where a considerable amount of fer-

tility runs off in the drainage-water. This
is usually the very best kind of plant-food,

as it is in liquid form and ready for the
plant-roots to at once absorb and utilize in
growth. Drainage-water sometimes per-

forms the duties of irrigation as weU as
fertilization. This is the case where the
water, falling on the roofs of buUdings or
hillsides, gathers fertility by running
through barn-yards, hen-yards or over cul-

tivated fields and becomes concentrated
upon a fraction of the area upon which it

originally fell.

This seepage often flows upon grass-land
which is greatly benefited by it, but can sel-

dom utilize all of its concentrated richness,

as it generally sinks into the ground before
spreading over a very large space, and much
of it goes too deep for the shallow-rooted
grass-plants to reach. By setting in such
places fruit and nut trees, whose roots will

reach very deep into the ground after food,

a great deal of this loss can be prevented,
and the resulting crops will be surprising.

I know of a hickory-tree in such a loca-

tion, below and a few rods from a barn-
yard, that is the most magnificent specimen
of its kind that I have seen, and it bears
wonderful crops of nuts every year when
its blossoms are not killed by late frosts.

I have an apple-tree in a similar situation
that has more than once paid all the taxes
on my home farm in the value of its fruit

crop.

Rhubarb Thrives in an Oasis of Fertility

However, trees are not the only means
of utilizing such fertile spots, as they fur-

nish ideal locations for growing certain
vegetables and flowers that delight in a fer-

tile soil and do not object to wet feet occa-

sionally. I can call to mind two places

where a row of rhubarb has been planted
near the fence below a barn-yard, and in

each case it has thrived wonderfully, with
no subsequent care. On my own farm there

are three hills of rhubarb set where they
are watered and fertilized by the soapy
wash-water that runs down by their roots

from where it is emptied each week.
These plants were set long before I

bought the farm. They have been in their

present position at least twelve or fifteen

years without any care whatever, and yet

they each year throw up great clumps of

big stalks and furnish us with more than
we ever care to use in the family. Celery

is another vegetable that would thrive

amazingly when grown in such rich spots

which have an extra supply of water.

Flowers Near a Sink-Drain

The end of the sink-drain is another spot

which offers a splendid opportunity to grow
plants which love a rich, wet soil. During
the last three summers I have grown a

double row of sweet peas below my sink-

drain, letting the water run down between
the rows, and they have grown six or seven

feet tall and been loaded with blossoms dur-

ing these dry seasons.

Fertilizing for Wheat
By Chas. E. Thorne

pOR periods ranging from eight to eighteen
years the Ohio Experiment Station has

grown wheat in rotation with other crops,
either without any fertilizer or manure or
with different combinations of fertilizers

and manures.
In these experiments acid phosphate, used

alone at the rate of 120 to 160 pounds per
acre on wheat, following similar applica-
tions on the preceding crops of the rotation
(corn, oats, or potatoes), has increased the
crop by four and one-half to ten bushels
per acre, averaging nearly seven bushels.
When the acid phosphate has been re-

inforced with muriate of potash, there has
been a further increase of two bushels per
acre, and when nitrate of soda has been
added to the acid phosphate and muriate
of potash the yield has risen one and one-
half bushels more, giving an average in-

crease of ten and one-half bushels for the
complete fertilizer.

In every case the increase has paid for

the fertilizer, with a margin of profit,

although the margin has sometimes been
narrow when only chemical fertilizers were
used. Barn-yard manure, used alone, has
not produced as large an increase as has
been obtained from chemical fertilizers.

But when manure has been substituted for

nitrate of soda and muriate of potash, its

deficiency in phosphorus being made up by
dusting it, while accumulating in the stable,

with acid phosphate, used at the rate of

fifty pounds per ton of manure, the increase
in wheat has risen to a fourteen-year aver-

age of sixteen bushels per acre over the
unmanured and unfertilized yield. This was
accomplished notwithstanding the fact that

the manure was all applied to the corn
crop preceding the wheat, and paid for by
the corn crop, thus leaving the increase in

wheat as clear gain.

More than one thousand plots of land,

of one-tenth or one-twentieth acre each,

were used in these tests scattered over the

State at suitable places, each plot being
set to answer some one smaU part of the

whole great problem. Reducing the teach-

ing of aU this work to general farm prac-

tice, the station is now plowing under for

corn about eight tons per acre of manure
which has been reinforced with phosphate
during accumulation and spread on clover

sod during the fall and winter.

After plowing a ton per acre of finely

ground limestone is harrowed in, and a

crop of corn is grown, followed by oats ; the

wheat crop then receives four hundred
pounds per acre of a fertilizer made up of

about two hundred pounds of steamed bone-
meal, one hundred pounds of acid phos-
phate, forty pounds of muriate of potash
and sixty pounds of nitrate of soda, the

nitrate being sown broadcast after growth
starts in the spring.

The outcome of this treatment has been
to increase the average yields on ten-acre

fields for the last seven years, as shown
below

:

Receiving Manure Fertilized

Crops Only As Described
Oats 52 bushels 60 bushels

Corn 48 bushels 73 bushels

Wheat 20 bushels 34 bushels

Clover-hay . . Sj-S tons 2% tons

The yields in the second column were in

a four-year rotation of corn, oats, wheat
and clover. The manner in which manure
was applied to the fields represented by the

first column was to give the wheat a top-

di'essing. The corn received no treatment.

The Diamond-Back Terrapin
By A. D. Dart

T^HE first photograph shows a group of
little terrapins two months old. The

second photograph is of the buildings of the
beautifully situated United States Labora-
tory and wireless station on Pivers Island
in Beaufort Harbor, North Carolina.
Along the sandy shores of the island,

during the past season, quantities of dia-

mond-back terrapin have been hatched,
under natural conditions, in the three large
pens or enclosures used for that purpose.

Two-months-old terrapins

United States Laboratory where the experi-
ments are being conducted

Here the old terrapins are kept, and during
the warm months are fed daily on fish and
sea food.

At the first appearance of warm weather
the mother terrapins lay their eggs in the
sand of the shore, at a depth of about six

inches. Seven or eight eggs are usually
found in a nest. The baby terrapins never
know what it is to have a mother's care,

and for this reason they are preyed upon b.v

many enemies, such as mink, rats, raccoons,
hogs and crows, all of which not only eat

the young, but dig down and destroy the

nests and eat the eggs.

After depositing the eggs and covering
them with warm, dry sand, the old terra-

pins return to the water, knowing the

summer sun will do the hatching. If the

season is hot and dry, this is accomplished
in about forty days ; about sixty days are
required if the season is cold and rainy.

They Eat Very Little the First Year

At first the young are about seven eighths
of an inch long, measured lengthwise along
the lower shell. They seldom increase much
in size the first year. After emerging from
the shell, they waddle down to the water
and take their first swim and drink.

Very little food is required by them the
first season. This seems a wise provision
of nature, for at this age their jaws are
very tender and soft, and their movements
are so slow that to obtain any food to their

liking would be almost impossible.

On the approach of cold weather both
old and young bury themselves in the sand,
or more generally in soft, water-covered
mud. Here they lie dormant until the warm
days of the following April or May.

Observations at Beaufort. North Caro-
lina, where much has been learned of their

life and habits, indicate that the chief food
of the terrapin is the small snail commonly
found clinging to the long blades of marsh-
grass along the watercourses. They will
also eat small soft crabs.

The plot to the right shows the effect of acid phosphate in hastening maturity

To Bind the Load of Hay
By S. B. Pray

"TTHE following manner of binding a load
of hay is very effective. It is called the

Spanish windlass. Pass a strong rope over
top of load and make it fast to bottom of
rack in the center of each end, and do not
draw very tight. Now take two round
sticks about four feet long and one and one-
half inches thick. I use broken shovel or
fork handles, but any round stick of suitable
size and strength will do. Sharpen one
stick, and push it about three feet into hay
on top of the load, close to the rope. With
the other stick take a hitch in the rope close

to the stick in the hay and then wind it

around and around the upright stick, which
will also wind the rope around the stick.

You will bind the load as tightly as the
rope will stand. When sufficiently tight tie

the end of the stick to the rope, and you
are ready to go. When the load settles give
the stick another turn or two.
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FcapeweF
HORSE
NAILS-

ARE you peraonaUy interested in

the shoeing of your horse? You
can't afford to neglect the matter. Feed-

ing and grooming are not the only re-

quirements in horse care.

//—from using cheap inferior nails,

or other cause—horses' feet are not fit

for travel, the animals become a failure

for transportation uses.

Personally interested owners have
"Capewell" nails used. They find them
safe, reliable, economical. Not cheap-

est regardless of quality but the best
nail at a fair price. All shoers can

afford them. Most high class workmen
do use them.

Unequalled for farm service. FAre
"Capewell" nails used on your horses.^

You will know them by the check mark
on the head of each nail—our Tr=de
Mark.

I
Live Stock and Dairy

|

HOLD BEST—DRIVE EASIEST
I The Capewell Horse Nail Co.

EASTFOBD. CONN.
L&rgeEtlf&sa£&ctureT8 ofHorse Nails is the World

Eli Motor Baler
Capacities to 3 tons per hoar. Bnnt bo engine
can easily bo used as a portable general utilitr en-
gine. Runs press without belt or sprocket chain.

No VUiratioo tr\ \ Complete Line ji^frele, 6 and
12 H. P.
Doable
Engine

Tnte for Free Calilegae,

comas Plow CO., me Hmpshlrg St.,' Qnlnq. lU.

Only $2 Down
One Year to PayST
^ 0^ m Buys the New Butter- ^,

^Ik J| fly Jr. No.l. Light running;
^9^ c^-sy cleanmer, close skim-~ WM^m durable. Guaranteed

a lifetime. Skims 95 qts.
' per boar- Made also in four
lapKer siz^s up to 5 1-2 shown K^re^

I

30 Days' Free Trial Sf.^itb"bSr
it savea in cream. PoetaJ bringB Free cat-
alog folder and "direct-from-factory" offar.
i. U7 from tbe manofactorer and save half.

ALBAUGH-DOVER CO.
2260 HHarahall Blvd. CHICAGO

Keeping Milk in Hot Weather
By Wm. F. Droge

THE chief factoi-s that determine the

keeping qualities of milk are : first,

cleanliness, and, second, the tempera-
ture to which it is cooled and held. From
the consumer's standpoint, cleanliness is

the most important, and the one that he
insists upon being observed ; but the tem-

perature to which milk is cooled and held is

the one that mostly determines its keeping
qualities.

Keep Utensils in a Fly-Free Place

To be of good quality, milk must be dean,
and be handled under clean conditions. A
large per cent, of the contamination occurs

during the milking process by dirt, dust,

hair and scales from the cow's flanks and
udder. Those parts must be kept clean, and
jiist before milking should be wiped with a
damp cloth. Milk into a partially covered
pail with an opening not larger than eight

inches in diameter. Wash and scald all

A good cooler for spring-house or well

the utensils immediately after using, and
keep them in a dean place, absolutely free

from flies. T-he millions of bacteria that
are conveyed into milk by dirt cannot be
strained ,or filtered out, and as they are the

sole cause of mUk souring they should be
prevented, as much as possible, from getting

into the milk.

The milk-souring bacteria find their most
favorable temperature at about eighty de-

grees Fahrenheit, and milk kept at this

temperature will sour very quickly. At
fifty degrees they grow but slowly, and at
thirty-two degrees their growth ceases en-

tirely. Experiments have been conducted
which show the organisms held for twenty-

CIEAM SEPARATORS
Save Much Time and
Labor in Summer
BESIDES greatly increasing the quantity and improving the

quality of cream and butter DE LAVAL cream separators
save much valuable time and labor.

This great saving of time and labor counts for more in

summer than at any other season and often

alone saves the cost of a separator, aside

from all its other advantages.

As compared with anj' kind of gravity setting

the saving of man's time and labor and usually

woman's drudgery with a DE LAVAL is a big

item in its favor.

As compared with other separators the

DE LAVAL saves much time and labor by
its greater capacity, easier running, easier

handUng, ea.sicr cleaning and freedom from
need of adjustment or repair.

These are merely some of the advantages
which make a DE LAVAL cream separator the best of all summer
farm investments, as every DE LAVAL agent will be glad to

explain and demonstrate to anyone at all interested.

Sec the nearest DE LAVAL agent at once or if you do not
know him write us direct for any desired information.

The De Laval Separator Co.
NEW YORK CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO SEATTLE

curnjii'jrc iiin;or harneflS. »old direct to you, no nuddlcmcn
proht. Iti7.0f^j Split Hickories now in u«?.

30 Days' Free Road Test-
Aut'j S«at BuKpes, Kunabout«, Suirie

-2Yrs. Guarantee
— k,ui,ic«. Driving Charts, Car-

nages. Sprinic Wuunii, etc.-oll v«nuiiu Split Midioriea. Oct
this biic fra« boo« at onc€ no matter where yoo twr. Ph«lpfi

even pays tho poatajr*. go all you have to do in (tend a poAtul
.
or lottor toniirht A.l.lr.-'^ II f". Phclpa, Prtaidfnt.

THE OHIO CARRIACE M»NUFACTUHINC CO., Station 27 COLUMBUS. OHIO j

four hours at fifty degrees multiplied seven
times, while at seventy degrees they multi-

plied seven hundred times. The writer has
carried on experiments to determine the

keeping qualities of the same milk held at

diflferent temperatures. Samples of clean

milk were obtained and held at seventy,

fifty and forty degrees. The average time

milk kept at seventy degrees before souring

was eight hours, at fifty degrees was twen-
ty-four hours, and at forty degrees was
thirty-six hours.

The temperature is, therefore, important
in determining the length of time that milk
can be held.

The method of cooling mUk is the most
diflScult problem that confronts the milk-

producer. The larger dairies and mUk plants
have, as a rule, some system of mechanical
refrigeration, though some resort to the use

of ice. By such methods the milk can be

cooled to such degree that there is no dan-
ger of its souring before it reaches the

consumer. The majority of producers,

however, have not these devices, and to

them the cooling of mUk is a serious prob-

lem. The average well-water has a tem-
perature of about sixty degrees, ranging
from fifty-six to sixty-two degrees, while the

average spring-water is about fifty-eight

degrees. Most of the mUk c-ooled by water
is rarely cooled lower than sixty degrees.

Many types of water-coolers and aerators

are on the market ; some of these are very
good, and some are worthless. The great

trouble with the large ones is that they are

hard to keep dean. MDk should be cooled

within thirty minutes after milking.

Aeration of mUk is a process by which
mUk is exposed to air by flowing over a
broad cool surface or by agitating in the

presence of pure air. This drives off the

heat, gas and volatUe odors. Aeration of

mUk is not recommended unless the air in

which the operation takes place is pure.

Many aerators I have seen were situated

where the air was foul, dusty and full of

bacteria. Where the air is pure, however,
aeration is a very good thing, as it quickly

drives off the animal heat and cools it to the

desired temperature. A type of aeration

consisting of eoUs where running water is

forced through the coUs and the mUk flows

over the outside is very eflScient,

The Small Milk-House

Where a spring of running water is at

hand a small mUk-house for cooling pur-

poses may be buUt to good advantage. This
house should be dust-proof and screened to

exclude the flies, and a tank should be con-

structed with strips across to hold down the

cans. Deep setting cans arc the best to use
in this case, and catches should be soldered

on to fit under the strips in the tank to

hold the cans in place. The tank should

have an outlet so that the water always
stands within two or three inches of the

tops of the cans.

Another simple and practical method of

cooling mUk is to have a cooler enclosed in

the pump-house, and all water that is

pumped for the stock passes through. The
construction of the cooler is the same as

that for the^pring-house, and deep setting

cans are recommended. In both cases, the

cans should have perforated covers to allow
the heat and gas to escape.

A type of cooler has been used which is

only a long narrow can about six inches
in diameter ; this is

fiUed with cold water
and inserted into a
common ten-gallon can
of mUk. The heat is

driven to the outside.

There are many
other ways in which
milk may be cooled

without ice. such as
hanging down a well

or setting in a tub of

cold water. In the dry
arid section of the

West, where cold wa-
ter is not very plenti-

ful, the following
scheme has been de-

vised : Two cans are placctl one on top
of the other, the lower contains the milk or
cream, while the upper contains water ; a
doth is placed over and around the cans
with the upper end in the water ; this acts

as a wick, and the water is conducted down
the sides of the can. With the rapid evajw-
ration which tx'curs in such a dry climate,

the temperature may be reduced to about
sixty-five degrees.
This temperature is

not low enough to in-

sure the keeping
quality of milk for

any length of time,

but it has been usetl

satisfactorily to some
extent in cooling
cream. Cream has
better keeping quali-

ties than milk, due
to the fact that it

contains more fat

and less milk-sugar.
For the same reason
high-testing cream
will keep better than low-testing cream.
The whole secret of controlling the keep-

ing quHlitie.s of milk is to pro<hice it dean,
keep it denn. cool immediately and keep
it cool until delivered to the consumer.

A long, narrow can
filled with cold water
is inserted into a ten-

gallon can of milk

The evaporation method
used in the dry Western

States

BOYS!
GET THIS

AIR-RIFLE
Without Spending One Cent

The Daisy Air-Rifle is a re-

peater. It shoots 350 times

without reloading. It is

These '^Jv
^'^'"'^"S' durable and shoots

^Cv accurately. It cultivatesnne air- •' ^ . , ,

rifles are ^fi^ trueness of sight and

ded evenness of nerve.p r o v 1

This rifle is harm-
less. It uses no
powder— j ust

air.

Air is plen-

tiful and
shot costs

but 10c

for 1,000.

with pistol-

grip, true
sights, and are
strongly made.
Boys have use for it

every minute—hunt-

ing in the woods,
shooting at targets,

drilling as soldiers,

and innumerable
uses that only boys can
discover. Every boy will

want one of these rifles, and
this is an unusual opportu-

nitv to get a high-class Air
Rifle.

BOYS
Send a postal to Farm akd
FiHESiDE to-day. Just say

you want an Air-Rifle without

having to pay one cent. Thou-

sands of happj' boys easily earned them
this way.

Write to-day
Address

Farm and Fireside

Springfield, Ohio

•.THE
.ANIMALS'

Keeps flies and other
insect pests ofT of auimals

—in barn or pasturi.—longer
than any imitation. Used
and endorsed since 1!%S5 by
leading dairvnien AD'i fanners.

$1W0RIHSA¥ES$20.00
in milk and flesh on each
cow in a single season«H«ala

I Mres, stops ^tching and pre-
vents infection. Kothing better for galls. EiUs lice and
mites in poultry bouses.

CpiVTlS <J1 if yotir dealer can't supply von. We'llOCl^Lf ^1, gend enougrh Shoo-Fly to protect
200 cows.also our 3-tube gravity sprayer with-
out extra charge. Money bat k if not i.itisf.ict. ry. \nuie
Express Office. Booklet FR£^ Special terms to agents.

Shoo-Fty Mfg. Co.. Dept.X. 1310 N. 10th St.. PhiUdelpUa

la^eSOBBINE
Reduces Strained, Puffy Ankles,
Lymphangitis. Poll Evil. Fistula,
Bolls, Swellings; Stops Lameness
and allays pain. Heals Sores. Cuts,
Bruises, Boot Chafes. It is an

ANTISEPTIC AND GERMICIDE
[XONl-OISO.VOtS]

Does not blister or remove the hair and liorse

can be worked. Pleasant to use. $2.00 a.bottle,

delivered. Describe your case for special in-

structions and Book 5 K free.

W. F. YOUNG, P. 0. P., 23 Temple St», SprlDgfleld. Mass.

Best CoDdiUoDcr
Torm Cxpellcrj

Death to Heav^es
••<Jii,*r.iut<fd or Mou. \ B^ioH.

'

Al '!:ui:(:i--t.s' or sunt piroipaiii.

TRE"lEWTON lEMEOT CO.,TOLEDO.OH(0

AMERICAN

SEPARATOR
THIS OFFER rS NO CATCH.

It Is a ^oUd propoalUon to send,
on trial, fully guaranteed, a iitiw,

well made, easy ruiinins separa-
tor for «15.95. Skims hot or cold
miik; making heary or light
cream. Designed especially for
small dairies, hotels and private
families. DiiftreTii from, this pic-
ture, which lllu:itrate.i our large
c.ip.icity mtchine^. Tho bowl Is

.1 sanitary marvel, eatlty cleaned,
(i e .1 r « thoroughly protect I'd.

Western orders filled from
Western points. Whether your
dairy is Lirge or small, writo

,

U' and obtain our handsome
frco caalrm. Address: I

AMERICAN SEPARATOR CO.
Box lOT

BAINBRIOGE. N.Y.
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Rising Hog-Market
By L. K. Brown

HILE the nine-dollar hog made but

a short stay in June, everyone is

confident that it will soon return,

I and some even predict ten-dollar hogs by
1 September. The marketing has been large

i for some time, but cash demand has been
ii good too. Accumulation is necessary to

! handle the fall demand. The market has

j been on a healthy, active basis. Diminish-
ing receipts are expected for the rest of the

summer, and this, coupled with the in-

!
creased demand for these months, will be

I

responsible for the advance in price. Pat-
ij rick Cudahy states that the ten-dollar hog

{
is soon due, because between July 1st and

I

November 1st thei'e is three times as much
' meat consumed as is marketed, and that the

supply of pork and lard on hand to meet
this is but- one third that of last year's.

The market is a satisfactory one to both
buyer and seller. The abundance of feed

at a moderate cost makes pork-making
profitable to the grower. Because of this

condition the hogs that the killer receives

are in prime condition and so are cut up
to a good profit. Also, there is a large

percentage of lard which is a scarce and
valuable product at present. Eastern ship-

ping demand has been slack, but is expected
to return soon. European buyers have
been light purchasers in hopes of heavy
June receipts and lower prices. Presently
they will be forced to buy regardless of

price, and export demand will increase
accordingly.

With the continuation of the marketing
of heavy hogs, which is the result of abun-
dant feed, the spread of prices will widen,
and a dollar between fat sows and choice
bacons would be seasonable. The packers
have been able to accumulate considerable
of both pork and lard lately and probably
will be able to continue to do so for a short
time, but still there will be a shortage
before the 1913 crop makes its appearance.
Compared with a year ago, prices are a
dollar higher, and the receipts are con-
siderably heavier, while the stocks in pack-
ing-town cellars are but one third. This
difference has been caused by the much
lighter marketing during the past winter
than during the winter previous. General
reports are that the pig crop is rather small
throughout the corn belt, and some of the
same territory has a poor outlook for corn.
If these conditions are true and continue
we can expect high-priced hogs.

owner if allowed to remain through the hot
summer days fighting flies. Cattle cannot
make satisfactory gains on grass unless

they have an abundance of water at all

times. Don't overlook these items with
eight-cent stockers. In this year, like every

other one, someone will make money on
cattle, and someone will lose. As a rule, it

is not luck, but close attention to details

that wins out. I recently turned eighteen

fancy 1.100-pound cattle into a thirty-acre

hog-lot with plenty of shade and running
water. The alfalfa and bluegrass was knee-

high all over, so we ran the mowers over

about twelve acres and stacked up twenty
tons. I notice the cattle seem to eat at the

new hay as much as the pasture. We wQl
probably cut the twelve acres again after

six weeks has passed. I figui-e this thirty

acres from the cattle alone will make 250
pounds of beef per head by November,
which would figure out, at eight cents, about

$20 per head, or $360. In addition it wUl
practically ^winter twelve head of horses.

There are 200 head of hogs on it at present
with the cattle and will be until faU. This
thirty acres has been in alfalfa twelve years,

but the bluegrass is gradually taking it.

Last year this thirty acres carried 100
yearling steers (on corn) from May 6th
to .July 22d, 200 hogs all season, and in the

fall 200 sheep. About $40 an acre profit

resulted. I don't do this every y«ar, but
mention this to show what manure and
alfalfa will do and also to show what I

mean by pasture. A great many farmers
run away with the idea that a pasture is

a field with a fence around it.

The Cattle Situation
By W. S. A. Smith

THE greatest change in the fat-cattle
* market has been in quality. The ripe,

thick, fat cattle so plentiful in May are
gone, so that, even though the market
quotations may not show any great advance,
cattle are really higher. From now on, as
hot weather comes on. the light cattle wiU
have their innings. The reverse will now
happen with stock cattle. The market quo-
tations may not show much change, but we
will get more quality for the money as the
grass cattle begin to come in. South Da-
kota has had bounteous rains, and there are
thousands of acres idle for want of cattle.

Money keeps fairly tight so that the banks
are pretty well loaned up, and this has had
an effect on the price of stock cattle. There's

IS at a premium

no saying where the price would have gone
with money easy. We may have good crops,
but not bounteous crops, as it is a fact that
several States have already had deficient

rainfall Vhen if was needed, and corn is, as
a whole, backward enough. It will be a
remarkable season if a large percentage of
the corn is not soft. The corn-market shows
this plainly, as we had corn at 62 cents in
Chicago, June 23d, with a large surplus in
the country.

Fly-time is with us, and cattle in pasture
should be provided with shade. We cannot,
with present prices, allow anything to
stand in the way of good gains, and many
a man loses a whole summer's profit just
through neglecting some little detail. Cat-
tle that have their choice will seldom graze
through the heat of the day, and they cer-
tainly do no good for themselves or their

Worth Reading Twice
By Robert W. Neal

Not all blow-hards are to be despised. There
is the silage-blower, for instance.

Make your farm look like yours. 'Twill be
worth money to you to have a farm that's un-
like everyone else's—in the right way.

The best thing to bring home from the
county fair, besides a blue ribbon, is the deter-
mination to win one.

There's quite some variety of poor judgments.
Some farmers always take care to keep their
horses fresh and never knock o& themselves for
a good time, and some are always knocking off

themselves, but never rest up their horses.

Why Sheep Prices Dropped
By John P. Rossi

t^ROM the middle of June up to the pres-

'^ent writing lambs were poured into

Kansas Cit.v. Chicago, St. Louis and other

leading markets in great numbers, causing

a drop in prices of from 50 cents to $1. The
fear of a prolonged drought was the main
cause of this, and added to it was the fact

that an unusually large number of the

lambs were in prime condition, and would,

if longer fed, have grown to undesirable

weights. Heavy ewes and wethers were not

so numerous, but the hot spell caused what
there was of them to be hard to dispose of.

However, the pretty general heavy rains

came in time to relieve what threatened to

become a disastrous condition. Though
sheep have at times arrived at the point

where profits cease to exist, good spring

lambs, which have formed the bulk of the

big receipts, have ranged around $8.00.

The American wool trade has been want-
ing in activity ; but the trade abroad is

lively. In British markets stocks are low,

and demand strong ; conditions likel. to

offer an outlet for a good deal of our clip.

The export of a considerable amount has
recently been noted.

The difference in the prices of home-bred
sheep and lambs in England, and of those

of imported frozen carcasses, is so greatly

in favor of the- native product as to give

rise to the fraudulent practice of imposing
the inferior article on a too trusting public
as the bona fide pure John Bull bred product.
British sheepmen are moving the govern-
ment to take steps to stop this species of

"fake" ; and as we—though I don't think it

likely—may for a time be inundated with
the frost-bitten stuff, and as our meat-men
have sometimes been known to confound
goat with sheep, it may be well to get our
legislators to protect our housewives from
that sort of fraud.

Our Agricultural Department has just

issued a very just and salutary order, that
every individual carcass of frozen meat im-
ported shall be inspected, instead of a sam-
ple picked here and there at random out
of a ship-load of hundreds of tons. As the
cost of this wUl be considerable and will

fall on the importers, it will add materially
to the difliculties of beating our own prod-
uct, unless prices rise considerably.

Cow-Ease
Prevents Ttcka*

KEEPS
FUESOFF

_ Cattle and Horses
and allows cowa to feed in peace, making

More MllK and More Money for you.A clean, harmles* liquid preparation, ap-
plied with a sprayer. Keeps cows in good
condition, and eavea five times its cost in
extra milk.

TRIAL OFFER
If your dealer cannot supply
you, send us his name and
$1.25,^ and we will deliver
prepaid to your address a
half-gallon can of COW-
EASE and SPRAYER for
applying. For West of Mis-

1

eouri f^ver and for Canada,
above Trial Offer. $1.50.

SatisfactioQ or Money Bacb.CARPENTER-MORTON CO.
BOSTON. MASS,

TOR
l€loW3,FumHur« end InferiorWooilworbUSB

CampbeHWarmsbStain
All sijes^qnd colors, at Paint &Uardwaict)eal«r3

€arpentei^Mor'tonCo..Bos{on,Maas.

WIIL BALE 20 TONS OR MORE A
DAY AT COST OF ONLY 40c A TON.

Make big money baliDg for your neighborsjj
after yours is done.

The Cyclone is powerful, durablct^
repair-proof—made almost entirely ol
{inesi sleel. Unbreakable steel baling^
chamber, adjustable tension, makes smooth.'
clean, tight bales, 75to 135 lbs. as desired.
Three strokeseach circle. Self-feed. Worksi
at stack, barn or windrow.
Here's the biggest money maker you can '

buy. Low price. Free trial and absolute
guarantee on every prees. Write today-
full izxforznation free.

.Geo. Ertet Co.,
|347Ky.St.,Quincy,Ill.

It is to your advantage to mention Farm and Fire-
side in writing to advertisers. Farm and Fireside
folks get the very best attention.

yJul^-^uqusi

SEARS ROEBUCK and CO.
CHICAGO. ILL.

THIS SALE CLOSES AUGUST 31. 1913

Six Pairs Men's
Socks, 79c.

Guaranteed to

Wear 6 Months

Genuine Amos-
keag Chambray
Shirts for Men,

33c

Women's Long
Silk Gloves, 53c

Regular S5.00
Quality Wool
Filled Blankets,

$3.87

Two Dozen Cup
Shape Pure
White Pearl

Buttons for 6c

Two Dozen
Yi Pint Heavy
Crystal Jelly

Tumblers, 35c

One Dozen Silk

Hair Nets
for 19c

45-Lb. Felted
Cotton Mattress,

$4.98

Greatest of all Midsummer Sales.

For sixty days ending August 31st,

we eclipse all previous efforts in

bargain price-making.

Don't send for this book
if you are already a customer of

Se£urs, Roebuck and Co. We have
mailed a copy to each and every one
of the five million customerswho have
sent us an order since January 1,1912.

But if you haven't bought of us since

then, and if you really want to share

in the greatest of this year's bargain

sales, then just write ''Jtily-August

Bargain Supplement" on a postal card,

sign your name and address and mail to

r \
The Year's

Greatest Bargains
in Women's

Dresses

Fall Coats for

Women

All Wool Mixed
Suits for Men

Ostrich Plumes

Shoes for Women,
Men and Boys

Baby Flannels

All Linen Towels

Table Damask

Special Offer on
the World's Best
Sewing Machine

Look for Our
J uly-August
Stove Proposition

"Ben-Hur," the
Greatest Novel
Ever Written by
an American.
Never Before
Sold Under

$1.50; NOW 48c
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Kill the Bot-FIy Elggs

By C. M. Weed
'RARLY ererj- owner
of a horse is familiar
with the bot-fly so

troublesome during the

summer months. Cot-flies

loot much like large honey-
bees and buzz about the
head and legs of the horse
as they attempt to lay their

eggs upMi the hairs within reach of the

mouth of the animal. T!h^ are easily dis-

tiuguisbed.

These eggs are light yellowish, and as
thtjy come from the fly are covered with a
l:quid glue that sticks them securely to the

Lairs on front lega or chest. About ten

days after they are laid, each egg hatches
into a maggot. If the horse Ucks up the

egg jnst before hatching or the maggot just

after tas hatching, the maggot generally is

swallcwed and attaches itself to the wall of

the stomach. Here it remains for months
absorbing food and catising irritation and
loss of vigor.

At last it becomes full grown in the mag-
got stage. Then it lets go and passes out

to the ground, which it enters to become a
papa. Later it changes to lai adult fly

similar to those that laid the eggs. These
bot-fly grubs are injurious in several ways.
They irritate the lining of the stomach and
probably interfere with the production of

digestive fluids, and may so clog parts of

the alimentary tract as to check the free

Iiassage of food.

The greatest danger from the eggs is

from the tenth to the thirteenth day after

they are laid. If the eggs are removed
•very four or five days tiiere will be little

likelibood of injury. If one part of earboUc
acid is diluted with thirty iiarts of water
and the hairs sponged with the liquid, the

eggs will be killed. Even a Blight touching
of the ends of the hairs with a rag or

sponge wet with kerosene will destroy tiie

eggs.

Horses in summer pasture are espe-

cially liable to have eggs laid upon them.
So it is desirable to look such animals over
once a week or oftener and kUl any eggs

present.

Think happy thoughts, and put them into

practice before you forget them—practice

makes them perfect.

"ns better to marry for love and do with-

out a nice home than to marry for a nice

home and do without love.

Water Lasts All Day
By Robert J. Bogue

flCRE is a scheme
t'> keej) the water-

ing-trough filled. It is

r < a 1 1 y a pneumatic-
jtresRure drinking-
fountain. The trough
in first filled, and then
the barrel, as shown in

the illustration. The barrel (Cl is stop-
pered at the funnel opening. The spout
(15 1 is removed. The pipe (D> is to be in

the water and must be of such length that
the trough will be kept filled as desired.

Turn the barrel »• that D is down and in

the water. Pull out the cork (Xi. The
water from the barrel will sup|>ly the
trouidi as needed. It is well to' put a frame
abont the barrel so that it will not be
pu.Mbed out of place by the stock. With the
proper arrangement, the barrel may be
filli-d at the same bung fnmi which the
water leaves. In my case I extend a plat-
form from the end of the trough. t>n to

tlii.H 1 roll barrel into position necessary.

Is the Farm Hand Well Paid?
By C. E. Davis

r^rTK.N I get btteni from gofwi farm
handii wanting work ; and .vet there are

many fanners with big farms needing
LandK. When I ank these farmers about
wagefi they say. "Oh I I cannot afford to pay
what that fellow asks. The way things are,

no farmer ran." So the deal is ofT, for
there are other parts of the country where
furmers are anxious to pay g<Mid wag<-s for
giHid work.
With work on the farm pushing hard nine

months in the year, and eiHiugh work to
k'-t'p three hired men busy all the time, they
at'' d to raiae fewer cropt<. with
coil lesx income. Some of these
l'i« turiu'-r.- are thu« wtirking tfaeuiselves

into the grave, never iieeinc that thi-y lose
two men's wugeH by curtailed opportuiuties
ill eiich yeiir.

f;<Kid bDii(l<i that will do a full day's work
without watching are srarre. and when
they demand good or even high wages give
it to tbem. A poor or careless hand is both
u low and a vexation. Snpfiose the hin-d
man does make a little »wey—why

shouldn't he? If he is sober and trust-

worthy he is entitled to the honest dollar.

Some good hired men work hard for

fifty years, and then haven't a dollar to

bless themselves with I All the good wages

fooled away ; and old age in pain and pov-

erty ^

There is no hired man so good as the

carefully trained son of lie family, if he is

a partner in both cash and "say so."

If you want good hands you must pay the

price, and try to give them work in winter

also : for the good hired man is rather auto-

cratic, and if he is treated merely as a hired

hand, a menijil or an inferior, he wiU be

very apt to seek a place where he ifi treated

more as a friend and brother, even if at a

lower wage.

Curious Farm Creatures
By John S. Nowlan

The Tkee-Toad

Tj^TlEX a boy the writer often read of
" a wonderful animal, called a sala-

mander, which was said to have the power
of taking the color of the objects by
which it was surrounded. But he never

saw a salamander, and always felt a little

"Thomas-like" in regard to its existence.

However, he has since learned that there is

an animal that has some of the powers

attributed to the salamander. That is the

tree-toad. Its life history is similar to that

of the toads and frogs in the early stages.

To show these various changes we took

one that was found on an old board and
placed it in a white pitcher. When placed

in it the toad was a dingy brown, but after

a few hours in the pitcher it was white with

a slight creamy tint and with a few pale-

brown dots. On being placed in a window
beside some green moss it soon took that

smaller and jet black, except for a red spot

on each wing. The red is characteristic

There is also a drab-colored tme, which is

larger than the nine-spot. It is sometimes
found on willows in such numbers as to al-

most defoliate them. The others, in both

the larvffi and the complete form, are

strictly camiverous. One species has been
imported into California, where it is doing
good service fighting the San Jos^ scale.

Another, the cochineal, is reared in tropical

America, a red dye being made from the

bodies of the females.

The mature bugs may be found around
the base of orchard trees, especially apple-

trees. The eggs hatch queer little fellows,

more like six-legged alligators than any-
thing else. They are dark, with bands of

yellow or red, the color changing with age.

The larvae, when ready to make the first

transformation, attach themselves to any
convenient object by the hinder part of the

body. They soon molt, the skin remaining
around the body in the form of a glue-like

ring at the point of attachment. In ten

days to two weeks the perfect insect

emerges to continue the work of its early

life.

They seem to have a special fondness for

plant-lice. Watch, from early spring till

fall, where the lice are on trees and vines,

and you may see both larvae and adults

feeding. I have taken leaves with the lice

adhering to them and placed them on fences

or other places where the larvae were to be
found crawling and watched the ladybogs
proceed to feast.

In the days of my childhood it was a
superstition that the ladybug woiild obey
the human voice. If you would say,

Ladybug, ladybug. fly away home.
Tour house is afire and your children all

alone,

I, the tree-toad; 2. the dragon-fly; 3 the ladybird; 4, the "doodle-bug";
5, the "humpbacked worm"

color. Try the experiment of putting one
in various colored locations, and see the

changes. Tou wUl be greatly interested.

The Dbaoo:?-Fi.t

What do you call him? Snake-feeder,
snake-doctor, devil's darning-needle, mos-
quito-hawk? Every one of the names,
except the last, is a slander on the whole
tribe. The dragon-fly is one of our best

friends. He eats everything of the insect

kind—flies, gnats, mosquitoes and butter-

flies.

Watch him some summer evening. See
him alight on a dead limb, or, if it is not
to be found, a post, a weed, or any other
object that will allow him a good range of
visiim. Presently a mosquito comes along
singing gaily and— it's over. In less time
than it takes to tell it, out went the dragon-
fly, captured the mosquito and returned to
his jiost in triumph, or supped as he leisurely
flcMited alimg. He ought to see well, as each
of his large i)rominent eyes has 28,CtOO pol-

ished lenses.

There Lsn't another creature in the animal
kingdom that can do what he can. He can
go straight ahead at a speed greater than
that of a railway train, and then, without
cfaaoging the point nf tiie compass he is

facing, go just as rapidly backward or to
either side.

Catch him? Well! Put your finger on
him and. like the Irishman's flea, he isn't

there. However, he is strictly a warm-
weather fellow. A June morning is

s<imetimes cool enough to benumb him suf-
ficiently to enable you to catti faim.

The "Lkxmcam

The insect known as the ladybird, or
ladybug. is a very useful ns well as common
•me. Here in wmtbem Illinois three kinds
ore found, the best kii^vwn being the com-
m'ln niu^'-s|MiL It is turtle-shaped, red,

with nine black spots •m its wings, hence its

name. It is nhont three riixt<H>nthK •>[ an
inch lou(. The twice-stabbed ladybird is

Farm ani Fhesiie, July 19, t9l3

Unloading Prickly Pears
By Eugene Stollwerk

'T'HE unloading of pri<ily pears while
* clearing our Texas land for cultivatita
has always been a very disagreeable jofc

to us. The team was idle half the time
while we had to work hard. So we started
to study how to divide the work so that the
team would do more of it.

We cut some long mesquit saplings and
laid one or two of the saplings in the wagoB,
allowing the butts to extend a foot or two
from the rear of the wagon, the tops touch-
ing the front end-gate. We took the rear
end-gate out. Then we loaded the pean

throwing them on the brush. We hauled the

pears to an open place where they would
not bother us any more.
Then we took a long rope with a hook

at one end. This we fastened onto the butt
of the sapling in the wagon. Then we tied

the other end of the rope to the nearest
stump or tree. A short, hard pull on the

part of the horses caused the brush to slide

out of the wagon, drawing the pears with it.

It was done in a minute, and all the tire-

some labor of unloading by hand was savi- ':.

We unfastened the rope, put some new
brush in the wagon and were ready for the

next load. The brush must be long enough
to reach from front to rear of wagon-bed, or
it wiU not draw out all of the pears.

sbe would spread her wings and fly. And
she will ; that is, if you have patience to
repeat the command often enough and await
the pleasure of her ladyship.

The "Doodle-Bug"

This was one of the greatest mysteries of
my youthful days. I had no doubts as to
its existence, for had I not seen them called
from their hiding-places? This is how it

was done. Search around an old rotten log
for littie funnel-shaped depressions in the
loose earth. They are about as large as a
silver dollar and sometimes an inch deep.
Having found one, get down dose to the
cavity and say "Doodle, doodle" many times
over in a rapid, monotonous voice, and the
doodle-bug, if at home, will come forth.
Then say "Back Jack, back Jack." and he
will beat i retreat. I knew it would work
all right, but why?

This is the larva of the ant-lion, and this

is his trap for other insects. If an ant or
other insect falls into this funnel, the loose
earth gives way beneath its feet, and it

rolls t^i the bottom, the prey of the tenant.
The calling is mistaken for the priwence of
f<»Kl, the waves of sound or the breath
displacing the h>o9c particles. Finding no
victim, it will retire to its resting-place
without orders if a little time will be al-

low^'d for investigation.

TriE "Hl MPBACKED WOBM"
Watch closely abmp your path, and yon

may see a hole about the size of a small
lead-pencil, the earth around the top of the
h^de being cut around like a funnel. Insert
a straw, for instance timothy, and let it

reach the bottom of the hole. If the pro-
prietor is at home and not enjoying his
siesta the straw will sotm begin to rise.
Remove it with a qtiick jerk, and you are
apt to find a peculiar worm grasping it

with its jaws.
When a boy we called them "bumpbacktHl

worms" for want of a Ix'tter name, as they
bear a wart-like protuberance on the back.

The Plaint of the Weary Worker
By Berton Braley

T AM sick of doing chores,

Endless chores.

Any way you look at them they certainly

are bores.

Tou keep doing them forever.

But they're simply never done.
No ; the fact is you are never
Free from this form of endeavor,

Though you toil from sun to sun.
All the time, time, time,

In the dust and glare and grime
Tou keep thinking, thinking, thinking, of

the twilight and the scores.

Scores, of chores, chores, chores, chores,

chores, chores, chores.

And the dreary, weary labor of the chores

!

What a nuisance are the chores.

All the chores

!

There's a certain sort of pleasure in yoiir]|

labor out of doors ;

But this milking in the shed,

And this putting hogs to bed,

And the chickens in the coop,
Gives me pain.

Till I almost fade and droop.

And I feel as though I never would
From the strain

Of the endless repetition which my inte
deplores.

Hear my roars

At the chores.

Which we do by two and fours,

And by dozens and by scores.

With a mumble and a grumble at the cho
chores, chores

;

At the chores, chores, chores, chores, chc
chores, chores

:

At tie everlasting boredom of the choree:

Tet these everlasting chores
(Hang the chores*

May instil in me persistency which op
many doors.

Which will bring me the appearance
Of a chap of perseverance

And may help me in the future to aces
late great stores.

Golden stores.

Stores of ores,

Or of fame;
And in those days I will claim
That the reason for the same

Was the everlasting doing of these ever-

lasting chores

!

But at present they are bores,

Are the chores

:

And they sweat me at the pores.

And they interrupt my snores.

When I have to pile out early for the choreai^

chores, chores.
For the never-ending labor of the chores!

For Marking Trees
By J. E. Raiser

ERE is an idea which may be appreci-

ated by others also. I have just srt out
some fruit-trees to replace some that hav«
died or prt>veii worthless.

Instead of the usual wood tag upon which
the name is stamped and which becomes in-

distinct in a few years, I cut out strips

from tin cans and perforate same with a
finishing-nail. The narrow end of these are

wrapiM<d loosely around a small branch and
are let out as the branch grows.
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Garden and OrciiaTd

1

A .i^psraying Erpejisnce
&y James D, 3©^«2ik£in

^XTTEST TIE-GTKIA tas in fhe lastfew
yeaxs come wcmderfuDy to the front

^™ as a fruit-growing State. In the
regular fruit-gi'awing districts -vrhere or-

(iardrog is carried on largely -as a .com-

luer.ial enterprise the fiuit-growers are

ui>-to-dr.te and progressive. They practise

dean cultivation and spray regularly.

In nearly all sections of the State, iow-
ever, plenty of fruit can be grown for Tiome

iconsumpti m if properly eared for. There
are also pli,ceG in the State not inown as

fruit districts where iruit can be produced
profitably on a commercial scale ; but out-

side the regular orchaxding districts people

axe usually inclined to leave the orchards

to care for themselves. Eesult : very little

fruit, and that of poor quality.

The San Jos6 scale has in some cases

teen a blessing in disguise. Farmers, to

save orchards from destruction by scale,

have pui'chased spraying outfits, consisting

of bai-rel-pump. hose, nozzle and extension

rod, and have later decided to spray during
summer, as they already had the outfit.

My own orchard is top young to deter-

mine in most cases the resiilts of spraying,

except that I have about conquered a vei-y

bad case of scale by spraying each spring

just as the buds were swelling, with con-

centrated commercial lime-sulphur, one part
to nine or ten parts of water.

Por summer spray I use, on apple and
pear, the commercial lime-sulphur at a
strength of one part to thirty-five or foity

parts water, and add arsenate of lead at the

rate of two and one-half pounds to fifty

gallons of spray.

On peach and pkmi I use a self-boiled

lime-snlphur spray made by putting eight

patrndB of flowers of sulphur over eight

pound* of stone-lime after warm water has
been poured over the lime in an iron or

wooden "vessel and slaMng has begun, thus
btnling the lime and sulphur together with
the l>eat of the slaking lime, adding just
euoTigh water to keep it boiling \mtil slahed.

Tftten strain through a fine wire strainer,

working all the sulphur through and adding
eDongi •water to make filty gallons. The
last thing before spraying put in three

poninds of arsenate of lead for curcuHo. It
must he stirred couFtantly while spraying,

or 3± -will settle and clog the pump.
i5om« think Bordeaux mixture a better

fungicide than lime-sulphur, but my expei'i-

ence with it in burning foliage ias been
such as to make me feel doubtful of it.

Rsmarkatile iEfiect q& Sjnaying

The most remarkable effect of spxaying I

ever saw was on some young Green Gage
plum-trees last Bammer. There were six

trees all of same age and variety, all of

nearly same size and aH equally full of

bloom. After the bloom had dropped and
the hufiks on calices were about all off

(May etii) 1 sprayed "with lie self-healed

solution given ahove.

When I had sprayed the other plum-trees

and five of the Green Gage trees my spray

fioliition gave out. and so I decided to leave

the one tree as a check on the others to note

the effect of the spray. It looked as promis-
ing then as the other five trees.

On May 31st I again sprayed the five

with same formula, again leaving the one
tree unspitiyed. At this date there was a

difference, more stung fruit heing on the

"unsprayed tree. This -was all I sprayed,

but they would have been much better for a

spraying in July, as some trees lost some
fruit just hefore ripening, from brown rot
caused by so much dry weather.
When we harvested the ei-op in mid-

August we got. from the five trees, over
seven bushels of fine plums, -with scarcfSly a
faulty one.

On the test tree, not spray«d, the plums
ccmthiued to drop till about two weeks
hefore picking-time, when the last one, all

covered with wax, dropped off, and we did

not get a single plum from it. Such an
experience is more convincing than bushels
.of talk.

For Late FQanting
fpVEN along in August there is still some

chance to sow and plant. Earlier vege-
tables have been harvested, and the ground
l)ecomes available. Early cabbages, early
peas, early potatoes, early beets, etc., have
heen removed ; rows of lettnra show only a
few scattering plants, now gone to seed.
The garden looks better if aH the stumps,
leavings and rubbish are cleared away and
the land freshly dug -over, and it can be
made more useful and productive by sow-
ing or planting something; this may be
winter radish, flat tmaiip, spinach, kale. Big
Boston lettuce. Anything is better than
nothing. Last year I planted some Hebron
and Bliss' Triumph potatoes (left over
from spring planting) in some vacant rows
«n August 1st. This is raflwa- late, I admit.
JBoit the fall happened to he ^"^z ^i^id fa:-

vod'ahte, cond I id.i^g a quantity «f fixcelleat

potatoes, al&oagh not la^ge trSiers, v^iich

mad£ good .seed ioi- this sptting's planting,

and I3ie -vines now look guite tliilT.ly .and

pramismg. Snch jssBfid-wtatioffi axe as good
its the southern so-vcaHed "second crop"

.seed-potatoes. may not be "very large,

but ithey teep wfiH and remain sound -until

late in spring. Also, I always sow my
White Portugal or Silverskin onion-seed

jon or about August 1st for growing my
green ar bunching onions for early spring.

We stni have a full supply of such onions,

mild and tender, from fhe patch sowed on
July 31st of last yeai-. Sow good seed

thickly in I'ows a foot apart. Do not thin.

If you by t-hi« method get as fine green

onions and soxh an abundance on a com-
paratively tiny spot of ground as I had
again, for the tenth or twelfth time in suc-

cession, this spring, during the latter part

of April and during May and June, I think

you will not neglect to sow at least a few
short rows, every year afterward. T. Gb.

Late Green Peas
T AM very iond af good green ^eas, and if

I can have them would enjoy them not
only in early summer, but also in early fall.

When I have some eeed-peas left over from
early spring planting I usually sow them
along in fore part of summei-, up to nearly
August. In some seasons we have liad

-very fine gr^n peas in September and
October, and enjoyed them greatly. Hot
and dry weather is not favorable for peas.

They "may mildew. They may fail to fill.

But we take the chance. We may succeed ;

we may fafl. T. Ge.

Barrel-Covers
By R. E. Rogers

'THERE -are some sorts of produce that
may best be shipped in bari'els. The

heading of the hai-rel is a problem at times,
since a good many heads will not fit and
needless time is wasted in making the head
stick in place. We hffve found that we can
buy burlap for four cents a pound. We
take the woaden hoop off the barrel, but
not the wire hoop immediately below it.

Spread the burlap over the top, pound the
wooden hoop on, nail it and trim the burlap
off within three or four inches of the edge.

This easily holds the produce in the barrel,

allows ventilation, and is a quicker system.

While few have the honor of making
our laws, all may iiave the honor of obeying
them.

At the next open grange meeting try the
plan of having three or four after-sm»per
toas-ts. Of course they wfll be talks -with

lots of fun mixed in, but they "wiU lend an
air of distinction to the evening and will
help to make the grange a little livelier

than before.

Maryland Yellow-Throat
ByH. W. Weisgerber

A PEB,S05f cannot always boast of know-
^ing where to .find certain wild creatures
and then go and locate them. Too often
we fail to find them in the most likely

places. But while this may apply to them
in general, it does not refer in particular
to the Mai-yland yellow-throat. He is one
that we can usually count upon finding in
brushy thickets beside some watercourse or
stagnant pool. In these little patches of
brush he -will be heard, although it is rather
difficult to .^et sight of the little black-

nmdied fellow. And when we "finally loea^te

him it is likely that he -svin beat a swift
retreat to the xiext thicket. Our eyes can
follow his gi'eenish-yellow form.

^-Sometimes, however, he gets very inquisi-
tive, and then he will come out of his
Jbiding-place and view the intruder and
seold him for his iinpudence. At such times
we .are permitted to get a good look ,at his
blaek-anasked face. But he is not a M^i-
wayman whom -we need feaj'.

It is by Ms song, a loud and fingp-ng

'''witehy-witidtiy-^witidi," that be wiH be best
known. He is a member lof -fhe "warbler
ifnmily, and osdr sS. its number ±ha± feeds on
or steal I3ie ^joond. KHw; «n±iiie feed as
worms affld iusectE.

The Best
Beverage
under
the Sun—

At
Soda

Fountains
or Carbon-

ated in bottles.

THE COCA-COLA COMPANY, Atlanta, Ga.

ALFALFA
AMERICAN NORTHERN GROWN

Guaranteed to 99S pore and free from dodder. Write
for sample oti which ice in vite you to get GovErnment tests.
We do not handje Turkestan "I>warf Alfalfa" or cheap
inferior European seed. We refuse to iiandle anytliing
bnt "the ver> beet, iiiperiment Stations agree that
American Seed excels all other. Otrr seed should pro-
duce iiay, at S60 Tier acre armually. Write for catalog
and±older which contains Taluableinformation that you
^onld know about. We otp: sure it Trill intereet you.

SfiAIII AiO etASS SEED
Sortiiem grownand of strongest vitality. "We Jiandle

export gTade only und can furnish grass mixture
snitable for any eoUs. Write for catalog.

WING SEEP CO., Box ^49, Bflechanicsburg, O.

ALFALFA ^^'^^
Perbii.

Beat Non-Irrigated Soad—99.6^o Pure
95<o germination $9.75. Absolutely guaranteed. North-
fim gTjown, extremely hardy. No seed better. Have Tur-
kestan atfaJfa, grass seeds all kinds. Ask for our "Latest^ p. Book on growing alfaHa, Catalog and Samples.
All Smni Ftm. We can save you money. Write today

.

A. 1^. BERRY S^EP CO.. Bo« 442 CLARtWPft. tOWft

A Leading Woman'sMagame
THE "WOMAN'S "WORLD is one of
tlie best magazincB printed for the
money; in fact, is superior to many
magazines selling for more than this. It
is not only attractive in appearance, but
its columns are full of the choicest litera-
ture that money can buy. The contents
of the Woman's World are selected with
a view of entertaining and educating its
readers. It is a big value at a low price.
Every farmer in the country should take
this opportunity of obtaining the
Woman's World without cost in coTmeo-
tion ^ith Farm and FmEslDE.

Fhto and Firende, one year 1
regular piic£ 30 centa f Bodi fan-

Woman's World, one yew { SO cents
regular price 35 cenU J

Send -yoar order st once "to

FARM AND FIRESIDE, Springfield, 0\m

IHinip and

Thirsty Cattle
filiould have plentyof fresh, coolwater these hot days. LiCt

The Fuller& Johnson Farm Pump Engine
at the New Low Price, supply it for you. The hotter the day the
thirstier the cattle get, and it is no fun pumping by hand in a swelter-
ing Eun. The Farm Pump Engine, no matter what the weather, is

always ready to supply at once.

270 to 2,4SO GaOons vf Water Per Henri
This TamBrkable engine ie safe— All Over the World

easy to operate—economical—durable je the real evidence of their euccese.
absolutely weatlier-proof—no belts,

braces, or special platforms needed.
Comesready to run. Will also operate
;grindstone. washing machine, separa-
tor, etc. Thatthey are now used daily

We want to tell you all about this re-
markable engine— how it is made—
what it will do for you — and the ex-
tremely low cost at which yon can
buy it, so

HVHte Today for Catalos tio. 17-Ge« tha New Low Mce

(379)

FULLER & JOHNSON NlfXt. CO.
Forrand Street WacKson, Wisconsm
lllimiWIIIIB^^—MHM

Going to get a Silo ?
Geilhe original Ensilage Cutter
Forty years on the markfit. The unequaled

Bnsilage Cutter
eate up ensilage, dry or green. Elevates to

height. Small power engine runs it. Easy to set tip

run. Works steadily . Seldom tieeds repairs. Kiuves
adjustable. Self-feeding table. -Simplest md salest la oper-
atiou. -filormted or rarmoim'Ted. Tested mider 50>c orer-fipeed.

ThorougiUy c^iftTft.T,t?*,^d. Wxite today lor catalog and books.

THE JOS. 0ICK MFC. CO.
UMA Tiwearawas St., CANTON, OHIO

Write TODAY for

FREE BOOKLETS
CD ** Why Silage Pays "—worQi

many dollars to every farmer
witli stock to feed,

(2) New illustrated 1913 Catalog.

(3) "What Users Say"— letteiB

from Bcores of BlizzaTd usera
Ei'^ig actual experience in
their use of this cutter.

Wheat and Oot»
Many fajmers stick to wheat xakhig

nrainly because clover follows it in -flie rotation.

BulTvliy not get the best ptssible out of both crops?

No crop returns better profit for the xi^it fetilizer

than wheat.

What is the right fertilizer? That depends on the soil and

on what fertilizer you liave used on it. The longer you have

used phcBptia±e the sooner it will pay you to balance it with

POTASH
Insfet on your wheat fertilizer containing 6 to 8 per cent, of

Potash. Potash Pays on both wheat and clover.

[f ymir dealer does not carry Potash, write ub for prices, tnanins
Quantity needed, and ask for our free book. "F«I1 FertiiiMn." It

will show you how to save money and increase proiite.

<jl«nnaa Kali Works, Inc.
4)2 Broadway, ?jew Yodt

ttcCoimick WoA, dilcato T'jnili * Trat BHe., Sanmniii

WUtiK7 Cndral Bank SUg., New Oitaaa

25 California St., San Franciico

Empire BIdx., Atlanta
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This Beautiful

Sugar-Shell
Your Reward

T ITE WANT to send you this beau-

tiful Oxford Silver Sugar-Shell,

made by Rogers

Companj'. It is

made of heavy

plate silver. En-

tire spoon is six

inches long,handle

is four Laches long,

beautifully carved

and embossed in

the Narcissus pat-

tern and finished

in the popular

gray French style.

The bowl is two

inche-9 long and

one and one-half

inches wide,with a

beautifullj' carved

and deeply em-

bossed Narcissus

in the bottom. If

you are not per-

fectlj' satisfied,

you can return

the spoon, and we

will refimd j-our

money.

How to Get It

Send only 50 cents for a

one-year subscription to
Fabm axd Fireside, and
wewiUmailyou, in addition,

a genuine Oxford Sugar
Shell, as described above.

Address all orders to

Farm and Fireside

Springfield, Ohio

Lice Murder Chicks
check laving, stuut growth, ruin

|

the iilumace, torture the hens.
PRATTS LICE KILLER

(Powiert'd) murders lice and 90 1

infiurfs greater profits.
JSC, 50c. Guaranteed. Pratts 160-
page jtoultry b-^ok l>v mail.
Get Pratts Profit-sharing Booklet

At all dealers, or
PR.\TT FOOD COMPANY

Philadelghi^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^hicag^

I IPC VIE I ITD Llcecil, Btrongest
UlUL. l\iLLL.n iKe killing com-
p'HiiKl made. Works like magic. Simply
put afewdropg In nests and liang bottle
In coop. Powerful evaporating vapors go
Into featli»;rs. cracks and crevices. No
painting, fpraylng or dusting. Easy to
use. Clrcularfree. Pouna bottle prepaid

60f. >IoiieTl«ickif It falls. AeentB wanted
W. H. Metxger Co., No. 35, Qulncy, III.

Poultry-Raising

Plan Now for Silage

By T. F. Click

WE HAVE fed silage to poultry for

three years, and while some of the

statements to follow may not be

credited by some poultry-raisers I ask you

to make tests yourself before becoming

critics.

In 1911 we began to feed silage the first

day of September and never missed a feed

till the sQo was empty the twenty-second

day of July, 1912.

Now you will infer that when there was
plenty of green stuff the hens would not eat

Your hens will need green feed. Why not
supply silage?

silage, but they seemed to relish it just as

well then as they did in the middle of win-
ter.

One of the secrets of successful poultry-

raising is always to feed just the right

amount of any feed you use. Our 240 hens
netted us. in 1912. $200 in cash above all

expenses, and we have left, at this writing,

three hundred fine pullets and cockerels.

One should feed at least two inches of

sUage a day to keep it from spoiling. We
feed three pecks out of a forty-four-inch

silo. We make our silage very wet when
we put it in and pack it just as tight as we
possibly can pack it. We use nine gallons

of water for every foot in depth for a forty-

four-inch silo and find that amount just

about right. Better a little too much water
than not enough.

Our Most Successful Silage Ration

We are now feeding the flock of three

hundred birds three pecks of silage, ten

pounds of bran, ten pounds of shorts, one
and one-half pounds of old process oil-meal

and one handful of salt for each feed.

To mix it we put the silage in a box. put
salt on silage, then pour one gallon of boiling

water on, then add bran and shorts and mix
thoroughly, and we have the finest feed for

the hens that I have ever been able to find.

We feed this about eight o'clock iu the

morning, then we feed about two pecks of

corn at four o'clock, which is all the three

hundred will eat. and many times they

leave corn, and we have not a poor chicken

on the farm.
We are now feeding Brown Leghorns. If

wi- wPYQ feeding Plymouth Rocks or other

large breeds we would have to double the

amount. We have been sis years in in-

creasing the size of our Brown Leghorns
and also the size of the eggs. When we
began, our hens weighed from two to three

pounds apiece, and the eggs weighed from
eighteen to twenty ounces per dozen. AU
the hens in the flock wiU score from ninety

to ninety-four points.

We own our own little silage-cutter and
engine, which is of two and one-half horse-

power. We cut everything one-half inch

long. We have two small silos for the

poultry. One sUo is in the ground. The
other is a twelve-foot stave sUo. We put

the silage in over the top with a bushel

basket, as the engine would not operate a

blower and we did not have time to build a

carrier.

We did not propose to miss having silage

to feed because we could not feed by power

;

for the one motto I have followed all

my life is : if I cannot do as I wish, I do

the best I can under the circumstances.

The first motor-
cycle to go 100
miles ail hour

Only $150 for this
Excelsior Auto-Cycle

Never Ijefore has a motorcycle of Excelsior quality been sold for
an.vthlne llko this nrlcf'. Onl.v a fe w of these socially priced machirits are left.
Th(,y are newly built and full Excelsior quality In every way.
DlffiT from our models costing almost twice as much In a few
minor points. Thi-y were made for orders recflvcd late last
suasou buthcld over bocauseof uon-arrl val of certain materials.

Write quick for folder
descrlblnir these baritaln K.xcelslors. The control of motor Isc riK red In the handle bars. The sincle cvllndrr motor Is the
most iKjwerful of Its tyix- ever put In a motorcycle. Same stock
'li siirii as us»'d in Kxc*-lslor rj-cord-breakers—see panel at rlirht.
lias Iho free eiKrlne clutch, same as In all Excelsior molor-
<;.\ clcs. Entire frameconstructlonre-lnforced. Write for sjx'c-
liil folder—»rft the facts-then get busy If you want a motor-
cycle with a famous nami) and wonderful .speed for only 8150.

Excelsior Motor Mfg. & Supply Co.
Department C Chicago, Illinoie

EXCELSIOR
World's Records

1 mile 36 ICC. flat

2 mile. I.124-5
3mllci 1.503-5
4 miles 2.29 4-,s

5 milei 3.07 3-5

lOmilct 6.18
30mile» 20.181-5
SO miles 33.55 1-5

75 mile* 50.55 2-5
100 miici 68.01 4-5

Few territoriea open
for live agent*

Many items on the farm, such as cull

fruit, small potatoes, wastes from the

kitchen, and other things which wUl not

sell, find a good market through the hog.

When the Milk Curdles
By Dr. A. S. Alexander

"W/E HAVE a cow whose milk is not
" good a short time after she is with

calf." writes a New Jersey subscriber.
''This last time I think she only went a
month, when her milk would curdle when
scalded. The time before that I think she
went two months before the milk turned.
She seems perfectly healthy, has a good
appetite and no cough."

When a cow's milk curdles in the way
mentioned the cause most often is in lack

of cleanliness of the mUk-utensUs, and the

cow should not be blamed
Scrupulously cleanse stalls and sun-dry

all mUk-vessels.
See that the wash-water is uneontami-

nated and the milk is cooled in a sanitary

place away from dust.

Where there is no possibility of bacteria

in the milk-utensUs indigestion may cause
changes in the quality of the mUk, and in

such instances a change of feed should be

tried.
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broody season their records run higher than
those of any other breed. The leading pen
for the first six months of the contest was
a pen of Single-Comb White Leghorns be-

longing to Tom Barron of Catforth, Eng-
land, This pen laid five himdred and eighty-

eight eggs, or an average of one hundred
and seventeen eggs per bird, for the six

months, while the general average for all

the White Leghorns in the contest for the

same period was seventy eggs per bird. Mr,
Barron's stock is also represented by an-
other pen in the contest. The birds entered

by Mr. O. A, Foster were purchased di-

rectly of Mr. Barron, and although they
did not enter the contest till after the first

two weeks were over they stood fifth at the

first of May with a score of four hundred
and seventy-four eggs. Second for the first

six months was a pen of White Leghorns
belonging to Edward Cam, Hoghton, Eng-
land, with a credit of five hundred and
twenty-one eggs. The best American pen
was a pen of Single-Comb Buff Leghorns
entered by George H, Schmitz, Chicago,
Illinois, which laid five hundred and two
eggs for the first six months and stands
third in the contest.

There are three pens that have made
monthly scores of over one hundred and
twenty eggs. These are a pen of Single-

Comb White Leghorns, W. L. Sleeger,

York, Pennsylvania, one hundred and twen-
ty-four eggs ; a pen of Buff Orpingtons, O.
Wilson, Carlisle. West Virginia, one htm-
dred and twenty-three eggs, and another pen
of White Leghorns. A. P. Robinson, Cal-
verton. New York, one hundred and twenty-
one eggs.

The best individual record in the contest
was made by a pullet belonging to Mr.
Barron. This bird laid one hundred and
thirty-five eggs in the first six months. The
second best individual is a White Wyan-
dotte belonging to Edward Cam which laid

one hundred and twenty-nine eggs. The
best record made by any American hen was
one hundred and twenty-four eggs, which

Petroleum for Mites
By E. E. Heyl

T USE a remedy for mites that is even
* simpler, cheaper and much more effective

than tallow, as explained in the March 20th

issue of Fakji axd Fibeside.

Simply paint the roosts and interior of

poultry-house with petroleum (crude oU).
I find that a thorough application once
every two years very effectively does away
with the mite problem.

Storrs Egg-Laying Competition
By J. Foster Ketcham

TTHE first six months of the Philadelphia
* North American Second International
Egg-Laying Competition, now being held

at the Connecticut Agricultural College.

Storrs, Connecticut, came to a successful
completion the first of May. In this con-

test there are a hundred pens, representing
nearly every well-known breed and variety.

The general conditions of care and manage-
ment have been the same as proved so

successful in the first competition. The
same feeding formulas were also used, as
it was felt that the conclusions drawn from

Sixty-one eggs in sixty-one days

the results of the first contest could be more
thoroughly verified if the same conditions

should obtain for another year.

It is difiicult to make fair and equitable

comparisons between tlie performances of

the various different breeds because of the

unequiil numbers of pens representing them.
F(U' example, there iire forty-three pens of

White Leghorns entered, while the White
Wyandottes stand next in number of pens
entered with a total of twelve. There is

much more chance, therefore, to pick out
high-.scoring pens from the White Leghorns.
This holds e<iually true, of course, iu regard
to pens with low scores.

The records obtained this year prove that
the White Leghorns are good winter layers,

and as they do not lose .so much during the

In six months, 1 29 eggs

was made by a White Leghorn pullet be-

longing to Braeside Poultry Farm, Strouds-

burg, Pennsylvania. A Barred Plymouth
Rock belonging to Woodside Poultry Farm,
West PhUadelphia, laid eighty-eight eggs in

ninety-one days, laying sixty-one consecu-

tive days. Up to date two hens have laid

two eggs in one day.
Taking the contest as a whole, the pro-

duction has been excellent. Of course there

have been some poor layers, but such a
thing is the exception rather than the rule,

and the birds show that the majority of

breeders used good judgment in selecting

their competing pens.

On Sundays walk a little and talk a
little, rest a little and jest a little, play a

little and pray a little.

A good engineer brings his train into the

station on time. It is the sign of a good
farmer if he rounds up the day's work be-

fore dark. It is just as much to his credit

if he does that, too. as if he were doing his

work at the throttle of an engine.

The Five Senses of Man
By William J. Burtscher

A SENSE of honor.

Which tells him what
To love and hate.

A sense of justice.

Which tells him what
To give and take,

A sense of dollars.

Which tells him what
To spend and make.

A sense of beauty.
Which tells him when
To court and mate.

A sense of humor.
Which tells him when
To laugh and shake.
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Who Owns the

Railroads ?

IN
A RECENT discussion of some aspects of the

currency-reform question the Lobby ventured some
views as to the misuse or non-use of the vast store

of gold which our Government holds in the vaults

of the Treasuiy. It was suggested that if that huge
stock of gold were liquefied, so to speak, by the ad-

mixture of a proper proiwrtion of the prime commercial

paper which represents the busi-

ness operations of the Nation, and
if then this admixture of gold and
commercial paper were made the

basis on which a truly elastic»currency could be issued,

the problem would be pretty well solved.

Further, it was ixttnted out that no other great

country handles its gold reserve in the way we do ours.

The banking experience of the world has borne out the

conclusion that gold ought to be handled as a true

reserve, a guarantee, precisely as the banks retain a

part of their deposits in their vaults to meet the day-

by-day demands of customers for cash. It is apparent

that if the banks were compelled to keep the entire

amount of their deposits in cash in their vaults all the

time they would be unable to loan those deposits. In

short, banking as we know the business would be

impossible.

But it is not my purpose, in the present consideration

of this currency matter, to debate the question of

reserves. Underlying the whole matter of currency

and banking reform for this country is something

broader than this, which is beginning to get the atten-

tion of men who will have to vote on any cxu'rency

legislation that comes before Congress. It goes down
to the very foundations of the financial and business

system of this country, and the fact that men are

beginning to think seriously about it seems to be one

of the hopeful signs of the times.

"Banks," .said one of these men, "have to do too

many things that ought not to be part of the banking

business."

I wondered just what he meant, and said so. He
replied with a question.

""UTio owns the railroads of this country?"

Knowing that it was asked to draw me out,' I hesi-

tated. "The railroads," I finally replied rather oracu-

larly, "belong to the community. In campaign time

we hear a good deal about Wall Street owning them.

As a matter of fact, they are owned by the Investors."

"Just the same as the big industi-ials are owned, I

suppose?" he went on.

"Just about the same," I replied.

"That's a good orthodox answer," he resumed, "but

it isn't right. These big corporate properties are

owned in part by investors alnd In part by speculators,

and the speculating element really dominates them.

That's the first, greatest, count against American busi-

ness methods. It's the basis of the great difficulty

about reforming our banking and currency system. If

we could get these things out of the realm of specu-

lative activities, and into the hands of investors, we
would be ready to talk seriously about reforming our

money and banking system."

THIS sounded interesting. Moreover, I was talking

to a man who is Imown all over this country and

several others as an authority on such subjects. He
writes, speaks, thinks, studies, financial questions, has

been the head of one of the great banks of the world,

and refused to be quoted when I

asked him to proceed with his

explanation. Only with the prom-

ise that he would not be named in

what I might write, he proceeded

:

"In this country banks engage in a line of business

that they ought to let alone. It isn't their fault ; it is

largely because in the banking business we have

the fiercest competition that business knows any-

where. Talk about a money ti-ust '. AvTiy, any banker

you know "^"111 tell you about the fight for deposits,

for^good loans, for commercial business, in his city or

town or county, in a way that will convince you that

competition in banking is decidedly the real thing.

It's too easy to start a bank in this country."

Having always been inclined to that view, and
knowing that most people took just the opposite one, I

listened with new interest.

"This competition among banks compels them to do

some kinds of business that they ought not to do. The

Banking Starts

Very Easily

America's Way of Financing

By Judson C. Welliver

real business of a bank is to gather together the cur-

rent deposits of the people and amass them into a body

of liquid capital that can be loaned out to people

engaged in commercial bu.slness. They should be

loaned on short-time paper, three and four months'

notes preferably, that represent the great tide of com-

mercial transactions of the jjeople. They should not

be loaned on long-time, slow-moving securities, because

in the very natm'e of the bu.siness it may be necessary

at any time to turn the securities of a bank into money,

and a congestion of what ma.y be called investment

securities, held in the banks generally, would make
quick liquidation impossible."

"Can't you illustrate that point a bit?" I interjected.

"Easily. A country bank finds itself in November
with a good deal of money on hand. It would like to

make a good loan of, say, $10,000. A farmer comes

in and asks for $10,000 ; he is buying a new farm, and
wants to know if the bank will take a mortgage for

that sum, running three years. The banker, anxious

to get his money earning something, makes the loan.

"Four mouths later, with the beginning of spring,

there is a demand for small loans. Farmers come in

asking $300 to $500 each for three or four months.

The bank can't accommodate them because it has that

$10,000 tied up in a long-time mortgage. Other bank-

ers have done more or less of the same business; and

that neighborhood has a stringency on its hands.

"The bank with a big commercial business demand-

ing a large volume of small accommodations should

not tie up too much money in loans that cannot be

liquidated quickly. Its day-by-day depositors are liable

to become short-time borrowers at any time, and they

exi>ect it to be able to accommodate them. Good bank-

ing demands that it shall be."

"nPHAT illustration of the country bank must be

X projected into the field of great btinking to make
my point clear. I asked you who owned the railroads.

"In part, of course, they are owned—that is, their

stocks and bonds are—^by investors, who lock them

up, draw their dividends or inter-

est, and are satisfied. But in large

part, also, they are owned by peo-

ple who do not buy to hold per-

manently, but with the idea of making a speciilative

tuin. A man has $1,000 in the bank and heai-s that

Rock-Kibbed Sky, Consolidated, is likely to be a good

thing ; there's a melon to be cut. He ru.shes around to

his broker and buys, not $1,000 of Rock-Ribbed Sky,

Consolidated, but $10,000 of it. He pays his $1,000 of

cash, and the broker holds the stock as collateral, and

advances the other $9,000.

"So, instead of becoming an investor in $1,000 of

Rock-Ribbed Sky, Consolidated, that man has become

a speculator in $10,000 of the stock. If it goes up a

few points, he will want to sell and take his profit. If

the stock goes down, the speculator must scratch

around for money to increase his deposit, or else his

stock will be sold out, and he will lose what he has

invested in it. If a whole community has been putting

up small amounts of cash and making big loans to

carry that kind of deals, and if stocks generally go

down, then everybody will be hustling at once to get

more money for more margins ; and that makes hard

times, stringency, occasionally panics.

"If it were possible to know at a given time just

what proportion of the stocks representing the rail-

roads and industrials were held in that very way, you

would easily understand me when I say that nobody

properly owns those properties, but that they are

largely floated in a pool of community credit, from

v,'hich speculating operators borrow. The banks loan

money to be invested in them. Whose money? Mani-

festly, the money of the depositing public

"We have about 250,000 miles of railroad in this

country. They run everywhere. Every State has its

share of them. Kansas, for example, had just a little

over 9,000 mUes. How many miles do you suppose ai'e

actually owned in Kansas? Probably not 1.000.

"Kansas sells its crops in the fall and deposits its

money in the banks. The banks get full of cash for

Investing or
Spectdating?

which there is no adequate local demand. So they

send it along to Kansas City, St. Louis and Chicago.

The banks there, in turn, send it on in bigger aggre-

gates to New York. New York is in the business of

financing those Kansas railroads, and needs money to

do it. So at length that good Kansas mone.v, repre-

senting the wheat and hogs and alfalfa, gets to New
York, where it is loaned out to the people who are

u.sing their own cash, plus what they can borrow from

the banks, to 'carry' investments in Kansas railroad

shares

!

"That's the way, in the end, that Kansas and every

other* State owns its railroads. It is a bad way, for

exactly the same reason that we found it was bad
banking for that country banker to loan his $10,000

on a farm mortgage running a long time."

I

Our Need of
Wall Street

F WE adopted legislation to 'stop the counti-y's

money flowing off! to Wall Street,' there would
presently be no money there to finance the railroads,

the big industries, and the like. That would precipi-

tate a real crLsis. So long as the various parts of the

country will not get the investing

habit and that up, for investment,

these billions and billions of secu-

rities, and keep them ofE the specu-

lative market, somebody must keep them floating. It

needs the united resources of the whole coimti'y to

keep the business of the whole coimtry going. But if

more of it were done on the solid basis of investment,

and less on the basis of speculation, it would be vastly

safer and more stable."

All of which was apparently very simple and
pointed ; but when it came to my next question my
financial friend was up a tall tree.

"What do you propose to do," I demanded, "in order

to get the people of Kansas and all the other States

to buy securities, instead of sending the money to the

big cities and loaning it to other people to speculate

in securities?"

"If I could answer that question," was the reply,

"I would think I had the currency dud banking prob-

lem solved. I don^'t know. This is a new and ven-

turesome country. Not so many years ago there was
a vast speculation in lands; everybody out West bor-

rowed all he could get to buy lands wherever he

thought there was a good thing In them. We are out-

growing that epoch because the lands are passing out

of the realm of speculation. With the transportation

and industrial securities it will be 'the same no doubt,

"Speaking broadly, Americans have not acquired the

imderstanding of and confidence in joint stock com-

panies that exist in Eiu'opean countries. You can't

develop the investment habit in a day or a decade or a

generation. We are progressing toward better condi-

tions. For example, bank stocks are not the subject

of speculation to any appreciable extent. Why?
Because banks have so long been under strict regula-

tion, their affairs have been public property, federal

and state examiners and comptrollers have been on

guard to make sure that the truth about them was
known to everybody. When everybody knows all about

a class of companies, there is not much chance for

speculation left in them. After a while we will have
the transportation and industrial coriiorations regu-

lated pretty much as the banks are now, the people

will know what securities are soimd and safe, and
more and more money will he invested in those secu-

rities by the plain people—the farmers, the merchant!?,

the savings-bank depositors. The truth is that, until

we take this cla.ss of operations out of the realm of

banking, our banking and currency question wUl be

different from the corresponding question in other

countries. We demand more from banks than any
other country demands, and, everything considered,

they give us a wonderful service. The bankers don't

believe in financing our great business instrumen-

talities as we do it now ; but they are the servants,

not the masters, of the people In that regard. Cur-

rency and banking reform, and public regulation and
supervision of all classes of corporations, which tend

to increase investment and reduce speculation, are

what the country needs to-day. 'Stopping the flow of

the country's money to Wall Street' might prove the

most unfortunate thing that could happen, if it were
stopx>ed before we had made ourselves independent

.of Wall Street's aid in handling our investments."
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IN FRONTENAC CAVE
As Told by One Who Was There, and Edited by Hayden Canruth

Author of "Track's End" "The Voyage of the Rattletrap," Etc.

Synopsis of Preceding Chapters

Jud^on Pitcher, about eighteen years old. comes to

Hawk's Landing on the Mississippi River in Minnesota.

Here he meets Captain Nathan Archway and his daughter

Amy and his son Robert. Robert goes with Judson to the

Lumberman's Bank, and while there it is attacked by the

notorious gang of robbers led by Isaac Liverpool. Robert

is shot and kiUed. and the gang escape to their hiding-

place in Frontenac Cave. It is impossible to penetrate

this cave by the only entrance known, since the robbers

have closed it up. Captain Archway conceives a plan to

get into it through a smaU sink-hole on the prairie a

number of mUes back from the Zumbro River. He and

Judson go there in the night and lower themselves with a

long rope. While they are exploring the upper part of

the cave a thunder-shower comes up, and the flood carries

the rope down the sink-hole and fills the smaU opening a

hundred or more feet above with brush and soil. Before

leaving the Captain's home at Hawk's Landing Judson

finds, as he reluctantly admits, that he is very much inter-

ested in Amy Archway. When the Captain and Jud dis-

cover there is no hope of getting out of the cave where

they got in. thev begin to search for another outlet and

keep it up for six days. By this time their food is gone

and they are very weak. FinaUy, by using their gun-

barrel as a crowbar they move a loose stone at the bottom

of a small tunnel and get down into the main part of the

cave. Thev find the name of Gil Dauphin, one of the

Liverpool gang, marked with candle-smoke on some of

the lower ceilings. Looking down a pit they see a smol-

dering camp-fire, and the Captain starts back to get their

rope, but through haste and weakness falls down another

pit into a stream of water. Jud goes after the rope, which

they had left at Sink-Hole Dome, but is astonished to fand

it gone, though he had seen it a few hours

before. He hurries back, with their only candle

down to the last inch, and at the pit where the

Captaia-disappeared is still more astonished by

something else. Since awakening on their first

morning in the cave they have been greatly

puzzled by a strange beating or throbbing

sound which is especially noticeable in the

Bedroom near Sink-Hole Dome.

Part in.

A glad reunion with the Captain, and some

food at last; with the particulars of what

takes place at the River and at Fish Camp,

together with how we scramble up the Pock-

et-Gopher Hole; after which, at the Star

Chamber, the Captain grapples desperately

in the darkness with a man.

1SAID I was a-stonished at a certain mat-

ter when I got back to the black pit into

which the Captain had faUen, but I

might more truly have said that I found

something astonishing, but starvation had
brought me to that point where I was truly

a.stonished at nothing. I was, in fact, like

a dumb beast, which takes everything as it

comes and shows not the least surprise at

the most unlooked-for things. The matter,

then, which ought to have struck me speech-

less with wonder had I not been reduced to

the state of a luml)ering ox was the rope

which I had gone after, one end tied about

tlie pillar and the rest coiled on the edge of

the pit not four yards from where the Cap-

tain had gone over.

Illy candle had some time before got too

siiort to carry, so I had stuck it in the hol-

low of the larger end of a small stalactite

which I had broken off. The melting tallow

had filled this, though there was not a tea-

spoonful of it left, making it more like a

small lamp. When I saw the rope I instantly

pushed the coil over the edge into the pit.

I hoard the end spla.sh in the water. Then
I stuck the stalactite in my cap and started

down the rope, knowing nothing of how far

it miglit be, nor ever having tried to go down any rope

before; indeed, in my right senses (for I was truly

oul of my mind) I doubt if I had had the courage to

do it.

I )<)wn I went, hand under hand, till I found my feet

in the water ; but pushing against the wall I managed
to .swing out enough to land on the ground. Then I

pe<'red into tlie darkness and called out "Captain 1"

wltli my last strength.
' Here, Jud !" I heard as if coming from d^ep under-

ground. I could not tell which way to go, so I stood
with iny lainji blazing finely in my cap, and in a
moment tlic Captain came falling over some rough
rfxrks. and I ran forward to him. Then It happened
that my very last grain of strength was gone, and I

renieiulKM- only of beginning to sink down, and not
even of striking the ground ; and the next thing I knew
as I opt-ned iny eyes was a great blaze of flame as
if the cjive had b<'en on fire; then I saw it was a torch
stir'king in the ground, and that the Captain was kneel-
ing U'slile me splashing water in my face and eating
somctliiiig, taking fierce bites, like a wild Ix-ast it

.s«M/ined to me.
"i:at It, Jud; eat it I" he cried, thrasting .something

mto my haixls, and I fell to doing .so. al.so like a lx;ast

of prey. I thiuk; only knowing this, that what I was
devouring was s*)ft and greasy, and I truly Ix'lleve it

was five minutes Ijefore I csime to realize that I was
Ixilting cold, lialf-roaste<l fish.

Till the last of the fish was gone we neither of us
spoke one word, any more than two dogs might have
done; and sometimes I have thought tliat we growled
at ea'-h other and fought over the last mouthful, l)ut

1 suppose we did not; It was only after we had finished

Illustrated by Edward L. Chase

(there was little enough of the fish, though we ate it,

bones and all) and drunk at the river that we could

afford the time to talk ; then the Captain said

:

"Jud. you came in the nick of time with that rope.

How did you ever manage to get it here at all, and
vou so weak?"
Whereupon I told him the whole story as I have

written it here. The Captain's eyes opened wider and
wider as I went on, we being now both enough re-

fi-eshed so that we had the life to be surprised; and
when I had done he thought some minutes and then

said

:

'Well, Jud, I don't know how it got here, but it must
have come by hands. I suppose Isaac Liverpool or

some of his gang brought it for his ovm pui-pose, and
you missed each other on the road in some way. They
must be all around us, and we had best keep out of

their sight if we can. We have had a little food, and
perhaps we can get more and then find our way out."

"But tell me how you got out of the water after

your fall?" I said, anxiously.

"I don't rightly know, but I suppose I had sense

enough left in me after I struck to flounder out,

because after a while I came to myself lying half on
the ground and half in the water. I co Jd see nor hear
nothing; then I called to you, and getting no answer
thought I would crawl about and find the fire. But
I went the wrong way, and had been creeping among
rocks and pits and pools of water for what seemed like

hours when I heard you call. After you flopped down
in that faint I took your candle and could see where
I was, so got through that hole there and struck the

stream again and followed the shore aroimd a corner

and came out by the fire. The fish lay half eaten

on the rocks beside it, so I took it and came back."

"But where did you get the torch, Captain ?"

"That was there, too; and there are more' of them.
There's a little hollow in the rocks filled with some
kind of oil. fi.sh-oil I suppose, and a lot of sticks soak-

ing in it. I took one of them and lit it at the fire. I

wonder if those fellows don't have anything to eat

except fish. I wi.sh I knew where they get their fish,

though. We need three or four more to finish the
meal."
"We need a dozen more," I returned. "Maybe they

come out of this stream," but though we looked long

we could see none.
The stick being by this time about burned out, we

took it and started for the fire. We looked the ground
over carefully from liehind some rocks l)efore ventur-
ing closer, but seeing no one we walked Iwldly up.

Everything was as the Captain had sjiid. There were
fully a dozen of the sticks in the little hollow, and
they had soaked up nearly all of the oil. They were
about two feet long and a little bigger than your
thumb, tlie most of them, and some that were not oil-

soaked showed them to l)e small limbs of some soft

wood, very light and dry. Ljirger sticks by the fire

were of the same kind, and .seemed polished by the
water; .so we made no doubt that they had been
washed into the cave at some oi)eniug by a freshet.

"This seems to be one of their camps," said the
Captain, "and I think we had best get away from it

l)efore the.r are back. They cannot be far, for the fire

was certainly covered witliin a few hours. We'll just
Iwrrow some of their torch-sticks, and i)erhaps we may
llud where the fish come from."

The river, which was three or four yards wide, dis-

appeared a few rods farther on. In the soft clay we
saw some boot tracks. We went on very cautiously
and quietly, keeping as much as we could in small
holes and passages, and often hiding our torches and
listening with all ears. We were surprised at the
height of the rooms and the bigness of the stalactites.

The torch-sticks gave more light than our candles had
done, so bringing out the beauty of the stalactites,

which were of all shapes and sizes. In one place we
saw high up on the wall where the water had seeped
down and made a great hanging curtain of drip-stone,

as some call it, looking like nothing so much as a big,

white woolen blanket hanging up in folds. We saw
another which looked like a stack of wheat; with
others in all sorts of queer shapes.
For the most part the floor seemed to be in a general

way quite level, though there were many heaps of
rocks and pits and domes. We tossed smaU stones into
the pits and they did , not seem to be very deep, but
the domes stretched away up and we could get no
notion of their height.

"This is more as I've heard folks teU about Fron-
tenac Gave," said the Captain. "We're coming down
where it has been explored. If we can ke^ those fel-

lows from getting sight of us and find a hole leading
out we'll be all right."

"I'd just about as lief find where those fish came
from," I said.

"Ay, that's what we need," answered the Captain
with a smUe. "That last meal was a Uttle light.

Besides, I guess it's been two hours," and he took out
his watch. "Why, it's stopped," he exclaimed. "It

must have stopped when I fell in the
water—I might have known it." Nor could
he make it start.

•"I don't see how we're going to tell night
from day without the watch," I said.

"Well, where you can't tell it doesn't
matter," answered the Captain, no whit
downcast. "Our appetite will always tell us
when it's meal-time. The only thing to

worry about is that it may not always be as
easy to place the meal as the time."
We kept a sharp lookout for footprints

wherever there was a dirt floor, but saw no
more. FinaUy we got into a tunnel leading
gently downward, and at a sharp turn came
unexpectedly upon the river again, or upon
some river. It was larger than where we
had seen it before—indeed it was more like

a pool or small lake, the tunnel enlarging
and arching up over exactly like a cover
on a great dish of soup. Suddenly the Cajv
tain dropped on his knees, crying "Fish 1"

as he did so.

Sure enough, there were fish in the
water, not eyeless cave-fish, but regul.ir

open-stream fish, coming up to have a good
look at our torch-lights.

"Yes. fish," I returned, more excited than
he ; "but what I'd like to know is how we're
going to get them."

- "Leave us alone for that," answered the
Captain. "We've got to get them. Nece.s-

sity, as they say, is the mother of invention.

Let's see first if anybody else has been
here."
The floor of the tunnel and bank were

clayey, but there was no track or trace of
any human being.
"Those fellows can't get their fish here,

or they'd leave some marks of it," said the
Captain. He fell to studying the surface of

the water, and then went on : "There is no
forward current in that water, but there is

some sort of a movement I thiuk it's down-
ward, and it must either sink into a full pit

or take a curve downward and come up to

the level l>eyond. either underground again

or in the Zumbro River. I think from the river-fish

being here that this is where it gets into the river like

a big .si)ring."
,

"Do you think we could hit one of them with a
stone?" I said, a good deal more interested in eating"

them than in accounting for how they came to be

there.
"We might, but it would scare all the others away,

and you said you wanted a dozen. Let's see if we can't

rig up a spear. I went on a whaler once when I was
about your age and saw enough harpooning, so I ought

to lie able to land a catfish that way."
He sat down, pulled off his boots and from the tops

cut three long leather strings. Then he whittled the

ends of three of the torch sticks so they fitted together

pretty neatly I thought, and wound them tightly with

the leather strings, making stout joints. With the

third string he bound the handle of his knife to one

end of this odd spear, leaving the blade open, and then

said

:

"Now, off with your boots till I make a line for my
harpoon;" which I did, aad he soon had a dozen or

fifteen feet of leather string tied to the other end of

his spear.
We turned to the pool again, and the fish crowded up

to make out the meaning of our torch, one fine i)ickerel

.soon finding it to mean a dinner for us, since the Cap-

tain harpooned him as neatly as you plea.se. He had

to make several trials before he got another, but did

so at last, this time a big catfl.sh with his chin-whiskers.

They Iwth slipix'd off the knife when struck and weri-

near floating out of reach, but the Captain stepiml

in the water and pulled them in with the end of his

harpoon. [continued on page 19]
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The Children's Corner of the Dooryard
HE dooryard plays a more
important part in American
family life than is ordi-

narily realized. It is bound
to be the center of family
sociability and many of its

pleasures during the warmer months, and
for these uses it should be made suitable.

In the city and large suburban towns,
where land is costly and the houses hud-
dled together, there are no fences, as a
rule, and nothing to distinguish one place
frjom another. On the other hand, in the
country and on the farm, where there is

plenty of room, there is no need of crowd-
ing, and it should be possible to make the
yard a thing of beauty.
There are many who do not care for

fences around private houses, but to me
the fence seems desirable because it adds
a sense of privacy to the yard and the

home, and it sets it apart as a thing by
itself. It serves to suggest that it is not
the place for the mowing-machine, the

hay-tedder or the self-loader. It makes of

the yard an institution, a separate entity,

around which feelings and thoughts may
gather. An evergreen hedge of privet or

cedar may be a thing of beauty, or a
woven-wire fence that is covered with
flowers may be still more beautiful.

Flowers are Restful

The yard should contain a few fine

trees, if possible, for the shade, the birds

and the romantic associations that gather

around trees. There should be a few
flowers and a few flowering shrubs.

Country life is all too materialistic at

best, and it is most cheering to drive by a
country home and
find a fine bed of
flowers in the
yard, because it

shows that beauty
ha.s not been ut-

terly forgotten in

the pursuit of

gain. Flowers are
very restful after

a hard day's work,
more so than has
been generally re-

alized.

Whenever the
mind can slip back
from a ijeriod of

By Henry S. Curtis, Ph. D.

conscious effort to dwell as it should,

for a time on pure sensation, it is one of

the most restful things that it can do ; and
a bed of beautiful flowers forever holds
out that invitation. The flower-bed is also

one of the easy ways of cultivating the
sense of beauty and love for natural
things in children, and this is one of the
tastes that must be cultivated if countTy
life is to be as attractive as it should be.

Yet more important than all else is the

corner of the dooryard allotted to the

children for play. The first playground
of the children is the house itself, but
during the years from two to five or six

most of their play is in the yard, and this

fact should be recognized. There should
be considerable space which is suitable

for them to run in, and provision must be
made for their games. This provision is

a part of the necessary education of chil-

dren, for it means more in the proper
development of their minds and bodies
than the superficial observer realizes.

A Sand-Bin

One of the most valuable provisions for

the development of the unfolding mind of

the child is a sand-bin, and every door-

yard where there are small children
should contain one. It should be placed
under a ti-ee or in the lee of the house
where it will have shade during the hot
hours. The bin should be five or six feet

square afid ten or t\^•elve inches high, with
a flat broad seat or molding-board run-

ning around the top of the bin. It does
not need a bottom. The best sand is the
fine white sand from the sea or lake shore,

but any plastering sand will do. The chil-

dren should be provided with pails and
large spoons with which to dig and mold
the sand, and they should be encouraged
to lay out the road, the creek, the farm or

the neighboring village in the sand-bin,

and there to dramatize the tales they
read or hear. It is well to have a quan-
tity of small round pebbles and let the

children outline their drawings with
them. Children will enjoy a sand-bin

from the time they are one year old until

they are ten or twelve, for there is no
play interest that is more universal than
this love of digging and molding shapes.

From the limb of a tree, if possible,

there should be suspended a rope swing
or two. Swinging is an experience that
perhaps barkens back to our original
tree-top home. At any rate it makes a
universal appeal to children, and they
cannot afford to miss the experience. It

is worth while to have a lawn-swing in

the yard also, both for the children and
the adults.

A Tent or Playhouse

Every yard should contain a tent or
a playhouse, or both. If there can be only
one, the tent is better, as that serves a
great variety of uses in the country. It

can be used for sleeping out-of-doors in

the summer-time, for fishing and camping
trips and countless adventures that would
not otherwise be thought of. The tent

has, however, rather too light an interior

to be a first-class playhou.se. A playhouse
should provoke the imagination a little

and be dim enough within so that all can-
not be plainly seen. If it could be a cave,

that is the sort of a playhou.se that almost
any group of children would prefer.

The playhouse should not be too much
like a real house. It is quite as well if

the children make it themselves. A fence-

corner that is boarded up and roofed
over, or a very primitive affair that can
he made of rough boards by the children
themselves, is very much better than one
built by a carpenter out of rosewood. A
house in a tree is the best of all, espe-

cially if it gives an outlook as well, and
if a suitable tree is available it takes
only a short time and a very little inge-

nuity to make the house. If it is only a
platform with a railing around it, it will

serve its purpose in the development of

the child mind, which is to arouse the
imagination and the poetic side of its na-
tm-e, providing a joy in living which
the matter-of-fact child whose vision is

stunted in this respect can never acquire.

A Small Slide

Finally, the children's corner of the
dooryard should have a small slide. From
time immemorial children have slid down
the cellar-door and the banisters, and
dowil from the hay-loft, not always com-

ing away unhurt. But with a small prop-
erly built slide there is no danger of the
children getting hurt and it alfords much
pleasure for the little ones.
A kindergarten slide nine feet long can

be purchased for seven dollars and fifty

cents, and these inclines, set up in cities

in the public playgrounds and kept
smooth hy the number of children who
slide down them, rarely are the scenes of
any accidents.
A slide in the dooryard will be used

almost constantly by the little children
if there are enough of them about to
make it interesting, as witness a slide in

one of our neighbor's yards which is used
continually by a group of children, the
oldest of whom is five and the youngest
two. They are all able to go down head
first, on their backs, and in nearly every
other conceivable fashion, and so far as I

know there has not been a single child
hurt.

Give the child a definite place in the
dooryard. Give it' running room and
playing room, give it tools with which
to exercise its mind and its imagination.
That is one of the duties of the parents
of to-day.

Pets for the Children

Equally important to the children's
development are the pets provided for
them. Children are naturally fond of
animals. The ownership of a dog or cat
gives the child a certain dignity in his
own eyes and its care is a valuable train-
ing.

Chickens make good pets for boys both
on the farm and in the village, where left-

overs from the
table will keep a
considerable num-
ber, so that they
do not cost much
outside of care.
The chickens will
furnish a good
deal of valuable
knowledge, keep
the children out
of mischief, give
*them I'egular du-
ties to perform,
a good time and
furnish spend-
ing-money besides.
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Reading for Young Folks Conducted by Cousin Sally

Messages from Mommie
By George Saint-Amour

MY MOMMIE has been away to visit

Auntie Anna Lynn for two weeks,

and my daddie was lonesome be-

fore she had been gone three days. He
kept talking about a message that Mom-
mie would "wire" when she was coming
back.

So I asked him about it, for I was
lonesome too, and he told me how Mom-
mie's message would be put on the wires,

and how it would come to our house, and
then we would go to the depot, and
Mommie would get off the train, and we
would be happy again.

So every day after Daddie would go

to work I would sit on the steps in front

of our house and watch the telephone

wii'es. But no message from Mommie.
Then I thought maybe the message

was afraid to come to our busy street,

for there are trolley-cars and wagons and
automobiles and children and men and
women, and I just said to myself that

I would go down near the woods where
I had seen some wires and watch

!

And I went all alone. I walked on my
tiptoes to a big tall pole which holds

up the wires, and without saying one
word I just stood there and looked at the

wires away up in tlie air.

Pretty soon they began to hum and
buzz, and you may believe that I listened

hard, as my Daddie says when he ex-

plains things to me which are not easy
to understand.
And a message came, and it said

:

"Mommie is lonesome for her little boy
.
and Daddie, and she cried last night to

see them." (It sounded just like my
Mommie's voice v/hen she .sings me sad
little songs.

)

"Mommie hopes that her liftl.^ lioy has
been good," tlie wire said, "a;id that Dad-

die has had plenty to eat and is well, and
that he is not working too hard.
"Mommie is comiag home just as soon

as she can, coming back to her little boy
and Daddie, for Mommie has found out

that they are about the two nicest men"
(she called me a
man like Daddie,
and she does that
only when she
wants to make me
feel very good) "she
knows."
Then the wires

stopped buzzing and
humming, and I

was afraid that
that was all of the
message. But I

waited a little while
longer, for I never
get tired hearing my
Mommie say things

like that. And the

wires began to buzz
again.

Coming, Bobbie;
coming, D a d -

die

;

Coming home to

you.
Mommie's homesick,

Mommie's lone-

some.
Just to see you

two.

And so I ran
home as fast as I

could and waited
and waited for Dad-
die. When I told

him about the mes-
:i ? e s he laughed

u u il laughed a u d

took a little yellow envelope out of his

pocket and read it to me, becau.se, he
said, the handwriting was too bad for me
to read.

"I am coming home to-morrow to the
two dearest men in all the world," his

message said. But
I don't think it was
so pretty as the
message I got down
near the woods.
Then Daddie let

me sleep with my
head " on his arm
that night, and I

woke up in the
morning when the
birds were singing,
and I do believe
that old Robin Red-
breast was saying
something about my
Mommie too.

The v/ires began to buzz

Cousin Sally's

Letter
r\EAR COUSINS:

Being afraid to

"try" never accom-
plishes anythinrg.
Thinking about
"trying" and not go-

ing ahead is almost
as bad as being
afraid. And under-
taking something
with the thought,
"I'll try, but I don't
think it will do any
good," never won
prizes. For, to win,
j'ou'^ e got to hustle,

never let up and
not know there is

such a fellow as

that skulldng rascal, Being-Afraid. Our
boys can win prizes and show older,

more experienced farmers that they, too,

will be able to make farming pay. Yes,
and with perseverance coupled with real
work during warm weather, instead of
making every day between terms vaca-
tion, they can surpri.se an entire State
and make themselves better fitted for a
man's place in the world later on.

North Dakota, up to 1912, was not con-
sidered a corn-producing State, but
wanted to be, and so the North Dakota
Better Farming Association decided to
offer a prize to coax farmers into trying
extra hard to see if corn could be grown
in paying quantities.

Harper Brush, who heard of this fifty

dollars in gold prize, while not a farmer,
was a farmer's son who couldn't see why
North Dakota had to lag behind other
States when it came to raising corn.

He made himself forget he was com-
peting with experienced farmers and
thought only of what he could do. His
father allowed him four acres, where he
planted a hardy grade of seed-corn. He
was bound to get results.

Having no horses and farm imple-
ments, he worked for his father and
neighboring farmers in return for the
use of the implements and horses. All
summer his crop came first ; yes, even
ahead of fishing jaunts. And when fall

came everyone saw twelve-year-old Har-
per's corn was the finest in the county.
The yield was 71.1 bushels of hard, ma-
ture corn to the acre

;
bettering everyone

else's yield by nearly five bushels. All
told, his four-acre plat returned nearly
$400 for his summer's work and put
North Dakota in the Corn Belt.

Wiiuiing success means having your
eyes wide open, your mind trained to
think and wi! ling-to-work hands.

Faithfully, Cousi.\ Sally.
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Cool Delicacies for Summer Days

Cool Desserts
By EUizabeth L. Gilbert

ALL these desserts should be made

f\ several hours before serving-time,

r^L so that they may be ice cold, or

J^as nearly that as is possible. They
are all inexpensive, tested recipes and
can be served alone or with some dainty

cake or small wafers.

Chocolate Pudding—One pint of swieet

milk, one-half cupful of granulated
sugar, one large tablespoouful of corn-

starch dissolved in a little cold water
and two scant tablespoonfuls of gi-ated

chocolate, melted. Boil until quite thick,

remove from fire, and add one teaspoon-
ful of vanilla. Dip a deep dish in cold

water, drain it, pour the pudding in, and
put on ice or on a cold cellar floor. At
serving-time turn out on a platter, and
suiTound with whipped cream.

White -and -Yellow Pudding—Dissolve
one tablespoouful of corn-starch in a
little cold water, add a small pinch of

salt and one-fourth cupful of sugar ;
pour

over it one pint of boiling water, stirring
constantly. Stir in the whites of two
eggs beaten stiff, boil one minute more,
and pour in a square granite pan which
has been dipped in cold water. Set in
cold plac-e. Make a custard of one cup-
ful of sweet milk, two beaten egg-yolks
and one-half cupful of sugar. Boil, and
flavor with lemon. Let get cold. At
.'mrving-time cut slices of the white, and
pour a spoonful of the yellow over it.

Lemon Custard—One cupful of sugar
and one tablespoouful of flour mixed.
Add one cupful of boiling water ; boil till

dear ; add one teaspoonful of butter and
the juice of one lemon ; then add one
beaten egg; stir until thick. Serve this,

very cold, in sherbet-cups with a .spoon-

ful of whipped cream on top.

Ideal Rice Pudding—Two tablespoon-
fuls of rice, three tablespoonfuls of
sugar, one quart of creamy milk, one-half
teaspoonful of grated nutmeg and one-
half tea.siK)onful of vanilla. Bake until

thick and creamy. Have a moderate

oven. Remove the first and second brown
skins that form on jour pudding, and
when the thii-d has formed the pudding
will be done. Wash and drain two cup-

fuls of seeded raisins. Boil these until

done. Drain. At serving-time stii- the

cold fruit into the cold pudding. This
does away with rice pudding discolored

with the raisins baked in it.

Raspberry Delight—Whip one pint of
thick cream, flavor, and sweeten. Into
this stir one level tablespoonful of min-
ute gelatin which has been dissolved in

a little cold cream (unwhipped). Beat
again for a minute, then fold into it a
pint of raspberries which have been
washed and sweetened. Serve this very
cold.

Tapioca Ice—Four tablespoonfuls of
pearl tapioca, soaked overnight in one
pint of cold water. In the morning add
one cupful of water, cook in double boiler
till clear (if too thick add a little water).
Then add the juice of one large lemon
and one cupful of sugar, and let boll

again. When this is cold add one cupful
of red raspberries and one cupful of
sliced white peaches. Serve with whipped
cream.

American Favorite—One pint of boil-

ing-hot mUk and one small envelope of
minute gelatin dissolved in hot milk ; add
two beaten egg-yolks, four tablespoonfuls
of sugar and one-half tea.spoonful of
vanilla. Stir until thick. Then add two
beaten egg-whites. Have ready six small
cups which have been dipped in cold
water, and a large strawberry in the
bottom of each. Pour the pudding, in,

and set in a cold place until hard. Serve
with whipped cream.

Date Tapioca—Soak four tablespoon-
fuls of pearl tapioca overnight. Let come
to the boiling-point in one pint of sweet
milk, and cook slowly till clear. Then
add one-half cupful of sugar and two
Ijeaten eggs, and cook two minutes
longer. Chop one cupful of dates, pour
the pudding over them, cover with whites
of two well-l>eaten eggs, and brown in a
liot oven. Serve cold.

Drinks That Clink
By Mary Eleanor Kramer

^rape Cup—To one pint of home-made^ grape juice add the juice and grated
peel of four lemons and an equal number
of oranges. Dilute with one quart of
cold water. Serve ice cold in a glass.

Fruit Pimch—Dissolve one pint of
sugar in one pint of cold water, add the
grated yellow rind of one orange, and
bring to a boU. Strain this syrup, and
add the juice of two oranges and two
lemons and one quart of either red rasp-
berry or strawberry juice. Set in the
refi'igerator until ready to serve. Pound
ice fine by placing in a coar.se maslin bag
and beating with a hammer. TMien
serving the punch place on the top of
each glass a heaping tablespoonful of
this ice ; the effect is that of heavy frost

on each glass, and makes a most attrac-
tive drink.

Kumiss—Put into a bowl one-half cup-
ful of milk heated lukewarm, two tea-

spoonfuls of granulated sugar and one
third of a yeast-cake. Stir imtil the
yeast-cake is dissolved. Pour this mix-
ture into a bottle with a patent aii"-tight

stopper, first scalding the bottle well.

Pour in fresh milk until the bottle is two
thirds full, fasten down the stopper, and
shake hard until the contents are well
mixed. Set in a warm room for six
hours, or until the contents are a mass
of foam, then set on ice until ready to
serve. Kumiss is very like efEervescent
buttermilk.

Banana Cup—Mix the juice of one
orange with one and one-half cupfuls of
grape juice and the same amount of
water and sugar. To the mixture add
four sliced bananas. Boil, and sti'ain.

Serve in .sherbet-glasses, topped with
whipped cream and diced bananas.

Mint Julep—AVash the mint well. Pick
off the leaves to the amount of one coffee-

cupful. Put these into a stone jar with
one quart of chopped ice. Stir until the
leaves are thoroughly bruised and the
flavor extracted. Strain off the water,

and add the juice of two oranges and six
lemons and one pint of sugar. Put on
ice. When thoroughly cold, serve in tall,

thin glasses, with a sprig of fresh mint
and a very thin slice of lemon in each
glass.

Sangaree—^To one quart of rich, un-
sweetened grape juice add one-fourth
cupful, each, of cold water and sugar
syrup and one-half teaspoonful of grated
nutmeg. Just before serving fill glasses
two tliirds full of crushed ice, and pour
over it the sangaree.

Currant Shrub—Heat two quarts of
ripe currants, then strain through a jelly-

bag. To each quart of jmce add three
quarters of a pound of sugar, and stir

until dLs.solved. Add the juice of one
lemon, and dilute with cold water. Place
on ice, and when ready to serve pour
over cracked ice, and ornament each
glass with a bunch of ripe currants or a
slice of lemon.

Raspberry Mint—To one quart of
lemonade add one-half cupful of rasp-
berries and the leaves of a sprig of mint.
Chill for two hours, and serve in tall

glasses, each of which is garnished with
a floating sprig of mint.

Iced Tea—Make a strong tea, strain,

and cool. Dilute with cold water, and
place on ice. Serve in glasses half full

of crushed ice, with an eighth of a lemon
to each glass. If preferred mint-leaves
may be u.sed in place of the lemon, or
both may be served.

Lemonade Handy—BoU together two
quarts of water and four cupfuls of
granulated sugar for ten minutes. Re-
move from the fire, and add four and
one-half cupfuls of lemon-juice. Let cool,

seal in glass jars, and keep in a cool
place. When lemonade is desired dilute

a small amount of the lemon syrup with
ice-water.

Iced Coffee—Make a good, strong cof-

fee, strain and sweeten it, and allow it

to cool. Serve ice cold, with a spoonful
of whipped cream on top of each glass.

Two Simple Patterns for Bedspreads—By Evaline Holbrook

THE knitted square which is illus-

trated on this page makes a very
handsome bed-spread, in spite of the

fact that the pattern is so simple. In-
deed, it is so simple that it could well be
used in teaching a little girl to knit. The
block is small so that she would not tire

of it easily, and there are no complicated
fstitches to be lost from the needles.
The block is prettiest when made of

(Jernian knitting cotton No. 12, although
wh:it sized cotton to use is largely a mat-
ter of choice. In making one of these
IXHlspreads, however, it is wise not to

select too heavy a cotton, which makes
too weighty a covering for the bed, and
which takes a .strong arm to handle it

when it is being washed.
Use No. 14 needles to do the work, and

Itegin by casting on one stitch. Knit two
in the stitch on needles. This is done by
knitting one on the front thread and one
on the back thread of the cast-on stitch.

Second Row—Knit two in the first

stitch, knit one. Continue in tliis way,
always knitting two in the first stitch of
ench row, until there are six stitches on
the needle.
Sixth Row—Knit two in the first stitch,

*IiurI two, knit two, and repeat from *

|i> the end.
.Seventh Row—Knit two in the first

stitch, purl the i)urled stitches of the
row. Mini knit the knitted stitches.

I'.iglitli Ilow—Knit two in the first

^litch. knit the purled stitches of the row,
I lid purl the knitted stitches.
.Ninth Row—Increase as asual. knit

the knitted stitches, purl the purled
stitches. Work in the dice pattern in
this way until the pattern is six blocks
dtN'p, always increasing in Ix-ginning
liicli row; do ten rows in plain garter
-ilteh (which is nothing but plain knit-
ting worke<l back and forth), six rows in
the die<> pattern, ten rows in plain garter
-titch. Kix rows in the dice i>attern. Work
is now in the center of the block.

First How After Center—Knit two to-
gether, and knit the remainrler of the
row In the dicfr pattern as usual. Nar-
row one stitch in Ix'ginning each row,
and work five rows more in the dice
patU-rn, ten rows In garter stitch, six
rows in dice pattern, ten rows in garter

stitch and twelve rows in the dice pat-
tern. Then laiit in garter stitch until
one stitch remains, and bind off.

After enough blocks for the quUt ai-e

made, they should be overhanded to-

gether, using the knitting-cotton. A sim-
ple crocheted scallop may then he worked
all around : or a knitted lace may be
sewed around the quilt. In sewing it in

like silk and is sold both in large skeins
and balls. Carpet-warp could be used
instead, or German knitting cotton No. 12.

^^'ork with a steel needle no larger than
necessary to carry the thread.
Begin with a chain of fifty-nine

stitches.

First Row—Turn, and double crochet
in the eighth, chain from needle, and one

•••• •ii:«4*iiL«
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I* ^HIS is a pretty and simple block for

a bedspread which is so easy to make
that we recommend it as a pattern for
mothers to use in teaching their little girls
to knit. It will make an attractive crib
coverlid for little brother or a carriage
blanket for little sister, and a beautiful
present to give to any friend. Why not
set the little girls to work on the porch
or under the trees making these for Christ-
mas—Christmas which seems far off now.
but which every dav brings nearer?
Two blocks a week till Christmas, and
how many blocks v\t11 you have?

place no fulne.>;s should lx» allowed except
in turning around the corner.s.

The pattern for the crochete<l stripe
al.so Is very sin)]>le and easily within the
range of a child's caiiubilities. The piec-e

photographed is made of iM'rle cotton
No. 5, which is u coarse cotton that looks

double crochet in each of the next three
chain stitches. 'Chain two. skip two,
one double crochet in next chain. Re-
|)eat from • until foiirteen holes are
made along the row. after the final hole
make four double crochet, then make one
hole for tlie end of the row.

Second Row—Turn, chain five, one
double crochet in the second double cro-
chet and one double crochet in each of
the next three stitches. Make three holes
along the row. then work two double
crochet in each hole and one double cro-

chet in each double crochet, imtil there
are twent.v-five double crochet in all in
the group. Make three holes with four
double crochet after the third, one hole
at the end of the row.
Third Row—Turn, chain five, four dou-

ble crochet on the four double crochet
grpup. three holes with four double cro-
chet after the third, six holes with four
double crochet after sixth three holes,

four double crochet, one hole.

Fourth Row—Turn, chain five, four
double crochet on four double crochet,
one hole, two double crochet in next hole,

one double crochet on next double cro-

chet, one hole, one double crochet each
in next three double crochet, two in the
hole, one in the next double crochet, one .

hole, two double crochet in each hole and
one in each double crochet until there
are seven double crochet in the group,
one hole with a group of .seven double
crochet after it, one hole with four dou-
ble crochet after it, one hole with four
double crochet, one hole at end. Repeat
the third row. then repeat from the be-

ginning of the second row for the length
needed for the strliH\s. Make the final

row of the stripes like the first row, then
work three single crochet in each hole
down each side edge.
Make about five stripes for tlie aver-

age-sized Ix'd, and join them by putting
stripes of linen betwet>n them. Instead
ot linen one might u.se gingham in .some

dainty color, to match the Ix'droom fur-

nishings. All around the edges of the
IxMlspread there should l)e a wide hem
of the linen or gingham, and it would
add considerable Ix'auty if it were fin-

ished with a simple hemstitching. The
ends of the croihet should be concealed
inside the hem.
To go with the bedspread the stripe

pattern should l)e worked with No. 60
crochet cotton and used to trim tlie

bureau-.set, towels and l)ed-linen, A mo.st

charming bedroom-set would be the

result if this design were carried out
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Smart Fashions for Tub Fabrics

Desfgns by

Miss Gould

A brightly colored Roman
scarf may effectively trim
the hat, pattern No. 2080.

No. 2315

No. 2315—Low-Neck Blouse: Long
or Short Sleeves

32 to 46 bust. Material for 36-inch bust, two
and one-half yards of thirty-six-inch material,
with one-half yard of thirty-six-inch lace and one
and one-eighth yards of lace edging. The
price of this blouse pattern is ten cents

ALL of the designs shown on this

''page are apjiropriate for wash
fabrics. Many an attractive sum-
mer gown may be made from the
most inexpensive material, provided
the design is smart. The two dresses,

pattern No. 2143 and pattern Nos.
2318 and 2319, are the sort of simple
smart dresses every woman wants
for practical wear, while for eve-

nings and special occasions Nos. 22 <1

and 2272 is most charming. It would
be especially pretty developed in

cotton voile, plain voile being used

,

for the dress itself and flowered or
embroidered voile for trimmings.
The separate skirt is always an es-

sential, and pattern No. 2119 is both
smart and practical. Pattern No.
2080 makes it possible for every
woman and girl to make for herself

a hat of wash material for knock-
about use.

Drawings by

Mrs. Niles

Ck)tton voile, both plain
and figured, is a favo-
rite material for waists.

No. 2080—Tailored
Outing Hat

Pattern cut in one size. Quan-
tity of material required, three
fourths of a yard of material
thirty-six inches wide. Tlie
price <tf this pattern is ten cents

The above illustration shows the back
of pattern No. 2119, whi^h is one of the
helpful and adaptable Woman's Home
Companion patterns, it beina; possible to
make three entirely different skirts from
it: a plain six-gored skirt, a skirt with
plaited back panel and one w th both
the plaited front and ba -k panels.

No. 2119—Six-Gored Skirt:
Plaited or Plain Panels

22 to 34 waist. Material for 26-inch
waist, five and one-fourth yards of thirty-
six-inch. When plain panels are used,
one and one-fourth yards less of thirty-
siz-inch is required. Pattern, ten cents

No. 2153

No. 2153- -Box-Plaited Tailored
Waist

32 to 44 bust. Quantity of material required
for 36-inch bust, four and one-eighth yards of
twenty-four-inch material, or three and three-
eighths yards of thirty-six-inch material. The
price of this tailored waist pattern is ten cents

pOR all of the attractive designs
shown on this page there is a

practical, easy-to-use Woman's Home
Companion pattern costing but ten
cents. These Woman's Home Com-
panion patterns cannot be purchased
in stores or through agents : they
may only be ordered from our three
pattern depots. In order to insure a
prompt delivery of your patterns, be
sure to send your order to the depot
nearest your home. The addresses
of the pattern depots are : Pattern
Department, Faem and Fireside, 381
Fourth Avenue, New York; Pattern
Department, Farm and Fireside,
Springfield, Ohio ; Pattern Depart-
ment, Farm and Fireside, 1.554 Cali-

fornia Street, Denver, Colorado.
These patterns guarantee perfect-

fitting clothes. Their style features
are new but never so extreme that
they are conspicuous.

No. 2143—Morning Dress:
Closed at Side

32 to 46 bust. Material for medium
size, or 36-inch bust, six and one-fourth
yards of thirty-six-inch material. The
price of this dress pattern is ten cents

No. 2271—Low-Neck Waist
with Pointed Bib

32 to 40 bust. This pattern, ten cents

No. 2272—Three-Piece Skirt
v.'ith Straight Flounce

22 to 30 waist. Width of akirt. two and
one-fourth yards. Pattern, ten cents

No. 2318—Guimpe Waist:
Front-Closing

32 to 46 bust. This pattern, ten cents

No. 2319—Four-Piece Skirt:

Fron t-Closing
22 to 36 waist. Width of skirt, two and
one-fourth yards. Pattern, ten cents

No. 2183—Bib Apron with
Flounce

One size only. Material required, three

and one-half yards of twenty-3even-inch
material, or three yards of thirty-six-

inch material. This pattern, ten cents

Copyright. 1913, by The Crowell Publishing Company
No. Si 43
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The Freezer that
Lasts a Lifetime

The enduring quality, ease of opera-

tion and quickness in freezing of the

Triple Motion

White Mountain
Ice Cream Freezer

remove all thoughts of arduous tasks and

make ice cream making a real pleasure.

TTie three motions—can revolving while

dashers work in opposite directions—reduce

freezing time two-thirds and make your ice

cream deliaously smooth in texture. Every

home should have a White Mountain

Freezer—it means purity and economy.

Sold by dealers everywhere.

Write for our booklet,
^'Frozen Daintiea"

We will mail it to yoa FREE
THE

White Mountain FreezerCo.
Dept. Y, Nashua, N. H.

Look for the
Diamond trade mark

on the Wrapper

Sell Hosiery
Any man or woman should
make $24.00 a week for
2 hours' work a day sell-

ing guaranteed hosiery
for men, women
and children
styles, sizes,
colors

MUSTWEAR
MONTHS

or new hose free,

ell in every home.
Steady income. Big^rofits.

iyrile for terms of free sampfe.

THOMAS HOSIERY CO.
4346 West St. Dayton, Ohio

DAISY FLY KIT I FR "'">' "r-k",, .u

Neat, clean. oroameDt-
al, conreotent, cheap.
Lasts all Kuan. Made
of nietal, can't spiil or
ti|> oTer:will not soil or
injure anrtbing. Guar-
anteed effectiTe. 8oM
by dealer*, or 6 sent by
expr«3S prepai<l for $1.

HAROLU SOBERS,
130 UoEalb Ave^
BrooUjD, N.T.

Agents—Portraits 35c., Frames 15c. Sheet
Pictures Ic, Stereo«tcopes 2Sc. Views Ic. 30 days'
rre<lit. Samples and catalog free. Consolidated Portrait
Co.. Dept. 3W S. 1027 W. Adamw Street. Chicago.

BOYS ! This BaU Glove and StiQ
Tbe Boys* Magazine (6rooft.)9V

We will alto lDc1ad«, wilhoot extra cost,

a book entitled " Fiflj Ways for Boyi to

\Za.m MoDfj." Walter Camp edlu
The Boys' Bfacaalne. E»ch Uaoa
or Uiis magazine ts filled with
clean, fascl sting stories sod In-

stroctire article*, of Intense Intereit

to r-rerj lire boy. DefMUtments devoted
to Tbe Boy 8cooU, Electrieltr, Uechkn-
ics, Athletics, PboCofT^pby, Carpentry,
Stamp* and Coins. Colored covrrs and

beaatifally illaitrstcd throtiBhoot. TbUflelder'igloTe Is made
by one of the foremost American mannfacturvn, of Bnt^t tan
I-alher, frli pi'l'IM. leatber lined, wfb tbamb, deep pocket,
Gu»rant*^. Siti »fiction, or mcntf refunded. Order todaft

ThsB«ottF. EsdfieldCo., 9 67 Usln St., Bmetbport, Pa.
T^^ FUiU^' Uignxinf nt all n^r.n-^fand^, foc a copu.

Our Housewife
Club

By special arrangement with the pub-
li.'<her8 of the Housewife, you can get this

splendid paper for one year in connection
with Far.m and Fireside at a special

reduced price.

The Housewife is a briRht, entertainiog
monthly magazine containing many whole-
some serials and short stories and articles

of unquestioned merit. It is a magazine
that a woman looks forward to receiving
each month. It is well illustrated with the
work of the best-known artists. Hous»-
wife is edited by Lilian Dynevor Rioe.

Farm and Fire

The Housewi
ireside I both Cfi^
vife

I for DUC
both

for

For One Whole Year

Address

FARM AND FIRESIDE
Springfield, Ohio

Vegetables for the Farmhouse Table
Planting the Kitchen Garden to Give Variety for Late Fall Use

By Ida M. Angell

THE farmer's wife must depend to

a great extent upon the kitchen
garden for the fresh vegetables
for her table, and fi-om its small

patches she secures the variety the appe-
tite craves. There is a popular idea that

i

gardens are naturally on the wane when
midsummer comes, but much can be done
with a careful succession of sowings and
late summer plantings to give them a
greater amount of efficiency and to pro-
vide, long after the average family re-

sorts to canned or winter vegetables, the
fresh green varieties commonly gathered
much earlier in the season.

It is surprising how many vegetables
will yield a good crop before frost, if

sowed after the first of July. In a gar-

den in eastern New York our best yield-

ers were bush wax beans, extra early
bush Limas, cucumbers, squash, carrots,

radLshes, corn (extra early variety),
parsley, lettuce, beets and kohlrabL
Others were successful in a less degree,
such as potatoes, pole Limas, pole string-

Ijeans and peas (an exti-a early variety).
To these lists may be added the vege-
tables that are ordinarily sown in mid-
summer, like turnips, spinach, endive,
onions, celery and still others that are
not of great interest to the gardener who
plants on a small scale.

String-beans were at their best In the
early fall : sowings made from the mid-
dle of July to early August gave us the
finest beans of the season. Young car-

rots and beets, pulled while the.v are
sweet and tender, are superior to the
large tough roots that wUl be produced
at this season by the earlier sowings, and
midsummer sowings of these vegetables

therefore are really a necessity. Early
August plantings of

lettuce produced
leaves large enough
for the table in about
six weeks and heads
during October and
early Novemljer. Mid-
summer sowings of

corn yielded excellent
ears in October and
even in early Novem-
ber, frost being un-
usually late. Tbe
Henderson bush
Lima is a riuick-ma-
turing variety and
will produce a crop
before frost when
sowed early in July.

It is not as choice as
the green pole sorts,

but makes a very
good succession va-
riety, and if not spe-
cially needed for the
table during the bear-
ing .season is still

worth while planting
for dried beans.
Early Jul.v sowings of cucumbers and
squa.Kh yielded for six wwks or more,
until killed by frost; these are recom-
mended in any case, as earlier ones are
quite often destro.ved b.v insects or
drought. Green tomatoes, eight inches in
circumference, were picked from plants
of an early July sowing, and supplied
material for pickles. Parsley is an ex-
cellent plant for midsummer sowing, to
lift later for the winter window garden.
Early plantings of radishes, lettuce,

spinach and the first peas are out of the
way in July, leaving room for the later
seed.s. In August several more of the
early vegetables have passed their use-
fulness and may be cleared off, such as
l)eets, carrot.s, early potatoes, lettuce,

I»eas, radishes and onions, as well as
the fir.st corn and early beans. Tliese
and the rows that have very nearly run
their cour.se might as well be removed to
make room for midsummer sowings.
As important as the sowings them-

selves is the pressing of the soil after they
are sown. Firming of the soil after sow-
ing is done to draw the water in the soil

in order that it may help germination as
it passes off into the air. This treatment
is especially neces.sary with midsummer
sowings, becau.se the soil at this .reason

is usually too dry for the seeds to germi-
nate without help. Just as soon as the
growing seedlings are large enough cul-

tivation should begin, to check the evapo-
ration. Moisture escapes from the soil

either through the plants or by evapora-
tion ; if through the plants it feods them
on the way, as their rootlets are too
small to take up the plant-food unless It

Is in solution. If the moisture be lost

through evaporation it carries the plant-
fiMxl too near the surface to be available.

Record of Otjb July Garde n*

Vegetable Yielded

Bush wax beans ..Aug. 20th to Oct. 20th
Bush Lima beans

(extra early) ..Sept. 24th to Oct 7th
Cucumbers Aug. 26th to Oct. 15th
Squash (summer) .Aug. 19th to Oct. 13th
Carrots ( early ) . . Sept. 25th to Nov. 11th

Section of August garden as it loolced

September 7th

neighbors' gardens have dried up and
been left to their fate. Mulching the
roots of moisture-loving vegetables in
August will save worry about drought.

It is encouraging to think that as the
profits increase the labors decrease. A
garden that yielded fifty dollars' worth
of vegetables during the season called
for an average of two hours' lal)or a day
in July and yielded about a .seventh of
the whole harvest, while in August one
hour a day sufficed to keep the garden in
order, and it was yielding nearly a third
of the total harvest If the farm house-
wife has time to do this work herself
she will find it not only a pleasant occu-
pation, but one which will give -her the
outdoor exercise so necessary to her
health and looks. -

The gardener who sows in midsummer
must prepai'e to deal with her two chief
enemies, drought and frost. Proper wa-
tering and thorough cultivation will do
much to combat the first Perforated tin
cans, set in the ground, and trenches
made by a wheel hoe, and covered again
with the same tool after watering, are
gi-eatly superior to a sprinkler, for the
latter is merely a waste of time, drawing
the roots to the surface, where they will
probably suffer greatly from later heat
and dryness. Frost can be fought off for
some time by coverings spread on skele-

ton frames, made of strips and wire,
every cold night.

Com (extra early) . . .Sept. 22d to Oct. 8th
Parsley Potted for kitchen window Oct.
Beets Young roots to store in sand
Kohlrabi Sept., 1st wk.—stored
Potatoes ( early ) . . . . Oct.. last wk.—stored
Pole Limas (early) . . .Oct.. 3d wk.. to frost

July and August sowings

Record of Ot?r August Garden
Vegetablo Yielded

Bush string-beaus Sept., 3d week
Peas (extra early) Oct, 1st week
Carrots (early) Nov., 3d week
Lettuce Sept., 2d week
Corn (extra early) Oct, 3d week
Radishes Sept, 2d week
Turnip (white) Oct, 3d week
Spinach Oct, .3d week
Beets Sept, 4th week
Endive Oct, 3d week

Carrots sowed at the end of July and
pulled in the middle of October

A Neglected Vegetable
By Penelope Kay

ALTHOUGH maturity is usually con-
''sidered nece.'^.sary to the healthfuluess
of fruit and vegetables as food, few peo-

ple think of riije cu-
cumljers having any
food value : it is the
green or immature
cucumber that is

sought, despite its du-
bious reputation
for digestibility, and
eaten as a relish or
salad, while the ripe
one is consigned to

the compost,—or with
the assistance of
small sticks fash-
ioned into the simili-

tude of a nondescript
animal for the amuse-
m e n t of children I

Yet the ripe cucum-
ber is worthy of
serious consideration.
Prepared for the ta-

ble after the manner
of summer squash, it

is a delicious substi-

tute for it, and is

even preferred by
some people because
of its more delicate

fiber and flavor. Anyone who has tried

it will sympathize in a degree with a
Danish cook who, returning from a coun-

try trolley ride, said : "It cut me to the

heart to see so many rii^e cucumbers
wasting in the fields."

In Denmark it is a much desired deli-

cacy, not only as boiled or baked like

squash, but also as made into a sort of

sweet pickle after the following recipt<

:

Cut each cucumber in half, lengthwise,

remove seeds, and pare. Place in a large

bowl, alternating a la.ver of cucumbers
with a layer of salt. Let it stand over-

night, then dry each piece in a clean
towel, and plac-e in an earthen crock.
Mix together wliite vinegar, sugar and

spice in proportions of a cupful of sugar
to a quart of vinegar, matv, stick cinna-
mon and pepper-seed to taste. Heat this

to the boiling-point, then pour it over the
oucumljers, and let it stand twenty-four
hours. Then drain oflf the liquid, and let

It come to a lx)il again. Pour over the
cucuml)ers, and cover.

This will keep several months, and
served with meats is appetizing.
The American housewife could learn

much economy In the use of fruits and
vegetables from her European sisters.

To i>revent this the best way Is to pro-
vide a surface mulch by stirring the soil.

The looser and drier the surface soil, the
greater will Ijo its value in breaking con-
nection between the moisture in the .soil

and the air above. Every ten days is

none too often to cultivate our gardens.
Aucust brings the first hints of fall,

but the work in the garden which sup-
plies the home table la not yet done. The
gardener must not be idle in midsummer
if she want8 fre.sh veg(>tables after the

Analysis of our edible weeds shows that

they possess powerful medicinal quali-

ties. The dandelion, for example, is

replete with tonic salts and Is aperient,

liesldes l>eing a natural liver medicine;
the milkweeid is a i)erfect tonic for the
kidneys and a general cleanser of the
system ; the common yarrow is a good
spring tonic for children ; while rtni

clover Is one of the richest of all nitroge-

nous plants and nitrogen is one of the
most strengthening elements.



Thoughts for Sunday

Workaday Happiness-Bringers
By Lilly M. Johnson

^LFE is a bui-den," waiLs one
friend; "Life is a joy," sings
another. Botli are dear, well-
meaning women, but there is

this difference between them,
one needs to be propped up,
petted and soothed, the second
stands alone and helps others.
The reason for the discour-

agement of one is : "Every day's the
same old round—dl^washing. taking
eare of the children, looking after the
house." The joy of the other comes
from: "I lore my home, the children
are a comfort, and I like to know I am
doing my part."
One has learned that if you would

progress, the every-day life the only
one we have to do it in. The other does
not seem to care to learn that the every-
day h-!s its happiness side.

I sli.iJl never forget the look pf horxor
upon the face of the one wlien, after
listening to a rigmarole of John's sl;;ck-

ness in getting ready for school, the need
of lengthening Edith's dress and the care
the house was, I said, "Mrs. AUman, it

seems to me if you would turn the cor-
ners of your mouth up instead of down,
and would remember the sun does sMne,
you would be far happier." She thought
my remark brutal ; I meant it kindly.
There are none of us who do not have

day-dreams of what we would like our
life to be, but sometimes we do not seem
able to realize that the best way to pre-
pare the happy future lies in making the
best and most cheerful use of the pres-
ent. For, after all, the years are made
of days ; and it is the day-to-day thoughts
and acts which mold our future. They
are what count in the final summing up.

Tlie average woman's workshop is her
home. The world is very old, but noth-
ing has ever been found which exceeds
the worth of the dutiful daughter, the
gentle wife or the wisely loving mother.
Nature knew what the oncoming gen«ca-
tions needed, needs which tender woman-
liness can best supply, charitable love,
hope and an all embracing faith.
Home-maIdng can be one of three

things : a success, a semi-success or a
failure. It rests with the woman. The
man provides the home; the woman's

share is to caie for it—no lesser part.
If the woman is wise she learns the
art ; if she be only partly wise she shirks
her lessons, and if she is .shiftless she
ignores her part and expects fate to pro-
vide a paragon of virtues in her husband.
Now, the majority of men are presenta-
ble, well-meaning and good-hearted, b\it

the saints have already been trans-
lated to heavenly spheres, and girls

delude themselves when they expect to
find unattached specimens whom they
can break into home-makers as well as
home-providers. Marriage is meant for
teamwork, not for one to be tugging east
and the other west.
The girl or woman who is.well rounded

will know .she mu-st try her wings out
before she caji soar. She will realize
womanhood is meant to give her an in-

sight into its latent possibilities, and will
bring her energies to bear upon present
duties, not hang fire listlessly waiting
for a later great big opportunity.

I do not believe a better example of
using the every-day in making the de-
sired real has ever been shown girls than
the life of Louisa May Aleott, She dis-

liked washing dishes, saw no glamour in
redding up or bright romance in cook-
ing—^for a while—^but she went ahead in
thoron^ fashion just the same, letting
her fancies soar while her hands were
busy doing the homely tasks. She
learned to glorify the commonplace.
(Don't you think it was because she was
willing to see?) Later the discipline of
the denying years brought forth the
flowers of realized dreams. The underly-
ing romance of the every-day lovable
home was woven into "Little Women"
and her other famous stories.

And so it can be with every girl. She
may never become a noted writer, artist
or singer, but she can fit herself for the
best which can enter into her life, and
hand in hand with those she loves ascend
to the crest of the mountain called Peace.

Moses Called to Deliver Israel
Sunday-School Lesson for July 20, 1913

Read F.xodus, Chapters 3 and 4
'E FIND Moses watching the flocks
of his father-in-law upon Mount

Horeb, when God appear.* to him in the
burning bush and calls him to become
the Sh'epherd of Israel. This is the birth-
day of Hebrew prophecy. Having re-
ceived the best education of Egypt and
having lived heretofore a life of luxury
in the palace, Moses had withdrawn
forty years ago to the solitudes, to watch
the wonders of the sky by day and night,
to fulfil the simple but important duty
of tending herds and to enter into the
lives and feelings of pastoral people.
Here he attained to a wisdom which led
God to call him to the great leadership.
Does this not teach us the value of sim-
ple duties and communion with nature?
At first Moses is afraid of the great
worJi, but God said: "Certainly I will
be with thee." "We are taught self-reli-

auce through reliance on God, in any
work which He may command us to do.

Moses' Request Refused
Sunday-School Lesson for July 27, 1913

Read EcXodus, Chapters 5 and 6

lyiOSES makes his request of Pharaoh
in vain, and Israel distrusts him be-

cau.se he has failed. We are taught that
we must be brave enough to incur defeat
and distrust without discouragement,
and to prove our sincerity and our power
to succeed by a continual renewal of
effort. Such menj become leaders.

The Keepers of the Light
By Haryot Holt Dey

TIFE-SAVING Stations do not take care
*-^of themselves. Someone must live

there to keep the lamp in order. It is

not a very exciting life, living out at sea

Does the day begin for you with a
song? Has it plenty to do till the shad-
ows fall? Can you touch some heart
and make it happier and better? Doe
it bring you enough to meet the needs
of yourself and those you love?

where there are no neighbors. And yet
there must be a wonderful uplift about
tending the light and helping it to send
its rays far out to sea to give courage
and hope to some storm-tossed ship on
the dark nights when storms beat high.

This is a good thing to think about
Maybe you are the keeper of a light in
a life-savtng station. But for you some
mariner whom you know, would go to
pieces on the rocks in no time. Just at
the moment when he thinks his leaky old
bark is a wreck, be looks up, and there
YOU are with your light, God bleos
yon I—its rays piercing the dkrkness, and
giving him courage.

Keeping Ideals Bright
By Josephine B. Krieg

TT IS not in the first rush of our hap-
* piness at holding in our arms the
greatest gift of God that we need to be
reminded to keep our ideals bright. It
is later, when one or two or more little
ones are clamoring for attention, when
everything needs doing at once and there
is only our one pair of hands to do it.

If you have begun to su-spect yourself
of a little letting down, ask youi-self a
few of the quesfions below and you can
speedily tell whether you are in need of
a little quiet "think" about the relative^
values of things.

Ai-e you thinking, each meal you give
your children, of what their growing
bodies require?
Are you particular about their bed-

time?
Are you careless about their hair or

dress, or maybe the cleanliness of face
and hands at meal-time?
Do you know the children they play

with?
Can you see their side of aaiy question

as well as the grown-up side?
Do you take time to listen to and an

interest in their small adventures?
Have you got into the bad habit of

reminding them of the work they make
or the money they cost?
Are you willing to leave them with

just anybody to get a few hours' free-
dom?
Do you watch for and correct improper

uses of words?
Do you take pains to answer their

questions?

IN FRONTENAC CAVE
[COiraiNtrED FBOM PAGE 14]

The next thing was to get our fish cooked,
though I was hungry enough to have eaten
them raw. We did not want to go back
near the fire if we could help, having a fear
that the outhiws might by this time be
there ; so we slung our fish over our shoul-
ders and set out to find some wood, if it

might be. It was a wearisome search, but
just as we thought to give up and go back
to the fire by the pit, outlaws or no outlaws,
we chanced upon some sticks in one room
and, turning down a little at one side, found
ourselves in a tunnel which seemed to have
once been the bed of a river, at least six
yards wide. Its edges were strewn with
sinali branches of bushes and trees, dry as
bones and brittle, the bark and oftentimes
part of the wood worn away by the water.
There were whole horse-loads of them ; later
on we followed this tunnel for a quarter of
a mile, but never found where they got in,

and have since concluded that it was the
©verflow of a river winch we did not discover.

We soon had a good pUe of fuel and, find-

ing a high dome near which promised to
carry up oar smoke instead of letting it

scatter through the cave and betray us, we
Booa had a good fire going between some
rocks. The wood burned weU, and we put
a fiat stone over the fire, which was almost
tpd-hot in no time. On this we fried our
fish with no trouble at all, and I do not
stick at saying that it tasted the best of
anything I ever ate, barring only that which
the Captain brought me after my foolish
faint

; though we had no salt, and only
sharpened sticks for knives and forks. In-
deed, the fish seemed so good to me that I
found myself wishing Amy might have some
of it, not realizing that she was where she
eould get all kinds of much better food. I
fear I might as well confess that I often
thought of Amy, and it saddened me to
think how she must be worrying over the
absence of her father. But I eould not help
hoping she missed me somewhat too.

When we had done, that is. when there
was no more fish left, though I was stiQ
hungry, the Captain put his hand in his
pocket and pulled out his pipe and clapped
it in his mouth, holding it there in a weak

kind of way. Then he smiled, not a cheerful
smile, but more of a sickly smde. and said

:

"I guess you don't know, Jud, where I
could harpoon a pipe of tobacco?"

"No. I don't," I answered, "unless we
could come up with the Liverpool gang
while they were asleep and help ourselves
to some."
The Captain looked up brighter. "Why,"

he said, "Fd almost try it if I had the
chance. I've been two days without it now,
and I've missed it about as much as I have
victuals. And now I've had a meal, and a
good meal it was too, I miss it more than
ever." He put his pipe back into his pocket
kind of sheepishly, I thought, and fell to

pacing the floor by the fire. When he sat

down he took the pipe out again and gazed
at it a while and said : "If yon never get
into the habit you don't want it, but if you
do you've got to have it. But I learned at
sea. and what can you do on watch at night
except smoke?"
We w«re soon sleepy, and knowing it must

be far into the night stretched out by the
fire and had the best sleep, it seemed, since

we had come into the cave, as our hunger
went nearer to being satisfied than at any
time before, and the fire warmed us up, and
a cave is, as I have said, somewhat too cold

for comfortable sleeping without a blanket.
Our fire brought out a good many bats,

however, and the horrid things would come
flirting about on their web-footed wings.
They tell us we should hate no living thing,

but I say plainly that I hate a bat.

In the morning, or at least when we
woke up. since we knew no more than any-
thing if it was morning or evening, we fixed

the fire and then went to Fish River, as we
called it. for more fish. We stuck to it this

time (the Captain having made a better

harpoon) till we had got a dozen fish, half

of them cats, the oil of which we wanted
for torch-sticks. We went back and had
a meal fit for a king—indeed, I think I ate

one fit and sufficient for two or three kings.

Thus it was we prepared our torch-sticks

:

Laying a bundle of them in a hollow of the

rocks, we cut up the catfish and put them on
top. On this we then rolled red-hot stones.

and the oil frying out pretty well soon
soaked into the sticks, though there was a

good deal of a flavor of scorched fish round
about. We named the place Fish Gamp*
which was natural enough.
Now if anybody ever reads this, and it

chances he gets so far as this, he will thank
me that I do not tire him with the account
of our life for the next three or four days.

I say three or four days, but of course it

may have been more or less ; I only know
that we slept three times, and ate about
twenty, though this needn't to signify, since

if I could have had my way we should have
been eating all the time. But we longed
for some salt for our fish ; and some beef-

steak or potatoes or bread and butter would
not have gone bad, especially after the

fifteenth or twentieth meal of plain fish.

Though we fried some of the fish on a rock
and broiled others over the coals on a sharp
stalactite, and thus made some variety.

But not much happened these days, how-
ever many of them there were. We hunted
constantly, when not sleeping or eating fish,

for a way out, but had no sort of reward.
We were very cautious at first, but soon

became convinced that there were none of

the outlaws in that part of the cave. The
fire which we had first seen at the dome
was not kept up. The rope where I had
come down was drawn up and we saw
nothing more of it. We wanted very much
to explore this part between the pit where
we looked down first at the fii'e and the

place where we pried away the stone with
the gun. which plaee we called the Trap-
Door, and the other Fire Pit We sus-

pected the gang might be there, nevertheless

we were anxious to get into it, thinking it

was our only hope of finding a way out.

We decided there must be some way to get

up besides a rope, since from the fire we
saw they had been down ; for if there was
no such way, and they had a rope before,

why did they take ours?
We had found a way which seemed to

lead up the second day, but it was so small
that I had become stuck in it and the Cap-
tain had had to pull me out by the legs.

But we decided to try it again. So we

covered iip the fire carefully and, taking
plenty of torch-sticks, started. Never had
we had such crawling and wriggling and
crooking and turning as we experienced in

this place, which we called the Pocket-
Gopher Hole. But we got through at last
and were surprised to find ourselves in the
first part and beyond the Trap-Door. So
we went on to Sink-Hole Dome, but found
nothing new. As for the beating sound at
the Bedroom, we eould not hear it at all.

We went back through the Trap-Door,
noticing our gun beside the hole ; but as
we had only shot for it, and no powder or
caps, we left it where it was. We went on
toward Fire Pit, going very cautiously and
looking out for any sign of the robbers.
We got to Rope Pit but found the rope
gone. We turned to go back and do the
exploring we had planned, when I very
foolishly proposed going into the room just
back from the pit, which we had seen as
we first came along and called the Star
Chamber, on accoimt of shining stalactite

points on the roof far above. I was anxious
to see how they would look with the greater
light of the torches, or my torch rather, as
we were carrying but onft to reduce' the
chance of being seen.

It was truly a beautiful sight in that
room. Tou would have sworn as you
looked up that you were outdoors of a clear

night with all the stars in the heavens
looking down at j^u and twinkling. I was
going on with my cMn in the air and the

Captain close behind, when suddenly I
stumbled over something yielding and went
down head-first burying my torch in the

sand ; but I had a glimpse of a man's face

on the ground, with scraggy black whiskers
and eyes like a bat's. Then I felt him
spring up and grapple with the Captain in

the dark, and a harsh, shrill voice which,

from what it Siiid. it seemed niatural should

be the Captain's, cried out

:

"I'll fix you, Ike Liverpool! Well go
down that pit together this time !"

But if I had had even half my wits about
me I should have known it was not the
Captain's voice, but the other man's.

[coNTiinjED m THE !s:ext issue]
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Better Babies

The movement sweeping over the

countrj' which has brought a new slogan

into American life "Better Babies for the

Nation," is a familiar idea applied to human
beings.

Some people seem to think more about

better corn and better cattle than they do

about better babies—or rather this was

true before they realized it is much wiser

to develop babies to the highest degree

possible.

The idea of a sj-stematic, intelligent

campaign for Better Babies, has been

called the Woman's Home Companion

movement. It isn't. The Companion

saw that a method had been devised which

would accomplish results, and the maga-

zine threw itself heart and soul into the

campaign because it believes it to be the big-

gest, most important work any publication

can undertake.

This decision made, the Companion of-

fered cash prizes in gold; and gold, silver

and bronze medals, as well as certificates of

award for the Better Babies Contests.

Some of the foremost medical experts in

the countrj' worked out for the Woman's
Home Companion the standard score card

now accepted as the most nearly perfect

thing that can be devised. Several of these

distinguished scientists gave their services

free when it was explained to them that the

score cards would not be sold but given

away.

The Woman's Home Companion Better

Babies Bureau was organized. Its mission

is to gather all the news of the movement;

to secure photographs of the winners—the

magazine has printed some verj' wonderful

photographs; to give full instructions

about conducting Better Babies Contests:

to supply score cards, wall charts—in fact,

to answer all questions, and above all to

show how mothers can be made to under-

stand the ways and means of having their

children possible prize winners.

Briefly, the Woman's Home Companion
is a clearing house for a movement that is

bigger than any publication. Perhaps its

greatest service lies in the publicity it gives

to the movement. The articles and pic-

tures make very wonderful reading. You
will realize this in the account of the Better

Babies Contest recently held in Knox\-ille.

There are eleven photographs of prize win-

ning babies in the August Companion.

The Better Babies Movement started five

years ago in Louisiana, when Mrs. Frank

De Garmo arranged the first contest in

connection with the State Fair which was
held in Shreveport. Two years ago, two

Iowa women, Mrs. Mary T. Watts, and

Dr. M. V. Clark, carried the message into

the mid-west, where raisers of live stock

were quick to discern the possibilities of the

idea.

The beautiful simplicity of this notion of

judging babies like cows and horses rather

shocked some people at first. Instead of

making the Baby Show an excuse to dis-

play infantile beauty and maternal vanity,

the children were judged as little animals,

and they didn't measure up any too well in

comparison with the beasts.

There have been many Better Babies

Contests since then, and the results have

been startling. Mothers have been shocked

by the discovery that a child they believed

perfect, was not considered worthy of com-

peting for a prize. There have been sev-

eral experiences like that of a college bred

woman whose husband was a scientific

farmer famous for his live stock. This

mother boasted a lot about the baby
to the baby's grandmother who had her

doubts about the child's perfection. So

it was suggested 'that this baby be entered

in the contest. The grandmother wasn't

surprised when the baby was rejected, but

the mother was overwhelmed.

The lectures and talks of physicians con-

vinced this mother that for all her college

wisdom, she didn't know much about ba-

bies, and she set about completing her

education. At the next Better Babies Con-
test this particular child Walked off with

first prize.

(Contintud itt Fourth Column

)

On a tropical island. Then five

women come mysteriously,
miraculously. Swiftly the

great longing manifests itself.

The problem of the men is to

capture, tame and marry the

women: the problem of the

women is to emancipate them-
selves—the sex problem we are

facing today. Howwas it solved ?

A romance of powerful imagination and
significance begins in the August number of

Better Babies

(Continuedfrom First Column)

Results like these give the Better Babies

Movement a certain quality of majesty.

The wise doctors judging the babies are

not deluded by long silken lashes or ctnrly

hair, but they insist that everj- organ must
be perfect, and every baby mentally and

physicallj- reach a certain standard; when it

does not, they straightway explain to the

parents what is wrong and how to remedy

it. They go through the whole sj-stem from

baths to sleeping, from food to plajthings;

especially are thej- careful in searching out

defects.

Sometimes the baby has been dull, so

stupid in fact that the^neighbors fear that

it will never be normal. The examining

doctor swiftly discovers adenoids. Many
a farmer-father who long before would have

discovered swollen glands in the throat of

a blooded colt, and who knew the treatment

for it, has never heard of adenoids. When
these are removed the child is able to

breathe properly, the little brain clears, and

the world is given another Better Baby.

The contests have revealed appalling

ignorance even on the part of highly intelli-

gent parents, but they most quickly realize

the benefits, and they are carrying along

the campaign with the greatest enthusiasm.

The Better Babies Movement means the

fixing of the highest standard for a child,

and determined, scientific effort to bring

all children up to this standard. Results

are accomplished as they are on the properly

managed farm—through proper food and

scientific care.

One of the most interesting discoveries

has been that city babies have held their

own with coimtry babies, and that some

of the most perfect specimens have been

fotmd in the tenement districts in large

cities. So it would seem that it isn't wholly

a question of en\Troim[ient.

The headway the Better Babies Move-

ment has made is remarkable. Until the

Woman's Home Companion joined in the

campaign, the country at large knew prac-

tically nothing of it. The prizes offered by

the magazine attracted the widest atten-

tion. The Companion offers to each Sl.i'

Fair, a prize of $100.00 in gold to the Ih :

city babj'; $100.00 in gold to the best rura^

baby; and also, gold, silver and broi

medals, together with certificates of awi

to each prize winner. The only condition!

of this offer are that the State Fair appn^
priate at least $200.00 in prizes, that tli^.

women of the state raise an additiouit'

$100.00, and that the babies be judged

bj' the Companion's Standard Score Card.

Immediately fourteen states respon

and qualified for the Companion's off

Twenty-three states have already adop
the Companion's Standard Score Card.

From one end of the country to the other,

citj', county and town contests are be"

held with increasing frequency. They
organized by Women's Clubs, Child W
fare Organizations, Pure Milk Com
sions. Medical Societies, Municipal Bo"
of Health, and Parent-teacher's associ»»

tions.

The New York Milk Committee,

most powerful organization for the

ser\'ation of child life in congested citiMl

has endorsed the Better Babies Movement
as a means to raise the standard of health

for greater New York and to decrease

number of defective children who are
*

handicap in the city's public school syst

and a menace to efficiency and morals

everj' where.

If j'ou want to know all about the Better

Babies Movement and read the wonderful

stories and see the beautiful pictures of

prize winning babies, you must turn to the

Woman's Home Companion.

If you wish to start a contest in your

community write to the Better Babie*

Bureau, Woman's Home Companion,

381 Fourth Avenue, New York. All in-

formation will be given you gladly and

without cost.
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THE INVITATION
COME on, brother, take it easy—for a day.

Let's be truants, blithe and breezy, out for play;
Here's a spot for pleasant dreaming
Where the slender birches sway;

Here's a pool where trout are gleaming
If your thoughts for fishing stray; ,

Rest a bit from toil and scheming, and we'll play.

Here the air is soft and hazy; it's a crime

Not to linger and be lazy for a time.

So, while summer skies are warming
And the heart beats all in rhyme,

Let us steal a day from farming,

From our daily grit and grime;

Let us stop where life is charming, for a time.

Then when we have rested, neighbor.

Loafed and loitered for a day,

We'll go back again to labor.

All the better for our play.—Berton BRALEY.
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THE POINTS

OF INTEREST IN THE
COMING NOIBER WITH THE EDITOR

ADVERTISEMENTS
IN FARAI AND FIRESIDE

ARE GUARANTEED

special Articles

The opening pages of the next num-
ber of Fakm axd Fibeside ^vill be
full of interest, particularly one page.

That page will tHl about veteriaariaas
who are good dsd tho§e who ar? not.

If you have a diseased animal, and if

conditions about the farm are not
conducive to the best health of the
live stock, then a remedy should be
looked for. Some veterinarians, of

course, can b€ trusted to supply this

remedy, and some cannot. It is par-
ticularly important at this season of

the year to take an inventory of our
veterinary resources.

Fetrm Departments

Certain pages of each issue are always
given over to department articles

affecting every-day farm work. Of
course it would be impossible to pub-
lish discussion of all subjects in which
our readers are interested. Only the
most important articles can find a
place.

Garden and Orchard

It is not too early now to begin plans
for the raising of tomatoes during the

winter ; at least that is the firm con-

viction of one gardener and writer
who will tell his story August 16th.

If you have a market near at hand it

will pay you to read this article.

Live Stoc\ and Dairy

Just what the veterinarians are able

to say on certain diseases can be told

by reading Faeji axd Fireside every
issue. In the next issue a few com-
mon animal diseases are talked about
and remedies suggested by men who
know live stock.

Poultry

A miner in one of the Western States
who has had a great deal of experi-

ence with the floating of mining stock

will outline his viewpoint of poultry-

raising. This viewjioint is different,

but it i& worth while.

The Marvel Outlook

The present conditions affecting the

sale of live stock and crop products
will have the attention of the wide-
awake farmer. In each issue Faeii
AXD Fireside attempts to hit the

most important market movements.
Besides our regular contributions to

this page, the next issue will describe

the standard barrel as now fixed by
law. This wUl be of particular inter-

est to apple-growers.

The Story on Page 14

Our serial. "In Frontenac Cave."
marches on in this issue of Farm and
Fireside. The reader finds out who the

man was that Captain Archway and
Jud fell over in the Star Chamber.

'

and he proves to be Gil Dauphin ; but
Gil has quarreled with Ike Liverpool
and the gang. Later, however, the

Captain and Jud come upon the

Liverpool gang in good earnest, and
there seems to be no doubt that there

is serious trouble ahead. What is the

strange noise in the part of the cave
where the Captain and .Tud got in?

It grows louder and louder. We can't

promise that this mystery will be
cleared up in the instalment of the

story in the next issue, but we can
assure the reader that it wiU be the

best chapter of the story yet printed.

Sanday Reading

For our Sunday reading hour Dr.
.Tohn Clark Hill will remind us of

the benefits and the beauty of mirth,

and in a reminiscence by E. W.
Brainerd we shall be wafted back to

the sweet and homely Sunday of the

vanishing generation.

Scientific Canning

.Mrs. Talbott will show us how. by ob-

serving rules of surgical cleanliness,

successful canning may become as
c.-isy as boiling an egg.

Fashions

Miss Gould will show us how to b«?

.'ittractive in informal dress.

Special Articles

W'l- may rend of two unique vacations
invented and enjoyed by families to

whom the expensive, conventional
vacation was—shall we say fortu-

nately ?—denied.

The Children

()\ir childn-n may learn how to play
n now (t:im<' and how to build H new
hoiiR". And th*"!^ is a story for th<'»n

too.

What is more pathetic than the case of a city family

Yearning yearning for a place on the land and tmable to find the

for the Farm ^^'^J' out of the urban labyrinth? There are thousands

and rhon.sands of such people. Some of them only think

they want to go on the land. Many of them would be drea4f«l inlsfits if thej'

could iaake the removal. But once in a while I get a letter which makes me
wish I were a czar and could place i)eople wherever I wanted them. For

instance, I would give the writer of the letter which follows a farm. I feel

certain this family would make good. H&re is the letter

:

I was very much interested in the story of Hon. S. L.

4 r<^l\ Lupton. Farmer, by Judson C. Welliver in the Api-il 26th
- . niunber of Farm .\xd Fibeside. You say there are a great

Help many more ways to stake men like Lupton than there are

men like Lupton to be staked. There is more truth than
fiction in that saying. But. friend, there are more than you probably think there

are. They toil and struggle with all their might, but eannot.get ahead enough in the

big cities like Chicago (where I happen to live) to buy one acre of land. If there are

so many ways to stake men like Lupton there are certainly few who know it.

Will you be so kind as to let me know how. when and where they are to be
found? If any man would give me half the chance this man had I am sure he
would never regret it.

I have five children, all small yet. and we have planned together, my husband
and I. time after time, to go to the country somewhere to raise them, to take them
out of this wicked city, where they could be free as the birds.

I was born and raised on a Virginia farm, and as I look back those were the

happiest days of my life. I am young yet. thirty-three years old. I have longed so
much to go back to Old Virginia, but as yet we have been unable to do so.

I would be willing to live in a tent for one year to get a start, and be happy
as a lark. Sickness has taken all and more than our little savings.

Not to brag, but I have a htisband who would almost give his life for such an
opportunity as Mr. Lupton had, and he wo\ild not let any grass grow under his ,feet

either. I do not think a lazy man would work every day but one out of thirty every
month in the year. He is an engineer at present on the Michigan Central, where
he has been for eight years. He has always spent his vacation on a farm, but has
not had one for three and one-half years.

My husband has been sick but six days -in our thirteen years of married life.

He has worked with stock a great deal, also garden and chickens. What he has
not learned by experience he has by study. There is never a day goes by he is not
planning for some way to get a little home on the farm, where I know we could
make a better li\-lng. Now if you can help me to plan out this very diflSciilt proposi-
tion I will accept your efforts with great pleasure.

Present-Day
Farm Life

How can I, how can anyone, plan out a way for these

people to get a farm? They are used to the Income of

a railway engineer, which Is a pretty good income for

working people. Could they ever save enough to buy

a farm by going into the country and working for wages? I wish I could say

they could, but I dare not.

In the first place, It takes more than desire to make a farmer. The desire

is the most important thing perhaps, but other things are also essential. I

wonder if this woman knows how much different her life would be from that

on the old Virginia farm as she remembers it through the mists of years?

Three things are required for successful farming. First, the human factor,

the farmer and his family. The city man comes to the farm to a large degree

out of focus with things. His work is no longer laid out for him by other

minds. He must plan everything for himself. Nature seems his enemy. The
city man's work Is independent of weather, bugs, worms, flies and plant and

animal diseases. He can plan exactly, and carry out his plans. But when he

finds himself on the farm he is confronted with a great mass of Influences

over which he has no control. There is no pay-day. Out of this mess of things

he must wring subsistence. He is quite likely to become confused and adopt

the policy of di-ifting. And then, as a farmer, he is lost.

Then there Is the natural factor, land. It seems a shame that there should

be so many acres locked up in the hands of people tvho do not themselves work
them, but such is the condition of things. Some time I hope it will be different.

Some time I hope we shall recognize in our institutions the basic fact that the

possession of so much land as he needs for his actual uses is the right of every

human being. But in the meantime land is worth so much money that these

Ijeople are forced to give up a large part of what they produce just for the

bare laud on which to expend their labor.

Then there is the matter of capital. Tools are needed. Live stock, seed,

fencing and building-material are needed. And farming has no pay-day.

Nobody hands the farmer an envelope containing his wages at the end of the

day. the week or the month. Thousands of people in the city would not be

able to wait for the land to yield them a living, even if they had the land.

And yet many of them make the break to the farms

—

Some There are '-^^^^ some win. They sometimes begin as farm-hands.

Who Win The man who is willing to work on a farm for wages.

and is allowed a house in which to live and a garden, a

pig or two and .some fowls, can save an amoimt of money which will surprise

him when he considers th^ relatively low wages he can get. If he does this,

and learns on someone else's time the things he must learn, be ought after a

few years to be able to rent a farm and make some kind of a deal for equip-

ment with which to work it.

I should not dai'e to advise any particular family to take chances on thLs,

Init it is sometimes successfully done. And a really good farmer who can

prove himself a very desirable tenant can often get lease arrangements by

which he can make as much money—more money—Jhan the average man
makes on his own farm. In fact, I believe that there are many farmers who
would do better were they to sell their farms, put the money realized into

eipiipment and rent land. For on the best-managed farms tlie equipment is

making more of the farm's i)rofits than the land does. And li.sten : there are

nijiiiy farmers who don't make as much clear money as a go<Hl hired man.

It's an individual problem in all cases, it depends on the man, on his

wife, on the price of land and a hundred other things. But, while the jumj)

from city to farm is a risky thing, I believe that more and more people will be

doing it su<-cessfully from year to year.

Agents p.^GE

Consolidated Portrait Company.. 6
Northwestern Business Agency . . 6
'Thomas Hosiery Company 6

Alfalfa and Seed Wheal

BeiTy Seed Company. A. A .S

Berry Seed Company. A. A

Carriages end Wheds

Electric Wheel Company 6
Mutual Car'ge & Harness Mfg. Co. 8
Split Hickory ^Vbeel C<'mpany . . 12

Correspondence Schools

Gem City Business College S
Page Davis Company 1ft

Drinks

The Coca-Cola Company 19

Ensilage Cutters

Dick Mfg. Company. Joseph 8
Kalamazoo Tank and Silo Co.... 8

Farm Engines

Cushmau Motor Works 6
Detroit Engine Works 6
Galloway Company, AA'illiam 6
Sandwich Mfg. Company 9

Farm Implements and Accessories

Aermotor Company 12
Austin Western Road Mach. Co.. 6
Champion Potato Machinery Co . . 8
New Process Mfg. Company 8
Williams Brothers 6

Fences

Bond Steel Post Company ...... 12

Fertilizers

German Kali Works Company ... 8

General Merchandise

Montgomery Ward & Company ... 9

Hay-Presses

Ertel Company, George 8

Household—MisceUansous

Cary-Davis Company 19
Chalmers C-ompany, R. E 11
Emerson Piano Company * 15
Hoosier Stove Company 19
New Home Sewing Machine Co. . . 15
Parkei-'s Hair Bals;im 19
Ruthstein. The Steel Shoe Man.. 12
Somers. Harold 19

Land

State Board of Agriculture 12

Lite Stock, Stock Foods and Remedies

Metzger Company. Wm. H 12
Pennsylvania Salt Mfg. Company. 6
Pratt Food Company 12
Young, P. D. F.. W. F 6

Plows

Collins Plow Company 8

Puhlicaiions

Redfield Company, Scott F 19

Roofing

Century Mfg. Company 12
Edwards Mfg. Company 6

Separators

Albaugh-Dover Company 6
American Separator Company ... 6
De Laval Separator Company ... 6
Stores. Inc.. The Charles William 12

Sporting Goods

Excelsior Motor Mfg. <Sc Supply Co. 11

Eastman Kodak Company 15
Mead Cycle Company 19

Spreaders

Deere Plow Company. John

Telephones

American Tele, and Telegraph Co. 11

Miscellaneous

('rowpH PtibliKbiiiB Coinpiiny. The 9

Mfitor-Cvcle Coiite.ot 20
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Individual and Association Brands

THE State Horticultural So-

ciety of Wisconsin has

adopted as its trade-mark

the design or emblem shown in

the illustration. This emblem is

copyrighted under the federal

law and also under the Wiscon-

sin Trade-Mark Acts. It is to

be used by all members of the

society in the marketing of their fruit. Mr. F. Crane-

field is secretary of the society, and states to Farm
AND Fireside that, while so far a satisfactory system

of using the mark has not been formulated and con-

sequently no growers are using it, there is no doubt

but that before the apple-marketing season begins

some system will be devised whereby the mark can

he used on apple packages.

Designs of this kind which accompany high-class

products come to be synonymous with the very best

which can be had, and are the best form of advertising.

Farm and Fireside believes that every farmers'

society or marketing association should adopt some

design or trade-mark which will distinguish the -par-

ticular product of the association or society from other

products on the market. This plan applies equally

well to wholesale or retail shipment. Individual

brands are always beneficial, but have a number of

drawbacks. In the first place, the amount of products

shipped by an individual is seldom enough to establish

very much of a reputation in a large and profitable

market. Secondly, the efEorts of one person require

a longer time for a brand to become known and in-

spire less confidence as a rule, but not always, than

the efforts of an organization composed of many mem-
bers. Third, the design of a society may be continued

for years and generations, whereas the design of an

individual is naturally limited to the time of the

business life of the individual or his family suc-

cessors.

All brands and trade-marks are excellent, but the

greater the number of persons and the amoimt of fruit

represented by the design, the greater will be the

prestige of that design on the market.

Our Foreign-Grown Experience

WHEN the American Commission on Agricultural

Organization and Rural Credit sailed for Europe

to undertake the big task of collecting information

for possible use in this country, muffled objections

were raised as to our inability to adapt European

conditions to our own needs.

Let us first see just what the commission proposes

to do. It is divided into four committees. The first

will investigate all forms of banking and credit affect-

ing the farmer. The second is devoted mainly to

in-actical farming, and will inquire into associations

formed for the purpose of improving soils, crops and
live stock. The third committee

will work on the problem of market-

ing and buying through farmers'

associations. The fourth vrill deal

with the betterment of rural life

and education.

Now we come to the big question,

"Can foreign-grown experience be

successfully transplanted?"

Before answering let us see how many of the agri-

cultural benefits that we are now enjoying have been

brought here from Europe and other countries.

Cattle : Jersey and Guernsey cattle came from the

islands of Jersey and Guernsey, Holstein cattle from
Holland, Ayrshire cattle from Scotland, Shorthorn

cattle from England.

Sheep : Merino sheep came from France and Spain,

and nearly all the other kinds of sheep had their

first home in the British I.sles.

Poultry : With the exception of the turkey, most of

our breeds of poultry _ originated in China, Western

. Asia, India, were passed on to Europe, and from
Europe to this country. The Rhode Island Red, Ply-

mouth Rock and Wyandotte are known as American
breeds, but they were derived from breeding with birds

brought from Europe.

Egg-laying contests completed last year in this

country and others now in operation having English-

bred hens in the comjjetition show that we can still

further improve oiu' poultry so far as heavy egg pro-

duction is concerned by importing foreign-bred stock.

Horses : Nearly all of our large horses are the result

of importation from France, Belgium and the British

Isles.

Swine : Our hog industry is based on importations

from Europe, North Africa and Asia. The Berkshire,

Chester White, Duroc Jersey and Yorkshire were

developed in England.

Crops : Alfalfa came from southern Europe and
South America. Potatoes were not grown in America
until after they had been cultivated in Ireland for

some years. Rice was first Introduced into America
by a vessel from Madagascar which was blown out of

its course. Durham wheat was introduced by the

United States Department of Agriculture, and so we
might enumerate many other standard crops which
are not native of the United States.

Our first accurate knowledge of the means by which
soil fertility could be increased and maintained was
brought here from Germany. The Pasteurization of

milk and the science of bacteriology were of French
origin. The United States Department of Agriculture

has explorers scouring the world for new crops which
can be grown in the United States, and most of these

crops are eagerly welcomed.

Need more be said? With all these soui'ces of agri-

cultural improvement which have come to us from
Europe, can we not benefit by listening to the European
farmers' story of co-operation, by studying their par-

cel-post system, by learning how they handle the

problem of farm credits, and especially when all this

information will be brought to us well-organized?

Our increasing population demands that these prob-

lems be quickly solved by experienced experts.

And when the American commission returns with its

reports and plans that give promise of flourishing here

as well as in Europe where they have been so success-

ful, let us all try to make them sprout. Finally, we
can Americanize them according to our own ideas.

"Protecting" the Heifer Calves

THE fool-killer is remiss in his duties, since there

are still found people who howl for a law which
will forbid the killing of heifer calves. These imitation

thinkers say that the cow-supply is falling off, and
insist that if there was a law restraining the killing

of heifer calves the trouble would be cured. We stjll

oifer a reward for a description of the color of the

law-maker's hair who can make farmers raise heifers

when they can make more money by vealing them.

Show us the mistake from a money point of view in

killing the heifers, and we'll listen ; but draw a club

on us for the purpose of making us over into unwilling

dry-nurses for heifers, and we'll try reversing it on
the man who draws it. Raising calves is not an
amusement—it's a business. Producing food for the

people of the world isn't an esthetic matter or a thing

of duty. It's a cold matter of making a living on a
farm. If it loses us money to veal the heifer calves

show us the loss, and we'll thank you. Try to make us

grow them, and we'll fight. Nearly half the American
farmers are tenants who are liable to have to look for

a new home next spring. These men don't know
whether the.v are going to be so situated as to make
any effort to build up a herd successfully. Fix that

up for us, please. Others have their farms so stocked

that the calves have to be disposed of. And others

are just plain hard up and need the veal-money. Please

remedy these things before you begin to talk of

coercive laws. And all the time don't fail to point out

the profits in keeping the heifers as against vealing

them. That kind of talk will always command an
audience among farmers.

American horses valued at nearly five mUlion dol-

lars were exported last year. Canada purchased more
than any other one country.

The Experiment Station Record tells of a White
Leghorn hen in New England weighing 3.2 pounds
which laid in one year 257 eggs weighing on an aver-

age 1.8 ounces each. The eggs sold for $7.43, and the

hen ate 110 pounds of feed costing $1.66; or a return

over the cost of feed of 15.77. The same hen laid two
hundred eggs in her second year.

1

Getting Results for the Farmer

THE activity of the Rural Organization Service of

the United States Department of Agi-iculture, made
note of in the last issue of Farm and Fireside, is

marked. Co-operating with this Rural Service is

Charles J. Brand, Chief of the Ofiice of Markets. Mr.

Brand tells Farm and Fireside that he is particularly

interested in getting the best possible material for

?
—

He who fails to see the opportunities where he now

is will have the same eyes in any other location

h

<*

the follovs'ing positions : specialist in co-operative or-

ganization, specialist in transportation of farm prod-

ucts, specialist in marketing perishable products,

assistant in co-operative organization accounting.

These positions are to be filled through civil-service

examinations, but the. point that, they are to be filled

by competent men is of the greatest importance to

farmers everywhere. Much good can certainly be
expected from a service such as Mr. Brand and Mr.
Carver are planning for this country.

Why Fallowing Fattens

ECENT studies of scientific "sharps" show that

the belief in summer fallowing as an aid to heavy
crop production held by farmers in earlier daj's is

founded on a basis of undeniable fact. The summer
working of the fallow land helps to hold the moisture

near the surface of the soil, and this moisture, together

with favorable conditions of warmth, has a powerful

influence for the production of nitrates from any latent

nitrogenous material that may be in the soil.

The advantage of fallowing over growing a crop of

barley or corn, for example, to be followed by wheat,

is that the crop produced during

the summer may have so depleted

the soil moisture as to prevent the

nitrate-forming bacteria from chang-

ing inert material into available

form.

It is evident that a nitrogen-fixing

crop—a legume—can replenish the

stock of available nitrates, in part

at least, while furnishing some returns for the farmer's

labor. This explains why the fall-seeded crop on the

clover or alfalfa sod or stubble of soy-bean, cow-pea

or vetch frequently equals that seeded after fallowing.

Our forebears knew, without knowing why they knew
both as to the result of fallowing and the equally

beneficial effect of growing legumes. This generation

should reap greater harvests and better preserved soil

productiveness by knowing definitely that which their

fathers understood only in part.
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Strangers in Strange Lands
What One May Expect When Moving to a New State

Winning a Home in the Ozarks
By Mrs. O. p. Ward

AXT parts of the Ozark region of south
Missouri are thinly settled. Oregon

•Va County is one of these, having large
tracts of rough forest-land where cattle

range and wolves prowl and man goes
- =Ji\ only to roimd up his steers or hunt.
The aspect of the rock-covered soil is forbidding.

Many deep gulches run from the higher land down to

the numerous streams, .settlements are scattered and
railroads many miles away. Civilization has smiled
but faintly on Oregon County, and only in the extreme
southwestern corner, where the railroad deigned to
lay a few miles of track, is a flourishing town with
large and prosperous fi-uit-farms about it.

My brother-in-law, having caught the '"back to the
.soil" craze, persuaded my husband and hi.s father to
trade some proi^erty for 1..560 acres of this forest-land,
wild and remote. The brother-in-law and the father
visited the locality, and. relying on their judgment, my
husband decided to join his brother in moving there.

The latter gave glowing accounts of "worlds of
timber" which could be made into railroad ties and
lumber, of range cattle and hogs raised at a wondrous
profit and abundant game and fi.sh for amu.sement. He
figured that men could be hired to cut and haul the
ties and a considerable profit realized over and above
the expense, and that we need not work much nor
worry, but "take life easy."

;My husband took a graver view of the prospect and
often said to me that he expected to find the task of
clearing timber-land the hardest he had ever under-
taken. As he was a hard-working man, I begged him
not to undertake it He was then the manager of a
factory in which his brother worked. Neither had had
any exjierience in farming or country life. This had
probabl^ made my brother-in-law more sanguine, as
he often told us of the ea.se of farm work compared to
the regular grind of the factory. I had boarded out
in the country several times and had failed to observe
anything like ease in farm life, especially for the
farmer's wife. However, as my husband agreed to go,

I also consented. I think the fact that it was to be an
entire change—a new epoch in life—attracted as well
a.s repelled me. For youth there is always glamour
and romance in the great unknown, and we were all

still young.
The venture being agreed upon, my brother-in-law

went away for a good rest to his father-in-law's, leav-

ing my husband to finish alone some work, which
liroved to be so tedious that it took him past the sea-
sou for garden-planting. This was unfortunate, as we
had only a little garden .stuff till the following .spring.

We arrived at a small station on Jime 17, 1910, and
were transferred to a lumljer-wagon which was to

carry us to our destinati<.)n. My brother-in-law joined
us at the station and was in high spirits. Mine sank
as the day gi'ew hot. the road rough and wild and the
young baby I carried in my arms, as well as myself,
l)ecame fatigued. The spring under the seat broke, and
I I>egged leave to walk from sheer weariness.
There was a deserted house with a small clearing

adjoining some of our land, and we were to live in it

till we cotild build our own hou.ses. We came upon
it in the gathering twilight, and to my tired eyes it

seemed the loneliest spot they had ever looked upon.
.A.11 through the long night I lay by a window in
which there was no sash, listening to a screech-owl
which I thouglit to be a wildcat, as I had been told

they were plentiful.

The next day brought more practical troubles. I

found the list of groceries I had purchased about equal
to those I should have purchased and had not. The
meal I prepared was memorable for what it lacked.

I had never before in my housekeeping exi)erience
t)een out of reach of the corner grocery. After break-
fast the men folks tramped several miles through the
wfiods to obtain butter, eggs and milk.

The intention of my husband liefore coming had
Ijeeu to lea.se a sawmill and go into the lumlier busi-

ness, but a little investigation into the profits of a
sawmill not far away changed his mind. He also

found that he could not obtain tie-hackers or haulers
as his brother had planned. The hackers could go
back into the woods, "squat" and steal all the ties they
wanted from some landowner who lived perhaps in

Ohicjtgo or St. Louis, and those who did hauling
thought the entire pull to town too hard on a team.
My husband went to work at once to cut down trees

for Iuml)er for a house. Even the shingles were made
from blo< ks of oak which were cut off our land. Then
a hirge fistern and a good cave were dug. His brother
liel!)ed with a will, as they had agreed to work together
first on our house, then on his.

My l)rother-in-law's wife came .soon after we did,

but was much dissatisfied and cried to be sent back to

her mother. This greatly disconcerted her husband
and disapr>ointed the rest of us. as she was a south
.Missouri girl, country-bred, and had often told ns of
the great things she could do on a farm. She did not
overestimate herself, as she was a capable woman, but
without the grit necessary for the tedious task and
privation of starting a farm in the wiMerness. Her
husband, already crestfallen over the failure of his
air-castles concerning ties, began to lose interest and
showed signs of retreat.

There was a vast crop of acorns that fall, and we
bought several sows with pigs. Their winter's feed
cost but little, as the acorns lasted till May, and then
the grass had come.

In August I set an incubator with one hundred and
ten (-L."-'-^ ;md liiul cxfi-llent \\\c\\ wifli (iftv-fivc of the

sixty-seven chicks which hatched. They averaged two
pounds apiece at eight weeks and had picked up most
of their living. This good fortune led me into a mis-
take. I had read and dreamed of a vast chicken busi-

ness her(* in the wilderness. I bought two more incu-
bators and set all three. By this time the season was
so late that the hatches were not so good and there
were fewer bugs and seeds. Wild prowlers had dis-

covered them and carried off some. The price of
poultry was very low all winter and spring, and my
chickens l^arely paid for the eggs I set and their feed.
We moved into our house the first week in Decem-

ber. It had been taken off the stumps since .July 1st,

and my husband built it practically by himself. He
put blind boarding, building-paper and weatherboard-
ing on it. double floored with building-paper between,
and without a doubt it is the best constructed house
for many miles around. For that matter every
improvement on the place has been of a substantial
nature. That kind of work in the wilderness makes
clearing a farm tedious, but we believe it will pay.
My husband also built twb brooder-houses, two open-

front hen-hou.ses and a large hog-shed, then turned his
attention to the clearing of a field where the timber
for the house had been cut. Some of the stuff to be
moved was so large that he had to hire help, as his
brother had left. He succeeded in getting a large gar-
den and fourteen acres besides cleared and fenced,
the garden planted and part of the field plowed by the
middle of May. All the farmers about told him not to
plant new ground earlier than May 20th. From then
tUl .Tune 10th was the best time, they said. The
drought set In May 1st. By the latter part of the
month the breaking of the new groimd had become
slow, difficult work, then next to impossible. An acre
or so of the cleared land had to be left unbroken.

It did not rain from the last day of April till June
17th, so we got less than half a stand of corn. The
first rain that came was followed by two weeks more
of dry weather, then the rains came so frequently that
the corn could not be plowed. My hvLsband replanted
just after the Fourth of .July, but the second planting
was much injured by worms.
We had purchased our seed from the most reliable

houses both for garden and field. Some of the garden-
seed lay in the ground five weeks before the rain,

then grew and did well. [coxcxtTDED on page 7]

M.

Homeseeking in Oregon
By J. R. Springer

©yx FRESNO, California, once a stranger asked a
<bA colored waiter if he had fish in Fresno, and he
said "Tas. sah." and the stranger asked what kind,

and the "ctUlod" gentleman said "Eastern .succas. sah."
It was the time of a big boom. Human nature is much
the same ever^-where. The Easterner generally has
such an overwhelming confidence in his ability to drive
a sharp bargain that the sharpers can hardly resist

the opportunity to show him his mistake.
There is no reason why a stranger should not go

and do his own seeing out of the general path of the
crowd. Of course Oregon real estate is high aroimd
Portland. The large number of land-seekers who stop
there increase the demand.

In my neighborhood, here in Linn County. Oregon,
is as good land as there is on the coast. Some places
have sold for §40 per acre, and some for §10, the last

unimproved. Good locations can be had for $2.5 per
acre. That is not high if we consider the equable
climate, pure, soft spring-water everj-where. fruits in

abundance and grain of the best. The Angora goat
does the clearing of the land from brush and pays you
for doing so with increase and fleeces which make the
finest mohair goods. It is no trouble to get from six to
ten dollars per month per cow in cream-checks. The
summers are long, and frost hurts nothing.
None but a general kicker can find fault, but if a

man thinks he can get a first-cla.ss job. big pay and
nothing to do the first thing when he gets here he will

be doomed to disappointment: for there is no demand
for a boss generally. But the man that is not afraid
he will do too much will alwa.vs lie in demand, and it

won't take long before he will be running a basiness
of his own or be general manager for someone else.

It is only to see the broad expanse of this upper
Willamette Valley and the smiling contentment of
homes that are ever>-where in evidence to be satisfied

that here life is worth living.

The potato has no foes here, grain ripens perfectly,
live stock lives out of doors the entire year and con-
sequentl.v is almost immune to contagious diseases.

The climate is mild, blizzards tmknown, the cyclone
and thunder-storm rare. Flies and mosquitos are also
rare, and the nights are cool most of the year. Corn
will grow to maturity and make pork, and there is

little hog-(5holera.
The coinitry school district must have six months

of school each year, and churches abound.
I will sa.v to prosi>ective settlers : Get away from

the railroads, go out on the stages. Go ahead of the
railroads, they will come in time. Go where the land
is cheap: it will all be dear some time.

Epttor's Note—In an artiole published in FAR.\r axd
Fireside sonio tirao ago the alloppd high prices quoted for
agricultural land in the Paeific Northwest were seriously
obje(.-te<l to by sevenil western re.iders. one of whom w;is
Mr. Springer, the author of the above article. Mr.
Springer paints u somewhat brighter picture for the
homeseeker. In any cas- the person journeying west to
take up land should go there with his vision rb-.-ir and
free from rweate dreams of getting something for nothing.

Southern Land Opportunities
By J. F. Carter, Jr.

Secretary Mobile (Ala.) Progressive Association

g«TpHE gulf coast sec-tion of the States of Alabama
Q V* and Missis.sippi is almost a pioneer country. A
few years ago it was gi-own over with a vast forest of
yellow pine : the axman has been at work, and to-day
there are thousands of acres of virgin land, with many
stumps, all of which is waiting for the hand of the
hustler who wishes to make a living from the soil and
have a home where there are no winters.
The gulf coast section of these two States is made

up of sandy soUs. In the creek-bottoms and river-
bottoms the soils are muckier and richer ; in the higher
places the .soil Is of two kmd.s—.sand and sandy loam.
Sandx loam means there is a subsoil of clay, and that
is one thing the homeseeker down here mu.st hunt for.
Pure .sjind will produce crops all right, but the amount
of fertilizer that has to be put into the groimd to get
the crop is amazing. A .soil with sandy top and clay
subsoil will produce the very best crops, for all enricli-
ing matter, manure and commercial fertilizers, are
held from leeching by the clay. And, besides, the clay
holds the moisture from seeping away, conserving it

for the rootlets.

There are several things to be watdied when buying
land in this section. First, watch the land c-ompauy;
second, watch the soil ; third, watch the location as to
Immediate market and railroads for the distant mar-
ket : fourth, dou't depend too much on the claims made
by land-sellers: fifth, watch the price asked for land.

All land companies are not good land companies.
Uncle Sam has been trying to root out all the bad ones,
but he has not been absolutely succ-essful. There are
some land comi)anies that try to help the settler after
he has purchased. They build roads, help construct
small bridges, try to have schools buUt by the county,
help in getting lumber to the ground for houses, try
to get fencing and all the needful things about a farm
at a decent price; they have government experts come
and lecture to the newcomers to teach them how to
live in the new surroundings.

In this gulf region we have thousands of acres of
soil that will produce three crops where the soils of
the North and West will hardly produce one crop. This
is liecause we have the climate, never a drought, and a
winter that is short and mild. We have a rainfall
twice as great as the Middle States and well dis-
tributed throughout the year.
But we have some verj- poor land, land that will not

produ'-e excepting at enormous expense. And that is

the land you do not want, and the very land we do not
want you to have. That is the kind of land that you
might bu.v if you are not careful.
You must remember that since this is almost a

pioneer's coiuitry. you do not have to pay as much for
land as the farms of Illinois. Iowa and Missouri are
worth. If land is offered at $10 an acre do not be
afraid of it. and do not be afraid of it as hi.gh as $50
an acre. But when prices begin to get beyond the last-

named figure it would be well to make an exc-eedin.gly
close investigation to learn why it is that high. 'The
value is very apt to be an inflated one, caused by the
imagination of the land-salesman rather than the
actual worth as compared with other pieces next door.
Our idea is this: If a man comes to tis from the

North or West, enthusiastic over some story that he
has absorbed, and fails to produce as much as he had
expected, he will .go back home and say the worst
things about the whole State. But if we get to him in
time to explain to him what he must expect and what
he must do. what his profits will be and where he will
find his market, then he will not go back at all, for he
will succ-eed.

In the counties surrounding Mobile there are soils

that produce ever.v year from sixty to one hundred
bushels of corn, before which one may get a fine crop
of cabbage, oats or earl.v vegetables of all kinds. We
are in a section that produces from three to five crops
a .vear oft' the same acre. But it re<iuires work, llrst,

one may get cabba.ge. l)eans. tom.atoes. radishes, let-

tuce: then corn or cotton : then hay. or fall crops of
potatoes, cabba.ge. radishes or lettuce. He gets his
five crops b.v raising some short-growing crop uistead
of corn or cotton. He may produce tolwcco instead
of one of the .spring crops. He may produce Bermuda
onions that pa.v from two hundred dollars to six hun-
dre<I dollars an acre. He ma.v grow strawl)erries tliat

pay from two hundred dollars to one thousand dollars

;ui acny, depending on the earliue.ss of reaching market
Tomatoes paid a few growers three hundred dollars
last siiring. Radishes iiai<l as high as three himdred
dollars an acre. .\nd. in all these cases, these form
but one crop of the three that may lie rai.sed in a year.

But not all land will do this, and the prospe<-ti\'ft

buyer should try to get the soil that will do these
things every time. It is here in large quantities if he
will s«H>k a while for it.

Orange jiiid i>ecan groves are worth hundnnls of

dollars an acre wh»>n jiroducing, but ther»> is little nee«l

of paying su<'h enormous jirices for them, when a good
faimer c:in set out his own groves.

Our <limate is all that <ould be aske<l, and our
summers are not .so hot as those of the North. Tlier*

is much, more than a living to Ix' made from every ten

acres of liind down here, but it re<|uires work. The
incomer must exptn-t to work on his place just as he

does up North. /

Such work will l>e rewarded in any real farmiug
district, but espc ially in our gulf ri>gion. The man
who succeiMls makes his i)Ians according to the condi-

tions surroundini; him and then pushes those jilans to

completion by .-iction tempered with stud.v.



The Convenience of Electricity on the Farm
How it is Possible for the Farmer to Supply His Own Power and Light

By F. S. Culver

The simple automatic^cut-in
is important

HEN the up-to-diite

farmer looks over
his prosperous farm,
with its modern

equipment, high-grade stock
and all the appliances for
making the burden of the
farmer and his family as easy
as i)ossible, the thought must
occur to him : '•Who is to

carry on this work for me
when I reach that point in
lite when I must of necessity
shift the bulk of the work on
to younger shoulders?"

If the young folks are leav-
ing for the city it Ls indeed a
vital question for the farmer.
If he has no sons who take an
interest in the work and can
carry it on there is danger of
the place that has been raised
to such a high state of cultiva-

tion and de^elopment falling into the care of owners
of less ambition, and the farmer may see the result of

his years of labor revert to weeds and dilapidation.

From this it seems that it behooves the farmer to

do everything in his power to make his home as com-
fortable and attractive as possible by equipping the
place with all the labor-saving devices obtainable so

as to make the work less of a drudgery for all mem-
bers of the family.
^Yhat can .^ou put on the farm that will assist iu

this as much as electricity?

When the subject of electricity for the" farm is

mentioned we think of lights first and almost exclu-
sively. True, lights are important, probably next to

a good water-supply, but electricity is such a flexible

and obedient power that it may be made to serve us
in a \'ariety of forms.
The use of electricity in the cities has resulted in

the development of innumerable devices that make it

possible for us to perform a large part of our house-
hold duties with this wonderful agency.
, In the manufacture of these devices competition
has been keen, the result being that the market is

supplied with all kinds of appliances that are highlj-

efficient, very durable and are low in first cost. All
of these goods are now standard and are as applicable
to farm lighting plants as to city lighting circuits.

Electricity is Now a Practicable Power

Manufacturers of these devices have been slow in
soliciting the farmer's trade, as they have been handi-
capped by the scarcity of plants on farms that could
use their goods.

This condition is not due to any lack of interest on
the part of the farmer, but rather to the fact that a
simple and economical electrical plant has not been
available until re'-ently.

For sake of convenience we will divide the various
forms of electric lighting i^lants into groups as fol-

lows :

Class 1—Gasolene or steam engine driven generator.
Class 2—Ga.solene or steam engine driven generator

witii storage battery.
Class 3—Windmill-driven generator with storage

battery.
Plants of Class 1 type require an engine that will

run at a steady speed with a varying load; that is,

the speed must not change materially as lights are
turned on or off.

In the case of the steam-engine this is easily at-

tained, as almost any steam-engine designed with a
governor will run with a speed sufficiently uniform to
give good results for lighting work.
When a gasolene-engine is used, however, it becomes

necessary to use a better grade of engine than could
be used for the ordinarj' power work about the farm.

It is in many cases necessary to supplement the
engine flywheels with a fljwheel on the generator.
With heavy flywheels on both engine and generator,

i he storage cells are arranged on shelves

the speed will usually be sufflcientlj- smooth to give a
fairly steady light, although the cylinder explosions
can usually be detected in the lights.

This type of plant has the disadvantage of requiring
some attention while it is running. ^
Another feature is that lights can be had only while

the plant is in operation.
A plant of Class 2 is an elaboration of Class 1 by

the addition of a storage battery. The use of the

batter.v makes a more satisfactory electric service.

Furthei-more, a cheaper grade of engine can be used,
as the battery will be charged just as well by an
unsteady speed as by a more uniform power. It is

also unnecessary to have a flywheel on the generator,
thus reducing the wear on the generator bearings.
One of the greatest benefits to be derived from tlie

use of the battery is the ability to have lights and
power at any time, even though the engine and gen-
erator may not be in operation.

Class 3, or the windmill plant, is perhaps the most
interesting, both from a scientific and economical
standpoint.

Inventors have been working with the problem of
using the power of the wind for the generation of
electricity for many years, and some very ingenious
arrangements have been devised. All of these, how-
ever, have been too complicated for use on the farm.
The writer is familiar with a windmill plant that

possesses so many valuable points that a description
of it may be interesting. This plant consists of a
storage battery, a generator for charging the battery,

an automatic cut-in for connecting the battery with
the generator at time of charging and a windmill for
driving the generator.
The whole plant, aside from the windmill, was set

up in a few days by the purchaser, Mr. J. F. Forrest,
on his farm in Columbia County, Wisconsin, where
it has been running for three .\ears. The fact that he
did this work himself without the aid of an expert
speaks well for the simplicitj- of the plant.

Exclusi\'e of the windmill, the plant has cost him
about $2-50. During the three years of service the
only items of expense have been the lamp renewals
and a little oil for the generator and windmill.
The windmill to which Mr. Forrest's generator is

connected has been running for several years ; in fact,

it was put up long before the thought of electric lights

had ever occurred to htm. This windmill is known as
a power mill and is used for grinding
meal and running some of the farm
machinery.
The wind-wheel is twelve feet in

diameter and is geared to a vertical

shaft, to which is attached the feed-

grinder. A pulley was placed on this

vertical shaft, and a belt was passed
around the pulley of the generator.

The generator is bolted to the floor,

no special foundation being neces-

sary. In this particular plant an
idler pulley was installed to carry
the slack side of the belt on the quar-
ter turn from the vertical shaft.

The battery which is arranged on
shelves . consists of fourteen cells, or
jars, of 7.5 amperes, .sixty ampere
hour units. The capacity of this

battery, expressed in terms of lamp
hours, is equal to fifteen ten-candle-
power tungsten lamps for eight hours
on one full charge of the battery. To the person not
familiar with these lamps, it may seem that a ten-

candlepower lamp is too small to give a satisfactory
light, but exi)erience has shown that they are large
enough for the most of the rooms in the average
farmhouse.
The timgsten lamp used with these plants produces

a very white light, and its rays are far more pene-
trating than the yellow rays from an ordinary lamp
or of the old-style carbon-filament electric lamp.
Each lamp requires one-half ampere of current, and

as the normal discharge I'ate of the battery is 7.5

amperes, fifteen lamps will be just a full load for the
battery.

Battery-builders always rate their batteries on the
basis of an eight-houi" discharge, so if these fifteen

lamps are kept burning for eight hours, sixty ampere
hours wUl have been drawn from the battery.

Now, if only five lamps are in use, the battery
could carry these for twenty-four hours. The fewer
the lamps in use, the longer they may be used.

On this farm thirty-five lights are wired
up, but very seldom are there more than a
half-dozen in use at the same time.

The generator is rated at six amijeres,
thirty-five volts, and can be operated at any
speed from 850 to 1,800 revolutions per
minute. The shipping weight of the genera-
tor is only two hundred pounds.
While the automatic cut-in plays a most

important part in this combination, it Is at
the same time a very simple piece of appa-
ratus. It is very substantially made, being
mounted on a neat slate slab about twelve by
fifteen inches.
The automatic parts are covered by an

aluminum case with a small window and
arranged so it can be locked, to prevent med-
dlesome persons from disturbing the adjust-
ment after it leaves the factory.
A volt-meter and an ampere-meter and a

main-line switch are also mounted on the
slate. Connecting posts for generator and
battery wires are placed at the bottom of the
slate, and similar posts are placed at the top
for connection to the lighting circuit. The
cut-in takes the place of the ordinary switch-

board as used in other styles of battery plants. It

would, of course, be impossible to operate a windmill
plant without this cut-in.

With Mr. Forrest's plant, during the months of July
and .\ugust, there was not sufficient wind to give the
battery a full charge for a period of three weeks, but
the light breezes that did blow were sufficient to gen-
erate enough current to relieve the battery of "that
tired feeling," and, with what had- been stored earlier

in the season, they were able to have lights every night
without any interruption whatever. During the entire
three years that this plant has been in operation it has
not failed to produce light a single night.
Any kind of a power windmill can be used for this

work, the same as for grinding corn or sawing wood,
but the ordinary pumping mill cannot be used, as a
rotary motion is necessary for driving the genei"ator.

No special pulleys or clutches are used, as the arrange-
ment is such that it will work and take care of itself

in any kind of a wind.
Very careful measurements on this plant demon-

strated that with a wind of 8.5 miles per hour the bat-
tery can be charged at the rate of 165 watts. This is

sufficient power to keep thirteen lamps of ten candle-
power burning. As the battery cannot return this

cui'rent without some small loss, this would be reduced
to about eleven lamps in actual service.

Results obtained from this plant and other similar
plants in Wisconsin show that a windmill having a
wind-wheel twelve feet in diameter will develop suffi-

cient power for lighting the buildings of the average
farm.
The average wind velocity for the State of Wisconsin

for the year, as given by the Weather Bureau, is 9.9

miles per hour, but the wind usuall.v subsides at sun-
down, and as the reports of the Weather Bureau are
for a period of twenty-four hours a day the actual
wind velocity during the daytime is much higher than
this, nearly sixteen mUes.
There are very few localities in the United States

that do not have sufficient wind to operate one of these
plants. Another noticeable feature is that the days of
least wind occur in the summer months, when the
days are the longest and the least artificial light is

required.
Comparing the work done by the windmill plant

when the wind is blowing 8.5 miles per hour with the
work done by a similar generator driven by a one-

horsepower gasolene-engine, it was found that nearly
a half-pint of gasolene per hour was consumed by the
engine for the same watts put into the battery.
These windmill plants are capable of furnLshing, in

addition to the lights, power for small motors for the
operation of some of the small machines about the
farm, such as cream-separator, washing-machine,
churn and vacuum cleaner.
A single small motor can be used for this work, as

such motors are so light and portable that they may
be transported from one point to another very easil.v.

It might be desirable in some cases to have two
motors, one a little larger than the other, for driving
some of the machines that require more power, such
as feed-chopper or heavy corn-sheller. Connect up to
the grindstone too.

If we go a little farther and equip the farm with a
larger windmill, say a fourteen or sixteen foot wheel
and a battery of about double the capacity of Mr.
Forrest's, the farmer's wife and daughter can then
come in for their share of relief from the farm
drudgery, as they could then use the electric flatli-on

for doing the weekly ironing.

Few Flies and Little Heat in Summer
Try to imagliie doing this part of the laundry work

without the hot stove. When the days are sizzling hot
the electric iron and a basketful of clothes can be
taken to the porch and the Ironing done there where It

is cool and comfortable. These electric irons are
arranged with a flexible cord and can be plugged into
an ordinary lamp-socket, and the iron will start to heat
as soon as the button is turned. There is no delay
waiting for a hot iron, as the iron stays hot all the
time the ironing is being done, so long as the button is

left turned on. After the job is finished the ironer
will not feel as though she has been doing a walking
match, as she has escaped several miles of travel that
would be necessary in walking from the ironing-board
to the stove and back again if she were using the old
style iron.

In the summer-time a small fan can be connected,
one that will take no more power than a lamp, but still

be sufficiently powerful to keep the dining-room cool
and pleasant. At meal-time it also removes the danger
of biting a fly every time a mouthful of food is taken,
as flies cannot stay in front of one of these fans. A
similar fan can be placed in the kitchen, much to the
comfort of the cook.
After the day's work is over, the farmer and his wife'

can enjoy the evening with their books and papers, as
they can have a reading-lamp that will shed the light
just where it is wanted and not all about the room.
These lamps give a fine light for reading and give
off a surprisingly small amount of heat. No cleaning,
no filling, but they are always ready.
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^ Pri/^AC ^3 *^ prices, these STEEL
I D^wO Sh-LD-gles are farbelowwood.

For we eell direct from factory to user and pay
the frei&bt ourselves. Jest get our latest Steel
Shingle Books and Prepaid Factory Prices. Then
compare. Then see if yon can afford common
wood shingles when yon can boy genuine Edwards
STEEL Shingles at these prices. Give dimen-
sions of yonr roof if possible, so we can quote
price on entire job. Send postal today and our Cat-
alog 858 and Prices will reach you by return mail.

The Edwards Manufacturing Company
808-85S Lock Street, Cincinnati, Ohio

1 Ingest Maters of Sheet Metal Prodacts in the World.

Only $2 Down
One Year to PaylT

Bays the Kew Butter- ^.

fly Jr. No.l. Light running?
easy cJeaning, dose sicim-
mingf durable. Guaranteed
a lifetime. Skims 95 qts.
per hear. Made also in four
larger siz^e up to 5 1-2 shown

80 Days' Free Trial
it saves m cream. Postal bringis Free cat-
alog folder and "direct-from-factor?" cfier.
bny from the manufacoirer and sa?e half.

ALBAUGH-DOVER CO. ^
2290 Blvd. CHICAGO

ilse KEROSENE Engine Freef
Amazing- ""DETROIT" Ksro-ene Engine. 15 days*
FREE Tria], -proxes kerosene cheapest fuel. If
satiFfied, pay lowest price ever given ; if not, pay
nothing'. Ifo waste, no evaporation, no explosion.
Two pints of coal oil do work of 3 pints gasoline.
Prices (stripped;. $29.50 np. Don't bay an en-
gine till yon in vesti^te this grand offer. Writel

DETROIT ENGINE WORKS
111 Concord Ave., Detroit, Mich.

steel Wlteefe

L
Save draft— save repairs.

Don't rut roads or fields. Send today for free
illustrated catalog of wheels and v.-a^ons.

Electric Wheel Co., 13 Elm St.. Quincy, II!.

93 AMERICAN
Upward CREAM

SEPARATOR
FBEE TRIAL FUUT GUAKAHTEED.

' Easy running. Easily c-e^jned-
Whether dairy is large or small,

obtain our naTid?r«me free catalf'S- Address

AMERICAN SEPARATOR CO. BAiNBRmGE'N.Y.

Don't Cut Out
ASHOE BOIL, CAPPED
HOCK OR BURSITIS

FOR

will remove them and leave no blemishes. Reduces
any puff or swelling. Does not blister or remove the

hair, and horse can be worked. VI a bottle delivered.

Book 6 K free

W. F.YOUNG, P. 0. F., 284 Temple St.. Springfield. Mass.

Let My Pumping
Engine^ P6;ihe Work
Yes, sir. Get a Galloway Pumping

Engine Outfit Put it to a 90-day test on
your farm. Use it to run the churn, cream sei>-
arator, washing machine, pump or any small
machine on your place. Then if you don 't say it's

the best little engine you ever saw in your life,
you can ship it back. I'll refund your money and pay
the freifrht both ways. No atringeto thisoffer— is tbereT
Then on topof this wonderfully libeml offer I'll save you
I2S to $50 on tiie OQlfiU Cu 70a b«iil it? M«Ter. Write me todAy.

Get My Special Offerand Prices
Do it tvjday. OrsJy S24.75 for a h. p. "Boss

of the Farm** pnmninff ^:nKlne. You can't afford to wait
for your windmHl to blow down or a calm, hot
day when you have to do all the pumping: for a
lot of stock by band. Be prepared. Get my epe-
cial pumDirt^f cneino catalos. Snve 5125 to $50 onyour en-
Crin*^ and join r..? lUt of over 30,0OU *atiofied Galloway

(encrTH) customem. Writa me today. Don't pot It on. I
Yoa'll need an entrino In the next few wceka. Ifflpayl
for il«eTr th« llrat month. G«t 107 epeelBl lOlS
offOT. Addrvsa: Wm. Galloway, Prc8.

$2415
William Giilloway Co.'

3'.f,K Gnllowar St«.. I

Waterloo, la.

The HeadworK Shop
Almost as Useful as an Extra Hired Man

In this 20th CenturyAGE OF STEEL, wood
shingrles are fast disappearing:. They cost
too much; they rot out too quickly; too
much trouble to put on; too apt to catch fixe.

That's why 100.COO men have come to put
these beautiful Edwards -S i F.F.I Shingles on
their buildingrs.
Edwards Steel Shingrles never btim nor rot;

Come in big clusters of 100 or more, which
makes them ten times as easy to put on as
wood shing-les. Each Edwards STEEL Shin-
gle is dipped in molten zinc AFTER it is cut.
No raw or exposed edgres. No chance for
rust ever to get a foothold. And the patented
Edwards Interlocking- Device, which allows
for expansion and contraction, gives PER-
MANENTLY water-tight joints.

Saving Labor in Currying
Horses

WHEN a hor.se is very muddy let the

mud dry. then take an old broom
that is worn down to a stub, and

brush . and sweej) the mud off the horses'

legs and belly.

Next give him a short but effective

' scratching with a well-worn curry-comb,

then take a horse-brush in each hand, and
with alternate strokes with the brushes on
the body and both together with one on
each of the legs the mud is cleaned off in

less time than is required in telling it.

S. E. Rhine?.

Spring Gate-Latch
'THE sketch

shows a gate
latch made from
an old broken
hay-rake tooth.
Nearly every
farmer has one
that has been
broken at the coil

end. Take it to the blacksmith and have
both ends bent as sketched. This latch was
designed by one of my neighbors named
Frank Ingram, and is known as the Ingram
latch.

A in the figure shows rake-tooth ends
turned about two inches at right angles, C
is draw-bar. D is hand lever to move draw-
bar, EE are guide cleats. F is holes to

adjust tension in spring, G shows mortise in

post, H shows how lever is bolted to

draw-bar and gate rail. I am using two
of these gates on my ranch. C. E. BuSH.

Splice for Woven-Wire Fence
^r/'HEN you have occasion to splice a

woven-wire fence, especially where
you have a different number of hori-

zontal wires, try this method. Take a
three-fourths-inch pipe, new or. old,

about six inches longer than your
fence is high, and loop ends aroimd

same (some of the standard fences come
with ends neatly looped ) , and you will be

surprised at what a neat coupling this

makes.
If you find it necessary to move the fence

or make an opening later, you will be more
than pleased, as all that is required is to

pull out the pipe. L. J. Hurst.

Two-Horse Potato-Coverer
THE sketch shows a

tool which wUl
quickly and effectively

cover potatoes. Take
two boards about five

feet in length and
eight inches wide. Cut

a hole in each so that when put together

the openings will be together at ,the back
end. NaU firmly with three cleats, C, D
and B. Then naU or bolt handles on at E

;

old cultivator handles are good. Bore a
bole through the middle of C. and make a
wire ring for the whifl3etree. The operation
of this implement is self-evident. A repre-

sents the covered row.
Henry E. Cboss.

Picketing a Calf without Chain
or Rope

"TTHE best way that I have found for

picketing a calf is to take two iron rods

about two feet long with an eye in one end
of each. Take a good-sized wire clothes-

line as long as you desire, and place a ring

on the wire. Fasten the wire into the

eyes of the rods, which are used for stakes,

and tie your calf with another stiff wire to

the ring. It can graze up and down and
over the wire without getting tangled up in

this device. Mhs. James E. Brin.sfieu).

Quickly Built Gate
'TO BUILD a gate
* qui<-kly. take a few

old worn-out horse-
shoes. and nail them to

the two gate posts as

shown in the illustra-

]

tion. Now cut a few poles of even length
long enough to reach between each s(?t of

horseshoes and project eight inches on each
end. I.,ay the poles in the horseshoes, and
yon have a substantia) temporary gate.

If hogs run in a lot having such a

gate, the bottom pole should be nailed

temporarily to keep the bogs from lifting

it up. W. B. Byeks.

Safe Dish for V/atering Chicks
'T'AKH any pan or water tight receptacle
* that is about th<- .'mine size at the bottom
as at the top. Trim down an inch board
till it fit."? loosely inside of pan. Then bore

in several three-fourths-inch holes, lay
board in dish, and till with water. The
board wUl float, and chicks can walk on
it without danger of drowning and drink
water through the holes.

I can give the little chicks enough water
to last them all day. and there is no danger
of any of them drowning.

Chas. Vandenbeeg.

Horseshoe Point for Lever
A VERT useful
•^hand lever for I

prying stones out of
j

the ground, lifting timber and doing other
|

heavy work can easily be made by taking a I

good rail or other stout timber and rounding \

off one end so that it may be used for a '

handle. The large end is made in the shape
j

of the ordinary crowbar, except that it is
|

wider and thicker.
|

Now take an old horseshoe, heat it, and
j

hammer the points together a little closer
|

than usual. Bolt or spike the shoe to the i

large end of the lever, with the points pro-
jecting about one-half inch over the end.

i

This makes a strong lever which will not
slip and will repay many times the time and
work required for making it.

J. G. AliHOHSE.

In addition to its value on the farm
as a preventive of hog cholera— as a
disinfectant— as a water softener and
for making soap —

Lewis' Lye
The Standard for Half a Centary

is a household necessity
for cleaning purposes.
It cleans anything and
everything like magic,

' without scouring and does
its work with iess labor than

any other so-called cleEmser
on the market. It is, without
question, best for cleaning

— Bath Room Fixturos
' Kitchen Utensils— Milk Pans or

Churns
— Woodwork
— Window*.
Lewls* Lye— the purity
and full strength of J

which Is guaranteed—
Is the only lye made and i

marketed by xnanutao-

'

turlng chemists. Book-
let describin g tbemany
uses of Lewis' Lye,
mailed free on request.

PE^^"STLVA^^A
SALT KFG. COMPAH'S

Manufacturing Chemists
PHILADELPHIA

Vise from a Jack-Screw
"THE sketch shows a

vise that can be
made by anybody hav-
ing a jack-screw. It

is powerful and gives

first-class service.

I discarded the iron-
\

rod handle that came I

with the jack-screw
|

and made a handle out '

j^i of good hickory that
|

would not drop out I

when using. If you haven't a vise or have I

only a small one. buy a jack-screw and so I

get two good tools in one. W. A. Baugh. !

SAVE MUCH TIME AND
UBOR IN SUMMER

Which means a great deal to

the farmer, let alone the great
increase in quantity and im-
provement in quality of product

The De Laval Separator Co.
New York Chicaso San Francisco

Hook Ladder Made from
Horseshoes

nPHE ladder illustrated is very con-
venient when filling the barn with

hay, or for climbing around high
buUdings. Anyone that has had ex-

perience with overhead tracks and
hay-carriers knows that much time is

lost in getting up to the track for

the purpose of changing or oiling

pulleys, or making repairs.

By nailing a pair of old horseshoes
securely to the top of a ladder, I

made a hook ladder which can be
hooked over the track at any desired place.

Take a light rope, and tie the lower end
of the ladder so it will not swing, and you
have easy ac-cess to make any needed re-

pairs to track, carrier or rope. This ladder
is also convenient in pruning trees and
repairing roofs. L. E. Smith.

A Dry-Mash Mixer
lyiT HUSBAND keeps

thirteen hundred hens.

He feeds dry mash, and the

old way of mixing by hand
was very tedio;'.s. So he
devised a sort of churn in

the granary. He made a
tight box of matched lum-
ber two feet square which
is fastened by a shaft of

wood running through the box to two up-
right pieces of timber. Half of one side of

the box opens and is fastened by a button
when the grain is in. A crank attached to

the shaft turns the box. The whole oper-

ates over a large bin. A few turns of the

box mixes the mash thoroughly. It is then
emptied into the bin to be shoveled into

pails. This box can also be used for mixing
fertilizer. Mrs. Adah B. Hill.

To Dry Seed-Corn
RIVE nails into

a barrel or short

log about every three

inches, and onto each
one push the cob end
of an ear of corn.

Many bushels of corn
may be put on a big

barrel in this man-
ner. H:ing the bar-

rel or log, as the case

may be, fiom a rafter or other strong sup-

port in a well-ventilated room. Corn dried

in this manner is in excellent condition in

the spring. R. H. Workman.

Headwork Winner
The first-prize contribution in the Head-

work Shop in this issue is, "A Dry-Mash
Mixer." by Mrs. Adah B Hill.

LIBERAL INCOME FOR HUSTLERS
A liberal income is guaranteed to the
right sort of workers. Such are some
of the inducements for you to handle
the biggest money-making offer ever
made by a farm journal. A fine op-
portunity for energetic young men
and women. Experience not neces-
sarj'. You must act at once.

Department of Agents

FARM AND nRESlDE, SPRINGHELD, OHIO

The Largest and Best Line of

Road Machinery
We have been making it for over 35 years.
Everything for Road Building. The oldest
Company in the business wnth the Latest
Improved Machinery. Send for handsomely
illustrated catalogue— FREE.

THE AUSTIN WESTERN ROAD MACHINERY CO., CHICAGO

AGENTS, Make $10 Da,

"I did it, selling guaranteed hosiery
Last Monday I made $11.50
I want to bring my profit up
to $75 a week. E. G. Stand
ford." You can do
O. A. Retan made $47
in one week. C. Brine
man is making $6jOBK^B^^ Sworn proof,
a day. G. W.No-^H^^^^Biggest thing
ble made $3 5.j^BmP*^ yet. Write quick for
in one day.^^^^ggggfi^ agency in your communi-

ty. Credit given. Samples free.

THOMAS HOSIERY CO.
5546 West St. Dayton. Ohio

DRILLING
Machines

Over TO sirew and styles, for drilliug either deep or
shallow wellR in any kind of soil or rock. Mounted
on wheels or on sil Is. With engines or horse powers.
Strong, simple and durable. Any mechanic can
operate theui eiisily. Send for catalog.

WILLIAMS BROS., Itliaca. N. Y.

WANTED—to hear frtim owner who has a good farm
for eal*^. Send description ;ind prire.

KorthweSvern Business Agency, MinneapoHs. Minn.

Agents—Portraits 35c., Frames ISc. Sheet
Pictures Ic. Stere>'scopes 2oc. Vie^nj Ic. 30 4tij'8*

credit. Samples ana cHtnlot; free. Consolidated Portrait
Co.. Dept. :^<^ T. UtT W. .V.Kini- Street. Chicago.

HIGH POWER
Great Strencrth, Lieht Weieht Farm
Cusbman 4-Cycle Enerines.

4 B. P. Weight under 200 lbs.

20 B. P. Weight 1200 lbs.

Our 6 to 20 H. P. enclncs for baling,
silo filling, elc, li..ve double cytn-
ders—wliioh mca-s douluc power.
The4 II. I*. Farm Lusliman Ipthe orig-

inal binder engine. Lvcry Cushir.aii

tilted with clutch -pullc y, l.ii'h erai^c

Schcbler Carburetor and throttle _^JV< ri;,-"-

Fuel consumed is in proporl on to ' load." fharcc
speed without stopplnB. Tell ks the main thir.gyc ii

want an cneine for. We advise as to size and
send catalog giving all particulars.

CUSHMAN MOTOR WORKS
2053 N Street. Llnooln. Neb.
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Fly-Swatting Hornets
By C. M. Weed

HORXETS have been
abundant during re-

cent summers in

many of the Northern
States. They have buzzed
in houses and on porches

and created much needless

alai-m for many people.

The white-faced hornet is

the most abundant kind.

This is" really a friendly insect to man, for

_ it comes to our houses to catch flies. Tou
can easUy observe this if you will watch
one of them on a porch for a few minutes.

It buzzes around until it suddenly pounces

on a fly and carries it away to devour it

at leisure on some .secluded perch. Perhaps
it may take it to its domelike nest.

Last summer I saw repeatedly many of

these hornets buzzing over a cow, skUfully

--catching the flies upon her back, but so far

-fls I know never stinging her.

These hornets have an interesting life

story. The queens, or females, are the only

forms to live over winter. They start

their papery nests in trees and shrubs in

spring and soon establish such flourishing

colonies that by midsummer the hornets

may be very plentiful.

House-flies and stable-flies are among the

most dangerous insect pests because they

spread diseases. So do not condemn the

hornets without considering the good they

do as fly-killers.

Even horse-flies much larger than the

hornets are commonly caught. One ob-

server reports seeing a white-faced hornet

drop to the ground with a captured horse-

fly. The fly, being too heavy to be carried,

the hornet cut oft its head, legs, wings and
abdomen, so that only the middle part, or

thorax, remained. This was chewed up and
carried off. presumably to the hornet's nest.

Later this was seen to be a common prac-

tice of the hornets, which are to be credited

with killing large numbers of these vexa-

tious pests.

Putting Sheep to Good Use
By J. Pickering Ross

AMARYLAND reader, who is about to

take charge of a neglected farm of 1.50

, acres covered almost entirely with "wire-
grass," wishes to place sheep there to pas-

ture and help break up the growth. He
has never been around sheep, and knows
little about them.

Advice could be made more definite if I

knew something about the nature of the

soil ; the configuration of the land, whether
hilly or low-lying ; the course of cropping
purposes, and the amount of capital to be

invested in sheep. Under the circum-

stances, however, I will suggest the various

courses I think open.

I do not think it would be well to attempt
breeding, at least during the coming season,

though eventually, if it is found that sheep

thrive on the land that is available, that

would be desirable.

With this possible end in view, I would
advise the purchase,, as soon as the farm is

ready to accommodate them, of from forty
' to fifty yearling or two-year-old good grade

ewes of any one of the down breeds

:

Shropshires, Hampshires or Southdowns. I

regard these as the hardiest and best mixed-
mutton-and-wool sheep, the best cleaners-up

of weeds and rough pastures, and the best

fitted, when crossed with a pure-bred ram,

to establish a small flock. They would be

ready to be bred by September of next year.

If, however, no breeding operations were to

be started, they would be in good condition

to seU as breeders or to fatten for the win-

ter market. Such sheep as these will cost

from $.3.50 to $4.50. I would strongly

advise against too great an effort at

economy in starting. Scrub sheep are usu-

ally the least desirable stock a farmer can

buy.

Another alternative is to buy. say. fifty

wether sheep. Run them over the farm to

. get their living off the wire-grass and weeds.

Help them along in the winter with a little

grain, and after they have pretty well

cleaned up the land shear them early (say
^ about April), and then market them. Their

wool would probably a Tittle more than pay
for what they would have cost you in care

and grain, and their growth would probably
pay a little more than their first cost, which
would probably be about three doUars per

head.

Avoid "Headlong" Methods

It would be well for one not well posted

on sheep to get some neighbor or friend

with knowledge on that subject to do the

buying; or, still better, if you have a com-
mission house that you can depend on, let

- them know just how you are situated, and
get them to fill the order with such breeds

as I have designated.

And now, as to how best to handle the

sheep. I am supposing that thete are no

crops as yet on the land, and the first object

is to clear it up of weeds, wire-grass, etc.,

and next, to improve its fertility, both of

which can be accomplished in no way so

readily as by sheep, following them up, of

course, by fairly deep plowing and scarify-

ing. To do this in the best way, fencing is

necessary, for it will not do to turn sheep
loose over the whole 150 acres.

If the land is already divided into man-
ageable fields considerable expense wOl be
avoided. To get on the land as soon as

possible and to make the most of the fer-

tilizing power of the sheep, I would strongly

advise penning the sheep in a space not
larger than from five to ,ten acres. When
they have thoroughly disposed of the wire-

grass and weeds on this lot, move them at

once on to fresh ground, and plow in theirr

manure, for if it is left on the surface it will

lose some of its value. The means to pen
sheep is almost a necessity if you want to

make the most of them, and wire fencing is

so cheap nowadays that it would pay to get,

say. one hundred rods, with which, if there

are no permanent fences, pens twenty-five

by twenty rods can be made. Sheep are

not like cattle or hogs, everlastingly trying

to break out. Woven wire for the lower
part, with three or four strands of barbed
wire at the top (a fine protection against

dogs) will cost from thirteen to twenty
cents per rod.

The fencing system insures your getting

the full benefit of the manui-e and the urine,

which contains a great part of its value and
helps to work the solid portions into the

ground.

Kxpect Profit from Mutton

The present use for the sheep is as weed
and wire-grass clearers, but a profit from
their wool and mutton should likewise be

expected. If ewes, profit from their lambs
may be expected if they are mated in the

fall of next year.

Since weeds and wire-grass are not very
fattening, these sheep should at the start

have a daily ration of one-half pound of

mixed oats or corn with a little bran. Tou
can lessen this, perhaps, if you find that

they take weU to the grass and weeds, but
liberality with sheep always pays, and I

would rather see this ration increased_than
lessened.

I would advise devoting one half of the

first ten acres cleared after the sheep to

winter rape, and the other half to winter
oats mixed with Canada peas. In Mary-
land this will provide early forage for them
in the spring. If the winter is at all sevei'e,

yard them and provide them with shelter

from rain and storms. Dry cold won't hurt
them. Their grain ration should be served

in troughs. They must have clean and fresh

water, and lumps of rock salt scattered here

and there.

Sudden changes in hog-feed retard de-

velopment. If a change is to be made the

present food should be gradually diminished,

and the rest of the meal made up of the

new.

Let the Pigs Harvest Corn
By C. E. Beckwith

A GOOD way to fatten pigs in the fall is

to fence off a piece of the corn-field or

to grow a few acres of corn near the hog-

yard for this purpose. Where the fence is

to go, cut a row or two of corn. Set the

posts or stakes quite a way apart. Stretch

the wire fence good and tight. Also, be
sure to let the fence rest on the ground,

then the pigs will not try to get out. When

A Gasolene Jack-of-All-Trades
By Frank C. Perkins

'T'HE illustration shows the construction

and indicates the method of operation

of a novel gasolene motor-plow at Bel-

ford City, Virginia. This horseless motor-
plow was designed for all kinds of plowing
and cultivator work and is said to be
heavy enough to break land and light

enough to cultivate the growing crops.

The entire plow equipment with turning-

plows and cultivators sells for $400. The
engine develops nine hoi'se-power and can
be used for a variety of other purposes on
the farm for which power is required.

This gasolene motor-plow will go as fast

as desired, never tires, can be easily turned
around at the end of the row and won't step

on the plants.

This motor-plow has been used at Bed-
ford City, Virginia, for orchard work. For
plowing close to trees and under limbs it is

said to be ideal.

Among the attachments used with the

plow are the turning-points for breaking

Getting the com crop ready for market

fenced turn the lambs in long enough for

them to clean "the leaves from the corn-

stalks as high as they can reach. As soon
as the corn is ready to feed it is time to

turn the pigs in, and they will almost do
the rest.

See that the pigs have what fresh water
they want.

Last year a neighbor of mine fenced off

two acres of his corn-field and turned his

pigs in. He had twenty-one pigs, and it

was a surprise to see them grow. When-
ever the pigs wanted corn they would break
down the stalk some way, but there was
never any corn wasted. If one could have
the hog-pasture near the corn-field" so the

pigs could run in both, so much the better,

unless one wants to fatten them in a hurry.

This neighbor will fence off four acres of

his corn-field next year and put in more
pigs. He says it is the easiest hog-money
he can get.

The gaso'ene plow in operation

land ; a seeder for planting corn, cotton or

other seed, dropping them in rows or hiUs

;

cultivators, which include disk-harrow
weeders, listers and sweeps. There is also

a spraying attachment with tank and pump
which may be mounted between the handles
for spraying trees or crops in rows.

There is also a mower cutter-bar and
rake attachment which proves useful in

harvesting small crops of hay, clover and
peas, and when not in use as a plow or
cultivator the machine can be utilized with
the belt pulley on the engine as a complete
power-plant, by which the pump, the feed-

cutter, the corn-sheller, the wood-saw, the

cream-separator or the dynamo for home
lighting may be operated, and many other

purposes which need or ingenuity will sug-

gest.

The engine is of the motorcycle type and
can be readily detached from the plow and
used on a motorcycle, light automobile or

delivery wagon with a degree of success

dependent entirely upon the mechanical in-

clination of the owner.
The plow can be guided, thrown in and

out of gear, and the speed regulated and
reversed without letting go of the handles.

It will be noted that the two large spiked

drive-wheels pull the plow, the engine being

geared to these wheels. The suction created

by the plow holds the drive-wheels to the

ground, and the spikes prevent them from
slipping, causing it to work equally well in

sod, soft ground, loam or sand. When the

Ijlow strikes a root, stump or tight rock,

instead of straining or jerking as horses

would do, the spiked wheels slip, and the

machine can be thrown out of gear in-

stantly.

Editor's Note—Faksi and Fireside
presents this article merely as an interest-

ing possibility. ' The claims for this little

]ack-of-all-trades are doubtless exaggerated,

though we can see no mechanical reason

why an implement to do all the work
claimed for it cannot be made.

Winning a Home in the Ozar\s

[CONTINUED FROJI PAGE 4]

Out of twenty-four hills of peanuts, four-

teen had the seed eaten by insects while

waiting for rain. The remaining eight

came up. and though they were hoed but
once yielded us half a bushel of nuts, many
of them larger than the seed.

The soil is of peculiar structure and
withstands a drought well. Also, it does
not bake after a rain lil^e the black land of

north Missouri and Iowa. On the surface

it is all loose rock, usually small, but with
patches of large flat stone, then comes a

layer of yellow loam, and beneath a dark-

red clay.

To one who has been accustomed to the

rich black soil of other parts of the State
this looks at first not only unpromising, but
impossible of culture. But it has many
virtues. Some of its products are much
superior to those of the black .soil. The
vegetables grown here are decidedly better.

They not only grow to a good size, but are

vastly superior in flavor.

We found that even yellow field-corn

grown here was better than the sweet corn
to which we had been accustomed, and was
so well flavored that we ate it preferably
without butter.

While speaking of good things to eat let

me say that the meat of hogs fattened on
acorns is better than from that fed on corn,

and beef raised on the range is excellent.

Range cattle are also profitable. They are
considered sure money, and banks let money
out more readUy on cattle than on land.

I also took off five hundred incubator
chickens. A few died, the hawks took a
great many and, as we had no fences about
the house, the hogs also got to eating them.
I saved two hundred and fifty, of which
one hundred and ten were pullets.

The Fight Was a Hard One

In August came three weeks of cloudy
weather, very damp and cool, which did
much harm to our late plantings. We had
fought the season through step by step,

planting and replanting with dogged per-

sistence. We set out cabbage and tomato
plants after the first of July, and it looked
as though we would have an abundance of

both till this cool weather came. My hus-
band set out twelve hundred sweet-potato
plants in June and hauled water for them,
a barrel at a time, up a long, steep hill

from a spring a mile away. The season'

was the worst in many years here, and we
had to contend energetically for every vege-
table we were able to secure.

In the spring he had prepared his new
ground with care, and several old-timers

told us they had seldom seen new ground
in as good condition. He consulted old

farmers to find out how best to do many
things. At the end of the year 1911 we had
spent twelve hundred dollars. From this

came every expense, our living for eighteen
months, our improvements and our stock.

We had sold forty hogs, had thirty pigs

and ten brood-sows and one boar on hand.
We had five heifer calves, one cow, a pair

of mules, a wagon and harness and a few
farm implements. We had wire fences
around twenty-three acres of field, sixteen

of which were cleared ; a garden, large

yard, barn-lot and three acres of land for

orchard were also fenced with wire. We
had a four-room house, two hen-houses,
two brooder-houses, a large hog-shed built

and enough logs cut and at the mill to do
all the rest of the building we wished, such
as two large porches and two more rooms
on the house, a good-sized barn, corn-cribs,

tight feed-rooms and various other build-

ings, such as wood-shed and smoke-house.

What We Were Able to Raise

We had raised about two hundred and
thirty bushels of corn, eight bushels of

sweet potatoes, five of Irish, a bushel of

navy beans, twenty-five gallons of sorghum,
enough tomatoes to last tiU February 1st,

considerable fodder, some cow-peas and
cane-hay. Our turnips, of which there

were several bushels, were frozen before we
pulled them.
The most serious mistake we made was

in not selling our hogs right off the range.

Instead, we fed them all the old corn we
had and our crop, then, had to sell at a low
price on account of the cholera.

This is not a corn coiintry. We now
plant peanuts, as they will produce more
and better pork acre for acre than corn
grown in the corn belt. This section of

the country offers excellent opportunity for

hog-raising on forage crops. Red clover

and all the legumes do exceptionally well

here. Red clover seeds easily and makes a
heavy crop for either hay or forage on
ground that is not too badly worn. Cow-
peas or sorghum-cane are almost as valu-

able for either purpose.
Although the land is better suited to

other crops than corn, newly cleared ground
will produce good corn crops for three or
four years, after which it should be given
over to pasture or forage crops for a time.

All kinds of fruit-trees do well here if

given ordinary care. Throughout the Ozarks
large crops of strawberries are grown for

the northern market.
We have found the bulletins and farm

papers to be of much help. We have been
studying those on the Angora goat, as the

climate, pure water and character of the

land make this an ideal place for raising

them, and they in turn provide a cheap
means of clearing land of underbrush.
The mildness of the climate and the

health-giving qualities of the splendid air

make this an excellent place for people in

poor health.

It is not only very interesting, but it is

also no small thing to clear a timber farm
and to make the wilderness and the solitary

places "blossom as the rose."

A Young Farmer's Pigs
By John E. Taylor '

'T'HIS little Maine farmer and his grand-
* father surrounded by fifteen "piggies,"

all from one old pig ! When the pigs were
five weeks old they sold for $2.50 each. The
young farmer is now three years old, and
he is going to spend that $."7..50 for sheep.
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John Deere Spreader

The Spreader with the
Beater on the Axle

The Low Down Spreader with the

Big Drive Wheels

Here's yom'_ chance to get a low down
cnreader in which the advantage of big drive
wHeels has not been sacrificed for the low down
feature.
The John Deere Spreader has revolutionized

the spreader business. It is as much an improve-
ment over the ordinary manure spreader as the
modem binder was over the old-style reaper.
Some of its good points are:

The Beater
And all its drivmg parts are motmted on the
rear axle. Power to drive it is taken from
the rear axle through simple gears like those
that have been used on horse-powers for
many years. This construction is patented.
You cannot get it on any other spreader.

Crops and Soils

Thrashing-Time Notes
By P. C. Grose

A NUMBER of drain-tile placed one
upon another as the grain-bin is filled

will provide air-channels which will
help to keep the grain from spoiling should
it be a little damp. It is best to use small-
sized tile and more of them.

If a heavy rain dampens the shocks
throughout, drying of the interior sheaves
can be hastened by going around after the
<iutside of the shock is dry and pulling the
shock apart so the sun and wind can reach
the inner sheaves.

Only Hip-High
Easy to load. The top of the box is only as
high as your hips. Each forkful of manure
is placed just where it is needed. You can
always see into the spreader.

Few Parts
Clutches, chains and adjustments; in fact,
some two hundred parts in all, are entirely
done away with. To throw the machine
into operation, move the lever at the
driver's right back until the finger engages
a large stop at the rear of the machine.

Roller Bearings
Together with the simplicity of the machine
itself, make the John Deere Spreader light
draft. There are many more reasons that
have helped to make the demand for John
Deere Spreaders greater than aU those
interested in the spreader business thought
possible. These features are fully discussed
in our spreader book.

Get This Book Free
It tells how John Deere Spreaders are made
and why they are made that way. It con-
tains illustrations and descriptions of work-
ing parts and colored pictures of the John
Deere Spreader in the field. It also has val-
uable information regarding the storing and
handling and applying of manure to the
land. Get one of these books free by ^"ilrinE

us for our spreader book, Y-71,

John Deere Plow Company
Molina, Illinois

>a>5

See that there is plenty
of cool drinking-water at
the machine and in the
field. The smaller boys may
often make themselves use-
ful as water-carriers. As
a water-vessel, a jug is best
adapted for this purpose

;

it helps to keep the water
cool and free from dirt A
short strap attached to the

handle greatly facilitates carrying and is

almost essential if water is to be taken back
and forth to the laborers in the field.

If a binder-canvas is available it wUl
greatly lessen the difficulty of cleaning up
about the machine to spread it on the
ground beneath the feeder, where so much
grain falls. After the bulk of its con-
tents have been removed, the corners of
the canvas c-an be drawn together and the
remaining grain emptied into the machine.
In this way the space covered by the can-
vas is thoroughly and easily cleaned.

Dynamite on Boulders
By O. R. Abraham

T AM a strong advocate of the use of

explosives in clearing fields of stumps
and boulders.

We had a field in which lay a dozen
boulders, larger than sugar-barrels. These,
in most cases, were embedded in the soil

and had been worked around and over for

thirty years.

In blasting these boulders we used forty
per cent, dynamite, drilling down under
them and placing the charge to roll them
out on top the ground, as we have found it

impossible to successfully burst them while
embedded, even though but a little depth
in the ground.
We used a two and one-half-inch auger

in order to concentrate the shot. We find

the larger auger very necessary in blasting,

for we have found by having a large hole,

breaking up the sticks of dynamite, after

Wheat or Straw?
On some of the best wheat land the crop runs to

straw. This is because there are not enough avail-

able mineral foods tobalance the manure or clover.

A field test on such land showed that Potash
increased the grain from 20 bushels on unfertil-

ized soil to 31 bushels where

J

10%
POTASH

•was used, and to 37 bushels where Potash and
phosphate were used. Both were profitable.

Supplement the humus of such land with 200 lbs.

acid phosphate and 30 lbs. Muriate of Potash or
125 lbs. Kainit per acre. Potasb Pays.

If your dealer does not sell Potasb, write as for prices
stating quantities required and ask for oar free book on
"Fall Fertilizers." Study of tbe fertilizer quesHoD
means saviat! and profit to you.

RIGHT PROPOR-

TION OF HEAD
TO STRAW

GERMAN KALI WORKS. Ido.
HEWTORK — 42 BROADWAY
CHICAGO- Mccormick Block

HEW ORLEANS-Whitney Central Bank Bnildlog
BAVANNAH~Bank 4 Trost Building

ATLANTA— Empire Building
BAN F£AJ<CISC0-2S California Street

CROP RUNS
TO

STRAW

5 Year Guaranteed Bugoies

At-Kz Retail Price /

You take no risk w hen you buy a but'gy
from us. We guarantee it to please you, and to be a bigger
value for your money ihan you can get aajwh«re eUe, or you
needn't keep it. Rejrremt: S. III. Natl. Bank, East St. Ixiu!», Til.

Mutual Bugles, Surreys, Wagons, etc., are the highest
quality, handM>mcst, most stylish vehicles built.

The only line guaraDteeil 5 years. We sell diret:t

t wholesale prices—and save you S25.0O to

S^KO.flO. Write for catalog and dcliTered prices.

MUTUAL HARNESS at SS.gS per set up; double
^14.10 up; work harness SI9 up, all genuine tcath-

htKlfCSl quality; Fully Guaranteed 25 to 50^'; clieap<:r than retail. Catak'g I'rce. Write today.

MUTUAJL CARRIAGE & HAJUMESS MFG. CO.. Siatioo S4H. E. Sl LouU, ID.

T Station 54H. 132 N. Wab.ah Are.. Chicno. HI.

removing the wrappers, and tamping the
pieces in the bottom of the hole lightly, and
using a piece of stick m which to put
primer and fuse to explode the whole charge,
that we have the ioad so much more con-
centrated in one point than when sticks
are put in end on end. The explosion, or
force, is much greater. Of course, having
th€ load in a "wad" one must learn to
guess pretty accurately where the load is

needed. We find the same amount of dyna-
mite thus used gives more power than when
left in the stick. We find the large auger
and the "wad" of dynamite gives better
results in stumping, also in throwing out
the large boulders. We first learned this
from a contractor who pulled trees from
the ground whose roots were often ten feet
long. He used the concentrated charge.
We burst the boulders, when once out,

with one-half to one and one-half sticks
placed on top, preferably on a flat or con-
cave place on the rock. In other words, we
figure the charge as we would the blow of
a powerful hammer, aiming for the blow to
come in force near the central part of the
rock. We paste this over, after priming
and placing fuse, with the toughest mud we
can find. One explosion usually reduces the
boulder to handling size. If not. we re-

shoot. The broken pieces are ricked across
ravines under the fence to catch and retain
sediment.

In boulder-blasting always get a safe
distance from the explosion. I often get
away one hundred to two hundred yards,
for the pieces of stone fly like bullets.

Concentrate, or bulk, your load and note
results.

The garden is the spice of rural life and
gives the farm its. flavor.

Use the Hay-Tedder
By O. R. Abraham

T>ErOIiE the tedder came into use it was
"make hay while the sun shines" or not

make it at all. Now it is different. With
moderately dry air and the tedder, good hay
can be made. In fact, a great deal of the
curing is now done in the windrow or cock,
or even in the stack.

A few years ago, whenever a very heavy
piece of hay was cut with the mower, men
had to go in with the pitchforks and turn
the thick places in the swath. A very hot
sun was depended upon to thoroughly cure
the hay in the swath. The hot sun bleached
the hay to certain extent. Even when dry
on top there was often wilted or even green
hay underneath. If a rain came after the
hay had partly cured it made poor hay at
the best. In speaking of this I am pointing
mainly to clover-hay, as that and alfalfa are
both more or less difficult to cure without
the tedder.

If we cut the hay while it is wet with
dew or rain we ted immediately after, so as
to knock off the water. We ted sometimes
only once, other times twice, and again
three times, but we are careful at all times
to ted while green or while the dew is on.
With clover we aim for a considerable part
of our curing to come about in the windrow
and the haymow. If the weather is moder-
ately dry and hot the hay goes into the barn
a bright green color. In fact, there is con-
siderable moisture in the larger stems, and
you can twist the hay like so much twine.
At the same time the smaller stems and the
leaves are almost dry. In fact, the leaves
will crumble into dust, but as the main
handling comes when the dew is on and the
leaves tough there is comparatively little

loss of leaves. Up to this period, if the
weather is at all favorable, the curing will

have been done in a very short time, where
without the tedder it would have to lay in

the sun longer.

The effect of the sun and moisture would
make the hay on top of the swath brown
or gray.

In haying-time every minute of fair

weather counts. With the tedder you save
many of these minutes. In fact, the differ-

ence may be that you have your hay in the
dry, while your neighbor who is curing the
same old way may have his out when
the rain comes. Or he may wait for fair

weather, while you make hay between show-
ers. You have your clover off, and the new
growth starts, insuring a good seed crop,

while your good friend over the fence gets

his off late, with the result of little or no
seed.

We find that we can cut several days
earlier when using a tedder. This is a de-

cided advantage, espeeiall.v to the seed crop.

Further, we believe the hay given the green

cure has more feeding value than the

weathered hay. It seems so to us.

"I'maorry. Mr. Robin, but I have
rented this hoiiac to a party that

stavs the vear around

Farm and Fireside, August 2, 1913

Easy to Run

Simple
to Set Up

. 10 year old boy could set
a Blizzard Blnsilage Cutter.

_ _ iinthreepieces. Can't beputto-
"getherwrong. Self feed table. Almostmns
itself. Big capacity with small power. The

Ensilage Cutter
elevates to any height in any direction.

Rigidly guaranteed. Lasts many years
without repair expense.

These Books Free
(l)"miySilagePays"—(2)1913 Cat-
aloe—(3) '"What Users Say."
Write today for any or all of these
books mectiooiDe whether or not
yon have etlo.

The Jos. Dick

Mfg. Co.

l444TascaniwuSL
CaBton, Ohio

WINTER SEED WHEAT
KHARKOV YIELDS 50 TO 70 BU. PER ACRE

Yield guaranteed. Write for catalog and circnlar, de-
scribing the most wonderful variety ever introdnoed in
the U. S. BERRY'S IMPROVED KHARKOV. Just im-
ported direct from Russia. Has no equal. Largest yielder
known and withstands the severest winters. Have im-
proved Turkey Red, other varieties and Mammoth White
Rye. Large stock AJfaifa. i imothy and all Grass Seed.
Write for circular, free samples, special low prices.

A. A. Berry Seed Co., Box 142, Clarinda, Iowa

MAf%K| HARVESTER witli Binder Actachmen6
I mm mM mm cuts and throws in piles on harvester or
laII Im IV winrow. Alan and horse cuts and shocks

eqnal with a corn Binder. Sold in every
state. Price S20.00. W. H. BUXTON, of Johnstowi^
Ohio, writes: " The Harvester has proven alJ vou claim
for it; the Harvester saved me over $25.00 in labor last
year's corn cutting. I cut over 500 shocks; will make
4 biishels com to a shock." Testimonials and catalog
free, showing pictures of harvester. Address
NEW PROCESS MFG. CO. SALINA, KANSAS.

ALFALFA Perbu.
Best Non-lrrfgaled Seed—99.6^ Pure

9oi germination S9.75. Absolutely guaranteed. Xortb-
ern grown, extremely hardy. No seed better. Have Tin-
kestan alfalfa, grass seeds of all kinds. Ask for our LatesC
50 p. Book on grovring alfalfa. Cat^og and Samples.
All Sonl Free. VTe can save you money. Write today.
A. A. BERRY SEED CO. Box 442 CLARINDA, IOWA

cutters made that effect a positive shear-cut
entire width of bundle, from sides to center of throat.

Thiskeepsbundlesinmiddleofthroattgreatlydccreas-

iIj es friction, and increases "^^T ^

Jf cutting power and capacity. ECStsL-— ""-^c^cfiC^" 3

Fully guaranteed. Cata-
log explains this wonderful |"

feature and our full line.

Send forit now* Address <

Depanment7i
Xi^iiirv ' d

KALAMiZOO TAKK & SILO CO. ,

No. Ft. Worth, Tox.

Get Your
Start at

Gem City

Business

College
Thousands already started on the

straight path to success. Let us start yoq
this year. Annual attendance to l.+OO froni I

nearly every state. 23 teachers. Our own specially
designed and equipped $100,000 building.
GOOD POSITIONS await graduates. ThorougTj
courses in Shorthand. T>-pewrit!ng. Bookkeeping.
Actual Business Practice, Penmanship and Mathe-

Ltics. Writepoftal for ne^v6S-page teaulifully
iUustiated catalog and year book. Address

D. L. MUSSELMAN, Pra
Lock Box 14, Qainc?^, 111.

The IS" King of
Balers ^1 Steam

\ Power
A train of followers, but no equals^

Proves its superiority^
wherever it goes. Makes
tight shapely bales, not

,

loose bundles,works
fast, avoids acci-
dents and endures.
Little draft, tre-
mendoxis power.
The machine that makes competi- fc^?!^ 16 Slyle«
tors tremble. Eli catalogue free. ~i^\"Y fr^

Collins Plow Co., UIO Hampshire St., Qwlacy, Ht.

BBmPjlONiDIGG^
4 Different Sixes and Types

machines are desisned
and built to meet
all conditions under
which they may be
worked. They em-

- body every point of
construction which insures freedom from
breakdowns, costly waits and expensive repair
bills. Saves time in harvesting and savu
money o" your crop of potatoes.

pMake inqviiry. Write today for our

riftC Large Illustrated Catalogue
triving particulars of the O. K. Champion Line.

CHAMPION POTATO MACHINERr COMPANY
199 Chicago Avenue, Hammond, Indiana

^LL BALE 20 TONS OB MORE A
DAY AT COST OF ONLY 40c A TON.

Make big money baling for your neighbors^
after yours is done.

The Cyclone is powerful, datable,
repair-proof—made almost entirely of

iinesi lleeL Unbreakable sicci baliag*

chamber, adjustable tension, makes smooth,

clean, tight bales, 75lo 125 lbs. 19 desired.

Three sirokeseacb circle. Self-feed. WorkO
at stack, barn or windrow.
Here's tho bigfieBt ixioncy maker yoD can

buy. Low price. Free trial ajjd abeolute
foarantee on erery preaa. WriS. today-
lull jDformation free.

Jl ^Gco. Ertel Co.
\ fg»*W347 Ky.St..Qgincy.Ill.



Drawn Expressly for
Montgomery Ward & Oo.

by Kyohei Inukai Looking Backward
The following is a sample of thousands of letters

received by us during the year. We are proud of
them all. Read this one and you will see why our
customers have faith and confidence in their deal-

ings with us. Here is the letter:

"May I extend the greetings of the season? I have been
with you since 1878. Thirty-four years I have patron-
ized your house. As a boy I sent you small orders. It

V70uld be interesting to look over all the orders I have
mailed to you. Boyish things, the trimmings of a young
man, my wife's engagement ring, the furnishings of a
little home, the toys and playthings for babies and
children, boys' and girls' books, tools, farm implements,
groceries, drugs, clothing. A few years ago my home
was destroyed by fire. The new one was equipped from
your great store. The enclosed order is for a few
presents for some of my children. If I had not received
good treatment at your hands would I have remained
so long a customer?"

(Name and addressfurnished on application.)

Looking Forward
Whatever we have done in the past for our customer is only a

foretaste of future service. The best evidence of this will be
found in our new catalogue of 1000 pages.

This immense volume is filled from cover to cover- with over a

hundred thousand real bargains—bargains in foods, bargains in

furniture, clothing, drugs, farm implements—every requirement

of man, woman or child.

This book is free. Sign and send the coupon on this page today.

Take the first step in reducing high cost of living by acting now.

Statement ot the Ownership, Management, etc., of Farm
and Fireside iWestem Edition). Published every
other week at Springfield. Ohio. Editor. Herbert
Quick, Springfield, Ohio; Managing Editor, Herbert
Quick, Springfield, Ohio: Business Manager, H. J.

Fisher, Springfield, Ohio: Publisher, The CroweU
Publishing Company, Springfield, Ohio. Names and
addresses of stockholders holding one per cent, or more
ol the total amount ot stock: American Lltho Company,
New York, N. Y.; G. H. Buek, New York, N. Y.: H. J.

Fisher, New York, N. Y.: G. H. Hazen, New York,
N. Y.; F. Lament. New York. N. Y.: A. H. Lockett,

New York, N. Y.: J. B. PhiUlps, Goshen, N. Y.: J. S.

Phillips, New York, N. Y.: Pomroy Bros., New York,
N. Y.: I. M. TarbeU, New York, N. Y. ; J. W. Thomp-
son, New York, N. Y. Known bondholders, mort-

gagees, and other security holders holding one per

cent, or more of total amount of bonds, mortgages, or

other securities: None. (Signed) Robert M. Donald-
son, Treas.
Sworn to and subscribed before me this first day of

July. 1913. (Signed) J. S. CampbeU, Notary Public,

Queens County. Certificate filed In New York
County. (Seal) My commission expires March 30,

1915.

Fortune-Telling Post Cards

ADIFFilRENT card for each month in the year, show-
ing the birthgtone, the sign of the zodiac and a brief

horoscope—witches, owls, crescent moons, black cats and
all of the Fortune-Teller's paraphernalia. With these
cards you can have loads of fan telling the fortunes of
your friends. Tell them their lucky and unlucky months
and days. Ton can tell them more about their character-
istics than they know themselves.

All for Six Cents
postage. Send us three two-cent stamps, and in re-

turn we will send you, post-paid, a complete set of

these new Fortune-Telling Carcb. Send at once to

Dept. E
Farm and J'ireside, Springfield. Ohio

Sandwich {lr.ll^

Wm. J. Bulick. Reading. Minii., c-eaned up itSOu in
6 wks. Scores making $200 to $300 clear profit month-
ly baling hay for nearby farmers with this big ton-
nage, solid steel Sandwich. Supplies its own power
from high-grade Gas Engine mounted on same truck,
drives Press with solid steel roller chain—no belts to
slip. Great for baling from windrows. This Book
Free—Write for "Tons Tell" postpaid, the story of
a m a z i n g I ,^sJr We make horse
profits bai- 1 Can stop

I power presses, too
ingwiththe | instantly — k.

Sandwich.

Coupled S/l^^JZ *°
up short ^i'r^ P®' hour ________
SANDWICH MFG. CO., IIO A. St., Sandwich, III

BoillQ.Caimcil Bluffs, la. Bel 110, Kaosas City, Ho.—
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! Garden and Orchard i

A Greenhouse for Small Farms
By W. A. Toole

THOSE having large farms will not find

a greenhouse a profitable undertaking,
because farming operations on a large

scale do not fit in well with greenhouse
work. But there are many i)eople lirtng

within reasonable distance of towns or cities

who have a limited acreage and must farm
iiitensively. To these a small greenhouse
where early vegetables and winter lettuce
may be grown wUI be found a profitable
ciimbination with truck-gardening, fruit-

giiiwing and poultry.

Two crops of the loose-leaved, or Grand
liripids, lettuce may be grown during the
viiuter and stUl give time and space to
{lVuw the early vegetable-plants needed for
the garden, as well as many cabbage, tomato
.ih\ other vegetable plants to sell. We
have found the loose-leaved variety t>f, let-

tuce to be much easier to grow than the

head varieties, and here in Wisconsin and
in neighboring States it sells better than
the head varieties. Even if your town is

not accustomed to winter lettuce a market
will soon be created, and you need not fear
the competition of shipped-in stuff as long
as people can get the fresh, home-grown
article. It takes from twelve to sixteen
weeks to grow lettuce, and the times when
it sells best are from Thanksgiving to Xew
Year, and from early February to spring.

About the middle of August the first let-

tuce-seed should be sown in flats, and two
or three more lots sown at intervals of
about a week. The seed is not expensive,
and enough should be sown to fill every pos-
sible bit of space. As soon as the first

character-leaves show, transplant into flats

or in the bench about an inch and a half
or two inches apart. Before the leaves begin
to crowd transplant into the benches five

inches apart each way. The seed for the
second crop should be sown about the first

of November so that it will be large

enough to plant right into the benches as
aixm as the first crop is out of the way.

Practical Lettuce Gospel

The soil should be loose and quite rich.

We have had the best success with about
half weU-rotted manure and the other half
ordinary garden soil with some sand added.
Do not pack the soil for lettuce as you
would for other plants, and do not press
the soil about the roots very firmly when
transplanting. Water thoroughly when
wateiing. and do not water again until the

.soil is dry. Xew soil will not be needed
for the second crop; simply stir it up and
loosen it well. Lice will be the worst
insect trouble. Fumigate with a tobacco
preparation often to keep them down, as
they will ruin a CTop if not kept in check.

We have usually started marketing when
the plants were rather small, so as to keep
up a succession, as this is necessary when
selling locally in a small town. We start

s"lliug when two plants stuck together with
a toothpick weigh two ounces. As soon as
;! single plant weighs about two ounces or a
little over we use a single plant to a bunch.
I^ater, before all is marketed, single plants

weigh twice that or more, but are sold as

one bunch. We have received forty-five

cents per dozen bunches from the local

gr<K-er, and he retailed them at five cents

each. While the grocer could have bought
shipped-in stuff cheaper he was glad to

handle ours at this price because of the

better quality. There is not a great deal of

Iirotit in lettuce-growing, but the expenses
are not heavy, as the lettuce does not re-

quire a high temperature, and it gives occu-

pation during the winter months, and
makes it possible to have the greenhouse
for starting early spring plants where the

mi>Kt profit is actually made. There will be

a good many waste leaves when marketing
the lettuce, and these are the best kind of

green feed for the flock of chickens.

If you are so situated that you think a

greenhouse would be profitable do not hesi-

tate because you lack experience. If you
possess common sense you wiU acquire the

<-xperience without any considerable loss

due to mistakes.

Have Plenty of Sweet Corn
By A. Cornell

'T'lIlORE are too manj' people who fail to
* provide themselves with this, one of the

most palatable products of the truck-patch.

They waive the advantages they might just

as well realize from the intelligent careful

breeding and selection that man has made
with the object in view of catering to the
refined taste.

By making different plantings, ranging
from early to late, one van enjoy the fresh

protluct through a long season. If he lives

near a town of any size there is always a
market for the extra. And whether near a
town or not there are undeveloped possi-

bilities in drying it, if extra care is taken
in handling.

For cooking we have a way of our own.
We took a piece of galvanized hail-screen

(chose hail-screen because it is stouter and
stiffer than the common ) . shaped it to fit

in our wash-boiler and fastened blocks of
wood under it to hold it about three inches
above the bottom of the boiler. Putting
this in for a false bottom to hold the ears
<if com out of the water, we fil in above
the screen with well-cleaned and silked ears.

We put on a tight lid and let boil. This
steam cooking leaves the com a more natu-
ral color than boiling, and is not so bad
about cooking the taste out if overcooked.
Our scheme for drying is to make a sort

of box frame with sides and ends at least

ten inches deep, on which we tack a fine-

mesh screen. Light muslin is all right for

bottom, and we use our hotbed sash for the
top. This relieves one of the annoyance
of chickens, birds, flies, dust, etc. By hav-
ing a piece of duck fixed to fasten over it,

it can be made rain-proof also.

This makes a far superior product than
with ordinary boiling and unprotected dry-

A drier for sweet com and fruit

ing. Compared with the price of the canned
aiticle. it is probably worth at least twenty
cents a pound.
As for the variety to plant the most of,

there is but one sweetest and tenderest for

our use. It is the Golden Bautam.

Better Apple-Market News
By Nat T. Frame

'T'HE average orchardist who lives in a
commercial fruit-growing section be-

lieves, in his egotism, that the supply end
of the law of supply and demand, as it

operates in the marketing of apples, will be
governed by the crop from his section and
a few dozen other commercial fruit sections,

which he names to you in rapid succession
and with the confident air of one having
inside information.

If he is a friend of yours and takes
pleasure in boasting about the importance
of his county's crop on the apple-markets
of the world put these questions to him :

"How many barrels of apples have you
generally shipped each season, for a few
years back, to .lohn Smith, General Mer-
chant, Podunk Center?"

••Twenty-five to fifty."

"How many did you ship him this last

season ?"

'•None. He wrote me that the local

farmers had apples to sell instead of having
to buy as usual."

'"The crop around Podunk is not gen-

erally taken into aec-ount in crop reports,

is it?"

'Certainly not ; it doesn't cut any figure."

"But you just said it cut a figure at least

as big as twenty-five in your sales last sea-

son. And if ninety-nine other Podunks cut
an equal figure with the dealer to whom
you have been accustomed to sell the bulk
of your apples can you not see why he was
not so anxious to bid up the price on those

2,500 barrels of yours?"
Having thus got the big apple orchardist

on the defensive and possibly taken a little

of the conceit out of him, really how confi-

dent is it safe for you to be that you are
correct in your implied argument that crop
reports to be of value must cover the non-
commercial orchard sections as well as those
known to be big centers of the industi-yV

Let Us Open Our Eyes

Crop statisticians differ in their opinions.

The crop reports of the International Ap-
ple-Shippers' Association, which are appar-
ently based mostly on reports from the
commercial sections, have generally been
more safe to follow than the Government's
apple-crop reports, which theoretically, at

least, are based on reports from every-
where.
However you may feel about where the

emphasis should be placed in considering
the origin of the crop information you are-

safe in taking a positive stand in favor of

more accurate market news at apple-pick-

ing time and a more wide distribution

thereof. It is now the .custom, and proba-
bly will be for some time, for most apples to

pass from the hands of the grower at pick-

ing-time for a cash consideration. The
attitude of both buyer and seller toward
that cash consideration depends on the mar-
ket news that each possesses at the time.

The buyer is generally at an advantage be-

cause he has some guidance in the crop
reports of the International Apple-Ship-
pers' Association. The grower could have
access to the same figures if he tried, but
genenilly does not. and most often would
not believe them if he saw them, simjily out

of suspicion of the distributors. Both ordi-

narily are matching wits in a game of

guessing, pure and simple. Gambling on
the turn of the market.
Beyond doubt carefully compiled and un-

Iirejudici'd market news at picking-time
would put the apple industry on a firmer

basis, remove mu<^ of the expense loading
that now keeps up the prices to the con-
sumer and help everybody. The Intemai-
tional Apple-Shippers' Association claims
that its crop reports come close to filling

the bill. But unfortunately so far its offi-

c-ers have never taken steps to get in touch
with the growei-s through the horticultural
societies so as to remove from the minds
of the growers the suspicions which are
natural against reports coming from an
organization with which the growers' or-

ganizations have never been accustomed to
co-operate.

The most helpful sign for the future solu-
tion of the apple-marketing problem is that
the government oflicials who will probably
have a hand in the reorganization of the
national methods of collecting and dis-

tributing crop reports seem to realize that
the apple industry in this country is deserv-
ing of more than the former perfunctory
notic-e, and we are led to hope that wajjp
and means will be worked out for compiling
and placing in our hands, whether growers
or consumers, crop information of such
value that we can seU or buy our apples

—

with our eyes open !

Apple-Growers are Satisfied

A Letter

r\URIXG the last few days we have re-

ceived at our office a clipping from
Faem and Fireside in which you state an
interview you had with an Idaho farmer on
conditions in the Northwest, one paragraph
of which is on the apple-raising industry
and prices received for apples this past year
and season just closed.

By publishing such information you no
doubt are under the impression that you
have been reliably informed and that you
are sending broadcast to the subscribers
of your paper facts that wUl be of benefit

to them. However, such is not the c-ase.

and you are doing a great injustice to dis-

tricts in the Northwest which devote their

energies to raising apples and are getting
the returns for same. There is nothing to

indicate to them that there ever was any
apple boom or that the time will ever come
when there will not be a demand for the
grade of apples that we grow in the real

apple-raising districts of our country.
If you were seriously ill you would send

for a physician, and not for a newspaper
reporter. When you want the facts on the

epple-growing indiistry, get them from an
apple-grower in an apple-growing district,

and not from a man principally engaged in

general farming.
Yakijca Valleys Obchabd Company,

T. J. Murray.

r
GARDENING

By T. Greiner

I

I

Plant-Box Drainage

WHEN plants that are raised in boxes
standing in a sunny window, or on a
veranda, or in any other place, may

these be tomato-plants and eggplants or
flowering plants, fail to thrive, although
apparently well taken care of and especially

being regularly watered, the trouble is most
likely in the soil and in overwatering.
Drainage is just as important for plant-
boxes or flower-pots as it is for a field.

There should be a reasonable number of
holes in the bottom of the box. and the bot-

tom covered with a layer of coarse material
as a foundation for the good, fibrous loam
in which the plants then have a chance to

thrive. The richer the soil in the box, if

kept continuously water-logged, the sooner
it will get sour, and the most of our culti-

vated plants will fail to do well in sour
soil. Do not water too often, but well
when you do, so that the moisure will reach
clear down to the bottom. If there is an
excess of water this will escape through the
drainage-holes in the bottom, and the air

admitted through these holes also helps to

keep the soil sweet.

Weeds Waste Water
Not every gardener hag the chance to

irrigate. Then he must husband his supply
of the soil moisture. The waste is from two
causes, rapid evaporation and weeds. Where
weeds are allowed to crowd the vegetables,

more water is pumped ui) by them and
wasted than is lost by evaporation even in

hot and dry weather. A light cover or
mulch of dry, well-pulverized soil on top
effectually checks the loss by evaporation.
Keep the cultivator going, so as to maintain
the dry soil mulch. If it happens to rain
Wiiit just long enough for the soil to get
back to right condition for working, and
cultivate again. I keep the cultivator, or
rather two of them, (me with seven wide
blades and a spike-tooth cultivator, always
ready to hitch to. and whenever the soil

needs freshening up. I go over the whole
garden where the rows of vegetables are
two feet or more apart. But also and al-

ways keep out the weeds from between the
plants in the rows. They drink up much
water that is needed for the vegetables.

Farm and Fireside, August 2, 1913

Truck and Auto-Truck
A Virginia Reader asks whether "truck-

farming" can be made profitable at a dis-
tance of twenty miles from a good market,
the produce to be sold directly to consumers.
Plenty of water is available for irrigation.
Up to a few years ago we used to think
growing vegetables for direct sale to con-
sumers was impracticable and out of the
question where more than five or six mUes
were between grower and buyer. Farther
away from a good market, the market gar-
dener became a "truck-grower." and grew
special vegetable crops, such as lettuce,
celery, onions, cabbage and cauliflower, for
a wholesale market or shipment or delivery
to commission merchants. But dismnee
now cuts much less of a figure than for-

merly. Carrying your produce on a modern
auto-truck, you can reach your customer
twenty mUes from your place in little over
an hour's time. You can do your pedling
in less time than when you drove a horse
and wagon, do not have to stop for feeding
•md resting your horses and will get home
in a little over an hour after you have
disposed of your load. So I do not hesitate
to answer the question in the aflmnative,
and am quite sure that under these changed
condition.s and improved transportation
facilities it is very possible and feasible to

establish a successful market-garden busi-
ness twenty miles from a good market.

Watering the Garden
It is seldom or never that our gainlen

crops have all the moisture duiing the en-
tire summer that they could use with profit

to us. When we have a free water-supply
from hydrant or tap within reasonable dis-

tance from the garden, and make proper
use of it, we can raise many of our garden
vegetables without diflSculty and in great
perfection. The full water-supply may
make more difference than even heavy ma-
nuring. For that reason we can well afford
to incur some expense for pipe afld hos
and fixings, and spend some time and effor

on so praiseworthy and result-promisinj
innovation. If there is any such chance,
get pipe or hose enough to reach every pari
of the garden, otherwise as much of it as
possible. There is much satisfactioii

being able to grow fine vegetables, and an
abundance of them, even in the driest sum-
mer, and have tropical luxuriance of plant
growth while other gardens are burnt up
with heat and are all but bare of vegetation
One of my neighbors has a little garden-
spot, hardly more than twenty feet squar«
located a short distance from his kitchen
door. He makes free use of the watei
privileges from the village water-works, and
his garden looks always fresh and teeming
with vegetables in perfection.

Chinese Wistaria
The Chinese wistaria, about the propaga-

tion of which a reader inquires, is one ol

the finest of hardy veranda climbers, good
also for covering dead tree-trunks and foi

similar places. The inquirer has a white
one and wishes to raise another from it

Nurserymen raise plants mostly from cut-

tings of the dormant wood or by grafting
on pieces of root. Wistaria cuttings do not
root so easily that it is an easy or sure task
for the amateur to make new plants ii

that way. The only way for the inexpert
enced to secure such new plants, and man]
others besides, even grapes and gooseberries
(if he does not prefer to buy them from
reliable nurseryman t, is to layer one oi

more of the shoots in spring. The youi
shoot is bent over into a depression of thi

ground and covered with moist earth at thi

point where it is desired to form the roots

At this point, too. hard-wiMxled or stifl

branches may be wounded or half cut acrosi

in order to facilitate the formation of roots
In the fall or spring following, the new
plants may be severed from the parent
plant and set into the desired new position,

No Patent Remedies Wanted
I would not encourage the idea of taking

out a patent on any. even the most success-

ful, device for protecting melon and other
vines from the ravages of insects or dis

ease. The information on how to protect
farm and garden crops against the various
enemies that threaten their safety is usually
given out free to the rural public. Manu-
facturers may. of course, patent and put on
the market improved devices and machinery,
such as sprayers, spray nozzles, powder-
distributors, etc.. but I doubt that it would
pay anyone to patent a mechanical or other
device intended to keep beetles from our
vines. In the Bordeaux mixture and lead
arsenate c-omliination we have a sure-enough
non-patented remedy or preventive for the

strif)ed cucumber-beetle, the flea-beetle and
most other troubles of insect as well us
fungous origin, with which our cucumber,
melon and squash vines are liable to be

afflicted. A single application often does

wonders. A few days ago, on the first hot

day after a good rain, I found, to my dis-

may, my vines covennl with yellow-striped

"bugs." I (|uickly applied the spray remedy,
and on next visit to the field not a beetle

was to be found. And I have seen very few
since, and then generally only on some hills

that had been missed in spraying.
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Hitting the Dollar Hard
By W. S. A. Smith

THE hot weather end of June and
early July played havoc with the beef-

market according the packers, but
I notice, every small run, that recovery in

prices is very quick. Grass cattle will soon
now affect the market and be preferre(> by
packers to half-fat corn-fed steers. There
seems to be nothing in view to break stoek-

eattle prices except dry pastures and tight

money—two factors which may cut a large

figure in the next few months. We have
had. in western Iowa, the driest June since

1890, but, owing to excessive moisture in

May, crops, with the exception of oats,

have not suffered to any extent. The hay
crop both in regard to quantity and qual-

ity is very fine, and quality cuts more
figure in profits tixan many farmers figure.

The mere fact that cattle eat damaged hay
in winter does not mean that it is good
feed, and I always notice that my poorest
gains on cattle are made in the years when
the hay is damaged and woody.

First-class clover or alfalfa, and that is

the only kind of hay farmers can afford to

raise, furnishes sixty per cent, of the fat-

tening ration, whereas poor or damaged
hay furnishes only bulk and is little better

than oat-sliraw in feeding value. It is im-
possible in putting up large quantities of

hay to help getting some of it rained on
or damaged, but a large share of the hay
put up in this big country loses at least

one third of its feeding value by being cu^
overripe and put up overeured.

Corn, owing to hot weather, has picked
up wonderfully, and lots of it is now laid

by. I have had a man on horseback three

days, sowing Essex rape ahead of the corn-

plows just before the last ctiltivation. It

will furnish an immense amount of feed

during September, October and November
for sheep, cattle, or hogs, if corn is hogged
down.
Ten dollars' worth of seed covers fifty

to sixty acres. I don't know how the other
man does his figuring, but if I buy six hun-
dred lambs October first and feed them for

the thirty days in October on alfalfa they
would consume thirty tons, worth three

hundred dollars, and make no more gain
than they will on the ten dollars' worth
of rape. This is a point worth thinking
over. If stock can be kept gaining in faU
after the pastures are done without eating
into the winter supply of hay in October
and November, it is often possible to carry
the stock through and get the late-spring

and early-summer prices, which are gen-

erally much better than early-winter prices.

Winter is long enough anyway, and I do
bate to feed good hay with little or no
profit through October and November,
when the same hay fed in April will be
worth double.

Don't Fear the Tariff

By J. Pickering Ross

'pHE course of the sheep-market has for
* a month past been as meandering up
and down hill as the streets of Kansas
City ; and the prophet who can predict

which way it will go even a day in advance
has. as yet, failed to appear. Jumping
backward or forward from fifty cents to

one dollar and fifty cents in forty-eight

hours has been common. This has been
caused by the vast flood of lambs poured
in from all points, but principally from the
South. Till this flood subsides shipping
sheep and lambs must be a gamble. How-
ever, it is comforting to know that prices

have never for a long time reached the

point where fair profits become lost to

sight.

The wool-market has been showing more
life, encouraging growers to stand firmly

against any attempts to break prices.

Michigan and Ohio holders have been de-

manding twenty-one cents and frequently
getting their price. Western wools are
ranging around seventeen and eighteen
cents. Foreign markets are strong and
manufacturing active* at all great centers
of the woolen trade.

From the first intimation that the tariff

was likely to be taken off wool and meats
Farm and Fireside has tried to impress on
its readers the reasons why these changes
were less to be feared by sheepmen now
than when the same course was pursued by
a former Democratic administration. It is

not necessary here to repeat those reasons,
and it is satisfactory to know that the first

expei-iments in importing the frozen meats
have, so far, proved anything but encour-
aging to the promoters of that business

;

and it is the more so because a certain
section of the daily press has, probably for
political reasons, been active in promul-
gating reports of the wonderful eft'ects that

the arrival of some few shipments of frozen
beef, mutton and lamb have had in lower-
ing the prices to consumers.
The real facts are as follows : Quite

recently four ship-loads of frozen meats
have arrived in San Francisco. There they
found the butchers paying from eight to

nine and one-half cents per pound for

sheep and yearlings, and ten to eleven cents

for spring lambs, the supply being plentiful.

According to reliable correspondents of the

American Sheep-Breeder, which publishes

their letters in fuU, eighty per cent, of the
frozen-sheep product is still unsold, and is

being held in cold storage at 9.6 cents per
pound. The general feeling among retailers

is that, though at first curiosity to find out
what the frozen meat was like prompted a
little flutter of trying it among their cus-

tomers, the result has been to assui-e them
that as long as home-grown mutton and
lamb remains as cheap and as plentiful as

at present the imported frozen article will

be little called for and will certainly not
affect prices to any appreciable extent. As
regai'ds those prices, I think that, as com-
pared with those paid by the people of

England and of Europe generally, they are
so moderate as to admit of no cause for

grumbling. In this, of course, I am re-

ferring to what the farmer is receiving, and
not to what our faulty methods of dis-

tribution is causing the ultimate consumer
to have to pay. My chief object, however,
in this letter is to point out that the facts

as now ascertained show that our sheep-

rnen need fear no very dreadful effects from
whatever changes are likely to be made in

the tariff.

Don't fail to scald the churn thoroughly,
and rinse with cold water before chiu'ning.

Prosperity in Hog-Market
By L. K. Brown

T^HE combination of conditions which at
* present surround the current hog-mar-
ket occurs but once in several years. The
outlook for the farmer who has had the

foresight to accumulate a good drove of

swine, and who has been fortunate enough
to not be visited by cholera, could hardly
be brighter. The market is making his-

tory, and indications are that it will not
get far away from the present condition
for some months to come. Of course there

will be the usual temporary fluctuations

and the seasonal changes, but there can be
no dropping out of the bottom of the

market as some are apt to exi)ect when
prices get abnormally high. The supply is

but moderate and the demand heavy and
insistent.

Due to the devastations of disease the

past two years, the corn belt is short in

breeding stock. There is a wide-spread
effort to get back into hogs, but this takes
time, and while it will eventually supply
the shortage the keeping of female stuff

increases the shortage temporarily. The
outlook appears favorable for a long
enough period so that there is but little

inclination to grasp the opportunity to

cash in every hog possible before a drop
comes, and so, by this short-sighted policy,

to increase the shortage later.

The cattle-market is in an unhealthy
torpid state, and the sheep-market as
erratic as ever, while the hog-market main-
tains a healthy tone. With all meats
at a high price there is a reason for this.

While pork may appear high it is really

the cheapest meat on the market. There
is no waste in it, even the scraps of fat

are edible. AU the edible fats, both animal
and vegetable, are high. Butter is oirt of
the reach of the working man, and lard
and oleomargarin must take its place. The
hog is the most merchantable of all the
meat-producing animals. He has not
gained the reputation of the farm mort-
gage-lifter without reason.
The distribution of cattle throughout the

world is more uniform than of hogs. Every
country produces a good percentage of the
beef it consumes, and several have a small
surplus for export trade. This even dis-

tribution curtails international beef trade
everywhere. Domestic demand is the main
demand. The same is true of the sheep
industry, but it cannot be said of the swine
industry.
The American corn belt feeds the world

so far as pork is concerned. One small
area controls all the surplus of one of the
world's most staple foodstuffs. A shortage
here has a world-wide effect. The corn
belt is the only district that can export
pork in any quantity. Elsewhere domestic
consumption is greater than domestic sup-
ply. This opens a market outlet for pork
that is not found for beef and mutton.

It is seldom that this condition is felt

as plainly as at the present time, but cir-

cumstances have become such that this
subtle power of world-wide supply and
demand has manifested its unconti'oUable
power. It is not a condition that wiU pass
in a moment, but wUl continue until there
is a market increase in the supplies of cat-

tle, sheep and hogs.

L
"Sett direct" is the cry, but remember more good, sound jadgment will

be required to do so than was needed in the old way of doing business

Symbols

of Protection

Ancient Egyptians carved

over their doorways and upon
their temple walls the symbol
of supernatural protection; a

winged disk. It typified the

light and power of the sun,

brought down from on high

by the wings of a bird.

Mediaeval Europe, in a more
practical manner, sought pro-

tection behind the solid
masonry of castle walls.

In America we have ap-

proached the ideal of the

Egyptians. Franklin drew
electricity from the clouds and
Bell harnessed it to the tele-

phone.

Today the telephone is a

means of protection more
potent than the sun disk fetish

and more practical than castle

walls.

The Bell System has carried

the telephone wires every-

where throughout the land, so

that all the people are bound
together for the safety and
freedom of each.

This telephone protection,

with electric speed, reaches the

most isolated homes. Such
ease of communication makes
us a homogeneous people and
thus fosters and protects our
national ideals and political

rights.

American Telephone and Telegraph Company
And Associated Companies

One Policy One System Universal Service

5 YEAR
GUARANTEE

Railroad Watch
To advertise our buEiness, make new frteadi ud uiu-oduoe ovr e&iaSogai
of Elgin 'Watches will send this elegant Saolroad inttcb b; mail pos^»id
far ONLY 98 CENTS. Gentlemrai's aize, full nickel Eilver plated
case, locomotiTe on diaJ, Icrer escapement, stem wind and stem set, a perfect

thnekeeper and fuUj ^u&nuiteed for 5 jears. Send thiB advertisement to ns
^iih 98 CENTS and TSftefa wUI be Bent bj return mail postpaid.
Satisfaction g^uaranteed or money refunded. Send 98c today. Address

R. E. CHALMERS & CO., 538 So. Dearborn St., CHICAGO.

^^^^^l-y- Not You? Scores of men and women are making a comfortable living
^

.

'— all the year round and thousands of others are substantially in-

creasing their regtdar incomes by devoting their spare time to our interests. There is a fine

opening right now on our Subscription Staff for a few more ambitious men and women.
Wty not join the i-anks of those who are numbered among the successful men and women of their
'ocali ies? A postal card will bring all particularj. Send it to

Circulation Dept. FARM AND FIRESIDE Springfield. Ohio

The first motor-

cycle to go 100
mfles an hour

Wonderful bargain—^ 1Brand new Excelsior Ow
Only a small part

EXCELSIOR
World's Records

1 mile 36 sec. flat

2mUes 1.124-5

Smiles LS0 3-5

4 miles 2.29 4-S

Smiles 3.073-5

10 miles 6.18

30 miles 20.181-5

SO miles 33.551-5

75 miles 50.55 2-5

100 miles 68.01 4-5

Few territories open
for live agents

of Farm and Fireside's readers can take advantage
of this offer. We have only a few hundred of these speeially I

priced machines. They were ordered late last season but not I

delivered, because certain materials failed to arrive. They I

have just been built. Perfect in every way. Have same I

Quality, same engine, same durability as latest models cost-
]

ing almost twice as much. Differ only in a few minor details. I

Engine is same stock design as used in all Excelsior World's I

Record breakers. Has the free engine clutch, same as used I

in all Excelsior autocycles. Entire frame construction rein- I

foi-ced. If you want a motorcycle that won't take anybody's
|

dust and will last for years

—

Write quick for folder
These Excelsiors will go like snow on a warm spring day.
Don't delay a minute or youmay be disappointed. Write now.

Excelsior Motor Mfg. & Supply Co.]

Dept. C Chicaso
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lODays
FREE
Try'On

Before you think of buying
t c ^ P^"" shoes, get my free
! ^ book and learn all about this

newsteel soledshoe. Learnhow
one pair will outlast 3 to 6 pairs

best aU-leather shoes — how
N.M.Ruthstein they are being sold by millions all
"The Steel overthewofld, allbecauseof their
Shoe Man" economy, comfort and health pro-

tection. This book shows the
different styles and sizes, for men and boys—and how the shoe is made from 6 to 16 in high
to suit all purposes of work or outdoor sport.

Saves Health—Saves $5 to $20
No colds, no wet feet, no rheumatism, no
corns, no bunions, no callouses, no brokendown arches. Keep the feet powder dry. com-
fortable and healthy in all kinds of weather.

One PaSr Outlasts 3toG H
Pairs Alt Leather
Learn about this shoe with the
light, springy, airy "step" - the
shoe that rests yonr foot naturally
and comfortably, always holding its
enape—never a "rundown" heel,
broken arch, warped sole. womt<>e.
twisted nppers, or holes and leaks. For
this free book address your postal to

N.M.Ruthstein"ll;ie=r„'..
Dept. 14 Racine, Wis.

One Penny For a
DOLLAR-SAVING Book

Gives valuable fence

facts—shows how to get
better quality at sensa-
tional direct-from-fac-
tory prices.

EMPIRE FENCE
is guaranteed to show the

^iiggestsaving on highest quality fence.
Freight prepaid. All Big No. 9 vrires,

Open-Hearth steel, heavily galvanized, rust
proof, pig tight, stock strong. Just a penny

postal brings Free .Boofc—NOW.
BOND STEEL POST CO^ 42 E. Maumee SL, Adrian, Miclu

punningWater
in House artd Barn at even
ternperature W1 nte r o r S um -

at S^nrafl I G - £ ^

Pl'arni^r rt will bring ys'j i't -

of /t' in:- actual use.- : .

:Ac'rrno-tdi- -Co:, 111-- Z.Zz.~'.z'. - . I :

pTo Kill Lice and Mites Q
on fowls and in the houses, use * =

—

PRATTS POWDERED LICE KILLER f3
2SC and 50c per package 3kA and PRATTS LIQUID LICE KILLER A

f\ _ 3SC quart; Si gallon

T
T
S

Each the best of its kind
"Your money back if it fails"

160-paee poultry book 10c by mail
Get Pratts Profit-sharing Booklet

At all dealers, or
PRATT FOOD COMPANY

Philadelphia Chicago

T
T
S

I IPC VII I CD Llcecil, strongest
LIUC IMLLutf lice killing, com-
poaud made. Works like magic. Simply
put afew drops in ne^^ts and bang bottle
in coop. Powerful evaporating vapors go
into feathers, cracks and crevices. Ko
painting, spraying or dusting. Easy to
use. Circularfree. Pound bottle prepaid
&0c. Monevbacklf itfails. Agents wanted
W. H.MetzgerCo., Wo. 35, Quincy, III.

4 BUGGY WMEELS^S'iTrf^J $82?
k With Eubber Tires, $18.45. Your Wheelfl Rerubbered,
\$10.X0. I make wheels H to 4 in. tread. Tops, $6.50,

JShafla, $2.10; Repair "WTieels, $5.9o: Ail es $2.25; Wag-
'oD Umbrella free. Bay direct. Ask for Catalog T

SPLIT mCKOBY WHEEL CO,-. 507 F 8t^ ClnclnnaU. Ohio.

BEAUTIFCLLT ILLUSTRATED BOOKXET about
Delaware, the Slate of 1 ascious fruits and of ideal homes.
Address State Board of Agriculture. Dover. Delaware.

Two Months'
FREE Test
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The Value of a Strain
Some Pertinent Facts About In-Breeding

By Theo. Hewes

N TOUR efforts

to build up and
maintain the

highest possible
standard for the
farmer and his

family, allow us to

suggest to those
who may be inter-

e s t e d in poultry

that for a founda-
tion the best is al-

ways the cheapest.

I do not mean by
this that the very highest priced show
specimens should be purchased by the aver-

age farmaf, but such breeds and varieties

as are known to possess sufficient merit to

reproduce in their offspring birds of the
highest general quality.

One cannot afford to do haphazard guess-
ing in the breeding in any line of thorough-
bred stock, and poultry is no exception to

this rule. WhUe cattle, hogs and other ani-

mals are known by their pedigree, poultry
is known by its strains, and it is this strain

to which we desire to call attention, as, no
doubt, the word as used and understood by
the fancier is not properly understood by
the average breeder.

A strain of fowls is produced by an
individual or firm having a fixed purpose in
mind and trying to so mate their fowls as
to mold a type that can be depended upon
to reproduce in their offspring the charac-
teristics of the parents, and this can be
brought about only by a careful system of

in-breeding ; and it may be well to say here
that in-breeding in poultry can be carried
further than in any other live stock, as the
chicks come to us from a cold blood in the
form of a germ in the egg, and it requires
the second heat to bring it to life.

The blood veins and arteries of a chick
are in no way connected with the mother,
as is the case with animals, and this con-

dition allows us to go further in direct

in-breeding than any other live-stock

breeder would dare to.

To cite a case that may help to illus-

trate : Many years ago the Brown Leghorn
breeders realized that better results might
be obtained from this fowl as a winter egg-

producer if we could produce them with a

low rose comb instead of the large single

comb, then so very prominent. The single

combs were large and. being so very delicate

in texture, were easily frosted, and when
frosted the females would cease to lay until

the comb healed up. If the laying habit

that we had bred into them could be main-
tained during the winter months, we could

add at least thirty-three per cent, to their

actual value as egg-producers, so the

scheme of producing a rose comb was given

a great deal of attention by the fanciers.

The Task of Making the Comb Smaller

Several out-crosses were resorted to in

order to do this, and finally we had accom-
plished what we were after ; we had pro-

duced the rose comb and still held our type

and color, but unfortunately the rose combs
as produced from these crosses were so

large that we had gained but little, as they
froze nearly if not quite as easily as the

single combs. Now, to hold what we had
gained and to reduce this size was the task

of the fancier.

We were at this time interested in this

breed and, like other fanciers, were anxious
to be first to produce them with small rose

combs.
From one season's matings we were for-

tunate enough to produce one cockerel that

had almost our ideal and, in addition, had
all the other good qualities of the breed.

He was, in fact, a high-class exhibition

specimen, as we bred Brown Leghorns in

those days.
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Now, with this one bird as a foundation,
could we produce a strain of these rose-

comb birds? If so, there was but one way
to do it, and that was by direct in-breeding.

Knowing the pen from which he was
bred, we mated this cockerel back to the

females, one of which was his mother. This
cross brought us several small-combed pul-

lets, undoubtedly from the same hen that

had produced the cockerel, or, in other
words, from a direct cross of the son and
the mother.
We then selected the best of these pullets

and bred them back to their own sire. This
cross gave us a still larger per cent, of

good birds, both male and female, and we
again mated the cock back to the pullets

and followed this system until we» had
thirty-oae thirty-seconds of the blood lines

of the sire in his offspring.

It Shows What In-Breeding Can Do

Regardless of the severe criticism that is

often indulged in by breeders who object

to in-breeding, instead of weakening the

flock, as is claimed by many, we had buUt
it up in size, stamina and had perpetuated
one of the best egg-laying strains we had
ever owned, and in doing so we had reduced
the size of the comb to less than one third

of the original size.

We are not interested in this breed now,
nor have we been for several years, but this

old blood line is to-day in evidence in many
of the best rose combs in this country, and
I cite this case here to sh6w how far one

may go in the breeding of sires to his own
daughters without injury to the flock.

Of course we do not advocate this close

in-breeding now ; in fact, there is no neces-

sity for it, as there are many reliable

strains with good combs at the present time,

so that one is able to get what is wanted
in the way of improvement from another
breeder's yard.
This same system of in-breeding has been

practised by nearly every fancier that has
made fame and money out of the breeding
of fancy or thoroughbred fowls, no matter
what the breed or variety.

This system is of course more difficult

when we have parti-color breeds to con-

sider, as the shape and color both have to

be guarded carefully in order to hold them
up to the present ideal.

Take the winning Barred Rock females
at the Madison Square Garden Shows the

last few years. Nearly all of them can be
traced to one or two individual specimens
that by some rare chance in mating had
developed in shape and color superior to

others of their breed, and by the judicious
system of in-breeding in the hands of

thoroughly posted fanciers have been able

to reproduce their equal or superior in

show points.

What has been said of shape and color

holds good in the producing of an egg or a

meat fowl.

Equipped to Solve Breeding Problems

The road to successful breeding was never
so easy of success as now, for we know with
certainty that such females do exist and iu

sufficient numbers to prove that many more
can be bred if the proper methods are car-

ried out.

To the young man or woman who is dead
in earnest, who is not afraid to work and to

those who have the patience to wait for

developments, here is an opportunity for

you that you should not overlook. It is a
work that is honorable and work that will

bring you good returns for the money in-

vested, and at the same time you are doing
.something for the betterment of our do-

mestic animals and setting a good example
for others to follow.

There are at this writing two abso-

lutely reliable tests being made, one at

Mountain Grove, Missouri, under the man-
agement of T. E. Quisenberry. Secretary of

the Missouri State Poultry Association

;

the other at the Storrs. Connecticut, experi-

ment station, under the management of

Wm. F. Kirkpatrick.
There are also several such contests going

on in Australia. Such contests have been
in existence longer in Australia than in this

country, but the contest at Mountain
Grove, Missouri, is now in its second year,

and it has demonstrated conclusively that

to no one breed or variety must we look

for best results, as no less than ten breeds

have made phenomenal records and without

great expense.

In fact, the housing, feed and care of

these fowls in these egg-laying contests in-

clude the very simplest methods, and just

such methods as can be used successfully

on any ordinary farm. It has been proven
conclusively, however, both in America and
Australia that the best results come from
the thoroughbred fowls, hens and males that

have pedigree back of them and have been
bred in line for heavy egg production.

Thus we say in buying foundation stock,

the best is the cheapest, for you have soine-

thing tangible on which to build, and the

man or woman who can perfect a strain

of egg-producers, that will give an average
of eighty-five per cent, of females that will

lay two hundred eggs or more in twelve
months, will give you a foundation for a
fortune, and this fortune is open to thou-

sands, as there is practically no limit to the

demand.
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Good Food, Good Chickens
By Mrs. Zina Summers

T HAVE read so many theories about the
iwultry business that I have always sup-

posed certain conditions were absolutely
necessary to get eggs.

Last fall we moved to our farm in Wis-
consin too late to prepare for winter. We
had only one tiny building in which we
must house all kinds of stock. There was
no room for my hens, so I buUt a platform
about two and one-half by eight feet over
one end of the pig-pen, put two long boxes
crosswise of this and two poles from box to

box. These were nests and roosts. That
and a space about four by four feet behind
the cow was all the hen-house we had.

I had ten pullets of unnamable breeds,

hatched after June 20, 1912. Every one
had its comb frozen last winter, and their

floor was hoed off only once when it was
thawed enough to make that possible ; their

drinking-water froze solid in less than an
hour nearly every day, and they had fresh
water only twice a day.

The Hens Persisted in Laying

I got the first egg on Thanksgiving Day,
and they have laid pretty regularly since.

I did not keep a record until January 1st.

In January I got seventy-seven, in Febru-
ary eighty-six. and the first fifteen days in

March they laid ninety-nine. Three differ-

ent days in March those ten hens laid nine
eggs.

My Conclusions

I attribute my success to the care I have
exercised in feeding. I have kept a hopper
full of a dry mash composed of about two-
thirds bran and one-third ground feed—half

oats, half corn—on their floor. I fed moist
bran alone, mornings, and gave wanned
water. About two or three o'clock I gave
them a feed composed of vegetables (pota-
toes, parings, carrots, turnips, onions and
apples), any or all that I happened to

have ; and nearly every day one rabbit, put
through a food-cutter. I have also given
them ground oyster-shell.

Their space behind the cow I have kept
covered with coal-ashes and cinders, and
have used medicated nest-eggs. They
haven't been bothered with lice, and they

came out in the finest possible condition.

They had no dust-bath, no grit except the

oyster-shell, cinders and ground bones of

rabbits, no constant supply of drinking-

water, no scratching-shed and no warm
house. The only things they had in abun-
dance were food and ventilation.

Easy-to-Clean Section Nests
By William C. Albright

"T^HE sketch shows a plan for hens' nests
* which I find very easy to dean. Just

lift each section off, and sweep the top of

the section below. There is no bottom to

clean. The top of the lower section serves

as the bottom to the one above, but is not
attached to it.

A is a platform thirty inches wide and as
long as desired ; B is a one-by-four-inch
strip to hold the nest material ; CC are
boards one by twelve by thirteen inches,

which are partitions between nests ; D is a
one-by-four for hens to walk on to get in

upper section ; E is a one-by-twelve-inch

board, the top of the first section.

The bottom section is suspended by wires

so that it hangs about two feet from the

floor, and the platform A is placed against

the w.all. A burlap curtain is hung over

the front of the nests to darken them, but

can be pushed aside when you wish to

gather the eggs.

To Clean Eggshells
By Mrs. C. H. Clark

A DAMP cloth dipped iu cream of tartar

will entirely remove any stain that

have come across in the last ten years of

shipping eggs. One-half minute's time and
no injury to the egg.

1ats, f

Kafir-Corn Sprouts
By Mrs. B. C. Johnson

VOU are all familiar with sprouted Of

but here is something new in green food.

The other day. after floating Kafir and

maize seed for planting, the chaff and seed

that floated were left in a bucket. Imagine

my surprise on finding, a day or so later,

long, juicy sprouts. When I threw them

out the chickens and ducks made a dash

for them and continued eating until all were

gone.

The egg yield doubled, so I will feed

sprouted corn, milo-maize and Kafir-corn to

them in addition to the dry grains. The
grass is green and abundant here, yet the

fowls preferred the sprouted food.
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EVERAL years ago a certain member of the

C House of Representatives, being a candidate^ for renomination, discovered very unexpect-

edly tliat there was a bitter opposition in his

district. He hurried out home to lool£ into

the trouble. He was a Republican, and the

district one of the most overwhelmingly

Republican districts in the country. There was a

sharp light, and when it was over the congressman

bad been defeated. An insurgent Re-

publican had been named against him.

The congressman came back to Wash-
ington and was asked how it happened.

home town, while the member who was removed from
the pork committee as a punishment is now a member
of the Senate ! He wouldn't pay for his pork iu the

coin that was demanded of him, and so he lost it.

When Martin Mulhall, long-time lobbyist for the

National Association of Manufacturers, made his

expose of the purposes and methods of that body, it

was no particular surprise to most people in Wash-
ington. That organization is not to be set down as.an

he"The labor vote was all against me,
repliptl.

"But Where's the labor vote in your
district? Isn't it almost entirely a farm-
iug district?"

"Yes, it's a farming district, but there
are a number of railroad towns, and the
railroad men are highly organized. So
are the artizans of various classes in the
towns. The railroad people started the
fight on me, and the rest of the union peo-
ple took it up."'

"What was there in your record that
made them so hostile?"
"Why. you see," explained the congressman with the

utmost frankness, "I am a member of the Committee on
Labor. Somebody has to go on committees like that, and
I did. It wasn't supposed that in a district like mine
it WDuld hurt me seriously. I have opposed such measures
as anti-injunction, eight-hour day, employers' liability,

and the like, that the labor organizations want passed.
The committee has refused to report them, and so they
couldn't get consideration. They got after me, and turned
up ni'ire strength than anybody would have suspected
them of controlling."
"Why did you take the position of opposing these labor

measures?"
"Somebody must do the uncomfortable business of keep-

ing that kind of legislation back." he replied with a shrug.
"I could have a place, on the Public Buildings Committee
and get a lot of appropriations for my district if I would
also go on Labor and help keep back the labor measures
that were not wanted. It seems to me it was a good
thing for the district ; I have got it a lot of fine public
buildings, and expected they would be appreciated. But
the towns that got them did no more for me when it came
to thp fight than those that didn't."
"The towns that got the buildings forgot your services,

but the labor people remembered that ,you had opposed
their bills?"

"That's it ; and so I was beaten ; that's all."

That is, as nearly as I can now recall, the substance

of a convers-ation that came back to me vividly when
the recent revelations about lobby activities in C3on-

gress wei-e brought out, first by newspaper publication

and then by investigation of a legislative committee.

The defeated congressman was a Republican of the

old school. He had no particular convictions about

the labor legislation he had "been helping to smother;

it merely occurred to him that that sort of doings was
a good deal of a nuisance. The country had got along

all right without child-labor laws, anti-injunction

statutes, eight-hour mea.sures, and the like, for a long

time, and he didn't see why he should worry about

such things. Besides, the people who were powerful

enough to give him a highly desirable assignment to

the Public Buildings pork-barrel committee were
anxious to have him help them kill the labor measures.

He could get bis slice of pork in exchange for that

help. It .seemed safe to make the dicker, and he
made it.

JUST about that same time another congressman,

from another State, having been several years a

member of the Public Buildings Committee, was re-

moved from it. The speaker at that time named the

committees. This congressman had been a critic of the

speaker and the rules. He had supiwrted labor and
other legislation that the "organization" opposed, and
had made himself generally undesirable. He, also,

had used his place on the Public Buildings Committee
to get just as many extravagant post-office appropria-

tions for his district as possible; and he had been
very successful. He, likewise, was proud of the success.

In these two incidents is given a pretty good idea

of how the business has been xlone. The power to name
the committees was the power fo control legislation,

particularly when it was double-teamed with the vast

authority that the old rules gave the speaker over the

processes of legislation on the floor. All this has been
preache<l time and again, in season and out, by people

who knew "the game" here in Washington.
Just incidentally it is interesting to note here that

the member who was paid in public building pork for

helping kill labor bills is now a coimtry lawyer in his

How and Why the Dollar-Sign Persuades Congress

men to do Strange Things

—

By Judson C. Welliver

VOUR professional lobbyist, who is paid to "grease the wheels" in Washington, is

apt to be a fourflusher. He'll have to buy some men, feed others, contribute to

campaign funds for more, and occasionally chase a party over to New York for a
toot. He'll not be able exactly to itemize the bills; you know that sort of thing
doesn't.look well on pajjer, better not be written dovm; but if the "organization"
will start him with, say, $10,000 salary cind a $1 0,000 expense account, and pony up
more money as he draws for it, he allows he can put the thing across.

aggregation of men all bad. Like most other organiza-

tions of its kind, its existence was largely on paper.

It had some officers and. an executive board: the

officers did most of the business, following, of course,

a general policy that was presumed to represent the

organization, but not deeming it either necessary or

desirable to take all the members into confidence as

to exact methods. It wouldn't have been safe, for

without doubt the vast majority of them would have

repudiated such methods as Mulhall employed if they

had known what he was doing.

0
THE Mulhall confession in effect declares that the

manufacturers' as.sociation was fighting the labor

unions and trying to defeat all the legislation they

favored, while on the other hand it was working to get

a tariff commission established. Right here there is a

contradiction that to the time of writiqg has not been

explained. The men whom Mulhall boasts of using, as

his allies, to kill the labor measures—men like Little-

field. Jenkins, Cannon, Watson, Sherman and their

as.sociates in the old House organization—were also

the men chiefly active in opposing creation of the tariff

commission. Mulhall, on his own representation, was
working with one crowd to kill the unions, and with

the mortal enemies of that crowd to get the tariff com-

mission ! The men who took the lead in favor of the

labor legislation were such as Beveridge, Bristow,

Cummins, Borah, Norris and the rest of the insurgents

and liberals. Republicans and Democrats alike. Tliese

same men were also the leaders ui favor of creating

a tariff commission.

Your professional lobbyist, who is paid to "grease

the wheels" in Washington, is apt to be a professional

braggart and fourflusher. He sizes up the situation

with regard to legislation early in a session and then

goes back to his employers and reports somewhat thus

:

"The si)eaker, I learn from one of his closest friends,

is very much opposed to anti-injunction legislation."

Everybody in Washington knows that too ; but Mr.

liObbyist magnifies his importance by alleging that his

information is from the inside, mysteriously secured

and of great value.

"Further," he goes on, "the judiciary committee can

with proi)er effort be prevented from reporting any

such legislation. I have gone over it carefully with

every member of the committee. They stand thus."

Here Mr. Lobbjast presents a list, in a mysterious

note-book, with hieroglyphic marks opposite the names,

showing how the committee stands. Now. the newest

correspondent in the press gallery could have made up

that list for him just as accurately.

With due impressiveness and solemnity Mr. Lobbyist

goes through this performance of "tipping off" to his

employers the strict inside, next-to-the-skin facts about

what's going to be done. He employs an effective stage

whisper, turns the light low and uses all the correct

melodramatic effects, never forgetting duly to brag

about his personal influence with the big men. WTien

he is done he explains that, of course, to do these

things takes a lot of money and smooth work.

The organization buys abotat 999 parts brick and one

Ijart gilded outside ; but it bites. The bunco-steerer

malfes them believe that that sort of thing can't be

done, don't you know, without liberal spending; and
before they know it, men whose better judgment and
instincts would revolt at it, are let into the notion that

vital interests of theirs really demand that they play

the game as it's played by the big 'uns.

When the session is over the lobbyist mops his per-

spiring brow and goes back to report. Astute person!

He is pleased to announce that his forecast, made at

the beginning of the .session, was almost exactly accu-

rate! Felt sure all along that he

couldn't be mistaken, for he doesn't

mind admitting that the cards were all

laid on the table at a little sesf:ion he

had with the President, the si>eaker,

the chairman of the national commit-

tee and the floor leaders of both par-

ties ! Everything that he promised to

kill is dead ; everything he promised to

pass Is passed ! He feels worn out and
wants to run over to Yurrup for a rest

!

That's the way with most of the

lobbying; that is, the lobbying of the

kind that such men as Mulhall and
Dave Lamar talk and write "confidential" letters

about. Not all of it of course. There are men in

Cougres.s—there used to be a good many more—who
make terms with these manipulators. Mulhall proved

that he had furnished large sums of money to public

men who helped him in his legislative work. Com-
monly it was in the shape of contributions to campaign
funds. That's the easy, effective, unctuous way to

tickle the public man's palm with gold.

But the contribution business is all wrong, and it is

perfectly certain that before long it will accumulate a

crimp that will make it less available as a palliation

for the abuses practised in its name. WTiy should it

be perfectly proper for a manufacturer, or a builder

of battleships under government contracts, or a rail-

road that doesn't want to be regulated, to contribute

liberally to the national committee of either political

party—or more likely both of them—and yet perfectly

wrong and heinous for the members of the National

Association of Manufacturers to contribute to help

elect the men they favor, or defeat the men they don't

favor? The distinction is too fine. So long as national

committees go out dragooning the public for fmuls
it will be reasonable for the individual candidate to

take such contributions as he can get. The only way
to stop the great and grave evils of the system is to

control the whole business of campaign contributions.

How to do it? Senator Clapp of Minnesota has a
bill pending, which would prohibit any member of

Congress from serving on any political committee, or

soliciting campaign funds ; likewise, which would make
it unlawful to raise funds in one district for u.se iu

another. Think what it wotild mean if political funds
could not be shipped about in interstate commerce

!

Most of the money that finances political campaigns is

raised right in New York City.

0
GENTLE reader, would you contribute |10 to help

re-elect your member of Congress ? That's the acid

test to put on the proposition. Campaign funds must
come from somewhere ; there's no way to get along
without them. If the people chip iu the congressman
will belong to them. If the Interests do the chipping

—

well, the people may own the congressman, but my
money is on the interests.

I have observed several national campaigns from the

outside—if I said "inside" I might be suspected of

running the same sort of lobby that Mulhall and
Lamar have been charged with conducting—and it has
been strongly impressed on me that in some fashion
or other arrangement .should be made to lift the busi-

ness of political financing out of the rut. In England
if you get elected to Parliament, and if thereafter it

can be proved that you or anybody else sjient a single

shilling to advance your cause—that is, that anybody
"bought the drinks" for you or "set up the cigars"

—

the election is annulled. No matter whether there

was intent or thought of ' corruption, the .spending of

money in such fashion doesn't go. Perhaps that's a
bit too .strong for American tastes, but certainly we
ought to stop this u.se of money to such an extent that

there is now a uniform record, from 1860 down, that

the party with the biggest campaign fund in a given

election has always won !
-
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IN FRONTENAC CAVE
As Told by One Who Was There, and Edited by Hayden Camith

Author of "Track's End," "The Voyage of the Rattletrap," Etc.

Synopsis of Preceding Chapters

Judson Pitcher, about eighteen years old. comes to

Hawk's Landing, on the ^Mississippi River in Minnesota.

Here he meets Captain Xathan Archway and his daughter

Amy and his son Robert. Robert goes with Judson to the

Lumberman's Bank, and while there it is attacked by the

notorious gang of robbers led by Isaac Liverpool. Robert

is shot and killed, and the gang escape to their hiding-

place m Frontenac Cave. It is impossible to penetrate

this cave by the only entrance known, since the robbers

have closed it up. Captain Archway conceives a plan to

get into it through a small sink-hole on the prairie a num-
ber of miles back from the Zurabro River. He and .Judson

go there in the night and lower themselves with a long

rope. While they are exploring the upper part of the

cave a thunder-shower comes up, and the flood carries the

rope down the sink-hole and fills the small opening a

hundred or more feet above with brush and soil. Before

leaving the Captain's home at Hawk's Lauding Judson

finds, as he reluctantly admits, that he is very much inter-

ested in Amy Archway. When the Captain and Jud
discover there is no hope of getting out of the cave where
they got in. they begin to search for another outlet, and

keep it up for six days. By this time their food is gone

and they are very weak. Since awakening on their first

morning in the cave they have been greatly puzzled by

a strange beating or throbbing sound which is especially

noticeable in the Bedroom near Sink-Hole Dome. Finally

by using their gun-barrel as a crowbar they move a loose

stone at the bottom of a small tunnel and get down into

the main part of the cave. They find the name of Gil

Dauphin, one of the Liverpool gang, marked with candle-

smoke on some of the lower ceilings. Looking down a pit,

they see a smoldering camp-fire, and the Captain starts

back to get their rope, but through haste and weakness

falls down another pit into a stream of water. Jud goes

after the rope, which they had left at Sink-Hole Dome,

but is astonished to find it gone, though he had seen it a

few hours before. He hurries back, with their only candle

down to the last inch, and at the pit where the Captain

disappeared is still more astonished to find the rope he had

gone after. Judson goes down the pit with the aid of the

rope so mysteriously brought there and finds the Captain

alive and with some cooked fish which he has found by

the fire. They eat it. and later get fish from another

river, which they cook over a fire made of small sti'-ks

evidently washed into the cave by freshets.

Having no more candles, they use sticks

soaked in fish-oil. They continue to search

for several days, but find no way out of the

cave. On one of their exploring trips Jud

stumbles over a man who is sleeping on the

ground. He falls, and his torch is extin-

guished. The man springs up and grapples

with the Captain in the dark.

Part

Dauphin tells his story, and gets some sharp

truths from the Captain ; with the passage

of the Gun-Barrel and of the Chimney, and

the making of our famous pole; then the

robber and I hear the beating of the un-

known sound; and we all run plump into

those who are no friends of any of us.

FOR once in my life I thought of the

right thing fir.st, and that was to get
,

a light if I could, knowing the man
with whom the Captain was .strug-

gling in the dark, ten yards from the

mouth of that pit, probably knew the

ground much better than did he, and that

if a light would help either it would help

the Captain.
I still had one match, no more, in my

V>ottle. and I made haste to get it out,

though my hands were trembling like a

wild poplar-leaf. Then I crawled away a

little so that the men might not trami)le

over me in their struggle, and struck the

match on a little stalactite which I had in

my pocket. The match went, but the black

eiid of the torch-stick would not, the oil

lieing so much burned out. I was that

stupid tluit I let it burn almost to my
fingers l)efore I thought to turn the stick

around and try the other end. When I did

.so it caught fast enough, and I stuck the

black end in the sand and leaped up to

do what I could to help the Captain. But
as the light flashed upon them, gripping

there at each other not six feet from the

t>it-brink. the man let go and cried :

'•Hold on there: Who l)e you? I thought

you was Ike Liverpool!"
They stood there glaring at each other,

the ni.'m witli his thin face looking out of

his matted hair and torn, scraggy beard,

his fingers so crooked and claw-like that

you might have thought he had Ikm'u hook-

ing him.self up to the roof like the bats,

and his clothes most ragged and dirty.
' I d(m't know as it's any of your business who I

am," answered the Captain. "I'm an honest m-m for

one thing, which is more than you are," and I thought

he was not far from ready to fall to again and see

who sliould go down the pit.

"I didn't mean no o'feu.se, Cap'n—that's what I

didn't," broke out the man. "I know you now—you're
Cap'n Archway, which used to be master of the IScllo

of J'niirie du C'hirn. I know you, Cnp'n. When Gil

Dauphin run on the river lie never meant no o'fense

to the Cai)'n, never ; nor the mate, neither."

"You knew it wouldn't be well for you if you did.

Why didn't you keep on leading an honest lifts'/" "The

Illustrated by Edward L. Chase

Captain s;it down on a stone liy the pillar while the
man stood before him and I held the torch at one side.

"Bad luck, Cai)'n; bad luck. I couldn't with my
luck."
"Ton couldn't with your appetite for whisky, you

mean." •

"Cap'n," said the man. glancing at me and then
edging a step nearer. "Cap'n, Gil Dauphin means well

by you and by everybody, barring Ike Liverpool.

Cap'n, it's cold in this here cave, and I ain't none too
well and hearty. You ain't got a drop about you 'at

you could give a feller, I s'pose, now, Cap'n?"
"Xo. I haven't ; and if I had I shouldn't give it to

you. Where's the rest of the gang?"
He drew a long breath, as if deeply disappointed

and said : "Over at the Fort, I reckon."
"Why aren't^ou there?"
"Cap'n," he said, sinking down on his knees in the

sand, "you know that Ike Liverpool. You—

"

"No, I don't know him, and I don't want to."

"He's a mean man, that Ike Liverpool is—that's

what he is. He'.s
—

"

"Did you ever know any good men in his gang?"
"Cap'n. we was liard nuts—I don't deny it—I never

did deny it. But Ike Liverpool was meaner'n the rest

of us—a little. He throwed me down the pit, that's

what Ike lAverpool done."
"Why?"
"That's it. Cap'n: why? 'Cause I stood up for my

rights, that's why. He wouldn't divide fair, that's

what he wouldn't. He bullyragged the rest of 'em,

but he couldn't come it on old Gil Dauphin. Old Gil

Dauphin says to htm: 'Give me my share'' and then
he grabbed me, and 'fore I -saw his game he throwed
me down the pit. His game was to kill me, that's

what his game was, Cap'n. But I was tough, and I'm
alive yet, and if you'd been Ike Liverpool, as I 'lowed
vou was, you'd 'a' gone down a pit even if I'd 'a' gone
too."
"Did you quarrel over the Hawk's Landing bank

robbery?" asked the Captain.
"The Hawk's—ne^er heard of it, Cap'n. I've been

down here a month. What is it?" he asked eagerly.

"Nothing, except that they robbed the Lumberman's
Tank and got a large sum." answered the Captain, and

4^ -^^pir^

The two men on the ground clapped their hands on their revolvers

I could see that he was relieved to find that Dauphin
had not l)een along on that occasion,

"They did. did they? I ought to waited 'fore I

stood uii for niy riirhts. I was too fast—just my luck.

Told you my luck was always ag'in me. I lu'ard talk

of doing it, but 1 got too fast about my old rights, and
was throwed down the pit."

"Well, why don't you go back?"
"Can't. Cap'n. There's only one way to get lx>tween

the part of the cave where they are and this, and that's

up aiul down that there pit where they throwed me.
It's fifty feet, and you can't go up It 'thout a ro|)e,

tliough you can come down—that's what you can !" and

the man chuchled : but I thought his laughter was
about as cheerful as a bat's squeaking?

"Isn't there any way to get out of this part of the
cave?"
"Not a way, Cap'n."
"And the pit is too high to get up?"
"Too high to get up, Cap'n—though you can come

down."
"Where is it."

"Fii-st you get down here and go over there till you
come to a straight tunnel running down-hUl a little

and—"
"It comes out in the bottom of a dome, doesn't it?"

broke in the Captain.
"Yes, that's- it. There I was throwed down seventy-

five feet if I was an mch, so I was, Cap'n."
"But that dome is higher than that, as I believe.

You couldn't have been thi-own down it."

"I were, Cap'n. There's a tunnel comes in part way
up, and they throwed me from that. It may be a hun-
dred feet. When I come down I didn't stop to meas-
ure it."

"Well, the three of us might be able to get up that
pit somehow," .said the Captain thoughtfully.

"Not without a berloon, Cap'n," put in Dauphin.
"You don't know what we can do," answered the

Captain, rather impatiently. "If you fell down it

without having your neck broken it can't be so ex-
tremely high."
"My neck icas broke, Cap'n. It was—

"

"Come, I can't listen to that kind of talk. When
your neck is broken it will Ije When you are hanged.
We'll go and have a look at that pit." and the Captain
arose. "You know the way out beyond there, do you?"

"Just like a book. There's two ways out. but they're
both l)eyond the Fort. The Fort's where Ike and the
boys is. Cap'n. if I ever get him by the throat I'll

—

"

"No matter about that. There's a way to get around
the Fort, I suppose?"

"That's what there ain't, Cap'n. No way at all. It's

a big room, and there they set with their fire and their
guns and their big jugs of liquor, Cap'n—their big,
elegant jugs of liquor, Cap'n."
"Come, we'll go to the pit," said Captain Archway.
"Alt right—you're the cap'n," answered Dauphin.

"Go down my rope or 'round through the
Rat-Hole?"
"Your rope? Our rope you mean."
"Was it your'n. Cap'n? I found it and

just borrowed it to save going through the
Rat-Hole. You know the Rat-Hole, Cap'n?"

"I think so. We call it the Pecket-
' Gopher Hole."

"That's better. I couldn't think of
nothing except Rat-Hole. But I ain't used
it much, nor the rope, neither, lately,

'cause the boys have been down in that
part of the cave, and I've been afraid to

show myself. I seen their tracks and
their fire, and I've only gone down when
I got starved out and had to get some
fish or wood. I used to keep my fire down
there to save bringing the stuff up, but
I've been afeared to lately. They got up
here once, too, I reckon, 'cause somebody
pushed my rope over."

"I think Jud did that," said the Captain.
"And I guess the tracks and fire you saw
were ours."

"Is that a fact, Cap'n? Have you been
in here so long? ^Vnd see here, Cap'n,
what's this about your getting out? Why
can't you get out where you got in? And,
'thout no o'fense, Cap'n, what you doing
in this here cave, anyhow?"
"We have business here," answered the

Captain very quietly. "And we prefer to

get out another way if we can. We'll

have a look at that pit now. Get the roi)e."

The man did, bringing it from a hole in

the rock and tying it around the pillar.

The Captain pushed the coil over the edge
and let him.self down, while Dauphlu and,

I followed. J
Dauphin then led the way. After going'

a considerable distance, we followed him
down the long, straight, round tunnel,

whicli we had iH'fore named the GuutI
r.arrel, turned a sharp corner and were ar
the pit. This .seemed forty ov lifty feet

across, and so high that we could get no
noth)n of the top. But up on one .side a|
the height of about twenty-five feet, as thd
Captain gue.ssed it, there was a big hol^

which Dauphin tojd us was the end of

tunnel leading to the Fort and the rest of

the cave. He said that, going up from the

edge which we could .see, the tinuiel was
almost as .steep as the roof of a hou.se for

liftet>n or twenty fwt, after which it went
slowly down-hill, >Ve were careful not to

make any noi.se* near here for fear some of the

outlaws niiiiht l>e lurking about above. Dauphin said

there was a rope tied to a sh.irp corner of a rock which

the men used when they wanted to come down.

We had no sooner got back through the (Jun-Barrel

than Dauphin broke out in a string of abust' of l.sjiac

Tiiverpool. Imt the Captain refused to listen to it at all,

telling him that he was no InHter than Liverpool, and

that he would have pushed his chief into the pit just

as gladly as Liverpool threw him in if he had had the

ch.mce. This Dauphin setnned to Uike as a great lom-

pliment, and he chuckled over it in a most shame-

less way. [continued on paoe ID]
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The Power of Personality
By Alice McFeely

NO ONE of us can understand the
mysterious thing we call influence.

There have been meetings of only

a moment which have left Impressions
Cor life. We read of the healing of the
svoman- who only touched the hem of

ChrLst's garment, and again, when the
people pressed around Him trying to

touch Him, how virtue went out from
Him and healed them all. Of course no
:>ne has such power as He had, but each
lias an influence for good or evil on
jvery one with whom he comes in con-

tact. We are all the time either helping
)r hindering, perhaps unconsciously,
Jiose about us.

No one can tell how far this uncon-
scious influence reaches. Often those
ivhom we do not know are watching us
:o see how we live, where we stiind in
•egard to public questions of right or
ATong, and whether our life and our
profession correspond, and often are
shaping their lives by ours.

He toiled on the street for his daily bread.
Jostled and pushed by the mighty throng.

'No one has time to watch." he said.

"Whether I choose the right or wrong.
J^o one can be misled."

Se chose the wrong and thought no one
cared ;

But a child lost that day his ideal of
strength,

1 cynic sneered at a soul ensnared.
A young man halted, faltered, at length

followed him into the sin he dared.

When one discovers that he has formed
)r is forming a companionship whose
nfluence cannot but be hurtful to him,
t must instantly be given up. A rab-
)it's foot was caught in a steel trap, and,
nth a bravery we cannot but admire, it

gnawed off its leg with its own teeth,

letting itself free. Who will say it was
lot wiser to thus escai>e death than to

lave kept the foot and died?
A good and true character also has its

nfluence. (iood companions are a bless-

ng and a benediction. You will recall

hose words of Longfellow

:

i.s ships that pass in the night, and speak
one another in jiassing,

5nly a signal shown and a distant voice in
the darkness,

3o on the ocean of life we pass and speak
one another,

!)nly a look and a voice, then darkness
again and a silence.

knCL how often the look and the voice
;o with us through life and are woven
nto our golden yesterdays.
There is a wonderful restraining power

)ver us in the life of one we love. We
lare not do wrong in the presence of a
jure, gentle fi'iend. Words, thoughts,
jindly deeds, the power of example, the
.nspiration of noble things, drop out of
the heaven of pure friendshii) into the
Jepths of the lieart, and, falling, are
folded there and become beautiful gems
ind holy adornments in the life. Who
jan tell the power of a close and long-
outinued friendship, running through
lappy years, sharing the deepest experi-
mces. heart and heart knit together, life

md life woven as it were into one webV

What is the best a friend can be
To any soul, to you i r me?
Not only shelter, comfort, rest

—

Inmost refreshment unexpressed ;

Not only a beloved g\iide

To thread life's hibyiinth at our side,
( >r with love's torch lead on before

;

Though these be much, there yet is more.

Can friend lose friend ? Believe it not

!

The tissue whereof life is wrought.
Weaving the separate iuto one,
Nor end hath, nor beginning

; spun
from subtle threads of destiny,
Finer than thought of man <"in see.

God takes not back His gifts divine.
While thy soul lives thy friend is thine.

R

The Ministry of Mirth
By John Clark Hill

EAL religion is full of joy and glad-
ness. The mission of the Man of

Nazareth was to bring joy and good
2heer into a sad world. There was very
ibimdant provision made by Moses for
feasts and festivities. One of the He-
t)rew words used for these implied an
Dccaslon of some dignified formality, the
Jther comes from a word that signifies a
lance. In many of their festivities
there was much joyous mirth. At one
3f these feasts it was the custom for
everyone, who would, to get out his ram's
tiorn trumpet and blow it with all his
might. We know what a joyously bois-
terous time a lot of jolly college boyj^ can

have with their tin horns in our days.
This seems to h.ave been a very ancient
and approved method of expressing jubi-

lant mirth.
The most demonstrative of these fes-

tivals lasted for seven days, and the in-

structions for the celebration tell us that
during the feast the people were to be
"altogether joyful." It is clear that
these thiug.s were intended to help the
people understand that religion did not
exclude joyous merrymaking; indeed,
these things were a necessary part of

their religion. These things confirm the
fact that there is a Ministry of Mirth,
and that if we leave it out in our relig-

ion we miss one of the essential things.

The old Scotch version of the Psalms
gave prominence to this. The firs; verses
of the one hundredth Psalm read

:

AU people that on earth do dwell.
Sing to the Lord with cheerful voice.

Him serve with mirth, His praise foretell

;

Come ye before Him and rejoice.

When the English Puritans undertook
to revise this version they thought that
"mirth" was utterly out of place here,
and deliberately changed that line into

:

"Him serve with fear." Of course rever-
ential fear has a place in religion, but it

had no place in this Psalm. It is a song
of joyous, mirthful religion. We can
vrrite it down as a ftmdamental princi-

ple that whatever tends to repress inno-
cent mirth is really a .serious hindrance
to growth in the best type of character.

Christ was a very human man. He
entered into and encouraged the gaieties

of life. Sir Edwin Arnold, in "The
Light of Asia," pictures Mary of Mag-
dala telling a Buddhist about Je.sus, and
she says that:

"
. . . . never once with us

Scorned He the meats and drinks, sights and
delights

Which flesh doth ask : Your heavenly Fa-
ther knows

Ye need these things, and ofttimes sat
At wedding festivals and banquet board."

The wedding at Cana is a good ex-
amiile. It is noteworthy that .John puts
the .story of this merrymaking near the
beginning of his Gospel, just as soon as
Christ had enlisted a few followers, .John
introduces us to the joyous hilarity of a
wedding. There can be no question but
that the Teacher eagerly mingled with
the merry throng, light in his eyes and a
smile on his lips.

When the supplies ran short He per-
formed His very first miracle by turning
water iuto wine so as to relieve the em-
barrassed host and prevent the sudden
ce;\siug of the merriment.
That scene means much to us to-day.

Its real meaning has been ignored.
Christ's presence at that wedding really
struck the key-note of a practical re-

ligion ; here He gave an example for all

His followers.
One of the old prophets wrote. "A

merry heart is a good medicine." Making
a friend merry with a hearty laugh is

often the best thing we can do for him.
A well-known clergyman of wide experi-
ence says : "The truth is, seviously, the
success of a church is the result of the
smiles of its members, the beaming faces
of its ushers, the joyousness of its people
and the gladsome air of everything. Good
humor and a mirthful, joyous, happy
manner tell far more, as practical re-

ligious forces, than we have been accus-
tomed to believe."

Whatever tends to destroy good humor
should be regarded as a crime against
humanity. In Germany, where there is

so much outspoken dissatisfaction with
the arbitrary acts of the rulers, they
have very stringent laws against Use-
majesty,• that is, anything said or done
that can be interpreted as injurious to
their sovereign. "The crime of ill-humor,
the crime that slaughters good cheer, that
strangles joy. that murders mirth, is

Idse humanity, and everyone guilty of it

should be made so heartily ashamed of
his evil ways that he will, on conviction,
forever for.swear the past evil of his
frowns and ill-nature. Those who persist
in this wretched crime against humanit.v,
and will not I'epent, sooner or later re-

ceive the natural penalty—the punish-
ment suits the crime. They are left to
themselves. They become misanthropic.
The disposition of the heart soon tells on
the face, and the chronic frown or snarl
becomes a ftxed expression.
Henry Xan Dyke, in his great-hearted

way, says: "It is the part of wisdom to
spend little time on the things that vex
and anger you, and much of your time
upon the things that bring j-ou quietness
and cojifidence and good cheer."
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An Infant's Irish Crochet Cap
By Evaline Holbrook

FOB dress-up wear for the baby dur-
ing the late summer and fall mouths
there is nothiug prettier thau a cap
of Irish crochet. Thin and cool of

itself, it may be made quite warm enough
for cold weather if it is lined with
padded silk.

In the pattern illustrated two simple
motifs are combined to produce a cap
that is extremely lovely and not at all

difficult to make. Xo. 60 crochet-cotton
and a flue steel crochet-hook are used,
and the work is begun at the center of
the crown with seven roses, worked as
follows : Chain five, and join in a ring.
Chain five, one double crochet in the
first stitch of the ring, *cbain two, one
double crochet in the next stitch, and
repeat from * until five double crochet
are made. Chain two, catch in the third
stitch of the starting chain of the round.

Second Round—One single crochet and
five double crochet in each space of first

round.
Third Round—One slip stitch in each

double crochet of first round, four chain
between, carried behind the petals.

Fourth Round—One single crochet and
eleven double crochet in each space of
thii-d round. Join, and fasten ofi". Select
one rose as the center, and join the
others to it, joining half of two adjacent
petals of the center rose to half of two
adjacent petals on one of the other roses.

Then join each rose to the adjacent roses
on two half-petals—half of the petals
partly joined to the center rose, and half
of the i^etals next to them. The outer
edge of the medallion will be formed of
two whole petals and two half-petals of
each rose.

Work around the medallion with the
picot filling, as follows : Catch the thread
in the stitch between two roses. Chain
seven, catch in the fifth chain from the
needle for a picot, chain two, catch in the
stitch after half-petal of rose, chain
seven and catch for a picot, chain eight
and catch for a picot, chain two, catch in

the center of petal. Make a loop with
two picots as before, and catch in the
end of same petal : make two loops on

the next petal, and on the half-petal crochet, turn, chain three, three double
make a loop with one picot, like the first crochet in each single crochet. Work
loop of the round. Crochet four loops in two single crochet in the center of the
this way on each rose, and make four next petal of rose, turn, *chain six, one
rounds more of picot loops, catching in single crochet in the sixth stitch .along
the center of each lai'ge loop of prec-eding preceding row of shell, and repeat from *

round. Treat each two small loops of the to the end, when four loops wiU have
first round as one
large loop, catching
down in the stitch

between the small
loops. There will

lie thirty loops in

the round.
Sixth Round-

Make one loop with
two picots as usual.
Chain eight, catch
in the center of
the next loop, turn,
eight single crochet
over the eight-
chain. Turn, chain
three, one double
crochet in first
single crochet,
* chain one, one
double crochet in

next single crochet,
and repeat from *

until seven double
crochet are made.
Chain three, catch
in final single cro-

chet. Make a loop
with two picots as
usual, a shell, a
loop, and so on till

there are fifteen

shells in the romid.
Seventh Roimd

—

Put three double
crochet in each
space in each shell

or preceding round.
Side view of Irish crochet cap

lieeu made. Turn,
and in each loop
work one single cro-

chet, seven double
crochet and one
single crochet. Make
three loops with
two picots each,,
catching in the cen-
ter of each petal
a round the rose.
Then make another
loop with two
picots. and catch in

The loop of preced-
ing round to which
the rose was
caught. Repeat
from the beginning
of the round to the
end. and catch the
end of the third and
fifth rows of each
shell to the center
of the picot loops
on the preceding
rose. Hereafter the
work Ls done in

rows, for the front
of the hood.
First Row—

Work in the usual
picot loops, catch-
ing in the center of

each sc-allop over
shells and in each
of the picot loops
between the shells.

Detail of crown, showing medallion

Eighth Round—Make one single cro- until row has been worked over fourteen
chet in the space between .shells. *Chain shells and thirteen roses. On this row
eight, one single crochet in the eightli work five rows more of picot loops, nar-
stitch of shell, chain eight, one single rowing one loop at end of each row.
crochet in sixteenth stitch of shell, chain Seventh Row—Make two loops as usual
eight, one single crochet in space be- along the row. *Chaiu eight, catch in

tween shells. Repeat from * all around, the center of next loop. turn, nine single
Ninth Round—In each chain loop of crochet in the loop, turn, chain two, one

eighth round make a shell of one single double crochet in each single crochet
crochet, nine double crochet, one single excepting the last, chain two, one single
crochet. Make four rounds of picot loops, crochet in final single crochet. Chain
catching the loops of the first round in seven and catch for a picot, chain two,
the centers of scallops of ninth roimd. catch in the center of next loop of pre-
TemporarUy laj' the work aside, pre- ceding row, make a loop with two picots

pare fifteen roses for the next round, as usual, then make a loop with one
working as instructed for the roses of picot. catching it in the center of next loop
the center crown. To every third loop of preceding row. Repeat from * to end.
of the round last made catch one of the Eighth Row—Make one single crochet
roses, doing so in the center of the final in each double crochet of each shell,

petal of the rose. Resume work on the working one chain between the single
round, crocheting as follows : Catch in crochet. Between the shells make a
the center of the first loop of the round, loop with one picot. catching in the cen-
chain eight, catch in the center of the ter of the loop with two picots in pre-
next loop, turn, eight single crochet in ceding row, make another loop with one
the loop, turn, chain three, one double picot, and work the shell as instructed,
crochet in each single crochet. Catch in Then make three rows more on the shells,

the center of the adjacent rose-petal, following the directions given for the
turn, one single crochet in each double shells of the crown. After the final row

is done make six rows of picot loops.

^

Prepare nine roses for the next row,
catching the final two petals to every
fourth and fifth loop along row last
made. Now work the eighteenth row as
follows : Work in picot loops until the
center of the first loop to which rose Ls

fastened is reached. Turn, work picot
loops over the looixs just made, turn,
again work picot loops to the rose and
around the rose, catching in the center of
each petal, until the loop to which the
rose is fastened has been caught into.
Work in this way across the row. catch-
ing the second and third short rows be-
tween the roses to the rose preceding
them. 'UTien the row is flnLshed work
four rows of picot loops, cjirrying the
final two all around the hood. Now
work the pointed edge as follows : Make
one double crochet in center of each loop
of preceding round, and between double
crochet chain enough to keep work flat

Second Roimd—Fill the first space
with single crochet. Chain five and
catch for a picot, and do this until three
and one-lvalf spaces have been filled.

Turn, chain eight, catch" in the center
of spac-e last worked into, and work a
loop in the -same way over each of the
other spaces. Turn, in the first loop
work two single crochet, picot, seven
single crochet ; in the next loop work one
single crochet, picot, seven single crochet,
picot, one single crochet, and in the next
loop work four single crochet. Turn,
chain eight, catch in the center of loop
last filled, chain eight, catch in the cen-
ter of next loop. Turn, in the loop next
to needle work two single crochet, picot,

seven single crochet, and in the next loop
four single crochet. Turn, chain ten,

catch in the center of loop last filled,

turn, in the new loop work four single
crochet, picot, two single crochet, picot,

two single crochet, picot, four .single cro
chet, and in each of the incompleted loops
three single crochet, picot, two single
crochet. Fill the partl.v filled space of
preceding row. make a picot after it, and
repeat from the beginning to the end of
the round. There join and fasten off.

Detail of side, showing shell

What Shall We do with Our Summer Visitors?—By Alice M. Asht

HUNDREDS of women dwelling in

charming but inexpensive cot-

tages by sea or motuitainside and
on busy farms have grown to

look forward with dread to the summer
exodus from the city. There is no ques-

tion about it, summer vLsiting carries

with it a license never dreamed of by
the winter visitor. And every year the

cry of protest goes up from perplexed
hostes.ses : "If only some one would find

a remedy 1 If only .some one would mark
a definite Ijouudary between hospitality

and—imposition I"

The hostess in the liome where ser-

vants are unknown or incompetent is the

one who suffers. The little cottage often

repre.sents unljelievable denials and
economies endured in order to have a
little nook in a dearly loved spot where
the family may rest from worrying
cares. How can we. cozily established in

such a home, deny the warm-h<'arted in-

vitation to tho.se who jiossess no such
refuge? And what are we going to do
when our guest pla<-iilly ignores the care-

fully specified "week" of the invitation?

Blame the guest? But it is vacation,

and the world consists only of mornings
like those of creation, noons that drift in

lazy, droning hours, and sunsets of sur-

pa.ssing i>eace and Ixniuty. The visitor

forgets the tired little woman who toils

in the stuffy kitchen by day and figures

over distracting hoasekeeping bills by

night Oue woman who had anticii)ated

preserving a quantity of fruit during a
vacation at an old farmhouse found her
expenses so increased by guests that her
own fafiaily had to do without the much
talked of delicacies. Too frequently an
overstrained hospitality results in bills

that have to be paid by unreasonable
self-denial, and even in serious illness

for the overtaxed hostess.
Ho.spitality is a beautiful thing, and

there is none too much of it, at best. But
there is a virtue above generosity, and
that is justice. Every woman .should con-
sider it a duty to be just to herself and
to her family.
A struggling little artist who was

heroically endeavoring to earn a living

and give her invalid husV)and a chance to

regain health rented a tiny cottjige on a

beautiful lake, and moved in with an
inexpensive and incompetent little maid
to do their light housek(H?ping, But
friends came, and found the place de-

lightful. The mistress had to abandon
her work to augment the unskille<l ef-

forts of the maid, and autuijin found her
nervous and discouraged, .\fter a dirti-

cult winter she went back to the cottage,

but she did not hire the maid; instead,

she "lightened" the simple housekeeping
to even a greater extent.

When the guests arrived she explained
cheerfully that, as there was no maid
and she coubl not spare much time from
her work, she knew they would not ob-

ject to helping with the housekeeping.

Having supplied the larder with a rea-
sonable amount of "raw material," she
resolutely shut her.self up to her paint-
ing. Before this emergency the guests
disappeared as mist before the sun

!

A farmer's wife who.se home seemed
the gathering-place for a number of
relatives and friends every summer felt

that she could not endure the added
burden another season. Instead of hir-

ing the cheap "girl" upon whom she
usually depended, she sent the family
laundry to a neighbor wonuiu. and un-
dertook the work alone. When the guests
arrived they were given the choice of
sending out their laundry at their own
exi)euse or of doing it themselves

;

hitherto it had "gone in with the rest."

and too many country hostesses, know to

their sorrow what that means.
Since there was no maid, they had to

care for their own rooms and look after

their children. When they askiMj for

ice-cream or some special country cook-

ery in which they delighted, the hostess
always answered pleasantly : "To be
sure. I will make it right away, if you
will do—" whatever happetied to need
attention at the moment. This was vastly
different from the caro-free existence
they had heret(>fore experienced on the
farm, and resulted in some of them ri»-

turnlng to the city. The sincere one.s

—

and there are always dear and sincere
friends among the summer throng—were
only too glad to assist with the burden,

on

and both they and the little housemother
sijent a really delightful time together.

A basy coimtry woman had enter-
tained a city cousin and her entire
family for many summers. At last she
found herself able to accept an invita-

tion for a week in the city. Everything
possible was done for her comfort and
pleasure, and she had really a delightful
visit. But when the week had expired
she for some reason wished to remain a

day or two longer. To her amazeraeni
she perceived that she had outstayed her
welcome I

When school had closed the following
.spring the city coiLsin wrote asking if it

would be convenient for little Laura to

come on ahead of the others, as she
seemed very much used up by the last

term's work. Once the country cousin
would have received her regardless of

inconvenienc-e. Now, however, she wrote
kindly and .sincerely that she could not

possibly undertake the csire of another
child with all that it involved, but that

.she .should lx> very glad indeed if they

could all siiend the last week of August
with her. And this proved the most com-
fortable summer the little country
woman had spent in years.

Thus does not mean a stinting of real

ho.spitality, or the cultivation of selfish-

ness or unkindne.ss ; but it does mean
that, in the majority of instances, an
honest, common-sense stand will solve

the iifoblem of the summer visitor.

A
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s for Summer Sewing
An Adaptable Wrapper Design

and Other Useful Patterns

Designs by Grace Margaret Gould
I

Drawings by Marguerite D. Savage

No. 2336—Low-Neck Brassiere Buttoned
at Back

34 to 48 bust. Pattern, ten cents

No. 2337—Brassiere with Pockets for

Shields

34 to 48 bust. Pattern, ten cents

I I

No. 2338—Empire Neglig& in Two Styles

32 to 44 bust. Pattern, ten cents

Woman's Home Compamion patterns canuot be pur-

chased iu stores or through agencies. They may only
be ordered trom our three pattern depots. Send to

the depot nearest your home: Pattern Department,
Fabm and Fireside, 381 Fourth Avenue, New York
City ; Pattern Department, Farm axd Fireside.

Springfield, Ohio; Pattern Department. Farm a.\d

Fireside. 1554 California Street, Denver, Colorado.

No. 2327

No. 2328

Copyright, 1913, by The Crowell Publishing Company

No. 2323—Misses' CoUarless
Waist with Chemisette

12 to 18 years- Pattern, ten cents

No. 2324—Misses' Three-Piece
Skirt with Beind

12 to t8 years. Pattern, ten cents
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WILD MANyBORNEO

How Mandy Saw the Circus

T.HERE were flaming posters on all

the board fences in Pottstowu. and
in front of each fence was an en-
thusiastic crowd of small boys,

pointing out to one another the manifold
wonders- advertised to be seen only in
"The Mammoth Thr(!e-Ring Circus- and
Hippodrome—The Greatest Show on
Earth."
In a cabin a little on the outskirts of

the town lived the Judson family, con-
sisting of '"Pa and lla Judson," as they
were familiarly known, and two children,
Mandy and Bud. Mandy, a big over-
grown girl of fifteen, and Bud, who, as
he expressed it, was "goin' on thirteen,"
were among the most ardent admirers of
the show-bills.

"I'm goin'," declared Bud, as he and
Mandy tore themselves away from the
last fascinating fence between their
house and town, two days before the
circus.

"How you goin' to?" inquired Mandy,
digging her bare toes into the sand as
she walked.
"Don't know—I guess I kin earn my way

in—water the elephants or somethin ."

"Oh, Bud ; take me I" pleaded Mandy.
"You know I ain't ever seen a circus yet,

on the iii-iide, I mean."
"Can't," said Bud briefly. "Boys kin

earn their way in, but girls can't, and I

ain't got no money, nor Pop ain't, fer I

axed him."
"I jist can't gin it up '" she said to

herself. "Seems as if I must see 'em."

It was pretty hard not to crj*

that evening when Bud trium-
phantly showed two bright ten-

cent pieces which he had earned.
I'll sure earn the other five cents
to-morrow, 'n mebbe more, so 's I

kin git into one of the side-shows.
My eye .' But I'd like to see that
there fat woman '. It says she
can't get through any door in a
house, but she just stands on the
grounds where she's to be seen,

an' thev build the tent around
her."
Pottstown was early astir, and

the town soon wore a ga.y appear-
ance. Bud departed almost be-
fore daylight with his breakfast
in his pockets, and despair set-

tled down upon Mandy until she
remembered the parade. That,
at least, .she could see from start
to finish. As soon as the dishes
were done .she slipped through
the gate and sped away down
the road toward town.
Men were busy putting up the

gi'eat tent, while the .side-show
tents already dotted the green
field, and there was an appetizing
smell of coffee and sausages.
:Mandy crept into the grounds in

the shadow of a huge wagon and
settled herself on a pile of boards
behind another wagon, whence
.she could watch without being
seen. Tlie wagon behind which
she sat contained some monkeys,
and one of these climbed up and
pressed his little wrinkled face
against the bars of the ventila-
tor near the top of the cage.
After gazing intently at Mandy
for a few moments, he gravels'
thrust one little arm through the
bars and offered his paw. Mandy
reached up and shook the little brown
hand. .Just then a terrific roar near by
made her lose her balance on her pile of
boards, and .she tottered over on to the
ground, where she stood undecided which
way to flee.

"Goodness gracious I That must have
been a lion," she .said to her.self. "I hoi)e

he ain't loose I"

Soon there began to \ye preparations
for the street parade. One by one the
canvas covers were drawn off the gilded
wagons, and enrapture<l Mandy saw the
chariots of her dreams. When the largest
wagon of all was uncovered, the one all

looking-glasses with the world on top of
it and a sort of throne on top of that,
she caught her breath with delight.' She
left her hiding-place behind the friendly
monkey'.s cage and stood beside this won-
derful wagon. A man was harnesshig six

cream-white horses to it, with .scarlet

plumes on their heads and glittering tells

on their harness, and a man with a note-
book in his hand stood beside iilm.

"Hurry up now ! I>ook alive, man

!

Where's Melia, it's time to start the pa-

By Flora Charlotte Finley

rade, and thLs wagon comes next in line.

Sampson, tell Melia to hurry herself up
here."

"Melia's sick this mornln', sir," stated
Sampson. "Says she can't ride, nohow."
"WTiat shall we do? No Goddess of

Liberty I This wagon will have to be
left out of the parade, then. Wait," he
cried suddenly, swooping down upon the
astonished Mandy. "Will you ride on
this wagon in the parade? I'll pay you
and give vou a ticket to the show if you
will.''^

Mandy's breath was so taken away
that she could only stare. He shook her
lightly by the arm.
"Hm-ry up now. Will you do it?"

"Oh. yes," gasped Mandy.
"Here, Sampson, take her to the dress-

ing tent, and tell them to put Melia's togs
on her."
Mandy was hurried off to the little

tent, where she was dressed in a flowing
red, "white and blue robe, not over-clean,
her hair was unbraided and a heavy
crown which smelled brassy was tied on
her head.
"Now hold up your dress and hurry,"

was the command, and Mandy stumbled
out of the tent toward the wagon, where
a man swung her up to the top in a
trice. "Now .sit up straight and hold
on tight," he said. "Drive on, John."
She steadied herself with one hand,

while she adjusted her gorgeous robe
with the other and then leaned back on
her throne and gave herself up to the

with crashing of bands and cheers from
the people. She found her throne a very
uncomfortable place, as the sun came out
hot and bright. The dust, too, rose in
stifling clouds, and the branches of the
trees slapped her in the face and pulled
out strands of her hair as she passed
beneath them. She was tired but happy.
She had earned her ticket, and she would
see the wonders Inside of the tent. At
last the parade returned to the grounds,
and Mandy dropped from her high perch,
so cramped she could scarcely stand,
into the arms held up to help her down.
"Here we are I" said the man with a

note-book, who always said that before
he said anything else. "Much obliged,
little girl. Now you go into that tent
and see the show," and he thrust a ticket

and a bright twentj--five-cent piece into
Mandy's hand and vanished In the crowd.
That night when Bud was telling his

experience, Mandy waited until he had
finished, and then she told the astonished
famUy how she had seen the circus.

She found her throne an uncomfortable position

delight and wonder of her position. Soon
there was a crash of music from the
band, the gates were opened wide, and
the gorgeous street parade of the Mam-
moth Circus and Hippodrome was on its

way.
"My," chuckled Mandy to herself. "If

the folks could only see me now, they
wouldn't know 'twas me, I bet !"

To her intense amusement, Bud sat on
the topmost post of the fenc-e as the pro-
cession passed through the gate and
actually gazed with awe into the very
face of the Goddess of Lilierty and didn't

recognize her. She would have waved
him a salute if she had dared, but the
throne was very unsteady, and it be-

hooved her to hold on as tightly as pos-
sible, and then a crown requires a
stiff neck to keep it in proper position,

so she rolled on past the unconscious
Bud in all her splendor, and on down the
familiar street, stared at by the admiring
crowd and actually passing by her own
father and rar)tlier, who were as uncon-
scious of her presence as Bud had been.
On and on through the town they went,

A Cousin Sally Letter

rvEAR COUSINS—No children in all

•"the world are more suni-ounded by
opportimities than American boys and
girls. Perhaps some of you have not
thought of your life in this way, or have
believed that other ways of life were
richer. But it is not so.

Why, you can even have colleges
brought to i/ou Instead of going to them.

The entire Department of Agri-
culture at Washington, D. C, is

at your service, and your state
experiment station Ls only wait-
ing to learn that you want special
training for the profession of
farming, if you're a boy ; or do-
mestic science, bee-keeping or
poultry-raising, if you're a girl.

If .vou are really anxious for
this free education all you have
to do is to make up your mind
as to what you want to be, then
write to the Secretary of Agri-
culture. Department of Agricul-
ture, W^ashington, D. C, or to
your state experiment station
and ask for bulletins to teach
you these sciences, and—settle

down to study and work. For
study and work must be com-
bined if you want to win success.

If you are willing to pay the
price, which I am sure you, as
an ambitious girl or boy, are
anxious to do, pretty soon you
will find your air-castle growing
into a reality. I want to think
of my boys and girls as being
ambitious : I want them to

dream, but still more do I want
them to persist like the great
English orator. Richard Brinsley
Sheridan, who per.sisted in his
aim to enter the English Parlia-
ment until he achieved that, for
he had set his heart upon becom-
ing a famous speaker. Some of

Ms first .speeches were called fail-

ures; you see he had to learn

the art.

After one .such speech, at

which the hearers laughed, he
sank down into his seat .saying,

"It is in me, and it .shall come
out"—which meant pluck.

He had the pluck which aims high and
will not be discouraged, and so instead

of quitting he kept on until he gained the

fame he was willing to pay the price to

gain.

Grit combined with earnest effort

works wonders for anyone in whatever
work they love best.

The farm boy can, and should be as

determined to make a success of his

profession as though he were working
for the presidency, for earning the sin-

cere respect of yourself and those who
know you is a task worthy the effort of

any boy or man. It pays in every way.
Faithfully, Cousin Sally.

D
Letters from the Cousins
EAR Cousin Sally—We have lovely

woods on our farm, and there is a

creek which runs through the pasture.

We call our home Green Wood Farm.
My dog's name is Nip. One day he acted
funny, running from one room to an-

other, making us think he was sick. So
Mama gave him some medicine. The

next morning he seemed no better. Come
to find out, he had a few btu-s in his
hair. Wasn't that a good joke on us?
Nip was all right as soon as Papa got
the burs out. Your loving little friend,

GwEXDOLTx Spink,
Watertown, New York.

Deae Cousin Saillt—I am ten years
old and was promoted to the sixth grade
for next year. My school was out March
21st. I write with my left hand, but try
to do as well with it as if I used my
right hand. I love books and have read
"Little Women," "The Eight Cou.sins,"
"Rose in Bloom," "Mildred Keith" and
a number of others.

Our Sunday-school boys and girls have
a society called "B. G. Society," motto.
Be Good. All take some j)art In it. I
speak a piece next Sunday. We send our
collection money to orphans' homes.

Your cousin, Merle Gettingee.
Homewood, Kansas.

Dear Cousin Saixt—I live on a farm
of 2.50 acres. I am sixteen years old,

am in the eighth grade and e^speaf. to
get through school this year. I have a
splendid collie for a pet. Your cousin,

Norton Wedge,
Harpersville, New York.

Dear Cousin Sally—Our summer
school has been going on. I asked
Mama about being a partner, and she
said I wouldn't have time to take care
of chickens now, but after school was
out I could set some hens for myself.
Mama said it would be nice for me to
have part in the chicken-rai.sing.

Your loving cousin,
Lena Miller, Humphreys, Missouri.

Dear Cousin Sally—Because I love
to do things for my baby brother I have
been working buttonholes in his clothes.
I like the secret of our club. I love
music and took lessons all last summer.
I like to go to Sunday-school and church.
We live in the country. It is nice all

the time., but nicest in the .summer. T

am twelve years old. Your cousin.
Eliza H. Allen,

Rummerfield, Pennsylvania.

Deae Cousin Sally—I joined the
Cousin Sally Club last summer. I help
Mother with the dishes. I cook some
too. I like -that, for Mother lets me
make cookies and cake sometimes. I like
to skate, and I don't have far to go, for
we live in sight of the pond.

Your loving cousin,
Viola E. Forrester,

Foxboro. Massachusetts.

Dear Cousin Sally—-I am a little girl

nine years old. I live near Orrville,
Ohio. I have two pet cats, Tabbie and
Whitey, and a pet dog named Sport.
Sport is a very bright dog. He pla>-s.

hide and seek with me, .sits up and begs,
and barks when he wants a drink. He
and I are great friends. With love,

Florence ^utse Rauck,
Orrville, Ohio.

Dear Cousin Sally—I am a little

Michigan boy who tries to be a help to
his parents. I go half a mile after the
cows every night for my father. I helped
him drive some cattle he had .sold five

miles to market. I am ten years old. I

think all boys should help their parents,
don't .vou? Your cousin,

John York, Portland, Michigan.

Dear Cousin Sally—I love our club,

and I sincerely promise to be a loyal

menil)er. I am a great lover of flowers
and birds. I live within two miles of
the De Sota Falls, which are upon Look-
out Mountain. Near the falls are rock
houses in which the Indians used to stay.

Your true cousin, Lilly Ma.nnino,
Valley Head, Alabana.

•
Dear Cousin Sally—I have been

away on a nice visit. I hcHp Mama
wash and iron, wash dishes, dust, sweep,
make beds and sew some by hand, and
by machine a little. I am making a
quilt and lack just a few blocks of hav-
ing it done. Xour cousin,

Lula Welker, Bessville, Missouri.



IN FRONTENAC CAVE
[CONTINUED FKOM PAGE 14]

We were all by this time pretty hun-
'gry, and Dauphin offered to lead us to
another place where fish might be taken,
and where there was a fish-spear which
the band had used for a long time, and
which he had used since he had lived
alone. I mentioned that I was surprised
we had not found the way to this place,
when Dauphin said

:

; "You don't find that there place 'thout
you fall into.it and break your neck. It
goes straight down like a chimbley, and
then you go through another rat-hole and
come out in the river itself and walk
with the current, with your head down
go's you don't pound out your brains on
the roof, and your head up so's you don't
get drowned, and then you come out and
go this way and that till you come to it."

He led the way again, and it was much
as he had said. The fish-spear was a
good three-pronged one, and after we
had got two or three fish and he had
carefully put the spear where we had
found it so that Liverpool might not
know it had been touched,*w^went back,
listening a long time before we went up
the chimnej-, for fear we might meet
some of the gang coming down. We went
to our fire, which was not yet quite out,
and had a good meal.
After supper the Captain, who had

been very thoughtful ever since seeing
the dome to which Dauphin had taken
us, began to pace the floor by the fire

with his head bowed. I soon noticed
that he had his pipe in his teeth. When
Dauphin saw it he got up, drew a black
pouch out of his pocket and said

:

"Cap'n, you ain't got no tobacker, I
know. Take some o' mine, Cap'n ; you're
welcome, I .say."

Captain Archway stopped, wheeled
around and said

:

"Have you got tobacco, Gil?"
"Yes, I have, Cap'n, but no pipe." The

Captain took the pouch, and Dauphin
added : "You like tobacker same's I like
whisky, Cap'n."
The Captain stopped in filling his pipe,

and I thought would hand the pouch
back, but he didn't, only saying more
gently than he had spoken to him before,
"Yes, and it's no credit to either of us.
Dauphin. Why didn't you make a pipe
for yourself?"

"It was too much for me, Cap'n. I
didn't have no knife. I didn't have noth-
ing when they throwed me down, 'cept
some matches and a candle in my
pocket."
"Make him a pipe, Jud," said the Cap-

tain to me, as he lit his own, and I no-
ticed his hand trembled, he was that
excited, as he put on the coal.

I took my knife and whittled a bowl
but of a half-rotted knot readily enough,
but I was at a loss for a stem. "Get a
stalactite," said the Captain between
puffs, seeing the fix I was in. This I did,
finding a little one that was hollow like

a piece of macaroni ; and soon they were
both smoking away as comfortable as
you please.
The pipe seemed to revive the Cap-

tain's spirits wonderfully, and when he
had done he said

:

"Jud, we're on the right road at last,

and we'll be out of this in two days

—

that I promise. Dauphin, you go and
bring me ten or a dozen feet of our rope."
Dauphin set off, and I found myself

catching the enthusiasm of the Captain.
"Yes," I said, "things look better.

Dauphin will be a great help to us, es-

pecially if we get up in the other part
of the cave where the men are."

"Aye, Judson, I don't wonder at your
saying that," he returned, "at your age.
If you were as old as I am and knew
men as well as I believe I do, you would
think twice before you said it. Dauphin
may help us, but it's not much de-
pendence I shall put on him. He talks
strong enough against Liverpool now, but
it's all because he hates him, and hate
is a poor foundation to build on in such
a case as this. He hates Liverpool be-
cause he is afraid of him and has been
driven out of the band. But don't you
see how easy it would be for him to
get Liverpool's favor again by betraying
us? I don't say he would do it, but we
can't safely trust him."
This I had not thought of, but I saw

that the Captain was right.

"But we must get up into the other
part of the cave," went on the Captain,
"because I don't doubt he is right about
there being no place to get out in this
part. My plan is to make a pole of these
small sticks, binding them together with
strands of the rope, long enough to reach
up to the mouth of that tunnel and

he set to work that moment, and
stopped no more than to eat hurriedly
and sleep a few hours for what must
have been two or three days. Thus it

was he worked: First he took a dozen
of the small stick-s, each three or four
feet long, and spliced them together with
strands of the rope, making a slender
pole full thirty feet long. Then he took
other sticks of all lengths from two to
four feet and gradually overlaid the first

pole, letting no two joints come together,
and binding and winding every splice
with the rope strands. As much as he
could he twisted and wove the sticks to-

gether, but this was not much because
they were so dry and brittle; so mostly
they lay parallel, like the stems of a
bouquet of flowers, all wound and band-
aged with the rope strands. When the
pole was at last done it was three or four
inches through and very like a cable of
twigs.
While work on the pole was going on

Dauphin and I helped by gathering sticks
and picking out the best ones, though the
Captain rejected about ten thousand that
we thought would do well enough. At
first when we slept we went up the rope
to the Star Chamber, where I had so
roughly disturbed Gil Dauphin's slumber
by falling down over him. This we did
because Dauphin did not think it safe to
sleep where Liverpool might so easily
come at us ; but soon we had used so
much of the rope that it was not long
enough to reach, and as we hated to
spare the time to go up the Gopher-Hole,
we came to lying down and sleeping by
our fire. And no ill came of it, either.
When the pole was almost done the

Captain thought it best that we should
visit Sink-Hole Dome to see if it might
be that anyone had come down searching
for us, in which case we should not have
to risk the passage of the upper cave
after all. While he finished the pole,

Dauphin and I went on this errand ; but
we met with no reward. We were
obliged to go and come by way of the
Gopher-Hole, so did not go through the
Trap-Door, nor see the Star Chamber.
When we came near to our first bedroom
I heard the throbbing, now much louder
and filling all the neighborhood. It was
as if a dull thump was struck on all the
walls, ceilings and floors at once. Dau-
phin fell into a great state of terror on
hearing it, declaring it to be nothing less

than the Arch Fiend himself beating up
from below to get into Frontenac Cave
and catch him and his former mates.
But when we had got out of the hearing
of it he again became cheerful enough,
after his way, and set in to curse Liver-
pool and then his own ill luck in break-
ing with the gang before the division of
the plunder from the bank robbery.

"That's the way," he cried ; "there's
never no show for an honest man in this

here world. The others seen him taking
more'n his share, and what do they say?
They says nothing! Old Gil Dauphin
pipes up for honesty and fair play or
blood, and what does he get? He gets
blood, and his own blood, brought by
throwing of him alive down a pit a hun-
dred and fifty feet deep, with his neck
broke and the bats bunting at him three
days while he lays there waiting for his

neck to get right; and not a drop of
liquor to drink !"

But whatever Dauphin's luck had been
we soon had some bad luck of our own;
and a very ill kind of bad luck it was
too. When we got back to Fish Camp
we found the Captain standing proudly
beside his pole.

"It's all done," he cried, "and there'll

never be a better time to try it than this.

Here's a plenty of torch-sticks ready, and
fi.sh enough to last till we can get out, I

guess. Lay hold there, both of you, and
we'll carry it over."

It was a half-hour's travel to the place,

which we had come to call Dauphin's
Pit ; but the time did not seem long to

me, I was that excited. We went down
the Gun-Barrel almost at a trot, but still

as mice ; though it mattered not, and we
might as well have gone with a brass
band. For when we turned the sharp
corner just this side of the pit we came
smack upon two men, Liverpool and Joe
Rusk, with two more above at the mouth
of the tunnel and one coming down the
rope. The two men on the ground clapi)ed

their hands on their revolvers, and we
dropped our pole and ran back, better

scared than ever before, as was right
enough, with those fellows shooting and
coming behind ; and known, as they were,
to be good shots too.

[continued in the next issue]

10 DAYS' FREE TRIAL
We ship on approval Tvithont a cent
deposit, trelffht prepaid. l>ON'T
PAY A CKKT if you are not satisfied
after using the l)icycle 10 daye.

tin MflT DIIV ^ bicycle or a pair
UU IIU I DU I of tires from anyone
at any price until you receive our. latest

art eataloffS illustrating every kind of
bicycle, and have learned our unheard of
prices and marvelotts new offers.

nur pCUT is all it will cost you to

URl WtHI write a postal and every-
thing will be sent you free postpaid by
return mail. You will get much valuable in-
formation. I>o not wait) write it now>

TIRES, Coaster - Brake rear
wheels, lamps, Bundries at half usual prices.

Mead Cycle Co.aOept. F-83,Chicago

BOYS I This BaU Glove and SAc
Tbe Bp^' Magazine (6mos.)«fV

We will also include, without extra cost,

a book entitled ** Fifty Ways for Boys to

jEaro Money." Walter Camp edits

'The Boys' Magrazine. Each issue

of Una magaziae is filled with
clean, fascinating stories and in-

Btntctire articles, of intense interest
to every live boy. Departments devoted
to The Boy Scouts, Electricity, Mechan-
ics, Athletics, Photography, Carpentry,
Stamps and Coins. Colored covers and

beautifully illuBtpated throughout. This fielder's glove ismade
by one of the foremost American manufacturers, of finest tan
leather, felt padded, leather lined, web thumb, deep pocket.
Guaranteed. Satisfaction, or money refunded. Order today,

TbeScottF. EedfleldCo., 967Maiii St., Smethport, Pft.

The Boys' Magazine at all news-stands, loa a copy.

LEARN TO WRITE
ADV E R TlSEMEN T S EARN

$25 to $100

A WEEK
We can poaitively show you by mail HOW TO INCREASE TOUR
SALARY. Book mailed free. Pace-PaTlg, Dept. 2S, Chicago, 111

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

CleanBei and beaatifles the h^^fe
Proinot«s a Itmiri&Dt gTowtlu
Never Fails to Bestore Gray
Hair to ita Touthful Color*

Prevents hair falling:.
I 60c. and $1.00 at Druegistfl.

It is to your advantage to mention Farm and Fire-
side in writing to advertisers. Farm and ' Fireside
folks get the very best attention.

DAISY FT Y KIT I FR P'*"^ anywhere, aV

Neat, clean, ornament-
al, convenient, cheap.
Lasts all season. Made
of metal, can't spil] or
tip over ;will not soUor
injure anything. Guar-
anteed effective. Sold
by dealersjOrBsent by
express prepaid for %1.

HAROLD SOMERS,
150 DeKalb Ave.,
Brooklyn, 5,T.

DON'T PAY TWO PRICES
'^P'ym ,

1 1 \(~rj Save $8.00 to (22.00 on

^Hoosier Ranges
and Heaters

Why not buy the Best VFhcD yon can
boy them at autsh low imheard-of

Factory prices. Our new
improvements absolutely
surpass anything ever pro-
duced. Save enough on a
single Btove to buy your
winter'e faeL Thirty days
freo trial in your own home

before you buy. Send postal
today for lar^o Tree
catalosr and prices. J/
126 State St., Marion, ind.

^

BOYS! AIR-RIFLE
Without Spending One Cent

The Daisy Air-Rifle is a re-

peater. It shoots 350 times

without reloading. It is

strong, durable and shoots

accurately. It cultivates

trueness of sight and
evenness of nerve.

These
fine air-

rifles are
provided

This rifle is harm-
less. It uses no
powder— j ust

air.

Air is plen-

tiful and
shot costs

but 10c

for 1,000.

with pistol

grip, true
sights, and are
strongly made
Boys have use for it

every minute—hunt-

ing in the woods
shooting at targets,

drilling as soldiers,

and i n n u m e r ab 1 e

uses that only boys can
discover. Every boy will

want one of these rifles, and
this is an unusual opportu-
nity to get a high-class Air-

Rifle.

BOYS
Send a postal to Farm and Firesidk
to-day. Just say you want an Air-
Rifle -without having to pay one cent.
Thousands of happy boys easily earned
them this way. Write to-day. Address

Farm and fireside
SPRINGFIELD, OHIO

USE
THIS WONDERFUL rnrp
DISHWASHER fKtit
FOR THIRTY DAYS

This is the Kitcbenette Family Dish-
washer—the machine that will wash
and sterilize the dishes used by any
family in a few minutes. No need to
put your hands in water.
The Kitchenette Dishwash-
er does the work. It is so
easy and simple tbat a child
can use it and it is rigidly
guaranteed.

Every Housekeeper should
have one at once. We don't
ask you to buy it until you
have used it for 30 days and
proved to your own satisfac-
tion that it will do the work.
The KitchenetteDishwasher has
been tested and approved by
the Good Housekeeping Insti-
tute of New York City.

We ship you a Eitcbenettc Dishwasher with freight prepa^id.' Use it for 30
days, then if you want it, take advantage of the c&sh discount or pay on oat
easiest of easy payment plans. If not as represented we wlU take it back aft

our expense.

CARY-DAVIS CO., Inc., 42 Pearl St., Buffalo. N, T., Dept. M-l
Please send me complete information about the Eltchenette Family Dieb*

washer, with full partieolars of your free trial offer.
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How toWinThis Motor-Cycle
For Boys, Girls, Men

and Women. Every-

body Rides Motor-

Cycles Nowadays.

Join the Motor Club

To-day. Every Mem-

ber Gets a Fine Prize.

You Can't Lose.

Farm and Fireside Offers You This Fine Prize

WOULD you like to win a Motor-Cycle? Then here

is the chance of a lifetime. The publishers of Farm
and Fireside, The National Farm Paper, are going

to give a standard Motor-Cycle to some member of the Motor-

Cycle Club soon. You can be that lucky person if you really

and truly want a ^Motor-Cycle and are willing to do a slight

favor for Farm and Fireside. You should send your

name and address in to the Motor Man right away so

that you will know just what to do to become a member
of this remarkable Club. The slight task required of you

will only be good fun, and besides this Grand Prize, every

member of the Motor-Cvcle Club receives a fine reward.

Motor-Cycles are more popular to-day than ever before.

They combine many of the advantages of the bicycle and

automobile. You can travel just as fast and as far as with

an automobile and carry a whole lot of luggage too. The
cost of running a Motor-Cycle is very slight,—hardly more
than an ordinary bicycle. A Motor-Cycle will travel a road

that would be impossible for a bicycle or automobile. If you
want to take a trip to town or call on a neighbor, just get

into the saddle and turn on the power, and away you go

like the wind. For speed the Alotor-Cycle beats them all.

You can take a long ride before breakfast and not be away
more than an hour, or travel across several States in a few da vs.

You Have Hundreds of Different Uses for a Motor-Cycle

winter or summer, rain or shine, makes little difference
to the Motor-Cycle

The Motor-C\clc will carry
the whole crowd

The R. F. n. carrier's work is e;i

with a Motor-Cycle

How to Join the Motor-Cycle Club
p*VERY year Farm and Fireside gives away many fine prizes

and pays thousands of dollars in cash just to advertise the paper.

Our policy is to continue to make many more new friends for Farm
and Fireside and make our old friends like the paper |still better.

The paper is now thirty-five years old, and this policy has been so

successful that we have thousands of loyal friends in every State in

the Union—yes, and in a good many foreign countries too. Just

millions of people know about the paper and would not be without it.

The Motor-Cycle Club is organized especially to carry out this

generous policy of the paper which has proven so successful in

making new friends. This is the reason why we can give away
such valuable prizes to Club Members. Simply send your name
and address to the Motor Man, Farm and Fireside, Springfield,

Ohio—a post-card will do, or fill out the below coupon and mail it

right away. The Motor Man will send you full particulars explain-

ing just how you can become a member of this remarkable club.

Mail ThisCoupon To-dayand Getl,OOOFree Votes

TUST fill out this coupon and mail it right away. To-day
is the time to act. If you wish to become a full-fledged

member at once, then send along two one-year subscrip-

tions at 50 cents each, and you will be a charter

^ member of the Club. It is very important that you
I would like lo join the Moior- get an early start. Every person who promptly

m '''J'1;''' /^',"^r r< n
** answers this advertisement will receive 1,000 free

Membership Ccrtincate and full % i_ • i
information about the Club. \ VOteS as a Starter, SO 06 qUlCK.

A/y Name is *

Motor Man,
Farm and Fireside,

Springfield, Ohio

Every Club Member Makes Money
jrV'ERY member of the Motor-Cycle Club has a chance to make

splendid money because we will allow you a big cash commis-
sion for every subscription that you get for this splendid National

Farm Paper. You will be surprised to find how easy it is to get

subscribers for the paper. It comes every other Saturday and has

more and better reading matter than lots of papers that cost twice

as much money. That's the reason it is so easy to get subscribers

for Farm and Fireside.

0.

Address: FARM AND FIRESIDE, SPRINGFIELD, OHIO
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THE POINTS
OF INTEREST IN THE
COMING NUMBER WITH THE EDITOR

ADVERTISEIVIENTS
IN FARM AND FIRESIDE

ARE GUARANTEED

special Articles

Committees of various sorts, sent out
by various organizations with the idea
of learning why it is that so many
European farmers are able to get

money easily while the American
farmer is obliged to i>ay a high rate of
interest, have been darting back and
forth over Europe for some time past.

Many indi^•id^lals are there now.
What they will find out remains to

be seen, but Fak>[ axd FIbeside in

the next issue will present the con-
ditions right up to the minute as they
ar« known. American farmers may
be able to add to their information
along these financial lines.

Farm Notes

Are you taking advantage of the vari-
ous kinks suggested in Fabm and
Fireside? In this department for
the next issue we will suggest some
knots which may be used to make the
work easier. Every farmer should
work hard in order to work easily ; we
have taken the first burden from you
in presenting these rope suggestions.

Crops and Soils

Boys have been winning prizes in
various contests so frequently that
corn contests have perhaps become
monotonous to us ; but how a boy can
raise 133 bushels of corn on an acre,

the real facts in the matter, are
always of interest. This account wUl
appear August 30th.

Poultry

Some time ago the newspapers pub-
lished an account of a wonderful hen
that lived so long and produced so
many eggs. You have read the story

as the newspapers gave it. but the

owner of this hen will give us the
real story in Fabm and Fireside.
The hen teas a wonderful hen, but as
we have read this account we credit

the owner with some qualities worth
imitating.

Lioe Stock ""^ Dairy

The questions and answers which have
been given in our Live-Stock Depart-
ment have proven so acceptable to our
readers that we are going to try to

get more and more of these into future
issues. These questions and answers
are merely a part of the work done by
our Service Bureau which is available

to any reader of the paper. When
writing to Farm axd Fibeside, how-
ever, be sure to make your questions
perfectly plain ; otherwise the answer
may be incomplete to you.

Fireless-Cool(er Canning

There will be an article on the new
method of canning which almost does
away with fuel and with labor.

Think of finishing yonr canning while
you are sleeping at night I You need
not be a sleep-walker to do this, if

you read Farm a:^d Fireside for

August 30th.

Cousin Sally Congress

Cousins from all over our country are
going to have an important congress
which will be held on the children's

page. Cousin Sally's face will beam
its friendly encouragement upon them
as they tell her and one another about
their work and their play, their ambi-
tions and their difiBculties. Nothing
is better than friendship, and it is a

joy to The National Farm Paper to

introduce to one another so many fine

boys and girls living in all parts of

onr great country. Their interest-s

are diversified by circumstances, but
united by patriotism and by loyalty

to the high principles of the Cousin
Sally Club.

Crochet Alphabet

Evelyn Holbrook seems to have re-

futed Solomon's diKconraging remark,
that '"There is nothing new under the
sun." by giving dir<H-ti<>ns for the

marking of linen by a crocheted alpha-
bet. This is something which will

give distinction to ii guest-room.

Fashions

Miss Gould will show us many simple
and handsome models of school clothes
for boys and girU.

Put fifty pen-
nies in a hat and
throw them until
they all fall
heads or tails,

and you'll be an
awfully old man
before you get
through. After
a few billion
throws, though,
they would fall
that way.

There is an organization called the American Grade

Look Out for Dairy Cattle Breeders' A,s60oiation, the secretary of

the CommOIl Cow which has .said something—or is reported to have

said something. This is his r^nark : "I -am con-

fident that some old farmer is going to spring up fi'om some baclrwoods and

show ns a common old cow that Will exc-el these ten thousand dollar pedi-

greed and pampered beauties."

Well, when he does produce this common old cow he will be justified in

springing u]) to a great height and knocking his heels together several times.

For he will be the recipient of the greatest piece of luck any man ever had.

Of course he may do it. Far be it from me to say that anything is im-

possible. Once a Swedish citizen was on trial before a Swedish justice of

the peace for the crime of mayhem. The particular offense charged being

that he had bit off an Irishman's nose. The
nose was bitten off in a fight between Mr.

Oleson and Mr. O'Brien. That was true and
undisputed. The question was, who bit it off.

Justice Swenson-, after taking the case

imder adrtsement. gave his decision in favor

of Mr. Oleson. "But," cried the prosecuting

attorney, "your Honor, this man's nose is off

!

Nobody could have bitten it off but Oleson. I

am astounded at your Honor's decision :"

"Veil," said the justice, "de defendant

bane entitled to de benefit of every doubt
Wit God all tings bane possible—mebbe he

bite off his own nose !"

All things l^ing possible, maybe the old

farmer will one of these days spring up with

the scrub cow which will beat the ten-thou-

sand-dollar beauties. But it will be only

when somebody bites off his own nose.

What is the difference anyhow between a pure-bred animal and a scrub?

It is a difference In ancestors, that is all. No animal can get anything from
any source except its ancestors. All its qualities must be found somewhere
In its line of breeding. There may be such things as "sports" which are acci-

dental combinations of qualities which seem outside the line of breeding.

Justin Morgan, the great staUion from whom the Morgan horse started, was
such an animal. But we can't say that, because we don't know what was in

his pedigree, there was nothing but scrubs in it.

Put fifty pennies m a hat and throw them until they aU fall heads or

tails, and you'll be an awfully old man before you get through. After a few
billion throws, though, they would fall that way, acc-ording to the mathe-
matical doctrine of probabilities. You would then be entitled to spring up
along with the old farmer from the backwoods with the prize scrub cow. With
God even these things are possible—but they offer small justification for the

"confidence" of the Secretary of the Grade Dairy Cattle Breeders' Association.

But if you had a hatful of double-headed pennies,

How Pennies yoti could throw them all heads all the time. And
Resemble Heredity even if there were in the hat two or three ordinary

I)ennles, you' could throw all heads often. The pen-

nies you throw in breeding cattle, chickens and all- other live stock are the

qualities of the ancestors of the stock. The biologists call them "genetic

units." All the genetic, units in the calf must be in the bull and the cow.

There are thousands of the.se genetic units. They are the pennies you throw
from the live-stock hat when you breed your animals.

A pure-bred animal is a hatful of double-headed pennies—with a few
ordinary ones mixed In. A scrub animal is a hatful of ordlnaiy pennies—with
a few double-headed ones mixed in. The longer the line of good ancestors

fiom which the pure-bred is desc-ended, the fewer ordinary pennies will there

be in the hat. And the more good beasts there happen to be in the ancestry of

the scrub, the more of the double-heade<l pennies will there be.

Breeding, then, is a system, continued

over many year.s, of loading the hat with dou-

ble-heade<l pennies. That is why the oldest

breeds in all animals have their characters

most firmlj' fixed. No horse is so strongly

bred as the Arabian, because the Arab-horse
hat has had all the common pennies weeded
out by centuries of picking out and throwing
away. All the genetic units are good ones.

That is why pure blood Ls so prepotent.

Fifty per cent of the blood of a first cross of

a pure-bred and a scriib comes from one line

of anc-estors, and fifty from the other. The
scrub blood has its good and its bad pennies
in the hat Tlie pure blood is almost all dou-
ble-heade<l pennies. The pure blood throws
all its influences one way. The scrub blood is

neutral, divided up, higgledy-piggledy. The
massed forces of the pure blood overcome by

their force in one direction the disorganized tendencies of the scrub blood. It

is the impact of traine<l troops on a mob.

Scrub breeding is mob breeding. Pure-bred breeding is the marching of
trained troops of genetic units. Scrub breeding is accidental. Pure bre<^ding

is sy.stematic breeding. Pure breeding uses double-heade<l i)ennips, and marked
cards. When the man comes along who can btjat that game by accident, he
may well .spring up and crow. But he hasn't sprung up yet.

Pure breeding
uses double-
headed pennies,
and marked
cards. When
the man comes
along who can
beat that game
by accident, he
may well spring
up and crow.
But he hasn't
sprung up yet.
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Better Babies Again

IF
WE glance through magazines and papers at the

present time our eje.s continually fall upon Better

Babies contests ; if we search the shelves of libra-

ries the number of volumes devoted to child-welfare is

invigorating. But now there is a new topic elbowing

its way into thought and literature which, in serving

the child, goes behind the child; one which reaches

great pre-natal causes. It is called eugenics, meaning

the development and improvement of the race. It

reminds our young men that if later they are to

become the fathers of wholesome babies they must

live purely and sanely at a season when wild oats

were once condoned. It teaches girls that if they

want to become mothers of sane and happy children

a careless romanticism will not suffice in the selection

of a husband, that love in the narrower sense—love

of each other—^is not enough ; that in making the

great choice not only or chiefly is the happiness of

husband and wife to be considered, but rather the

inheritance which will fall to the children of that

marriage. That pruriency of thought which was once

called modesty and which forbade the consideration

before marriage of the future family is being purged

in the sunshine of reverence for God's laws. There

is still another factor in the health of babies, the

special care which the mother should receive while

bearing them. Unless protected and given opportuni-

ties for rest and diversion during these periods she

will not give birth to vigorous children.

It seems as if this movement for Better Babies

should receive a powerful impetus from farming

people, who have but to call up as proof -of the

doctrine their treatment of seed and of live stock.

Let our future mothers have convenient houses for

their work, and many labor-saving devices, so that

strength and time remain for systematic exercise in

the open air, and for that just balance of work and

\ acation without which the body cannot be vigorous

enough, nor the mind sufficiently alert and cheerful

to nourish adequately the new organism. Give them

a horse and buggy, and good roads to drive over, and

a little pin-money of whose spending they need render

tio account. When all these things are done there

will be better babies on the farm.

Parcel Post: It's the theme of the da.v. Post-

master General Burleson Ls iucreasing weights and

reducing costs to make the postal system better serve

the people everjTvhere.

Cheaper Buying the Mate to Better

Marketing

A LOT of worthy movements are on foot. Take

"better marketing," for example. If the price of

potatoes could be raised two cents a bushel as the

result of the general interest and the federal investi-

gation in better marketing, the farmers would receive

many thousand dollars more for their potatoes this

year. But please notice the word "if." Farm and

FiEESiDE is optimistic in its belief that all the good

movements are going to do the farmer a lot of good

some day, but when it comes to paying this month's

grocery-bill or this year's interest on borrowed money,

the different iavestigations don't .seem to help very

much.

Right along with Ijetter marketing goes something

we haven't heard mentioned, and that is "cheaper

buj-ing." Cheaper buying is something that weVan put

mto effect right away. It is something that can be

studied individually and will be of individual benefit.

How many farmers or how many people in any

vocation have any system of classified knowledge on

the subject of buying? We are safe in guessing

anywhere between one and five per cent. As a rule

we buy too hastily. Take two women buying

groceries. One will give an order without asking

prices, and lay down the sum specified bj' the grocer.

The other will make inquiries as to relative values of

different articles on that particular day. If she can

get a pomid of bacon for three cents a pound less than

usual because it is the last piece, she takes it and has

a breakfast of bacon and eggs instead of pork-chops

as she intended. She buys carefully and intelligently,

and saves about twenty per cent.

Well-managed municipalities and state offices re-

quire sealed bids to be furnished for contracts and
supplies. Large business houses buy largely in the

same manner, or at least are careful that they are

buying on a strictfy competitive market. In brief,

they buy with a full knowledge of the prices and
quality of goods.

Individuals buy chiefly in two ways, by necessity

for articles that are needed at once or very soon, or

through some special inducement by which they are

led to believe that a certain bargain will not be

repeated or that market values will advance.

Probably ninety-five per cent, or more of all indi-

vidual purchases are on a non-competitive basis,

especially when the amount involved is less than a

dollar. Now if you want to buy a broom the value of

your time may prevent you from comparing values

and prices at more than one place, but one must

train himself to know values.

A row of catalogues from seed-houses, lumber-

dealers, nurseries, implement-dealers and wholesale

grocers will be a distinct addition to your collection

of bulletins, text-books and lists of commission hou.ses.

Find also what your local dealers carry in stock, and

what the prices are. Frequently you can save a neat

sum by buying materials and making certain necessi-

ties .yourself.

A farmer of the writer's acquaintance saved $45

on a four-horse power gasolene-engine of excellent

quality and that is giving perfect satisfaction merely

by not jumping at the first worm on the hook.

The first step in cheaper buying is taken when you

put yourself in a position where you are not forced to

buy because of the urgency of the moment. Subse-

quent steps are taken every time you know where you

can get a desired article of quality at the lowest price.

Fisherman's Luck
By Mattie Lee Hausgen

n/IY FATHER has a splendid reel.
''^ And books of lovely flies

!

His wading-boots, too, cost a deal.

And goggles for his eyes

!

I have a pole, twine, bent pin, worms.
My muddy legs are sights

!

I don't know any fishing terms.

But / get all the bites !

Farm Specialties and Hobbies

THE fable of the woman who put all of her eggs into

one basket and broke them will always be worth
telling. In that fable there is a warning for the

specialty farmers and the man who rides a new hobby.

Farm and Fireside believes in a dominant source of

income. In some localities it may be dairying, in

another it may be selling baled alfalfa-hay, and in still

another it may be gardening. But experience based on

a long period of years should determine the dominant
crop. And in addition there should be other crops to

be called upon to furnish an income in case the domi-

nant crop is not successful.

Sometimes a few acres planted to a new specialty

will yield astonishing returns the first year, and the

temptation to drop the old reliable crops and go in

for the novelty is strong. It is the temptation that

leads the gambler on to his ruin.

• If you go into the specialty on a large scale, you will

need more land, more implements, a greater invest-

ment and, above all, a bigger market outlet. If you
are financially independent you can afford to run the

risk of losing, but the few men of moderate means who
have gambled on a new specialty, who have won and
shouted out their success, are numerically insignificant

compared with those who have failed and kept quiet

about it from humiliation.

Putting all your land into one crop is as risky as the

woman putting all her eggs into one basket. Methods
that are radically new and crops that are new and
untried should be tried on a small scale for several

year,s before plunging deep.

A German scientist has discovered that one-year-old

twigs of vines when finely ground and fed to horses,

steers and cows were about equal in food value to

straw as a feed.

Buy Lightning-Rods

THE lightning-roid has suffered from bad associa-

tions. It has been ruined by the lightning-rod

pedler. Every property-owner, when the lightning-

rod is mentioned, at once thinks of the smooth-talking

fellow who asks as a privilege to be allowed to "rod

the buildings as an advertisement," and asks the

pleased recipient of the gift to sign a statement that

the rods were put on b.v his consent—or some other

paper.

Then four hundred dollars' worth of the stuff

erected when the folks are away, and a promissory

note at the bank!

Such rods are not likely to be well put up. Rascals

never do efficient work, save in rascality.

But, according to the fire marshal of Wisconsin,

lightning-rods are not only good things, but almost as

necessary as insurance—perhaps more necessary.

Thirty Ohio mutual - fire-insurance companies paid

out for lightning losses in 1912 on rodded buildings

.?25.51, and on buildings not rodded ,$29,998.05. The
statement ought to show how many risks there were

of each sort, but unfortunately doesn't. In Wisconsin

in the same year there were only three fires from

lightning in buildings provided with rods, and 226 in

buildings not rodded. In each case where a rodded

building was fired by lightning, the rodding was
defective or supposedly so.

More fires are caused by lightning than any one

other cause except defective flues, and no kind of

fires may be so easily prevented. The remedy is the

lightning-rod. The man who rods his buildings

should study the matter. His rods .should reach far

enough above the peaks of his buildings to di-aw the

lightning. There should be enough of them. They
should be large enough to carry off the hea^-iest

discharge. And they should reach permanent

moisture in the earth. And they should not be put

up by smooth-talking strangers.
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Veterinarians—Good and Bad
The Veterinary Profession Needs Weeding Out. Wliat

Are We Going to Do About It?

FOUNTAIN
OF YOUTM
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For Better Veterinary' Service

By Dr. C. W. McCampbell
Secretary. Kansas Live-Stock Registry Board

iHE services rendered by practising veteri-

narians is a matter of great importance to

the live-stock interests of tlie country,
particularly the service rendered in at-

tempting to control and eradicate con-

ta.tfions and infectious disea.ses. If the
veterinarian renders competent service he
is a puhlic benefactor, but if he renders
incomiHi'tent service he may become a

public menace. The latter can be prevented.
From various si>urc«; comes the complaint that the

servnce fendered by the average practising veteri-

narian Ls not .sjitisfactory. Two parties, the practi-

tioner and the patron, must l>e considered in seeking
the cau.se for this complaint. I believe I am in a
position to see and to appreciate the position of both,

and it seems that there are two principal reasons why
the sers'ice rendered by the average veterinarian is

not more sjitisfactory. The lirst is a lack of appre-
ciation of competent veterinary service by the general
public, and this creates a field for qtiacks and incom-
ftetent graduate veterinarians : second, failure upon
the part of many veterinarians to make the interests

of the live-stock pro<lucers their own interests.

I am thoroughly convinced that the lack of
apprecL-ition of competent veterinary service is the
all-imjMirtant reason for the present condition of
aff.-tirs. Durina the past winter it was my privilege

to tiear this ([uestion discussed by the committee on
live stoc-k -.f u certain legislature. These men were
supposed tn repre.sent the .sentiment of the general
public and the l>est interests of the live-stock industry
of that State. Tlie chairman and the majority of this

••(•lumittee boast of the fact that they are progressive
slo<-kmen. At this particular session the chairman
expressed the opinion that the non-graduate was more
officient than the graduate veterinarian because he
had se<-uretl his knowletlge through the school of
practi'-al exjierience. and that it was all a matter of
e.\i)erience rather thai! one of education. This seemed
to be the sentiment of the whole committee.

The Quack Will Cause Only Trouble

This same committee was very indignant when it

was sugsested that a bill be pa.ssed prohibiting
incomfietent veterinarians from practising in the
State, i.ater it recommended for passage a bill wliieh

put-s the competent graduate and the quack upon
practically the same basis. There is a very urgent
need for more rigid laws to regulate the practice of
veterinary medicine in every State in the Union.
The control of infectious diseases depends largel.v

urxin the closest observation of the minutest details

and scientifi"- technic? which c:in be mastered only
throtigh diligent study and application in the clas.s-

room and the lalMU-atory. C'<"rt;iin lines of .serum
tli»-rap.v, when proi»Tly handled, have proven to Ix? of
inestimable value to our live-stock Interests, Yet we
see failures on every haml, and whyV Because
inc-ompetent men are so often allowefl to do this work,
ami U'c-iuse too many owners of stock undc^rtake to

dictate to the veterinarian when and how the work
shall Ik? done. Yet they have not the slightest under-
stiindinsr of the very principles up<tn which succes.sful

tronfment deiK'nds,

Such conditions do not offer an attractive field for

the man who has the teniiHrament, the time aud the
moni-y to fit himself so that he may render comp:'tent
s<>rvice as a veterin:iri;in. hence the field is IxH-oming
filled with incompetent men, Buf a cour.se of in-

struction does not insure success,

I am in clo^»«! touch with over two hundred graduate
practisin'-' veterinarians, and the most successful of
the nunilxM- is a man who located where two other
Rra'lnates had faile<l. From tlie very start he studied
fho |n-<plilems of the farmers of that community and
made their interest.s his own interests; he was alwa.vs
fair and honest with his (latrons and was a usi>ful citi-

z<»n of that community. To-day the people of that com-
inunity glory in his siic<-ess. He has liecome their

fouiiM'lor as well as their veterinarian, Henw, the
IMTsoiiality of the veterinarian and his attitude
toward his patrons have a gn-at deal to do with the
satisf.-iction of the service rendered.

Control of Live-Stock Epidemics
By D, S. Burch

Aaaociate Editor. Farm and Fireside

o.TIKK many other situations affe< ting the farmer,
^JMthe veterinary situation has Ix-en drifting. It

lias \Ht'u driftiiiL' for the most part without captain
or crew; iiolMHly. in fact, has given it mueh reiil

nttention. But we do know that a lot of men with
veterinary titles attaclie<l to their names are firiving

around tlie country doctoring animals and colle<-ting

fee-..

Many of them are selling me<llclnes ami <lrugs

represented to cure or relieve dis<'ased conditions.
The i)rincl|>al |M>lnt of inr|uiry just now is to asii-rtain

when a farmer or liveryman <ir village deae<iii or
anyone else who has bafi esjierlence In handling and
tradiir.' horses ceases to Ixn-onie a layman in the eyes
of the medical jirofesslon and l>e<'omes a full-fl^nlged

vet«'rinarlan.

The matter is at once found to be one of state con-

trol, with the eroiihasis on the word "state," and the
word "control" almost silent. Let us take a specific

example, Wisconsin is generally conceded to be full.v

up to the average State in legislative affairs and some-
what in the lead in its agricultural work. Some weeks
ago I had occasion to discuss the veterinary situation

in Wisconsin with Dr, O, H, Eliason, State Veteri-

narian,
Wisconsin has approximately three hundred veteri-

narians, about one-half of whom are so-called

"licensed" men and the others are "graduate" veteri-

narians. The difference between the two classes Is,

briefly, this: From time to time up to 19J9, the
Wisconsin State Legislature passed laws providing
for the licensing in the veterinary profession of all

men who could secure two hundred and fifty names to

a statement that the applicant for the license had
l>een for ten years previous to date of application
making his living by practising veterinary medicine.
The applicants for licenses were not required to pass
any examinations, they were not required to have
any credentials of study of veterinary science, but
merely the endorsement of two hundred and fifty men.

Recognize the Legitimate Veterinarian

The graduate veterinarians are men who have
graduated from institutions where veterinary science
is taught, and have been examined aiid passed by a
board of examiners appointed by the governor. Both
classes of veteilnarlans are now practising in Wis-
consin and have equal privileges.

AVisconsin is now recognizing that the best veteri-

nary service is possible only when every practitioner
is required to be examined by the board of examiners,
and sentiment is demanding that all veterinarians be
graduates of institutions where they have had oppor-
tunity to learn their subjects and become comp3tent
StUl it will be years before the field is freed of the
men whose only endorsement for their fitness 'is a
list of two himdred and fifty names of personal
friends.

In lumdllng outbreaks of serious diseases such as
hog-cholera. Dr. Eliason has sent out a skilled repre-
sentative from his office to Instruct the local veteri-
narians in the treatment and the proper use of the
protective serum. Excellent results have been secured
by that system.

Eight here appears one of the biggest clouds in
the veterinary horizon. Various- colleges of agriculture
recognizing the public interest in the control of animal
diseases are, with the best of intentions no doubt,
undertaking to distribute serums, tuberculin and
kindred products. Reduced to lowest terms, this .ser-

vice is a great advertising boom for the colleges, but
is bad ftir the live stock and the farmer, Tlie latter
is erroneously made to believe that he can handle his
own live-stock diseases as well as can a veterinarian.
One of the most deplorable conditions of to-day is

the attitude of educational and experimental institu-
tions in grasping at state offices and attempting to
jipiiropriate for themselves legal and legislative
functions.

What Canada Has Done

Canada lias been more level-headed in the control
of animal disea.ses than any one State of the United
State.s, Here is an extract from action of the Cana-
dian Council of Ottawa

:

Whereas it is deemed advisable and in the public
interest that the importation, manufacture and sale
of hog-cholera serum and virus be prohibited in tiie

Dominion of Canada, therefore , . . the Governor-
General and Council . . . are pleased to order as
follows

:

The use of hog-cholera serum or virus being con-
sidered a source of danger, the importation, maunfac-
ture. sale or use of such serum or virus is prohibited.

This is not a reflection on the efficiency of the
serum and its ability to c-ontrol and prevent di.sease,
but rather a ,safeguard against the tinskllful handling
of the virus.

The loss from hogs dying under Canadian conditions
is considered less than the lo,ss following the unskilful
us«» of the .serum and the spread of the disea.se by
careless veterinarians going from herd to herd.
The iiisiiectors of the government are allowed to

value ordinary grade hogs at fifteen dollars and i)ure-
bred ho'_'s at fifty dollars, and the owner receives two
thirds nf the value as payment or comjiensation.

In dealing with an outbreak, not only diseased, but
also all contact hogs are destroyed. These are
slaughtered under veterinary inspection, and the
owner Is jiermitted to sell those which are found to
Ih- healthy for fofid.

The stringent methods of the Canadian government
may In- s<>ver<'ly criticized: in this country they might
be considered unconstitutional and autocratic, but
they nevertheless brini: excellent results.
Among the methods for raising the standard of the

veterliiaiy profession In the Fnited St.-ites may ;.e

enumeratefl

:

A rigid examiniition of nil applicants by a com-
petent board of veteriniiry exaniinerH,
A re-fxamiiiatiiin every five years,

_
Cancelation of liceiioes for malpractice or ineffi-

ciency,
AliKi'lnte state ciinfrol over nil vetetHnariiins :md

over the manufHcture and diHtribution of rem"<lie.s,
seruDiH and the stauipiug out of cont:igious diseases.

Quarantine a Minus Quantity
By B, F, W. Thorpe

Associate Editor. Farm and Fireside

OTr».A.RMERS are now giving much more critical
attention than in the pa.st to the causes that con-

tribute to the spread of infectious diseases amoiii;
their farm animahs. This fact is constantly being
brought out by letters rec-eived by Farm and Fireside.
These letters describe the reckless carelessness much
too commonly found among veterinarians as well as
practitionM-s of the "hoss" doctor school while making
professiouWl visits or investigating to determine
whether infectious diseases exist.
A letter from a subscriber In the near corn-belt

region graphically describes how a so-called veteri-
narian passed from farm to farm, in and through farm
buildings, hotel stables, blacksmith shops and public
conveyances, directly fi-om infected hog-lots aud
premises where hog-cholera was constantly causing
sickness and death of swine. In the locality men-
tioned by him seldom was there even a pretense made
to disinfect the clothing or hands of the veterinarian
or his helpers before leaving the premises where hog-
cholera existed.
Another letter from an indignant farmer in the

neighborhood above referred to was given to Farm
AND Fireside's veterinary expert, Dr, A. S, Alexander,
as a text for a sermon. Doctor Alexander handles the
matter without gloves in the following article.

Tom, Dick and Harry, Veterinarians
By A. S. Alexander

o XPFALLIXG is the lack of care shown by farmers
©./jLand veterinarians in dealing with eontaglou.s
diseases aud terrible the penalty paid. How careful
and anxious Is every man, woman and child in a
district when smallpox breaks out : how stringent
are the quarantine laws and how perfect the observ-
auc-e of such laws, local and state. Such exactly
should lie the feeling aud practic-e toward an outbreak
of cholera, glanders, authi-ax or foot-and-mouth
disease: the only difference being that animal and not
human lives are involved,

^Tien contagious foot-and-mouth disease breaks out
in America, as it has on a few occasions. L'ucle Sam
instantly takes hold, kills and utterly consumes with
fire all di.seased and exposed animals, perfectly estab-
lishes and enforces (luarantine regulations and i>er-

fectly cleanses, disinfects and whitewashes all con-
taminated buildings. The .same actions are in forc-e

abroad in like outbreaks of this fell dLsease,
There can be not the slightest question that the

pr&sent methods of handling such a disease as cholera
of the hog is lax, unscientific, dangerous, disastrous.
Every Tom, Dick and Harry may make and sell and
apply any serum he .sees fir, and the temptation has
hem to Introduce and vuse worthless .serums alleged
to have protective powers. It is high time that all

manufacture and sale of antltoxius, tulierculin,

,serums, vaccines, bacterlns, and such like biological
products and their use, should come under state anil

government supervision and control. When this is

done such agents for the protection of animals will

actually possess the protective powers claimed for
them, and they will be used iuvariably by men quali-
fied to give them intelligent application. Then deaths
will not lie caused by virulent serums or vaccines
which should contain no virus: then no bungling will
occur in diagnosis and application of protective
measures: then local, state and federal health otticers

and sanitarians will work in harmony and in union
and so wield a tremendously effective influence against
disease. There is no subject more deserving of con-
sideration by .state and federal legislative bodies.

All ocrurrences such as our corre.spondent recounts
must 1h> made impossible by local and state vigilance,
enforcement of sane and necessary laws and apiilica-
tion of ])enalties made aud provided. ^lore care
should be taken to cleanse, disinfect and whitewash
shipping-chutes; railroad pens, yards and c-jirs;

market i)ens and stables; show-yard imloadiug plat-
forms, pi'ns and buildings. Every farmer should
make it his invariable practice to quarantine each
new-bought beast long enough to make sure that it is

sounil and healthy. All auction sjiles of stock should
l)e under the control and supervision of state .sanitary
officials. At pre.stMit they are one of the chief .sources
of the sx)read of tulH>rculosis, contagious abortion, con-
tagious niammitis (garget^ and other diseases afflict-

ing horses, cattle. slie<»i) and swine.
No veterinarian should be employed b.v anyone to

handle dangerous disea.ses unless he has graduatitl
from a regular veterinary college, and all veteri-
narians should Ix' most careful that they do not
unwittingly or through culpable csirele.ssne.ss carry
ct»ntagious disi-ase from farm to farm. Lastly, it is

a wise^tnd profitable policy for every farmer to keei>

aw;i\- from farm.'? and other places where an outbreak
of contagious disea.se has occurretl atid to prevent
jieop'e or ifops from coming from such places onto the
iioiiie f.arni. Do the .sympathizing ami advising Ini

tclffth'tiir, and abandou the old-time dangerous
jiractice of discussing the matter iu the pens or on
the fenc»>.

Regard contasiiotis diseases of animals as if they
were smalliwx of man, and such diseases .soon will l)e-

come le.ss common, spread les,s and kill fewer animals.



Let More American Farms Grow Capons
A Sane and a Safe Poultry Business for Many Localities—Have You Thought About It?

By Alexis L. Clark

JUST recently I heard an argument on the relative

profits of egg production and capon-growing. It

was something like this : To secure an income
ot $2,000 a year approximately two thousand lay-

ing hens must be kept. After deducting cost of labor,

feed, interest on investment, annual repairs on prop-
erty, etc., and replacing a third to a half of the layers,

a jjroflt of o^'er one dollar per hen could hardly be
expected. Against this, to secure the same annual
income, only one himdred hens need be kept if all the
eggs produced during March, April, May and June are
set and capons made the prime object. During these
four months, which are the natural laying months,
the hens should lay at least a fifty-per-cent. yield, or
sixty eggs each. If half of these hatch, and two thirds
of those hatched are raised, there should be ten
cockei-els to caponize and ten pullets to sell as soft

roasters in the fall. This gentleman, who, hy the way,
is at the present time an extensive poultry-raiser and
is located in a capon-growing district, claimed that
the pullets sold should cover all expenses of them-
selves and cockerels up to that time, so that the price
received for the capons should be clear profit. Figur-
ing this way, he showed that these one thousand
capons, at $.3 each, would give a profit of $3,000 a year,

the laying flock paying for their own keep by eggs
produced during the other eight months. Allowing,
however, an overestimation of a thousand dollars, we
see that the income should still be two thousand dol-

lars a year.

Raising Poultry Off the Farm is Risky

Personally, I am sure that such flgui-ing proves but
little. We must always allow for great shrinkage in

any branch of the poultry business. I would say that
the one hundred hens would produce about forty eggs
apiece during the same months. , All good capon breeds
are also good setters, and the production during these
months suffers. The forty eggs should produce twenty-
five chickens, and twenty should be raised. Of these

the thirteen pullets and the two scrub cockerels would
be sold as roasters at the age of six months. They
should then weigh five to six pounds each and bring
from a dollar to a dollar and a half apiece. Half of

that should be ample to pay for the cost, leaving fifty

to seventy-five cents each
toward paying for the
cost of the capons. On
the general farm even
the largest capons should
not cost over a dollar
and a quarter for food
and labor, and should be
limited to seventy-five
cents. These capons will not
all develop into ten-pound
birds. About five would go to

that weight or over, and the
other five would average eight
pounds. The five large ones might
bring from two dollars and fifty

cents to three dollars apiece, while
the five smaller ones would bring about
two dollars each. So we would .secure

about $2,250 for the one thousand capons
from a flock of one hundred hens. No one
can figure out just what the cost would be
on any special farm or under any certain

conditions, but the figures certainly look
promising, especially if we remember that
pullets would pay a large part of the cost of

the capons, besides their own. That looks like profits.

If the failures in chicken-raising have taught any-

thing, it is that poultry at its best oft the farm is a
risky proposition. We hear much of the great egg-

farms in New Jersey ; a little acquaintance with these

farms shows that almost without exception they belong
in one of two classes. They are either just being

organized and built up (the owner is still full of

enthusiasm and looks upon and talks about only the

bright side), or else they have some other source of

income. It may be the owner has business interests

which allow him to carry on the egg-farm, or perhaps

a specialty is made of day-old chicks, which of late

years has been a very profitable side-line. Very often

exhibition stock is kept, and the high prices received

for hatching eggs and breeding stock goes a long way
toward making both ends meet, or, as is becoming by
far the more common condition, the egg-farm is carried

on as an important side-line to other farm work.

Poultry-Raising on the Farm Neglected

Poultry-raising on the farm in the past has been
dreadfully neglected, and yet always considered a

necessity. Poultry-raising in the future is also going

to be considered a necessity on the farm, but it is

going to receive just as much attention or more than
any other line of farm work.
AH of the recent investigations in poultry-breeding,

poultry diseases, raising chickens and other lines have
shown that successful poultry-keeping depends more
upon the natural inherited vigor which only farm
conditions can give than upon all other factors com-
bined.
Hens will lay just as well confined in good open

houses as they will if given access to acres of green
pastures. To be sure, they will cost more for food and
maintenance. Winter broilers that sell for fifty cents

a pound or more can be raised in brooder houses, and
a great number can be raised on a small area. Capon-
growing calls for entirely different conditions. Capons
need the same kind of environment and care as breed-
ing stock: plenty of range and green food to insure a
large strong framework which will later take on thick

layers of tender flesh. Then again, of course they are
enormous feeders, and only where a large proportion

of their food can be raised on the farm and where they
can harvest much of it themselves is it possible to raise

them cheaply enough so that a profit can be secured.

It has been proved that it is absolutely impossible to

raise chickens where most or all of their food must be
purchased, and sell them at market prices as broilers

and spring chickens during the summer at a profit.

They won't pay for their feed, to say nothing of the
labor and thought expended on them. These are the
chickens which should more frequently be turned into

capons. The cockerels from the early-hatched chickens
will \isually bring enough to pay for themselves and
more, but later, as the season advances and the price
for broilers drops, there is no profit in them.

Where Capons May Prove Profitable

The dairy farm, the general farm, the fruit-farm,

are all adapted to capon-raising, and a flock of from
fifty to a hundred or two hundred will prove to be
one of the best money crops grown if a good breed is

selected.

Most cities in the East having a population of 25,000
or over should use all the capons several farms might
raise. Often they will not pay quite as much as New
York or the larger cities, but on the other hand they
are not quite so particular as to quality, etc. The
demand In recent years has been for extra large birds.

Capons weighing ten pounds apiece and over are
usually worth, at wholesale, thirty to thirty-four cents

per pound during the season of greatest demand. A
yellow skin and clean yellow shanks are favored by
discriminating market.s. The points to be aimed for

in their relative importance might be placed like this

:

first, the general clean, well-picked appearance ; then,

size, plumpness and color of skin.

The breeds and crosses which are popular in South
Jersey where the famous Philadelphia capons are all

grown are Black Langshan, Light Brahma and Par-
tridge Cochin for pure breeds, but the great majority
of growers are continually crossing in blood from other

breeds. The Barred and TMiite Plymouth Rocks are

used in this way for crossing on any of the above
Asiatic varieties.' Such a cross throws more birds with

clean shanks. Rhode Island Reds and White Wyau-
dottes are also used for this pui-pose. Any variety or

mixture which gives a large healthy bird with the

features mentioned before seems to be about equally

satisfactory. In Monmouth and Burlington Counties

many farmers raise a local variety known as the Black

Giant. It is an extremely large black fowl.

In the South Shore district of Massachusetts and
Rhode Island capons are raised as the principal crops

on many places. Light Brahma and White Plymouth
Rocks are raised more than other varieties. The
pullets are kept and sold a little before or at about

the same time as the caponized cockerels. Sometimies

no difference is noted in price, and they all sell as a

fancv grade of soft roasters. Boston has evidently

cultivated the taste for such poultry, and the people

there consume great numbers and pay very high prices.

In South Jersey the pullets are often kept for winter

eggs, and they make the hest winter producers of large

brown eggs. These eggs sell in Philadelphia for about

the same prices paid for white ones.

The cockerels are caponized when about three
months old, in July, August and September. Such
capons are at their prime when nine months old, and
are ready when the prices are at their highest point
iii .January, February and March. Many of the grow-
ers do the caponizing themselves. It needs only to be
seen to be learned. In most communities where capons
are grown to any extent there are men who have
become expert in the operation. The usual charge is

from three to five cents apiece. The loss by death is

less than one per cent, when the art is once conquered.
Quite often one testicle may be broken in the opera-
tion, and if a minute particle remains within the bird
that bird develops into a slip. He may become theii

as an ordinary male, or only partly so, a sort of half-

way male and half capon. Even if in operating an
artery is severed and the bird bleeds to death it is just

as good for table purposes as if killed in any other
way. After caponizing the birds are put out and fed
soft food for a couple of days. If any of them develop
wind-puffs they should be pricked. The operation does
not seem to give the young chicks much annoyance, as
I have often seen them, while on the table and during
the operation, reach out and eat up grain or wads of

cotton or anything that is within their reach. To
insure the best results in caponizing, the birds should
be starved for two whole days previously. This
empties the intestines and allows the testicles to be
seen readily. A bright, sunny day is best, and the
birds should be placed so that the direct sunlight can
enter the incision and show up the organs to the best
advantage. A very bright artificial light can be used
to advantage, and with such aid caponizing can be
done at any time and in any place.

What the Market Asks For

Corn and wheat or corn alone is a very suitable

cheap feed and answers all requirements if the capons
have a good range. Old orchards or just ordinary farm
meadows and fields will furnish them with all other
necessary nutrients. A little quicker growth can be
secured by the use of ground feeds wet with skim-milk,

and in dairy sections this should be the practice. This
'method is especially profitable for a couple of weeks
before killing. Either crate fattening or pen fattening

is profitable for
capons, and
most range-

' grown birds
will take on a
good gain by
such forced
feeding for ten
days to two
weeks. Longer
than that will
usually result

in a setback, as their sys-
tems refuse to be gorged and

take care of the food under
such conditions. Many farmers

refuse to bother witn killing and
picking their capons, and sell them

alive. Killing by bleeding and piercing
the brain from inside the mouth is the

onl.v way now for market poultry. If
properly stuck the feathers come out very
easily. In picking capons it is customary
to leave on those parts of the plumage which
are characteristic. For instance, the neck-
hackle grows long and peculiar in capons,

and so is left on when picking, likewise the tail and
sickle feathers, which show at a glance whether the
bird be a cock or a capon. Then the primaries and
coverts of the wing are left on, and a ruflBe of feathers
about the hocks. Capons are usually packed in bar-
rels for shipment, with plenty of ice. even in winter.
With the pi'ices on all meat products going higher

each year, there is little need to fear that poultry will
not bring as high or higher prices in the future.
We cannot all, nor do we all want to, raise special

crops, but we should be quick to recognize a demand,
and if. as in this case, without any extra outlay of
cash or very much extra attention we can grow on our
present area another crop which is almost sui"e to pa.v
a handsome profit, then let's more of us try our hand
tliis year at a small flock of capons. Like any of the
other branches of chicken-raising, there are no secrets
to it. There is no particular system which can secure
a remarkable income. It needs simijly a knowledge of
the requirements, and, like anything else, can only be
learned by trying. In return it offers a fair return on
the money and thought expended, and allows another
crop to be marketed from the farm without loss in
any way to the crops usually grown.

The Value in Heavy Breeds

With the growing popularity of Leghorns, let us not
forget that there are some advantages that the heavier
breeds possess, entirely lacking In breeds like the Leg-
horns. The possibilities In capon-growlng Is one, and
there is no reason why a flock of most any of the
American varieties should not give us just as large an
egg yield as the Leghorns, and Instead of having for
market the little broilers which are so hard to pick
we will have ten-pound capons that will be easy to
pick and bring as much per pound as most of the
smaller chickens do.

Editor's Note—There is plenty of evidence to prove
that the American breeds as ordinarily bred will not pro-
duce an annual egg yield equal to the standard-bred
Leghorns. There is, however, nothing in the way of
developing strains among our American breeds that will

equal the Leghorns as egg-producers and at the same time
furnish roaster and capon yoimg stock.
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THE HEADWORK SHOP
New and Original Ideas That Have Been Worked Out on the Farm

A Cheap Hand Scoop

OFTEN in handling ground
feeds and grain a small

scoop that can be handled
with one hand is desired. Then,
too, one of a definitely known
capacity is often very service-

able in mixing feeding rations

or in estimating the weight of small

amounts of feed.

To provide such a scoop, take an ordi-

nary gallon syrup-paU as is supplied by
the general market, and remove the bail

and top rim by placing it top side down on
a hot stove for a few minutes. As soon as

the solder is melted, a light tap will remove
it Take a piece of soft-wood board an
inch thick and about three inches wide and
seven inches long, and cut in it a small

hole for the fingers. This is then attached

to the bucket to serve as a handle. At its

top part it is attached by a broad-headed
nail being driven into it from the inside of

the bucket through a hole in the tin. The
lower part is held in place by a narrow
strip of tin which surrounds the bucket
with its two ends securely nailed to the

handle.
The corners and sharp edges on the

handle should be trimmed down so that

they do not hurt the hand. P. C. Gkose.

Braceless Gate-Posts.
THEN putting up
fencing, especially

around gardens and
lawns, it sometimes is

desirable to omit wood
or other above-ground

A 3 braces for the sake of

doing a neat job, yet
the fencing must be tight and kept so. The
.sketch illustrates a method highly satisfac-

tory, even when used on large gates if

gate-posts are set in deep and a few stones

pounded in firmly around the bottoms. Dig
a shallow trench between the posts and
connect them with two or more strands of

galvanized wire, and splice the ends. Slip

the strands into the trench, twist (A)
with a short stick till you draw posts

together firmly against the soil, then cover

up the wire. The "pull" of the fence cannot
lop them T)ver. because they are pulling

against each other. In setting any kind of

posts always tamp the soil very firm the

first few inches in bottom of hole. That
is the secret of firm posts. J. J. Kadletz.

Chain Propelled Grindstone
T TOOK two spr/)cket wheels, one smaller
* than the other, off of an old binder. I

put the smaller wheel on the shaft of the

grindstone where I took the crank off.

Then I put the larger wheel at one end of

the frame. To make boxes for the shaft
of the larger wheel I took two pieces of

sheet iron and bent them (A) and drilled

holes in each side (B). I then took the

crank and placed it on the end of the shaft

of the large wheel. A chain from the

binder was placed over both wheels. This
device is very handy for grinding mowing-
machine knives, as the person turning is out
of the way. J. Gray Wakbixgton.

Vertical Ax for Cutting Roots
T^AKE an old ax

^* or a similarly " •

shaped piece of steel

that -has one sharp end. Have two holes
bored in the opposite end, as in the illus-

tration. Then fasten a handle four or five

feet long to this by bolts, and it makes a
very nice implement for cutting roots when
digging ditches. Harry Bakeb.

Don't Paint Your Ladder
T\0 NOT ever paint a ladder to preserve
*^it, but instead keep it in the dry when
not in use, and never use it in the wet
unless unavoidable. I once used a fine

extension ladder and bragged about it

being so light. Several years later I had
occasion to use it again and was astonished
to find it most burdensomely heavy. It had
been painted since I had first used it, and
I suppose the added weight of the paint
made it seem heavy. I once had a painted
ladder break under me ; it seemed solid,

but was rotten under the paint.

My best ladder, a twenty-eight-foot en-

tension, is about ten years old. but as good
as new, for it has never been rained on.

Being perfectly dry. it is light, and knowing
its good order I feel safe on it in almost
any position. Paul R. Steaix.

Bridging of Fence Wire
IN DISTRICTS
'where bridges
are few and the
old-time foot-log is

out of date, bridges
are now constructed of woven-wire fencing
stretched across the stream like a narrow
lane about thirty ihches wide. Two-by-
four crosspieces are laid every few feet on
the large bottom wire and are stapled so

they cannot slip. The floor is laid on
these. The ends of the bridge are fastened
to trees when convenient, but if posts have
to be used they must be well braced. A
guy-wire or truss-wire runs from the upper
corners of the ends to the bottom of the
center. If this is drawn tight the bridge
will really bow up in the center. This bridge

is safe for children or old people who could
not traverse a log. Omeb R. Abraham.

Pull Up the Windmill Tower
Y TWO brothers and my-
self raised a fifty-foot

windmill tower by using a
wagon-wheel as a windlass,

as illustrated. The
rope for the tower
was wound around
the hub of one of

the back wheels, and the spokes were
used as levers.

This device can also be used for stretch-
ing fence wire or hoisting heavy weights
or machinery in barns and sleds. The
wagon must be chained securely to strong
stakes driven into the ground or be held
by some other method. E. M. Stee^:.

As Good as a Five-Dollar Drill
'TO MAKE a drill, f

something which is "

essential on every
farm, take a wheel
about eighteen inches
in diameter, and wide
enough to run a belt
on, and bolt same to
the side of your work-
shop, as shown in
sketch. Take two two-by-fours about
eight inches long, and bore a five-eighths
inch hole in the center of each, so that a
half-inch gas-pipe wUl work in them freely.

Bolt these two-by-fours to the side of the
buUding about twelve inches from the big
wheel. Attach a four-inch pulley to the
hfilf-inch pipe or rod so as to run a belt
from the large wheel to this, and fasten
an old brace ratchet to the bottom of the
gas-pipe to hold the diill in place. Put a
weight on .a lever, at the top of the drill

rod, to force the drill through the iron.

C. K. TUBNEB.

Headwork Winner
TTie first-prize contributiOTi in the Head-

work Shop in this issue is, '"Braceless Gate-
Posts," by J .J. Kadletz.

The Fork vs. the Knee
How Stack TTirashing May be Prepared For—A Talk From Elxperience

By G. W. Starrett

THE general complaint of farmers is

that they are unable to procure suffi-

<ient hell) to do their thrashing, from
the shock, as they did in former years, when
the neighborhood farmers changed work. The
increased cost in wages when they do get a
complete working force of five or six teams
and wagons, and twenty or more men. will

cause them to return to the old method of

securing their grain in stacks and ricks and
thrashing at their own convenience.

I will assume that the stack is properly
built, and ask the readers of Farm and
I-'^IRESIDE if there is not a better way to

stack grain than to don a cast-off pair of

breeches, reinforced by leather knee-pads,
and wallow over the stack on the knees?
In short, I would have them consider the

advantage of sticking grain with a four-

tined, D-handled fork.

Where Practice Makes Perfect

My father was the only man to my
knowledge in our community who built

large numbers of grain stacks and ricks

in this way. He was uniformly successful

in saving the griiin in good condition, while
many of the knee stackers lost much grain,

sometimes building gf)od looking stacks

that spoiled to the middle. Ijct me offer an
explanation. On the outside, the stacker
crowded the sheaves in tightly and held

them down under his knees. He made a
nice solid surface, but on the inside coui-ses

he let up on his work. When the stack

settled the outside, being more solid than
the inside, does not settle as much, therefore

it takes water instead of throwing it off.

Since sheaves must be handled singly to

build a good stack. I know of no more rapid

way to handle them than with a fork. The
four-tined fork holds the sheaf steady.

When the right hand grasps the I), the

handle cannot turn in your hand, and you
have the benefit of the wrist movement in

Controlling and phuing the sheaf, which
you could not have done using the long,

straight handle. Resides, the long handle
j« in the way of the helper and pitcher.

It is well to hav<' a fork with handle eight

or ten feet long to reach the sheaves up to

the stacker when topping a stack. An exten-
sion ladder is also neede<l to reach the top
of the stack without tipping it to one side

in finishing. You will hear men talk of

stacking "with the sun" or "against the
sun." There is no difference in the result;

it is in the men. The man who works with
his left hand forward on the handle of an
ax or fork will stack "with the sun," if he
uses his right hand forward he will stack
"against the sun." Most men work with
the left hand forward, therefore I will

"stack with the sun."

Pitchers and Stackers Must Work Together

The position of the stacker is standing
with his left foot on the last sheaf laid

—

just outside the band, his right foot to the
rear. The helper, or pitcher, must pitch
the sheaf so that it lies obliquely with the
butt before the stacker, and the top near
his right leg. The stacker can, without
changing his position, thrust the four-tined
fork into it and bring it around to its place
and set his left foot upon it before with-
drawing the fork. With trained pitchers
the sheaves go into place like clockwork.
But pitchers must not be permitted to pile

the sheaves on top of one another. They
mu.st change position as the stacker ad-
vances and deliver his sheaves properly.
The standing position of the stacker

enables him to take in the outlines of the
stack and keep it in better shape than the
man on his knees. The inside courses
receive the same care and tramping as
the outside courses. Fill up holes and low
places. Keep a well-rounded and solid

middle above the bulge. Do not try to

make too much b\ilge ; it only makes more
space to cover up. and you arc liable to

have slips to prop up or to take up and
relay.

You have noticed that when the sheaves
have stood in the shock several days they

have a long and a short side. Below
the bulge turn the long side up. Above the

bulge turn the short side up. This helps

shape the top. The bulge should be about

one third the height of the stack. In filling

the middle of a rick, when the tops of the

last two courses lap on each other^ place
the sheaves lengthwise like a ridgepole.

Keep this ridgepole idea in mind when
topping out. To raise the middle give the
sheaves more lap ; that is, let the butts of

the sheaves cover the bands of the last

course more or less, as you wish to raise

or depress the middle.

In topping it is best to lay the last two
or three courses by hand. For these out-

side courses it is best to break the sheaves
(as you would in capping shocks) and lap
them on the straight sheaves in the middle.

You will gain time by saving the cap-

sheaves from the last load or two for this

purpose. Should you wish to protect the
top of the rick further, cover with green
swale-grass. It will pay to take the ladder

and a light hand rake and give the stacks
a light raking while the dew is on. It

turns the straws downward and helps carry
off storm -water.

Give this method of fork sticking a fair

trial.

If you have a complete idea of how
stacks should be built to make them storm-
proof, you will find the sheaves can be

placed as well with the fork as they can
by the knee system.

Don't swell up, for somewhere, some-
time, you'll find a bigger toad than yourself.

tlssential Crop Foods
By Chesia Sherlock

pEW farmere realize the actual value of
* the fertility of which they are con-
tinually robbing their soil. An a<'re of

wheat deprives the soil of forty-five pounds
of nitrogen, twenty-three pounds of phos-

phoric acid and thirty pounds of potash.

On the market, nitrogen is Worth seventeen
cents per pound, pbosphiu-ic acid seven

There are enough cranks to turn the world upside down, |
if they didn't all turn differently

cents per pound, and potash four cents i)er

pound. Therefore, the actual money value
of the nitrogen removed from the soil by
an acre of wheat is ^7.65 ; of phosphoric
acid, $1.61, and of potash. $1.20, making
a total loss of §10.46 per acre per year.

If the farmer raises twenty acres of wheat
per year for twenty-five years the loss wUl
be $5,230.
Each acre of oats consumes fifty pounds

of nitrogen, twenty pounds of phosphoric
acid and forty pounds of potash. There-
fore, the market value of the elements con-
sumed is $S..50 worth of nitrogen, $1.40
worth of phosphoric acid and $1.40 worth
of potash, making a total of $11.30 worth
of fertility per acre that is lost through the
crop.

Do You Lose or Win?

In the ssime way an acre of com will

take from the soil $18.50 worth of fertility,

provided both the grain and fodder are
removed. If you have fifty acres in corn,

$925 worth of fertility is removed each
j'ear. In twenty years you will have taken
out $18,500 worth of the elements neces-

sary to produce a good crop. In tweuty
years 50 acres of tobacco will remove
$1.S.000 worth of the soil's plant-food ; in

the same time fifty acres of cotton will

consume about $10,000 worth, and barley

will use over .$10,000 worth.
Should you raise fifty acres of wheat

fifty acres of oats and fifty acres of corn
for twenty years on your farm, the money
value of the elements reniove<l from the

soil will be over $40,000. Is it any wonder,
then, that the farms begin to wear out
when you fail to return those elements to

the soil whi<-h are necessary to produce a

crop?
Of cour.se there are other elements in the

Soil besides nitrogen, phosphoric acid and
potash that are necessary to pr<Kluce good
•Tops, but the farmer does not have very

much control over them. These elements,

among which are carbon, o.\ygen and
hydrogen, are all tiken from the air. Iron,

magnesia and sulphur are present in the

soil in sufficient quantities so that the

farmer need not be concerned about them.

Lime is ctuisidered essential, but there are

few of our Iowa .soils that recjuire it.
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Crops and Soils

The Harvest
(As the Harvest-Hand Sees It)

By Berton Braley

IT'S ALL right for poets to talk about
' The "beautiful harvest of grain,"

But wheu you get out and you shock about
Ten million square miles it's a strain!

Perhaps there's romance to be met in it,

• That's something I wouldn't deny ;

- But I've found only backache and sweat
in it.

And Gee ! but a fellow gets dry

!

The binder goes clacking in front of you.
The sun's beating down on your neck.

rnd
the boss is demanding this stunt of

you

:

"Keep up with the binder, by heck !"

ou shock through the ages of history,

For thdusand.s of years do you shrjck
;

Yet you find, by some magic or mystery.
You've worked just two hours by the

clock

!

I'ou eat, but the food isn't filling you ;

You drink, but the water ain't wet

:

Your back and your shoulders are killing

you.

You swim in an ocean of sweat

;

The glamour the poets may give to it

Ain't seen by this mortal, for one

;

I harvest because I am driv' to it.

And you bet I am glad when it's done

!

Interesting Crop Figures
By W. F. Wilcox

I
HAVE not been able, even after much
correspondence, to locate record yields of

grains in this country, though some of

our seed-catalogues advertise grains sup-

posed to make 300 bushels to the acre. But
kese are misrepresentations. The Mon-
jna Agricultural Experiment Station has
had some large yields of grains ; oats, 11.5

bushels per acre, of 40 pounds to the

bushel, on a nine-acre tract ; spring wheat.
61 bushels; barley, 671/^. The director

stated that the past year he had reports of

wheat yielding as high as 70 bushels per

acre in the State. Montana is the great

grain State of the country, its average
wheat yield being 28.9. the highest of any
State ; oats, 41. being surpassed by. Wash-
ington alone with 43.4; barley, 35.2 sur-

passed by Washington with 37.9 ; rye, 23.2,

the highest of any State, and potatoes, 157,

the highest.

If our farmers can make anything with
an average wheat yield of 13 bushels, what
might they not make with double that, the

same as some of our foreign countries? To
plow, harrow, seed, tend, harvest and
thrash an acre incurs an expense whether
the yield be 13 or 26 bushels. Then there

are taxes and the various expenses to be

met whether the yield is 13 or 26 bushels.

From wheat we turn to oats. While our

yield per acre is 29 bushels, that of Ger-

many is over 50 ; Austria's is practically

the same as ours ; Hungary's is very little

better ; France comes with 31.6 Winchester
bushels, and the United Kingdom with 44.

Our barley yield of 25.8 bushels is not so

bad in comparison with the foreign nations,

for Russia's is 14.3 ; Germany's, 35.3 ; Aus-
tria's. 26.3; Hungary's, 23.4; France's.

23.6; United Kingdom's, 35.

Our Potato Yield is Low

Eye finds the United States with an
average yield of 16 bushels ; Russia. 11.5

;

Germany, 25.6; Austria, 19; Hungary,
17.6; France, 17; Ireland, 37.5.

In potatoes the United States takes the

lowest average of any country. If our irri-

gation States' record average of 119
bushels were maintained throughout the

country, it would not be so bad, aad then it

would be low in comparison with the

foreign countries. But our average drops

down to 84 bushels, while Russia has 100;
Germany, 200; Austria, 151; Hungary,
11S.7; France, 133.8; United Kingdom,
193.8. Big yields of potatoes are very

common in some of those old countries.

Little Jerry Moore of South Carolina
can give the American farmer pointers on
corn-growing. This land produced 228%
bushels on an acre which netted him
$130.70. Somewhat different from $9.35,
the average farm value per acre of corn.

The possibilities of an acre ! Who has
ever discovered just what an acre of soil

will produce? There seems to be a large

field for the American farmers to work in

before they realize the maximum. One
thing is sure, we must cut down our big

farms and ranches ; divide them into
smaller tracts. It is a common saying in

this irrigation country that a man can
make more money in the cultivation of

ten acres than he can from twenty acres,

and more from twenty acres than he can
from thirty acres. And it has been
demonstrated time and again.

Rotate and Investigate

In the Dakotas and that grain section
sometimes a dozen or more sections are
farmed by one party. They begin in the
spriug and plow and sow wheat as long as
they can. and when it gets late, they simply
drill in the seed iu the stubble on the rest

of the grouud without plowing, and it is no
wonder that we have such a low average of

wheat. Slipshod methods are to blam-.
Plow deep. That's tho secret. Our scien-

tific farmers of the arid West have learned
this. Not long ago I read of a man some-
where in this arid region who had grown
wheat on one tract for fifteen or twenty
ye;ir.s and each year with an advanced
yield ; the secret was deep plowing

;

he kept plowing deeper and deeper.

It is not so much manure and f-'rtilizer.

though these will help. Yet that big

yield of potatoes in Wyoming v^'as on
soil that had never been fertilized in any
way. Rotation of crops. That's the thing.

Rotate, study, investigate. Sow alfalfa,

let it thrive for a few years, sending its

roots down twenty, thirty, fbrty. fifty

feet—no one knows how far they will go.

Theu break it up. It requires hard work,
but note the results. Better than all the

fertilizer you could pOe onto the land.

In the San Luis Valley, in Colorado, they

grow section after section of field-p:»as for

the fattening of sheep and hogs. These,

alternating with potatoes and wheat, main-
tain the fertility.

The better the corn grows, the greater

delight the farmer takes iu pulling its ears.

Granaries While You Wait
By Frederick G. Logsdon

'T'H E canvas
granary, which

is designed to
eliminate the use
of jute bags now
used in handling
grain in many
Western States, is

a circular canvas
granary with an
opening in the top
through which the

grain is introduced
directly from the

wagon elevator on
the separator, and
with a small open-

ing iu the bottom through which the grain

is emptied into tight wagon-beds for trans-

portation to market.
In order to support the canvas before

the grain is put iuto it. pieces of one-by-

two common lumber, together with ordi-

nary clothes-line for guy ropes, are used.

The granaries are made in sizes having

a capacity of from 100 to 1,500 bushels.

It's easily carried

Drawing grain out or a ten-bushel granary

The base on which the granary rests must
be high enough above the ground so that

the grain may be drawn off into the wagon
by gravity, and must be built according

to the capacity of the granary to be sup-

ported. Ordinary saw-horses with two-by-

four or two-by-six siUs across them will

support the granary of 100 bushels ca-

pacity. I know that this device will save the
farmer from three and one-half cents to
five cents per bushel, the expense of pro-
viding jute bags ; that it will eliminate the
services of two men in the thrashing, and

Common lumber and clothes-line support
the empty canvas

that it will encourage the handling of grain
in bulk. This practically solves the ques-

tion of handling the grain in bulk in the

Western States.

To keep cabbages in fine shape until early
spring, we securely wrap each head in

paper, or put in paper sacks. We often

keep them thus until April. Place in a
dry place in the cellar.

Two thirds of the nitrogen of the solid

manure may be easily lost in from four to

six months by heating and ' leaching.

Thrciwing the manure out the barn-door
isn't saving it.

Mole or Seal
By Harry N. Holmes

MOW that sealing is so restricted, there
^ will be very few genuine sealskins on
the market, but plenty of so-called seal-

skins. Many of these imitations, hand-
some and durable t(Xi. will be moleskins.

Already Holland does a heavy trade in

these diminutive pelts, exporting them to

the value of several hundred thousand dol-

lars a year. Hunters get ten to fifteen

cents for each skin, and they are fast ex-

terminating the animal. Farmers consider

moles a pest because of their disastrous

burrowing under [Plants, but scientists now
credit moles with more good than harm
because of the vermin they destroy.

Baseball Boys, Attention!'

Complete Outfit Now Ready for You
nPHIS is an unrivaled opportunity for every ener-

getic boy who is interested in the great Ameri-
can game of baseball. You can win this complete
outfit with equipment for a whole team without
spending one cent of your money. The outfit

consists of the following articles:

1. One well-bataDced hard-wood basebaU bat

2. One heavily padded catcher's glove

3. One finger glove suitable for flelders or basemen
4. One catcher's mask made of heavily woven wire

5. One Jacior League baseball

6. One cap—Big League pattern

7. One fancy belt

Surely you want this great seven-piece outfit.

The.n send me your name and address right away,
and I will tell you how you can win it. A letter

or post-card will do. Remember, every article in

this outfit is backed by the guarantee of one of the
foremost sporting-goods houses in America. This
is an unusual offer. You should send me your
name quickly. Baseball Man,

Farm and Fireside, Springfield, Ohio

Guaranteed to Increase
Tire! Mileage

Dykes* Innerliners are sold under positive guarantee
to increase tire mileage 505e. Prevent blow-outs and
functures. Makeold tires run hundredsof extra miles,
nserted between outer casing and inner tube. Ready

foruse. Easy toapply. Sold Parcel Post. 33:28,30.32,
34"-S2.50; 31x30. 32. 94. 36"—S3.00; 4 x 30. .32, 33. 34. 36"—
S3.d0j 4* and 5x34, 33. 36"—S4.U0, M.oO. Write for booklet,

John L. G. Dykes Co. Dept. 19 Chicago

III

The SANDOW Stationary Engine runs on kero-
sene or gasoline. Starts without cranking

—

throttle governed—hopper cooled—speed con-
trolled while running—no cams—no valves
—no gears—no sprockets—only three mov-
ing parts— portable—light weight—great
power—15-day money-back triaL Sizes, 2

to 20 B. P. Send postal for free catalog.

I>etroit Motor Car Supply Co,
88 Canton Are., Detroit, MIcb.

Elxcelsior
—Samaon of the Road

The first motor-
cycle to go 100
miles an hour

Only $150 for this
Excelsior Auto-Cycle

Never before has a motorcycle of Excelsior quality been sold for
anything like this piice. Only a few of these specially priced machines are left,

They are newly built and full Excelsior quality in every way.
Differ from our models costing' almost twice as much in a few
minor points. They were made for orders received late last
seasonbutheld overbecauseof non-arrival of certalnmaterials.

Write quick for folder
describing these bargain Excelsiors. The control of motor Is

centered in the handle bars. The single cylinder motor is the
most powerful of its type ever put in a motorcycle. Same stock
design as used in Excelsior record-breakers—seepanel at right.
Has the free engine clutch, same as in all Excelsior motor-
cycles. Entire frame construction re-inforced. Write for spec-
ial folder—get the facts—then get busy if you want a motor-
cycle with a famous name and wonderful speed for only 8150.

Excelsior Motor Mfg. & Supply Co.
Department C Chicago, lUinoIe

EXCELSIOR
World's Records

1 mile 36 sec. flat

2 miles L124-5
3 miles 1.503-5
4 miles 2.294-5
Smiles 3.07 3-S
10 miles 6.18

30 miles 20.181-5
50 miles 33.55 1-5

75 miles 50.55 2-5

100 miles 68.014-5

Few territories open
for live agentsM Profit Saved! FREIGHT PAID

ANYBODY
CAN UY IT.

1- Ply, 35 lb. 108 sq. ft., $1.10 per roll.

2-Ply, 45 lb. 108 sq. ft., $1.30 per roll.

3-Ply, 55 lb. 108 sq. ft., $1.50 per roll.

W>N. iwi^M ~4<^^ I C VA'xve Terms Cash. These Special Prices Only
3rr3nt6CI l O TearSs Hold Good for immediate Shipment.

FREIGHT PAID lo any station east of Rocky Mountains except Tex., Okla., Colo., N.D., S.D.. Wyo., Mont.,

N.M., La.. Ga., Ala., iUas. and Fla. on orders of three rolls ormore. Special prices to these States on request.

INDESTRUCTIBLE BY HEAT, COLO, SUN OR RAIN.
FIRST-CLASS IN EVERY RESPECT. NO SECONDS, REMNANTS OR MILL ENDS.
Write for FREE SAMPLES or order direct from this advertisement. Satisfaction guaranteed

or money refunded. We refer you to the Southern Illinois National Bank.
Dept. 396, East St. Louis, Illinois, or
Dept. 396, 200 6th Avenue, New Vorli City.Century Manufacturing Co.,
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llfootl Shingles

iiiiiiil
In this 20tK CenturyAGE OF STtEL, wood
shingles are fast disappearing:. They cost
too much; they rot out too quickly; too
much trouble to put on; too apt to catch fire.

That's why 100.000 men have come to put
these beautiful Edwards STEEL Shingles on
their buildinsrs.
Edwards Steel Shingles neverbum nor rot.

Come in big clusters o£ 100 or more, which
makes them ten times as easy to put on as
wood shingles. Each Edwards STF.F.I . Shin-
gle is dipped in molten zinc AFTER it is cut.
No raw or exposed edges. Xo chance for
rust ever to get a foothold. And the patented
Edwards Interlocking Device, which aUows
for expansion and contraction, gives PER-
MANENTLY water-tight joints.

Dri/^AC prices, these SitELr^riVCO Shingles are far below wood.
Fop we sell direct from factory to user and pay
the frei^t ourselves. Just get our latest Steel
Shingle Books s:id Prepaid factory Prices. Then
compare. Then see if you can afford common
wood ehincles when yon can bay genuine Edwards
STEtt. Shingles it these prices. Give dimen-
eions of your roof if possible, so we can quote
price on entire job. Send postal today and our Cat-
alog 86S and Prices will reach you by retam mail.

The Edwards Manufacturing Company
808-858 Lock Street, Cincinnati, Ohio

lAi^esi Maters of She*l VeUl Prodacts in the World.

Farm Notes

Farm Lands
that will pay joa big diTideDdi in a short time can

be bought at reasonable prices now. Irrigated and

Non-Irrigated Lands suitable (or General Farming,

Fruit Raizing, Potato Raistni, Dairjing, Stock Rais-

ing, etc Oose to markets- Located in good com-

munities near the lines of (he Union Pacific Rail-

road. Write to me and I wJl send you complete

aotbentic tnlormation regarding these lands,

R. A. SMITH
ColoaizatioB asd iadiutria] Agent, Uniofi Pacific

Railroad Co., Room 208, UnioD Pacific Bnildins

OMAHA, NEB.

All
BIG
Wires

One Penny For a
DOLUR-SAVING Book

Gives valuable fence

facts—shows how to get
better Quality at sensa-
tional direct-from-fac-
tory prices.

EMPIRE FENCE
is ffuaranteed to show the

jg€9t8avingoT\ highest quality fence.
Freight prepaid. All Big No. 9 wires,

Open-Hearth steel, heavily galvanized, rust
proof, pig tight, stock etronp. Just a penny

postal brings Free Boot—NOW.
ton STEEL POST CO., 42 E. Mtoaee St. Urisa, Hidu

Ridef Agents Wanted
an each lo'.'. n to ride and exhibit sample VHA
bicycle, lyrite/or special offer.
Finest Cuarantebd -#/! #m
\ 1914 Models ^ Mnj to g

*-;th Coas'.er £rs.:« 5.nJ F n:ture-Pi^x>f Tires.

Ik1912 & 1913 Models ^7 ^fO
ftallof best makes.... «¥' ' «o ^ J^
jjv.c Ship on Approval t^"^^' «

ttcfftt c'/ -'i;. r^.€ fru^'ht, and allow

\lO DAY'S FREE TRIAL,
IBICYCl-E DEALERS: You can sell our

Dbicyi-lcs under your own name plate at doul>Ie

I our' prices. Orders filled same day received.

^TIRES, coaster brak« r*arwheels» lamps,

^sundries, parts and repairs for all makes of bicy*

/cles ZX half usual prices. DO NOT BUY until you

get OUT catalogues and offer. fVriie nom.

MEAD C¥CJL£COm I>«pt. F 86. CHICAGO

I WANT A MAN
01 Intelligence and reliability In your looalKy to act aa
our subscription reprcseniatlvn. Substantial rcmuner-
alloc to the right party. Careful tralnlnc. Permanent
bujsiness. Good opportunity for promotion.

Address Business Manager
FARM AND FIRESIDE

Spr-ingfield, Ohio

I absolutely ^arantee to save you S.50 to

J300 on Galloway geisoline engines. Made in
sizes from 1 S-4 h. p. to 16 b. p. My famom 6 b.p. engine
—withoot sun eqnsl on the market—sells for for
the next 60 days only! Bay now! Same size eosts

1226 to S300 through your dealer. Think of it! OverSO.OOO
G.lk»«.r mctDM in UM tod.T. All miM on um.. libwml, frMSO
Vmr Tn.1 Offw I task. roQ—ud ail stvijis Mtislactioti. Ian t that
proof «noasb7 ^

Get My Catalog and Low Direct Prices
Wriic me before you buy any

other style or make. Get my cats-

loff and low direct price on the
famoos Galloway line of frost-
proof.water cooled engines.Pree
Service Depertmentat yoordis-
Oool. MroMciaimSoa.rwinh.lpI
roos«t ui eoffio. partly or wbonr with-'

aotcoat to roa. WiiUtodaj. Doit

WUMII GA110W.*V COMPANY,
M5 Mtewai Bml—. Waurloo,

~

The Rural Carrier's Plight

By William J. Btirtscher

/^XE little parcel at the very first stop!
^-"^ Carrier examines it and goes on at a

trot

Wonders how such a law came to be pulled

through

!

Here's a lot of butter—his bundles now are

two.

This job's not as easy as it used to be

—

Gets a box of eggs, and his parcels number
three.

Three Ktfle parcels—^he hopes thereH be no
more I

Is handed a dressed chicken—now there

are four.

Four little parcels—just watch the busi-

ness thrive.

Here comes a roU of clothing—and that

makes five.

His troubles are a plenty, but ids blessings

come to nix.

Another pound of butter ! That makes him
six.

Six little parcels—hell likely get in late.

Here are two at once—the number totals

eight

Eight little parcels—he surely will resign

!

Gets a can of saner kraut—that gives him
nine.

Nine little parcels—what'U he do for room?
Here's a farmer's wife sending back a

broom.

Parcel post is with us—hardly can seem
true.

But how about the carrier? Has that
occurred to you?

TOPEN
Better Than a Bell

By V. S. Leiand

O MAKE 1 handy sig-Tnal. take three-by-six

plank as long as you
want the mast. Shape as
shown, and saw down twen-
ty inches for the arms to fit

into. Make arms, as
shown, out of heavy gal-

vanized or sheet iron, sis-

teen inches long. A
lightning-rod brace makes
a good brace for the pole.

Paint arms a bright color,

and this can be plainly

seen a mile off under average conditions.

This saves many steps, by bringing the
men out of the field, when a bell is of no
service, on account of wind.

Buying a "Pig in a Poke"
By John Deiniel

TT IS a matter of common knowledge
that farmers are not inclined to accept

the offer of the experiment stations to

test seeds and fertilizers for them in order
to protect them from poor goods. This
is largely due to the idea that it is expen-
sive, and partly to the common belief that
every man should be able to protect himself
from getting "stuck."
But our experience during the past year

has proven to us that ' we cannot afford

to do without the help of our stations,

especially the chemical and seed-testing
lalioratories.

Our neighbors for some years past have
depended largely on unleached - Canada
hard-wood ashes as the principal fertilizer

to be used when seeding down. But our
belief had been that the goods were not
what they were claimed to be and were not
worth the money asked for them. We
therefore have never used them, and an
analysis of these ashes made by the sta-

tion during the past year has amply
sustained us.

Our Suspicions Were Upheld

One of our neighbors furnished us with
a sample of his supply, and for comparison
a sample of dry ashes taken from his

kitchen-stov? .whore he had burned oak
wood. The latter was considered to be a
fair type of genuine unleached hard-wood
ashes.

Bf)th .samples were sent to the station

and were analyzed, and the chemist's
results are both interesting and instructive.

They are as follows:

Kome-humed Canadian
Moisture S."'. 2.28
Phosphoric Arid . . . 4.09 .79

Potassium Oxide. . .13.99 2.40
Calcium Oxide 33.G0 13.64

It is a.ssumed that both samples, if pure,

would analyze somewhat the same, as the

Canada ashes were said to be unleached
hard wood. The actual difference proved
one or all of several things—the ashes were
leached or adulterated, or made from an
inferior soft wooo.
But there was no redress for the buyers,

for the concern selling them positively

refused to give any guarantee as to quality
or purity.

Based on the then current prices for the
plant-food contained in the ashes, the
home-made were worth nearly twenty
dollars per ton. while the Canada sample
showed a value of about five dollars. As
a matter of actual practice, the first were
wasted, while the second c-ost thirteen
dollars per ton at our siding, with the cost
of carting extra.

Now would it not have been profitable

for those desiring ashes to have obtained
samples of the goods from the dealers
and had them analyzed? From the
analy,sis they could easily have calculated
values and compared them with actual
cost before buying.
One example from our own operations

will show the same benefit from testing.

We had occasion to buy about nve tons
o; tankage, and obtained fair samples of
seven per cent, goods from two firms, botn
lots offered at the same price.

Upon analysis, one sample showed 6,75
per cent nitrogen, while the other showed
7.79 per cent.

The difference looks: rather small at first

but in five tons tha second lot would
furnish 115 pounds more of nitrogen than
the first, and at no gi eater cost per ton.

The value of this 115 pounds of nitrogen
was worth many times the cost of having
the analysis made. Both firms were of

equally good standing, and without the
analysis we would have been as likely to

buy the poorer goods as the better.

Save Money by Getting Your Money's
Worth

Samples of grass and clover seed
obtained from a number of seed-houses
were tested for us and showed a wide
range of purity and germination. By
using the figures obtained in this way we
V7ere again able to save money, for the

best seeds were by no means the highest
in price, although it is admitted that this

may not be a general rule. We were also

able to save on the amount of seed used
per acre, as we needed to mike no allow-
an :e for unknown, quality, knowing, as we
•did, what percentage we might reasonably
expect to germinate.

This work is done free of charge in my
State (Massachusetts), though in some
States a nominal charge is made to pre-
vent the laboratory being swamped by
samples sent in merely (o satisfy some
idle curiosity.

If farmers would but avail themselves
of the opportunity they would save them-
selves considerable disappointment and
even serious financial loss ' from buying
blindly.

"Let Go" for Fun
By Pearle W. McCowan

^^HAT are you doing with your days?
Are you getting up morning after mcin-

i) g at four-thirty or earlier and working
steadily on from then until eight-thirty or
nine in the evening, and then dropping
heavilv into your bed, too tired to even
think ?

Do you find tiine for reading only
youi' farm paper, and that on Sundays,
with perhaps just a smattering of the

daUies? Are you too busy to take time
for an excursion, a picnic, a farmers'
dub or a ball-game ; in short, for recre-

ation of any sort?

If this is so stop ct mcment and look
around you. Who are the prosperous
persons in your neighborhood? Remember,
prosperous does not necessarily mean the
persons who are hoarding up wealth.
Webster defines prosperity ar success, and
success is not measured alone by money.
There is a vast difference between making
a living and making a life.

Honestly now. aren't those people who
quit field work b.v five o'clock or earlier,

and who plan to get their chores out of
the way by seven, getting* ahrng just as
well financially as you? And. besides,

they have their evenings for rest and recre-

ation, for reading and visiting, and for
learning to Know and enjoy the members
of their own family and neighborhood
better.

.

It's very true that the summer is the
farmer's busy season, and few can find

time to get away during its strenuous
length for more than a day or two at a
time. But think about it now. Don't the
man who runs off on an excursion once
or twice during the summer, or packs his

family up and goe.s to a near-by lake or
river for a good day's fishing, harvest just

as many and as good beans at the end of
tBe season as vou who were too busy for

tint sort ot thing?
Would you be any poorer in dollars and

cents at the end of the season if you
squandered a day each month and an hour
or two each day in simply enjoying your-
self and your family? Would you?

Well. grant(><l that you have trietl the

plan, and that you were poorer—a little,

—

did you not after all get an ionest equiva-
lent for the money and tune that you
called lost? Did you not go back to your
work with a fresher spirit and renewed
courage? Didn't your farm look good to
vou when you had come back after a day'c
outing, though perhaps but a few iiours
earlier you had been groaning about its
everlasting drudgery?

Truly it is not all of life to live. The
successful man, in the truest sense of the
word, is he who knows not only how to
work, but how to '"let go" once in a while.

Holds the Bag
By Alvin Unverrich

THIS labor-sav-
* ing device for

holding bags when
the bags are being
filled is very con-
venient. The
drawing suggests
the entire scheme.
A bottomless pail

is used, nails being
so bent in the bot-

tom that the bag can be fastened over
ttem after the pail has been placed in the
frame built for it. The lumber I use is

one-by-four stuff ; the lengths vary with
the conditions under which the bag-holder
is expected to work.

I

To Clean Machinery
By Edmund Dietz

N OILING machinery it often happens
that dirt gets into the oil-holes in a solid

mass so that the oil cannot reach the
journals. Especially is this true of disk
harrows, disk drills, etc. Heretofore I

have had to take the machine apart and
punch the dirt out but now I take a piece
of baling-wire and wrap it around a thin

wire naO, corkscrew fashion, ieeving a
stem and handle with which to manipulate
it In cleaning out the oil-hole insert the
corkscrew in the stopped-up hole, give it a
few turns, and out comes the offending
dirt. Then by inserting the clean ?r for a
moment m a little bottle of coal-ou carried*
for that purpose and striking it against a
solid body, that, too, wUl be cleanad and
ready for use again.

The Chipping Sparrcw
By H. W. Weisgerber

WTE DiDN'T have any cats ; neither had
our next-door neighbors. And that ac-

counts for this little story. There was a
driveway between our house and the one on
our left and here on the hard, weedless clay

mother "Chippie" used to bring her brood of

five or six birdies morning after morning.
What could they find on such barren
ground? Well, such locations are the best

places in which to find dandelion seeds.

They pick up a seed, break off the pappus,
then swallow it From here, too, they
would get onto the lawn and then into the

garden, where they would pick up small
bugs and worms, as well as various weed-
seeds. I used to stand and watch them,
and often they would come within a few
feet of where I stood, and I could hear their

"bird-talk" of low. sweet notes that they
always uttered, until something would
frighten them, when, with a note of alarm
from the mother, they would all fly to the

nearest bush or tree for safety. Then when
quiet had been restored the.v would fly

earthward again and zo to feeding.

The t:'t is its worst ;^nemy. Then, too,

many of them are taken for English spar-

rows and are shot by thoughtless men and
boys who think that they are aiding nature

by killiug the English sparrow, and in so

doing they kill nearly as many of our use-

ful, native sparrows, because they have not

learned to distinguish between an English,

a song, chipping, vesper or any of our nu-

merous otlier useful species of sparrows.

"Chippy'i builds the well-known horse-

hair-lined nest in the vines on our porches

or in the gn»j)e-arbor. Besides this almost

universal habit they can be easily identified

as being one of the .smallest of our door-

yard sparrows. They are a dirty white

underneath and on the breast and have a

light-coloretl chestnut crown.
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The Get-Rich-Quick Hen
By Henry W. HuU

A YEAR ago last fall a friend sent my
mother a note saying he had left a hen
for her in a certain place he was

leaving. We were in a mountain four miles
from where he left this hen. The hen was
there three days without food or water in a
sack. IShe was meant to be killed and eaten.

AVe were at a gold-mine and had no chick-

ens. Mother had been sick. We thought
the chicken would do her good.

Mother, knowing what the hen had been
through, thought to keep her a while to get
her over her sufferings and to fleshen her
up a little.

Madam Hen went to laying and laid

from five to six eggs per week in October,
and all winter at about five and one-half
eggs per week. Eggs were at the sixty-

cent mark most of the winter. Eggs
average here about forty cents the year
around.

Now I have the habit of analyzing things
with the following in view : Is the invest-

ment good or bad, and at what figure would
a money expert capitalize this kind of an
investment? Would it not go this way?

Cost of plant (the hen) $0.75
Cost of feed and care per hen . . . 1.00
Cost of buildings per hen 50

Depreciation of hen about eleven per
cent., as after laying three years she will

stUl bring fifty cents. Good markets for all

she could ordinarily produce at above
prices. We must charge ten per cent, for

depreciation of buildings and upkeep, so,

per year, it would be something like this

:

Depreciation of hen $0.0833
Cost of feed and care 1.00
Depreciation of building per

hen 0.05
Interest on investment at 7%
on total investment of $2.25
per hen 1575

Total per year $1.2908

Please remember that this would be
about the way the promoter would handle
it, but we will not follow the wild-catters.

Conservatively, we would get 216, or
eighteen dozen eggs per hen per year, for

we will have experts in all departments.
We can, by handling nothing but strictly

fresh eggs, get fifty or fifty-five cents per
dozen here in the mountains, but we will

be conservative and call it forty cents per
dozen. Remember, your hen begins to yield

revenue when purchased, unless she is

raised, and we can easily make a profit on
raising her at the seventy-five cents, the

cost allowed.
We have not charged ourselves cost of

mai-ketiug because it is very small, and we
have the fertilizer that will pay us enough
to fully repay all marketing costs and
leave a mai;gLn for profit. Thus our income

:

18 dozen eggs per hen, at 40c. $7.20

Total cost per hen 1.2908

Profit per hen.... $5.9092

Investors will be satisfied with a twenty-
per-eent.-investment possibility, so we wiU
water our stock accordingly.

Now, as our profit is about 470 per cent.,

we will add about 450 per cent, of water
to our stock, or charge the dear public

$5.90 or thereabouts for each hen. for you
know that if we promise them 470 per cent,

they wUl think our statements are too

good to be true and won't buy our stock,

and I am afraid that even twenty per cent,

will be too much, as they all know that a

twenty-per-cent. investment is unsafe.

I have been through the mill. I have
floated hundreds of schemes. I can truth-

fully say that the above is conservative as

compared with a large part of stock invest-

ments. To actually capitalize a 220-egg
hen at three dollars or four dollars is

really commonplace business, speaking
with present-day business methods in mind.

No Mites Here
By Mrs. Frank Swanson

Y MAKING roosts

similar to the illus-

tration you can easily

rid your hen-house of

mites, as it is impos-
sible for the mites to

go from the hens and roosts into the walls.

The roosts are short enough so they do not
touch either end of the house. They are
nailed together to make them firm, and are
hung from hooks with strong, stiff wire.
They can easily be taken out, cleaned and
whitewashed. Usually, after a few thorough
cleanings, you are rid of the pests.

Young Downy Travelers
By A. E. Vandervort

A GREAT many people are surprised to

'^hear that chicks can be safely sent by
express from two hundred to one thousand
or more miles and reach their destination
alive and in good condition before they are
fairly dried off. But such is the case, and
to-day the shipping of day-old chicks has
become a leading branch of the poultry
business. Thousands and thousands of the
little chaps are shipped all over the world
at most aU times of the year.
Some people do not know that a chick,

which escapes from the shell in which it

has been a prisoner for three weeks, wQl
stand a lot of abuse and live, provided you
are not too harsh with it. Nature has pro-
vided a supply of nourishment for the little

fellow in the form of the yolk of the egg
from which it is hatched. As the chick
comes from the sheU with the undigested
yolk yet in its body, it furnishes all the food
that the chick needs for the first forty-eight
hours of its life. When the little chicks
are packed away for several hours during
shipment they continue to gain strength
and are much better off than if they were
exposed to the sudden changes of running
in and out from the hover of the brooder.
And these are the reasons why so many
are safely sent and reach their destination
in good condition.

Ship Them in Baskets

After the chicks are hatched and nicely
dried off, they are ready for shipment. I
have found baskets to be excellent for ship-
ping the little fellows in small lots of from
twelve to fifty. These baskets should be
strong and low, about four inches is the
proper height. I line the basket well with
burlap, and cut clover and chaff is placed
in the bottom. The chicks are then put in

and a cover of burlap sewed over the top
of the basket. A label, LIVE CHICKS, is

sewed on in a conspicuous place, and they
are ready for shipment. I like baskets best,

for they are light and easily handled.
If you prefer to ship in boxes make them

of light material and four inches high, and
they should be lined the way mentioned for

the baskets. If any great number are to be
shipped, the chicks can be placed in boxes
containing several decks. Don't feed the
chicks anything for the journey, as it is

injui'ious to them.
The shipping of day-old chicks has come

to stay. Buying young chicks will save you
a lot of trouble and money too. Don't ex-

pect to have your chicks shipped the day
after you order them.

A Leading

Woman's Magazine
The Woman's World is without doubt
the beat magazine ever printed for the
money: in fact, is superior to many
magazines selling for more than this. It
is not only attractive in appearance, but
its colunms are full of the choicest litera-
ture that money can buy. The contents
of the Woman's World are selected with
a view to entertaining and educating its
readers. It is a big value at a low price.
Every farmer in the country should take
this opportunity of obtaining the
Woman's World without cost in coimec-
tion with Farm and Fiheside.
You can get the leading medium-priced
woman's publication for two whole
years without cost by extending your
own subscription to Fakm and
Fireside one year.

Farm and Fireside, one year
regular price 50 cents

Woman's World, one year
regular price 35 cents )

Send your order at once to

FARM AND FIRESIDE
Springfield, Ohio

Both for

SO cents

BOYS! Tbls Ball Glove and An
The Bp>^' Magazine (6mos.)9U

We will also inclade, withont extra coat,

a book entitled " Fifty "Ways for Boys to
jEarn Money." Waiter Camp ediu
[The Boys* Mei^azliie. Each issue
of magazine is filled with
clean, fascinating stories and in*
structlre articles, of intense interest
to every live boy. Departments devoted
to The Boy Scouts, Electricity, Mechan-
ics, Athletics, Photography, Carpentry,
Stamps and Coins. Colored covers and

beautifully illustrated throughout. This fielder's glove is made
by one of the foremost American manufacturers, of finest tan
leather, felt padded, leather lined, web thumb, deep pocket.
Guaranteed. Satis/action, or money refunded. Order today.

TheScottP. RodfleldCo., 967MalnSt.,Smethport.Pa.
The Boys' Magazine at all news-stands, too a copy.

I IPP Ifll I TD l-'ceeil, strongest
L.IUC niLLLIf lice killing com-
pound made. Works like magic. Simply
put afewdrops in nests and hang bottle
in coop. Powerful evaporating vapors go
into feathers, cracks and crevices. No
painting, spraying .or dusting. Easy to
use. Cirenlarfree. Pound bottle prepaid

60c. Moneybackif itfails. Agents wanted
W.H.MetzgerCo., No. 35, Qulncy, III.

Lice Murder Chicks]
check ]aying. stunt growth, ruin I

the plumage, torture the hens, f

PRATTS LICE KILLER
|(Powdered) murders lice and so I

insures greater profits. I

25c, 50c. Guaranteed. Pratts 160- j

page poultry book 10c by mail.
Get Pratts Profit-sharing Booklet

At all dealers, or
PRATT FOOD COMPANY

Philadelphia Chicago
|

Win This Motor-Cycle
You are Sure of a Prize When You Become a

Member of the Motor- Cycle Club

YOU will never be offered a better

chance to become the owner of a

fine Motor-Cycle. This is one of

the very latest 1913 models and a stand-

ard machine in every respect. What
splendid times you can have with this

machine ! If you want to take a trip to

town or visit a neighbor just get in the

saddle, turn on the power, and away you

go. The important thing for you to do is

to become a member of the Farm and
Fireside Motor-Cycle Club right away
and a fully qualified contestant for this

Motor-Cyc4e. You will agree it is the

most generous club you've ever heard about.

This Gift Now
Ready and

Waiting

for You

How to Join the Motor-Cycle Club

You Can Take the Youngsters Along, Too

The slight task which the publishers of Farm and Fire-
side require of you in order to become a member of the Motor-
Cycle Club will only take a couple of hours of your time. It is

really surprisingly easy. Every year Farm and Fireside
gives away many fine prizes and pays thousands of dollars in

cash just to advertise the paper. That explains why we are able

to offer you this unusual reward. Simply send your name and
address to the Motor Man, Farm and Fireside, Springfield,

Ohio. A post-card will do, or fill out the below coupon, and
mail it. The Motor Man will at once send you full particulcU"s,

telling you just how to become a member of this remarkable club.

Every Club Member a Winner
Every member of the Motor-Cycle Club is a sure prize-winner. Besides

competing for this Motor-Cycle, you will have a chance to compete for a
large number of other prizes, including three Bicycles, Shot-Gun,
Diamond Ring, Grafonola, Sewing-Machine, Incubator, Elstey
Organ, Baseball Outfit and hundreds of other useful articles, or if you
prefer cash commission instead of a prize you will be allowed a generous
commission on all subscriptions that you send Farm and Fireside.

Send in Your Name To-day, and
Get 1,000 Free Votes

Just fill out the below coupon, and mail it right away. To-day
is the time to act. Every person who promptly answers this

advertisement will receive 1,000 FREE VOTES as a starter, so

be quick. If you wish to become a full-fledged member at once,

then send along two one-year subscriptions at 50 cents each, and
you will be a charter member of the club. It is very important
that you get Em early start.

Motor Man, FARM AND FIRESIDE, Springfield, Ohio

MOTOR MAN. B
Farm and Fireside, Springfield, Ohio.

I would like to join the Motor-Cycle Club. Please send mc
Membership Certificate and full information about the club.

My name is

Post-office

State
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^IsYbur J
^mSafe?

Is it protected against vermin, fir« ft

theftT Is it well-cared, ready for the
lli^est Barfcet price? Too can aoswar sU I
tiiese qaestaoos with yes after installing a I

Marshall Corn Crib
Made Imstj palranized iron that,

lasts a lifetime. Perforated body
and ventilating shaft iasare perfectly
cared com. Bailt along aclentific

lices, easy to erect, all sizes. Write
today for free illastrated catalog,
showing all s^Ies.

[roa Crib & Bin Co.,
Box 170 Wooster, Ohio

i
Garden and Orchard I

! i

WINTER SEED WHEAT
KHARKOV YIELDS 50 TO 70 BU- PER ACRE

Yield guaranteed- Write for catalog and circular, de-
scribing the mostwoaderful variety ever introduced in

the U. S. BERRY'S IMPROVED KHARKOV. Just im-
ported direct from Russia. Has no equal. Largest yielder
known and withstands the severest wintexs. Have im-
proved Turkev Red. other varieties and Mammoth "White
Rye. Large stock Alfalfa. Timothy and all Grass Seen.
Vt'rite for circular, free samples, special low prices.

A. A. Berry Seed Co.. Box 142, Clarinda, loima

SEED
WHEAT

Highest yielder of any variet; in the j:tate. We have
splendid ?tocfcs. very pore, free from rye, cockle or
other v,eed.'5. Tested 61^6 pounds direct from thresher.
Yielde'I about 30 bushels on poor land. Our prices will
sait you. Write to-day.

The Win5 Seed Co., Box 549, Mechanicsburg, O.

"MONARCH"
Cider Press
will net more money
for you than any other
Investment yon can
make. lObbL to400bbL
per day. Also makers
of apple bnttercookers,
evaporators, etc

A. B. FARQUHAR CO^ ttd,, B«x 105. Torft. Pa,

Attachment with Com Harvester
cots and throws in pilee on har-
vester or winrows. Man and horse
cats and siiocks eQnal with a Com

Binder. Sold in every state. Price S20.00. W.H.BrXTOX,
of Johnst-ovm. Ohio, writes: "The Harvester has proven
all you claim for it; the Harvester eared me over $25 in
labor last year's com cutting. I cnt over 500 shocks;
will make 4 boshela com to a shock." Testimonials and
catalog free, showing pictures of harresteK, Address
NEW PROCESS MFG. CO. SALINA, KANSAS.

CORN HARVESTER
That beats them alL One horse cuts two rows. Games
to the shock. Worked by 1, 2 or 3 men. ^o danger.
No twine. Free Trial. We also make Stwmp Pnllen
and TUe IMtekers. Catalog Free. Agents Wanted.
C. O. BENNETT JL- CO., Westervllle. Ohio.

1^00 Varieties—Betscher Peonies
bloom for yoa. your children and toot great grandchildren. In-
crease in quantity and beant? yearly. 32.50 up per doxea bulbs.
12 Iris. 31 op. Cash. Write to-day for special list for fall planting.

C. BETSCHER. Plant Breeder, Dept. X. Canal Dover, O.

Agents—Portraits 35c., Frames 15c. Sheet
Pictures Ic. Stereoscopes 2.5c. Views Ic. -SO days*
credit. Samples and catalog free. Consolidated Portrait
Oo., Dept. 306 T. 1027 W. Adams Street. Ciiicago.

BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTKATED BOOKLET about
Delaware, the State of luscious fruits and of ideal homes.
Address State Board of Agriculture, Dover, Delaware.

Do You Want to Earn
Fifty Fine Assorted Post-Cards?

Then write to us to-day and say that you
wish to earn this fine lot of cards. Address

FARM AND FIRESIDE, Post-Card Dept., SPRINGFIELD. OHIO

Tomatoes from Cuttings
By H. F. Grinstead

WHERE one wishes to grow tomatoes
m a hothouse or in pots for home use,

it is more satisfactory to make eut-

tiugs from mature plants late in August
than to grow plants from seed. Tomato-
slips are very easily rooted. Cut from
vigorous stalks in pieces four inches long,

and plant these in a bed of good soil. When
the roots are an inch long remove the plants
from the bed to four-inch pots. Whether
for the window-sill or the more ample
greenhouse, the plants should remain in

these small pots till buds have developed,

when they may be transplanted to the
bench or into larger pots. Cuttings handled
in this way will make stockier plants, and
will mature fruit much quicker than plants
grown from seed. Cuttings may be secured
from tomato-plants at any time during the
growing season, or until the vines are killed

Ijy frost.

BINDER

Orchard Dentistry
By H. F. Grinstead

W/'HETHER it is a shade or fruit tree, a
little judicious treatment of u cavity

will often save the tree for many years
of usefulness. Whether it be a branch or
the main trunk, the treatment will be the
same. First, all decayed or apparently de-

caying or diseased wood should be removed
with a sharp chisel or knife until perfectly

sound heart-wood is exposed. Immediately
wash the wound with a solution of copper
sulphate, in the proportion of one pound of
sulphate to five gallons of water.
As soon as this has been done, fill the

cavity with a thin mortar made by mixing
one part of cement with three parts of clean
sand. WTien it has become stiff but not
hard, face it on the outside with thin ce-

ment, using a trowel to smooth the cement
over aU parts that have become injured.

If a cavity or split should occur near a
fork of the tree, it would be an additional
safeguard to put a long bolt through both
branches so as to hold them together. When
the cement hardens in a cavity, the trunk
will be perfectly solid, and decay will be
arrested.

The San Jose Scale Itself

By Anna B. Comstock
TF WE consider the San Jose scale from

its own standpoint we shall be obliged

to concede that it is a great success, despite

the vast army of fruit-growers who are
always battling with it. In fact, it would
be far easier for the fruit-growers to subdue
an incursion of elephants than to conquer
this tiny foe. And for this reason it may
prove a matter of interest to observe some-
what more closely the tactics of this minute
enemy of the fruit-trees.

Real Bone and Potash'
In some sections wheat growers refuse to use any other

phosphate than real bone.

More wheat and a better stand of clover will be secured if

the bone is balanced with Potash. The longer bone has been

used the more urgent becomes the need of

Try 2CO to 400 pounds per acre of a mixture of equal parts of bone and
Kainit, or one ton of bone with 300 poimds of Muriate of Potash.

See that your dealer carries Potash. If he does
not. write us for prices, statini; amount needed,
and ask for our free book, " Fall Fertilizer*.'*

GERMAN KALI WORKS, Inc.
NEW YORK—42 BROADWAY

McCormick Block, Chicago

Bank & Trust BIdg., Savannah
Whitner Central Bask BIdg., New Orleans

Eniire BIdg., Atlanta 25 Califoiaia St., Sao Fraicisco

Phelps' Storm Buggy^^
Everybody's Ejayorite!

PHELPS rcaJly broke the rword when he designed
this Storm BugKy. It's the easiest riding:, the
classiest, and the most comfortable bugyy that
ans man ever rode in.

Jast think of mshrnjr yoar drives tnm ttom bitinfr winds,
r.'tin, snow and Ble«-t. and of beintr able to open all four Hides
in two {».-coads when the sun shines. And it's sold on the

H. C. PHE
Pr*»id*i

Mail t»08tal
Today For
17 8 Page

Most Surprising Offer Phelps Ever
Made—You Can Save $25 to $40^

Send yournameon a postal quickly for full prop-
osition. Ask for the bijf buKKy book 8howin>r
over 278"photofl:raph3. Auto suata, Hunabouts,
Surreys, Phaetons — all kinds and a bti^ dis-
play of mimcss. Every bu^tev Kuaraniced for
2 years—over J67.f)00 now in u?e. Maji postal
today. Address 11. C. I'helps, Pres.

Tbe Ohio C«rrUfc Hfc Co., Sutioa 27. Colnmbiu, 0.

We will begin ODr study with the young
scale insects just pushed out into the world
from their mother's tent. They are tiny,

orange-j-ellow creatures, each proyided with
a pair of antennse, two perfectly good eyes,
a mouth in the form of a long sucking-tube
and with three p;ui-s of very active and
efficient legs, on which each scampers
around on the bark of the tree.

Settling for life, in the case of the young
scale-bugs, consists in finding an unoccu-
pied place where it can thrust its sucking-
tube down through the bark and into the
living cells of the ti'ee. whence it can draw
the juices for its food. It is no easy mat-
ter to push this tiny, thread-like tube
through the tough bark of the tree, and the
process often requires so much time that
we should admire the patience of this little

creature and its perseveranc-e in the effort,

for it always keeps on pushing until finally

the mouth-tube is in up to the hUt. Then,
in utter satisfaction, the -little creature
folds its antennse and legs beneath its body,
which soon contracts and assumes a circu-
lar form.

Just How They Look and Act

But it is a soft and delicate body
and unless protected would soon be in-

jured : so straightway the insect begins

the making of its tent, and surely no other

tent was ever so wonderfully woven. All

over the tiny body are pores through which
waxy threads are pushed out, threads finer

than a spider's silk, and which soon c-over

the insect in a downy, white c-overlet. After

a little the waxy threads melt together and
form a tent with a raised pole at the cen-

ter, as if there were a tent-ix)le holding it

up ; but through a connection with the in-

sect's body this tent stays well in place

without pole or pegs to hold it.

Up to this period the males and females
are just alike ; but, after feeding beneath
their tents, they are obliged to grow, insect

fashion, which c-onsists in shedding their

skeleton skins, so as to give room for the

expansion of their bodies. When this first

skin comes off the two sexes have quite a
different api)earance. Both lose their legs

and antennse. for these organs are now
quite useless, sinc-e the insects are settled

for life, and, in fact,

would be in the way. The
male retains his eyes.

They are lai-ge and pur-

ple, and the general form
of his body is elongate.

The female is a dumpy
creature, and she loses

her eyes as well as her
legs and antennse ; her
body is simply a circular

sac. and all that she has
left of her organs is her
mouth, which now seems to be situated
pretty nearly in the center of the lower
surface of her body, and this thread-like

tubular mouth (m) of hers is three times
as long as the diameter of her body. It is

a tube with four threads running the
length of it. and these threads are diabolical

little prods that push out into the plant-

tissue to set loose the juic-es which are
sucked up into the insect's body through the
tube. When she is about twenty days old

she ag.iin sheds her skin, which splits con-
venientl.v around the edge of her body, the
upper half foi"ming a lining to her tent, and
the lower half a very thin mattress on
which she rests.

When the male is about twenty days old

he changes form and becomes a true pupa

;

and now by some mysterious means he has
recovered his legs and antennse and has
wing-pads on his back. In less than a week
the pupa-skin is shed, and Mr. Scale-Bug
backs out of his tent, stretches his legs and
his wings and looks about him.
Never was there a wooer who has less use

for eyes to view the charms of his mate
than this insect, for he never gets a glimpse
of her in her tent.

He marries "un-
sight, imseen."'

However, he does
not have to c-on-

front the possi-

bility of an un-
happy marriage,
for he promptly dies during his honeymoon.
Looked at through the microscope he is an
elegant little fellow with two large wings,
and just behind thera on each side is a little

hook which fits into a socket on the hind
edge of the wing, and thus helps him to

manage his flight. And on his back is a
shield, beautiful as that worn by any knight
in battle array.
Now we are prepared to understand the

tactics of the scale-bug army. The female"
is reall.v the warrior, and she fights for new
territory b.v producing great numbers of

young that push out from under her tent

and scatter over the tree. She is a very
lazy scale-bug indeed if she does not send
out at least four hundred youngsters to

fonige on the tree, and since half of these

are likely to be females they, in turn, will

produce other scale-bugs in equal ratio.

And now we can see why the horticul-

turists might better fight elephants than
these little rascally scale-bug mothers,
which let loose on his trees billions of other
little rascals to suck up the siip which the

tree needs and thus ruin the fruit.

The female is a
dumpy creature

He has eyes but
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GARDENING
By T, Greiner
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What About Endive?AREADER asks about endive. It is a
good salad plant. It wiU bear up under
the disadvantages of heat and drought

better than lettuce. It is popular among
people of foreign birth or parentage, but
not much grown or used by pedigreed
Americans. It is weU worth trying by
every home gardener. Seed may be sown
as late as August or plants (often pur-
chasable in our city markets or from
professional gardeners) set as late as Sep-
tember. Should be grown quickly to be
nice and tender. Make the soil rich. Muck
is especially suitable, but any good garden
land wil l do. Lettuce is now so much
grown on muck lands, and under irriga-
tion, and found in our markets in greatest
abundance almost at any time, even in the
hottest summer and fall weather, that the
demand for endive in our markets is likely
to remain limited : but the average home
gardener cannot always rely on having
good lettuce at those unfavorable times,
and a bed of endive will therefore help him
out The plants can stand a foot apart
each way or even slightly more crowded,
but should be kept well cultivated or hoed.
No use planting it on poor soil that is

deficient in humus or naturally dry and
exposed.

The Plant is Relished

The plant has a somewhat bitter taste,
but the flavor becomes pleasant when
the leaves or hearts are blanched. When
the plant has becoipe well developed,
it may be blanched by tying the outer
leaves over tbe heart with bast, or by
placing a big flower-pot over it, or by
setting a board, say ten inches wide, up on
edge from each side of the row. in the shape
of an inverted V. in somewhat the same
way as for celery, except that we leave
no opening on top, and try to exclude all

light from the plants. In any of these
ways we can blanch the plants nicely in
three or four weeks, so that the inner
leaves have a beautiful whitish or creamy
color, are crisp and brittle and of pleasant
flavor. The plants may also be blanched
by hilling or earthing up, like celery.

If endive is to be grown and stored for
winter use (and it may be had until almost
mid-winter) sow the seed of Green Curled
in August, or set the plants early in Sep-
tember, and take the fuU-grown but not
blanched plants up with a chunk of earth
adhering to the roots, and store them in a
root-cellar as you would celery. If kept
dark they will soon blanch, and must then
be Tised. Possibly the young endive-leaves
may do for greens. I have never tried
them that way. But endive is good even
in other ways. Why not plant some?

Water for the Garden
A dry spell at some time during the

summer is the rule rather than the excep-
tion with us. Our garden crops are almost
every year reduced considerably by lack of
water during the growing season, some-
times giving us only one half, one third or
even one quarter of the yield we could
easily secure by using water freely and
judiciously. Irrigation is the pressing
problem for the gai-dener. Water insures
the big crops of lettnce. celery, beets,

onions and other vegetables. Where water
under a good pressure is available for the
garden, as from city or village waterworks,
or from a private plant, the problem is of

easy solution. At Guelph, on the grounds
of the Ontario Agricultural College, the
other day. I saw lines of common galvan-
ized pipe, one-inch and three-<iuarter-inch

size, laid a few feet above the surface of
ground across the four-acre garden. The
supply-pipe is laid underground through
the center of the patch., across the direc-

tion of the overground pipes, and the
water, under a pressure of sixty pounds,
can be turned into the pi|>es to the right

and left. The nozzles, on the Skinner
system, are placed four feet apart in the
pipes, and throw the water in tiny streams
that finally spread, rain-like, over a strip

twenty-five feet wide to one side and, after

turning to the other side, from each pipe
line. The station horticulturist tells me
that they appl.v the water in this way on
all garden crops, with very sjitisfactory

results.

This method of irrigation seeme to me
far ahead of any other that 1 have ever
seen. There are other methods that may
be used to advanUige under certain condi-

tions, such as conducting water in ditches

or furrows between rows of vegetables, or

distribute the water by seepage from home-
made hose (made from strips of canvas or

duck), or from lines of common tile laid

just under the plow line. Most of these sys-

tems are rather clumsy and not to be com-
pared with the Skinner or some similar

system, even such as using common lawu-
spriiikler.s. More, however, will be said

about these other svstems later.
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The Midsummer Market Outlook

Are Prices Stationary?
By J. Pickering Ross

THE general feeling in the sheep-market
appears to have settled down into a
"state of beatitude," or, in more secu-

lar phrase, expert opinion tends to the be-

lief that we may look for fewer sensational

jumps up and down in prices, and that they

will remain much as at present for sonde

time to come. These may be taken as about
as foUows: Top lambs, |8.25 to $8.75;

bulk, $7.25 to $8; yearlings (finished), $6
to $7 ; feeders, $5 to $5.75 ; choice wethers,

$4.50 to $5.50; good ewes, $4.25 to $5.

Feeders of all kinds have been scarce, but
are likely soon to come in more plentifully

from the West. The great run of southern

lambs is about over ; natives are coming in

slowly, and western shipments are not ex-

pected to be excessive. Eastern demand is

good, prices in Buffalo ranging higher than
in western markets.
The wool-market has been quiet during

the past month, but there has been no fall-

ing oif in accepted prices. Growers nearly

everywhere have been standing out for two
to three cents' raise, while dealers seem to

be unable to see their way to paying it.

This condition is caused somewhat by the

fact that manufacturers, uncertain as to

how the tariff will be settled, are buying
only to fill immediate needs. London and
other foreign markets are active, but with

a slight advantage to buyers.

Reasons have already been given in these

columns for the belief that the removal of

the tariff from dressed meats would not

necessarily affect the sheep-market as dis-

astrously as has been feared. As regards

wool, the panic which developed among
sheepmen when, under the Cleveland ad-

ministration, wool was admitted free, caus-

ing many to part with their flocks at

ruinous prices, owed much of its existence

to the fact that millions of sheep were

raised for their wool only. Now that the

popularity of mutton and lamb has directed

attention to the raising of the "mutton-and-

wool" (Down) breeds, the reasons for any-

thing approaching to a panic are done away
•with. We can, if we will take the trouble,

raise as good sheep of those breeds as can

be found anywhere, for there are among us

men who have invested fortunes in im-

porting the best specimens of them, and

whose flocks are ready to furnish rams and

ewes of the highest types at prices which

put them within the reach of anyone. The
demand for this class of wool both here and

abroad is getting away beyond the supply,

and we ought to be able to meet any amount
of competition that may be forthcoming.

These tariff changes are bound to produce

a certain amount of disturbance, but how
great it may be allowed to become and how
long to last will be largely dependent on

the spirit with which our farmers and

sheepmen are prepared to meet it.
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Produce Cheap Beef!

By W. S. A. Smith

ANYONE accustomed to stock-yards

it seems strange to see the paucity of

stock cattle and see so many idle men
among the dealers. Cattle are now being

freely contracted in the range country by

feeders, and this greatly shortens the sup-

ply at market points. There is every in-

dication that high as fat cattle are the

really good ones will sell higher yet. As a

matter of fact, considering the price of

stockers and feeders, real good cattle are

not too high. No one interested in produ-

cing beef can help but wonder at the price

the common cattle are bringing. They
reaUy are making more money for the feed-

ers than the good cattle. The question

naturally comes to one, "What are common
c-attle?" It IS surprising if you buy a car

of so-called good cattle how many tail-ends

you find at the end of your feeding period,

and it is equally a surprise if you buy com-
mon cattle how many decent cattle you get

when fed out. In other words, you paid for

good cattle and never got them.
If you are contemplating buying cattle

this fail to feed, even if the enterprise is not

a new one for you, it will be greatly to your
advantage to pay some good commission
firm the regular commission for buying a
good class of so-called common cattle.

There is nothing so deceptive to a young
feeder as color. I have seen many a short
load of good Angus cattle filled out with a
few dehorned black Holsteins. You can
imagine how they differ in looks and quality
in ninety to one hundred days' feed. The
profit to the dealer was made in the few
poor cattle, and the loss to the feeder was
made on the same cattle. If the common
cattle were bought at common prices no
great harm is done, but it is the few tail-

enders in a load bought at one dollar i>er

hundredweight more than they are worth
that plays havoc with profit. It's the differ-

ence between buying and selling price that

determines the profit. I saw, this last week,
a car-lot of stags seU for $8.30. It set me
thinking. We have a number of successful
feeders who handle nothing but good cattle,

but we have as many or more who are
equally successful with plain or common
cattle. It is seldom you find a man who
feeds both. This is an age of specialists.

The public is demanding cheaper meat,
and the only way they can get it is by
eating poorer meat, and that's what they
are going to do. I. have never enjoyed feed-

ing common cattle, but every time I think
of the price of good feeders that load of
stags at $8.30 keeps popping in front of me,
and I can't live on enjoyment.

Better shut your eyes to color ; buy the
common feeders at common prices. It's

beef that's wanted. The man who can pro-
duce it the cheapest wUl be the winner.

Where Parcel Post Serves
By Mrs. James Lamphcim

WTE WERE among the army of people
eagerly watching for parcel post, so

when one of the Cleveland dailies offered us
a free advertisement we placed this one

:

Apple butter and mincemeat—the kind
Mother used to make. Also orders for
canned fruit and jeUies.

We were besieged with, orders. We
packed and sent samples of each at one
dollar per gallon. We were aU sold out
before the orders ceased to come. We also

had orders for hampers of fresh garden
produce to be sent weekly, as soon as it

was ready.
The present parcel-post law wiU need

remodeling as to rates and pounds, but we
hope for great results. We have had no com-
plaints so far. This wiU get the producer
and consumer in direct communication,
which is a step in the right direction.

There are thousands of bushels of apples,

quantities of tomatoes and all garden truck
within thirty miles of Cleveland that are
practically wasted because there is no mar-
ket. We feel that many things may be
marketed under the present parcel post.

Standard Barrels for Apples
pOLLOWING is a summary of some of the

principal points in a new federal law de-
fining standard barrels, which went into
effect July 1, 1913

:

"The standard barrel for apples shall be
of the following dimensions : Length of

staves, 281^ inches ; diameter of head, 17%
inches ; distance between heads, 26 inches

;

circumference of bulge, 64 inches outside
measurement ; representing as near as pos-

sible 7,056 cubic inches.

"The standard grade for apples packed in

barrels and shipped in interstate or foreign
commerce shall be as foUows : apple" of one
variety, which are well-grown specimens,
hand-picked of good color for the variety,

normal shape, practically free from insects

and fungous injuries, bruises and other
defects, or apples of one variety which are
not more than ten per cent, below the fore-

going specifications shall be 'standard grade,
minimum size 2% inches' if the minimum
size of the apple is 2% inches in transverse
diameter ; 'standard grade, minimum size

21/4 inches' if the minimum size of the apple
is 21/4 inches in transverse diameter, or
'standard grade, minimum size 2 inches' if

the minimum size of the apple is 2 inches
in transverse diameter.

"All barrels packed with apples shall be
deemed to be below standard if the barrel
bears any statement, design or device in-

dicating that the barrel is a standard barrel

of apples, unless the barrel shall be plainly

marked on end and side with words or
figures showing the fractional relation

which the actual capacity of the barrel

bears to the capacity described by the first

section. The marking must be in plain

block letters not less than one inch tall.

Barrels packed with apples shall be deemed
to be misbranded :

"If the barrel bears any statement, design
or device indicating that the apples con-
tained are 'standard grade,' and the apples
when packed do not conform to require-

ments. Second : if the barrel bears any
statement, design or device indicating that
the apples contained therein are 'standard
grade,' and the barrels fail to bear also a

Northwest Apple Grades

T^HE necessity for bringing the producer
and the consumer more closely together

has been talked over and written about
from every angle. It is recognized, how-
ever, that the demands of the consiuner

must be found in what the producer sends

to the market, if the most profit and the

least waste is to foUow. Last March the

Northwestern Fruit Exchange in conven-

tion at Portland, Oregon, adopted the fol-

lowing apple-grading rules as an expression
of what the market demands. A number
of organizations of the Northwest inter-

ested in the apple crop have ratified these

rules. Whether they meet with the
approval of all or not, is not so important
at this time. Minor differences in such a
classification can be easily arrangeu. The
interesting standpoint is : marketing is be-

ing placed on a basis that can be understood.

GRADES

No. 1 GRADE
Solid Red Varieties

— Arkansas Black

g Mcintosh Red
p.H Spitzenberg

Winesap

J
Partially Red Varieties

W Delicious

^ Gravensteins
Jonathan

^ Rome Beauty

4^ Stayman Winesap

>
Q Blushed Varieties

H Red-Cheek Pippin

Q Winter Banana
Id
H Yellow Varieties

5 Grimes' Golden
S Ortley ,

White Winter Pearmain
Yellow Newtown

No. 2 GRADE

Solid Red Varieties

u

Id Partially Red Varieties

^ Blushed Varieties

.J

< Yellow Varieties

VI
Id

Q
D
.J

Z EXCEPTIONS

No. 3 GRADE

May include, all merchantable apples not ad-

mitted to Grades No. 1 or No. 2.

Minimum
Size

150
150

150

163

138
150
150

138
138

150
138

150
150
150

163
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Color
Require-
ment

75%
good
natural

color.

50%
good
red
color.

Distinctly
colored
cheek.

Good
natural

color.

General
Conditioo

-2 'C Q.

1-3 good
natural

color.

1-5 good
red color.

None.

None.
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Yellow Newtowns may be as small as size 200.

Jonathan, Spitzenberg and Winesap will be admitted in sizes 188

nd 200, if up to color requirements for No. 1 Grade.

Rome Beauty, if 125 or larger, will be admitted when 10 % red.
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statement of the variety, the name of the
locality where grown and the name of the
packer or person under whose authority
the apples were packed and the barrel
marked. The penalty for the violation of
this law is $1 and costs for each barrel
sold or offered for sale."

Michigan Land Values
By A. J. Rogers, Jr.

AN ILLINOIS reader says he understands
•''that there are some fifty thousand acres
open for settlement in the Michigan fruit
belt. It is to be sold cheap in ten to forty
acre tracts.

Michigan is for sale ! I take it you mean
the southern part of the Southern Penin-
sula and in the fruit belt, which includes
the counties along Lake Michigan, extend-
ing eastward to Grand Rapids. In general,
this is the very best for general farming and
fruit culture. The country is well settled
and many farms, which are now neglected,
may be bought very cheaply. These, I

think, are a very good investment. There is

little swamp land, and no rocks are to be
found in this section. Few stumps are to

be seen, the climate is delightful, and tlie

water very good, but hard in some places.

Just a word : Don't believe all that some
real-estate dealers may say. In Michigan,
as elsewhere, there is poor land that must
be looked out for.

Persimmons—a Profitable Crop
By M. Coverdell

'T'HE persimmon (Diospyros Yirniniana)
* is a native fruit of the United States,
the name of the tree being handed down
from the Virginia Indians' language. It is

said to be a natural growth from New York
southward. But more accurately it may be
said that it is never found, as a natural
product, north of latitude forty degrees.
The persimmon belongs to the plum

family of fruits, it being very harsh and
astringent even after ripening. With the
first frosts, however, it becomes mellow and
of the most luscious and palatable savor,
being a natural laxative of the highest
nutritive value. Opossums, 'coons and in
fact all animals are very fond of persim-
mons and grow rolling fat on them. Hence
the significance of the phrase- " 'Possums
and Persimmons."
While the persimmon has been budded,

grafted, etc., and greatly improved in lim-
ited sections, it has not been given the
attention it would seem to merit. With
proper management, it probably could be
carried much farther north than the area
it now occupies. The same might be said
of the paw-paw, which is a sort of sister

fruit to the persimmon, being a little larger,

shaped like a bean and also of a very
luscious and nutritious consistency.

Persimmons are used in a variety of
ways for table use. They are also in de-
mand as a commercial product, selling for

one doUar per bushel. They should not be
plucked till after the first heavy frosts,

and if they will hang on the tree till a
hard freeze, they will be of finer flavor. In
drying and curing them (which is done the
same as with other fruits) care must be
taken that they do not lie in heaps, as they
are apt to mold. They also require a very
cool, dry place in storage.

All grades must be rigidly observed. Apples not admissible to grades specified must be withheld from market.

Desitmate sizes bv count: do not show tiers. The only recognized counts for Northwest sundard apple-packs are

: foUows: 41. 45. 48. 56, 64, 72. 80, 88, 96. 100. 104, 113. 125. 138, 150.-163. 175, 188, 200.

Hog Prices Remain High
By L. K. Brown

"THE hog-market is pursuing the course
that has been expected. Receipts have

been inclined to get smaller and prices

advance accordingly. Quality has deterio-

rated somewhat, but the average weight
has remained about the same. Heavy pack-
ing hogs are discriminated against, while
the light shipping weights under two hun-
dred pounds command the highest price.

The market has gained a top-heavy appear-
ance when the price has advanced to a high
figure, thus making it doubtful if it will

advance much farther. However, clearances

have been accomplished early .in the day,

and the market has been healthy.

Since the advance in live-hog prices the
provisions-market in pork products, espe-

cially in lard, has received considerable

attention. Provisions prices have followed

in a general way the live-hog prices, but
are on a more sensitive and fluctuating

basis. Lard stocks have increased rapidly,

but no declines are expected, as the future

demand will consume it all. Vegetatvle oils

have advanced, thus helpiug to maintain
lard prices. Foreign demand is strong in

this product and fair in pork.

The outlook for the next few weeks is

a satisfactory one to the farmer. Prices

will be maintained because the fresh de-

mand has remained good, and the eastern

shippers are taking a larger portion of the

supply than previously, and receipts are not
expected to increase any until winter.
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SAVE MUCH TIME AND
LABOR IN SUMMER

Which means a great deal to

the farmer, let alone the great

increase in quantity' and im-
provement in qualit)' of product

The De Laval Separator Co.
New York Chicago San Francisco

Only $2 Down
One Year to PayT
^ am Buys the New Butter-

Jl fly Jr, No.l. Light mnni! „
^0 cleaning, close skim-

^i^^f ming, durable. Guaranteed
,a lifetime. Skims 95 qts.
' per hoar. Made also In four
lareer sizes up to 5 1-2 shown

I

30 Days' FreeTrial ^^JSbT^SS*
itsaves in cream HostaJ brines Free cat-
alog folder and "dir^ct-frcm-iactor:.-" offer.
fciOy from the maiL'jfacnjrer and save half.

ALBAUGH-DOVER CO.
2260 Marshall Blvd. CHICACO

WILL BALE 20 TONS OR MORE A
DAY AT COST OF ONLY 40c A TON.

Make big money baliDg for your neighbor!
after years is done.

The Cyclone is powerful, durable,
repair-proof—made almost entirely of

finest steel. Unbreakable steel baling
chamber, adjustable tension, makes smooth
clean, tight bales, 75to 125 lbs. as desired.
Three strokeseach circle. Self-feed. Works'
at stack, barn or windrow.
Here'i the biggest money maker yoa can

boy. Low price. Free trial and absolute
gnarentee on every press. Write today—
tull informetion free.

Ge&. Ertel Co.,
j347 Ky.St„Quincy,III.

m-3-Stro/(e
^

\se/r-

THE LABELOF SAFETY
Here at last is the safe engine. Insurance
companies are con\'inced. Everj* precaution
taken to prevent increased insurance rates.

Make sure of this protection by getting the

Jacobson Engine
Every engine bears its own label showing that it has

been inspected and approved by the

.

Underwriters Laboratories Co., Inc.
Plenty of reserve
power. Easj- start-
ng. Material and
vorkmanship fault-

less. Send
for booklets.

Jacahsoa HaiUne
Mfg. Co.

DeptO,
Warren, ta.

r
I Live Stock and Dairy !

The Profitable Hog
By Wm. Bolles

ONE of our farmers who has raised an
average of 125 pigs yearly decided to

try for six hundred by breeding one
hundred gilts. The first litters came when
the weather was cold and wet, and but fifty

were saved. The second farrowing took

place under more favorable conditions, yet

but a hundred w.ere raised. In this case

forty sows were bred. In speaking about
this experience, the breeder said : "It was
mismanagement. I can handle forty sows
with ease and raise most of the pigs, but
with more they have to shift for them-
selves, and if conditions are against me I

lose out. After this I will stick to forty

head."
Although he has his hogs on an alfalfa-

pasture and is a heavy grain-feeder from
the time the pigs are farrowed imtil they

are sold, yet he feels he has made good by
feeding shorts as a slop, on the side. He

]
thinks he has always made a profit at hog-

i

feeding since he started in the early nine-

i

ties, even though corn has. at times, cost

I

around the sixty-cent mark.
A farmer living in the center of a farm

reaching a mile and a quarter each way
from the house and feed-lots has been
enabled to raise his hogs with but little

grain from the time they are farrowed
until they are ready to fatten out. There
is alfalfa from one end of the place to the

other, and they generally have free range
everywhere except through two months of

the growing season for corn. The sows
farrow where they please, and little atten-

tion is paid to them until those a year old

are rounded up in the late summer ready
for fattening. Most generally two months

—

' often less—finds them finished and on the

road to market. Neighbors feeding a heavy
ration of grain from the time of farrowing
until the pig is sold say his hogs look

runty ; but he beats everybody when it

: comes to making the greatest profit. In

j

addition to marketing his hogs at a low
cost, this farmer also has better "luck" in

raising more pigs per sow bred than his

neighbors who feed them heavily.

Our Poultry Club
By special arrangement with the publishers of

POULTRY HU.SBAN'DRY, you can get this
splendid paper for one year in connection with
Farm and Fireside at a special reduced price.
Poultry Husbandry* contains splendid pointers
and ideas for the raising of fine fowls. It is edited
by the best authorities on poultry in America. It
is chuck-fuU of secrets of feed-mixing, quick-
growing chicks and other information of great
value to everyone interested in poultry-raising.

Farm and Fireside \ g^^^j^
Poultry Husbandry J

For One Whole Year

Address FARM AND FIRESIDE, Springlield, Obio

50c

Deatli to Heaves

'^newton'Sl'v;'',:;;..:;,;^:
At droseisli' or 8fDt ptfHtj.aiJ.

KWIOII KMEOT C0.,T0l£O0, OHIO

Free Minnesota Homestead Lands. 2,500,000 Acres
Stal4 Land, low pric^rs. *0 \93rf ' tini«. Sinl, cli i)iat«. market condi-
tiont cJoal. t'HEF. LITERATURE. Whte Fred D.ShermftD, SUte
loiniiicrstion Coinmis»i<jnfr, 316 Stat4 Capitol, St. Paul, Minn.

iS^SPRBiNi
I^B 'Ti*... ..•.:traoe MARk*tG:u.s:piT. <

will reduce inflamed, swollen
Joints, Sprains, Bruises, Soft

Bunches; Heals Boils, Poll
Evil, Ouittor, Fistula, or
any unhealthy sore
quickly as it is a positive antiseptic

and germicide. Pleasant to use;

does Dot blister under bandage or
remove the hair^nd you can work
the horse. $2.00 per bottle,deliv-

ered. Book 7 K free.

W, F. YOUNG, p. 0, F., 23 Temple St., Springfield, Mass.

EauAL To fiNESTAuto Springs
t in principle, quality of steel and grade '

Jot workmanship—in fact, made in a laree '

[
autosprineplant—Harvey BolsterSpringscan I

I

not be excelled for resiliency, durability and I

^
appearance. Get a set and save many dollars /

hauline your perishables. Beware of
substitutes. If nt It no dealer's, (rlttB.

Himj$prlogCo.,72917ili$l„B«clne,Wit.

.
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When Selecting a Draft-Horse
By John P. Ross

IN A PREVIOUS issue I suggested that
* the farmer taking up horse-breeding

would do well to seek for a stallion of the

breed he proposes to raise and whose ser-

\ices would be readily available. If he
succeeds in finding one possessing to a
reasonable extent the best points which
characterize the breed, he will have in his

mind a model which should greatly assist

him in selecting mares. He should, there-

fore, as fully as possible, know what these

best points are.

Soundness in both parents is the most

;

important matter to be looked for, because
most of the troubles which constitute un-

soundness are hereditary. Relatively few
are caused by accident. There are nearly

thirty kinds of unsoundness besides some
half dozen species of vice which, in the eye

of the law. entitle the purchaser of a horse
warranted "sound and free from vice" to

return him.
As a little knowledge on so complicated

a matter is a dangerous thing, it will be

found safest and cheapest in the end for

even a fairly expert horseman, before buy-

ing maros for breeding or using a stallion,

to obtain the opinion of a ^mpetent and
honest veterinary surgeon on this point of

soundness.
Outside of it there is little to keep a man

of ordinary intelligence and powers of ob-

servation from selecting for himself the

mares he proposes to breed from when
mated with the horse he has in view. Even
as regards soundness there are many dis-

eased conditions and malformations so

plainly visible that the exercise of a very
moderate amount of "horse-sense" is suflS-

cient to detect them.

Examine the Eyes and Ears

The sire of heavy draft-horses should
weigh from 1,800 to 2.200 pounds, and to

justify so great a weight should, to appear
well proportioned, stand at least sixteen and
one-half hands (sixty-six inches) in height,

unless of unusually solid build and of the

long-and-low type.

The best word I can think of to express

the idea of the impre.ssion he should convey
at first sight is "majestic," an effect pro-

duced by the carriage of the head and neck,

the bold, courageous, yet kindly, exprrssion
of the eye and the general look of the
countenance indicative of good temper.

Everyone knows what a lot of informa-
tion some horses can convey b.v merely wag-
ging their ears. The possession of the above-
named attributes almost surely implies
a good appetite and sound digestive powers ;

and when there is added to all these the
freedom, boldni'ss and truth of action in

moving, which are found only where due

proportion of parts is combined with a
lively spirit, the seeker after a good horse

may congratulate himself on having found
one.

As the work of these horses, at maturity,

is mostly the moving of heavy weights, not
only should they themselves be weighty, but
they must be possessed of great muscular
power. The loins and back should be broad,

the chest deep, the ribs close and deep, the

hind quarters and limbs especially powerful
and well muscled. The legs should be of

good length down to the hocks and knees,

and short below those joints. The shoulders

need not be quite as sloping as is desirable

in the lighter breeds, but it is a bad fault

for them to err in the other direction and
be too straight. There should be plenty of

wadth between the forelegs and room for

the heart to work in.

The Importance of Good Feet

No part of the horse's anatomy is more
important than the feet. This is especially

so with the draft-horse because his great
weight and the strains incident to heavy
hauling open up the way to many chances
of injury to them. The structure of the

In moving heavy weights the heavy
horse has the advantage

feet comprises Some very delicate bones and
nerves, and the outer covering which pro-

tects these should be strong, fairly sloping,

free from shelliness and rough corruga-
tions. There exists a strong prejudice
against light-colored hoofs which experi-

ence has shown to be well grounded. The
foot should be large in proportion to the
size and weight of the animal.

Avoid a Horse with Flat Feet

Rubber tires and carriage-springs are
man's substitutes for the horse's pasterns.
They are intended to minimize the con-
cussions caused by the impact of the wheels
on hard and rough roads ; and Nature has
provided the elastic pastern to save the
sinews of the horse's legs and the delicate
mechanism of his feet, which without them
would soon be hammered out of use.

In horses intended for fast work the
long, springy and sloping pastern is de-
sirable, as conducive to light and speedy
action, but for the heavy draft breeds a
medium in these respects must be looked
for. as insuring greater strength.
The hocks, ha^-ing much to endure in

the distribution of the immense strength
of the hind quarters, must be examined
with much care. They are the seat of
many of the most common and harmful

The possessor of this noble head is by name Vinay.
by profession a Percheron stallion and in rank the
champion stallion of France. The picture shows

. him to somewhat lack the bold, prominent, pood-na-
turcd eye so marked in the Clyde and Shire breeds,
and this gives him a rather sluggish and sulky
look, but all this is probably a libel of the photo-
graph, or he, otherwise, would never have attained

his exalted position

diseased conditions, such as actual or
throatened spavins, tboroughpins and
curbs, which are generally inherited.

Those, together with strains and enlarge-
ments of back sinews and of tendons, are
among the diseased conditions quite pos-

sible of detection by keen observation and
b.v handling. Their presence should at once
preclude any idea of using an animal af-

fected with any of them for breeding pur-
poses. Soundness of wind and of eyesight
are, of course, indispensable.

Farm and Fireside, August 16, 1913
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Where Veterinarians are Useful
By Dr. A. S. Alexander ^

TT IS always best to employ a graduate.
* veterinarian in such ailments as "quit-'^

ter," as treatment entails operating and'i
requires skill and experience to make it

.

successful. Ordinarily there is an enlarge-
ment on the coronet (hoof-head) and a
hole in the lump, from which pus runs all

of the time. This condition is, of course,
accompanied by lameness. If home treat-

ment is to be pursued clip the hair from.'

.

the hoof-head, and wash the parts dean.

'

With a curetting instrument scrape out the
dead tissues from the sinus (pipe) tha't

discharges pus. First enlarge the opening.
After the operation inject a saturated solu-

tion of corrosive sublimate (secured from
a reliable druggist), by means of a glas^
or hard rubber syringe ; then poultice thi

hoof-head and quitter with hot flaxseed-;

meal for a week, changing the poultices
night and morning. "Wash o£E at the end ol

the week, and when the parts have dried
Iierfectly inject the corrosive solution agaiiL
and blister the coronet with a mixture of

one dram of biniodide of mercury and two
ounces of cerate of cantharides. Rub thefj
blister in for fifteen minutes, and tie the 1

horse up short so that he will be unable to J
lie down or bite the part. Wash the blister

off in forty-eight hours ; then apply a little

lard daily. Alternate these two treatments,
until discharge ceases. Then, if lameness,
continues, blister again.

The farmer who has learned that an i

abundance of clover or alfalfa pasture and
a little mill-feed slop will put the hogs in

prime condition for the fattening-pen has
just about solved the problem of cheap pork
production.

Bunches on the Knee
By David Buffum

"jyiT HORSE has bunches on his knees,"
^ writes a New Jersey reader in ex-

plaining the diflSculty he is having with a
valuable horse,

If the bunches are comparatively hard-,

(that is, not filled with pus) treat them"^_

as follows. Procure at a drug store the
following : tincture of aconite root, three
ounces ; spirits of camphor, three ounces

;

iodide of potash (in fine powder), four
drams ; mix.
Rub this well into the bunches with the

hand twice a day, and continue for six or;

eight weeks. This treatment will always
help indurated swellings, though it may or
may not entirely remove them.

To Save Tired Shoulders

SET a
By Eugene Polk

post
near the

house and an-
other near the
hog-pen. Stretch
a strong wire between the posts. Procure
a pulley and a snap, and hang the paU in

the snap. This wtU save a tired back or
aching shoulders. The paU can be pushed
along by hand, or if there is enough slope
will run down hill itself and will stop just
in front of the lower post because of the
sag in the wire.

Pigs act as a source through which thei
farmer can market many of the cheaper.j
coarser products of the farm at a gi

price.

Ol

Cut Deformed Hoof with Care"
By A. S. Alexander

kUR cow has a long toe or rather the i

'hoof seems to have grown forward, r
She seems to walk on her heel, and the
cords of her leg seem to be stiff. This
causes her to step with a sort of jerk. She
is a good cow and has a two-weeks'-old calf
by her side." So writes a Pennsylvania
reader.

The condition described has likely been
caused by an acute attack of founder, af-

fecting one foot, or has resulted from a nail-

prick or some such injury. If the hoof had
been kept properly trimmed by rasping, or
cutting with a wide chisel or with hoof-saw,
the excessive growth of horn might have
been controlled and lameness prevented. It

may be too late to do much good now, but
we would advise trying the following treat-

ment :

Soak the foot in hot water for an hour
or two : then put on a hot flaxseed-meal
poultice, and renew the poultice when it be-

comes cold. Keep on the poultices until the

horn of the hoof is cleansetl and softened,

then wash and dry thoroughly. The exces-

sive horn may now be removed, to bring the
hoof to nearly normal proportions; but in

cutting it is best to be cautious and remove
part by part, so that bleeding may not
occur. If one were to cut away at once
enough horn to make the hoof normal in

shape damage might possibly be done b.v

cutting into the quick.
After cutting keep the hoof well daubed

with pine-tar to keep it soft and healthy.

If cutting cannot be done successfull.v, as

here suggested, there will be no other bene-

ficial treatment possible.
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IPWE ARE all familiar with the fact that the
canal's the greatest engineering work ever

accomplished, that it has the pyramids beaten
four ways, that Suez isn't more than a roadside
gully in comparison, and that the seven wonders
of the world are all dead ones from this time on.
But is it worth the money ? Who will make the
profits? How will it affect our relations to the
rest of the world, commercially and politically?

SOME time about January next a

small ship will pass thiougli the

I

Panama Canal. Small, that is,

for this twentieth centui-y; 4)ig enough, how-
ever, to stow in its hold the whole fleet of caravels in

which Columbus crossed the ocean on the occasion

when he stubbed his toe on a continent that he didn't

dream was in existence, thereby discovering it. It

win be just a sort of try-out trip, and will not mark
the formal opening of the big ditch. Indeed, by Octo-

ber 1st or thereabouts it will probably be possible to

sail from ocean to ocean, tliough by that time the full

permanent depth will not have been attained in the

ditch.

But what is this canal going to do for us, and to us?
is the question folks are now asking.

Taking up the political side, it seems to me that

our old friend Manifest Destiny has pretty definitely

decreed that the United States must take in the wholfe

country as far south as the Isthmus. Not because I

like to see it done or

think it good for this

nation. I don't Look-

ing at Mexico as it

stands to-day, it's hard

to understand how
any American can
contemplate with
much satisfaction the

responsibility of

Straightening out and
running it. Looking to

Central America, there is assuredly little of temptation

in the prospect of taking it under our national wing.

Yet that is just what is ahead of us. Mr. Bryan has

just negotiated, the Wilson administration backs, and
this country is going to ratify, a treaty with Nicaragua

under which the United States will in effect become

the guardian of Nicaragua. In retiu-u for this we get

assurance that no other nation will grab Nicaragua or

secure the privilege of building a competing canal by

the Nicaragua route. When a democratic adnifeistra-

tion goes that far it is complete proof that Manifest

Destiny is on the job running things with a bigger

horse-power than any political party can bring to bear

in opposition.

We may like it or not, but it is coming. England

didn't want to take Egypt ; but England's government

became owner of the controlling stock in the Suez

Canal, and the canal was the great tollgate on the road

to India ; therefore Egypt must be quasi-British, at

least. England doesn't fancy keepjng a vast fleet

always in the Mediterranean; but the Mediterranean

guards the canal, and England must always be equal

to any other power in the Mediterranean. So it is

with the Caribbean; we may not yet quite realize it,

but the Carribean -S our Road to India ; it is our

Mediterranean. We must and will be absolutely

dominant there.

Therefore our foreign policy, especially as to Latin

America, will be directed to assuring that no rival

shall ever endanger our primacy at the canal or in

its neighborhood. It may be generations before we
will place Mexico in such a relationship as we have

extended to Cuba, Santo Domingo, to Nicaragua ; but

whenever exigency demands we will go to the limit.

That is settled.

The Canal Will Transform the Railroad

What does the canal mean to us commercially? Will

it really make over the trade routes of the world?

For my own part I have inclined to agree with those

who on studying this question have concluded that the

canal will have va:.;':ly more effect on our domestic

trade routes than on foreign commerce. We will ship

more goods between our Atlantic and Pacific coasts

than we will ship to and from foreign countries.

Until a few years ago the transcontinental railroads

ojjposed the development of water traffic between

the Atlantic and Pacific in all possible ways. They
controlled the old Panama Railway, and Pacific Mail

Steamship Company ; their affiliated financial intei'ests

largely dominated coastwise shipping on the Atlantic.

Tliey wanted the traffic for themselves, and succeeded

in well-nigh stopping the use of the ocean highway
from coast to coast, despite that it is naturally much
the cheaper. But in the last few years their opposition

has been much lessened. One reason is that national

Canal—An Overpowering Influence

By Judson C. Welliver

public policy has instituted regulative measures that

made it difficult for them to employ the old mathods.

Another doubtless is that the volume of the traffic has

grown so immensely that the railroads could get all

they could handle, without the necessity of fighting so

bitterly against the water routes. How great has been

this increase in 5cean-going business is indicated by

the fact that, in 1906, 560,000 tons went from coast

to coast by water—around the Horn, through Magel-

lan, or via the Tehuantepec or Panama routes—and in

1911 the tonnage was 1,104,000 tons. That is, the busi-

ness had doubled, despite that the Panama Railway

was capable of handling only a small part of the

business offered to it, because it was almost to the

limit of capacity in the construction of the canal.

The possibilities of traffic be-

tween the east and west coasts

of this country, via the canal,

cannot yet be suspected save by
the expert and the prophet. T-e
average American now living

will see the population of this

country almost double. Traf-

fic increases in a greater ratio

than population ; in this coun-

try, a much greater ratio.

Therefore, if the railroads don't

get all of it, the watar routes via the canal must i,zt

a tremendous business. Can they get and hold it?

Manifestly they can and will. The railroads will not

be permitted to strangle canal competition. They
cannot possibly compete with it in cheapness, for water

transportation is vastly the cheaper.

You might say that, if that be true, the business

will all go to the canal and nothing be left for the

railroads. Quite the contrary. The railroads will

have less business across the continent, but they will

haul a vast tonnage from interior points to the coast,

there tt> be loaded on boats for the canal route. The
railroads will ultimately become distributors and

option of using the water route, of ship-

ping via Tehuantepec or the Horn to

San Francisco ; but he has no such

competitive route for shipping to Omaha or any other

far interior point. So the traffic is charged all it will

bear, and Omaha pays for fifteen hundred miles of

transportation the same price that San Francisco pays
for thirty-three hundred miles I

Not only that. Load a car at Boston for Spokane,

and another for Seattle. Seattle is four hundred miles

farther ; yet the rate from Boston to Spokane will be

higher than to Seattle. Again, why? Because Seattle

is a coast point and has the option of shipping either

by rail or by water. Spokane has no such option.

Almost invariably you will find that regions which
pay the highest prices or get the smallest pack-

ages are those which have no water competition. The
canal will equalize rates. It will make the big Middle

West a fair chance, because it will compel a general

readjustment of traffic conditions.

Our Home Trade is Most Important

feeders for the ti'unk-line business of the canal.

The West is Indeper.deni;

In this connection it is interesting to observe how
largely the West has become independent of the East,

and how largely the Middle West supplies the Far
West with what it consumes. Just one illustration

will suffice. In 1908 a detailed analysis of the origin

of traffic received at Reno, Neva(^, showed that

seventy-five per cent, of it came from points no farther

west than Chicago. The fact is—and i': is something

we don't realize as yet—that the Middle West is a
great manufacturing country. Reno is typical of the

inter-mountain West ; it buys about all the manufac-

tures it uses, and yet it finds about everj-thing it needs

without going east of Chicago.

At present the region from Chicago west—the whole
central-valley country—is discriminated against in

transportation rates. It has no

water competition. But it is

going to get that competition.

The canal will provide it; and
once it is provided, the great

interior agricultural region will

get better prices for what it

sells, and will buy what it con-

sumes at less prices. The South-

ern States are fast becoming
rr r e a t agricultural producers.

They will develop a big traffic

with the orient, the west coast of the three Americas,

-Vustralia and Polynesia, simply because they will

suddenly find that they can ship to those markets by
water routes that will be freed from domination by the

raU routes.

Let me make this point plain. Load a car of freight

at Boston or New York, and ask the rate on it to

Omaha, and also the rate to San Francisco. You will

very likely be told that the rate is the same to both

places. That is, although Omaha is less than half-

way across the continent, it costs as much to ship to

it as to send the same goods clear across ! Why ?

Because at Boston or New York the shipper has the

Take the one item of lumber, which means so much
to the Mid-Western farmers. Oregon fir for, say,

Illinois must be hauled about two thousand miles by
rail, under present conditions. When the canal is

open it will be put in a boat and taken to New Orleans

by water. Then it will go up the Mississippi, or a

railroad paralleling the Mississippi, from six to nine

hundred miles. The cost of that water-rail ti'ip will

be very much less than of the all-raU trip which is now
necessary

;
consequently the farmer will get his lumber

very much cheaper, because freight is the biggest item

in cost of lumber hauled such distances.

Again, there is the indirect effect on the agricultural

population of the great central valley. It was shovm
a moment ago that most of the freight coming to Reno
originates on or west of the Chicago line. Yet that

freight pays just as much to get to Reno as if it origi-

nated in New England. When the canal is opened and
the general readjustment of rates has become effective

the freight from Chicago common points to Reno will

go at lower rates than the freight from New England.

It is very common for writers and lecturers to paint

glowing pictures of the imperial development of our

foreign commerce which will follow the opening of the

canal. I hope they are right; but I decline to excite

myself about all that. Our domestic commerce is so

vastly more important to us than foreign commerce
ever can be that foreign trade doesn't deserve to be

considered.

Perhaps the canal will also greatly augment our

foreign trade ; but there is not much evidence of it

thus far. It was recently stated in Wasnington that

seven great steamship lines were building new vessels

for the special purposes of the canal trade—end that

every one of these lines was a European or Japanese
concern I If any American company is building ships

in anticipation of this business the fact has been adver-

tised very little. Some time ago effort was made to

finance an American-owned line of vessels, absolutely

free of railroad ownership and domination, and it was
finally set dovrn as about impossible. That is why

there is a determined
effort to induce the

Government to build

ships for this coast-to-

coast business. It is

realized that nobody
will try to put govern-

ment ships out of busi-

ness by cutting rates

or giving rebate:. No-
body seems sure that

privately owned ships

would have a fair deal. ^Vll that, however, would,

after all, be temporary. The canal will emancipate

transportation forces from any thraldom that may
have been exercised in the past.

Editoe's Note—This canal affects every farmer in

the United States. It may be so far away as to seem
a part of "the other man's business" and not of ours.

But it is ours, for our products must reach the con-

sumer, and to reach the consumer they must be trans-

ported. The canal afl'ects transportation. What would
be carried if there were no farm products? When we
think of this we see how closely the railroad, the canal,

all forms of carriers, are linked to farm life and work.

"T^HE canal is ' going to be such a great, big,

overpowering fact in the national commercial
life that it will compel recognition, a square deal
£nd the emancipation cf transportation forces

from any thraldom that may have been exercised

in the past.

That will be the biggest service the canal will

do the Nation. Freedom, after all, is worth more
even than busiress or dividends.

1
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IN FRONTENAC CAVE
As Told by One Who Was There, eind Edited by Hayden Carruth

Author of "Track's End," "The Voyage of the Rattletrap," Etc.

Synopsis of Preceding Chapters

Judson Pitcher, about eighteen years old, comes to

Hawk's Landing, on the Mississippi River in Minne-
sota. Here he meets Captain Nathan Archway and his

daughter Amy and his son Robert. Robert goes with
Judson to the Lumberman's Bank, and while there it is

attacked 'oy the notorious gang of robbers led by Isaac

Liverpool. Robert is shot and killed, and the gang escape

to their hiding-place in Frontenac Cave. It is impossible

to peuetrate this cave by the only entrance known, since

the robbers have closed it up. Captain Archway con-

ceives a plan to get into it through a small sink-hole on
the prairie a number of miles back from the Zumbro
River. He and Judson go there in the night and lower
themselves with a long rope. AYhile they are exploring

the upper pai-t of the cave a thunder-shower comes up,

and the flood carries the rope down the sink-hole and fills

the small opening a hundred or more feet above with
brush and soil. Before leaving the Captain's home at

Hawk's Landing Judson finds, as he reluctantly admits,

that he is very much interested in Amy Archway. When
the Captain and Jud find there is no hope of getting out
of the cave where they got in. they begin to search for

another outlet, and keep it up for six days. By this time
their food is gone and they are very weak. Since
awakening on their first morning in the cave they have
been greatly puzzled by a strange beating or throbbing
sound which is especially noticeable in the Bedroom near
Sink-Hole Dome. Finally by using their gun-barrel as

a crowbar they move a loose stone at the bottom of a

small tunnel and get down into the main part of the cave.

Looking down a pit they see a smoldering camp-fire,

and the Captain starts back to get their rope, but
through haste and weakness falls down another pit into

a stream of water. Jud goes after the rope. and. with
their only candle down to the last inch, lowers himself

into the pit with the aid of the rope and finds the Captain
alive and with some cooked fish which he has found by
the fire. They eat it, and later get fish from another
river which they cook over a fire made of small sticks

evidently washed into the cave by freshets. Having no
more candles they use sticks soaked in fish-oil. They
continue to search for several days, but find no way out

of tKe cave. On one of their exploring trips Jud stumbles
over a man who is sleeping on the ground. He falls and
his torch is extinguished. The man grapples with the

Captain in the dark, and they try to throw each other
over the edge of the pit ; when ,Tud makes a light with his

last match they find the man is Gil Dauphin, one of the

Liverpool gang. He explains that he has been cast off by
the gang and is at war with them, and he tells them that

the only way to reach Liverpool's camp and the entrance

to the cave beyond is by going up the pit down which he
was thrown. They work many days in making a long
pole out of dry twigs with which to climb up this pit.

They carry the pole down a passage called the Gun-
Barrel and suddenly meet the Liverpool gang, who begin

firing at them with their revolvers.

Part V.

Our race for life and stay at the Robin's Xest ; with a
strict account of the Captain's making some proper
shot and loading our gun ; we manage to avoid those

who would hunt us down till we reach Dauphin's Pit,

where we are not so lucky.

OUR torch-sticks were well soaked with fish-oFl

and burned .so freeiy that not one of them went
out, thousrh we ran like raee-hor-ses. Before

the men could get around the corner and fire again we
were clear of the Gun-Barrel, and though not one
word was .^ipoken we all made in the direction of the

Pocket-Gopher Hole. There were a dozen way.s of

going, and we soon became separated, though it was
my own fault that I did not keep with the Captain. I

was, in fact, half scared to death, not being used to

being shot at ; and Dauphin, notwithstanding his

rough life, had such a terror of Liverpool that I think
he was no better off than I. As for Captain Archway,
I believe him to have been too brave a man to have
ever been truly frightened, but he well .saw that there

was nothing else to do except to run.

I think we all knew that part of the cave better

than Liverpool, nor did he. of course, know for where
we \vere headed ; so I'ery shortly he lost us. and I

doubt not we were all soon running faster than there

was any need. When I got to the (iopher-Hole I

heard Dauphin going up it faster than any gopher
ever went up hLs hole. Just then the Captain came in

sight.

"Go on, Jud," he cried: "we're all right now," so

in I crawled, and he followed.

When half-way up the Captain stopped and moved
a square stone a few inches, saying: "There, that
closes up the hole and makes it look as if no one could

get up : though If they know the place they will see

what has been done and can easily move it. But if

thev don't know it thev mav never find the entrance
at all."

At the top we found Dauphin waiting for us, but
behind a pillar and ready to run again if it should
iirove to be the terrible Liverpool. I think he was a
little ashamed of himself for i-iuiiiins so fast, and he
made haste to exphiin that if he had had any weapon
he would have stood his ground against the whole
gang.

"But. Cap'n what will you do now?" he asked, after
the Captain had made him stoji cursing Liveriiool.

"We'll .see," answered the Captain as calm as if

at home eating his breakfast. "I think first we had
best go down into your part of the cave. There are
a few torch-sticks at the Star Chamber and a little

wood and, if I am not mistaken, some bits of cold fish.

Perhaps, too, we may there get some glimpse of the
outlaws down the pits, jiiid find what tliey are doing.

Illustrated by Edward L. Chase

in order to know what we
had best do ourselves."

This we accordingly did.

going by a passage Dauphin
showed us, which we named
Dauphin's Door, and about
which we knew no more
than did he about the Trap-
Door ; which very well
shows the mazes into which
the cave was cut up, since

we had all searched for days
to find openings between the
two parts. I here bethink
me to say. too, that when we
came upon the outlaws I

had dropped the fish which
I was carrying.

When we neared the pits

we left our torches and
crept up, very cautious, to

both Rope Pit and Fire Pit.

but saw nor heard nothing
of the men. We hid what
was left of the rope in a
hole and carried the wood,
torch-sticks and fish from
the Star Chamber to a small
room hard to come at, some
distance away, which I

named the Robin's Nest,
since it was round and with
hard mud sides just like the
nest of that bird. After we had eaten a
little of the cold fish the Captain ordered
Dauphin and me to take some sleep while
he stood watch. One torch we had to keep
burning, since we had no matches, the few
Dauphin had having become at last spoiled
by the dampness, as we found on trying them.
Dauphin seemed to sleep well enough, but I woke a

hundred times, the awful report of those pistols still

ringing in my ears. Surely, I thought, no sound was
ever so loud before, and they had echoed ten thousand
times, and must, I stDl believe, have gone from one
end to the other of the whole cave.- Though, to be
sure, I heard louder reports before I got out of the
wretched place.

After some time, being again awake, I made the
Captain lie down while I stood watch. For what I

thought to be three or four hours I sat at the mouth
of the little tunnel leading back and up to the Robin's
Nest. If you have never sat alone in a cave, then you
know not what silence is, nor will you ever know till

you do. But you may well pray that you shall never
know it long, for it. with the darkness, is so black
and awful and presses upon your brain so hard that
after a little you feel as if you should go mad-: thus
I felt that time standing watch. I may as well con-
fess that one thing that, helped me a great deal this

time and many other times was my thinking about
Amy Archway. I seemed to be thinking about her
half the time, and all the time perhaps when I was
alone, as I was when sitting there at the Robin's
Nest. Once in what I thought to be fifteen minutes
a drop of water fell somewhere into a pool, I judged,
and it sounded like the report of a pistol would out
on the earth where it is never dark, no, not on the
thickest night, nor where there is no such thing as
silence anywhere. For the stillness is such that the
least noise .sounds out tenfold and goes clattering
along the tunnels as if it would never stop. The very
bats, black imps of darkness that I say they are.

make a faint flap with their wings when they turn in

the air. though these wings, to which they have no
right at all, seem made of the .softest and thinnest
india-rubber.

Indeed, I thought I had gone quite mad after some
hours, when suddenly a frightful sound came to my
ears, all mixed with echoes. I rushed back and
wakened the Captain. He came out, and we waited
till we heard it again.
"That sounds to me as if it might be somebody

laughing." he whLspered. "The outlaws may be
stirring about. I think I'll creep over toward the pits,

and I may get some sight of them."
He started, and in half an hour was back. "I was

right." he said : "and though I got no look at them I

saw the gleam of their torches down Fire Pit and
heard their voices."

"Could you make out what they said?" I asked.
"Very little, though onc-e I thought I caught my own

name : if .so they recognized me : and I am sure I

heard them speak of Dauphin. They are looking for
us. but I don't think it will do them much good."
When at last Dauphin awoke (if a clear conscience

makes sound sleep, then must this great rogue have
felt innocent as a lialw i we had what we called

breakfast, l)eing some six mouthfuls of fish apiece.

"We have." said the Captain, "fish enough to make
three more meals like this, or maybe the last one may
be a little li^'hter."

"Will the torches last as long?" I asked.
"I think longer by burning no more than one at a

time," he answered.
"And what then, Cap'n—tell us whaf then?" said

Dauphin.
"Then we'll .see," returned the Captain, in no way

excited. "I think we had l>est wait here a few hours
and then make another trip to Sink-Hole Dome. It

can do no harm, as I think there is little danger of
tho.se fellows findlni; their way up the <;opher-Hole."

This trip we accordingly made, but with no more to

show for it than usual. We found the throbbing

stronger
than ever
and filling
the whole
cave so that
you might
hear it. or
feel it, which-
ever it, was.
for half a
mile, while
in the Bed-
room itself it

was as if a
giant was
knocking on
the wall
with a stone
hammer as
big as a
house. Still,

we knew no
more what it

could be, and
Dauphin was
so terror-
stricken tha t

he vowed we
should never
get him in

that part of
the cave
again.
Once back,

we felt that
it was time
to sleep
again, and
the Captain
and I stood
watch as be-

fore, but with nothing happening. After breakfast in
the morning (Jif Dauphin fell to abusing Liverpool. By
and by the Captain told him that he luid talke<l

enough on that subject, when he wound up by saying
that he wished he only had a gun, and he would
creep down and blow out the fellow's brains:
whereupon I rem.-irked, more as a joke than other-
wise, that "we had a good gun for the purpose."
"You got a gun?" he exclaimed. "I never heard

tell of it. Where is it?"

"At the Trap-Door." I answered, "but it isn't of aftiy

use, as we have no powder."
At this Dauphin dapyted his hand in his pocket and

brought out a small copper flask and said : "I've got
powder in this here, and caps too. I carried it for my
barkers"—meaning thereby hLs pistols

—"but I ain't

got any bullets."

The Captain here pricked up his ears and took the
flask. "Are you sure it is dry?" he asked.

"Yes. I am that, Cap'n. I sealed it up with melteil

candle-taller and the caps too. They took my barkers
away before they throwed me down the pit, but I had
the flask in my pocket."
"Then I think we can load the gun," .said the

Captain. "We have only bird-shot, but we can make
other. I doubt not. if we put our minds to it."

Dauphin and I set off after [continued on p.\oe 19]

1 slid down the rope like a shot
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The First Day of the Week
A Reminiscence

By Eveline Warner Brednerd

WE HAVE passed the point where
we gi'eatly discuss the observance
of Sunday, and arrived at the

stage where those who cliug to the old
ways feel conspicuous and those who have
«i\anged their habit are yet conscious of
the change and call attention to it by
somewhat pointless witticisms on their
religious golf or what not. There are
those on the one hand who watch with
sad misgiving the present gala air that
the day is taking on, while on the other
are those who recall lugubriously what
they consider the dull services, the
stifling quiet and the stupid inactivities
of the day as known to their youth.
After some reflection on the people who
keep to the religious character of the
day, and we have had recently a con-
spicuous example in Mr. J. Pierpont Mor-
gan, it can at least hardly be maintained
that exhaustion from overwork is the
cause of our change of habit. We believe
in church-going or we do not. We like to
go or we do not. That is the real equa-
tion, and without entering into the merits
of these opposing companies I would like

some, now middle-aged, with hymns and
Psalms and golden texts. To eat that
meal on Thursday would have seemed
sacrilegious. It belonged to the day
along with best hatr-ribbons and neck-
ties, and new shoes. Where, by the way,
have gone those Sunday clothes of a gen-
eration or more ago?

Going to Church Was a Habit

A pleasant scurry of the whole house-
hold after brealtfast set the house to

rights before the church-bell rang, and
on the signal all w-.re expected to be
ready with gloves, handkerchiefs, collec-

tion money, quarterlies and Sunday-
school books. No one stopped to consider
whether it were hot or cold, whether the
minister were interesting or not. It was
Sunday, and one went to church pre-

cisely as one went on Monday to school
or office, because one belonged there.

A soft stillness pervaded the old

chuix-h such as never was felt elsewhere.
One's playmates looked a bit strange, not
quite like the children with whom one
had played "duck on tlie rock" till night-

fall Saturday. The elder folk wore a
certain Siuiday look, and added dignity

and seriousness, along with their Siui-

day garments. We joungsters, sitting

PROCLAMATION
Of the Coming of Religion, Elquality and Beauty

T N OUR new day, so soon upon u.s. for the first time in the history of
* democracy art and the church shall be hand in h;;nd and equally at
our service. Neither craftsmanship nor prayer shall be purely aristo-
cratic any more, nor at war with each other, nor at war with the
State. The priest, the statesman and the singer shall discern one
another's work more perfectly and give thanks to God.
Even now our best churches are blossoming in beanty. Our best

political life, whatever the howlers may say, is tending toward
equality, beauty and holiness.

Political speech will cease to turn only upon the price of grain,
considering the price of cross-roads fountains and people's palaces.
Our religions life will no longer trouble itself with the squabbles of
orthodoxy. It will give us the outdoor choral procession, the ceremony
of dedicating the wheat-field or the new-built private house to God.
That politician who would benefit the people will not consider all the
world wrapped up in the defense or destruction of a tariff schedxde.
He will serve the public as did Pericles, with the world's greatest
dramas. He will rebuild the local Acropolis. He will make his
particular Athens rule by wisdom and philosophy, not trade alone.
Our crowds shall be audiences, not hurrying mobs ; dancers, not
brawlers ; observers, not restless curiosity-seekers. Our mobs shall
become assemblies and our assemblies religious ; devout in a subtle
senst;. equal in privilege and courtesy, delicate of spirit, a pei'feetly
rounded democracy.

All this shall come through the services of three kinds of men in
wise co-operation : the priests, the statesmen and the artists. Our
priests shall be religious men like St. Francis, or John Wesley, or
General Booth, or Cardinal Newman. They shall be many types, but
supreme of their type.

Our statesmen shall find their exemplars and their inspiration in
Washington, JefEerson and Lincoln, as all good Americans devoutly
desire.

But even these cannot i-ipen the land without the work of men as
versatile as William Morris or Leonardo. Our artists shall fuse the
work of these other workers, and give expression to the whole cry and
the whole weeping and rejoicing of the land. We shall have Shelleys
with a heart for religion, Ruskius with a comprehension of equality.

Religion, equality and beauty ! By these America shaU come into
a glory that shall justify the yearning of the sages for her perfection,
and the prophecies of the poets, when she was born in the throes of
Valley Forge.

This, by faith, and a study of the signs, we proclaim

!

Nicholas Vachel Lindsay.

\
to set down as against the lugubrious
memories aforementioned some childish
recollections of the day as it once uni-
versally was in this country when the
influence of the colonists was strong.

Fii-st, it was a family day. That was
its essence, and around its observance
gathered forms peculiar to each house-
hold. From its beginning it was different
from other days. It started with fi-esh

.garments and a regular and special
breakfast. Popovers and fish-cakes are
iaestricably mingled in the minds of

as quietly as nature would allow in our
places, knew little about the sermon.
We probably made many secular plans
during its length, but we learned to be
quiet while our elders were occupied,

and we learned a self-control that

surely has had its part in shaping
character. More than that, the stately

hymns, the Ps;ilms, the readings, be-

came unconsciously a part of our being,

as nothing learned in later life can be.

Ever after the familiar words, • wher-
ever heard and under whatever circum-

stances, bring back that sense of peace
and solemn orderliness which is an un-
utterable rest to the jaded man and
woman weary from the week's work.

Sunday-school followed church if one
were in the country. In the winter, in
town, it preceded it. To this, too, we
went, also without stopping to con-
sider whether it entertained us or not.

Perhaps some kinsfolk came in for
dinner, or some very dear household
friend, but Sunday was not a day for
ordinary guests. There had to be some
reason for so intimate an invitation as
to a Sunday meal, and the Sunday din-
ner was an institution. Roast beef or,

in its season, tm-key was the main offer-

ing, and the choicest of the early
vegetables were brought for its service,
and an especial dessert. How good every-
thing tasted after the busy morning '.

The Fairest Day of the Week
A quiet hour came after dinner, a

book, not any recent novel or a Sunday
paper, but something that at least was
supposed to have a tested value. It

must be excellent Indeed to be worthy
the fairest day of the week. When the
day was declining came the walk with
Father.
There was a short, early evening ser-

vice in the country, and the minister came
back to late supper with some other
friend perhaps. We foraged the pantry
ourselves, and brought forth huckle-
berries and bread and milk and ginger-
bread. The day closed early and happily
with the tender gr: ce of the family
evening prayer. Surely there was noth-
ing dull, nothing melancholy in such
a day. It set one week off from another
by a space of quietness. Its differences
of dress and food emphasized Its differ-

ence of intent, and here again for a
little time each man's home became his

fortress. No unbidden guest entered,
acquaintance felt at liberty to breaic in

upon the family day. I cannot but think
that there was somewhat of positive
value in all of these little observances
that in their total made directly for sta-

bility, self-control and reverence, three
qualities which sometimes seem to-day
especially lacking in our people.

Save 55 to 523
faciory Prices—Freight Paid—One Year's Trial

Gold Coin
Stoves and Ranges

Buy direct from factory
and g:et a betterstove for
les>, money. Freight pre-
paid—stovecomesallpol-

i'she<i, ready l<t set up. Use it one yi^ai— if

you aren't satisfied we rcfuud your money.

Write tor Catalog and Prices. Bie Free
Catalog shows why improvedfeaturt-sof Gold Coin

Stoves maketliem fuel-sayers and splendid baliers
—why they have given satisfaction for 53 years.

Gold Coin Stove Co.^ 8 Oak St.,Troy

Boys! Get This

AIR-RIFLE
Without Spending One Cent

The Daisy Air-Rifle is a re-

peater. It shoots 350 times

without reloading. It is

strong, durable and shoots

accurately. It cultivates

trueness of sight and
evenness of nerve.

This rifle is harm-
less. It uses no

powder— j ust
air.

Air is plen-

tiful and
shot costs

but 10c

for 1,000.

These
fine air-

rifles are

p rovi d e d
with pistol

grip, true
sights, and are

strongly made.
Boys have use for it

every minute—hunt-
ing in the woods,
shooting at targets,

drilling as soldiers,

and innumerable
uses that only boys can
discover. Every boy will

want one of these rifles, and
this is an unusual opportu-
nity to get a high-class Air-

Rifle.

BOYS
Send a postal to Faem and Fibesidi
to-day. Just say you want an Air-

'

Rifie without having to pay one cent. \
Thousands of happy boys easily earned

'

them this way.

Write to-day. Address
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A Personal

Word
The rich and

prosperous class
can always com-
mand the Itixu-

riea of life, but
the averase home
lover needs the
Spear System of
"Credit to the
Nation." I want
l.OCO.OOO families
to say of me:—
"He helped us to
furnish and beau-
tify our homes." I

ask for no higher
tributetomy life's

work. Write for
my Free Catalog.

Spear
of

Pttbburgh

Big Bed Bargain
No. D. see-

Price $10.45. $1.50

Cash;Bal. 75c mon.
Heavy Iron Bed, any
color,4 ft. 6 in.wiJe,
good woven wire

. Bprin(f, coil supports
50 pound cotton
tiop mattress,

and two
pillows.

The Only Way To Farnish Your Home
Spear of Pittsburgh has proven to hundreds

of thotisands of satisfied customers, everywhere,
by the high quality of his goods, fair square treat-

ment and exceptionally liberal credit terms, and
rock bottom prices, that his plan is the only logic-

al, common sense wcy to furnish a home. By
Spear's original divided payment plan all the
necessities, comforts and luxuries formerly found
only in the homes of the rich and prosperous

classes have been brought within reach of all.

SpearWill GiveYouCrcdit
Spear of Pittsburgh trusses

the people and the people trust
Spear. That's the whole secret
of the wonderful success which
has made the House of Spear
the greatest of its kind. Spear
has full confidence inthereaders
of this paper and invites you personally to accept his
liberal, open account, long time credit, easy payment
planfor your home furnishing needs.

Any One Can Trade With Spear
Simply send forthe Sip Free Spear Bargain Catalog.

It will be just like bringing an enormous stock of Home
Furnishings—many times the sine of even the greatest city

store—right to your home with an amazing array of
wonderful bargains. He shows you everything for the
home, including a marvelously attractive assortment of
carpets, rugs and draperies in the colors, patterns and
designs photographed from the original goods.

_
Spear's

Bargain Catalog shows everything in home furnishings

—

Ranges, Stoves,
Refrigerators.
Silverware,
Lace Curtains,
Sewing Maidiines,

Carpets,Rugs.
Portieres,
Springs, Bedding.

Spear Gives 30 Days' Home Trial
Spear's idea about selling

goods from a catalog-, is that
they must actually sell them-
selves after you have seen them
and know what they are by
actual test in your own home.
Anything you select from

Spear's Bargain Catalog will be shipped for 30 days' free
home trial before the sale is considered closed. >

Spear's Big Rocker Bargain
A large, roomy, comfortable, solid oak Rocker with
high, wide bade, fully tufted and buttoned. Seat is

large and roomy, upholstered with high grade
'Mack Sylvan leather over full steel springs and

beautiful ruffled edge
to match back. Con-
struction is soHd golden
oak throughout, with
high gloss golden finish.

Spear&Co.
Pittsbargli« Pa«

T6S

Fornitnres
Clocks.
Dishes*

Spear's "400"

Junior
OaK
Heater

No. 0.5139
$5.85
75c Cash
Bal. 5Gc
M'thly

This magnif-*
icent heater is

guaranteed to
,

save fuel, hold fire,

heat Quickly. Well made,
nickel trimmed, heavy fire

pot, 12 in. in dia. StoveisSS
in. nigh, weighs about 50
lbs. Also smaller and
larger sizes. Large feed
door, screw type dampers.

Spear's Dining Chairs
No. D-639X - Each. $1.55
No. D-639—Price for Six
$8.95-$1.50 Cash. Bal.

75c Monthly

A remark-
a bt e new
diner, with high plain panel
back, continuous back
poets, neatly turned front
posts and spindkc. Fin-
fahed quartered oak, bright
gloss. Construction first-

class. Seats heavily uphol-
stered and covered with
chase leather, one of the
best imitations of gen-
uine leather used.
You may buy one^

or set of six^

Spear & Company*
Dept.T68 Pittsbursb, Pa.
Please send me your Mammoth

Free Catalog, Prices, Term^, etc., i

without any obligation on my part,
j

NAME

ADDRESS

.
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Scientific Canning of Fruits and Vegetables
By Mary Hamilton Talbott

IX
CA>.'XIXG fruits and vegetables the

majority of us rely too much upon tra-

dition and not enough upon science.

"The secret of all cimning lies in a
clear understanding of what is meant
by surgical cleanness." says one of our
leading authorities on cooking. ""^Tien

housewives understand that it is a germ
(dirt) which produces fei-mentation in

canned goods, they will be more careful

to see that everything has been thor-

oughly sterilized. One germ of ye^ist on
the lid, on the rubber or in the jar will

spoil the entire contents."
Germs liuger where we least suspect

them, on .the hands, on the table, on
the dish-cloth. So the housewife who
would be sure of success must discard
"the way Mother did," and adopt the
methods the scientists advise. And this

is simpler than it sounds. Almost every
housekeeper has a tin clothes-boiler, and
this can easily be converted into a con-

venient sterilizing vat. The only things
uec-essary are a tight-fitting cover and
a false bottom. Have your tinsmith
make a strong wire rack to fit the inside

of the bottom. Ask him to bend down
the heavy outside wli-e in four or five

places to make feet to the rack. This
will lift the rack an inch from the

bottom and remove the danger of break-
age. Have a handle in the c-enter

sufficiently high to grasp easily.

The boiler should be filled with water
to about four inches above the rack.

Adjust the rubbers (which .should be
new), lay on the tops, but do not fasten

them, bring to the boiling-point, and boil,

the time varying with the fruit or

vegetables in the jars. Small fruits and
berries require about ten minutes

;

larger fruits, fifteen to twenty minutes.

Very hard pears should be boiled until

soft before putting in the jars. At
the end of the time required lift out the

jars, screw down the tops, stand the

rack with the jars back in the boiler,

add sufficient boiling water to cover the

jars, and boil rapidly for fifteen

minutes.
I'f it becomes necessary to lift the lids

frt>m the jars they must be thrown at

once into boiling water and kept there

until needed. If you take a spoon or

fork to lift them see that the bowl of

the spoon or the tines of the fork are

dipped into boiling water before they
touch the lid. Xever plac-e a lid or

rubber on the table and pick it up and
put right on the jar. The table in all

probability has some dust on it which
carries .spores of mold or yeast.

The housemother who has but few
fruits or vegetables to put up may find

tlip method of canning in the oven best

suited to her needs. Put into the oven
a drippiug-pan containing about two
iiiches of boiling water. After boiling

the jars, fill while hot with material and
hot juice, riui the blade of a sterilized

silver knife or fork aroimd the Inside

of the jar to allow the air-bubbles to

The quickest way to remove the peel

from peaches, plums, beets, carrots or
tomatoes is to place them in a wire
basket or a thin cloth, lower into boiling

water, allow to remain there from two
to five minutes, then remove, and
immerse in cold water. Use a sharp
knife to cut the stem and core out first

:

the skins will then peel right off. If

the pulp adhei'es you have not boiled

long enough. The riper the fruit, the
less time it requires for the skins to

loosen.
All kinds of greens, such as beet-tops,

dandelion, spinach and other greens
common to our diet, should be preserved
for the time they are not in season.
Wash them carefully through several
cold waters. Cut o£E the roots, and
thi-ow the leaves in a dry granite or

come to the top. set the jars in the pan porcelain kettle. Sprinkle over them a

of water, and cook in a moderate oven
fifteen minutes for fruit, longer for

vegetables. Remove, and fill to over-

flowing with hot syrup, and seal at once.

For acid fruits a pint of sugar is

allowed to a pint of water. whUe for

peaches, sweet plums, pears, cherries,

raspberries and blackljerries a pint of

sugar to a quart of water is preferable.

Strawberries should be canned m a

syrup made of sugar and their own
juices. In preserving berries or cherries

only a gill of water to a pint of sugar
and a pound of fruit

should be used. Be-
fore beginning to

pare the fruit—
which should be done
with a silver knife if

possible, and if not.

the steel one should
be dipped in cold
water after every
few strokes to pre-

vent discoloration of
'the fruit— have the
syrup made, or if

sugar is to be added
to the fruit have it

weighed or measured.
Wash berries before
stemming or hulling.

tablespoonful of salt to each peck of

greens, cover the kettle, and place it

over a very moderate heat until the
le: ves are wUted. Drain and fill the
jars to within a quarter of an inch of

the top. fill jar to overflowing with cold
water, and proceed with hot-bath
method, boiling first time an hour and
a half, and the second time for thii-ty

minutes.
Tomatoes can probably be prepared

in a gi'eater number of ways than any
other vegetable. They form the basis

of most soups : they
may be used in

sauces. The combi-
nations with onions,
peppers, cabbage and
spices, represented by
ketchup, piccalilli,

chowchow and
pickles, are almost
endless : they may be
mixed with green
cow-peas and canned
for soup, or with
okra and corn, or
with okra alone, to

be used in this way
either as a vegetable
or a soup. They make
delicious chilli sauce.

Green peas, corn and beets contain
sugar, and, as yeast-spores grow qulckl>
In saccharine solutions, these vegetable-
are more difficult to keep, hence thej;

must l>e boiled longer. Peas and co;

should be boiled three hours. String
beans should be parboiled
minutes after being strung and washi
in cold water, drained and packed in'thi

jars, and then the process is the same
for greens. Asparagus, too. should

'

parboiled for fifteen minutes and pn
ceeded \}T.th as are string-begins.

Jelly-making is no longer a tedio'

job with hit-and-miss success whi
made according to scientific rules. Th(
old-time mother used too much suga:
and boiled the fruit too long. Mi
jelly may' be made with one-half ai

much sugar, but the juice must be boili

alone for twenty minutes, then half
much sugar added as there is jui
The sugar should be put into the jul(

hot. A short cut for the busy hou.sewif(
in her jelly-making is to put the fn
right into the muslin jelly-bag. put
in a large kettle and cover with col
water. After boiling untU the fruit

soft, this may be lifted out and hung u]

to drain overnight. As the fruit may
cooked while one is preparing sup
and the rest done In the early mornin
it may all be accomplished in the coolei

parts of the day. Don't tie up an;

more jelly-glasses, but use clean an(

cheap paraffin instead. It has, besidi

Its qualities of excluding the air am
preserving the jelly from mold, thi

added virtue of extreme economy, for
can be remelted and used again the ne;

year. It is possible occasionally to

old rubbers If they are first dipi)ed. i

paraffin.

When there are no corks the prope;
size for the ketchup-bottles. It can be
poured in the necks after they are filled.

It may be necessary to do it a second
tune, as it shrinks very much * while,

cooling. A small tin teapot, a five or te;

cent one answers the purpose, is excel-

lent to melt the paraffin in and po
from into the containers, and keep
the contents free from dust and diri

**On Pleasure Bent, Though of a Frugal Mind
Holiday Near the Back Porch

By Carolyn Curyea

Vr^E HAD planned .quite a difiEerent

vacation, a delightful, carefree time

among northern pines, beside restful

waters, with a stop on the way home at

the big city on the lake, for that rubbing

up against new ideas needed to keep om'
country existence from becoming stagna-

tion.

But—well—the best laid plans are apt

to gang aglee when attacked by such a

host of accidents as disturbed our pro-

posed outing. First, there was the crop

shortage of the pa.st year, caused by the

combined assault of the boll-weevil and
the army-worm, followed by a bank-
failure which swallowed up what little

had been .saved from the wreckage.
Then came the unprecedentedly bad
winter with its alternate freezing and
thawing, during which all the little

clover and alfalfa plants, which were to

be an important factor in our fight

against the boll-weevil another year,

were pulled up by the roots and left to

languish and die on top of the giouud.

Then Came the Deluge

The cold, wet spring followed, render-

ing -an oats crop out of the question.

Then came the last, and greatest, dis-

aster—literally, the deluge.

On the night of April 17th the great

levee wluch guards the waters of the

mighty Mississippi, and for the main-
tenance of which the residents of the

protected counties pay an enormous tax,

broke and let in the pent-up floods upon
us. This occurred on Wednesday night.

By Friday night our plantation was from
tliree to six feet under water. When,
after weary weeks of waiting for the

water to subside, a period of inactivity

very trying to the souls of those dei)end-

ing on the fruits of the .soil for a live-

lihood, we at last crept back from the
village whither we had taken refuge
during the inundation, we found the
labors of six years largely un<lone; our
orchard, which had just begun to bear
nicely, blighted, garden and strawl>erry-

beds vanished, much of our poultry miss-
ing, the stock enfeebled from the long
period of confinement and the .sea.son too
far advanced to make a cotton crop.

Neither the husband nor I had the
heart even to whi.sper the word vacation.

Yet never had we been so much In need
of a respite from the struggle with
adverse things. An occasional vacation is

a good investment for anybody, but for
the resident of the low-lying lands of the
southern half of the Mississippi Valley It

is a necessity. I was determined that if

we could not have the change of climate
needed we should at least have some
novelty introduced into our mode of
living. In our back yard stand some
cottonwoods. a willow and an elm or two
that were not injured by the overflow.
In the shade of these trees our homely
back porch stretches its comfortable
length. This porch and the surrounding
shady spac-es I decided to use as a camp-
ing ground.

Getting Ready for the Trip

The week before the one .set aside for

our outing I went over piy hou-se. putting
everything in order as for an absence.
I packed a trunk as for a journey. This
trunk, our rain-coats and galoshes, a
warm shawl and blankets for the occa-
sional cool night were carried down and
deposited on the back porch. Hither
were al.so brought a wire cot. a ham-
mock, a supply of porch-pillows and the
apparatus necessary to i)rotect us from
the advances of the ubiquitous mosquito.
The refrigerator was placed on the far-

ther end of the porch and supplied with
ice. On the morning of the clay on which
our vacation was to Ix'giu this recei>tacle

was filled with eatables. We used paper
napkins and lunch-cloths, and thin
wooden trays (such as are used by
grocers) for plates and dishes; we drank
from tin cups and made coffee in a tin

coffee-pot. A primitive construction of
brick and mud served as a fireplace.

When everything was in readiness I

locked the house, hid the key under the
time-honored flower-pot on the front
doorstep and journeyed to the back
porch.
The husband had not entered into the

spirit of the undertaking with enthusi-

a.sm. Indeed, he seemed to look on the
whole project as a mild bit of insanity
l)orr» of the .season's strain. He had
gone into town on the afternoon of the
day on which our vacation commenced
and did not return until late. When he
did come I had an excellent meal await-
ing him under the cottonwoods, after
which a pipe and a pillow in the ham-

mock were things not lightly to be
rejected at the close of a stifling day.
The smell of frying bacon and the
aroma of coflfee made in the open which
greeted his nosti-lls when he awoke nest
morning completed the conquest. By
night he was himself superintending the
culinary oi>erations and regaling me
with accounts of wonderful accomplish-
ments in the same line in days agone.
A colored tenant attended to the work
and brought us fresh milk night and
morning. We slept and read and
tramped and rode, and occasionally
entertained visitors. We had a good
book on birds, a botany and field manual
and a magnifying glass. Thus we came
to know more about the flora and fauna
of our locality in the ten days of our
outing than we had gleaned hitherto in
six years of orduiary living.

You cannot imagine how pleasant and
new the old monotonous round of
household duties seemed when, at the
end of ten days, I journeyed back to the
front of the house, rescued the key from
the flower-pot and entered my home.
Paper-bag cookery had all the fascina-
tion of a new experiment again, after
the primitive methods of the camp, and
the flowers on the china looked as if

they had been out in a spring shower,
they were so fresh and gay I And how
good one's own l)ed does feel when one
has slept out of it for a few nights!
The husband proved his pleasure in

our experiment by declaring that we
ought to camp out like that every
summer.

A Carriage Camp
By H. F. Grinstead

^^NE of tlie most delightful vacations
of my experience was a hundred-mile

carriage ride with my wife and four
children. Our entire baggage, including
a day's feed for the team, liedding. pro-
visions, a change of clothes and cooking-
utensils, was less than three hundred
pounds In weight. The provision-box
was three feet long, and Its other dimen-
sions were eighteen inches each way. A
shelf was made in the center from end to

end, and one side was hinged to let down
from the top so as to form a table.

When closed the lid was held in place by
a hasp, and wlien open was held hori-

zontal by a leather strap with a snap

which fastened in a staple. This bo3
was set on top of the wagon-bed. and
held in place with cleats and a boll
thiough the wagon-bottom, so that th«

rear side of the box was even witl
the tail-board of the wagon^ The lid It

down from this side, forming a narrc"
table at the rear of the wagon,
foiind that by our arrangement thei
was room under the box for three f«

of corn for the team. A light fly withoul
tent-poles was all the shelter we took.|

When we struck camp, it was the worl
of just a few minutes to cut small pole

and forks to stretch the fly. and thi

answered very well for a tent in summerj
The front seat of the wagon was turnt
to face the rear, and when the cushioi
and a short board were plac-ed from oi

to the other, a bed for two was mad(
Such of the bedding as could not
used on the .seats in daytime was rolle

In the fl>" tent and tied on top of the pre
vision-box at the rear. Two shalloi
boxes, one .small enough to just fit

the other, were provided as feed-bo3
for the horses.

Near to Nature

Since we knew nothing of the country;
farther than ten miles from home, ever;
day's travel revealed new scenes. W<
chose the most delightful camping spots
for, sinc-e we were not traveling on i

schedule, we would stop at a desirable
place if it was only mid-afternoon,
letting the horses feed in the shade am
the children wade in the near-by brool
A part of our route lay through a seo

tion that was nearly thirtj- miles froi

« railroad. It was refreshing to nott

the simple hospitality of the peoi)le il

this isolated community. When our oim]
happened to be near a hou.se the klndl;

disposed farmer and his wife would oftei .

come down after supper and "sit till bed-f]^

time." inviting us to call on the returi

trip and offering the hospitality of thei

house in case of inclement weather
There was no game of an,v con,

quence along the route, but In the lar

streams there were fish to be had, ani

there was an abundance of God's sun'

shine and fresh air, which gave a ze.st

to the api>etlte after sleeping in tlie open
air. There is something akin to magic
in this outdoor living. It is rest to the
grown-ups, and to the children it is a
source of constant delight.



Necessary Clothes for the Summer Wardrobe
Designs by

Grace Margaret Gould

ROMAN'S HOME COMPANION pat-
terns are not sold in stores or through

agents. They may only be ordered from
our three pattern depots. Order from the
depot nearest your home. Pattern De-
partment, Farm and Fireside, 381 Fourth
Avenue, New York; Pattern Department,
Farm and Fireside, Springfield, Ohio : Pat-
tern Department, F.iRM and Fireside,
1554 California Street, Denver, Colorado

Drawings by

May Fairchild

A LL of the designs shown on this page
are the sort every woman needs in her

summer outfit. They are comfortable
clothes, too, that can be developed most
attractively in very reasonable summer
wash fabrics. For every design illustrated
there is an easy-to-put-together, compre-
hensible Woman's Home Companion
pattern. The price of every Woman's
Home Companion pattern is ten cents

No. 2060—Negligee with Kimono
Sleeves

32 to 42 bust. Quantity of material re-
quired for 36-inch bust, two and one-half
yards of twenty-seven-inch matenal, or
one and one-fourth yards of forty-four-
inch material, with three fourths oT a yard
of lace for panels. Use challis and lace for
this jacket. Price of this pattern, ten cents

No. 2339—Tucked Dressing-Sacque
with Sailor Collar

32 to 44 bust. Material required for 36-
inch bust, four yards of twenty-seven-
inch material, or two and one-half yards
of thirty-six-inch material. When sailor

collar is omitted one-half yard less of
twenty-scven-inch material will be re-

quired. Price of this pattern is ten cents

-Simplex Nursing Corset-Cover
36 to 44 bust. Quantity of material required for 36-inch bust,
two yards of twenty-two-inph material, or one and one-half
yards of thirty-six-inch material. Price of pattern, ten cents

Dart-Fitted One-Piece Corset-Cover
32 to 48 bust. Quantity of material required for medium
size, or 36-inch bust, five eighths of a yard of forty-five-inch
material. The price of this corset-cover pattern is ten events

No. 2227
32 to 44 bust. Material for 36-inch bust, one and seven-
eighths yards of thirty-six-inch material, with one-half yard
of lace. The price of this tucked wEtist pattern is ten cents

No. 2257—Skirt with Long Tunic
22 to 30 waist. Material for 26-inch waist, six yards of thirty-
six-inch material. Width of skirt in twenty-four-inch waist,
two and one-half yards. Price of this pattern is ten cents

No. 2333—Peplum Waist: Sleeveless Guimpe
32 to 40 bast. Material for 36-inch bust, one and seven-
eighths yards of forty-four-inch, five eighths of a yard of
contrasting, seven-eighths yard of net. Pattern, ten cents

No. 2283—TKree-Piece Skirt
22 to 36 waist. Material for 26-inch waist, two and three-
fourths yards of forty-four-inch material. Width of skirt in
twenty-four-inch waist. two yards. Pattern, ten cents

No. 2340—ScEOit Three-piece Petticoat

22 to 36 waist- Material for 24-inch waist, two and three-eighths yards
of thirtv-six-inch matierial, four and three-eighths yards of two-and-one-
half-inch lace and one and three-fourths yards of beading. Width, one
and hve-eighths yards. Th* price of this petticoat pattern is ten cents

Copyright, 1913, by The Crowell Publishing Company

No. 1 906—Room Gown with Large Collar

32, 36, 40 and 44 inch bust measures. Quantity of mater^l
for 36-inch bust, seven and five-eighths yards of twenty-
seven-inch material , or four and one-eigh th yards of forty-

four-inch material. The price of this pattern is ten cents

No. 2331—Misses' Middy Blouse with

Large Armholes
12 to .18 years. Material for 14 years, three and seven-eighths
yards of twenty-seven-inch material, or two and one-eighth
yards of twenty-four-inch material, with one fourth of a yard
of contrasting materiaL Price of this pattern, ten cents

No. 2332—Misses* Four-Piece Skirt: Side Panels

12 to 18 years. Quantity of material required for 14 years,

three yards of twenty-aeven-inch matenal. or two yards of

forty-four-inch material. Price of this pattern is ten cents
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I Make
Garments to Measure

In a New Way
I issue a Style Book showing many Fall

fashions. They are the same designs as will
be used this Fall by the highest-priced Ladies'
Tailors.

I send samples of cloth if you ask for them
and state shades you prefer.

I send a tape line and a measur ement blank.
Then 1 make up the garment in muslin,

and mail it for you to try on. This gives you
a chance to make any corrections and insures
you an absolute 6t.

I do this for these prices, and prepay mail or
express charges:

SuiU, $11.50 up Skirts, $4.00 up
Coats, 7.50 up Dresses, 9.50 up

Some tailors in Chicago charge five times as
much. I give you the same seriTce, same
styles and materials. I pay my tailors as much
as they do. And I do all the cutting myself.
All because I make a hundred garments to
their one, and I do my fitti ng by maiL

Please Write Me
Let me send you my Style Book, samples

and prices. .A.3k for colors you prefer.
Iwas for many years one of the fashionable,

high-priced tailors. Now I am giving to
thousands of women the same service at little

prices.

Not the ordinary mail order service. Note
that I make up the garment in muslin and fit

you before I cut the cloth. This avoids mis-
takes. Yet I can get a finished garment to you
in ten days.
Write to-day for my Style Book, fabrics and

quotations. You wiU be amazed.

MENDEZ,Ladies'TaiIor,CHICAGO
1066 W. 35th Street

For
200 lb.

-^^^ Capacity
Only S19.65 for a foil oize 200 lb. cspacitr Cream Sep-

hIJ^m*,!,^?'?".^'''*''"* material and workmaaahip.Uaa a]l tie laUat improvemenu. Skin-.
1 1-2 qaarta a miouie

HAS A ONE-PIECE SKIMBfflNG DE-VlUt made of alamintun — light— rast-
proof—eaay to clean. Has no discs—no
to-get-at places to wash. Easy toEasy to clean. Easy to buy.
Write for oor big Free Special Separ-

ator UataloK. Shows five sizes, from
ZOO Ib. capacity op to the bip GOO lb. ca-
pacitr shown here; all at low prices. Send
THE CHARLES WILUAM STORES,
Dept. A 20 NEW YORK

^Wuj ck Btupmcnts from NewYork & Ciucago

It is to your advantage to mention Farm and Fire-
side in writi'ng to advertisers. Farm and Fireside
lolkt get the very best attention.

Expert's Plans Save
Furnace Cost and Fuel
if you buy the Kalamazoo way and let a ^
heating engineer study your home. "H
Our expert will show you how to keep
the entire bouse warm and snue on bliz-

zardy days—and keep down coal bills, too.

Buy from Factory— Book Free
tella all aboat the Kalamazoo furnace and our re-
markable plan for direct Bale—at an immense savins:
to yoa. Ask us for Furnace Catalog No.Ofiltoday.

|

Wo make a full line of Stoves, Hangea, Gaa
j

Stoves and Furnaces. We have three catalosrs

—

please aak for the one yoa want.

Kalamazoo Stove Co., Mfn,, Kalamazoo, Mich.

xmmmmm
5:st.:;::^^0irect "tOi^Vbtf^i^

30 Days'

Trial if-
FREE- ^
A Year
for a
Test

$25 to $75
Less—
Long

OUR YOUNG FOLKS* PAGE
Conducted by Cousin Sally

^=ram

Comanche Lx)dge
By F. H. Sweet

NEARLY every boy has a natural in-

clination for the woods, and a real
log cabin, or a house in a tree, or a

summer-weather aflfair of pine boughs
and twigs, or a cave is enough . to put
thrills into him and to keep them there
.so long as the place is used. One of my
j oiliest recollections is of a boy under
nine—a "middle boy," with two older

brothers and two younger ones, and all

filled with wild Indian longings—and a
bough-built but in a thick pine woods a
mile from home. In such a place it was
ea.sy to find four trees in an almost 'pet-

fect square, for the corners. With
hatchet and knives and an abundance of
rope, gathered in scraps here and there,

the house was completed by noon of the
second day. First, pine-saplings the size

of one's arm were placed securely in
crotches or fastened with rope about
eight feet high, entirely aroimd. Then,
two feet or so apart, and down to the
ground, except at the front, other sap-
lings were fastened. Near the middle
of the front a door opening was built in
of strong saplings, and within this a
door-frame placed, swung on hinges of
boot-leather and fastened by another
piece of boot-leather with a hole in the
end that would slip over a nail-head.

Playing Indicin

The door-frame, like the house, was
crossed by pieces of sapling. For the
ridge-pole a larger sapling was hoisted
some four feet above the center of the
roof, to give a good pitch, and one end
crotched in a tree that happened to grow
at the right spot, and the other end
fastened to a pole tied at the proper
height to the two front trees. Cross-
pieces were used on the roof the same as
on the sides of the Lodge.
The skeleton of the house finished,

boughs were woven in aU over the sides
and roof, using as compact and flat

branches as we could find. From the
large boughs we went to smaller and
smaller, and ended with little twigs,
that were drawn into such tiny openings
as were still left When completed,
Comanche Lodge, as we named it, was
tight enough to shed even a driving
storm.

After it was done we carried in a
dozen or so sacks full of dry leaves,

fixed up some shelves of various lengths
of pine saplings (boards or boxes would
have been out of place for real Coman-
che Indians—-"Injuns" we insisted on
calling ourselves ) and made a stone, and
cross-bar fireplace out.side. where we
afterward did some very creditable cook-
ing—as we thought. The thick ^ine
woods around was a fine place for
stalking unfriendly Indians and game,
and when we imagined that ambush or
quick concealment was necessary, the
dense tops of the firs and pines offered
everything that could be desired.

Life Under the Boughs

The next four or five months, or prac-
tically all summer and fall, were given
almost entirely to this bracing outdoor
life, though I do remember we went
home nights to sleep, and occasionally
for meals.

Later came more substantial houses
of logs, deeper in the woods and much
farther from home, but none of them
afforded moi-e pleasure, and I might add
benefit, than did Comanche Lodge.

A New Version of an Old
Game

By A. E. Swoyer
pVERTONE is familiar with the game

of "Authors." which has been a
means of education and of entertainment
for many years: the nature-study game
lierein described is no less interesting,

while all of the articles used therein
may be home-made.
To make the cards used it is neces-

sary to have some photographic blue-

print paper and a printing-frame, while
the process of using them is most simple.

Instead of printing from a pliotograpliic

negative, however, secure a number of
the leaves of familiar plants and ferns,

press them in a book for a day or so,

find print from them in exactly the same
mann(»r.
The time of printing is. of course,

nuich longer; when the parts of the
paiKT not covered by the leaf have
turned almost black, remove It and wash
in several changes of cold water, when
the print of the leaf will ai)i>ear com-
plete In every detail. In addition to the

leaf, however, a small square of heavy

paper should be placed in the frame
directly beneath the leaf ; this will leave
a white space upon the flnLshed print in
which a brief description of the uses of
the plant, together with a number, may
be placed. If you use the blue-print
postals they may be trimmed down to a
suitable size for the cards ; ordinary
paper must be mounted on cardboard.
A set of four prints should be made

from each leaf, each of the four being
given a different number ; the set of four
makes a "book," as in authors. Sets
should be made from enough different
leaves to provide a sufficient number of
cards, while the information respecting
each plant may be obtained from any

encyclopedia, selected with reference to
the probable age of the players. The
game is played in exactly the same man-
ner as authors.

Finding the Needle
By Zelia Margaret Walters

jyi OTHER RANDALL took down her
huge mending-basket and began

turning the contents over with a care-
ful hand. Eunice Randall stood quietly
beside the door waiting for the word
that would give her an hour to spend
just as she liked. But the desired per-
mission did not come.

"Eunice," said Mrs. Randall, "Mrs.
Clark has not brought home the needle,
and the darning will have to wait. Do
you run over and tell her I need it to-

day."
Eunice's face fell. Mrs. Clark was the

nearest neighbor to be sure, but she
lived nearly a mile away. To run over
there and back would just about use up
that precious hour. But she said, "Yes,
mother." dutifully, took down her bon-
net from the peg in the kitchen and
started out.

The path lay through the clearing, and
Eunice trotted along briskly. She was
the daughter of a Western Reserve
pioneer, and she said nothing about her
fears, nevertheless in her secret soul
lurked two terrors : she was afraid of
panthers and the Indians.

She reached :Mrs. Clark's cabin and
told her errand. That good lady ex-
pressed many regrets. She had meant to
return the needle before Mrs. Randall
should want it. but the time had slipped
away faster than she thought.
Eunice said politely that it didn't

matter. She refused an invitation to
stay a while and rest. Taking in one
hand the precious needle folded in a bit

of cloth and one of Mrs. Clark's delici-

ous molasses cookies in the other, she
started back.
At a bi-anching of the paths Eunice hesi-

tated a moment. One way led straight
across the clearing, the other wandered
through a narrow frin.se of woodland
left standing between the two farms.
You could always find new playthings in

the woods, strange flowers, mos.ses, peb-
bles or shells : and if there should be a
play-hour how pleasant it would l>e to

have some new things. The clearing
path was old and beaten. Its po.ssibili-

ties had been exhausted long ago. There
was a fleeting thought of panthers and
Indians. But the Indians were peace-
able, and panthers had not been seen
about the clearing for a year. Eunice
stepped into the sliade of the woods.

Where is the Needle?

If Eunice had known of fairies she
might have imagined they had strewn
the way with treasures. She found a
lovely pink stone and some partridge-

vine with its delicate white flowers. In
another place she stooi»ed over a duster
of wake-robin, but the petals scattered
as she gathered the flowers. A little

farther along a clump of violets lifted

friendly faces. She gathered them, and

then started up with a guilty feeling
that she was using too much time.
Mother needed the darning-needle. "She
tmfolded the piece of flannel in which
she had been carrying it. The needle
was gone I

This might not have seemed a great
loss to a child of to-day. but Mrs. Ran-
dall's darning-needle was the only one
for miles around. It had been bought in
Pittsburgh when the Randalls were on
theii' way West. It had darned the Ran-
dall stockings for seven years, and not
only that, it had been loaned at inter-
vals to the four nearest neighlwrs. and
so had darned their stockings too. Mrs.
Randall was quite a luxurious person,
^he had three other needles besides the
darning-needle. But some of the fam-
ilies had only one.

So when Eunice saw that the needle
was gone she was filled with dismaj-.
The flowers and moss and pink stone
were dropped in a heap, and Eunice
began to search for the needle. Inch by
inch she went over the path, from the
place where she discovered her loss to
the entrance to the wood. Then she
turned and .searched the path over
again. Tears of 'grief filled her eyes at
times, and she was weary with stooping,
but she had no thought of giving up.
The needle was there, and it must be
recovered.

Midway on her second journey over
the path she raised her head for a
moment, and her heart jumped in terror.
A tall Indian stood a dozen yards away.
Eimice was screened by some bushes,
and at that moment the Indian had
paused to look back at something.
Without rising, she crept farther aroimd
into the bushes, hoping that he would
pass without seeing her. Then the
Indian came swinging along the path,
with a long stride, but noiseless tread.
Eunice saw the feathers nodding from
his topknot, the muscles ri.sing in the
bare arm that carried his gun, the fierce
expression of the bent brow and down-
cast eye. He was not looking about him,
but kept his eyes on the path. Then he
stooped and picked up sometlitng. His
sharp eyes had instantly detected what
Eunice had passed over twice. He had
found the needle. Eunice. i)eerlng from
her shelter, saw him hold it up and look
at it. Then with a grunt he started on.

Red Wolf

Without stopping to think Eunice
darted out of her shelter and after him.
What was her fear of an Indian com-
pared with the loss of the needle!

"It is mine '." cried Eimice, catching
at his blanket, which dangled froih hLs
shoulder, somewhat in a rakish cavalier
fashion. "You must give it to me.
Mother would be so put out, and she
could not mend the stockings."
She reached for the needle and the

astonished Indian yielded it. Then
Eunice looked at him again. Perhaps
he had needed a needle too. He looked
sad. And there was a gi'eat three-
cornered hole in the dangling blanket.

"I'll mend your cloak for you," said'
Eunice, relenting.

From the little housewife at her side

she took some thread and threaded the
needle. The darning-needle would lie

rather awkward to use in .sewing a
seam, but she would make it do. .She

laid hold of the blanket, and the Indian
gave that up too. She seated herself
and spi-ead the rent on her lap. Then
with the most painstaking stitches she
could make with the great needle .she

mended the blanket. Tlie Indian with
his inscrutable face stood and looked on.

"Huh !" he said when Eunice restor»><l

the blanket. She wondered if that
meant ••Thunk you."
She folded the needle in the piece of

flannel, gathered her flowers and stont>s

into her apron and startefl home. The
Indian came too. walking close l)ehiud

her. Eunice glanced at him rather fear-

fully several time.s. But on the whole
she was rather glad to have him come,
for if a panther sliould appear, why,
Indians weren't afraid of panthers.
She burst into the kitchen at home

rather excitedly. "I lost it. Mother,"
she .said, "but he found it and gave it to

me."
Then the Indian gravely spread out

his blanket to show Eunice's mending.
Mrs. Rjindall found .that he could

.sp«»ak little Englislu but she thanked
him courteously, gave him .some food,

and then he said good-by and went away.
Eunice saw her Indian friend man.v

times after that, and though she never
could conquer a feeling of fear of other
Indians she was always ready to greet
Red Wolf with her friendliest smile.
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the gun and were no longer than need
be in fetching it. The Captain then led
us back somewhat to a place under a
small dome, where he built a fire with
our wood beside a little pool of water

;

and what did he then do but make large
shot out of small like this: On the fire

he placed a stone with a slight hollow in
^he top. In this he put a handful of our
fine shot, and wlien it was melted he
took a small stick and with the end
spattered the soft lead into the pool of
water, where it hardened into shot of all

sizes, though most of it was large.
Dauphin and I could not help speaking
our admiration of the skill with which
'ae did it. for all the world as if he had
always turned out bullets that way; but
the Captain made no more of it than if

he had been clipping his finger-nails, and
went ahead and loaded the gun, putting
in a good charge. I watched all with
great glee, though if I could have fore-
seen what was to be I think I should
have snatched the giui out of his hands;
which shows how little we poor crea-
tures know of anything in store for us.
Wh(-n the Captain had done he

laughed as he looked along the barrel
and said

:

"Jud. if yovi e^-er shoot this gim aim
'low, because the barrel is bent up an
eighth or a quarter of an inch by our
using it for a crowbar at the Trap-
D.ior."

Just let me carry it, Cap'n, will you,
and I"ll aim low enough, so I will." cried
Dauphin. "I could shoot that Ike Liver-.
11.ol with a ram's horn if it was loaded."
'Judson or I will carry the gun." an-

swered the Captain quietly. "There
won't be any .shooting with it unless it

be in self-defense." at which Dauphin
looked pretty sullen, as you'may guess.
We went back to the Robin's Nest, and

in a short time the Captain said

:

"Something has got to be done, and that
soon. There is no more than enough
fish for one more meal, and th> torch-
sticks are well gone. We have heard
nothing of the gang for some hours now
and perhaps they have gone back to
their own cave. I think I had best go
down and scout about a little."

He accordingly set off, taking the gun
with him and going by way of the
Gopher-Hole. Dauphin and I stayed at
the Nest, and in darkness, though the
coals of the shot fire were carefully
covered le.st the Captain should come
back with his torch out. It was very
well for us that we were left in the dark
t.io.

It had been what seemed like two
hours, witH us sitting there in the
bottom of the Robin's Nest like young
birds, when there was a faint gleam of
light on the roof through a hole just
above the rim of the nest. "There
comes the Captain," I said to Dauphin,
and we crept up and then down the
passage to welcome him. We were
almost to the mouth of this, when the
light shone through the room ahead and
I thought it was too bright for one
torch. I seized Dauphin's arm and
whispered to him to stop. Then we
heard voices and back we went and
curled up in the bottom of the nest
among some rocks. The voices came
nearer, and I knew they were those of
the outlaws. We lay there scared (and
quiet ) as young birds when a hawk ' ?

about. We could soon tell that they
were looking everywhere for somebody,
and of course it was for us. After some
time I heard one of them coming up the
passage and my heart stood still, as the
saying is. He came up to the edge and
flared his light over in, but we lay so
still and were so like the ground and
rocks with our muddy clothes that he
turned back, calling out, "Nothing
here !" and my heart began with a great
jump to beat again. Soon their voices
died away, as they went on ; then we sat
up, and I think Dauphin had been as
scared as had I. But I see not why
either of us should not have been well
scared, with those fellows nothing short
of ready to take our lives.

"If the Cap'n had only left that there
gun," said Dauphin in a whl.sper, "I'd 'a'

give that Joe Rusk what he wan't look-
ing for. And I'd 'a' aimed plenty low
too, so I would."

"Yes, and then the others would have
I foimd us. The Captain knew what he
Was doing when he took the gun. He
may need it himself, too. before he gets
back."
"He ought to be down there before

this," returned Dauphin. "If we knowed
where to find him it 'ud be best to go
down, wouldn't it, Judson?"
"But we don't. Besides, they will

probably go toward the Gopher-Hole,
and we would most likely be caught if

we tried to get down that way. We'd
best stay right here." So this is what
we did, for another two hours, as I

believe.

At the end of this time light once
more flashed above us, and we curled
down among the rocks. We need not
have done so however, for the next
moment the Captain slid down into the
Nest and said

:

"Have you seen anything of those fel-

lows?"
"Yes. they passed here looking .for us,

but though they came in the passage
they didn't find us," I answered.
"We were lucky again,",he retui-ned.

"I could not find therp anywhere and
thought they were gone back to their

cave and we could safely return to Fish
-Camp, but when I came to Rope Pit on
my way back I found our pole standing
up in it, so I was afraid they were up
here. But we'll htirry and eat what
there is. and then for something else."

We fell to on the last of the fish, and
the Captain went on : "Theii" rope Is

still down Dauphin Pit, and the best
thing we can do will be to get down the
pole and hurry and get up that rope.

W- can draw it up after us and maybe
hide it somewhere. If the five of them
are still here there can't be more than
three at the Fort, and we can fight our
way out if worse comes to worse. It

will be three against three, though
they're better armed than we are."
"Sneak up on 'em, Cap'rt—that's what

we want to do. Give me the gun, and
I'll settle them, aiming low as you said
to. Tliat's what they need, the dis-

honest thieves. 'Stand up for your
rights, Gil,' says they to me, and when I

done it what happened? I got——-"

"Yes. yes. Dauphin." broke in the Cap-
tain ; "we know what happened. And I

know what will happen if we don't stop
talking so loud. Hark!" and at that
very moment we heard the ec'^oes of

voices, and soon the men were near
again. I held our torch low among the
rocks, and the Captain crept up to the
round hole. But the men did not come
very close this time, and finally the
voices died away. The Captain came
down and said

:

"I think they've gone back down the
pole. They'll probably go to Fish Camp,
where they seem to be staying, for a
meal before they go up to their cave.
We had best wait ten minutes and go
down the pole too, and then get up their
rope if it is there yet, by which we shall

know that they are still dovra. We can't

stay here and starve."
We left the Nest and went with great

caution to Rope Pit, but could not spy
the end of the pole anywhere. "I just
came up it, and they must have gone
down it," said the Captain. "Yes, and
they've taken it down too." He tossed
a piece of lighted torch-stick down, and
we plainly saw it lying beside the
stream. "That pole has beer a
nuisance," cried the Captain. "I wish I

had never made it. Come, we must get
down by way of the Gopher-Hole."

This we did. though, of course, it took
some time. But at last we were again
creeping like cats along toward the Gun-
Barrel. We listened when we came to
the mouth of it, and were about to turn
down it when we thought we heard
voices. We listened longer and were
sure we did. They seemed to be coming
"from the direction of Fish River. For a
half minute the Captain hesitated.
"Come on—it's now or never I There's

plenty of tune to get up that rope before
they reach here '."

We started down the. tunnel on the
run, the Captain carrying the gun and
torch, while Dauphin and I came behind,
all excitement. When we came up *to

the pit the rope was still there. The
Captain stood his torch against a rock,

hastily tying the end of the rope around
the handle, thrust the stock of the gun
in his trousers's pocket, buttoned his coat
around the barrel and went up the rope
hand over hand. He was hardly to the
top when Dauphin said to me

:

"Go on—I climb up them there things
slow."
Up I went almost as fast as the Cap-

tain, though I had never done such a
thing before. I was half-way when I

heard a great shout at the top and a
man with a voice like a bull roared out

:

"Stand still and throw up your hands 1

Take Ms gun, Bill !" I stopped and
looked up. A man carrying a big torch
poked his head over the edge and looked
down. "Quick, give me that gun. Bill!

he cried, and I slid down the rope like a
shot. As I struck the ground he fired. I

got up half stunned and ran along the

tunnel following the torch ahead which
Dauphin had and thinking (if I thought
at all) what a good thing it was that
the gtm was crooked. Dauphin went out
of the tunnel and dashed across the
room at the end. I thought to do as
well, but instead I rushed into the arms
of Lsaac Liverpool, just like a yeai'ling

colt running into an open barn-door.
(CONTINUED IN NEXT ISSTJE)
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Here's Walter Johnson
Washington "Nationals" (Ameri-

can League) one of the speediest pitchers

of either of the big leagues—he

Drinks

He's got the head, the arm, the
ginger and the endurance. Coca-

/fj

Cola didn't give him them; but he says
it's the one best beverage for the athlete in

training

—

The Successful Thirst-Quencher

THE COCA-COLA COMPANY, Atlanta, Ga.
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Why Not You? Scores of men and women are
making a comfortable living all the
year round and thousands of others

are substantially increasing their regular incomes by devoting their spare time
to our interests. There is a fine opening right now on our Subscription Staff

for a few more ambitious men. Why not join the ranks of those who are
numbered among the successful men of their localities.'' A postal card will

bring all particulars. Send it to

FARM AND FIRESIDE Agents' Department Springfield. Ohio
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DON'T PAY TWO PRICES
SAVE HALF YOUR MONEY
Why not have the best when you can buy t

at such low, unheard-of Factory Prices?

HOOSIER STOVES.
RANGES AND HEATERS

Are heaTlly made of the highest grade. Be-'

ected material, beautifully finished with
.mprovements that absolutely BUrpa eb anything
ever produced. The Best in the World. Gnar-
'anteedfor Years by a Two Million DoUarBonr

SS'lfo matter where yon live you can try
sierinyour own home 30 days withoot

peony's expense to yoa. "Yon can save enon^faj

1 a single Hoosier Stove to buy year Winter'-
ael." SEHD TODAY forLAMEFItEECATALOC& PRU™

oosier Stove Factory, 126 State St., Marion,

Sat/e Your Stove
Double the life of your new stoves.

Make year old, cracked or warped stoves
almost as good as new, by putting in the
new, pliable, inexpensive

PLASTIC STOVE UMNG
Comes in soft bricks, can be cut, bent or pressed
into place like putty. Hardens when fire starts.
Hugs the iron tight. Ashes can't get back of
it. Outlasts iron 1 inings. Saves fuel. Costs
only SI.25 for 3 bricks (size 7H ifi) enough for one
stove. Delivered, prepaid by Parcel Post, anywhere in the
United States east of Denver.Already aeed in 60,000 stoves.
Order from this advertisement. Money back if not pleased.

PLASTIC STQVE LIHIHG CO.,1313 W. 35th St., Chicago, III.

LIBERAL INCOME FOR HUSTLERS
A liberal income is guaranteed to
the right sort of workers. Such
are some of the inducements for
you to handle the biggest money-
making oiler ever made by a farm
journal. A fine opportunity for
energetic young men and women.
Experience not necessary. You
must act at once.

Department of Agents
FARM AND FIRESIDE, Springfield, O.

A Present to You from the Housewife
To induce you to become a reader of The Housewife for the balance of this

year we will give you this beautiful Lunch Set stamped on pure linen

and a Trial Subscription to The Housewife for only 25 cents.

This dainty and serviceable lunch set consists of a 16-inch centerpiece, four 4-inch round doilies and
two 6-inch oval doilies, all stamped clearly in graceful frheat designs on pure linen, which looks better each

time it is laundered. The edges of the different pi ces are scalloped to be embroidered in buttonhole stitch,

while the wheat sprays are to be worked solid. A row of torchon or Russian linen lace sewed around the

pieces under the scallops is the latest way to finish a set of tliis kind.

THE HOUSEWIFE is a large, interesting monthly magazine, edited in behalf of the woman who has

the interests of her home at heart. It has departments on Cooking, Fancy Work, Fashions, Home Decora-

tion, Entertainment, and the Care of Children, and in addition THE HOUSEWIFE pubUshes the best

stories and serials ever presented in a magazine of its price, and is beautified by exquisitely colored covers

and many illustrations throughout.

This is one of the most generous bargain offers we have ever made, and we believe^ that no offer of

greater value has ever been made by any other publishing house. Remember, we are giving away the

LuiKh Set, which we guarantee to be exactly as described, with THE HOUSEWIFE for the rest of this

year for onJy Twenty-Five Cents. Remit by P. 0. Money Order or Stamps.

THE HOUSEWIFE, 30 IRVING PLACE, NEW YORK
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Price comes down; value goes up!
Electric head, side and
tail lights

Storage battery and
Ammeter
35 horse-power motor

114-Inch wheelbase
Timken bearings
33 X 4 Q. D. Tires
Cowl dash
Splitdorf magneto $950

Brewster g:reen body with
a lig-ht green striping, nickel
and aluminum trimmings
Mohair top and boot
Clear vision windshield

Stewart speedometer
Electric horn
Flush U doors with disappearing
Hinges
Turkish upholstery

f. o. b. Toledo

With Gray & Davis Electric Starter and Generator—$1075

HERE is the car of the hour

!

The 1914 Overland is ready for immediate
delivery.

Again we lower the price. Again we
increase the value.

This new car is larger, more speedy and power-
ful, more finely equipped and more elegantly finished,

but in spite of this enormous value increase the price

has been materially decreased.

The motor has been enlarged to 35 horsepower
and will develop 50 miles an hour with ease.

The wheelbase has been lengthened to 114 inches
—which is the average wheelbase of $1500 cars.

The 1914 Overland tires are larger ; the tonneau
is longer and roomier ; the equipment is better—includ-

ing such big and costly additional features as electric

lights ; the body is handsomer, being finished in beauti-

ful rich dark Brewster green, with heavy nickel and
aluminum trimmings.

The 1914 Overland is the most magnificent and
graceful popular priced car that has ever been made.

In fact, in every single and individual respect

here is a much greater, bigger and better car at a
reduced price.

This is only another demonstration of how big

production will cut costs. For, instead of building

40,000 cars as in 1913, this year we will build 50,000
cars. This is the world's largest production on this

type of car.

One big western dealer is begging our sales

department for an allotment of 7000 cars. Think of

this! A single allotment greater than the individual

outputs of over 50 ^i) of all the automobile factories in

existence.

Other dealers and distributors in the big eastern
and western agricultural districts want several thousand
cars apiece. Such is the initial demand for the newest
Overland.

As we have told you in the past : the combined
buying power of thousands lowers the cost for each in-

dividual. This year 50,000 will be bought. Therefore
we can make a greater reduction than ever. Overland
quantity production saves money for you—and lots of it.

This year it is saving far more than ever before, because
in addition to increased production we are building but
one chassis.

We urge you to see this new model at once. Feel
what a difference the increased wheelbase makes in

riding comfort ; see the car's changed appearance ; ex-
amine the beautiful new finish ; inspect the many little

refinements about the motor—making it resemble the
motors in the big $3,000 and $4,000 cars. Examine the
tonneau. Enjoy the increased lounging space and the
Turkish upholstery.

Look up the nearest Overland dealer. Have a
demonstration. Make the demonstration thorough ; test

the car's remarkable fuel economy. If you want an
early delivery do not delay. Act today.

Write us direct for handsomely illustrated 1914
literature—gratis.

Please Address Dept. 62

The Willys-Overland Company^ Toledo, Ohio
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THE POINTS
OF INTEREST IN THE
COMING NUMBER WITH THE EDITOR

ADVERTISEMENTS
IN FARM AND FIRESIDE

ARE GUARANTEED

Cover

Faeji axd Fireside reaches every

State in the Uniou. The United
States Department of Agriculture is

working for every one of those States.

That makes the cover which will ap-

pear on the September 13th number
one of peculiar interest. It will pre-

sent some of the leaders in this great

national department.

Special Articles

The autumn season presents, on most
farms, the problem of getting right

prices for the products to be sold.

One of the special articles in the

opening columns of the next issue

will discuss i)rominent phases of mar-
keting. If you have anything to sell,

or if you want to buy. for that matter,

this article will appeal to you.

Farm Notes

The press reports from Kansas are

recommending silos to utDize the corn

crop, which has been reduced by the

drought to such a state that the ears

are' not well formed. The silo is being

argued on almost every farm. Most
farmers could use at least one silo.

Several articles in the next issue,

giving the experience of a few of our
readers. East as well as "West, will

show how the silo has worked out

better farm conditions for them.

Crops and Soils

Many Americans have gone to Can-
ada in search of opportunities not

presented in the United vStates. Some
of them have made a big success by
the change ; others have not. In the

next issue, a farmer, now living in

Saskatchewan, will tell why he looks

pretty favorably upon American
farms. His statement, of course, teUs

of his own experience.

The Market Outlook

We • depend upon our regular con-

tributors to suijply our columns with
the main market situation, but very

frequentlj" we ask some one else to

cite conditions with which he is par-

ticularly familiar. Mr. B. F. W.
Thorpe. Associate Editor of Fash
A.XD Fireside, who has had years of

experience in Maine, will tell how the

Maine fanners, by working together,

have secured market changes which
have been to their advantage. This
theme of co-operation seems never to

have an end. It is always interesting

and is profitable, if applied.

More Lelters from the Corn Lady •

Miss Jessie Field, known as "The
Corn I.ady." will begin a series of

letters to a rural school-teacher, sug-

gesting in her own intimate and far-

seeing way, methods of making school

study and home life co-operate in cre-

ating eflBcient farmers' families.

Fashions

Two pages will be devoted to fash-

ions, showing the developments of the

tunic, Russian and other effects in

the models for this fall.

Lei Vs he Sociable

In '"Starting the Ball Rolling" ways
will be suggested in which social in-

tercourse may be made actually to

lighten the labor of the participants.

A Way to Earn Money

A new and pleasant means of earning
a small income is discussed by Mrs.
A. V. R. Morris with great definite-

ne.ss and precision in making plain
layettes.

Shall Wt Leaoe the Farm?

The country woman who is seeking
the opportunities offered to the city

wage-earner will do well to read, be-

fore she buys her railroad ticket,

"City Positions for the Country Girl."

Children's Page

There will be a picture, on the Chil-
dren's Page, of an old shad-boat bear-
ing in its bow a cannon to which is

attached a hay^-fork. Read the story,
boys, and find out what the boat is

doing.

A New Serial Coming

In this final number of the serial, the
ciiuse is discovered of the mysterious
throbbing in Frontenac Cave, the ad-
ventures of our friends end. and .Tud-

son Pitcher finds Amy waiting at the
mouth of the cave. When our new
ynar begins with the issue of October
11th. our readers will be pleased to

see the name of a favorite author
below the title of the new serial.

I visited, the editorial offices of the Woman's Home
Better Babies Compaxiox in New York the other day, and learned

in America sometliing. I learned that a big campaign is on in

forty States, called the "Better Babies" movement. I

had read in the literature of numerous state fairs the announcement of prizes

for babie-s, and I had wondered at the suddeji popularity of the baby show.

But I had not known that the "Better Babies" shows are something different

fi'om the baby shows of past days. I learned it from the woman who is at

the head , of the movement, Miss Gertrude B. Lane, editor of the Woman's
Home Companion

I learned, too, how scientific and how line in spii'it and serious in purpose

the "Better Babies" movement is. Many of my readers will visit state and
county fairs where these competitions are held, and I want all of them to

understand how big a thing they are.

We can all tell a gooil chicken, or a good cow, or a good horse at sight—or

at least most of us. think we can. And if we doubt our own abilities we can

call in judges who, armed with expert knowledge and standard score-cards,

can put the points of horse, cow, hog or fowl into figures.

But who knows a fine specimen of babyhood when he sees it? Of com'se

our babies are perfect, and yours only a little less so, but what would judges

with score-cards say? Until thLs was worked out by Miss Lane and her

assistants. I believe there was no such thing as a score-card for babies. There
certainly was no score-card in the baby shows of the past. The whole thing

was either a catch-penny aft'air or a joke, the joke usually consisting in the

embarrassing predicament of three incorrigible old bachelors drafted as judges.

The old bachelor—corrigible or Incorrigible—could not

Old Bachelors quaUfy as a judge in one of the "Better Babies" con-

Do Not Know tests unless he were a physician. The babies are no
longer just "looked over" and judged by guess. They

are measured in forty different ways, and weighed, and tested for intelligence

and vigor, as well as for beauty and "cuteness."

And do you doubt what this means? It means that the doctors of the

country are to have the opportunity of examining thousands and thousands

of babies, not sick babies, which is the sort they usually see in their regular

practice, but normal babies. The physicians will weigh and measure and
study these men and women of the futui-e.

And better than this, they will compare one baby with another. That's a

thing one mother can never fairly do—compare. Because her infant is in the

very nature of the case an incomparable child—"b'ess its 'ittle heart!" And
she couldn't compare the baby with another anj-how, imless she measured it

and noted all its points. And she couldn't note all its points without a score-

card, which is merely a tabular statement keeping all the points apart.

All these thousands and thousands of score-cards will be preserved, and
can be studied. Instead of having score-cards of sick people in hospitals,

criminals in jails and penitentiaries, and lunatics in asylums, we shall begin

to keep score-cards on ordinary, healthy, normal people—beginning with babies.

It seems almost, too much to expect, but if this thing goes on we may one

of these days know almost as much about our babies as we do about our pigs

'

What's the use of it? Well, for one thing, we'U find

What Good Feed out how the best babies are fed. Important? It's the

Will Do most important thing in babyland. Ask the Emperor
of Germany if you happen to meet him. He'll tell you

that in his empire they are finding that a great proportion of the puny, weak-
ling men who are not fit for soldiers are men who as babies were fed at a

bottle instead of a breast.

The "Better Babies" fairs will no doubt show the same thing here. I am
pretty sure that theie are thousands of mothers who will read this who, if

they find out fi-om this great mass of experience that their babies will be likely

to Ije stunted if fed on a bottle, will make a greater effort to suckle their

babies. And that will mean bigger, stronger and more beautiful Americans

a quarter of a century hence.

We shall find out, too. how best to provide a substitute for the mother's

milk when a substitute must be found.

Last week I heard a lecturer say that every year 115,000 babies die from
causes that might be removed. This means that as many young Americans

die unnecessary deaths every year as were actually killed on the field of battle

in the CivU War

!

Do you see what is coming in the "Better Babies" movement? Better

mothers and better fathers. That is, fathers and mothers who treat their

babies better. You can't change the child's heredity by care, but you can

change its surroundings so as to develop or stunt it. Waters, of Kansas, has

taken pure-bred cattle and made typical scrubs of them by bad care. You can

do the same thing with a pure-bred baby.

Caring for a baby is a ta.sk which requires knowledge

Do You Know common sense. I know a young mother whose

These Things? baby came down to death's door from starvation

becau.«e she didn't know the symptoms of hunger in

an infant. She nursed the child at regular intervals—at a dry breast—and

wondered why it wasted away. Its grandmother saw as soon as she laid eyes

on it that it was starving. She had had experience.

But grandmothers need knowledge outside of experience. Call on Grandma
for all the things she knows; but remember that our grandmas, on the aver-

age, lo.st fifty per cent, of their babies. Some say seventy per cent.

Go to the "Better Babies" show. Have your baby examined. Any one of

these shows gives an examination which i.s worth $2.5 of any parents' money.

Take along the girls juid young women. Listen to the lectures. Take home
Baby's score, and see if you can't fill out the places that are deficient And
feed and care for the next one so as to avoid deficiencies.
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Our Sereice Bureau

Fakm and FnsESiDE, in its editorial
department, maintains a service bu-
reau for its subscribers, the object
being to answer such questions and
solve such problems as arise from
time to time among our readers.

Many subscribers have made use of
this service bureau in the past, and
so what we say here will give them no
information.

But new subscribers should realize

that when they place their names with
the Farm and Fireside family they
have the privilege of using this service

bureau as often as they care to.

What States are affected? Farm
AND Fireside reaches every State in

the Union, and no matter how far

away you may live from the Spring-
field, Ohio, headquarters, your inter-

ests are our interests.

What subjects can be considered?
Your questions may take up any sub-

ject relative to farm activity. And
whether they concern the farm or
the home our experts are at your
service.

Technical questions or inquiries of

local character are sometimes referred

to carefully selected experts outside

of the editorial staff, but Fakm and
Fireside vouches for their judgment
and experience.

The point is: your question icill be

answered.

Write plainly, explain your exact
difficulties, and be sure to give your
name and address. These will not be

published without permission.

Send your letters to the Service

Bureau. ICditorial Department. Fah.m
AND FlKESlDE, Springtield, Ohio.
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Breeding Long-Lived Horses

BREEDING for efficiencj' lias become the watch-

word with all who are coming to recognize the

need of maximum production at minimum ex-

penditure. The cow that remains profitably productive

until she is a dozen years old and upwai'd, the sow and

ewe that produce and well nourish large and vigorous

litters for a pei'iod of eight to ten years, the hen that

lays six hundred to seven hundred eggs In, three or

four years, are now recognized as having unusual

individual value to use as foundation stock from which

to build up herds and flocks of profit-making descen-

dants. Such females, be it remembered, are only one

factor in this problem of breeding for efficiency. The

sires in each class of stock count for even more than

the dams. The.se scientific facts in breeding for defi-

nite ends have come to be pretty well known, but have

up to this time seldom been followed in any systematic

way in breeding poultry for laying.

If we grant—as we must—that heavy yields of milk

and eggs depend on breeding for those particular ends

and that the same rules hold true in the main

in sheep and swine breeding, why should we
not make more common use of this- same sys-

tem in the breeding of horses, to secure

greater efficiency and longer life?

The mares that have remained vigorous,

enduring, sound and true worlcers for tweh'e

or fifteen years should, when mated witli

sires of similar qualities, be almost priceless

as foundation stock for reproducing these

qualities, if mated while vigor remains.

Every neighborhood has. or has had, one

or more horses which have tirelessly labored

for twenty and sometinies even forty years,

while the xank and file of horses have worked

imder the stress of half these years. Why
not grant these old hoi-se pilgrims living and

recently departed a roll of honor? Farm axd

FiKKSiDE readers can give an impetus to a

movement for breeding horses of greater effi-

ciency that will be coimtry-wide by adopting

tbe same scientific methods now being applied

ill breeding cattle, and more recently applied

iu the breeding of sheep, swine and poultry.

Why not .send us a little biography, and pho-

tograph when possible, of the venerable

horses and mules that have labored a score

of years and upward and are still efficient as

workers or breeders?

We do not recommend the mating of very

old mares to very old stallions as a rule. But

for the purpose of perpetuating the quality

of long-lived vigor, we think it should be

done when the horses involved in the opera-

tion are good individuafs which have shown
their abilitv to stand a generation of service.

zone is changed so as ~to take in,all territory outside

the local delivery for about 150 miles, and the rate

in it is five cents 'for the first pound and a cent for

each added pound, or a twenty-pound package for

twenty-four cents. This change of zones reduces the

local rate and makes the old local rate apply for 150

miles in all directions. The insurance fee is also

reduced. In the future the insurance will be only

five cents for a parcel of a value ut) to $25, and ten

cents between the values of ?25 and $50. These are

important changes, and ought to result in an enormous
increase in rural business.

Giving to the Public Schools
" * FARM of 160 acres has been deeded to the

xV schools of Paola, Kansas. Money from the farm
is used to buy books, clothing, etc., for boys and girls

who wL«ih a high-school education but cannot afford

it."

—

La FoUette's Weekly.

This suggests the thought that there must be many
people in the country who would like to give money

Better Credit Facilities

TH[E article in this issue by Mr. James B. Morman
will give every reader a good general idea of tbe

sort of banks the farmers of Europe find so beneficial.

It i.s perfectly obvious that it will pay to borrow

money on any farm, if the interest is low enough to

leave a profit on the deal. T^ow interest, long time and

easy payments are necessary for profitable borrowing.

With these must be combined perfect freedom from

every element of loan-sharkism. These conditions the

Raiffeisen banks seem to offer.

Government aid may or may not be essential, but

there can be no doubt that the proper sort of govern-

ment aid woiild help. State or federal inspection and,

what is quite as important, the assistance of experts

iu organization and management would helj) quite as

much as money assistance.

The Government has in its control a great many
millions of the people's money deposited in postal sav-

ings hanks. This is reloaned to ordinary banks at two
and a half per cent. Can anyone give any good reason

why these funds should not be reloaned to

farmers' co-operative banks when properly

organized, properly officered and properly

run? Under such conditions the loans would

be absolutely safe. The Raiffeisen banks of

Europe hardly ever lose a debt.

A Growthy Parcel Post
"Well,

THE liest thing about the parcel-post law

is that it is a "growthy" law. It can grow
without any additional act of Congress by

mere order of the postmaster-general, and Postmaster-

General Burleson seems to be genuinely friendly to

its "growthine.ss." He has made a change in it which
is sure to make it more' useful to us. This change

raises the weight limit from eleven pounds to twenty

—

a very great addition to its usefulness to farmers. The
requirement which called for a special parcel-post

stamp is abolished. Ordinary postage stamps will

carry packages hereafter. The rates are reduced for

short-distance shipments too. It still costs five cents

for the first pound iu the first and .second zones, but,

after the first pound, packages for local delivery, either

in town or on the town's rural routes, additional

weight calls for only a cent for each added two pounds.

Thus, a nineteen-pound package can go from the farm
to town or the rever.se for fourteen cents. The second

Martha, it won't do any harm to let them tinker with it, but

we won't use it if it doesn't suit"

Not the Swivel-Chair Type
AND now we have the college professor

/\ arrayed in overalls. We say "arrayed"

because not many of them so dress. There

have always been, in collegiate institutions,

men who took a real active interest iu the

affairs of the institution other than the digni-

fied, swivel-chair work, which of course is

necessary ; but such individuals have been

few. We do not know of any institution, as

an institution, taking up the manual work of

the campus, previous to the report of the

Oregon Agricultural College stating that all

repairs and campus transformations are to

be personally managed by in'ofessors. Prof.

E. P. Jackson has assumed the entire man-

agement of all the carpentry and wood work-

ing in buildings undergoing repairs. The

plumbing is under the direction of Profs.

M. P. Phillips and C. C. Wiltshire. These

men. together with others of equal rank and

position, are donning overalls and putting

into practice what they teach. They are

experts—why should not the college campus

benefit by that knowledge? The example is

extremely wholesome. •

Coal Use and Waste

N'

and property to the uses of the public schools. And

there is no danger that the schools will ever be too

rich. Yet when the laws are examined, we find no

generally existing provisions for the acceptance of

gifts and legacies by the schools.

Such provisions should exist. There should be an

invitation held out by every school for gifts and lega-

cies. Millions of dollars are disposed of by will every

year to educational uses. Once let it be understood

that the public schools are ready to receive such be-

quests, and have made provision for their use, and the

fashion of leaving money and property to the schools

would set in. Why not?

Such a fashion would re-sidt in our gaining the point

we have been talking about for years—better public-

school facilities.

O MIND can grasp the quantity ex-

pressed in the figures of our coal produc-

tion in 1912. United States Coal Statistician

Parker states the astounding amount—5-54,-

466,.5S0 tons of 2,000 pounds each. This is

more than five times the amount mined thirty years

ago. A recent publication of the Government estimates

the life of our coal-mines at some 4,000 years. But

this estimate was based on the present rate of burning.

If the consumption is multiplied by five every thirty

years, the suriply will run short in the days of our

grandchildren—and even of our children. A report

made about six years ago, .stated our coal supply would

give out in 150 years—as we remember the figures.

Civilization as we know it is impossible without

coal. From one half to three fourths of the coal in

the earth is wasted l\v the present methods of mining.

If the mining were changed so as to take out all the

coal it would be more expensive. Here's a great

national problem for us, and it will be greater iu

twenty years. Americans should be thinking about it.
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Real Rural BanKs
Are European Systems Suitable for America?

By James B. Morman

ONE of the
oldest forms
o f societies

•which aimed to

borrow money on
land as security
are the "Land-
schaften," or mort-

gage-bond associations, of Germany. These date back
to the reign of P^ederick the Great and came into

existence about the year 1769.

The Seven Years' War had practically ruined the
wealthy landowners of Prussia. In order to increase
crop yields, their land had to be improved if they were
to be carried through the crisis. They thereupon
adopted the following plan to secui-e the necessary
money

:

The landowners of a district imited to form a
society. Each landowner pledged his land as security

for the debts which his society might contract. The
society then asked for loans from bankers, and offered

as security not one farm of doubtful value, but the
entire landed estates of a dlsti-ict. The method by
which a member secures a loan works out in the
following way in Germany :

How a Landschaften Loan is Secured

A landowner who is a member of a district society

goes before the otiic-ers and requests a loan. He can
borrow up to a certain portion of the total valuation

of his land, but he has to submit to certain restrictions

for the protection of the society. As all his fellow

members are liable for the loan on his land, the

society is very carefid to safeguard itself against

speculation or risky business transactions. If the

officers approve the member's request for a loan, a
bond is given to him which draws a rate of interest

varying from three and one-half to four per cent.

The borrowing member takes this bond to the

nearest bank and exchanges it at face value for cash.

In retm-n he becomes a debtor to the society for the

amount of the bond and has to pay the society from
one-half to one per cent, more
interest than the bond draws,

thus making his interest rate

from four to five per cent, at

the utmost. The added inter-

est pays the expenses of the

operation of the society.

The landowner pays back
his loan to the society by de-

grees. As the society is an
institution to exLst as long as

the landowners exist, it is en-

abled to spread the borrower's
payments over fiftj" or sev-

enty-five years, if necessary.

These land bonds have such
good security behind them
that the banks which accept
them can readily negotiate

them in financial circles any-
where in the <iermau Empire.
The Landschaften. or mortgage-bond societies, have

no shares and pay no dividends. If any profits arise

they are used for reducing the loans. Since these

societies and their borrowers are identical and the

services of the officers are rendered gratuitously, they

have been able to secure money on bonds at lower

rates than any other kinds of companies. There are

now twenty-five Landschaften societies in Germany,
and the farm mortgages held by them exceed $500,-

000.000 in value. The interest rate runs as low as

three and one-half per cent, and rarely exc-eeds four

per cent, per annum.

The Famous Credit Foncier of France

The Landschaften are practically the only societies

whose financial operations are confined to loans on
farm lauds. The Credit Foncier of France is another

bank which has Ijeen more or less commercialized.

This famous institution was formed in 1S52 under the

law enacted that year for organizing the land credit

and improving agricultural credit facilitie.s. It was
immediately place<l under government control. This
is the only land bank in F'rance. and many of its most
important features were taken bodily from the Land-
schaften societies. Loans are made by this institution

on almost every kind of property except on theaters,

mines, and quarries which are not regarded as safe.

-Nevertheless, when the Credit Foncier makes loans to

farmers, they may run for periods ranging from ten

to seventy-five years, and the loans may retired in

very small instalments year by year. In tliis manner
this institution is of some advantage to landowners.
The Landschaften and the Credit Foncier have Ijeen

the models for land banks throughout Euroi)e. The
underlying idea of the Landschaften is co-operation

among the landowners with unlimittKl liability the one
for the other. There has lx*en a tendency in late years
to restrict the liability of meml)ors. and under this

new form of Landschaften organization tliere is oppor-

tunity for greater develojjment and usefulness. But
the basic thought in both is <o-oi)erative action, and
this is what American farmers must realize in order
to reap the Ixsnefits of any system of land banks.
While the preceding is an outline of the systems of

I'uroi-iean cre<lit adapted to large landowners, the.v b.v

no means meet the needs of the great mass of small
farmers, many of whom can offer no land as security

for their loans. P.ut money at times is of greater
importance to the struggling farmer on a small holding
than it is to the wealthier and larger landowner.
There are two general systems of p<^rsonal-credit

banks in Europe, known respectively as the Schulze-

Delitzsch system and the Raiffeisen .system. The

former is not of so much interest to the farmer as the
latter. AVhen Francis Frederick Schulze, of Delitzsch,
Germany, organized his popular banks they were
intended primarily as a means of ftu-nishing cheap
personal credit to artisans in towns. Later their

operations were extended to include farmers, and this

they have continued to do up to the present time, not-
withstanding the rapid development of the rural-credit
banks of the Raiffeisen type which are entirely rural
in their membership and operations.
The principle of rural-credit banks in Europe is that

of the organization of prospective borrowers them-
selves into societies in order to obtain by united effort

the credit facilities which cottld not be secured by
individuals.

Loans from Local Rural-Credit Banks

The necessary capital for making loans is derived
by the sale of shares among the members, by entrance
fees in some banks, and by the accumulation of small
deposits. L'nder these circumstances it has always
lieen more or less of a problem for rural-credit banks
to secure money enough for loans to meet the require-
ments of the farmers, especially at certain seasons of
the year. This fact gave rise to the encouragement of
rural credit by government aid.

Throughout Europe the members of Raiffeisen rural-
credit banks are farmers, a great many being peasant
proprietors. The operations of a bank are confined to a
restricted area, so that all members are practically
known to each other. This sy-stem of rural banks is

founded on mutual confidence and collective liability

;

the members not only know each other personally, but
are also able to see from day to day the manner in

vvhich their money is being employed.
The credit granted is usually personal credit. It

rests on the standing of the farmer in the community.
Althotigh the Raiffeisen banks occasionally grant loans
on mortgage for long periods, they generally confine
themselves to the making of loans for comparatively
short periods of from six months to one year, with a
maximum of from three to five years. Loans are made

for productive enterprises only : that Is. for the carry-
ing on of farm work, the returns from which it is

calculated will furnish the means of repaying the Idan.

If for any reason the loan cannot be paid when due,
the farmer has no difficulty In getting it renewed with-
out extra charges to suit his convenience. This is

especially the case with small loans made on personal
notes to run ninety days at four per cent, interest.

Such loans are also made to borrowers not members
of the rural-credit societies, but to non-members five

per cent, interest is charged. In this manner indus-
trious farmers, gardeners and others engaged in any
form of rural industry have no difficulty in securing
credit for productive purposes through their rural-

credit banks, usually at about four per cent, interest.

To encourage industry and thrift, deposits by farmers
in rural banks are allowed to draw interest at four
per cent.

The management of these banks is practically gratu-
itous, the onl.v paid officer being usually a secretary-

treasurer who receives a small stli>end to cover the
time actually spent in behalf of the bank. It is the
method of securing their capital as well as their small
operating expenses which enables the rural-credit

banks in Europe t<^ make loans at such low rates of

interest. If profits arise they are usually employed in

building up a reserve fund or in the creation of institu-

tions of public utilit.v.

The application of rural credit to persofial needs has
.shielded the small farmer from usurious interest., has
helped him in the purchase of fertilizers, feeding stuffs

,an<l other raw materials, and in the purchase of live

stock for winter fattening.

How Credit Regulates the Markets

But one of the chief advantages of agricultural
credit has been its aid in regulating the price of farm
products to the great Ix'nefit of the farmer. When
harve.'st is over the crops must be sold. If the fjirmcr

is without money and cannot secure credit he usuall.v

.sells at once when prices are low. Moreover, the very
fact that large supplies are on hand has a tendency to

keep the market price down. To counteract this falling

market, the rural-credit banks ftirnish money to their

meniliers. who are then able to hold biick their produce,
and this tends to regulate the market and raise prices

according to the law of suppl.v and demand. This has
hajipened over and over airain, with such crops as
cereals, potatoes, olives and other staple produce, since

the formation of rural-<Tedlt hanks.
The benefits which come to farmers as a result of

the establishment of rural-credit Itanks have be«Mi the
means of their s])read into every country of Eurojie.

Germany ha.s, 15.-

517 rural banks;
Austria, 5.SS0

;

France, 3.33S

:

Italy. 1,8.55: BeL
glum, 643, and
Ireland. 2.34. In

'

Germany the loans
made in one year amounted to $1,425,000,000, and in
Austria to §86,772.253. The saving in interest to the
farmers every year is an item of no small figure.

Governments are slowly recognizing that agriculture
is the only universal industry, and that its encourage-
ment is justified by the results which accrue to the
whole nation. For my part I can see little difference
in the government aiding rural credit than in aiding
agricultural colleges and experiment stations, except
that in the former case the state or government only
lends money, whereas in the latter case it spends it.

And the state or national government will be prac-
tically sure to get its money back if it should be loaned
to promote rural credit on easy terms to farmers. In
France, where more has been done along this line thau
in any other country, the rural banks have the reputa-
tion of never having lost a cent by the non-payment
of loans by farmers. Government aid to rural-credit
banks has put agriculture on a firmer basis in France
than in any other country in Europe. '

What the Commission Did in Europe

A credit society or bank is governed by a board of
managers, a comicil of supervision and a secretary-
treasurer, the latter alone rec-eiving compen.sation.
These are appointed at a general meeting of all the
members. As the society grows in membership and
its business enlarges, it builds its own bank if the
general meeting so determines, borrowing the money
for the purpose if neces.sary. The managers look into
the requests for loans, see to those that are outstand-
ing, attend to those which mature, examine the treas-
urer's accounts, draw up the reports and sui)ervLse the
operations of the bank in general. Nearly all the

societies run their own banks
and own their own buildings.
The importance of the sub-

ject of agricultural credit and
co-operation in the United
States led to the appointment
of a ctommission to vLsit Eu-
ropean countries to study the
various systems in oijeratlon.

'This commission was com-
posed of seven members to

represent our Government,
and of one or more represent
tafives from each of thirty-six

States and from four prov-
inces of Canada. This great
body sailed from New York"
on April 26th. and returned on
.luly 25th. Inquiries were con-

ducted directly by the whole
commis.sion in Italy. Hungary,

Austria, Germany. France, England, Ireland and
Wales : and sub-committees of the commission were
sent to Russia. Denmark, Switzerland. Holland. Bel-
gium. Norway. Sweden. Egj-pt. Spain and Scotland.
By this method the commission was enabled to make a
thorough stud.v of agricultural credit, production,
co-operative marketing and social organization in all

parts of Europe. A report is later to be made to

Congress, the governors of all the States, farmers'
organizations, agricultural institutions and the farm-
ers of America.

High Spots of the Commission's Investigation

This report will likely be submitted before the end
of the present year, but a few of the findings of the
commission with regard to rural credit and co-opera-
tion are of timely interest, and I give them here :.

1. The organizations for providing credit facilities to

European farmei-s follow the natural division into short-

time personal credit and long-time land-mortgage credit.

Both lines of credit are as highly organized and as effect-

ively operated as are the systems of commercial banking.
The prevailing rates of interest paid by farmers for

short-time loans are four to- five and one-half per cent.

2. The personal credit organizations have the form of

co-operative societies, which furnish cheap, safe and
elastic credit to their members because the farmers control

thMr own fuiances and operate their societies at nominal
cost and without seeking dividend • profit for the mem-
bers.

I>aud-mortgage credit has been so organized as to place
collective security back of the b(mds issued by hind mort-
gage societies. These land-mortgage institutions enable
European farmers to secure loans at low interest rates;
permit the privilege of repaying loans in small fixed

annual instalments extending over a long periinl of time,

in some cases as long as seventy-five years, although pro-
vision for earlier payment is provided if the borrower so,

desires; provide protection fmm advance in interest rates,

and practically eliminate commission charges. Many of

these personal-credit and land-mortgage siH'ieties are fos-

terwl by government grants, loans or special provisions of

law. The bonds issued by the land-mortgage societies sell

on substantially the same basis as any other banking,
coraraerci;il or r:iilroad bond on tba»market. Experieni-e

has shown that land-mortKaKe bonds are liquid assets.

3. The systems of land-title registration in the coun-
tries which possess such mortgage institutions practically

prevent dispute of title upon mortgaged land. Provisions
are also Renerally afforded these mortgage institutions

which prevent undue legal delay in the recovery of loans

from defaulting borrowers. [conclitded on page S]
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An Orchard, a Woman, and Some Plain Facts

A Story of Kansas, but the Things That Happened Might Have Occurred Elsewhere
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g In two years' time good trees, well-bearing ones,— i
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A NET profit of $5,260.92 from tweiit.v-fl\-e acres of
.'ipple-tree8—and by a woman I Mrs. Frank
Kotsch is lier name. And this net profit for 1912

from an orcliard on wliicli tlie woman fruit-grower,
only two years before, passed a sentence of deatli I

She had looked at tlie one tliousand loafing trees after
the crop had been harvested that year and gave an
order : "Their time of usefulness is .over and they
take up valuable space. Chop them out."

It had been a good apple year too, that 1910 season,
but the .yield was miserable. "Tlie poorest apples I

evev saw," her husband said. They
\\ ere M'ormy and scabb.v and scrawny
and drawn out of shape, as if they
Jiad suffered from rlieumatism.
Something certainly was wrong
with that orcliard. "We'll plant
this ground to small fruits,"

the woman manager liad told

her men. "I'm done with ap-
ples." But there came to the
Kotsch farm in Kansas one
day an orchard expert. He
was from the state agricul-
tui;il college. Hearing of the
verdict against the Kotscli
trees, he had liurried over from
another county to plead for their
lives. He inspected the orchard
carefully and looked at the apples.
Then he reported to the woman mana-
ger. Those trees were ill, he said. Dis-
eases and insects were responsible for the dead limbs
iind bad apples. All that was needed was spray—lots

of it. That would lull tlie insects and cure the dis-

eases. Did she care to try it? If she didn't he would
do it for her, she to furnish the materials needed and
some help. She agreed, wondering what the result

would be, for she had never sprayed her trees. So
the death-sentence was recalled.

The season of 1911 was not a good apple season.
Frost killed most of the buds. Only one fourth of the
trees in the Kotsch orchard bore fruit. None had a
full .set of aitples. But the "college man" came and
sprayed all the trees that had apples, using Bordeaux
mixture and lime-sulphur as poisons. Five times he
applied the mixtures. The re.sults were remarkable.
The net returns from only a fourth of the trees were
as great as from the entire orchard the year before.
There were no rheumatic apples either. Looking on
and learning how it was all done, the manager was
couvinced and plea.sed.

Four Thorough Sprayings Were Given

Early in the year the orchard was pruned carefully.
Then about the time the buds opened the first spray
was applied. This was composed of eight pounds of
lead ar.senate and six gallons of lime and sulphur to
2.50 gallons of water. Every tree got about ten gallons
if this mixture. This spray was to prevent curculio
ilamage and api)le-scab.

At the blossom-fall a second application of the first

mixture was applied. Ten to twelve gallons were put
oil every tree. This application was to prevent dam-
age by codlmg-moths and curculios.
The third spray, made the same as the first two, was

put on ten days after the blos-soms fell. This treat-

By Harlan D. Smith

ment was to reduce codling-moth and curculio damage
and to check any diseases. Ten weeks after the blos-
soms fell a fourth application, consisting of nine
pounds of arsenate of lead to 2.50 gallons of water, was
sprayed on the trees. The purpose of this treatment
was to kill the second brood of codling-moths. The
air-pressure of the sijrayer was reduced to seventy-
five pounds, and the poison applied as a mist on the
fruit and foliage. The fll'st three sprays were applied
with a pressure of 175 pounds. A $275 sprayer, bought
by jNIrs. Kotsch, was used. Because of bad weather
a fifth treatment, scheduled for application three
weeks after the blossom-fall spray, was not -given.

The Net Profits Tell the Story Best

October brought a harvest of big, red fruit such as
never had been seen in the Kotsch orchard. The
woman manager looked at the loaded limbs and mar-
veled. Here was the same orchard that, two years
ago, had looked so worthless—the same trees she had
ordered cut down I

Twent.^' cars of "ones"—the choicest fruit—were
harvested. In 1910, which was just as good a fruit

year, only two cars of "ones" had been found after a
diligent search of the whole Kotsch orchard. There
were also, now, three cars of "twos" and one of cider-
apples. The total receipts of the crop amounted to

$8,070.50. Two years before the entire receipts were
only $1,960.69. The cost of spray, including labor, was
$212.83; of picking, packing and marketing, $2,596.75.
That left a net profit of $5,260.92.

Mrs. Kotsch had entire charge of the picking, pack-
ing and marketing of the fruit. In addition to her
work outdoors she does not neglect her accounts. It

is through her careful system of bookkeeping that the
results of her 1912 season can be given here. Mr.
Kotsch, who is county treasurer, is deeply interested
in the fruit-farm, but has little time to give to it.
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(~\F course the trees

^'^that had "rheu-
matism" could not
produce good apples,

and of course the
trees that were well

had no difficulty in

supplying an abun-
dance of "ones."
These four represent-
ative apples tell the
story. Look! Listen!

10

The manager of the Kotsch fruit-farm also sold
some $4,000 worth of small fruits during this last

season. Thi.'^ income was from five acres of straw-
lierries, seven acres of raspberries and six acres of
blackberries. The entire expense of picking and mar-
keting these fruits was $1,75.3.50, which left a profit

of $2,242.25. Add this to the profits on the apples,
$5,260.92, and you have the net returns from the
Kotsch farm last season—$7,50.3.17.

Five million bearing apple-trees in Kansas yield
only one-half bushel apiece annually. Nearly eight
bushels of apples for every tree was the average yield
in Kansas orchards where spraying was conducted last
.season.

To many farmers spraying was "too much trouble."
It required a small outlay, and the orchard had to be
treated several times during the season. One man, for
example, had grown good apples years ago without
spraying, and, he guessed he could do it again. So
he didn't spray. And he didn't harvest—much. For
when the curculio, codling-moth, .scab and blotch—the
standard orchard pests—get a good hold on an orchard,

B —\Nere made from those diseased and worthless a
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as thej' can do in a very few years, there are not man.\-

big, red apples to be picked when September and Octo-
ber come. Those apples that have not already rotted
and fallen remain on the trees to deceive the owner.
Inside every blessed one of them, usually, is at least

one worm and sometimes a half-dozen. They are de-
ceivers from start to finish.

So, to show the small orchard owner what he was
losing by not using the sprayer, the professors at the
agricultural college left their desks and, selecting
several orchards at random, went out to spray—to

illustrate their point, if you please. And
they illustrated it. In .seven orchards

in 1910 they did it, twelve last year,
and eighteen this past .season.

Parts of all the orchards treated
were left unsprayed for the sake
of comparison. There was the
Isham Buckmaster orchard
near Fort Scott, for example.
Mr. Buckmaster never had
sprayed before, and his or-

chard was alive with apple
diseases. The j'ear before there
had been scarcely enough ap-
ples to pay for picking. But
when the request went out from

the college for orchards to work
in. the Buckmaster. orchard was

offered. The men came down from
the college and sprayed this orchard

four times. About one half of the five

acres—105 trees—was treated. And from those 105
trees 456 bushels of choice apples were picked and
sold for $1.65 a bushel. That brought a total of $752.40.

But Mr. Buckmaster had neglected to thin his fruit,

consequently there were a good many small apples.
They were sound enough, but hardly large enough to

be marketable. So into the cider-mill went the .small

apples. Out came twenty-two barrels of cider which
was sold for $12. .50 a barrel. That made $275 more.
Then the windfalls were iiicked up and sold. These
brought enough to pay for the picking and packing.
Adding all expenses, including $.33 for a barrel hand

sprayer which was still good for many years' use, the
total expense of spraying the orchard was $60. That
included the cost of the spray, but not the wages of
the men from the college, as they were paid by the
State. Then, adding the profits from the 456 boxes.
$752.40, and the cider profits, $275. Isham Buckmaster
found that a total of $1,027.40 had been made on his

105 trees. Deducting the $60 for expenses, a net profit

of $967.40 was made.

The Piles Below and What They Mean
The photograph at the bottom of the page is worth

studying. Tlie three piles on the left-hand side .show
the yield of a spraj'ed tree. Observe the large number
of "ones" in proportion to the others. The three piles

on the right-hand side are the yield of an unsprayed
tree. There are almost as many "twos" as "ones" and
half as many culls as "twos." All of the apples from
the unsprayed tree did not make as large a pile as the
"ones" from the sprayed tree. The number and grades
of barrels or boxes in which your own apples are mar-
keted will tell you in a similar way whether you are
spraj"ing proiierly or often enough.
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a "Ones," "twos" £ind culls from a sprayed tree "Ones," "twos" and culls from an unsprayed tree a
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This

Check

Mark
Protects

You
Our trade mark
stamped on the
head of every
*' C a p e w e 11

nail. Accept no
substitute.

If you shod

your horses
You would choose nails

which hold and drive best,

mar the hoof least, and
enable the horse to work
most comfortably and
efficiently.

Because others do the shoe-

ing don't permit the use

of " any old" nail. Insist
upon "The Capewell"
brand.

Farm and Fireside, August 30, 1913

"Capewell" points cut through a hoof easily.

The blades are tough, and stiff enough not to

crimp or split under the smith's hammer.
They hold a shoe tight, thus giving the

horse a firm footing.

Best nail in the world at a fair price—not the

cheapest regardless "of qualit>^ Any shoer

can afford them.

The Capewell Horse Nail Co.
Hartford, Conn.

Largest makers of Horse Nails in the World

TWENTY USES FOR OLD HORSESHOES

T"

Canvas-Cover Weight
HE best thing that
uUl hoi-seshoes can
be used for is told

on page 8 of the June
21^t issue of Farm and

FiRESmE, namely, for weights on canvas
covers for haycocks. The canvas c-overs

protect the hay until you are ready to

haul it. Mrs. C. N. Cluxton.

One Penny For a
DOLLAR-SAVING Book

Gives valuable fence
facts—shows how to get
better quality at sensa-
tional direct-from-fac-
torj' prices.

EMPIRE FENCE
^ 13 gwxnxnietd to show the
6tffpes<saving on highest qualiiy fence.
Freight prepaid. All Big No. 9 wires,

Open-Hearth steel, heavily f^vanized. rast
proof, pig tight, stock strong. Just a penny

postal brings Free £ooV-NOW.
BflRD STSL POST CO., tl E. Hsbbk SL, /tdriao. Mid.

Holds Chicken-Netting
^^HEN you put down your chicken-net-

ting do not take the trouble to cut a
forked stick to fasten it to the ground, but
take some large horseshoes that are lying

around handy. C. H. Eckel.

The Gate That's Quick
HY not take some
of the old horse-

shoes that are hanging
around the barn and
make gate-fasteners of

them. The horseshoe is flailed to post (A).
The bolt extending from wheel (B) is

then placed into the horseshoe.
Alfred Van Not.

^
Empire Steel Wheels are strongest,

most durable, best in every way. Ifthey
were not we would not dare ship a fnU

set for a S'J days' free trial. We know that actual
nse will prove'how indispensable they are. Will
make your old wagon good as new—lighten yoor
work—make hauling 23^ easier—savemoneybecause
they never Deed repairs. All sizes, fit any axle.

,

Write for big free book and particulars of our Free
Trial Proposition; also special offier on new model
Elmpire Handv Wagons—20 stvles. Write today.
TviyrprRF. MFG. CO., Box 68B Quincy, JOI.

HARVESTER with Binder Attachment
III WW mM ^^^^ throws in piles on harvester orEl Im WM winrow. Man and iiorse cuts and shocks

• equal with a corn Binder. Sold in everv
state. Price S30.00. W. H. BUXTON, of Johnstown,
Ohio, writes: "The Harvester has proven all you claim
for it; the Harvester saved me over S25.00 in labor last
yt-ar's corn cutting. I cut over 500 shocks; will make
4 Inishels corn to a shock." Testimonials and catalog
free, '-howinc pictures of harvester. Address
NEW PROCESS MFG. CO. SALINA, KANSAS.

JUST OVT^
New Camera. No experience neec'ed ^New Camera. — — .— , -

to toanc pictures wim uiu ' Mandel-
e«e-" A child can ao it. Wases lin-

isbed pbotos in one miDute. No nega-
tives, printiitg or dark room. Introdac-
tory price. S5 for complete outfit—50c
extra by parcel popt. Outfit coniiistsof
"Mandsl-ette" and sappiies i.o make
16 ^risfied pictures . Satisfaction

(.
-^^^BB^^^H^^H 8ttarante«d or money back. Order to-

' ^HBBS^^^^ dav. or write for FRi^E BOOKLETt.
THE CHICAGO FERROTYPE COMPANY

A57Fem>typo Btdg. „ Dept.A5789 DelanceySt.
Chicaso " Row York

WE SHIPoNAPPROVAL
,s:hout a ant d<p::i! . prepay the freight and
aUow 10 DAYS FREE TRIAL.

IT ONLY COSTS one cent to learn oar
unheard, c/prtets and mar%c^(rus offtrs Qix

hiehesi frrade 1914 model bicycles.

Factory prices fb,»
a pair of tires from anyo>ie at any price
until you write for our lar^e Art Catalog
and Icam our -woHderJ^itl proposition on first

sample bicycle roine to your town.

RIDER AGENTS
money exhibiting and selling our bicycles.

W© Sell cheaper than any other factory.

TIRES, Coamter.Brake rear wheels,
lamps, repairs and all sundries at ha!/ usual prices.
Do Not Wait; write today fur our sptcicU offer.

MEAD CYCLE CO. Dept. F-83 CHICAGO

Better Than the Original
jyiY BEST use for the old horseshoe is

to nail it on the side of the wagon-bed
where the front wheels rub wht»n turning.

Just nail it on with a few small nails, with
the bend of the shoe just reaching the bot-

tom edge of the side board. It keeps the
wheels from cutting into the bed, and the
wagon cannot be easily cramped, as in
the case with the irons which are put on
the wagon-beds when made.

Thos. E. O'Conxob.

A Good Mud-Scraper

small

A NEAT and artistic mud-
scraper can be made by using

several horseshoes. Fasten them
on a strip placed between two

posts or on one large one, placing
the shoes on the opiK)site side from
where you will stand to prevent
them from coming loose. Shoes of
uniform size make the best tippear-
ance. The illustrations show two
successful ways of arrangement, which can
be modified to meet special needs in special
places. M. K. Hays.

The Good-Luck Hinge
'T'AKE a piece of

two-by-four and
sharpen one end.

Then make the
other end about as

big around as your wrist, and use it for

one end of your gate, then set a block of

wood down in the ground beside your post.

Make a hole in the block to fit the end of

two-by-four. After gate is made, place
sharpened end of two-by-four in hole in

block, and then place an old hoi-seshoe

around the top ; and nail tightly to gate-

post. S. B. Phillips.

Make Your Boy Happy!
By RivintE him Th*'. Bot/a' Ma^jazine,
Vou could not ^ve him a greater
pleasure or a stroDger Influence
for good.

Walter Camp
edits The Boys' Magazine. Each Is-

sue of this splendid maKazine Is

filled wlih clean, fasclnatlnKstories
and in.struclive articles, all of in-
tense interest to every live boy.
Also, each issue cont:iins depart-

ments devoted to The Boy Scouts of America, Electric-
ity. Meciianics, Athletics, Photography, Carpentry,
Stamps and Coins. A new, handsome cover in colors
each month. Beautifully illustrated throughout.
SPECIAL OFFEE ! For only |l .00 we will send you THE
BOVS' MAGAZINE for a whole year mid a copy ot the
most useful book you ever read, "Fifty Ways for Boys
to Earn Money," and this Electric Engine. This eneine
li* cotmidrrabl; larger than illiuiralioD. Kudb I .OOU revoluti'jui
a iiiiDuteoD one dry batierj. Safe; raiy lo op«ral<?. A TDarvc-1

f't n'^cNnoical and scicDtiBe iD^eoulty. Svod lo yoor labftcnp*
tioit todnr. Iiwitl have ImiueUt&te ftticoUoa ud Ute eaguie
ftn l book will l>« forwarded to you &t6&oe,
all irausponatloo cbargct prepaid*

Bit Inracti on or
nxjTivy refoDded*
A'idrcu

THE SCOTT P.

REOFIELD CO.
llils Main SU
Smelbport Pa.

THE BOYS'
MAGAZINE

et;itJ(Ji( at lOg coj-;

Protects the Feed-Manger
V^ITERE you tie your horses bore a hole

about two or two and one-half inches
in diameter in the top board of the manger,
and place a horseshoe around it on the in-

side. Nail it on well. You can then tie

your halter-rope in the hole without fear

of the horse breaking or splitting off the
board. Mbs. Oscak Olson.

To Hold Trellis Strings
TTIR the trellis

strings to the horse-

shoes embedded in the

soil, as shown in

sketch. Such an •ar-

rangement <'an be used
for Lima beans, peas,

and even for honeysuckle, woodbine, sweet-

peas, climbing nasturtiums, and the like.

Alfred Grant.

Horseshoes and Boys
COME people place horseshoes over their

doors to bring them good luck, and others

make a more sensible use of them by nail-

ing them to studding of the stable walls for

hooks; but I think the b^st use I ever made
(if old horsesho-s was for pit<-hing quoits.

At times when the ground is too wet to

work, or whenever a little time can be

spared for recreation, select a set of the
heaviest and roundest of the shoes, drive
stakes fifty feet apart, and have a game of

quoits.

It atfords good practice for both the eye
and the arm. and has the advantage over
some other games that.it can be played by
two persons, although if four play it SJives

walking back and forth between the stakes.

This old home game may help to keep the
boys from cards and other games and sports
of doubtful influence ; and. if so, what bet-

ter use can be made of old horseshoes?
R. J. AiTOX.

A Strong Door-Handle
A STRONG handle suitably for heavy

barn doors can be easily made from an
old horseshoe. Select one that is fairly

smooth, and put it in a fire till hot enough
for two inches of the points to be bent
back at right angles without breaking.
When the horseshoe is c-ool nail or screw
the points to the door, and then you have a
strong handle. H. A. Smith.

Takes Place of New Post
r^HESTXUT posts split easily

after they are mortised, and every
year a few are found split, but can
easily be brought together with an
old horseshoe nailed across the crack.

This will make a much stronger job
than by nailing post together. If

post is split from top to bottom two
shoes can be used, one near top of

post and one near bottom.
WiLBUB Lowe.

Handy Hingeless Gate
FAIL the flat
side of one

horseshoe to left
side of right post

and the other one to right side of left post.

Have them project out far enough to put
a gate on. If you are driving cows from
or to the pasture-field you can lift either

end oiit of the horseshoe and slide it back
far enough for the cattle to walk through.
If you want to drive through with a load of

some kind lift the gate out of both horse-

shoes, and set it to one side.

Tiios. J. Tboxell.

Announcement and Awards
"T^HIS page is the first instalment of the
* horseshoe contest. It contains the best

of the earliest contributions. But so many
other uses for old horseshoes have lately
been received that another instalment will
be needed to give proper recognition to
American ingenuity in this line. Some of
the letters sent in were practically, dupli-
cates of similar ones on this page. Prefer-
ence was giveil to the contribution that was
clearest. •

A subscriber who visited Farm and
Fireside jiist at the time we were finishing
this page called our attention to the fact
that no one need expect good luck if he
placed the hoi-seshoe over the door with the
open part down, .as shown in the heading
of this page. The open part should be
up, to catch the good luck, he insisted.
Perhaps that is the reason why so many of
the horseshoes fail to be effective in a good
many of our homes.

Prizes for this page have been awarded
as follows. The three first prizes of three
dollars are

:

"Canvas-Cover Weight," by Mi-s. C. N.
Cluxton.

"Holds Chicken-Netting," by C. H. Eckel.
"The Gate That's Quick," by Alfred Van

Noy.

The three second prizes of two dollars
each arc:

"A Good Mud-Scraper," bv M. K. Hays.
"The tiood-Luck Gate-Hinge," by S. B.

Phillips.
"To Hold Trellis Strings," by Alfred

Grant. .

The next contest will be devoted to the
best home-made wheelbarrows and hand-
carts. Tell in not over two hundred words
the best way to make the best wheelbarrow
or hand-cart you knuw of. also give prac-
tical ways of using them to lighten farm
labor. The cash cost of making them must
not exceed three d<illars. but this amount
need not include the value of discarded
wheels or m:i<'hine parts commonly found
on farms. Wherever possible a sketch
should be furnished. All contributions to
this contest must be mailed on or before
September 2(lfh.

Inside Latch for Doors
COMETIMES you^ want to fasten yij\jr

barn doors on the in-

s i d e and haven't a
good latch handy.
Drive two large iron
staples, one in each
door, close enough to

allow a horeeshoe to slip in. Fasten a wire
to the horseshoe, then to the door.

W. F. McMastek.

Removable Chicken-Roosts
'TO l\r A K E re-

movable perches
for chicken - roosts,

take two two-by-four
scantlings as long as
desired. Sharpen at
lower ends and stick

in ground a •little

way, and lean the
upper ends (A)
against hen-house
wall. Now nail old

horseshoes down one
side of each scant-

ling about one and one-half feet apart,

making each horseshoe (B) form an up-
ward projecting hook. Now take slender
poles (C», and lay from hook to hook on
opposite sides. Such peix-hes are easy to

remove and clean. Mrs. M. J. Ckow.

A Good-Luck Knocker
AT A little cottage we found a clever

^knocker made from an old horseshoe.
This was arranged by placing two strong
hooks in the middle of the door about eight
inches apart ; on these was a small steel

rod which went through holes in the under
side of the heel ends of the horseshoe.

This allowed it to swing freely out away
from the door, and the closed end could be
rapped sharply against a thin piece of

metal which was screwed to the door at
just the right spot to give the most reso-

nance. May Visscher.

Horseshoe Oar-Locks
vou will

horseshoes
find

very
useful when used
as oar-locks on a

canoe or skiff. Nail the shoes on the inside

of the canoe with the round part, or toe, of
the shoe nailed to the c!»uoe. letting the
heels of t6e shoe extend upward.

E. P. Tacke.

Used in 1840
T^HIS shoe represents the

shoe of a pony my father
owned some time in 1840. As
long as I can remember, my
mother used it on ironing-day
as a stand to set her irons on.

I also have enjoyed using it

for the same purpose. Eliza AlCo.\,

Horseshoes as Andiron Legs
lyiY SON used a pair of horseshoes as

legs for my andirons after the original

ones were broken off. The shoes were
bolted to the short legs that were left on
and were unique as well as usefid. In like

manner horseshoes can be made to serve as
legs for boxes and chests by nailing them
to the sides and allowing an inch or two
of the heels to project.

Mrs. Wm. A, Curtis.

Border for Flower-Bed
lea.

pretty bor-

ders for flower-bods. I have used them, :is

sketched, for a number of years.

To make them last a long time, paint

them, giving at least two coats. White and
dark green give especially pleasing effects.

The same idea can be used for outlining

paths and walks or, when painted a light

color, for marking the places where young
shrubs and trees have been set out.

Margaret Statham.

A Universal Hook
AN OLD horseshoe makes

an ideal hook for har-

nesses, or to hang milk-pails

or lanterns on. Just heat
the shoes, straighten, draw

out, and bend. Drive into beam.
Mk.s. .Toiin D. .Jacobs.
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Crops and Soils
I

How a Boy Raised 1 33 Bushels

of Corn on One Acre

H
By James S. Westcott

UGH W. GUN-
XELL, Jr.. the

fifteen - year -

old boy who raised 13.3

bushels of shelled corn

in 1912 on one acre of

Virg:inia land, had
some methods worth
noting.
The corn raise's was

Boone County White.
The land on which it was raised was a

heavy loam with a stiff sod which had not

been broken up for several years and which
was rich in humus. In the fall of 1911 it

was covered with thirty-five loads of barn-

yard manure and plowed with a two-horse

plow. In the spring of 1912 it again re-

ceived a covering of fifteen loads of manure
and was harrowed with a spring-tooth har-

row and a drag, mixing the manure thor-

oughly with the soil and pulverizing the

soil until perfectly smooth. It was then

marked off with a single-shovel plow, the

rows running north and south and three

and one-half feet apart. One sack of pre-

pared wrn fertilizer was scattered in the

rows and the corn dropped by hand and
covered with a corn-coverer such as is

common in this section. It was aimed to

plant the corn fourteen inches apart in the

rows. Afterward the corn was thinned to

that distance when necessary. The date of

planting was May 21st. The corn was
harvested about September 25th. The cost

of the crop was twenty-three cents per

bushel.

The Cultivation Was Shallow and Level

The corn was worked three times during

the season with a one-horse cultivator. The
cultivation was shallow and level. During
the summer a severe storm with wind
swept over the field, blowing down and
half uprooting much of the corn. The down
corn was allowed to right itself under the

influence of the sun.

In addition to the corn raised on this

acre there were 36.5 bunches of corn-fodder

tied with three-and-one-half-foot strings

and worth in the open market four cents

lier bundle.

The account, therefore, stands as follows

:

70 bushels of corn contracted to Ag-
ri<ultural Department at AVash-

ington, at $2 per bushel $140.00

63 bushels not disposed, of, allowing

that it may be sold in the market
MS ordinary corn, at 60 cents. . . . 37.80

.Kjo bunches corn-fodder, at 4 cents. 14.60

f^20 premium received from the

county 20.00

A trip to the Corn Exposition at

Columbia, South Carolina 30.00

Total of returns .$242.40

Cost of manure, plowing, rent of

land, fertilizer and working of

corn, including harvesting $.30.-59

Total net receipts $211.81

Manufactured fertilizer played a small

part in the yield. One row, the last, re-

ceived none. There was a better stand of

corn in this row and as good a yield as in

the other rows. The corn received good

care throughout the summer, but no special

•treatment. Care in cultivation and the

richness and thorough preparation of the

land are largely responsible for the good

crop. The Boone County White corn, ac-

cording to the winner. wUl yield more to

the acre here, because it can be planted

closer than almost any other corn and not

interfere with the growth of the ears on

the stalks.

Our usual method here is to plant corn

three and one-half feet apart each way and

thin it to two stalks to each hill. Old corn-

raisers did not think that the boy would
raise corn by planting in rows and as close

as fourteen inches in the row.

Make Way for Bacteria
Why the Farmer Should Stir the Soil and Keep It

Full of Lime

are at least five different organisms in the
group, but only in the last twelve years
have we known much about them.

These bacteria are very large, in fact

two or three times as large as ordinary dis-

ease-producing bacteria. It is found that
they are very active, and are able to fix

considerable amounts of nitrogen in as
short a time as ten days or two weeks.
They are found in practically every farming
section.

A good supply of decaying vegetable mat-
ter in the soil seems to aid these bacteria
in their work. They get their food and
energy from such materials. They usually
work in the upper layers of the soil, es-

pecially in the first six or eight inches.

This is probably due to the fact that they
have free access to oxygen at this depth.

Lime seems to be needed. Lime corrects

soil acidity. Plowing or stirring the soil

also seems to aid them in their work, as it

gives them plenty of oxygen. The texture
of the soil also has something to do with
their acti^dty. Bacteria will grow better

and fix more nitrogen in a coarse, loose soil

than in a fine soil. Their work also seems
to be favored by the presence of certain

other bacteria which are not capable of

fixing nitrogen.

Actual additions of nitrogen to the soU
through the work of these bacteria vary.

There are instances where non-leguminous
crops were grown on the same field for

twenty years, and the supply of nitrogen
did not decrease notwithstanding the fact

that only non-nitrogenous fertilizers were
used. In fields that have been plowed for

a number of years and then allowed to go
back the total amount of nitrogen has been
found to increase as much as twenty-five

per cent, in one year. This can only be
accounted for through the work of these

bacteria. In some of the Western States

we find what are called "brown spots" on
the surface of the soil. Wherever these

spots appear vegetation soon dies. Within
the last few years it has been proved, quite

conclusively, that they are caused by the

presence of an excess of nitrogen which is

deposited there by these bacteria. The
brown color is thought to be due to a color-

ing matter which is given off by the bac-

teria. These spots are not numerous, and
it is not known why the bacteria are so

active in these places. It is an example,
however, of the immense quantities of ni-

trogen these organisms can deposit in the

soil when all of the conditions are favorable.

This work is of considerable interest to

the farmer because of what is accomplished
in keeping up the fertility of the soil. He
receives practically all of the benefit of

their woi-k without cost. The farmer can
help them in their work by keeping the soil

well stirred, seeing that there is plenty of

hunins and decaying matter present and'

adding lime to the soil if it is at all sour.

and other birds, and in the broad treeless

fields the hawk has it easy killing birds.

I know of streams where mistaken farm-
ers have chopped off every bush along the

banks, with the result that in dry weather
there is very little water ; and after heavy
rains the stream rises to torrential over-
flows, with nothing to stop it, and spreads
loss and devastation in its course.

A field without some trees in it is ugly,

besides being useless as a pasture, and you
cannot farm it every year. When the ax is

sharp and you are tempted to slash down a

tree, stop a bit and think it over first.

Don't be like the Chinese farmer of whom
it is said, "When a Chinese farmer has
nothing else to do he goes and chops down a
tree for fuel."

Dynamiting instead of plowing is now be-

ing employed in some dry-farming districts.

An eft'ective way of "boosting" farm land.

If we avoided piling products around
where rats and mice easily reach them, and
if we kept granaries, cribs and other places

of storage for fruit and farm products rat-

proof, we would see or hear very little

about the "Rat Problem."

Irish and Sweet Potatoes
(~)HIO, Ohio Jr., Beauty of Hebron and
^^^Freeman. mentioned by me before, are,

of course. "Irish" potatoes, so called, not
sweets. They are not planted as slips, but
as tubers. Southern growers prefer the

Red Bliss, or Bliss's Triumph, and seem to

have better luck with them than with the
other sorts. All "Irish" seed as well as
table potatoes were unusually scarce this

year, and everything that was usable in

that line was picked up. In ordinary years
we can sometimes get hold of some left-

over tubers that could be planted very late,

and it might be interesting to make some
trials in planting such tubers in the more
southern States even in August. Perhaps
it is not too late to plant sweet-potato slips.

I have seen plantations started even this

late. T. Gr.

Same Binder Seventeen Years
By Raymond OIney

pARM machines when not in use need
^ care. The trouble is that many of us
farmers never stop to think how great is

our loss when we leave our implements
standing out of doors during the idle sea-

son, to be quickly destroyed by the ele-

ments. This treatment is by far worse
than the service they get in the field. They
will stand a great many years of work if

properly cared' for, but it does not take long

How Farmers Overreach
By C. E. Davis

yOTJ have doubtless read ^sop's fable of
' the dogs that tried to drink the river

dry in order to get at the beef-hides soaking
in the bottom. You have also heard of how
China swept entire mountains dean <>f

trees, even to root and stump, and killed

the birds for food and for sale, with the

result that China to-day is swept by alter-

nate droughts, crop-failures and floods, and
thousands die of starvation.

Yet we, in our eagerness to add a few
more acres to our already unwieldly farms,

are doing the same thing every year. Every-
where we see vast areas, especially of hUly
land, denuded of timber, cultivated a time
or two until the meager fertility of the

first plowing is exhausted, and then left to

lie. to jvash into gullies during the rainy

days or burn out to arid barrenness through
the scorching summers.

Seed sown here burns out or the growth
shrivels up in the shallow soil. Often na-

ture steps in and covers its nakedness with
briers, pennyroyal and wild-rose bushes, or

reseeds it with a heavy growth of pine or

locust. Lucky is the man if it be the latter,

for the prying, persistent locust-roots do
the work that clover should : pump fer-

By C. L. McArthur
^HEN bacteria take free nitrogen from
the air circulating in the soU and build

it into plant-food the process is known as

"Nitrogen Fixation."
There are two groups of bacteria which

do this sort of work, those which work in

the nodules of leguminous plants, and those

which work in the soil. These two groups
are entirely different, and the bacteria

which work in the nodules will not fix ni-

trogen in the soil, while those which work
in the soil will not fix nitrogen in the

nodules of the legumes. Of those which
work in the soil, practically all work in the

presence of oxygen. Only one organism
dofs not so work. So far as known there

Farm lands ruined by flood

The floods have their origia in badly deforested regions

tility into the soii, and in the course of

years would renew the fertility, besides

furnishing timber for posts and fuel.

But in the meantime the natural coverts

and nesting-places of our birds are de-

stroyed, and they travel far to another farm
that is not so denuded, where they make
war on the entire bug tribe.

Where there are no hazel and other*

thickets there is no shelter for the quail

A good shed need not be expensive

for them to go to pieces when they are left

where the sun and rain can get to them the
year around.
My father bought a binder to harvest

his crop in 1896. Altogether he has run it

seventeen seasons, and during that time the
total cost for repairs has not been over
$10. The machine is stdl good for manj'
more years of service. Its long life is due
to two things, the careful handling it has
had while being used in the field and good
shelter when idle. He still uses the set of

canvases that came with the machine.
I have seen a great many farmers whose

binders were ready for the junk-heap in

four or five years, which is the average
life of a bindei-. Why is it that the aver-

age life is not longer? Simply because we
do not provide shelter to properly protect
them when our harvesting is finished. Sun
and rain cause much more damage than
service. Moisture rusts the metal and rots

the wood parts.

One thing of greatest importance in the

care of farm machines is a good, dry shed
to protect them from the weather. It need
not be expensive, but should be so built as
to keep out water and the direct rays of the

sun, and chickens. It should have a good
roof and sides free from cracks. It can be
constructed from cheap lumber. The floor

can be of cement, gravel, sand or anything,
just so that puddles of water are avoided.

Above all things have it dry. You can't

have it too dry. Dryness prevents rust and
decay.
What a great satisfaction it is to go to

your machine-shed when you need a tool

and find it free from rust and filth. Just
consider the amount of labor that is re-

quired to put a dirty, rusty machine in

shape before it can be used. If they are

housed in a good, dry shed the sa\'ing in

time alone will very soon pay for the ex-

pense of building it, to say nothing of the

saving in the machines themselves. It will

aid greatly in lengthening the period of

their usefulness.

The life of a machine is increased from
five to ten times by proper housing and
care when it is not working. We who have
tried it know that this is true.

If we could only take time, when we have
finished with a tool, to clean it, make- any
necessary repairs and put it in such con-
dition that it will be ready in a moment's
notice when needed the next season, wo
would save much time and a great deal of
expense.
The time of the year when we need a

machine is usually when our time is the
most valuable to us. Yet there are times

Such care as this will not

—

e binder a long life

when many of us spend a half-day or a day
on one machine, tightening nuts, cleaning
gummy bearings and making many little

repairs before we can use it. Often it is

necessary to send to town for repair parts.
If the dealer does not have them in stock
the only thing we can do is to wait a few
days until he orders them, and either run
the machine with the old parts patched up
or not at all. "Do it now" is a mighty
good motto to follow in connection with the
repair of farm machinery.

Immediately after you have finished with
a machine for the season give it a thorough
inspection and overhauling if necessary. I

say immediately, because if you don't you
are almost sure to neglect it entirely. Other
work will come on, and you will consider
yourself too busy to stop and put the ma-
chine in proper condition. And you have
lost a good chance to save yourself ivhole

lot of very valuable time next season.
.Just after you have finished with a piece

of machinery you know more about what is

needed to put it in good shape. If you wait
you will foi-get many little things that,

though little in themselves, are nevertheless
impoi-tant.

Think Now of Next Year's Repairs

First, go over it carefully, and make a
list of new repairs that are needed or old

parts that should be repaired. Then go to

work, remove those parts, and have them
repaired, or order new ones, as the case
may be. When everything is replaced go
over the machine carefully, see that all nuts
are tight and missing ones replaced.

The next thing to do is to give the ma-
chine a good cleaning. Don't be afraid of
using too much kerosene to remove the
grease. A mixture of melted lard and
kerosene is good to pour into the bearings.
The kerosene will cut the hard, gummy
grease. The lard will harden and keep the
bearings free from rust. The bearings
should also be re-babbitted if necessary.
A good coat of paint will many times

more than pay for itself and the cost of
putting it on. Then think of the satisfac-

tion of hitching on to a good-looking ma-
chine which has been freshly painted. It

not only adds to the appearance, but greatly
helps to keep the metal parts from misting
and the wood parts from rotting. Paint is

cheaper than wood and iron every time, and
it doesn't cost much to put it on.

In the case of tillage machinery a very
wise plan is to grease the wearing surfaces,

such as cultivator shovels, plow mold-
boards, etc., with axle-grease or tallow,

then the next time they are used they will

scour readily. It is very disagreeable when
an implement becomes rusty and gives con-

siderable trouble in the field about scouring.

It also takes a large amount of extra power
to haul it until the wearing surfaces be-

come bright again. In the springtime es-

pecially, when your horses are soft, any
extra power is very undesirable.

After all this is done you can put the

machine into that good shed of yours that

I have just been talking about. You aren't

gi\-ing your machines the best of attention

when you paint and grease them and give

them otherwise excellent care unless you
have a dry shed to shelter them.
Now I haven't said anything but what

I will grant that, with but few exceptions,

every one of us knows. But here is the

point. Many of us don't ever stop to figure

up what a big loss it is to have farm ma-
chines stand out of doors. If we could all

see it in the light of dollars and cents I

think we would profit by it.
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Two Farmers
By Charles H. Meiers

TOE XEVERREAD. for many years,
" Farmed in the same old way.
With plodding toil and hope and fears

;

But could not make it pay.
His crops grew lighter every year,

Until at last he found
That they had dwindled, very near.

To seed for all his ground.

Jim Readalot. not far away.
Fanned scientifically.

He read a little every day.
And learned ways whereby he

Could save his muscle and his time
By exercising brains.

He reached success while in his prime
Through methods that spell gains.

Joe tried to farm a vast expanse
Of land ; and had to skim

Across the fields. There was no chance
For breathing-spells with him.

He fumed and fussed and worried till

His hair was gray as lime

;

And still he had to trudge up hill,

A loser all the time.

Jim concentrated effort on
A small, well-managed tract.

Whereon, as blithely as a fawn.
He moved about. In fact.

His work gave him enjoyment; and
Before he lost his youth

He made a fortune from his land.

This t;ile is based on truth.

Ins and Outs of Silo-Filling

By J. S. Underwood

I
HAVE bad nine years' experience in

feeding silage and have two silos on my
farm. I think there is no safer invest-

ment than a lot of green com stored in the
silo. It is not so likely to bum as is hay.
and if properly stored and cared for it will

keep for years without deteriorating; in

fact, the older the better for feeding pur-
po.«!es, for in its aging it undergoes a ripen-

ing process. But it must be carefully
preserved.

In filling the sflo there is sometimes a
great temptation to use corn that is too
green. Sometimes one feels that he can
take advantage of changes in the weather to

do work that would naturally be done at
another time. But we must by all means
wait till the com is at its best for sUage.
The best time is when the com kernels are
out of the milk stage and are glazed and
quite hard. This is my practice, though I

find that some farmers put their corn in

wh"n the kernels are just a little out of the

milk. I like the com at that stage of ripe-

ness at which it will keep i>ut the air. That
is the difBcult thing about it when it is a
little too ripe at cutting-time. It does not
pack well, and the air gets in. and that pro-

fluces mold. The c*ora should be cut when
the lower leaves are still green, but are be-

ginning to shov; the effects of the summer's
heat. If I have com that is a little too

ripe and some that is not so much so I put
in the ripest first -so that it will come at the

bottom of the silo. The result is that the

enormous pressure above it keeps it packed
tightly and keeps out the air. while if it

were on top much air would work into it

for some feet in the middle and for a long

distance down the sides.

You May Lose Money

In the filling of a silo a man can easily

lose a lot of money. He must plan his work
so that the men that are mnniug the silage-

cutter will not be standing idle, but will be
able to keep things moving. This will have
to be regulated according to the distance the

corn-field is from the silo, for there will be
more lost time if the corn-field is half a

mile from the silo than if it is close by. If

the hauling is a slow job. then it is better

to put the binder in early and let the haul-

ing get a good st'irt of the silage-cutter.

There are a number of things about the

filling of a silo that must be learned by
experience. One of these is to set the

blower as nearly perpendicular as p^isisible

so that the wind will <-omc from below and
push the silage up. If the blower is allowed

to slant the silage will settle on the lower

side, and the wind will blow over it without
disturbing it. To have the silo properly

filled the silage must settle evenly. The
leaves must not be in one place and the

coarser parts of the stalks in another. It

must be thoroughly mixed, and in my ex-

I)eriejioe I have found nothing that will do
this mixing ho well as a man. The silage

must also be tmmpetl thoroughly next the

sides of the sil". as there it is likely to lie

so lightly as to permit the air to enter. The
top of the silage should be composed of com
as green as it is possible to secure, as this

will decay and seal the whole, thus keeping

out the air. I find that to<i dry silage can
be helped w>mewhat by running water into

the top at filling-time and after the silo \b

filled and tramping the silage hard. The

idea is to get a hard, wet surface that will
decay and keep the rest of the silage from
decaying.

In loc-alities where there are many silos

they r-an be filled cheaper than where there
are few. The isolated farmer who has a
sUo has to have more money invested in
silage machinery of various kinds than does
the farmer in a community where silos are
numerous. In such a community the plant-
ing of the seed for silage c-om can be so
timed that the silage crop of one farmer
wDl be suitable for the sUo at a time a little

earlier or later than that of another farmer.
This makes it possible to use the same ma-
chinery on more than one farm and expense
is reduced.

The farmer who will suffer himself to

lift a heavy, dragging gate a dozen times
a day. when half an hour's work would
fix it so that it would swing free and easy,

certainly has a screw loose somewhere.

Carnations for Local Trade
By L. E. MacBrayne

"THE growing demand for carnations in

the cities, which now calls for an annual
crop valued at nearly six million dollars,

has induced many farmers to turn their

greenhouses from vegetables to flowers. Not
all of them are successful, and the failure

is often due to an improper handling of the
soil. The most successful growers for the
Boston market figure that in the course of

a season's cutting each plant must renew
itself three times, and the .soil is figured ac-

cordingly. The basis is four inches of rich

soO. in which sod has been rotted during
the summer, to one of stable manure. To
this- is added later 2.50 p*)unds of ground
bone to a quarter of an acre under glass. If

nitrate of soda is used to brighten the
plants it must be applied carefully, for it

has a tendency to produce weak stalks. It

is better to use half a ton of basic slag.

—

half this amount seems to have no effect

at all.—for this goes into the stalk and adds
greatly to the selling qualities of the flower.

Two coats of cow-manure, chopped fine for

a mulch, are applied after the first month,
followed by two applic-arions of tankage.
Sulphate of potash is twice used during
the season for the foliage. This soil should
be renewed each season.

The Dry Farmer's Silo
Perhaps 1 1 May be Used is the Humid Sections Too

By C. Belles

'THREE neighboring farmers got together
last winter and dug themselves a silo

apiece, at a cash outlay of $3 eath. And
this was for cement to plaster up the walls
and bottom. Each silo was twenty-five

feet deep and eleven feet in diameter. Each
was filled in a day by using eight men. an
old horse-power and a §116 cutter, though
a cheaper cutter ($75> would have suf-

ficed. In digging these silos a steel hay-
carrier cable was strung across the silo

and the dirt hoisted out by a horse, the
horse lifting a barrel having a false bottom
that was easily dropped by means of a
simple contrivance fastened on the bari-el.

By having this track run some distance

from the hole, no further attention was
given the dirt after dumping. After the

sUos were dug the cable was restrung into

the bam. so the .silage was run directly into

the feedway rather than packed in a tub
up a ladder out of the silo and thence to

the feed-boxes.

But underground silos are yet in their

infancy, if we take my State. Xebraska, as
the criterion. The first one was put down
here in the fall of 1911. By the fall of the
following year fourteen more were dug and
ready for winter service.

From time to time the question of gas
forming in the bottom of these sUos comes
up to be thrashed out. So far nothing has
come to light to show there is the least

danger from gas, either at the time of filling

or afterward, until filled again. As far as
I know, there has been no trouble from this

source through the dry-farming belt. Per-
haps our high fall winds have much to do
with this.

"Hai»d-to-Mouth" Silos

Most of our farmers having these under-
ground silos look on them as experiments,
and in many cases have done no more work
on them than is absolutely necessary. Thus
I found in my visit to eight of these silos

no permanent work, though one farmer had
fciken a great deal of iiains in cementing
his up and building an eight-foot concrete
circular wall above the hole. His is the
best and the deepest ( twenty-four feet in

the ground, eight above » . As a general

A Few Fall Rope Kinks
By A. A. Burger

Fig. I

r>lackwatl Hitch—This is

a very simple and con-
venient hitch that can be
used in fastening a rope to

a hook when a steady pull is to be applied.

The rope is first placed behind the shank
of the hook. The short end is then passed
through the hook, and the long end. or
standing part, over the short end and
through the hook from the other side.

Catspaw—The catspaw is a very satis-

factory hitch and is very easily untied.

With the long end of the rope toward the
right side of the body, make a loop with

Rs. 3

Rg. 2

the left hand and grasp the ropes at the
crossing {]/). as shown in Fig. 2. With
the right hiind bring up the loop, as indi-

cated in Fig. 3, and hold it in the left hand.

Fig. 4

Now with the right hand begin wrapping
the stiinding part of the rope over itself

and the other two ropes, as shown in Fig.

4. The loops are then adjusted until they

are the same length, and are then fastened

(Fig. 5>.

left hand in such a manner that the thumb
can be placed on both strings at i/, grasp

the loop of the string
at X, and wrap it

^ down over itself and
strand (y ), as shown in Fig. 7. Continue
the wrapping as far as desired (one-half
inch or more), then draw up the loops, and

« tighten the tie by pulling on the ends (</

and 6). If the string is wrapped firmly
and evenly when completed, it should ap-
pear as in Fig. 8.

Surgeon's Knot—This
knot is used in surgical
operations. It is made
by making a .simple over-
hand knot, then wrap-
ping the end around a
second turn, thus making Fig. 9
two wraps, as shown at a in Fig. 9. A sec-
ond overhand knot (6) is tied over this,
and the ends are firmly drawn.

Slip-Knot — Like
the overhand knot,
the slip-knot is use-
f u 1 in connection
with other knots. It

is made like the overhand, but instead of
pulling the end through, it is simply started,
then left as a loop (Fig. 10 1.

Slippery Reef
Knot—Where the pull
is not too hard, the
slippery reef knot is "
very satisfactory for fastening two ropes
together, as it is easily tied and (luickly
untied. The first part (a) consists of a
simple overhand knot, the second a slip-knot
(Fig. 111. When placed under a heavy
strain, the slippery reef draws tight.

Fig. 10

Whipping — Some-
times it becomes very

f, { )
'onvenient to fasten

V J the ends of halter-
ropes or hay-ropes

with a smooth fa.stening that does not in-

crease the sixe of the rope. This can be

done with a string and is culled whipping.

Allowing the end of the string ( 6 1 to

hang loosely over the

end of the rope about
two infhes. make a
loop by bringing the

other end (o( down
the rope, us in Fig. 6. Then, holding the

two strings firmly upcm the rope with the

Sheepshank — The
~ sheepshank is used

either as a temporary
or permanent shortening for ropes. To
begin the sheepshank, bring the ropes to-

gether, forming two loops (j) and (i/), as
shown in Fig. 12. Then grasp the loops
near one end with the left hand. With tlie

Ught make a half-hitch or loop in one end
(«), and pass it over the loop (x), as
shown in Fig. l.'l. Turn the rope end for
end. and in the same manner form a half-
stitch in ro|>e (M and pass it over end (//).

To make a |>erma- ~
nent fastening, the ^^^^S^^^
ends are wbipp*'d fast

to the loops (a to x :ind h to y). Another
method of making a permanent fastening is

that of passing each end through its re-

spective loop.

thing, most of the sOos are twelve to sixteen
feet across and sixteen to twenty feet deep,
though, seeing they are really the best thing
they have yet placed upon their farms, most
of the builders are either going deeper,
building higher, or both. At first many of
the farmers had just holes in the ground
with a light coat of cement. Later, seeing
there was a tendency to cave in around
the edges, a coUar of concrete that ex-
tended a foot above ground was made. All
sorts of cutters and engines have been
used to fUl these silos. Seven in one neigh-
borhood hired a steam-engine that ran a
co-operative cutter ($200i. This, with a
good engine, gave fine results. The sHos
were fQled at less than a dollar a ton.

He Put in the Corn Too Dry
One farmeriput something like six hun-

dred bushels of com in his silo and had
fully two thirds of it spoil. The trouble
was putting the corn in too dry, or. in other
words, not using enough water while filling.

One farmer filled his first silo with corn in
the roasting-ear stage, and it fed out very
poorly. The second was filled with corn
well dented that had been cut and shocked
for two weeks. This was well watered at
the time of filling and fed out fine. He
figured that, though he lost on the first

silage, the second was so good that he more
than broke even on it. These silos are
eighteen by sixteen feet. He fed out steers
and used silage, com and alfalfa, all they
would clean up of each. Two farmers re-

filled with dry fodder. I couldn't see one
who was using his silage for c-ows, but the
feeder had just started to take off the top,

and some of it was refused because of being
too dry. However, the amount not eaten
was negligible. He fed this with alfalfa
and com to baby beef.

By far the most of those using these
makeshift silos are those milking anywhere
from one to fifteen cows. Formerly they
used such dry feed as they could produce
on the farms, and generally got but little

milk. Now these same farmers use the
dry feed at noon, with silage in the morning
and at night and the cream-check has al-

ways doubled and in some cnises trebled.

One farmer use<l a combination of corn,
cane (black) and milo to fill. This gave
gixKl results.

The cost of making wfll vary with the
farmer. I talked with one who had a six-

teeu-by-twenty-foot silo. He had paid out
in the neighborhood of $40 on it. Another
doing the work himself (wife helping) had
put down a thirteen-by-sixteen-foot silo for

?5.15 (cement and s:md). He hired a man
for a short time, but that was paid back in
work. Perhaps the best one in the whole
country was put down for less than ?2.5.

This is the silo that was built eight feet

above the ground and twenty-four below.
There is one important feature about the

underground silo and the drj- farmer. In
most cases he can't afford a real silo, but is

able to build the ground sort. Now .sonn -

one will bring up the question, "How do
they get the silage out?" The most of them
have a crude way—a ladder and an old
tub. One feeder was using a swinging
stacker that lifted a sort of a slat-cribbing
sling. Perhaps in a short time all will use
sume sort of a cable stacker that will nin
from the silo to the feed-bunks. Tht> travel-

ing crane can be made to lift a large box
and later run it over the feed-boxes. Even
though this phase of the sUo is in a rather
crude state, the underground silo, at least

for the farmer in the dry-farming belt, is a
success. .

Real Rural Banks
[continued fbok page 4]

4. The organization for production and
distribution of farm products follows co-

operative lines. Farm products are sold by
the producer at a relatively higher price,

and are bought by the consumer at a rela-

tively lower price because the cost of
distribution is considerably lowered by cv>-

oi>erative marketing. These organizations
also result in impro\'ing the quality and
uniformity of farm products and in promot-
ing more business-like methods in farming
operations.

5. It is the opinion of many leaders of
this movement in Europe that rural cre<lit

ought not to be divorced from cr)-operatiou.

and governmental contrid over the activities

of rural organizations is deprecatetl as tend-

ing to stifle the initiative of the farmei-s.

6. The moat important finding set forth
by the c>ommission is that runil conditions

in Europe differ videly from rural condi-
tions and environment in America, as con-
ditions differ in our sevenil States and in

the provinces of Canada. It is believetl.

therefore, that it will be necessary to

mo«lify the European systems of credit and
ciHoperation if they are to be adapted to

meet the needs of American farmers ; that

co-operative effort among the farmers of

America might well be more generally era-

ployi'd. and that the facts gathere<l by the

ttimmission, when they have finally been
prepare<l for the public, should be of great

value in developing methods suited to the

nee<ls of the farmers throughout the United
States and Canada.
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Poultry-Raising 1

'

'Cropbounditis'

'

By B. F. W. Thorpe

THE chick pictured, when seven weeks
old, filled its crop full of large dry
kernels of whole corn, which, after

swelling, were too enlarged to pass through
the outlet of the croiJ. Fasting the chick
and dosing with oil physic, accompanied
with gentle kneading of the contents of the
crop, failed to remedy the enlarged con-
dition.

The third day after the trouble was first

noticed no improvement was evident, and
the chick was noticeably weakening. It

Chick fully recovered ten days after
operation for crop-impaction

was therefore chloroformed, using one
cent's worth of the anesthetic sprinkled
into a tightly closed vessel, containing the
patient. After four or five minutes the
bird was entirely unconscious. A few
feathers were carefully plucked from over
the distended crop, an incision an inch long
was made in the outside skin with a sharp
razor and another cut three-fourths inch
long was made through the crop, when it

was an easy matter to remove the mass of
swelled corn and grass which were tightly

packed together.

After making sure that nothing ob-
structed the outlet, the crop was rinsed
out with a solution of one third peroxide
of hydrogen to two thirds water. The in-

cision in the crop was then closed with
three stitches, and the outside skin with
four stitches, using No. 60 cotton thread.

The operation was.,completed with a smear
of coal-tar to seal up the wound from germs
and flies.

The duration of this operation (my first

of this kind ) from the initial cut with the

razor to applying the tar was seven min-
utes. The chick remained unconscious for

about five minutes longer.

The chick's diet for several days follow-

ing the operation was bread softened with
sour milk fed somewhat sparingly. A week
after the operation the chick was fed with
the remainder of the flock and has made a
steady and satisfactory growth since.

Selling Utility Eggs
ByE. I. Farrington

CTAMPING eggs with a date-marker
^ has never been a great success. Peo-

ple do not like to have their eggs defaced

in any manner, to begin with : besides, the

customer had no assurance that the date

indicated was the one on which the egg

was actually laid. Yet it is of prime
importance, when a man is selling to a

private trade, that his eggs appeal to the

customer as being absolutely fresh and of

the highest grade. Much depends upon the

way the eggs are sorted. Those which are

uniform in size and color should be put

together.

It is advisable to handle the eggs as little

as possible, for the "bloom" which appears

only on strictly fresh eggs is easily

destroyed. That is the reason why they

should not be washed, but if there is a

nest for every four or five hens and plenty

of hay is kept in each nest few eggs will

need washing. When eggs are kept for a

aonsiderable length of time and exposed to

the" air, they also lose their "bloom."

Market the eggs three times 4 week, and
gather them at least twice a day.

Beware of Too Ornate a Package

Eggs of size and color so nearly alike

that the eye can scarcely detect a difference

are certain to please the most fastidious

customer. Poultrymen who handle the

white-egg breeds have rather an advantage
in this respect as they have fewer varia-

tions in shade to contend with. The box
should be neat, well made and not over-

decorated. If there is too much reading

matter on it, practically none of it wil'l be

read. A strong, significant phrase in bold

letters is to be preferred. The box illus-

trated could hardly be improved upon. A
statement that the boxes are sealed at the

yards makes a favorable impression, which
is enhanced by the caution not to accept
the eggs if the seal has been broken.
The idea of using sealed boxes is rather

new as applied to eggs and suggests a
trade of the highest class. The seals are
best affixed at each end. Most customers
will appreciate that no poultryraan would
put up his eggs in this manner unless he
were absolutely certain as to the quality
of his product.
Some egg-producers state on their boxes

that the eggs they sell are infertile. This is

really a strong point, for it is much prefer-

able to have eggs from hens with which no
male bird is running. Incubation may
start in fertUe eggs practically before they
are laid and may be kept up when a nest

is occupied by one hen after another. Yet
it is doubtful if the reference to infertile

eggs means much to the consumer with the

average city man's knowledge of the sub-

ject. It makes no special appeal to him.
Labeling the box with the information

that the eggs contained therein were laid

by hens kept under the most sanitary condi-

tions and fed only on the cleanest and best

of rations may be of considerable value, if

the s1,ory is told in a few words.

The Package Problem is Being Solved

Delivery of the eggs is sometimes a prob-
lem when dealing with private customers,
but it is probable that the parcel post will

eventually make this a simple matter.
Many poulry-keepers are already trying
out the system. Several boxes are on the
market in which eggs can be sent safely.

A manufacturer had an exhibit at the

Boston poultry show in January and sold

thousands of boxes. One man placed an
order for a thousand. Yet the cost of the

boxes, plus the cost of mailing, rather
militates against the plan.

Boxes holding two dozen are much
cheaper in proportion than those holding
one dozen, and the boxes can be used
several times, so that under favorable condi-

tions the expense is not so great as it

seems at first. Th^ boxes are very strong.

At the Boston show they were filled with
eggs and dropped on the floor without
disaster. In fact, they were even kicked
about without breaking an egg.

One class of poultry-keepers will be

greatly benefited by this parcel-post

scheme, and for a time they probably will

be the ones to take the greatest advantage
of it. They are the people living in

suburban sections and keeping compara-
tively small flocks. These people have a

few customers, often personal friends and
relatives, who will willingly keep the boxes
until they can be called for. or even make
a parcel of them and send them back.

Within the local zone the eggs may be
shipped in baskets if carefully packed in

excelsior and properly labeled. But it is

foolish to try sending eggs unless they are

well packed. Many omelets have been
found in the mails already.

When utOity eggs for hatching are sent

by mail, good sense dictates that they be
packed in the most careful manner. There
are shipping-boxes holding fifteen eggs so

made that breakage is almost impossible.

It is only fair to the customer to replace

infertile eggs, but th« seller has a perfect

right to demand that the clear eggs be
returned in the original package within
fifteen days from the date they are

received. This length of time gives ample
opportunity to make positive tests of the

eggs under incubation, and there is no

he renders the eggs unhatchable by one of
several means. One of the most common
methods is to put a pin prick in the large
end of each egg. The hole will seldom be
perceived unless the egg is closely exam-
ined, but the best plan is to divide the flock

and sell table eggs only from hens with
which no male is running.

A 25-Year-Old Yellow Hen
By Elizabeth Grinnell

A HEN owned by the writer, and having
Quite a remarkable history, has recently

joined the majority of her kind. I bought
this hen in 1890 for hal£ a dollar. She was
just a plebeian yellow hen, without family
or reputed pedigree. "Is she young?" I

asked of the seller. "She's not old ; she's

laying." was the reply.

I scanned her feet, as a buyer does a

horse's mouth, to guess her age. I con-

cluded she had seen a couple of summers or

more. I therefore believe her to be at the
time of her death, in AprU, 191.3, about
twenty-five years of age. She made good
her reputation as a "fair layer."

The newspaper reports that'she laid dur-
ing her life 7.500 eggs cannot be substanti-

ated. I never kept data, nor gave a
probable estimate to anyone. Newspaper
reporters love a good story for the shekels it

brings, and for the possible promotion to

higher honors. I forgive them, as everyone
should, and laugh at their yarns. It was
the reporter who named the hen "Theo-
dosia Roosevelt." just for fun. She was
simply "Hen" all her life.

She began to fail in strength when about
ten years old. But she kept on laying and
rearing her broods. That is, she laid ir-

regularly until in 1911 she produced but
four eggs, and in 1912 one egg only. Her
eggs had ceased to be fertile for several

years, or after she began to look old. Not
that she herself lost the mating instinct, but
that she was no longer pleasing to more
youthful admirers of the biddy world. It

was pathetic, if not sad. to see the cock of

the yard sidle toward this aged person with
the usual demonstrations of tender feeling

The venerable hen with a brood

and then suddenly sneak away with a look

of disdain amounting to a blush on his

crimson crown.

The Mental Qualities of the Hen

When about ten years old she began to

show symptoms of locomotor ataxia, or

such was the professional opinion of ex-

perts invited to attend her. Hers was the

first accredited case of the disease which,

among humans, attacks the individual in

declining years. Her vitality also began to

lessen so that she could no longer incubate.

During her eight last years she was not on
a roost with other fowls. Once falling on
her back it was impossible for her to regain

her feet. More than once she was found
semi-conscious and was resuscitated only

by tablets of nitro-glycerin. You ask me.
excuse for waiting until the end of the. "Why was her life prolonged?" I answer,
hatch. Some breeders agree to duplicate ^ "

'

any order for hatching eggs at half price in

the event of a poor hatch or -a hatch which
is not satisfactory to the buyer.

Of course the seller wants to ship only

fertile eggs which are sure to hatch, and
one of the best ways for him to guard his

ell packed eggs can be shipped

reputation in this matter is to ship eggs

only from ijens shown by his tests to be

yielding hatchable eggs. After seven days

in an incubator the eggs may be tested and

a careful record made. Sales should be

made only from pens known to be giving

eggs with a satisfactory degree of fertility.

Sometimes a breeder with a reputation

for keeping good birds is obliged to sell

some of his eggs for table use at market

"For the mental qualities in her." "The
mental qualities of a hen?" Yes. These
alone endeared her to the family and made
her a sort of divine curiosity to science.

Aside from these mental qualities, the

hen was a useful member of society. She
would mother any brood from quail to tur-

keys, at any age offered, even after she was
too crippled to scratch for them. In her

later years a brood of young fowls was
always given her in the autumn to insure

her own safe passage through the winter.

These chickens thought the mother hen
hovered them and were satisfied with the

warmth always obtained by cuddling ; but
it was the vitality of the young which kept

the old alive. For some years it was im-

possible for her to "squat" or to bend the

knees ; she simply lay flat on one side, and
the chicks burrowed in her feathers. Her
appetite failed for food other than whole
yellow corn.

She molted each year, but for two years

following the molt she developed a white

fungus on the head and neck. This yielded

at once to carbolized oil. The scales of her

feet disappeared at about fifteen years of

age, and ever after her legs and toes felt

as soft as a baby's, and were as pink. Even
to the last she seldom looked pale or Ul-

nourished. her crown being bright with a

youthful red. From obsemnng this remark-prices and fears that the buyers may be

tempted to set some of the eggs with the able hen I have come to the conclusion that

hope of getting birds of his strain without the old friends are the best friends, even

paying hatching-egg prices. Accordingly, though they be but denizens of barn-yards.

Q Chickens may come home to roost, but better train them r
y to stay home to begin with W

Tractors
By Ramsey Benson

A TRACTOR is an iron horse with a case
of heaves which isn't as bad as it sounds.

A tractor will do a number of things, but
it is almost equally valuable for what it

won't do. For instance, it won't get its

tail over the reins.

A tractor pulls ten plows, with only one
man to drive, where the soil is clear.

Among rocks and stumps, of course, one
man could scarcely command as much lan-
guage as would be required.
A tractor resembles a steam roller in

appearance, but its habits are quite differ-

ent. Particularly, tractors are not in poli»

ties.

A tractor may be used in cultivating
almost everything but the speed madness.

It always has the heaves

Farmers are not much bothered with having
their tractors stolen by joy-riders. Last,
but not least, a tractor eats gasolene instead
of oats, which is a point of economy.

Ten Acres for Poultry
An Interesting Working Basis for Keeping Fowls

£conomically

By M. Roberts Conover
nPHERE are three ways to devote ten
* acres of land to fowls. I refer especially
to the Eastern States. One is to use all

the space for the fowls, buying all the food
they need. Another is to support fewer
fowls entirely from the products of the
land, and yet another is to buy part of the
food and raise part of it upon the land.
The condition of the land itself, as well

as the owner's purse, must determine the
course to be pu, -led. Some land wUl not
produce enough to support even a moderate-
sized flock xmtil it has been run over by
the fowls for a few seasons. Other land is

so fertile that it will readily maintain a
good-sized flock from its produce.

While one fowl eats little in one day—

a

trifle over four ounces—the cost of feeding
a large flock for one year is considerable.
For instance, a flock of 1,260 laying hens
wOl consume about 16% tons of corn and
wheat. 6 4/5 tons of oats, 4% tons of green
food. 4% tons of bran. 16?^ tons of cut
bone. 6 4/5 tons of additional food, meals,
etc. Over fifty-six tons of food in one year I

One should consider his available capital
before going into this, as the poultryman
can lose much money for feed alone if his

flock should prove below the standard of
production or succumb to disease.

Where food can be produced on the farm
the beginner is on a safer footing if he
raises at least a part of his feed than if he
uses all his available space for range and
buildings, buying all that he feeds.

After he has become established with suf-

ficient capital, if he knows poultry and has
learned how and what to buy, he can in-

crease his stock and his direct outlay for

food with less risk.

Land that is used for poultry and cropped
alternately is, however, maintained in the

best condition for both purposes. Whatever
else the poultry-raiser decides to do. he
should arrange for frequent change of runs.

On ten acres, allowing one acre for the

use of the fowls and nine for growing all

food-stuffs, about 150 laying hens may be
maintained under the following system of
planting : 4% acres in wheat, producing
about 2,7.30 pounds grain ; 3 acres in oats,

producing about 2,880 pounds grain ; 1 acre
in corn, producing about 1,680 pounds
grain ; 1/20 acre in green food, such as cab-

bage, and V2 acre or less of alfalfa.

One hundred and fifty hens should aver-

age at least one hundred and fifty eggs each
during the year. If one can dispose of these

1.875 dozen eggs at an average price of

thirty cents per dozen, he will receive

$562..50 from the sale of eggs alone—not" a
get-rich-quick amount by any means, but a
substantial return from a small flock.

The sale of wheat and oat straw and
corn-stalks should cover the cost of the
production of these feeds. If the oats are
planted upon ground previously sown to

clover or cow-peas no fertilizer will be re-

quired.

Where the grain fed is bought the land
should be sown to clover, alfalfa, rye or
oats, the last-named covers being allowed
to get but a few inches high when the fowls
are turned upon them. Where this is done
over two thousand fowls may be kept.

This plan may be used alternately with
the other, one year buying the grain, and
the next year raising it and disposirng

of the older fowls.
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Once Upon a Time
Once there was really no way out
of it for the farmer. Plodding home
from the field, he saw before him the
waiting jobs about the house, bam
and yard, jobs that took time and
labor, and never seemed to end.
But that was once upon a time. To-
day he lets the engine do those jobs.

Every I H C engine is economi-
cal, simple, steady and reliable.
Whether yon want it for sawing,
piunping. spraying, for running
separator, or repair shop, you have
need of an

I H C 03 and Gas Engine
I H C engines are built vertical,
horizontal, stationary, portable,
skidded, air-cooled and water-cooled ;

sawing, pumping and spraying out-
fits. Sizes from 1 to 50 horse power.
They operate on gas, gasoline, kero-
sene, naphtha, distillate and alcohol.
I H C oil tractors from 12 to 60
horse iKiwer.
Have the I H C local dealer

demonstrate the engine to yon. Get
catalogues from him, or write the

DfrtRNAnONAL HARVESTER COIPAHY OF AMERICA
iltuTQrporatfdi

CHICAGO . . . USA

WILL BALE 20 TONS OH MORE A
DAT AT COST OF ONLT 40c A TON.

Make big money baling for your neigbbortj[
aiter yours is done.

The Cyclone is poverful, dui
Tcp2ir-proof—made almost entirely ol

Goest steel. Unbreakable steel baling^
chamber, adjustable tension. makes smooch,'

clean, tight bales, 75to 125 lbs. as desired.
Three strokeseach circle. Self-feed. Works"
at stack, bam or windrow.
Here'a thebiggesi money maker j-OQ can '

buy. Lew price. Free trial and abeolnti
fnaruitee on every preu. Write today—

, tall ioion&ation free.

Geo. Ertel Co.,
I347 Ky. St., Quincy. IIL.

1000 Baldwin Trees
71 acres. 12-yr.-old apple OTchard in splendid condi-

tion: fine location, good air and water drainage: a large
steady income is assured purchaser; estimated to be
200,000 ft. timber. 500 cds. wood; only 3 miles to depot
and mktfi. : cute 20 ions hay- good house with large
veranda; cottage for help: 40i6r>ft. bam with cellar:
neax neighbore; good social advantages; a splendid
opportunity for business man to retire, care for orchard
and be eureof steady income; price only $3900. easy terms;
for all details, see page 87. our "Mammoth 96-Fage Farm
Catalogue No. 36"": beautifully illustrated and filled with
a wonderful assortment of money-making farms throu^-
oot many states; &ead to-day for your free copy, it will

• save von lots of time and monev. E. A. Strout Farm
Agency. Station 2699, 47 West 34th St., Kew York.

YOUR APPLES
WILL NET YOU

MORE MONEY
you hare iusiAlled

M Qiircb Hydraulic Ci'

Pr-M, We are tUe largest,

uifra. of presses, app^' -

barter oookcn, evapom-
u>r?, ^tc-, in thecrtQ-itTv,

A. B. Farqah^ Co.,
Ltd. Box l05.York,Pa.

for our
free 1913
Catalog,
telling

by.

wmmMmKm
are built along practical lines, easy to erectl

last a lifetime. Ha'le of palTanized iron. I
Ferformt«d body aod ventilatioe abafti
insure well-cared com. Made in thiee|
8tTl«s and many sizfs.

FRFF IQostr&tedCatalod
^ IXl-/*-* Fully describcj usefalnesBl
and c n5tra^tion. Write for rt tcxla

ton Crib&Rn Co.,B<n 70 Wooster, (
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Apple Prices May Drop
By Nat T. Freime

DVERTISE. advertis-

ing, advertisements,
adveitising campaigns

and advertising bills—magic
words in modern industrial
life savs the successf\il

mauiLfacturer. and "right"
endorses the ""ad." man of

FABif AND Fireside. And
even we farmers ai-e Ciitch-

ing on. Didn"t John Pick-
eilug Ross hit the nail on the head recentl.v

when he told the sheepmen not to sell their

flocks, but to advertise their mutton? Peo-
ple do not eat mutton because they do not
know how good it is when bred right, fed

right, butchered right and cooked right.

Some keen organization of sheepmen is go-
ing to show a number of these people who
are at present non-consumere of either

lamb, ram, sheep or mutton how short-

sighted they are,' and by so doing wUl create
a more active demand for their special

product.
Soo, too, we may expect to see the day

when even the young clerk who is but be-

ginning his life at the lunch-counter will

put up a kick if his buckwheat cakes are not
cooked from real buckwheat-flour and his
maple syrup did not come from sugar-maple
sap. That is. if the buckwheat growers and
millers and the maple-grove owners catch
on to the value of advertising as early as
we think they will.

It is suggested that the apple-growers
have already caught on. that Hood River
and other sections in the West, and J. H.
Hale and other individuals in the East iave
proved that former non-consumers (of their

apples at least » can be induced to eat ap-
ples at so much per mouthful. All right,

well and good. But how many thousand
people have in the last few years planted
apple-orchards or bought apple-orchards
with the expectation of getting rich by
riding in free on the tail end of the adver-

tising campaigns either of Hood River or

Mr. Hale?

Ignorance Will Mean a Loss

Ton will remember that some few cen-

turies since all Holland was growing tulips

to perfection. Such
wonderful specimens
did they develop that

enormous prices were
obtiiinable and the

whole country was
getting rich. But un-
fortunately there was
neither prototype of

the Hood River Asso-
ciation, nor of Mr.
Hale to eduaite Eng-
land and the rest of

the world to buy tulip-

bulbs at so many
guilders per pennyweight, and the bubble
burst, taking with it into financial non-
existence many thousand stout Hollanders.
To show how slipshod and entirely per-

s<5nal these Dutchmen were in their meth-
ods of advertising, take the story of the
English botanist who happened to see a
tulip-bulb lying in the couservator.v of a
wealthy Dutchman. Ignorant of its value,

he took out his penknife and cutting the
bulb in tft-o became very much interested in

his investigation. Suddenly the owner ap-
peared, and pouncing furiously upon him
asked him if he knew what he was doing.

"Peeling a most extraordinary onion,"

replied the botanist.

"Hundret tousant tuyvel." shouted the

Dutchman, "it's an Admiral Vaudei- Eyk '."

"Thank you,"' replied the traveler, writ-

3

P
OTASH
AYS Profit in Wheat

Wheat is profitable if the yield is ^ood. A iood
yield is insored by usin^ the ri^ht fertilizer.

No crop gives better profits for a small fertilizer expen-

diture provided intelligence is used in buying, and a

fertilizer is used that is suited to the soil. Almost any

fertilizer will increase the wheat crop, but why not get the

one that will give the best profit.'' This is the kind in which
the phosphate is balanced with

Insist on 6 to 8 per cent, of Pota<fa in wheat fertilizer. Some of

^ - the best growers u«e 10 per cent. If you have trouble in getting
**" such brands buy Potash and add it yourtelf. We will sell it to

you in any amount from 1 bag (200 lbs.) up. Write us for
prices, naming amount needed, and for free book on "Fall
Ferlilixers. " It will save money for you.

OERMAK KALI W0BS8, Inc., HEW TORK - 42 BBOADWAT
ChicafO— Mccormick Bioak

Haw Orlaizu—Whitney C«ntrU Bank BUf.
BaT&no&b- Bank 4 Trn»t BMg.

Atlanta Eir.plra BUf.
8u Franclico- 20 CaUfornlk St.

ing down the name in his note-book. "Are
they common here? This l<x>ks fine to me."
"Death and tuyvel." screiuned the Dutch-

man. "Come before the Syndic, and you
shall see

!"

The poor botanist soon le:irned to his
dismay tluxt he had destroyed a bulb worth
$1,600. He was lodged in prison until

securities c-ould be procured for the pay-
ment of the sum.
The moral of this illustration, stated

boldly that he who runs may read, is this

:

If we apple-growers do not soon foimu-
late and put into execution some compre-
hensive advertising scheme to reach the
present non-consumers of apples we may
not be able to sell our crops profitably" un-
less, like the Dutch tulip-growers, we put
our apple where some millionaii-e will un-
wittingly bite into it. and then haul him to
court for good, round damages.

Shall We Set Trees This Fall?
By Omer R. Abraham

T HAVE never pi-actised fall setting fruit-

trees, yet there are several points that
I can name in favor of it, esijecially when
thinking of the peach, gooseberry, currant,

plrmi and cherry. These trees and plants
put out their leaves so early that they often

c-ome from the nursery in a bad condition
for planting. I have know-n them to start

after they were boxed for shipment. Owing
to the heat from the packing material, the
tender shoots would be as white and tender
as bleached celery. These trees might grow,
and again they might not. At any rsite,

when exposed to the rays of the sun after

setting, this growth dries up. and it is some
time before it starts again. When these are
set in the fall this does not occur.

If the roots are carefully prun«d before
setting in the fall, they will callous over
and start new ones immediately in the
spring, and all things considered, fall-set

trees may be depended upon to give a
larger growth the first year. This is due to

the fact that they start earlier, and are
ready to ripen their wood when the hot, dry
weather of mid-summer comes. Often, too,

trees received iu the spring that have been
carried over in cold storage (and that con-

sists of about eighty per cent, of those

sent out from large nurseries) ar« so late

in putting out leaves that they make little

growth the first season. Being green when
freezing weather strikes them, they are in a
very poor condition to stand the winter.

Ag:dn, peach-trees set in the fall some-
times winter-kill, while if carried through
in storage they come out the following
spring in good shai)e. AH trees set in the

fall are hai-der to protect from the rabbits

and mice, scattered over the orchard as they
are. than if carried through in a bundle.

Soft ground and heavy winds during the

winter get the trees all out of line, and the

hole which the.v work about themselves will

stand full of water and freeze as hard as a
rock. Both spring and fall setting have
their advantages and their disadvantages.

.You will naturally, now, wonder what
conclusion I have come to in the setting of

ordiards. If we grow our own trees, which
we do in most cases, we wait for the fii-st

warm day in the spring when the ground is

dry enough to set. Then we dig from the

nursery and set immediately. However, if

we buy the trees and have them shipped
in from some nurser.v, we prefer to buy
them in the fall. TVe carefully prune the

roots, rebundle or retie the trees in small
bunches and carefully heel them in. Since
we had the mice eat a few for us, we have
taken care to work the dirt in arovind the

roots. Mound it up a little, tramp firmly,

and see that there is no trash close by. In
this way the roots callous over, and they
are ready to be set the first day in the

spring that the wejither and the soil will

permit. This I think is b.v far the better

way where trees are to come from a dis-

tance, for they are so often exposed during
the winter. If you have them as soon as
dug from the nursery row you ean care for

them to suit yourself. However, whatever
else is looked after, protection from mice
and rabbits must be given .voung trees.
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GARDENING
By T. Greiner
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Harvesting Onions
AT LAST summer's meeting of the New

jfcJ^ York State Vegetable-Growei-s' Asso-
"elation, ilr. Greffrath, an experienced

muck-land gardener of the State, gave
his vei'sion as follows : "To keep an
onion in proper condition for storage,
one should not allow it to remain in the
ground long after the tops have all dried.
If you do that it is going to do one of two
things. It is going to-take root, or the two
outside Liyers nest the root are going to
rot. In the latter case it is just as good,
but its appearance is not attractive. Don't
let the onion lie in the sun until it becomes
burned. Red onions when properly har-
vested are the prettiest onions we can pro-
duce. There are some markets that demand
the red onion, but the majority favor the
yeUow. One of the best methods of storing
is in the crates."

"With the big Spanish onions, especially
Giant Gibraltar, it is very important to
harvest the crop as soon as the tops have
become yellow and are falling over. These
onions are more sensitive to weather
changes, especially wet weather, and idso

hot sun. than the ordinary onions grown
from seed sown directly in the field. Pull
them in a dry time, gather them up soon
after, and store under shelter on a dry floor

spread out thinly. Then dispose of them
without much delay. I have kept well-

cured, sound specimens of Prizetaker and
Gibraltar, however, stored in shallow crates
or trays, in a fairly dry cellar, until near
spring in fair condition.

Winter Radish Varieties
Many farmers hardly know what a win-

ter radish is. I have my supply every fall

and early winter. We like them sliced

and salted to eat with bread and butter.
You can have them. The old^r varieties

are black and white Spanish, both long and
short rooted. They are of fair size and of
rather strong flavors. The Chinese or Cali-
fornia winter radish is white, of very large
size and quite mild in flavor. I prefer this

to the others. It should be gi'own quii kly
in well-prepared and very rich soil, .^w
the seed in rows fifteen or eighteen inches
apart, as you would sow summer radishes,

by hand perhaps in a small garden, or with
the garden drill if on a larger scale. Win-
ter radishes are often quite salable and,
where salable, quite profitable. We use
them fresh from the garden ; but they can
be dug in late faD and stored in sand in a
vegetable-cellar until along in the winter,
or even tmtil spring.

Pull the Big Weeds
During the latter part of the season we

make our daily and perhaps often-repeated
trips through the garden. We have to
gather Lima beans, tomatoes, cucnmbers,
melons and other things. For this is our
main time of hai*vest. And among all these
crops we encounter, here and there, all

sorts of big weeds. Weeds grow fast in
hot weather. They are fast ripening seeds,

too. if let alone. I never gather even a
small basket of tomatoes or a mess of Limas
without having an eye open for weeds, and
always stop long enough to puH the wee<ls
from among the tomato or other plants from
which I g:rther the produce. This should be
done before the seed on the weed-plant is, far
enough advanced to have a chance to grow

;

or if it has, then the weed-plant should be
removed and destroyed so no seeds will get
back on our land.

By culling the small potatoes out and
feeding them to the stock and poultry, they
will return you their ftill value, but if left

with the better potatot's and sold they will

reduce the price of the entire lot.

The Black-and-white Warbler
By H. W. Weisgerber

'T^HK simplicity of colonition of this bird
* with his two extremes, black and white,

and these so evenly balanced in longitudinal

stripes, makes him the beautiful creature

that we find during the spring or fall migra-

tion as he passes through our country on his

northward or southward journey.

The habit of "creeping" like a nuthatch,

up or down on the tree-trunks or on the

under side of large limbs, makes identifica-

tion of this charming warbler an easy affair.

He passes northward through my section of

Ohio, which is near the Pennsylvania line,

al>out the first of April and returns about
the first of September.' Liki- all warblers,

he may be common or rave in any locality,

yet a few can alwa.vs be found.

Warblers, ns a class, are the farmers'

unseen and mo.st beneficial assistuuts. The majority of them glean among the

tree-tops for destructive worms. Being small they are rarely observeil, and their

wenk, lispini; notes do not attract attention. So they puss by unobserved, and
their valuable sen'ice is not always appreciated.



The Market Outlook

Market News is Needed
By Nat T. Frame

THE growing of
peaches in non-
commercial

peach-growing sections

has become so precari-

ous a proposition by
reason of peach-yel-

lows and brown rot

and scab and scale and
unseasonable frosts,
and especially because
of the lack of trained
hands who know how
to combat these diffi-

alties, that the competition from such
-ections is seldom felt in the larger peach-
markets. It is undoubtedly true that if the
machinery for distributing the peaches fi'om

the large commeixial peach-growing sections
was more complete, so that every country
hamlet could buy peaches on terms that
would mean the consumption of much larger
quantities, then the peach-growing industry
as a whole would benefit, even if it should
happen that, in certain favorable seasons,
local competition might glut some of these
smaller markets.

But as conditions exist in the peach in-

dustry it follows that south Georgia is

interested only in the crop reports from its

own growers and those of Texas, who ship
to market at the same time ; while western
New York figures prospective prices on the
crop reports received from the Connecticut
^'alley and Laie Michigan sections. The
securing of fairly accurate information
ab<iut the crop in competitive sections is

not therefore, so very difficult ; nor is this

information, when secured, so very valuable.
It helps the grower, of course, to most
economically plan his selling campaign, and
may in some cases determine him to turn
his whole crop over to a speculator for a
cash consideration, but as most commercial
peach-growers continue to have an interest

in their peaches untO after the fruit has
gone past the commission man, the kind
<»f market news that particularly interests

the peach-grower is that received by tele-

graph from his consuming markets day by
day. That is a well-known fact.

Co-operation Includes All Parties

The devices now ordinarily in use for

collecting and getting out this kind of
market news work fairly well except per-

haps for the small independent grower who
must depend on the newspaper, the express
agent or his own imagination for advice
as to where to ship. Co-operative ex-

changes promise the best help to such small
grow«rs ; but in many sections they are not
yet ready to co-operate. As the sum total

(if such independent and haphazard ship-

ments is often sufficient to upset market
conditions, it would seem to be within the
province of state or government authorities

to arrange bureaus of information whex-e

the small grower can get the best disinter-

ested information that wire service and
reliable reporters in the consuming markets
can furnish. Pretty accurate knowledge is

gen<-rnlly available as to what conditions

are at the time of shipment. What is not
generally known with sufficient accuracy is :

who else is shipping to that particular mar-
ket, and what factors are likely to influence

the consumption of peaches in that particu-

lar market at the time. It would seem that

the right sort of co-operation with the com-
mission men and retailers could devise

means of furnishing this information also,

so as to more nearly avoid ever glutting

markets. The Eastern Fruit-Growers' As-
sociation evidently thought about this when
they recently appointed a committee to seek

to co-operate with the established market-
ing agencies for mutual profit. Other
horticiiltural societies and farmers' or-

ganizations might well follow up this idea.

Active co-operation between organizations
of consumers, retailers, commission men,
transportation agencies and growers would
be the ideal toward which to work. The
telegraph companies seem already to be
getting ready for their share in such a co-

operation by their reported establishment of
market bureaus and special service for fruit-

growers. What the situation seems par-
,ticularly to need right now is a man, or a
,woman, with the nerve and the tact, tlie

acquaintance and the money, and the stick-

to-it-iveness who will keep up the propa-

ganda nntU there are brought together (not
for once only, but at regular intervals)
representatives from consumers' clubs, re-

tailers' associations, leagues of commission
men and fruit-growers' societies with suffi-

cient breadth of vision to formulate market-
ing plans that will carry to the consumer
good peaches in large quantities at the
lowest prices compatible with deserved
profits to the peach-growers. It is a many-
sided proposition, and co-operation only wiU
bring about the best results, not co-opera-
tion between growers only, but co-operation
between aU parties in interest.

Temporary Slump in Hogs
By L. K. Brown

THE cholera scare has again gained a
foothold in the com belt. In western

Illinois and eastern Iowa there seems to

have been considerable loss from this dis-

ease, and there have been reports for some
time coming from many districts of heavy
losses among spring pigs. This has caused
a general lack of confidence, and as a result

many thin sows and small pigs have been
sent to market. Sharp declines have con-
sequently occurred, as this kind of stuff is

decidedly lacking in finish and quality. The
choic*e light-weights which have been selling

at the top quotation have suffered the least,

but the outlet for this class through the
eastern iutchers is curtailed because of the
high price they have maintained for some
weeks.

This demoralized market can be only of a
temporary nature. When the stricken dis-

tricts have cleaned up, the supply will drop,
and prices will advance again and go higher
than they would have if the run had not
occurred, for every thin sow or pig mar-
keted now will not be on the market later

in heavy flesh. Evei-y additional pound of

pork that could be put on is needed to
supply the demand that is sure to come -be-

fore long, and this liquidation now means
an elevation of prices later. %

The export demand for lard is good, be-
ing forty per cent, greater than one year
ago. The South has been a slow buyer for

its September and October trade in lard and
meats, but is expected to get busy before
long. With the marketing of so many
"grass widows" in a thin condition, lard
accumulation is less and advances are to be
expected as soon as buyers become active
again.

The condition of tbe market is of little

benefit to either buyer or seller. It places
the market on an unstable footing and sale

prices lack uniformity. It is difficult to

determine a correct value for the hogs on
sale.

On the provisions market there has been
a general lowering of prices and a lessening

of activities. With the disappearance of

the thin and half-fat portion of the supply,

the market ^t11 again find a healthy stride

at a higher range of values than had this

liquidation not occurred. The consumptive
demand will remain strong and the supply
will have been lessened.

Attention to details is the watchword of

the successful farmer.

Thousands of Small Flocks
By John P. Ross

HTHE continuance of the long spell of
* drought and of abnormal heat into the

present month had. as might be expected, a

very depressing effect on the live-stock mar-
ket everywhere. The actual shortage of

feed in some sections, and the fear of it in

others, caused a rush of cattle and sheep
to the leading markets, many of them but
half fitted. Under these conditions, and
with the daily fluctuations caused by them
all through July, it is remarkable to note
how little lowering effect, having any symp-
toms of permanence, has occurred in the

sheep-market. The following memorandum
of the comparative average prices of sheep

and lambs in Chicago for' that month for

the last four years carries with it very con-

vincing proofs of the stability of the sheep-

market notwithstanding these depressing

circtirastances. The figures are from The
Farmers' and Droi'ers' Journal and refer to

the month of July in each year

:

Sheep
Lambs

191.3 1912 1911 1910
.$4.50 $4.25 $.3.95 $4.20

. 7.55 7.25 6..30 7.10

The experience of many years and the

study of innumerable experiment station

reports have convinced me that, except in

some very exceptional years, there is a fair

profit in breeding and feeding lambs at $6
per hundredweight. Look at it in this

wav : A good breeding two-year-old ewe
could be bought in 1910 for about $4. By
the spring of 1914, if bred to a good ram
of one of the Down breeds, she should have

produced four lambs, and more likely six.

Considering, rightly or otherwise, that,

after weaning the last of them, she had
seen her best days, she could be fattened
np to, say, 140 pounds at very small cost,

and be worth, at $5 per hundredweight,
$7. If any reader of Faeii and Fire-
side finds any flaw in these figures or
knows of a better live-stock investment we
shall be glad to hear from him.

Irrigation of the arid lands of the West
is enabling the farmers there to grow luxu-
riant crops of alfalfa. Want of shipping
facilities at times compels them to sell the
hay as low as $3 per ton ; so many are
turning their attention to lamb-feeding, and
in this a solution of their difficulties is

likely to be found.
The Breeders' Gazette, in referring to

this matter, while deprecating being classed
among the prophets of evU, points out that
the cheapness with which large numbers of
lambs could be thus fattened, combined
with the possibility of a big influx of frozen
mutton from South America and Austra-
lasia, will be apt to handicap the lamb-
producer of the corn belt with his more
costly methods of feeding, and put him "be-
tween the devil and the deep sea."

In this dilemma the corn-belt man must
bear in mind that "there is always room at
the top." Already we have tried in these
columns to dispose of the bugaboo of the
frozen meat ; and it does not seem likely

that the farmers of the arid lands will have
a walk-over in this business, at least for

some years. Feeders even now are having
to pay from $4.25 to $4.75 per hundred-
weight for sheep, and for feeding lambs
from $6.50 to $7. and not enough of them
are to be had at those prices ; and good
grade breeding ewes are perhaps scarcer
than any.
My own view of the matter is that, since

the day of the free range-bred lambs is

past, the feeder will have, more and more,
to be the breeder also, that the specially

well-bred mutton-and-wool lamb will be the
kind most in demand, and that the thou-
sands of small flocks will take the place of

the flocks of thousands. Discarding the
scrub breeders, and growing rape, roots,

rye, clover, and the like, the corn-belt man
will not only get to the top in the sheep-
market, but the increased fertility thus
acquired will make that great section still

more and more the com belt, and his lot

still more desirable.

A Running Hog-Crate
By C. S. McGugin

A LABOR - SAV-
ing hog-crate is

very easily made
from an old buggy-
axle, two good
wheels and a few

Bend the axle to go underneath
the crate, making the horizontal portion
as long as the crate is wide, and fasten to
upright.

You can very easUy take a calf to town
by fastening the handles on the hind axle of
your buggy.

boards.

The up-to-date farmer keeps his fences
and his courage up.

When you live near a town or city find

out consumers' wants
;
supply these just a

little better than anyone else is doing, and
reap a harvest of coin.

' II

Pass the Secrets Along
By Chesia Sherlock

OECENTLY I received a letter from a
young man living on a farm in one of

our Mid-Western States, in which he asked
advice on starting "in a modest way" with
poultry.

An extract from the letter will serve to
give the reader a fail" idea of what the
young man considered "modest." I do not
wish to dampen the ardor of anyone con-

cerning poultry, but I do wish to make it

plain to everyone that poultry must be
considered seriously, if considered at all.

I wish to start in the poultry busi-
ness, as I have been infoimed that one
can make a good deal of money in that
•work. As far as I can see, chickens are
not very hard to raise, and if there is

anything in this talk about $10,000
hens I would like to raise one myself.
I wish to start modestly, of course, but
don't want to monkey with chickens if

there isn't big money in them. If you
have any secrets or know where I could
get hold of any of the secret ways of
raising swell chickens, I wish you
would pass them along.

Putting aside all of the fine and flowery
phrases that have been used to express
thoughts, isn't that about the limit ! Any
person with average intelligence, even
though he had never seen a hen, on reading
the above letter, would advise the writer

to let poultry alone. It is plain to be seen

that he was not intended for poultry, and
poultry was not intended for him.
While I think the above letter is about

the limit, I do not consider it any worse
than the average view of farmers toward
poultry. They "don't want to monkey with
chickens if there isn't big money in them."
I admit that it is entirely pi'oper to look
on the financial side of poultry before ven-
turing into the business, but I also know
that there isn't a single person in the whole
universe that can make a success with
poiiltry if he goes in looking only to the
money side. He must be a lover of fowls,

must have a natural-born interest in them
that will make him love them, whether they
are money-makers or not. Such a man, I

claim, is the only true poultryman.

The idea the young mati seems to have
about raising $10,000 hens seems to be
about the idea everyone has at the time the

first stages of "chicken fever" become evi-

dent. He seems to think that all he has to

do is to set a few eggs, and the result will

be half a dozen $10,000 hens ! This is the

result of allowing one's imagination to run
away with one's reason. The yoimg man
might as well expect to make gold dollars

out of horseshoes.

Possibly the greatest injury that has been
done to the poulti-y business dui-ing the
past few years is the introduction of various
"secrets" on the market, which have had a
bad influence on the minds of superstitious

people. They seem to believe that success-

ful poultrymen have some sort of secret by
which they produce their fine birds. These
people are no farther in advanced civiliza-

tion than the people of the Dark Ages were.

It is time for people to think of poultry

in a serious light and to put aside all super-

stition., prejudiced opinions and false ideas.

Poultry is just as serious and reqxiires just

as much hard work and thought as any
other work.

State Fairs and Expositions for 1913
Fair Place Date Secretary

Arkansas ' Hot Springs Nov. 11-16 Geo. K. Belding
Alabama Birmingham Oct. 9-19 S. H. Fowlkes
California Sacramento Sept. 1-3-20 J. L. McCarthy
Colorado Pueblo Sept. 15-20 A. L. Price
Connecticut Hartford Sept. 1-6 H. A. Walker
Delaware Wilmington Sept. 9-12 S. H. Wilson, Jr.

Georgia Macon Oct. 21-31 Harry C. Robert
Idaho Boise Sept. 22-29 Wm. Krull
Illinois Springfield Oct. 3-11 J. K. Dicku'son
Indiana Indianapolis Sept. 8-12 Charles Downing
Kansas Hutchinson Sept. 13-20 A. L. Sponsler
Kentucky Louisville Sept. 15-21 J. L. Dent
Louisiana Shreveport Nov. 5-11 L. N. BrueggerhofE
Maine Lewiston ...Sept. 1-4

Maryland Timonium Sept. 2-6 J. .S. Nussear
Michigan Detroit Sept. 15-20 G. W. Dickinson

J. C. Simpson
J. M. McDonald
John T. Stinson
A. J. Breitenstein
W. B. Mellor

Minnesota HamUne Sept. 1-6 .

.

Mississippi Jackson Oct. 28-Nov. 7

Missouri Sedalia Sept 27-Oct. 3
Montana Helena Sept. 22-27 ..

.

Nebraska Lincoln Sept. 1-5

New York Syracuse Sept. 8-13 Albert E. Brown
New Jersey Trenton Sept. 29-Oct 3 M. R. Margerum
North Carolina Raleigh Oct. 20-25 Jos. E. Pogue
Ohio Columbus Sept. 1-5 A. P. Sandles

Oklahoma Oklahoma City Sept. 23-Oct. 4* 1. S. Mahan
Oregon Salem Sept. 29-Oct. 4 Frank Meredith

South Carolina Columbia Oct. 27-Nov. 1 D. E. Efird

South Dakota Huron Sept. 6-12 ....

Tennessee Nashville Sept. 29-Oct. 4
Texas Dallas Oct. 18-Nov. 2

Utah Salt Lake City Sept. 29-Oct. 4
Vermont White River June, Sept. 16-19 ...

Virginia Richmond Oct. 6-11 A. Warwick
Washington North Yakima Sept. 29-Oct. 4 H. B. Averill

West Virginia Wheeling Sept. 8-12 Geo. Hook
Wisconsin Milwaukee Sept. 8-12 J. C. McKenzie
Wyoming Douglas Sept. 30-Oct. 3 . . . . Anson Higby

.C. N. Mcllvaine

.J. W. Busswurm

. W. C. McKamy

.Horace S. Ensign

. F. L. Davis
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lit LAVAL
CREAiVi

SEPARATC
Make Fall and Winter
Dairying More Profitable
'T'HERE are special advantage3 in using a

good cream separator during the fall and
winter months.

The milk from cows long in lactation is

hardest to cream.—and likewise hardest to
separate with an inferior separator.

Moreover, cream and butter prices are
highest, so that the waste of gravity setting
or a poor separator counts for most.

Then there's the sweet, warm skim-milk for
stock feeding, alone worth the cost of a
separator in cold weather.

There is surely no reason to delay the
purchase of a separator or to continue the use
of an inferior one. A De Laval machine will
save its cost by spring, and may be bought on
such liberal terms if desired as to actually
pay for itself meanwhile.

See your local De Laval agent.

. THE DE LAVAL
- SEPARATOR CO.

NEWYORK
^. « . : CHICAGO
AA SAN FRANCISCu

ia^.,.

SEATTLE
H- MONTREAL

" V ; WINNIPEG

Only S2 Down
One Year to Payl^^^=f|

Buys the New Butter-
fly Jr. No.l. Light ronning,
easy cleaning, close skim-
ming, durable. Guaranteed

fiffetime. Skims 95 qts,
per hour. Made also in four
lareer .^Lzes up to 5 1-2 sh

80 Days' Free Trial ^^j^g^^S*
it saves in cream. Postal brings Free cat-
ftJog folder and "direct-irom-factory" offer.

I

Baj from the manofacrurer and save half.

ALBAUGH-DOVER CO.
2260 Marshall Bivd. CHICAGO

RunningWater
in House and Barn at even
temperature Winter or Sum^ ^fffjt^ v

mer at SmaM Cost. mPtT^^*^^
Send Postal. Yor New Watcf Supply r?^BMPi '^"P'* '

Plan - It w.lf Bring you 100 brctures : tS^r^Sr^jfL^Py :

o* it in actual use- Ob it NoW. ' -^^^

.Aermotor Co.. 1144 S. Campbell A v: .-ChieagQ .

Ac r motor Co.,-^2d:antf^ad »«on ^tr,eetft,rOa ktartd .TTlnTCal.'-^

Our Poultry Club
By special arrangement with the publishers of

POULTRY HU.SB.A.KDRY, you can get this
splendid paper for one year in connection with
F.\BM AXD Fireside at a special reduced price.
Poultry Husbandry contains splendid pointers
and ideas for the raising of fine fowls. It is edited
by the best authorities on poultry in America. It
is chuck-full of secrets of feed-mi \ing, quick-
growing chicks and other information of great
value to everyone interested in poultry-raising.

Farm and Fireside

Poultry Husbandry
For One Whole Yen

Both for 50c

Address FARM AND FIRESffiE, Springfield, Ohio

SELDOM SEE
a big knee like this, but your horse
may have a bunch or bruise on his

.Ankle, Hock, Stifle, Knee or Throat.

•*T^.....-.-.-:TRAoi MARKflVG;u;ipiT.oFF>

will clean it off without laying the

horse up. No blister, no hair
gone. Concentrated—only a few

drops required at an application. $2 per bottle de-
livered. Describe your case for special instructions

and Book 8 K free.

W. F. YOUNG, p. 0. F., 23 Temple St., Sprlnglleld, Mass.

^
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! Live Stock and Dairy 1

The Young Brood-Sow
By C. J. Griffing

HATEVER b r e e d s of

swine you prefer, be
sure the brood-sows are
properly reared and of
gi iod blood. I select my
brood-sows from the
spring litters, as the
natural feeds of sum-
mer are better for pro-

ducing ideal growths
than those of winter. At no time in the
young sow's development should a tendency
to lay on fat be allowed. The object is not
a certain weight at a certain age, biit rather
a good size, strong bone and muscle, a
roomy frame and strong rigorous growth.
Exercise is very important for the young
sow. and sunlight acts as a tonic. Feed and
care for the young sow in such a way that
she will be gentle and submissive, if you
expect her to produce large litters of fine,

vigorous pigs.

The surplus food given her during the
period of pregnancy should go toward the

development of her offspring. Do not breed
a sow that utilizes this food toward laying
on fat, as she will give birth to small, weak
pigs.

Fat sows often fail to conceive, and if

they do are not very prolific. All good
breeders agree that it does not pay to breed
an immature .-iuinial, This practice has a
tendenf-T to tcr.v d"wn lu>r cm-stituti'm. for

The following day give a powder com-
pounded as follows : Prepared chalk, five

drams; pulverized catechu, one dram ; pul-

verized opium, ten grains : mix thoroughly.
Give three of these powders a day. then
skip one day. and give three more. Be sure
during the treatment that the hor.se has
plenty of pure water. I cannot ijromise

that this treatment (which is the treatment
for acute diarrhea ) will effect a cure, but it

is worth trying. The best road to a cure, I

think, lies in giring the colt a good run at

grass and afterward being very careful

about his diet, feeding nothing that might
irritate the stomach or bowels and using
moderately until he seems better.

Nebraska claims the lead in live stock
with $110 value in farm animals per capita

of rural population. Iowa comes next,

with $88.

Itching Mane and Tail
By Dr. A. S. Alexander

TDLEXESS, overfeeding and lack of
grooming are the common causes of

tail-rubbing and itchiness of the mane.
Often there is itchiness of the entire body
associated with the other condition, and
the skin will be found covered with
dandruff. It is noticeable that these

troubles are more liable to affect horses
that are kept in dark, damp, dirty

stables. Lack of ventilation renders

the air of the stable hot and moist.

This induces sweating, and by many
it is deemed the whole cause of tail-

rubbing and its kindred evUs. It certainly

is a contributing cause ; but lack of

hygiene, overfeeding and inadequate feed-

ing induce the real cause, which is an
impure state of the blood due to sluggish

Good types of Poland China sows, mature and muscular

it prevents the animal from completing her
own growth, and the offspring are likely to

be small and puny.

If the cows and the horses could they
would gladly take part in the fly-swatting

campaigns.

The Horse That Scours
By David BufTum

A NEW JERSEY farmer asks concerning
'*a five-year-okl road-horse which scours
when being driven.

Sometimes this condition seems to be the

result, in young horses, of too severe use at
either road or draft work. At other .times

it appears to be a constitutional weakness,
always exhibited when the horse is called

upon for anything out of the ordinary.

"Cut feed"—that is, hay or straw run
through a cutting-machine, wat up a little

and mixed with meal—will sometimes cause
it. The horse should have a reasonable
amount of good, sweet hay. fed entirely dry,

and his proper ration of grain. Last year I

cured a very bad case by simply giving the

horse three months' run in good pasture,

then feeding as al)ove and using rather mod-
erately for a Couple of months. This is

what I would advise.

If his feed, hnwever. is what it ought to

be it might be well to try the following

treatment: First give fifteen or twenty
drops of tincture of aconite-root in water.

If

Don't confuse this with ordinary "make-shift
roofings—we guarantee it 15 yeairs and inside each
roll himish modem idecis for laying it artistically.

Certain-teed^?<&i
When ready roofing was first put on the market, the public de-
manded that it must prove its value by actual wear on the roof. Certain - teed

Roofing has stood the test for years— it has made good in ail climates

and under the most severe conditions. When artistically laid it

makes a roof you can well be proud of. You can't tell how long

roofing will wear by looking at it—so for your own protection, accept

no substitutes—be sure the Certain -teed Quality Label is on each roll.

Sold by dealers everywhere at a reasonable price.

General Roofing Manufacturing Company
£. St. Loui«, UU York, Pa. Marceillet, IIL

circulation and inactivity of the excretory
organs of the body. The skin is less prone
to irritation and eruptions when the horse
is fed succulent foods, such as roots or
silage. Carrots are especially valuable in

this way. and parsnips, turnips and beets

come next in value, in the order named.
But roots will not perfectl.v oft'set the

effects of the contributive causes men-
tioned.

When a horse is aft'ected. therefore, the

first remedial step should be to adequately
ventilate and light the stable, perfectly

groom the skin, enforce ample exercise

every day and reduce the rich feed to

supply only the actual food requirements
of the animal for maintenance and surplus
needed for repair of tissues. Corn more
especially should be omitted or reduced in

quantity, as it is a heating and fattening

food. Oats may be fed more sparingly
than usual and bran added freely to the

ration. In many cases it is well to at once
clip the horse ; then wash itching parts of

the skin with a 1/100 solution of coal-tar

dip or disinfectant. At the same time
scrub the roots of the mane and tail clean
with soap and hot water. When dry pour
on a mixture of e(iual quantities of kero-

sene and machine-oil, and rub it in with a

brush. Repeat the application as often as
found necessary. Before rubbing in the

lotion it is well to wrap lock after lock of

the upstanding hair of the root of the tail

around the fingers and pull until the skin

"gives" with a snapping noise. This is a

SDUthcrn notion as to treatment, but many
biirsemeu have reported it as effective.

Other Remedies May be Effective

.\nother good lotion for the cure of tail-

rubbing is a mixture of four ounces of

flowers of sulphur, half an ounce of coal-tar

dip and sweet-r>il enough to make a pint,

.'Nhake well and rub in every three days,

I to not wash the parts after the prelimf-

iiary washing. As internal treati lent mix
half an ounce of granular hyposulphite of

soda in the feed night and morning.

The cause of tail-rubl>ing in some mares is

a collection of sebulous substance about
the udder, and this should be removed.
Presence of pinworms in the rectum, or
biits passing off in the spring, or foul coudi-

tiiin of the sheath in geldings and stallions,

also are causes of irritation requiring

attention. In .some cases parasites are

present: but they .Mre readily destroyed by
the sulphur-oil lotion. Lastly, remember
tli.it chicken-lice are always to be suspected

as :i possible cause when hor.ses rub. gnaw
.ind scrat'h .-iny part of the tuKly.

Farm and Fireside, August 30, 1913

"Curing Broken Wind"
By Dr. A. S. Alexcinder

[EAVES, or "broken wind," is not con-
tagious. That being the case, it is

likely that if the other horses are coughing
it is the re.sult of influenza, strangles nr

possibly from irritation due to dust in the

hay or noxious gases in the atmosphere c f

the stable.

I would treat a horse affected with
heaves as follows : Wet all feed. Feed no %

bulky feed at noon. Do not work horse
"

soon after a meal. Give the drinking-water
before feeding. Night and morning give

one-half ounce ( tablespoonful ) of Fowler's
solution of arsenic until one quart has been '.

used ; then gradually discontinue the medi-
cine, taking a week or so to the job.

If the cough does not quickly subside i

have the teeth attended to by a veterina-':

rian, stop giving the arsenic solution, and
substitute one-half to one ounce of glyco-

heroin, two or three times a day, as found
'

necessary. !

Concrete Feeding-Floors
By Marc N. Goodnow

/^NE of the most successful farmers in

Illinois says of his concrete feeding-

floor : "It pays for itself every two weeks."
An Ohio State Experiment Station bulletin

shows by chemical analysis that manure
produced by steers fed on cement flooi-s is

worth more per ton than that, taken from
earthen floors. Besides, under ordinary
conditions, a four-inch concrete floor will

cost less than an oak floor. With cement at

$2 a barrel and sand and gravel at fifty

cents per load of one cubic yard, the ma-
terial for a concrete floor four inches thick,

finished with three-fovu'ths-irich top-dress-

ing. wUl cost' about §5.50 per one hundred
.square feet.

Concrete floors for feeding-pens, stables,

hog-houses, poultry-houses, milk-houses and
dairies can be laid much as if they were
sidewalks. An important feature is proper
draiuage. obtained both by having a dry
base upon which to place the concrete and
by sloping the floor toward a suitable point
one-fourth inch to the foot.

Points of Efficiency

A wise precaution is to excavate to a
depth of a foot for the drainage foundation,
and around the outside edges of the floor

dig a trench about one foot wide and
eighteen inches deep. By filling up this

trench with concrete, rats cannot burrow
underneath and nest. Fill the excavation
inside the trench with well-tamped coaree
gravel, crushed rock, or broken tiles.

In stables, cow-barns or where animals of
considerable weight are to stand, the con-
crete floor should be at least six inches
thick, Feedway floors may be four inches.

Stalls and driveways should be six inches.

Use two-inch stuff four and six inches
wide for forms. As a general proposition, a
mix of one sack of cement to two and one-
half cubic feet of clean, coarse sand and
four cubic feet of screened gravel or
crushed stone will answer the purpose. The
mixture should be wet enough to show
moisture on its surface, and should never be
allowed to stand longer than half an hour.
A gutter form should be constructed so

that it can be placed in position while the
floor is being poiired. Four by six inches

is a good size for the gutter, which should
connect with the manure-pit by means of a
trough or sewer.

Finish the surface of the floor three-

fourths inch thick with a mixture of sand

To get the best results the floor should be
well drained

and cement. Use a wooden trowel, and
mark spaces with a straight-edge not over
six feet for either dimension, as in a side-

walk. Four or five days should be devoted
to cui-ing the concrete, and it should be
covered with a tarpaulin or' sand or earth.'

Occasional drenchings will also benefit it. ^

Concrete barn-yards, feeding-floors and
feedways may be constructed in a manner
similar to that described for barn floors.

Materials required for a six-inch floor

twenty-four by thirty-six feet are:

Crushed rock or gravel, twenty cubic

yards, at |1,10 $22
Ten cubic yards of sand, at $1 10
Twenty eight barrels of Portland ce-

ment, at $2,50 70

$102

Five men can lay this floor in two days.

The entire cost will be from five to fourteen

cents per square f(Xit of surface.
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HERE seem to be two
main reasons why it is so

liartl for tliis country to

learn from other coun-

tries : First, we have ele-

phantiasis capitis iu very acute

form ; second, we seem to be natui-ai-

born grafters anyhow, and any time

any of us are sent away to learn

sometliing about other countries we
turn it into a junket.

Elephantiasis capitis is the real

difficulty : swelled head, exaggerated

ego, towering and tremendous conceit and self-satis-

faction. That's what's mostly the matter with us.

When foreigners come here for fifteen minutes to learn

all about us, and then hurry back on the same boat,

wi'iting en voyage their book on us and our country,

they seldom get farther than to survey the outside of

this crust of conceit ; and so the outside world doesn't

really know how many rather good points we have.

On the other hand, when we send somebody abroad

to learn what's doing there the disposition is to make
it a vacation. That's exactly what happened to the

American commission that went abroad last spring

and has just lately returned, having "studied" the

rural co-operative and marketing systems, and the

rural-credit systems, of leading countries.

This is where you laugh. I am so officially assured

by members of the "commission" who took the thing

seriously. The party contained about sixty "commis-

sioners" ; some represented the United States, some the

States, some the Southern Commercial Congi'ess and

various other organizations. A considerable number
of the commissioners had taken along wives, daughters

or sweethearts, so that the entire company rounded up

a nice American colony of about one hundred. You
can see for yourselves the social possibilities of a

company like that : it could manage anythiug from a

personally conducted reception at court to a special

railroad train across an empire. During its three

months on the Continent and ia Great Britain it did

all these and about everything else you could think

of—including getting its picture taken more times

than any other known organization since the original

Florodora sextette.

If these investigators missed a worth-while cathe-

dral along tJie route of their re.searches into rural

co-operation and finance, passed up a successful water-

fall, a real mountain or a ruin prominent enough to

get its name ia the guide-books, there was a mistake,

and a regretted one. Likewise, if any king, emperor,

president, grand duke, governor-general, lord-lieuten-

ant, viceroy, lord mayor, board of a^ldermen or other

notable of whatever quality or caliber got overlook&d

in the matter of "receiving" this eminent aggregation

of agricultural experts—please stop the laughing,

we're going to be serious from this on—it was no fault

of the press-agent work, which was really bully.

There surely was some class to this junket. From

all I can learn about it, the big tour of the Congres-

sional Waterways Commission three or four years ago

w^as the only one that has compared in gi-andeur to

this agricultural swing around the circle. For exam-

ple, when the company left Italy and sti-uck the

boundary of Austria the Austro-Himgarlan govern-

ment was right there at the line, with a special train

to drag the part>' around that interesting and pictur-

esque dual empire! That was the way of it every-

where ; the German states had special trains and boats

reftdy most of the time. The natives were a bit vague

as to what It was all about; but they understood that

it was some American doings, and Americans are the

leading purveyors of good tips ; therefore a good thing,

and to be pushed a*long. It surely was. The Water-

ways Commission went to find out about Improving

our rivers, canals and harbors, and was composed of

select members of both houses of Congress. I am reli-

ably informed that the supply of other things was so

excellent that the commission never once had to drink

water while it was in foreign parts, and thus the

waterways of the Continent were so fortunate as to

escape absorption by the voracious visitors. The

commission didn't pretend to stick "on the water"

throughout the entire trip; but it managed to see the

Khine by moonlight, also by daylight; and any other

good-looking streams with the right sort of scenery.

There were lots of banquetlngs and speechifying and

Farm Junketers in Europe
Investigators Who Went Across the

and What They Found Out

By Judson C. Welliver

felicitations and assurances of mutual esteem with

official, semi-ofllcial and unofficial personages, all of

them possessed of fine capacities for liquids, but small

taste for water; and on the whole the trip was a
glorious success, save In the Insignificant details of

finding out about the waterways. On that point a

secretary or two, with a stenographer, were able to

gather up enough data from guide-books, government

documents, and the like, to make up a very respectable

job for the government printing-office ; and as nobody

ever reads such reports anyhow it will probably never

be noted that the commission didn't report anything

that could possibly be of any use to anybody.

I am able to report that the rural economics junket

is going to do a lot better than all that; not that it

missed any banquets, ruins, old churches, picnics,

excursions or the like, but simply that it had the wis-

dom to lug jilong two or three gentlemen who had seen

the stained windows and glaciers and Eiffel Tower and
all such before, and who honestly wanted to learn

about the rural economic things. These gentlemen

hustled around and did the work while the rest of

the company were sightseeing ; and they will presently

pull off a report that, according to forecasts at the

Department of Agriculture and the Department of

Commerce, is going to be very unusual.

ocean

ALPH MOSS, chairman of the House com-

mittee on agriculture, was one man who took

the trip seriously. He missed a lot of alle-

gorical windows, but he wised up on agricul-

tural methods so much that he is getting

ready to reorganize his whole system of

farming; for Mr. Moss is a sure-enough

farmer. He just recently bought a couple of thousand

aci-es of land in Mississippi, and without letting loose

from his farms—and constituents—in Indiana he has

in mind to apply some foreign methods of management
and marketing to the business of raising southern

truck for northern consumers. Mr, Moss worked day

and night, dodging the social features and getting

associated with real farmers and farm organizers and

farm financiers. Not being much of a linguist, his

experiences were at times amusing. In Italy he could

be seen sawing the air, talking very bad Fi-ench at a

bunch of Italian farmers, forgetting that even if his

French were usable in France it wouldn't be worth

anything in Italy. By the time he got to Germany he

had brushed up on a tourist German vocabulary, and

with the interpreters and his mixture of indifferent

French, very bad German and a few plcked-up phrases

of Italian he would try desperately to converse with

the German farmers. Like every other tourist with a

few words of each language, he was sure to get them

all mixed up In every conversation, and as a rule the

interpreter would have about as much ti-ouble as the

farmer in making out what it was all about. But Moss

was deadly in earnest about the business, and he got

home with the idea that there was a vast work to be

done for American agriculture along the lines of adapt-

ing European models to American uses. So did the

other serl(3us-mmded folks who went along for real

study ; men like John Lee Coulter, author, economist

and expert, who has recently been brought from the

University of Minnesota to the Department of Com-

merce, and who is to do a good deal of work in this

field of rm"al organization.

For one thing, the Department of Agric\ilture will

send some experts of its own into the countries that

are now esteemed best models for us. These are Ire-

land, Saxony, Denmark and Belgiiun. The case of

Ireland is just now especially commanding. The

recent junket spent a few hours in Ireland, and might

well have devoted its entire three months to that

comitry alone. If it had done just that, and had

worked hard, it could have brought home a great deal

worth while.

Ireland has perhaps 600,000 farmers, and rather

more than half of them have been able to become

owners of the land they farm, under the

Irish land laws of the last generation.

Briefly, the British government, convinced

at last that Ireland's prosperitj- could never

be restored until the people had a chance

to own, once more, the land they lived on, adopted a
plan by which it advanced the money to farmers who
would buy the lands. The landlord was compelled to

sell. The farmer got his loan on such terms that by
paying a stipulated amount for a fixed period of

years—commonly about fifty years—he would dis-

charge the entire debt and own the land. This fixed

payment was only about two and one-half per cent
interest on the purchase price of the land ; and be-

tween getting such low interest rates and such a long-

time loan the farmers were easUy enough indxiced to

advantage themselves by the plan. As a result the

government has thus far advanced about $650,000,000

for the farmers' purchases under this law, and the

Irish government is asking about $500,000,000 more
credit witTi which to complete the transaction. When
the thing is finished the peasant farmers of Ireland

will own all the farms, and the English landlord will

be an institution of tlie past. In actual operation

this plan has worked with wonderful success. The
Irish people are not only buying their land from the

alien owners ; they are handling it better than ever.

Not many years ago the reputation of Irish butter

was so bad that the best grades of it, when sent to

England, were branded "Danish butter," because Den-
mark was supposed to jjroduce the world's best.

Indeed, a good deal of "Danish butter" also went to

London from the United States! The Irish started

co-oi>erative butter-making societies and built modern
creameries ; these societies federated themselves to-

gether in big marketing organizations ; they estab-

lished brands, created reputations for the Irish butter,

found how to get the best market and get it at the

least exijense. Other co-operative associations did the

same for various other Irish products, and to-day Irish

agriculture is in better condition than for a centxiry,

and improving constantly. The present effort is all

being directed to forcing the people to do for them-
selves; to keep them out of paternalistic institutions.

Denmark is the country where, out of their own
intelligence and their own initiative, -the people seem
to have developed the most efficient set of Institutions

for helping the farmer. These co-operative organiza-

tions in Denmark originated right down among the

people. The government has done almost notlilng to

push them along. Co-operative rural banks are devel-

oped to a high perfection. Tlie dairy associations

control practically the whole foreign trade in Danish
biitter, which the world accepts as standard. These
organizations are rich, and their credit is so good that

if they wanted to start a line of ocean steamships to

haul their products to England they would have no
difficulty whatever iu getting the money ! But they

don't. They have been smart enough not to try the

impossible things. They confine themselves to the

things in which they are pretty certain to succeed and
in which they will benefit themselves.

NE thing which the observers of rural organi-

zation noted in all the countries they visited

was that the unorganized farmers always
benefit by the organization, even though they

don't belong. In Denmark, for instance, a
hundred farmers may have a co-operative

society for handling eggs and poultry. They
gather in the produce, pack it, brand it, ship it to thelp

regular selling agency, and distribute among them-

selves the proceeds. Now, the members of this society

handle not only their own business, but that of other

people in their territory ; nobody is barred. The society

becomes a guarantor of the accounts, a collecting

agency and selling agency, for those who are not Its

members. For doing these services it exacts a very

small fee, but so small that many farmers find it

unnecessary to belong to the societies while using their,

facilities.

One of the very 'greatest benefits of co-operation is

in the establishment of brands. In this big modern
world of credit and of big commercial transactions

reputation is about the biggest single institution. Get
a trade-mark that Is known to stand in the best market
for the best goods, and live up [concluded on page 15]
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IN FRONTENAC CAVE
As Told by One Who Was There, and Edited by Hayden Carruth

Author of "Track's Ejid," "The Voyage of the Rattletrap," Etc.

Synopsis of Preceding Chapters

Judson Pitcher, about eighteen years old, comes to

Hawli's Landing, on the Mississippi River in Minne-

sota. Here he meets Captain Xathau Archway and his

daughter Amy and his son Robert. Robert goes with

.Iiidson to the Lumberman's Bank, and while there it is

attacked by the notorious gang of robbers led by Isaac

Liverpool. Robert is shot and killed, and the gang escape

to their hiding-place in Frontenac Cave. It is impossible

to penetrate this cave by the only entrance known, since

the robbers have dosed it up. Captain Archway con-

ceives a plan to get into it through a small sink-hole on

the prairie a number of miles back from -the Ziunbro

River. He and Judson go there in the night and lower

themselves with a long rope. "While they are exploring

the upper part of the cave a thunder-shower comes up,

and the flood carries the rope down the sink-hole and fills

the small opening a hundred or more feet above with
brush and soil. Before leaving the Captain's home at

Hawk's Landing Judson finds, as he reluctantly admits,

that he is very much interested in Amy Archway. When
the Captain and Jud find there is no hope of getting out

of the cave where they got in, they begin to search for

.mother outlet, and keep it up for sis days. By this time

their food is gone and they are very weak. Since

awaKening on their first morning in the cave they have
been greatly puzzled by a strange beating or throbbing
s.iund which is especially noticeable in the Bedroom near
Sink-Hole Dome. Finally by using their gun-barrel as

a crowbar they move a loose stone at the bottom of a
.>;mall tunnel and get down into the main part of "the cave.

Looking down a pit. they see a smoldering camp-fire,

and the Captain starts back to get their rope, but
through haste and weakness falls down another pit into

a stream of water. Jud goes after the rope. and. with
their only candle down to the last inch, lowers himself

into the pit with the aid of the rope and finds the Captain
alive and with some cooked fish which he has found by
the fii-e. They eat it. and later get fish from another
river which they cook over a fire made of smaU sticks

e>-idently washed into the cave by freshets. Having no
more candles, they use sticks soaked in fish-oil. They
continue to search for several days, but find no way out

of the cave. On one of their exploring trips .Jud stumbles
over a man who is sleeping on the ground. He falls and
his torch is extinguished. The mau grapples with the

Captain in the dark, and they try to throw each other

over the edge of the pit ; when Jud makes a light with his

last match they find the man is Gil Dauphin, one of the

Liverpool gang. He explains that he has been cast off by
the gang and is at wai- with them, and he tells them
that the only way to reach Liverpool's camp is by going up
the pit down which he was thrtiwn. They work many
days in making a long pole out of dry twigs with which
to climb up this pit. They carry the pole down a passage

called the Gun-Karrel and suddenly meet the Liverpool

gang, who begin firing at them with their revolvers. Thej'

all escape up the Pocket-Copher Hole and hide in an
obscure place which they name the Robin's Xest. Here
they stay for several days. They find that Dauphin has

some powder and caps in a flask, and the Captain makes
.liome large shot from bird-shot and they load the gun.

They are driven from the Robin's Xest by hunger, and
go to Dauphin's Pit in the hope of getting out through that

part of the cave. The Captain climbs the rope and is cap-

tured by some> other members of the robber band at the

top. These men take his gun and fire down the pit at

Judson; he is unharmed, but mns into the arras of Isaac

Liverpool. Dauphin alone escapes.

Part VL
I escape from Liverpool and hide in his part of the cave;

the return of Dauphin, and our life at the Swallow's

Xest; then, at the Fort, we all meet once more, where
there is desperate work, and I am forced to drop down
a pit, leaving evei'ything and everybod.v behind.

THERE were two men with Liverpool. When I

ran out of the Gun-Barrel he suain>e(l me up
like a doj: catching a rabbit coming out of its

burrow, tiikiug me by the collar and jerking me
around without the least ceremony. Then he .snatched

out his revolver, I thought to .shoot me without any
more ceremony, but it was only to shoot at Dauphin,
which he did not do after all, as the fellow was out of

-sight along Bat Street in no time at all. Seeing which,
Liverpool said, fiuick as a flash:

"Joe, you and Tom go after him. Don't fetch him
back—uiiderstand '." They started, and Liverpool .said

to the other man : "You go back and get Pete. Put
out the fire 'fore you leave." Then Liverpool held up
his lantern and had a better look at me.

"Yes," he said, "I reckoned I was right. I ain't

gener'ly wrong. I've .saw you before. ThLs trouble

all comes of my Ijeing so soft and easy. That friend

o' yourn in tlie bank ain't Iwthering us any, and you
wouldn't be neither if I wa'n't a reg'lar old woman.
Now, you answer right : What you doing in this here
cave'^'"'

"We were exploring it," I answered.
"Yes, you were exploring it ! We'll explore you.

What was that shooting I heard?"
"One of your men shot at me."
"On ! If he don't learn to shoot better I'll shoot

huu. Xow, Where's that old Cap Archway that's along
witli you?"
"He cliral)ed up the rope, and I think your men

have got liiui."

"They have, have they? We'll just go up and .see.

And then we'll just liave the two of you give us the

I)artic'hirs, the troothful iiartic'Iars, 'Ixiut where you
got in, and liow many there is of you, and what you
want. Then mebby you'll mention—sorter just men-
tion, you understjind—how you exiMKt to get out ;" and
he burst into a laugh and led me down the Gun-Barrel.

Illustrated by Exlward L. Chase

"When we came to the pit I could see that a light

of some sort was burning in the tunnel above. Liver-

pool called, but got no answer. "Reckon they've took
the old man to the Fort," he said. Then he opened his

lantern and took out the candle, a very thick one with
a large wick, stuck it in a socket on his hat, took hold
of the roije and said to me

:

• I reckon you can climb this here?"
My hands were raw from having slid down before,

and I showed them to him and said that I was afraid
I couldn't. "That don't make any dlfiference," he re-

plied. "Just you come along close to me." and he
started up. He had not gone two arms' length when
he dropped back and .said : "If I don't watch out you'll

be running away again. Just you go up first, and if

you run when you get up there we'll soon find you."
I started up, but the pain was so great from my

blistered hands that I could scarce keep my hold on
the rope ; he kept shouting at me to climb faster, how-
ever, or he would shoot at my legs, which helped a
good deal, and I got on pretty fast after all.

I scrambled up on the steep incline at the top and
stopped to vest, the rope drawn taut under my knees
by Liverpool's coming up like a squirrel. I think I was
ever slow-minded (I know it, indeed), but this time
I did at last, for a wonder, get my stupid wits to-

gether : so just as Liverpool's candle came above the
edge I snatched out my knife and with vne desperate
stroke cut the rope. There was a lighted lantern and
a basket of food and other things at the top of the
incline. I took the lantern on one arm, filled one side

pocket with candles and the other with cold meat and
cheese, put two boxes of matches in my trousers
pockets, tucked a loaf of bread imder the other arm
and ran away into the cave with all speed. Though I

ought to have said just now that after I slashed off

the rope I heard Liverpool strike the rocks p»etty solid

at the bottom of the pit: but I thought it was good
enough for such a gi-eat scoundrel.

I ran on through the cave, dodging this way and
that, without much reason, only going, as I thought,
away from the Fort, Dauphin having given me a notion
as to where it lay. But all the time I kept thinking
of what LlA-eriiool had said about the ease with which
-they could find me in this part of the cave, the truth
of which I did not doubt. When I got a little calmer
I stopped and pulled my wits together (being a good
deal encouraged at the way the.v had stood by me at

the pit I . and soon I worked out a plan which I think
was not bad. I lielng. as you know, no more than a boy.

I ran on. looking with all eyes for a pit or hole, and
soon I found one that was exactly what I wanted. It

seemed deep, but the sides were slanting and rocky,

and I thought a person might, if he had little care for
his neck, scramble down it. On the brink of this, then,

I .set down my lantern and scattered about a few
bread-crumbs. I then lit a candle and started back as
hard as I c(>uld run for the pit out of which I had just
come. On coming up to it and looking about I spied

a little bench or shelf above ray head just at the top of

the steep incline where the wall jogged back. It

appeared two feet wide and ten long. The only way to

reach it seemed to be by leaping up, and I doubted
much if I were good for it. Just then I saw the gleam
of a light along the tunnel. I puffed out my candle
and tossed k and the loaf of bread on to the ledge,'

stripped off my coat and sent it after the bread and
candle. Then, slipping my fingers over the edge, I

gave such a leap as I had never given before, landed
fairly on top of the coat, and stretched out on the shelf

flat as a flounder. All this time I could hear Liverpool
roaring below, so I knew he was not dead.
The mau with the light came up, holding the candle

above hLs head so that it shone in my left eye as I la.v

flattened out on my right ear. Then he scrambled
down the slide, as I could tell by his giant shadow on
the roof, and called to Liverpool and asked what was
the matter.

"Get another rope," roared back LiverpooL "I'm
hurt Hurry up I"

The man rushed away, his shadow, dancing all over
the roof and side of the pit, growing bigger and bigger

till it swallowed up
everything. But before
he could get back, some
of the other men came
down below—Pete and
the one who had gone
after him, as I soon told

from what they said.

"Are .vou much hurt?"
asked one of them.
"My left arm is broke

and I don't know what
el.se. Give me a lift, and
I'll see if I can walk."

_^

He seemed to tin<l

that he could walk, then
suddenly he broke out
in a torrent of abuse of

me for cutting the roi)e.

adding tliat he would
hunt me down and pitch

me headlong from the

top of the highest pit in

the cave; and you may
perhaps imagine the fit

of terror into which this

cast me, lying not four

feet from where he
would .soon come, and
knowing full well that
he would have no scru-

ple in doing as he said.

The other mail was soon back with the rope, and
after the two below had come up they hauled Liver-
pool up. He leaned against the rock below me to rest
and with his lips not one yard from my ear rolled
out the most frightful language about me, ending b.v

swearing to go to the ends of the cave for me and to
fling me into the Bottomless Pit, a hole I had heard
Dauphin tell of, and the deepest in the cave. So I
lay there not daring to breathe.
"Why didn't you hit him when you shot, you lub-

ber?" he demanded at last.

The mau broke into the most violent laughter and
kept it up till I thought he would never stop. When
he could speak he said

:

"Why didn't I hit him. hey? Why, hey? Just wait
till you get to camp and I'll show you why. I'll stand
off and let you shoot at me with that gun," and the
man began to laugh again.

"You've got the old Cap'n, have you?" said Liver-
pool.

"Yes," answered the man.
They all went on, after one of them had made a

sling for Liverpool's arm out of the lining of his coat,

and I was left on my shelf in the blackest darkness.
I turned over into an easier position, but it took me,
I verily believe, an hour to get calm enough so I could
think. Then I decided I had best eat something, as I

knew it was houi-s since I had done so. And after I got

started at the bread and cheese and meat, never. I

think, did food taste so good before, and when I

thought of fish I wished I might never see any again

:

nor should I have cared much since if I had had my
wish.
When I had done eating I found that I was very

thirsty, but I could see no wa.v of getting any drop to

drink. I then fell to considering of what was best to

do, and at first I thought I would slip down the rope
and get back to the part of the cave where we had
been so long, but I soon decided against it, and ou
these grounds, namely : First, I should stand a chance
of rtmning plump into the arms of the men who were
looking for Dauphin. Second, my hands were so sore
that I doubted if I could go down the rope. Third. I

was in the only part of the cave where there was an.\-

hope of getting out. and if I went down might
not be able to get up again (though I had not for-

gotten the pole). Fourth, I had food and seemed to

be fairly safe from being found, and it is always best
to leave well enough alone. Fifth and last and most
important (I say it who shouldn't, but I defy anyone
to show that I am a boaster i, I wanted to .stay as
near poor Captain Archwa.v as I could, hoping that
I might be able to do something for him.

Shortly after eating, being pretty tired, I fell asleep
and had a ver.v good nap. and one, I su.spect, of some
hours. When I wakened I found all still, and without
much waiting began breakfast. But I could do no
sort of justice to it. being now half consumed with
thirst. I had seen some pools of water not far off, but
I was afraid to get down to them, knowing full welt
that I could never again spring up to my perch, being
now stiff and my hands sorer than ever.

I lay there for what I suppose was several hours,
though it seemed to me rather like days» my thirst

growing all the time gi-eater. Once two of the men
stopped at the pit to see if the ones below had come up.

"The.v ain't up yet," one of them said, "the rope's
down."
"Reckon they ain't having no better luck finding Gil

than we've had with the .vouug feller."

"Oh. he's gone downi the Slide Pit," answered the
other. "I laiowed it soon's I seen his lantern. But I'll

bet he'll never come up again."
They turned to go back, the other saying: "That's

so, but Ike would rather of tlu'owed him down."
I should have been again half scared to death had

I not been by this time so far gone with thirst that I

could pay no attention to anything else. I tried to
eat. but could force no morsel down my swollen throat.
At last I could stand it no longer. I felt that I must
have water or perish miserabl.v where I lay. So I

.slipped off. blundei'ed along f coxtixved ox page 19]

I snatched out my knife, and with one desperate stroke cut the rope
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Sinai and the Commandments
By Merle Hutchinson

THE Biblical history was written by
Hebrews for Hebrews. It gives us,

as no other history could, the point
of view of that people, and delivers
its spiritual messa;;e to jnaukind the
more directly for this very method of
treatment. But to understand details that it' was needless to
exijlain to the Jews, to picture the historical scenes as they

were, to see these people as their neighbors saw them, we must look in the pages
of Josephus or Milman or Eidersheim, or of the fiery and picturesque Stanley.
The Wilderness into which they entered, this company of six hundred thousand

people, with their flocks and herds, was not the desert that it is to-day. Even
now a scant herbage covers much of the space, and here and there are oases,

"wells of water," as they are called in Exodus. But its only roads were then
as they are to-day, "wadys." the dry beds of torrents that for a few weeks
onl.A- in the year are filled with rushing water. A land like this needs great care
of its trees and small growth, but in the thou.sands of years since the Hebrew
wanderings its only dwellers have been the careless and ignorant Ai-ab tribes.

Even fi-om the accounts of travelers of the last century can be noted the devas-
tating effects of the yearly torrents and the succeeding droughts. Even if less

bare than to-day the Wilderness was yet a strange land indeed to eyes accustomed
to the fertile valley of the Nile ; and the
hardships of camp life, the necessity for

individual initiative and action wei'e as
painfully bewildering to these men and
women as they would have been to the
negroes of our South at the close of the
Civil War.

The.v were to go into the fastnesses

of the mountains. Why they knew not,

but it was for some definite and mys-
terious purpose. For three months they
moved slowly forward into the stern

highlands. As they ascended the last

wady between strangely broken rocks,

more and more awful must have seemed
to them the majestic and unaccustomed
scenery. The glowing red sandstone of

the hills was streaked with purples and
blues, with jutting rocks of black and
gi-ay and white, and the green of the

hyssop on the slopes made such a land-

scape as they had never dreamed. With
this went a strange silence, unbroken
save by their own voices, that carried

an extraordinary distance in the clear,

'dry air.

Coming out from the defile, the plain

of Sinai lay before them. Rising sharply
from it for fifteen hundred feet in the

air towered a great cliff, and behind rose

the colored masses of Sinai and of Horeb.
To-day on the heights of Horeb stands
St. Catherine's monastery. On Sinai is

the supposed cave of Elijah, and about
are rudely cut inscriptions of pilgrims.

But then no traces, save perhaps a few
hieroglyjihics. told the wanderers that

this spot had ever been trodden of man.
Shut far from all the world it seemed,
and the long journey, the grandure of

the resting-place, the three days of puri-

fication, all prepared them for a great
experience. They were to be taught,

what no people aboiit them had learned,

that God was the invisible, all-present

ruler of the universe. The fire and cloud

that wrapped the mountain on the third

day, the sound of ti-umpetings, these

The Fireside Editor has secured for Sunday
reading a valuable series of articles upon Jew-
ish history as it passes before us in the Sun-
day-school lessons. They will be helpful to
teachers and students in the Sunday-school.
The series will deal, too, with students con-
nected with the work of young people's socie-
ties of national importance.

were His symbol.s. The messages that
their leader brought down from the
bui'ning mountain, these were His words.
But Him they saw not, were never to see.

Before they left the plain of Sinai
their body of laws was well under
way ; their religious worship, and many
of their national customs, settled. The
horde of slaves, though it would still for

long years bear the marks of its serfdom, had yet taken the
first steps in an ordered national life. It was, and indeed
to this day is, a life that can no more be comprehended if the sense of the per-
sonal relation with Jehovah be left out of the account, than can the course of
the Puritans in England, or of the Mohammedans in Spain.
The Mosaic code has had its influence on all the written codes that have followed.

Part of it related wholly to the exigencies of the wandering life of that time. In
some of its regulations can be traced likenesses to Egyptian laws, and in some to
laws that still exist among the Bedouins. But the ten "words" that came from
Sinai to the trembling people below, that Moses brought down from the mount, cut
in on both sides of the two tables of red sandstone, these have become the guide
of the civilized world. They differ from any other set of laws, in that they set
beside the rules of ordinary morality the belief in, and personal reverence for,

a divine ruler of the universe. This it is that has kept them a power, long after
the tables of stone were lost in the destruction of Jerusalem by Nebuchadnezzar.

Farm Junketers in Europe
[CONTINUED FBOM PAGE 13]

to that reputation, and you oan raise
bananas in Labrador at a profit. Repu-
tation is what has made the Danish
farmers rich

; reputation carefully culti-

vated and sedulously maintained in for-

eign markets.
And reputation, thus acquired and re-

tained, is the very thing that American
agricultural interests too much neglect in
forei.gn markets.

Tlie most astoundingly interesting
narration I have had from any of the
junketers deals with present-day agricul-
tural reforms in Russia. The tale is

almost beyond belief. Since the hixmili-

ating war with Japan the Russian au-
tocracy, it seems, has been determined
to retrieve the national reputation by
extension of education and by improving
the economic condition of the peasant
masses. To this end the Imperial Rus-
sian Bank has established branches all

over European Russia for the express
purpose of financing and encouraging
agricultural self-help among the people.
-A. co-operative society, properly organ-
ized, can get its capital through the local

branch bank : the peasants, however, run
the co-operative society themselves, lend
the money back and forth, conduct buy-
mg and selling agencies, operate all sorts
of stoi-es and in fact do the mo.st mul-
tifarious kinds of business. At the same
time schools are being established, and
attendance is being made compulsory.

All over European Russia the govern-
ment is building elevators and great
central warehouses for grain. Now list

to how they handle grain over there

:

The farmer tui'ns his crop over to his

local co-operative, which in turn aggre-

gates it together with that of the other
members and sends it to one of these
government elevators. In charge of the
elevator is an agent of the Imperial
Bank's local branch. He takes in the
grain and pays for it; when his branch
has all its cash invested in gi-ain. cer-

tificates of storage are sent on to the
central bank, which, on the basis of these
certificates, issues currency up to a fixed

percentage. There's your old Kansas
populist plan of warehouse certificates

in use as money I It works in Russia,
and it is lifting the Russian peasant to-

ward an economic status, and an intel-

lectual as well, that will make him one
of the great figures in the world of agri-

culture in a very few decades.
Our own secretary of a.griculture. Mr.

Houston, wants to develop, out of all

these studies of foreign experience, a
scheme that will be new in essentials

and applicable here. We can't take a
system from Ireland, Denmark. Russia,

Holland or anywhere el.se. We have
other problems, and diftei-ent ones.

What is wanted is to work out adapta-
tions of the co-operative plan of market-
ing, and of the rural banking .schemes,

with which the American rural commu-
nity may help itself. That is going to be

the foremost work of the department un-
der this administration. Foreign experi-

ence and examples will be useful : but
tlie system developed will at least have
to be an American .sy.stem ; and when it

is worked out it ought to be the best In

the world, because we have here the
biggest array of agricultural opportu-
nity, and the biggest population of highly
Intelligent farmers, in the world.

TruthThe Kernel of

By Merle Hutc' inson

MOTHING that is wholly and utterly
without virtue can keep its hold on

civilized men and women, and it i.s not
ditfieult to find the kernel of truth in the
recent developments of religious belief,

New Thought and Christian Science.
New sects usually arise to emphasize
some truth, not new, but neglected or
overlooked at the time, and the tenets
of these two bodies certainly need more
emphasis than they are wqtlK to receive
in ordinary life. The lOmanuel Move-
ment picked out these truths, but they
are those that all physicians, as well as
all ethical teachers, had always known.
Marcus Aurelius. as well as the writers
of the Psalms. Buddhists and Confuclous
himself, all tell us of the influence of
thought on the body. St. Paul's com-
mand, "If there be any virtue, if there
be any praise, think on these things," is

no mere theor.v of pious duty. It is a
practical rule for sane living, striking at
the root of env.v. discontent, anger, re-

sentment and the thousand shades of
unkindly feeling and .speech and action
that not only degrade life, but endanger
mental soundness.
There is a volume. "Personal Responsi-

bility for Mental Disease,", which tells,

not in the language of the religious
teacher, but in that of the scientist, what
is the danger of giving thoughts of evil

or of fear lodgment. We do not believe
that di.sease is but an imagination,
prayer the only treatment for it : or that
thinking lovingly of all the universe will

remove from us the disasters of life. But
we know, even though we may not scien-

tifically analyze, the effect on the char-
acter of the prayerful life, the effect

of faith on body as on mind, and th;;

extraordinary power of generous an<l

just thought. Think on these things.

Successful Fireless Cooker Canning—By Mrs. A. R. Finley

ONE evening last summer, while my
husband and I were discussing the

good qualities of the fireless cooker,

the thought came to us that we could

use it for canning our ve.getables.

C>ur first trial was with green peas.

We canned- a few quarts in the fireless

cooker and impatiently waited for re-

sults. A week or two passed, and we
found no cans opening. We then canned
string-beans. Lima beans, beets, peas, to-

matoes, corn and other vegetables. Later,

when the time came to eat them, we
found all the vegetables excellent.

The vegetables should be prepared and
placed in the jars as indicated below.

The jars should be put in a fireless-

cooker vessel. Fill the vessel with hot
water. Place it on the stove, and heat

the water until it boils vigorously. Heat
a fireless-cooker radiator until paper will

brown upon it. Place the radiator in the

fireless cooker. Set the vessel contain-

ing the jars on the radiator while the

water in the vessel is boiling. Put the

cover on the cooker, and leave it about
twelve hours.
We think the flavor of beans, peas and

asparagus is improved by blanching.

Place them in an oiien kettle, boil for ten

minutes, and drain off the water. Gather
the vegetables fresh from the garden.

They should not be used when ripe, but
should be gathered green, just as if they
were to be used on the table. String-
beans should be cut, not broken, washed
and blanched. Lima beans, peas and as-

paragus should be washed and blanched.
Pack them solidly in the jars. Fill the
jars to overflowing with hot water. Cap
the jars, and place them in the fireless-

cooker vessel, and proceed as directed

above. Beets', to make them tender,

should be boiled sixty minutes in the
fireless cooker. Carefully remove the
skins after boiling. Pack the beets in

jars. Fill the jars with hot water. Cap
the jars, and place in the cooker vessel

as above. Punrpinn sliould be peeled and
cut in inch cubes. Pack the cubes in the

jars. Fill the jars with cold water. Cap
the jars, and heat them in the cooker
vessel, f^quash should be baked tmtil

soft While it is hot scrape from shell

into jars. Cap the jars and heat for the

cooker. Spinach should be washed and
then boiled about two minutes. Pack in

the jars. Fill the jars with hot water,
and heat to boilins-point in the cooker
vessel. Corn should Ix^ used before it is

too old. Run a sharp Imife down each
row of kernels. Scrape the pulp into

jars. Pack the pulp in the jars to wit.iin

one inch of the toj.-. Fill the jars with

water to within one-half inch of the top.

Be sure to have the water soak to the

bottom of the jar. Add one teaspoouful
of salt and oue teaspoouful of sugar to

each pint of water used. Cap the jars,

and heat for the cooker. Our corn canned
by this method almost a year ago can
scarcely be told from fresh corn. Sweet
potatoes should be washed and packed in

jars. Fill the jars with cold water. Cap
the jars, and heat them for the cooker.

Tomatoes, have the finest flavor when
canned by tills method. They may be
canned whole or otherwise. Peel the

tomatoes b,v pouring boiling water over
them until the skins begin to slip. Plunge
the tomatoes into cold water, and quickly

remove the skins. Pack the peeled toma-
toes in jars. Mash some tomatoes, and
fill the jars with tomato-juice. Add a

teaspoouful of salt to each quart of to-

matoes. Cap the jars, and heat them for

the ceoker.
All kinds of fruit may be canned in

the fireless cooker. The fruit will hold

its shape better, and it will retain more
of the true flavor of the fresh fruit tlian

when canned by the old method. The
fruit should be selected and prepared as
for ordinary canning. Instead of putting

the fruit in a kettle, put it in jars.

Shake down a few times in order to pack

it in the jar. Have plenty of boiling
water. Take the required amount of
sugar, put it in a pitcher, and pour a
Utile boiling water over it. Pour the
syrup over the fruit in the jar until the
jar is full. Do not use too much water
at first. If the syrup does not fill the jar
add boiling water until the jar is full.

Cap the jar. place in the firele.ss cooker
without a heated radiator, and leave for

one or two hours. The following gives
the required amount of sugar for fruits

:

Fruits Amount of sugar to quart
(Use a regular measuring-cup)

Apples (sour) 1 cupful
Blackberries 1 cupful
Cherries ( sweet ) % cupful
Cherries (sour) 1 cupful
Currants IVt cupfuls
Crab-Apples 1 cupful
Goo.seberries 1 cupful
Grapes (wild) 1 cupful
Huckleberries V3 cupful
Peaches 1 cupful
Pieplant IV-t, cupfuls
Pliuns 1 cupful
Pears (Bartlett) % cupful
Pears (sour) 1 cupful
Quinces IVi cupfuls
Ra.spberries .% cupful
Strawberries 1 cupful
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The Congress of Cousins

Letters from Here, There and Everywhere'

To Their Cousin Sally

DEAR COrSIXS—This Congress of Cousins was
L planned so tliat tlie cousins might better under-

I
stand how far-reaching and delightful our
membership is. Of coui-se it cannot personally

introduce each memljer—there are too many of us.

you see—but. like the Congi-ess of our counti-y, it is

representative of many sections. And it shows that

everywhere, in the Southland, among the Eastern val-

leys, upon the wide lands of the Central States, in the

sturdy North and the moiuitain-crested West, the
cousins are charming girls and manly boys.

I ^\'ish I were able to tell you how happy it makes
me to receive and answer your letters : these letters

which tell so many interesting stories. Through them
I learn of your school life, your playmates and the
nice times you have together : your parents, brothers
and sisters, and the dear homes you prize and love.

I find the same spirit of comradeship among all the
cousins. The spirit of fair play and loving service.

The desire to excel and the willingness to study hard
and work for that which each boy and girl wishes to

become.
When a girl cousin tells me, "Mama says I may be

her partner in raising chickens after school closes," I

know at once that when autumn days come Lena vnll

have something to show for her vacation, and her
Mama will \ie still more sure that Lena is learning
womanly habits of thrift. And when the letter fi-om

Harry comes, telling me he wants to go to an agri-

cultural college .'iome day, "And so. Cousin Sally, I'm
learning all I can now on the home place," I can see
just as plainly as can be that his mind is growin'g
every da,v, and that, good as college is, he will learn
outside as well as within its walls. For Harry is

already realizing that wherever we are we can go to

the school of life which is called the "World's Uni-
versity."

Then too. as ever.\ one's life should have play as well
as tasks, .vour letters tell of jolly times. They tell me
that while the northern lassie is having the greatest
kind of fun skating her southern cousin is going in
surf-bathing or having Saturday-afternoon picnics.

The ho.v living among the mountains tells of scenery
and the zest of life in the woods, while his cousin' of
the prairie-lands writes of what fine times he has out
in the great open spaces.
From everywhere come the cheery notes of striving,

achieving cousins. Lovingly, Cousix Sajlly.

A Few of the Letters Received
Deak Coisix Sallt—I will tell you about a pet I

had. When my sister would play the piano it would
grunt, and when she stopped playing it would stop
grunting. It was a pig named Chub. One day while
I was playing with it (we wei-e running aroiuid the
hou.se) I hid from it in the corner by the dining-room.
After a while, when it found me. it was so angr.v it bit

me on the hand, .so I never play games with it any
more. Tour cousin. Bessie Gord,

Carlos City, Indiana.

Deak Cousix Sally—My chum and I joined our club
last summer and like it very much. I will tell you
how to wax autumn leaves. Melt some paraffin in a
pie-pan. Dip the leaves in the wax separately, being
careful that they are well waxed on both sides. Let
them dry. They are very pretty and can be kept
indefinitely if handled carefull.v.

Your loving cousin, Violet Lucas,
Buffalo, Minnesota.

Dear Cousix Sally—I received my button and like

it very much. I love to go to school. We have a
little cjilf which looks just like a little deer; it is just
the color and everything. We are going to call it Fawn.

Lovingly, Lucile Houstma.x,
Wadena, Minnesota.

Dear Cousi.x Sally—I am a twelve-year-old boy of
the Bluegrass State. Although I live in town, I work
on a farm every summer. Tjast .summer I helped Papa
put up 2f)0,000 pounds of hay. I have a splendid dog
named Jack. I had a hog and a calf, but have sohl

them. Your cousin, Lambert Thompson,
Fancy Farm, Kentucky.

Dear Cousin Sally—I am going to write a little

history of our life and send it to you. I will illustrate

and write it all by my.self. If you will send me some
jihysiology subjects to write for you I will be glad to

write them. I love physiology and geography best Of
all my studies. Lovingly, Paul Hart,

Longmont, Colorado.

Dear Cousin Sally—I .so like to get letters from my
cousins and you. I like to hear from those who live in

a far-off plac-e. Once Mama came for Sister and I

when school was out. When we got started my little

.sister lost her mitten, and we stopiied to get it. When
she found it and started to get in the
buggy the hor.se started. Mama could
not stop him for a few moments, and my
sister wa.s thrown, but escaped being
hurt That was surely an adventure. Your loving cousin,

Mildred Wriout, Couueautville, Pa.

Dear Cousin Sally—When I received your letter

telling me how to make a kite I had my kindling to

split, and so I went to work in earnest. This did
not take long, and then I was ready to make my kite.

I used pine, which I got from an old shutter, for the
frame, and macrame cord for the string. I used cam-
bric for covering. At first I had on about five foot of
tail, but, as it dived after rising twenty or thii-ty feet,

I kept on adding more tail till at last I had eight feet.

On .Saturday, March 29th. there was a steady breeze,

and I tried my kite. It rose slowly. I hadn't learned
to keep jerking on the string, and so the kite dropped
to the groimd. At last I got onto the knack and could
handle my kite pretty well. I thank you ever so much
for telling me how to make it. It stays up so well.

Your cousin, Joseph Howey, West Salem, Ohio,

Cousin Sally

Dear Cousin Sally—;Mother took me to see a hum-
ming-bird's nest on the bough of an apple-tree. The
young birds were about as large as small bumble-bees.
The.v looked strange with their fuzzy skins and long
bills. The nest looked like a knot on the tree. It was
about as large around as a sUver dollar and was
lined with a sort of down. I did not see any eggs, but
Mother says they are pearl-colored and about as large
as peas. I help Mother with the housework ; I wash
dishes, .sweep, iron, make beds, and one day I mixed
bi'ead. I also carry water and lunch to my father. I
am twelve years old. Lovingly,

Grace Ford Sinclair, Coat's Grove, AUchigan.

Dear Cousix Sally—I had a great deal of fun last
mouth, and I am going to tell you a secret; I had the
most fun helping others. I wonder if you know how
much fun one can have with a broom V Sometimes I

make believe that the broom is alive and can under-
stand when I talk to it. Then I get the .sweeping done
in no time. Mother hasn't been very well, and while
she is away recovering her health I do the work
around the hou.se. I suppose it Lsn't done very well,
but I do the liest I can. Father gave me a bicycle for
a birthday gift last year, and when Mother wants any-
thing from the store I jumj) on my wheel and away I

go. But that isn't work : it's fun, for I like to ride.

AVell, I must I>e getting dinner, so good-by.
Your faithful cousin, i>oKis Buskirk,

La Fargeville, New Yorlv.

Dear Cousin Sally—I am in Chicago now. Down
South, where my home was. the weather was always
warm, and I tired of it. The snow and cold weather
are nicest. I think. I went in bathing in Lake Michi-
gan. It was nic-e. but not .so nice as Tampa Bay,
where the water is salty and which held one up when
floating and was easy to swim in. I visited in Lincoln
Park many times before we went down South, but I
shall often go again, for I never get tired looking at
the animals. No one would. I have been to Chicago's
Washington Park. River A'iew Park. 'White City Park,
Forest and Lincoln Parks. I went to River View Park,
where my sisters. Hazel and Mamie, took me down
••The Derby."' Cousin Sally. "The Derby" chute-the-
chutes is so steep and has .so many loops to loop that
I lost my breath and was as white as a ghost when I
got to the bottom. I was so fi-ightened.

Sincerely, Dorothy Woodcot, Chicago, Illinois.

Dear Cousix Sally—Will you step over just a wee
bit and let a little North Carolina cousin in for a little

chat? I live in the country on a farm of one hundred
and ninety acres. I am a little housekeei)er. I keep
house for my two brothers and my grandmother, who
is an invalid. As I take care of her, I have to stay
home most of the time. I get very lonesome some-
times, so I would like to receive letters and post-cards
from the cousins. Your affectionate cousin.

SwAXXA BUck:ser, Siler City, North Carolina.

Dear Cousix Sally—I am a farmer boy ten years
of age. I have three brothers, two older than myself.
Botk these are away from home, one going to school,
and the other a grown man working for himself. My
little brother is three years of age. and my sister
seven. Our little farm is about two hundred yards
from the railroad and the post-office. I have qiiite a
bit of work to do helping on the farm, in the garden,
doing chores, etc., but my greatest puzzle is to think
up something for play and amusement when my work
is done. We are alone so much of the time and have
to amuse ourselves. Cousin Sall.v, if you could give
me a dot on this I would appreciate it very much,

Vour cousin, C. M. Tracy, Boulogne, Florida..

Dear Cousix Sally—We got the letters to-day and
were glad to hear from .vou. Indeed we do like tho.se
inittons. they are so pretty. We have a nice little

kirten two weeks old. It is ver.v cute. Its name is

Floss. We also have a dog called Coon. Our pony's
name is Sunday May : he is ver.v pretty and is gentle
enough for us to ride. We have lots of fun. With
lots and lots of love from Your cousins,

Miriam, Gladys and Do%-e Dawsox,
Hayden, Colorado.

Dear Cousix Sally—I am a little fourteen-year-old
girl living in New York .State. It is. I think, one of
the nicest States in our country. Don't you? I wouM
lil^,e to exchange postals or letters with the cousins.
Beins a cripple I am not ver.v strong, so I just have
quiet pleasures. Your cousin,

Mabel Laxders., Hague, New York.

Dear Cousix Sally—During the winter vacation I
made a quilt and did lots of other things. I am ten
years of age. I have three brothers; two of them are
old€a' than I. I live on a farm. I have a pretty sheiv
herd dog whose name is "Watch." I go to school. I
am in the .sixth grade. Yours lovingly,

Zexa Toothacker, Strong, Maine.

Dear Cousix Sally—Brother Jim is writing to you,
so I want to write too. I am seven years old and in
the second grade. I have two nice little nephews and
a little idece. M.v sister takes care of m.v two brother.s
and I. We have ten little chickens and some ducks.
We will have more, for we have chicken and duck
eggs tor setting.s. Your cousin.

Calvix Riley, Olympia, Washington.

Dear Cousix Sally—I am ten years old and in the
fourth grade. I live ten miles from Olympia, not on a
farm, but in a luniljer camp. They cut the trees down
in the woods and bring them in on iron trucks pnlled
In a small locomotive, to be unloaded into the mill
where they are sawed into lumber. It is a very inter-
esting sight. Your friend. Lucile Bates,

Tumwater, Washington.

Dear Coi six Sally—I am a little boy nine yeare
old. I go to school ever.v da.v. I am in the fifth grade.
I love my school work, and when I get home from
school I jump around and do chores, such as getting
coal, kindling and water for morning and running
errand.s. I have two dear sisters aged seven and eight.

Your cousin, ukmlle Walteiis. Enid. Oklahoma.

Dear Cousix .'^ally—I am in the sixth grade. All
of the school children gave their money to bu.v

clothes for the children of Indianapolis
who have had their homes destro.ved b.v

the flood. The teachers took the moue.v
and bought dressgoods which we made

into dre.sses. It is nice to feel you are helping,

y^our loving cousin, Susie Good, Whitestowu, ludiamu
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The First Autumn School Clothes
Designs by Grace Margaret Gould

No. 2343 No. 2341

No. 2372—Misses' Cossack Blouse
9

12 to 18 years. Materia! for 14 years, three and
seven-eighths yards of twenty-two-inch material,
with three fourths of a yard of twenty-seven-inch
contrasting material. The Russian, or Cossack,
blouse is very comfortable as well as exceedingly
stylish for school wear developed in any of the
serviceable woolen or heavy wash fabrics. TTie
price of this misses* blouse pattern is ten cents

No. 2326—Misses' Three-Piece Skirt
12 to 18 years. Material for 14 years, four yards
of twenty-two-inch material, or two and one-
eu;hth yards of thirty-six-inch material. For
every-day wear the three-piece skirt model with
seams over the hips and front-opening is much
favored this season, and is often trimmed with
buttons to give added style. Pattern, ten cents

No. 2373—Misses' Waist: Side-Fastening
12 to 18 years. Material for 14 years, one and
one-eighth yards of fifty- foui-inph material, with
five eighths of a yard of twenty-seven-inch silk

and one eighth of a yard of tucked net for the
collar. A bright-colored rie gives an added note
of smartness to this waist. Pattern, ten cents

^Woman's Home Companion patterns are not sold in stores or
through agents. They are exclusive patterns. They may only be
ordered from our three pattern depots. Pattern Department, Farm
and Fireside, 381 Fourth Avenue, New York; Pattern Depart-
ment, Farm and Fireside, Springfield, Ohio; Pattern Department,
Farm and Fireside, 1554 California Street, Denver, Colorado

No. 2343—Buttoned-on-the-Shoulder Dress with Gulmpe
2 to 10 years. Material for six years, two and one-fourth yards of thirty-six-inch
material, one fourth of a yard of contrasring material and one yard of ^irty-six"
inch material for the long sleeve guimpe. The price of this pattern is ten cents

No. 2341—Boy's Slip-Over Russian-Blouse Suit

1 to 6 years. Material for 2 years, one and three-fourths yards of fifl^-four-inch
material, with one-fourth yard of thirty-six-inch contrasting material for the
trimming and the collar and cuffs. The price of this blouse pattern is ten cents

No. 2330—Russian Suit in Panel Effect

2 to 6 years. Material for 5 years, three and three-fourths yards of thirty-two-
inch materia], or two and one-fourth yards of forty-6ve-inch material. The pemel
may be trimmed with braid. The price of this Russian suit pattern is ten cents

No. 2149—Boy's Box-Plaited Suit: Side-Closing

2 to 8 years. Quantity of material required for 4 years, four and one-fourth yards
of twenty-four-inch material, or three yards of thirty-six-inch material. Serge
or worsted may be used for this suit. The price of this suit pattern is ten cents

No. 2212 No. 2344 No. 2373
No. 2374

No. 2330 No. 2149

No. 2235—Misses* Waist: Large Armholes
12 to 18 years. Material for 14 years, one and
five-eighths yards of thirty-six-inch material, with
one-half yard of contrasting material thirty-six-
inches wide for collar and cuffs, which may be
embroidered in a simple design with two or three
brightly colored cottons. Price of pattern, ten cents

No. 2236—Misses' Three-Piece Skirt

12 to 18 years. Material for 14 years, four and
one-half yards of twenty-two-i nch material . or
two and three-fourths yards of thirty-six-inch
material. This skirt is a little high-waisted,
making it particularly graceful for the growing girl,

especially if she is inclined to be stout. The price
of this three-piece skirt pattern is ten cents

No. 2374—Misses' Draped Skirt
12 to 18 years. Material for 14 years, one and
one-fourth yards of fifty-four-inch materia], with
seven eighths of a yard of silk for the band, which
may be some contrasting material in a matching
or harmonizing tone. The trimming on the waist
and the belt should be of the same material. The
price of this draped skirt pattern is ten cents

No. 2372
No. 2326

No. 2372
No. 2326

Three smart but simple dresses for the girl in her teens

No. 2235
No. 2236

No. 2214 No. 2342

No. 2212—Plaited Dress:
Tucked Collar and Cuffs

6 to 12 years. Material for 8 years,
five and three-fourths yards of

twenty-seven-inch, or four yards of

thirty-six-inch, one-half . yard of

material for collar and cuffs and
one eighth of a yard for belt. The
price of this pattern is ten cents

No. 2329—Boy's Blouse and
Knickerbockers

No. 2344—Double-Breasted
One-Piece Dress with Guimpe
4 to 12 years. Material for 8 years,

two and one-fourth yards of forty-

five-inch, five eighths <rf a yard of

forty-five-inch contrasting material
and one and one-eighth yards of

thirty-six-inch material for guimpe.
The price of this pattern is ten cents

Copyright, 1913, by The Crowell Publishing Compi

6 to 12 years. Material for 8 years, four and
one-fourth yards of twenty-seven-inch material,

or two yards of forty-five-inch material. This
suit is a stylish one for the older boy to wear
to school. It can be made of a worsted, mix-
ture serge, homespun or diagonal suiting in dark
tone. Price of this suit pattern, ten cents

No. 2214—Girl's Box Coat
2 to I 2 years. Material for 6 years,

two and five-eighths yards of forty-

four-inch, one yard of contrasting

No. 2022—Girl's Cloth Hat
2, 4 and 6 years. Material required,

three fourths of a yard of twenty-
seven-inch. This pattern, ten cents

any

No. 2342—Long-Waisted
Dress with Kilted Skirt

2 to 12 years. Material for 8 vears.

three and one-fourth yards of

twenty-seven-inch material, or two
and one-eighth yards of forty-five-

inch material, with five eighths of a
yard of forty-five-inch contrasting
material. Price of pattern, ten cents
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Miss Daisy Field—"Well, Anty
Drudge, I told Silas last night

that I would marry him and

stay here in the country.

Since you told me how easy

Fels-Naptha Soap makes the

work, I've decided not to go to

the city."

Anty Drudge—"I know you are

going to be happy, and I'm

sure you'll never regret your

choice. Love and Fels-Naptha

Soap make happy homes."

H o u se wor k

need not have

any terrors for

any woman, if she

will do it the

new, cool -water,

no-hard-rubbing,

easy way.

Use Fels-Naptha

Soap for your
weekly wash. It

will be on the line

half a day earlier,

and will be cleaner,

sweeter and whiter

than ever before.

Fels-Naptha does

the best work in

cool or lukewarm
water, without
hard rubbing and
scrubbing. It dis-

solves dirt and
grease, and takes

out stains.

Follow the direction/ on the Red
and Green JVrapper.

Feis & Co.. Philadelphia

A Few Deliicious Peach Recipes
By Jessie V. K. Burchard

IT
SEEMS like painting the lily to

cook peaches, which are so delicious
in their natural state, when ripe and
mellow, and yet there are a great

many delightful dishes which hare
peaches for a foundation, and which vrtll

make variety in the daily bill of fare.

One very good way to use fruit that is

not of the very choicest is ia peach tea-

cake. Take a mixing-spoon full of lard
and butter, half a cupful of sugar, one
beaten egg, half a cupful of milk and
two cupfuls of flour, sifted with a heap-
ing teaspoonful of
baking -powder.
Spread this batter
about half an inch
thick in a dripping-
pan, and cover with
pared and sliced
peaches. Sprinkle
with sugar and a
little cinnamon, and
bake half an hour
in a brisk oven.
Serve with cream
or with a liquid
sauce flavored with
almond.
An unusual peach

pie is made thus

:

line a tin with good
p a s t r y , and set

pared and pitted
halves of ripe, soft

peaches close to-

gether on it, with
the hollow side up-
permost. Sprinkle
thickly with sugar,
and cover well with thick, sour cream.
Bake in a slow oven, and serve either
warm or cold. This has a fine flavor,
though the recipe may sound peculiar.
Peach foam is excellent when peaches

are scarce and eggs are plenty. Put rii)e

peaches through a sieve till you have two
cupfuls. Put in a bowl with four egg-
whites, and whip slowly and steadily till

the whole is a mass of foam. It will take
from ten to twenty minutes, and must be
served at once in tall glasses. Sugar to
taste should be added while beating.
Peach sponge is a delicious dessert for

a warm Sunday, as it may be prepared
the day before it is to be eaten. Pare,
aud remove stones from one pound of
nice peaches. Boil half a poimd of
sugar with a cupful of water for a
minute, add the
peaches, and cook
two minutes. Take
oft" the fire, press
through a sieve,
and add the juice
of one lemon. Have
half a box of gela-

tin soaked in cold
water, stir it into
the peach mixture,
and then fold in the
well-beaten whites
of three eggs. Pour
into a mold, and
put at once into a
cool place, prefer-
ably in the ice-box.
Serve with plain or
whipped cream, or
with a soft custard.
For peach puffs

make a rich biscuit-

dough soft enough
to drop from a
spoon, put half a
p a r e d and pitted
peach in each cus-
tard-cup, and drop in a spoonful of the
dough, so the cups are a little more than

half full. Steam for half an hour, and
serve with cream or hard sauce.

For peach dumplings make the biscuit-
dough stiff enough to roll out, and put a
whole peach in each dumpling. Pare the
peaches, but leave the stones in them.
Bake or steam the dumplings for an
hour, and serve with a liquid sauc-e.

By slicing the peaches and filling a
baking-dish half full, then covering with
a rolled-out crust and baking for about
an hour we achieve a peach cobbler. Of
coarse the peaches must be well sweet-

Peach foam

ened and the cobbler eaten with cream.
Again, roll out the same sort of biscuit-

Peach pie

dough to the thickness of one inch, bake
in jelly-cake tins, split, butter the halves.

For variety wash half a pound of rice
through several waters, drain, put into
rapidly boiling water, aud boU for twenty
minutes. Drain, and spread in a thiii
layer on cloths about eight inches square.
Place a small, soft, pared peach in the
center of the rice, fold the rice over, tie
tight, throw the dumplings into boiling
water, and boil rapidly for fifteen min-
utes. Serve warm with cream or .sauce.
Another good combination with rice is
rice compote, which can be made from
cold rice reheated in a double boiler.

Pare peaches, cut
them in half, and
remove the stones.
Put the hot ric-e on
the platter, cover
with the peaches,
dust with powdered
sugar, and serve at
once with cream.
A very delicious

and pretty des.sert
is peach sponge-
cake. Bake a
sponge - cake in a
round pan. and cut
out the c^ter, leav-
ing the sides an
inch thick. Pare
and slice ripe
peaches, sweeten
with powdered
sugar, and chill on
ice. Beat a cupful
of heavy cream- till

solid, sweeten
slightly, and flavor
with vanilla. Just

before serving fill the cake about two-
thirds full of the sliced ijeaches, and pile

the whipped cream o^er the fruit, so as
to hide it.

For a plain dessert, but one by no
means to be despised, wipe large, ripe
peaches carefully, put in a baking-dish
with a little water, and bake in a slow
oven. When done, but still warm, serve
with a sweet sauce.
For a simple peach ice-cream, put

enough rii>e. soft peaches through a sieve
to make one quart, sweeten with one pint
of sugar, add one quart of thin cream,
mix thoroughly, and freeze.
Those who pi-efer a water ice will like

this one. Press half a dozen soft peaches
through a sieve, and sweeten the pulp
very sweet. Beat the whites of two eggs

very stiff, add to
the peaches with
the juice of a lemon
and a very little of
the grated rind, put
in a quart of water,
be sure it is sweet
enough, and freeze.

Tomato Wine

Peach puffs

and pile with chopped itnd sugared
peaches. Serve with cream or sauce.

it.

By Niel Havelock

AX EXCELLENT
way to utilize

the last tomatoes of
a crop is to crush the
clean, ripe ones in a
fruit-pre.ss. and to

add one pound of
sugar to each quart
of juice. Use no
water. Put the
sugar in before fer-

mentation has be-

gun. Let the wine
stand in a wide-
mouthed jar with a
[licce of gauze over

fur two or three months.—then "rack"
it off into bottles, avoiding .sediment.

How One Farm Woman Eamed Pin-Money
OXE of the chief reasons for the

large; amount of the present-day
di.scontent upon »the farm among

the women is that they are very limited
in ways to earn, or think they are. Al\

day they labor from sunrise until long
after dark, at monotonous work which
brings them nothing at all beyond a few
dollars for the selling of chickens, eggs
or milk once or twice a week.

It is both jiitiful and absurd that the
women and girls in so many farm homes
are deprived of ready money, when they
might easily earn it liy putting forth a
little effort to help themselves.
One woman whom I knew .solved the

problem simply and cleverly. She lived

in a community where her neighbors all

prided themselves on their fine gardens.
Each year she saw them buy seed from

towns, and she thought : "Why .should

I not save seeds from father's garden,
and sell themV A great quantity is

wasted which might be saved." She set

to work. The seeds of muskmelons,
watermelons, beans, peas. okra. cabbage,
and in fact of everything that grew in

that garden fell to her, and she carefully
dried and put them in large glass jars
until spring, when they were taken out.

made into i)ackagos an<l lalieled care-
fully. Her neighbors glailly bought from
her. as they got fresher .seed and a
greater quantity for the .same money
than when buying from a town florist.

In a short time .she had a nice little

business.
Later .she added another department,

that of growing young plants. She made
several small hotbeds about the place in

sheltered spots and planted her seed in

these so as to have them ready for the
market as «oon as frost was over. This
proved to Ije very profitable indeed, as
few people care to be troubled with hot-

beds or cold-frames, when for a moderate
sum the home-grown plants can be
bought. She could hardly supply the de-

mand for cabbage and tomato plants,

besides collards. artichokes, cauliflowers

and asparagus. Lettuce, onion-sets,

I>ers and even sweet-poUito slips could all

be bought from her, and she was well
pa ill for the work.

For those who have ears to hear, the
world is fairly shouting its wants and
needs. The farm woman with health,

imagination and enei-gy has no cause to
bemoan her lack of opportunity to earn
pin-money. Wealth is under her feet.



IN FRONTENAC CAVE
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;o the pools and, I make bold to say,
Jrank half enough for a horse.

I crept back and, as I crawled across
Jje rope, having a care for the edge of the
)it, I felt It taut under my knees, and
m putting my hand on it could clearly

'eel that someone was climbing up it. My
irst thought was that the two men had
;ot back, and I whipped out my knife to
•epeat my plan of i-ope-cntting. I had
Jie blade fairly under it and ready to
mil. when I reflected that I heard no
roices and all was dark, and paused,
fust tlien the man reached the top,
jreathiiig very hard from the work of
dimbing, and (you may smile if you
please) I knew from this breathing that
it was Dauphin. Indeed, I had been so
much in the dark that I was becoming
ike a very bar, with no least need for
vs, and I knew both the Captain's and

, .lUphin's manner of breathing as well
is their voices. When he had pulled
iiraself up I spoke to him in a whisper.
"Is that .vou, .Jndson?" he said, much
aprised. I answered "Yes," and then

IS fast as I could told him what had
lappeued since I had come up, and how
natters stood. He then told me that he
lad first gone up the Gopher-Hole, but,

jeiag scared bj' the throbbing sound,
rtiich now filled the whole cave beyond
lie Trap-Door, he had retreated back
toward Roije Pit and had like to have
jeen caught by the men, they having
I'orae up the pole. I got what was left of
be bread, which I gave him, together
»ith some meat and cheese.
"Come on, Judson," he said. "Down

fiere is no place for a white man or an
wnest man to live, but it's safer'n this

s. Though if we could get more such
jriib as that I'd say stay. We can get
ilong without the Cap'n. Tlie Cap'n is a
;ood man in some ways but he's ever too
i-ee with 'Dauphin, hold your tongue' or
Dauphin, you'll be hanged by the neck
»me day.' He ain't got no feelings for
t man what's been unlucky."
"I'll not listen to such talk about the

Captain," I said. "You may go down if

.ou choose, but I mean to stay and see
f I can't do something for him. You'd
•est stay too, and maybe we can get out.
Tou ought to know some place here
There we can hide till they give up the
innt for its and then we can see what
iffe can do."
! "Oh, for the matter of what you say I
io know an uncommon snug place to
5tow ourselves," answered Dauphin.
"Come, show me that plac-e," I said.

We went only a little ways, and then
lit a candle. "There," said Dauphin,
jointing to a hole not much bigger than
1 barrel-head in the ceiling

; "up there is

1 place which'11 make you say you're in
the Robin's Nest again, it is so like it,

Jarring the hole in the bottom."
It was beyond our reach, but he

stooped over and I stood on his back;
then as he slowly straightened up I got

[CONTINUED FBOM PAGE 14]

hold of the edge and drew myself up,
with his pu.shing ou my feet. Then he
tossed up the caudle and the last of the
bread, and I lay on my fac-e and, catch-
ing my toes in a crack, reached down and
hauled him up by the arms, though the
lift went close to pulling me in two. The
place, as he had said, was very like
the Robin's Nest, and being, in a way,
himg up, I called it the Swallow's Ne.st.

"If Ike Liverpool shoves his head up
that there hole he'll need liniment for
it," chuckled Dauphin. Then he broke
off a stalagmite shaped like a teacup,
which must have weighed five pounds,
and, tearing a sleeve from his coat, he
tied it in one end of the sleeve with
leather strings from his boot tops, wind-
ing it all tightly, and making a most
horrible weapon ; and he was that cheer-
ful about it. chuckling to himself and
talking of Liverpool's head, that it made
me shudder to watch him.
But no head was thrust up the hole,

though some of the men went through
the room below several times. From a
few words we caught I concluded that
they had given up the hunt for us.

It must have gone near to being two
days that we stayed at the Swallow's
Nest ; then our victuals being gone and our
candles down to one small bit, something
had to be done: I decided that we had
best scout about a little and see what it

should be : so we started. We soon came
up near the Fort, creeping like cats. Over
a rock at the end of a .small hole we got
a view of it down ;i larger tunnel. Thus
I may describe it m two dozen words

:

Large room, nearly round, maybe one
hundi-ed feet across, floor mostly level
and sandy. Bright fire in middle, vrith
smoke going straight up, as if it were
luider a dome, as Dauphin (indeed) said
it was. The outlaws were sitting about
the fli-e drinking and smoking, Liverpool
still with his arm in a sling. My heart
gave a glad leap^ as I saw the Captain
sitting a little to one side.

The liquor they were drinking was in
bottles, which they passed about freely
enough. We watched them for some
time, Dauphin growling every time he
saw them drink. "See there," he would
whisper to me. "see them smoking and
drinking as mighty ftne as lords. And
here honest men like me and you, Jud-
son, must live with bats and have noth-
ing but cold c-ave-water with chills and
fever and rheumatiz in every drop of it."

I had hard work to keep him still, and
was on the potat of going back to the
Swallow's Nest, when one of the men
rolled up in his blanket by the fire as if

to sleep for the night. Soon the others
began to do Likewise, being, I think, two-
thirds drunk, and I thought there would
never be a better time to do what I had
planned. By and by they were all in
their blankets except Liverpool and one
other. At this Liverpool got up and
snapped a pair of handcuffs on the Cap-

tain's wrists, who then himself lay down
with a blanket, while Liverpool went
back and did the same.
But I was a good deal disheartened to

see that the other man intended to stay
on guard. He sat down on a rock, a
caudle burning be.slde him and with his
revolver tu Ms lap. But soon he began
to drink out of a big flat bottle which he
took fi-om his pocket, and I had hopes.
And my hopes used me well, too, because
after some time he rolled over on the
bare gi-ound and went as sound to sleep
as the others, leaving the fire burning
"Now is our time," I whisijered to

Dauphin. "I will creep up to the Cap-
tain and waken him. You go to the
guard and get his candle. Then you can
show us the way to the opening, and in
two hours we can be out."

"I'll get his barker, too, Judson—^leave

me alone for that. We might need it,

and Oil Dauphin is the feller that knows
how to use it."

He dropped his sleeve and stalagmite
and we crept down among the men with-
out making a sound. I got to the Captain
and touched him on the shoulder. He
sat up instantly, cool, as was ever his
way. He held up his .shackled hands, but
I pointed toward the tunnel which led
out of the cave, and he nodded his head.
I looked at Dauphin. He had got the
candle and pistol, and had them in his
left hand. Then he reached over, and
my heart stood still as I saw him tugging
at the bottle in the sleeping guard's
pocket. I motioned him to come on, but
he paid no attention to me. It seemed
an age that he worked at that bottle to

get it out, as the man lay half on it. I

thought I should go wild to see him
taking the chance he was and wasting
our precious time. At last he got it out,
and the Captain and I took a step to-

ward the tunnel. But Instead of coming
he pulled the cork with his teeth and
began drinking out of the bottle. Just
then Livei-pool turned over, opened his
eyes and saw him standing there with
the bottle to his lips. Liverpool seized
his pistol and bounded to his feet. Dau-
phin's bottle crashed on the rocks and he
took the guard's pistol in his right hand.
For one second the two men glared at
each other across the fire, then there was
a report which stunned my ears, for they
had both fired at once : and they both
fell as near together as they had fired.

The Captain dropped back on the ground,
while I ran away toward the pit where
the rope was. Some of the men came
behind with a light. The rope was coiled
on the brink. I pushed it over, but it

was unfastened from the point of rock
and the end snapped in my face as it all

went down. The men were too close for
me to spring on the ledge. There was
nothing to do but to follow the rope,
hojiing for as good luck as the two others
had had at this pit; so down I went.

[CONCXrDED IN THE NEXT ISSUE]

Common-Sense Meals on Thrashing-Day—By Helen Waugh

THE question of what to serve
thrashers is one that all farmers'
wives have to settle. In some

sections the women have settled the
[question by refusing to cook for the
thrashers at all. They argue that thrash-
ers are all paid, that the exchange of
work at thrashing-time is a business
matter, not a social affair at all, conse-
quently they will neither weary them-
selves, nor tax their purses by serving
meals. This is indeed a revolution, per-
Mps too radical a one, but. considering
the scarcity of help, the high cost of
meat and groceries, I think we shall all

admit that some radical change is im-
perative.

Last year our men had a three-days'
thrashing siege at one place. They still

remember those very elegant "eats." If
anything were omitted from that bill of
fare in the line of meats, vegetables,
breads, pastries, preserves or jellies it

was only because the tables would hold
no more. Everybody present enjoyed
those meals, I know ; but there is an-
other side to the question that over-
balances mere enjoj-ment. First, such
elaborate repasts tax a woman's strength
too greatly. Second, expensive meals
make hea\'y inroads into the profits from
•Ihe crop. When a man comes to help
work he is a workman, not a guest, even
though he be your most honored friend.
For years we have planned to have

wholesome, substantial meals that will
not leave the cooks worn to a "frazzle"
when the machme has gone. We usually
serve a beef roast with noodles or dump-
lings and plenty of gravy. This usually
tastes better than chicken, for nearly
everyone else in the neighborhood pre-
pares chicken instead. Besides, there is
no comparison in work between prepar-

ing chickens and putting a roast into the
oven. We usually serve with this plain
boiled potatoes, because they are good
when served with gravy. We never serve
more than one vegetable, and that usu-
ally is tomatoes, because the acid in

them seems to cut the dust in the thrash-
ers' throats. Cole-slaw, most pickles,

canned cherries, tart jellies, all seem to

have nearly the same effect in clearing
the throat of dust.

The base of the meal I have given.

If we serve more than one meal, we try

to vary oui" menu. All roasts, whether
pork or beef or mutton, are easy to pre-

pai'e, and are all generally well-liked

meats. Stewed beets or cabbage or cauli-

flower are well-liked vegetables. Bread
is more easily prepared than buns or
hot biscuits. Cake is easily prepared for

supper. Men like a simple cake that is

fresh from the oven better than a more
elaborate concoction. We never ti-y to

serve more than one kind of pie. Of that
we serve each man a generous slice.

Both cake and pie are never sei'ved at

the same meal. Both are "frills" and
require too much work in preparation,
when their food value is so low.

Pfenty of Wholesome Food

Perhaps our plan may seem too con-

servative to many, but I know that to

us thrashlags have never been the bur-

densome affairs that they have been to

many of our neighbors. We have always
tried to sen'e plenty of good, wholesome
food. We have ti-ied to vary our meals.

We have served hot things hot and cold

things cold. We have been tired when
the ordeal was over, but we have not
been worn to the bone.
Economic conditions, now, are such

that women who wisk to live in the coun-

try mtist learn that it is neither good
form nor good sense to serve the
old-fashioned everybody-come-in-and-eat
thrashing dinners. Serve a good, whole-
some, sensible meal, and take the extra
.time to rest for the next meal Instead of
preparing frilly party-things, then things
will adjust themselves, and our own
farmer-men will not need to eat a cold
lunch from a tin dinner-pail on thrash-
ing-day.

UC r THIS WONDERFUL rnrp
i t DISHWASHER fKtt

FOR THIRTY DAYS
This is the Kitchenette Family Dish-
wa.sher—the machine that will wash
and sterilae the dishes used by any
family in a few minutes. No need to
put your hands in water
The Kitchenette Dishwash-
er does the work. It is so
easy and simple that a child
can use it and It is rigidly
guaranteed.

Every Housekeeper should
have one at once. We don't
ask you to buy it until you
have used it for 30 days and
proved to your own satisfac-
tion that it will do the work.
The Kitchenette Dishwasher has
leen tested and approved by
the Good Housekeeping Insti-
tute of New York City.

We sfUp you a Kitchenetu Dlahw«b«T with ftwifht prepaid." Use it for 30
oftjs, then if you want it, Uke idmiuge of the caeh discount or pay on our
easiest of easj payment plana. If not as reprtwnted we will take it bade U
our eipenet-

CARY-DAVIS CO., Inc., 42 Pearl St.. Bnflalo. N. T., Dept. M-1
Please send me complete information about the Kitohenette Family Dish-

washer, with full particulars of your free trial affer.

This Swit Yours
To learn how you can have a swell tailored suit/i V/-^*',

without cost(we pay express,)raakeS10. 00 everyg
^day; to learn what beautiful tailoring really is;\
to offer styles that everybody goes wild about; ti,

to get all your own clothes easy, do this now

—

H i i

write US and say "Send me your New Wonder- hr'f.-^
ful Tailoring Offer," and you will receive a fV M
beautiful set of samples and styles to pick from,

| \\
[Mj

and an offer so good you can hardly believe it.
|
M\

'No money or experience needed. Your spare' ^1
time will do. Wnte now—sore. Address ^ LBANNER TAILORrNG CO., Dept. 450 CHICAGO

Agents—Portraits 35c., Frames 15c. Sheet
Pictures Ic. Stereoscopes 2oc. Views Ic. 30 davs'
credit. Samples and catalog free. Consolidated Portrait
Co., Dept. 308 T. 1027 W. Adams Street. Chicago.

BaseballBoys
Attention!

Complete Outfit Now Ready for You

THIS is an unrivaled opportunity

for every energetic boy who is in-

terested in the great American game
of baseball. You can win this com-
plete outfit with equiphient for a

whole team without spending one cent

of your money. The outfit consists of

the following articles:

1. One well-balanced hard-wood baseball bal

Z One heavily padded catcher's glove

3. One finger glore suitable for fielders oi basemen

4. One catcher's mask made of heaviV woven vrire

5. One Junior League baseball

6. One cap—Big League pattern

7. One faney bell

Surely you want this great seven -piece outfit.

Tlien send me your name and address right away,
and I will tell you how you can win it. A letter

or post-card will do. Remember, every article in

this outfit is backed by the guarantee of one of the

foremost sporting-goods houses in America. This

is an unusual offer. You should send me your

name quickly. Baseball Man,

Farm and Fireside, Springfield, Ohio

I Cash or Easy
Payments

liiiniiiiiuiii-n

On Your Furnace
and then eave money in fuel year after year. That's
the Kalamazoo ofiEer. Factory price—on finest quality:

' then Furnace Experts to guide you—men who have
studied thousands of heating problems. We'll send you
blue-print plans showing the most ecemvmical way to
put in your heating plant. Kalamazoo Furnaces are

Easy to Install—Easy to Pay for

30 Days* Free Trial and a Year's Test
[ Just think ofwhat this means for you—the bestfumace^
the best designed heating system—with a long free trial

' and approval test and a $100,000 Bank Bond Guar-
antce that backs all—then yon can take from three
to eight months to pay if you want to.

Write now for fnmace catalog No. 921 and
get blue-print planafree. Mail postal card today.

Kalamazoo Stove Co., Meoiufacturers
KALAMAZOO. MICHIGAN

fVe make a full line of Staves. Ranges. Gas
Stoves and Furnaces. We have three—talog^askfor the one you want.

And
Gas

Direct to You '-fSl''
:TrBdeMark
..:Resuicered :

Kllirillll llllllllllllllllllllllllllltllllll'JIIIIINIilllllllll
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Join the Motor-Cycle Club To-day
THIS is the best chance you will ever have to

become the owner of a standard Motor-Cycle.

Consider what splendid times you Ccin have with

this machine. You can travel as far and as fast as with

an automobile. This is one of the very latest 1913
models and will pass anything on the road. You can

travel 250 miles a day if you want to. The thing

for you to do is to hustle hard and get into the

contest right away. Motor-Cycles are more popular

to-day than ever before. They really combine the

advcintages of a bicycle cind automobile together.

The Motor-Cycle is easy to operate cind costs very little

to run. It will travel along paths and roads that are

impassable for a bicycle or automobile. For speed, the

Motor-Cycle beats them all. If you want to take a trip

to town or visit a neighbor, just get into the saddle,

turn on the power and away you go— like the wind.

The important thing for you to do right away is to

become a member of the Farm and Fireside
Motor-Cycle Club and a fully qualified contestant for

this fine machine. The slight task which the publishers

require of you in order to become a member of the

Motor Club will take only a couple of hours. It will

really be good recreation, and you will enjoy the task.

You will have a Hundred Different Uses for Your Motor-Cycle
REMEMBER, once you

become a member of

our Motor Club you are

sure of a fine prize. We
have prepared a large list of

prizes for you to select from.

You really take no chances,

because you are guaranteed a

fine prize, something that will

handsomely reward you for

getting subscriptions for

Farm and Fireside. Or,

if you prefer cash instead of

merchandise prizes, we will

pay you in cash for all sub-

scriptions you send in. Farm
and Fireside is thirty-five

years old, and its success has

been largely due to its honesty.

T TRRF, are some of the
* other prizes which

we have for Motor-Cycle

Club Members:

Three Fine Bicycles

Ladies' Diamond Ring

Man's Diamond Ring

Sewing-Machine

Baseball Outfit

Grafonola

Estey Organ

Incubator

Shot-Gun

Gold Watch

Get your Motor-Cycle and join a Motor Club soon

How to Join the Motor-Cycle Club
EVERY year Farm and Fireside gives away many fine prizes and

pays thousands of dollars in cash just to advertise the paper. Our
policy is to continue to meike many more new friends for Farm and
Fireside and make our old friends like the paper still better. The
paper is now thirty-five years old, and this policy has been so successful

that we have thousands of loyal friends in every State in the Union

—

yes, and in a good many foreign countries too. Just millions of people
know about the paper and would not be without it. The Motor-Cycle

Club is organized especially to carry out this generous policy of the

paper v/hich has proven so successful in making new friends. This

is the reason why we can give away such valuable prizes to Club
Members, Simply send your name and address to the Motor Man,
Farm and Fireside, Springfield, Ohio—a post-card will do, or fill

out the below coupon and mail it right away. The Motor Man
wll send you full particulcirs explaining just how you can beco .ic

a member of this remarkable club.

This Coupon To-day and Get 1,000 Free Votes

JUST fill out this coupon and mail it right away. To-dayC \ .

^^S. J is the time to act. If you wish to become a

\\ fledged member at once, send along two one-

Molor Man, \_\ year subscriptions at 50 cents each, and you will

full-

Farm and Fireside,

Springfield, Ohio

be a charter member of the Club. It is very

important that you get an early start.

Every person who promptly answers thisI would like to join the v >
Motor-Cyde Club. Please Nx , . .,, . , -

send me Membership Certifi- \\ advertisement Will rcccive 1,000 free
catc and full information about votcs as a Starter, SO be quick.
tl.e Club.

My Name is.

\\ Right now is the time to act.

\\. Send in your name to-day.V Motor-cycling is the finest sport in the woild

P. 0.

Address FARM AND FIRESIDE, Springfield, Ohio

Slale.
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THE POINTS
OF INTEREST IN THE
COMING NUMBER

WITH THE EDITOR
ADVERTISEAIENTS

IN FARM AND FIRESIDE
ARE GUARANTEED

special ArScles

Page 4 of the next issue ^ill bear a
story about a man who stiirted to

tiimflam a girl out of the farm she

owned. The story bristles with in-

terest from start to finish. Page 5
will completely outline some modern
methods of storing corn and small
grain.

Farm Notti

Perhaps you have had trouble in se-

curing the right title to your land.

Perhaps some agreement which you
thought was dosed proved otherwise.
There are imp<>rtant angles of the law
on this very point, and a real la^Tye^.

a man who knows the subject, will

give the facts—not in the long phrases
of law but in language we can under-
stand.

Crops and Soils

Fertilizers are always demanded on
the most successful farms. Of course
in some of ottr western plains fer-

tilizers do not seem to be needed yet.

but wherever land has been cropped
steadily for years the demand for

plant food has bec-ome strong. Each
issue of FASii AXD Fireside has
something about this important prac-
tical question. The next issue will

hare something on potash. Look for it.

Garden and Orchard

Every farm should have a small grove
upon it. There are many reasons.

Fabii axd Fikzsiije has discussed
them time and again. In the next
issue a reader who has been sueeessfnl

with -one small grove will tell how he
did it.

Lioe Siodi and Dairy

If you have a horse that does not
respond to yotrr treatment as yon
think he should, there is probably
some item yon have overlooked. A
balky horse is a common dilfietilty.

David Buffnm will tell how h'' man-
ages such horses.

The Markd Oarfoo*

^luch of the profit on the farm nowa-
days depends upon the system of sell-

ing. Practiciilly every farmer bus a
different system of selling and of keep-
ing his acfonnts. but it is never tire-

snme to listen to a story of success.

The ilarket page will have a story of
a man. who succeeded.

Here are srrtne young people wlxj can
not see behind or beyond the dilapida-

tion of the farm they have inherited.

Instead of seeing their oppi>rtt!nity

they fly from it—to the city. Jnst as
we long in July for snowdrifts and in

Jantiarj' for roses, so on the pave-
ments they begin to long for the

plowed fields. Then something alm<jst

miracalons happens.

Winter Bulbs

Heavy skies and short days are ap-
proaching. Let us learn how to make
our win«k>w8 bl«j«>m all winter with
the flowers of spring.

Vegelarian Sappers

It is au ni wind that blows nobody
good. The high cost of living is teach-

ing us about new foods and new c-om-

binations of fo<jds. The higher mesit

soars the fewer rheumatic invalids

there will be. Mrs. Burchard invites

us to s«jme delicioas vegetable suppers.

Let us go and eat them.

Pin-Moneg Under Ytar Nases

Why be poor? Fakm axd Fireside
is interfering with that old hobby and
urging you to earn a little money,
whether you like money or not.

Housewife's Letter Box

The Housewife's Letter IJox answers
and asks many interesting <juestioris.

The Housewife's Club is full of new
energy and serviceabb-ness and will be
more alert and helpful than ever dur-

ing the c-omiug year.

We All
Need Sheep

I am not one of those who fear the effects of free

wool. In view of the fact that myself and family

wear clothes, I am in favor of it. And to shovr that

I believe In sheep, free wool or no free wool. I drove

up the valley a few miles the other day to bny a small flock. Almost every

farm neetls .-^heep. no matter what the price of wool may be. My farm is iu

especial ueed of them. For years I have been chopping and cutting and hack-

ing at the .sprouts and suckers in our newly cleared fleldi; until I have struck.

This fall we are seeding down forty-sis acres of this in rye and orchard-grass,

and shall sow c-lover in it in the spring as the frost comes out. Then we shall

stock it with sheep and let them wrestle with the sprouts. I'm going to leave

the killing off of the locusts, redbnds, dogwoods, greenbrier, sas.safras and the

rest to the Woolly Hired Man—the hired man who will board himself on the

sprouts he cuts, and turn them into wool and mutton.

So I drove up the valley to buy fifty sheep. And as I went along, at every

hour# was one or more dogs. I spoke to one or two men about the dog problem.

"I tell jon," said one, whose attitude was about tlie same as that of the others,

"the worthless curs folfc? keep around are what makes it risky to keep sheep.

The dog tax^—this is in West Virginia—"is fifty cents a year, and I pay mine.

I wouldn't pay it on my dog if he wasn't such a good dog. He wonldn't touch

a sheep, and he's mighty good to the children. Why. if the children start off

anj-R here, that dog marches right along with 'em, and I d like to see the

varmint that could harm 'em. And he's ri^t smart of company for us all."

Each Man Trusts
His Own Dog

This '•good dog" may have his teeth full of wool at

this very moment for all I know—or his owner either.

The dog problem lies right in that disposition of

every man to believe in his own dog. It lies in the

fact that a dog is kind to children, and guards them, and licks their hands,

and is a fi-ieud to them. It lies in the centuries of companionship between rli?

man and the dog. A dog is a lower sort of child of the family. Every man.

woman and child believes iii his own dog. no matter how sneaking, mangy
and worthless he is. just as every i>arent believes in Ms own child. I don't

blame people for this. I have felt my own eyes full of tears myself at the

tragic death of a dog which had owned me during his life. And he was just

a plain worthless dog of doubtful pedigi'ee and no virtue except that of loving

and serving me.

The man of whom I bought the sheep told me that he has been, for the past

year or so, troubled a great deal less by the depredations of dogs than formerly.

He thinks that the fifty-c-ent dog tax is doing some good. But that doesn't

correspond with the exi»erienees of others. The dog question is a far more
seriou.s thing for the farm flock of sheep than the tariff question. The sheep is

neeiled on every farm. He is needed to use up things which other animals

will not c-onsume. He tills in between other animals like peas in an apple-

barrel. A certain number of sheep can be kept without decreasing the supply

of feed for the other stock. And he supplies meat as well as clothes for the

world. I therefore impeach the dog of high crimes and misdemeanors, in that

he kills thousands of .<heep directly, and indirectly he kills millions by so

wearing out the patience of sheep-owners that their fl<x-ks are sacrificed, and
by keeping thousands of others from growing sheep. I imjieach the dog. there-

fore, of causing scarcity of meat in a hxmgry world, and scarcity of clothes

in a shivering one. I impeach him of high treason in catL<ing the waste of

all those natural resources which would be utilized if it were not for dogs

and the feaj of dogs.

And yet, when he comes wagging his tail and fawning on me. my compas-

sion is his—for I love him—dam him !

Lawmakers have made rather bad work of this matter

Where the getting rid of dogs. They levy taxes upon them

—

Lawmakers Failed taxes are either enforced or not enforced. If

they are low enough to be collectible they are paid,

and the number of dogs is just as great a.s ever. If they are too high the tax-

collector lets them go free—killing sheep as they escape.

The trouble with the lawmakers is that they ha\en't studied the human
nature of the problem. E\ery man and every man's family love the dog they

have now. They care nothing about the dog they are going to have when he

dies. It's not the principle of dog-ownership that is dear to us : it's good old

Fido. who waked us up the night old Flora got cast in her stall, and who
frightens tramijs away from the gate, besides going to school with little Willie

when he is afraid to go alone.

So here is my law for. the extirpation of tbe dog plague. I would not

increase the present tax at aU, unless it is lower than in most States with the

laws of which I am famiUar. I would let the Pontoes. Ildoes, Xeroes. Gy7»s.

Shei>s and Rovers all live out their days. But I would have all dogs strictly

lis-te<l by the public offi<-ers. with such descriptions as would enable the fact to

be proven when a new dog shoidd be incurred by the family.

Why Do You
Own a Dog?

And I would make it expensive and biu'densome for

anyone to acquire or keep a new dog. I would not

make any exc-ejition—I would make the tax so high

and the regulations so strict that nobody would ever

get a new dog except for a verj- good reason. I think I should make it necvs-

.sary for every man acquiring a new dog to get a Ucen.se and pay for it I don't

claim to have this law worked out in detail, but anyone able to draw a bill

can do it with the idea in hLs posses.>;iou. The idea Ls—respect the love and
aftwtiou which i»eoi>le have for their dog.s, and allow these friends of the

family to grow old and die in peace; but shut off the everlasting supply of new
dogs which take thtMr places. Such a hiw would work. It ct)uld Ix; passed

witliinit opposition. It is a move in the dire<-tion all true reforms are to taki'

—

the direction of flowing around obstacles instead of sweeping them away. I am
quite pleaseil with it. Won't someone tell me what's the matter with the idea ?
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Mead Cycle Company 14
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Mid-West Corn The remedy is not to find fault with the children

who -are allowed to do what we call teaching, but to
Money and Crops

CORN went into the ground late this year. Over

much of the corn belt it was planted in June.

Then came hot weather and timely rains, and

the crop grew at a rate which was simply wonderful,

liy July 4th it had made up for lost time, and a big

crop was promised. But the heat kept up whiW the

rains ceased, and by August 5th, in much of the rich

corn country in Kansas and surrounding States, the

crop was burned up. And yet our city friends cannot

understand why we who depend so much on weather

are in the habit of "looking for calamity !" We look

for it because it is always hovering over us—and fre-

quently swoops down.

A Ton a Day!

IF a man had to pitch a ton of hay every day he

would think it quite a chore. And if he had to

move the hay in driblets and small bunches while

doing his other work he would be tired out and an-

nojed by the task until he would begin to look for

some way of avoiding It. If he found that he could

avoid it by some article purchasable for two or three

hundred dollars, he would buy the machine instanter,

knowing that it would pay for itself every year.

The president of the Mississippi Normal College is

reported to have said recently that the average woman
doing her own work in a house without a modern

water-supply lifts a ton of water every day. This is

the way he figui-es it out : A bucket of water weighs

twenty pounds. It is lifted from the well, carried to

the kitchen, poured out there for various uses and

emptied out of doors. He counts the number of times

it is lifted on the average at six times. Three meals a

day call for ten bucketfuls, which lifted six times

amount to 1,200 pounds of lifting. Add the water for

washing, mopping, bathing and drinking, and the ton

is easily accounted for.

ThLs assumed a well supply at the door. But it is

often rods away from the door. It is often down a

hill to a well or spring. In such cases the water-

supply rests much more heavily on the woman than

would the ton of hay on the man.

The water-supply in the house is the best first step

toward improved conditions for the house which does

not possess it. Many good systems are available and

at reasonable prices—say from two hundred to three

luiudred dollars for an ordinary Isolated farmhouse.

The outdoor water-supply Is the chief of all woman-
killers and home-destroyers.

Sore mouth in i)igs is apt to be caused by bad or ill-

shaped teeth. Whatever the cause, the diseased mouth
should be treated by nipping off the sharp ends of teeth

which cause sores, and the diseased tissues should be

removed and the sores washed with a permanganate-

of-potash solution prepared by a druggist. Then sift

powdered borax over the cleansed sores.

Should Child Teach Children?

STATE Superintendent Hannifan of West Virginia

discusses the question as to whether the rural

schools are better or worse than they were twenty

years ago. The fact that the thing can be discussed

at all is a confession. Not that they are worse than

then, but that they are not what they should be.

Mr. Hannifan calls attention to the fact that the

teachers are yoimger than then, and that more of them
are women—or rather girls. ThLs is true all over the

Nation, and is in itself an admission that the schools

cannot be better than then. Teaching is work for men
and women, not for boys and girls. Book-learning,

strict examinations, supervision—not all of these

can make good teachers of a lot of immature kids.

make the job of the cmmtry teacher a job for men and
women—a job of profit to the community, and of such

importance that real men and women will devote them-

selves to it for life. Impracticable? Well, there is a

country school in Wisconsin where the teacher has
organized the farmers of his district into a co-oijerative

cheese-factory. He runs the cheese-factory as well as

the school. The children are brought in with the

morning's milk, and talcen home with the evening's.

The factory is closely related to the work of the school,

and some of its office work is said to be done by the

pupils as a part of their school work. No doubt the

cheese-factory is more or less of an education to

the children of dairymen, and that it can be used for

both education and profit.

And this teacher has saved the people of the district

in the first year of its operation $.j(K) more than his

salary. This has been through the better prices they

have been able to get for their milk. Here's a man's

job for a coimtry teacher. It is only a shadow cast

before by the coming new kind of rural school. In the

full develoi)ment of that school the center of the dis-

trict's life will be in it, for both parents and teachers.

It will be doing the most profitable work of the com-

munity in dollars and cents, besides educating the

children. And it will be in the hands of well-paid,

well-educated men and women—the real leaders of

their communities—^just where it ought to be.

I Guard a Nation's Wealth

Poverty, vorn-out soil and mortgages are not

found where I work.

I have saved enoutth money, for those who have
employed me, to build two Panama Canals.

I solve the summer-pastureige problems.

I have made automobiles popular on the farm.

I kno\7 no master ! I cannot be monopolized or

organized into a trust. I belong to the people.

They are my trust ! Chesia Sherlock.

WHEN Secretary McAdoo notified the banks of the

country that they would have to pay the Govern-

ment two per cent, on government deposits many
bankers declared the demand unjust and said that it

made government deposits unprofitable to them. But
when, about August 1st, the secretary offered fifty

millions of this money at the two per cent, rate, for

use in moving the crops, the western and southern

banks called for two fifths of the entire sum in a few

da.ys. Most of this money went into the farming

States and sifted through the banks into—and out of

—

the pockets of those who had crops to sell.

Some bankers now express the fear that this money
will "or>en a door for farmers to store their harvests

for higher i)rices instead of actually carrying the crops

to market." Are we to understand from this that

these gentlemen regard the hauling of harvests from

"the machine" to the grain-buyer as an ideal practice?

It certainly is ideal for the speculator; but it keeps

the farmer's notes overdue.

' Fourteen for One

IT COSTS fifty cents a head to get rid of the South-

ern cattle-tick. That is not a guess, but the actual

results in the experience of the United States Govern-

ment in fighting this pest, according to a report on cer-

tain counties in Mississippi. The extirpation of these

ticks—the "bug" that causes Texas fever—has added

seven dollars each to the value of the cattle of these

counties—on an average. Here's an investment which

brings back a return of fourteen dollars for every

dollar spent. This is about the most profitable busi-

ness done exclusively "on tick" of which we have any

record.

There is just one thing which keeps the South from

leading the country in cattle production, and that one

thing is the fever-tick. The Southern people are

progressive and up-to-date. And progressive and up-

to-date peoi)le are not going to allow their cattle to be

seven dollars a head cheaper than they ought to be

when the.^' can be given full value by spending fifty

cents a head. The meat-supply of the future will

come from our own Dixie, rather than from Argentina,

Australia or Mexico.

Tests recently completed by A. Grittner on the sub-

ject of making' concrete water-proof have resulted in

the announcement that by an application of an eight-

per-cent. solution of potash soap, instead of water, in

mixing, the concrete can be rendered sufliciently

water-proof to satisfy all requirements. This strength

of solution means eight pounds of potash to one hun-

dred pounds of water.

Thrashing the Beans

THE soy-bean promises to become a great grain

crop. The thrashing of the beans is a problem

not yet worked out in a settled way. There are

bean-huUers which ought to do the work well ; but who
will write us their actual experiences with them? A
Williams County, Ohio, man attached the belt of a

gasolene-engine to the cylinder of a manure-spreader

and thrashed soy-beans successfully with the combina-

tion. Has anyone else tried this plan? A Colorado

grower of cow-peas who is an old thrasherman says

that If the concaves of any oi-dinary thrashing-machine

are taken and their places filled with pieces of two-by-

four bolted in solidly it will thrash cow-peas without

cracking any. The machine should be rmi slowly if

the peas are dry, and somewhat faster if they are

damp. Do any of our readers know whether or not

this method will work with soy-beans? It is used

sometimes with ordmary beans. Please lift your hands

and recite on the day's lesson—thrashing soy-beans!
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A Big Work the Farmer Has to Do
UNDOUBTEDLY much could lie accomplished

toward solving the "producer to consumer"
problem hy co-oijeration. a working together;

but it seems to me that the first and greatest

necessity at present is for the farmer to come to a

more complete realization of the fact that he himself

is the merchant supplying the household needs, and
th:it his commodities must be arranged and adapted

to those needs.
It may seem like an absurdity to imply that the

farmer lacks such realization: but just give the matter

a few minutes' thought. It seems to l)e rather that the

farmer considers himself, in the vast majority of cases,

as the agent whose bu.siness it is to grow the vege-

tables and fruit, to the best of his ability of coui-se,

and ship them, more or less as Mother Nature brought

them forth, to those whom he regards as the real

.sellers, the commission men or wholesalers.

All this causes waste and, wor.se still, mistmder-

standing. It is the farmer's business, and to his best

interest, to look upon himself as the real merchant,

the producer of certain goods, with all the near-by

population as his customers, and to look upon the

others who handle hLs goods, commLssion man. whole-

sjiler. jobber and retailer, as merely the farmer's

agents: and the farmer should study the needs of Ms
customers and make every reasonable effort to supply

them economically, without unnecessary handling and
without waste. Then he would be entitled to, could

«lemand and would undoubtedly receive more nearly

lus just portion of the value of his produce, instead of,

as at present, only about one third.

The Jobber Always Protects Himself

Tliere are a number of ways in which the farmer
might help to improve existing conditions. The first

jioint is the great benefit that would accrue to the

fanner fi-om more uniform packing. I mean uni-

formity of both .size and quality. For example, take a
barrel of apples. The commission men complain that

in the majority of cases the apples .dn any one barrel

will run alwut sixty per cent, the si^e that first

appears on opening the barrel, and the remaining forty

lK!r <'ent. will lie of inferior .grade and size. Naturally,

the purchaser, a wholesaler or jobber, knowing from
experience that such is the case, takes care that the

price which he pays is low enough to more than cover

this inecpiality. or. in other words, to be on the safe

side, assumes that the contents are only forty or fifty

per cent, as they apj^ear on surface inspection. In a
<-omparati\-ely -''ew cases only, where the farmer has
estahlishe*! a reputiition for absolutely uniform pack-

ing, is this reduction not made.
Another thing, for certain lines of the business, the

wholesaler or joblier is compelled to find two different

markets for these two grades, as it is often impossible

to .sell the inferior grade at a fairly high-class rebiil
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store, and if he is not absolutely sure of an outlet he
reduces the price that he wlU pay still further to cover

this uncertainty.
It is the .same with lettuce, with potatoes, with prac-

tically all farm produce. Any particular size and
grade of lettuce will have a certain retail value at any
given season: and if the lettuce reaches the commis-
sion man or wholesaler so graded that he can compute
the exact retail value of a ease, if is a simple matter
to demand and receive'for the farmer that amount less

the legitimate expen.se involved in the various steps

through which it pas-ses from commission man to con-

sumer. In fact, that Is precisely what is done in the

somewhat rare cases where the farmer does so grade
and pack his goods.

The Quart Measure, Wholesale and Retail

I have been so fortunate as to meet some of these
progressive farmers, and not one of them has ex-

pressed the slightest dissatisfaction with the amount
returned to him for his produce, sold through the

ordinary channels of the commission man.
In the matter of potatoes, in the early fall, when

the greatest inequalities are possible, I have seen
sack after sack opened, containing potatoes varying in

size fronj three inches to one inch in diameter. All

had to be sorted out and graded before they were fit

for ordinary retail sale, and a great deal could not be
sold at all. Do you wonder that the wholesaler or

joblier paid as little as possible for these .sacks, know-
ing the contents from experience?
Then there is a second condition of the retail han-

dling and sale which the farmer would do well to

consider, in order to establish a closer relationship

l)etween himself and the ultimate consumer. The more
clear the re.semblance between the terms and condi-

tions at the .shipping point and those at the final

selling point, the less the opportunity to withhold from
the farmer his just portion of what his produce brings.

A barrel of apples will serve for an illustration of

another point of divergence between wholesale and
retail. A barrel is considered, in wholesale terms, to

contain ninet.v-six quarts. But when the apples are
measured out into a quart measure they must be piled

high in -aecordance with the demands of the retail pur-

R^^CTin RicrKt! Mrs. Fulton understands the retail handlingucgiii ixigiiL . ^j. produce. She has been deaiing vi-ith

the middleman and the farmer from her market under Queensboro
Bridge, New York City, for over a year. Her market was started
after an investigation of food prices had been made by a conmiittee
of which she was chairman. She believes that consumers" prices

may be made lower and producers' prices higher if we get our prod-
ucts started to the market in the right way. The Editor.

chaser, and this. supi)o.sing all other conditions to be
perfect, results in only about sixty quarts being meas-
ured out of a barrel. One result of this is that the
farmer hears that the apples for which he was paid
two dollars a barrel have been sold at, say, ten cents
a quart, and he makes a mental computation of ninety-
six quarts at ten cents a quart, and feels that he has
not received his ju.st return. And another and. in my
opinion, more harmful result is that the whole matter
lies in a confused and chaotic state, with producers
thinking and talking of certain conditions, and con-
sumers knowmg only certain different conditions, and
both attributing unfair methods and. even di.shonesty
to the middleman.
The middleman meanwhile, because of this confu-

sion, is free to take an unfair advantage of the situa-

tion, and indeed very often does, just because neither
of the directly interested parties knows exactly what
the other is talking about.
The remedy for this is very simple, but can only be

brought about by uniform action all along the line.

But the farmer can at least start the ball rolling. All
farm produce should be sold by weight, both at whole-
sale and retail, and if the farmer will always desig-

nate so many poimds of any given grade of any given
produce, and sell it and consider it always by weight,
the wholesale jobber and retailer wiU very soon
aciiuire the same habit.

But just think of the simplification of the whole
matter if all produce were considered in terms of
weight, from fhe farm to the household, from producer
to consumer.

Both Sides Should Make a Profit

The third point I would like to bring out is the
neces.sitj'. on the part of the farmer, of being able to
place a retail value on his goods. It ought to be pos-
sible for a consumer to obtain his ^oods direct if he
so desires, and it ought to be possible for the farmer
to suppl.v a limited number of customers direct, or
c-ertainly in a few lines at least, notably eggs. But the
farmer should bear in mind that if a consumer applies
to him for a shipment of eggs direct lie does so because
he expects either better eg.gs or a lower price than he
has been getting. After all. the most c-onvenient wa.v
for the citj- dweller to buy eggs is in the city, and if

he applies to the farmer it is with the hope of some
improvement, either in quality or pric-e. The consumer
reads in the newspaper that the farmer gets only so
much for his eggs. The farmer reads that the cit.v

people are pa.ving some exorbitant price for eggs.

Then, if constuner and farmer try to make a deal on
the ba.sis of these two widely .separated prices, there is

bound to be disappointment on both sides, both having
failed to take into account the candling, grading. shiiH
pmg, retail pacldng. waste, etc., that take place after
the eggs leave the farm, [conci-ided on page 13]

What One Attempt to Lower Prices Proved
AN ATT1<"MPT was made in the spring of 1912 by the
L\ Bessemer & I.ake Erie Railroad to reduce the cost
^ ^•of living of the vast army of working men and
their families living in Ea.st Pittslmrgh and vicinity by

inaugurating a special train service that would bring

fresh milk and vegetables direct from the farm each

day, except Sunday, to the center of a great food-

consuming community.
Although the attempt was not entirely .satisfactory,

from the railroad company's jioint of view, to a lar.ge

proi)ortion of the residents in and about East Pitts-

burgli, it was hailed as a blessed deliverance from the

liigh prii-es and questicmable products with which they

had been familiar. There are good reasons for believ-

ing that th(! .scheme, in a general way. was a good one

and is worthy of con.sideration in view of the great

need of somethin;: of the kind to give the farmer a

better market and the con.sunier better foods and at

a lower first cost than is now possible under the pres-

ent system to obtain.

A representative of the Bessemer Road, who had
betMi for years a student of econom'cs as related to

prodnction and (•onsuiiii)t!on of twjdstuffs. and into

whose hamls the responsibility of organization and
oi)eratioii was placed, visited the farming sections

along the line of the railroad and organized the farm-

ers into what is known as the "Conneaut Valley Ex-

•hange." EightfH'ii of thi>se exchanges were formed
with an average membership of about one hundred.

Each ex'-hange had its regularly elected orticials and
was represented by one menilK-r on the exe<-ntive board

which standardized all i)rodnfe to be shipped and set

prices based on market conrtition.s. Every member of

the exchange had the privilege of Ix'ing a sliipjier,

providing he adhered to the rules and regulations

formulated for his guidance by the executive board.

As an example, a dozen eggs had to \h' of a certain

weight, or l)e class<»d as seconds, which meant a lower

I»rl(« tier d»>zen. Every shipment was marked with
the owmjr's name in order that anything Vk-Iow th(>

require<l standard could Ik; traced back to the shipper

and he forced to refund or make good under penalty

of expuLsion from the exchange.
A refrigerator car was attached to an afternoon

jiaswnger-train en route to East Pittsburgh and loaded

while pasnengerK were Kettlng off and on at the regular

flopping stations. An invoice accompanied each ship-
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ment for the convenience of the agent who took charge
of the car at its destination and sold the produce for

the farmers the following morning. After deducting
all freight charges and his commission for selling, the
agent sent a .statement and check to each shipper.

Unfortunately the facilities for handling and hous-
ing the produce on its arrival at East Pittsburgh had
not been ju-operly provided, and as the railroad people
were not disposed to assist in providing better accom-
modations, the agent was obliged to retail everything
direct from the car.

Very little green-stuff was grown during April and
May, the two months during which the experiment
was tried, but milk, butter, potatoes, apples, eggs and
what green stuff was available were shipiied each day
in large quantities. The first day's sales amounted to

.$75 and (juickly increased, as .soon as the farmers came
U) appreciate the privilege, to $1.50 and $200 each day.
Eggs an<l butter were sold from five to ten cents lx?low

the market price, and the quality was sui)erior. Milk,
that had to indic-ate a high percentage of butter-fat,

was sold for five cents per quart, while the regular
retail price was eight cents.

The farmer was obtaining far more for his produce
than he could obtain at his local markets, and the
consumer was i)a.\'ing a good deal less for what was
better in quality and re<-eived in better condition than
through the questionable methods of the average
grocer.

Two Prosperous Months and Then Defeat

The service was dlscontinnefl after a two-months'
trial by order of the general freight agent without any
satisfactory reason lioing given. Tlie public was highly
incensed, and llu' president of the road was burdene«l
with petitions and letters from cinbs and individuals,

all iM'L'ging lilni to reconsider his order to discontinue
the servii-e or give an adequate reason for his a'-tion.

No one received the court«>sy of a re))ly.

The taking off of the prodm-e-car by the railroad
company entailed considerable hardship to many of
the farmers, as they were urged to plant more than
usual for a market which they were led to believe had
been provided. The seeretary of the exdiange said

recentl.v : "Tomatoes which were planted because I

advised the farmers to plant them for the East Pitts-

burgh market are now rotting by the bushel : sweet
corn that should be sold at a fair price in your martet
is l)eing fed to the hogs. Fruit is rotting on the trees
because it does not pay to gather it."

There proMbly is no city whose markets are more
largely under the control of speculators than Pitts-

burgh, due partially i>erhaps to this not being a farm-
ing district and being dependent upon railroads to
transport practically all of its food -supplies. The iron
industry has crowded out the farmer and market gar-
dener to a very large extent, only a very few remaining
who can convey the produce of their farms and gardens
to the markets without assistance from the railroads.

In starting the market-car the Bessemer Road did
not evidently fully comprehend the injury to the com-
mission men that such a proctnlure would entail when
the development of the idea had reached something
like the proportions that the exchange had contem-
platetl. The commission men and the retail gro<-»»rs

are more strongly organized than the i)roducers. and
with the advantage of Iwth means and exiHjrience they
have the upper hand of the situation at j)reseut. and,
furthermore, everything goes to show that they will

continue to have it until .svich time as the consumer
realizes that it will l)e to his advantage to co-operate
in .some way with the produ{'er and thereby eliminate
man.\- of the middlemen who are now living on the
profits which should Ik> divided lietween the producer
and the consumer.

Individuals cannot send their produce to the mar-
kets in small quantities, as the «irrier charges are
prohibitive, an<l. furthermore, the.v have little or no
confidence in the average proiluce merchant.

It is perhai)s too much to expect railroads to enter
into a proposition of furnishing transportation similar
to that attemptetl by the Bessemer Road. esi>e<-iall.v

when a very considerable ))art of their revenue comes
from shipments consigned to the commis.sion mer-
chants and from wh<mi a vigonnis protest would be
sure to come, if more than the usual service b«>tw(>eu

producer and consumer is attempte<l. but it does seem
as though the farmers through an efficient organiza-
tion, alotfg the lines of the one briefly described, might
furnish farm produce to a similar organization of
consumers and thus both parties share the benefits.
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Real Co-operation at the Laundry
A Connecticut FuUing-Mill That Was Transformed Into a Golden Rule Laundry

By B. S. Johnson

IN
THE town of Bethlehem, a Comiecticut commu-

nity of fire hundred inhabitants, there is a splendid
example of what co-oporative methods can do to
help the women. No premeditawa effort or organi-

zation of any kind brought about this condition. But
fifty .years ago Deacon Theodore Bird, who operated
one of the many small woolen mills scattered about
New England at that time, discovered that his fulling-
mill made an ideal place to do the family washing.
The turbine-wteeel furnished a cheap and unfailing
power. An abundance of cold running water and big
d.ve-kettles full of hot water were the essentials needed
to convert the fulling-mill into a power laundry.
The advantages of the mill as a place for doing the

big wa.shings of the country households were soon
recognized in the surrounding territory and even in

the adjoining towns, farmers living .six miles distant
being numbered among the patrons of the mill. A
few brought a lunch with them. In a short time the
deacon had a considerable number of patrons who
brought their dirty clothes to the mill on Mondays
and Tuesdays, known as wash-days. The fulling-mill

was used on the other days of the week for fulling the
cloth manufactured at the factory. The fulling-machine
was made by the deacon himself. It is simple in con-
struction and substantial, being made of hardwood.

How the Washing-Machine Works

Two blocks of wood move back and forth in a
water-tight box, rolling and pounding the cloth or
family Washing. The rear of the box is lower than
the sides or other end, i)ermitting the cold water
to flow out in the rinsing process. The movement of
the blocks of wood gradually forces the hot water and
soiip out also, but the box is not emptied of the hot
water in the process until it is time for the turning on
of the cold water. Heavy rag and ingi-ain carpets are
washed in the mill without hot water, the carpets
l)e:ng placed in the mill, and the
cold water allowed to run until it is

clear and the dirt all poimded out.

It was against the rules to stop the
power to remove the clothes from
the mill, but it has sometimes betn
necessary, as the larger washin'js
would get badly tangled and could
not be removed readily while the
mill was in operation. To make the
mill complete for a laimdry it was
necessary to install a wringer which
could be propelled by power. The
wringer, with tubs and pails, was
all the equipment needed to make
the fulling-mill into a laundry. Fiber
pails were at first used, but the care-

lessness of the patrons in turning
boiling water into them made it

necessary to equip the laundry with
heavy oak pails. For those who
desired to soak their clothes and
lessen the time in the mill, movable
tubs were provided which coiild be
rolled on a truck when full of water
and a heavy washing.

Like most other small woolen
mills. Bird's factory ceased its

m;inufacturing operations years ago,

and later the good deacon passed on «
to hLs rest: but the power laundry
still continues and is substantial
evidence of the labor that can be
saved by the proper form of a co-oi)-

erative laundry in a rural community.
Though the patrons may not have recognized it,

Bird's mill is probably the first co-operative laundry
in the United States. It was established strictly on
the Golden Ilule policy, which has assured its per-

manency and made it co-operative in the fullest sense
of the word. The deacon soon discovered that it was
necessary to have a printed set of rules for the patrons
to follow, the substance of them being summed up in a
phrase printed in large type at the bottom : "Try to

Follow the Golden Rule." The excellent admonition
has been followed, for since the deacon gave up his

labors the wash-days at the mill have continued prac-

ticHlly in charge of the patrons, the mill being used
chiefly for laundry purposes. The machinery for the

manufacturing of woolens was removed and sold by
the deacon liefore his death. The water rights and
mill practically became valueless and unsalable. The
deacon willed that his residence be used as a home
for returned missionaries.

TTie Patrons Maintain the Laundry

The mUl could not be as easily disposed of. He
equipped it with a new turbine shortly before his

death and took evident satisfaction in seeing the

laundry business flourish, although it was not a source

of profit to him. It was conducted only to accommo-
date his townspeople. Since the death of the deacon,

over ten years ago, the laundry has been main-
tained by the patrons. A neighbor, for the privilege of

having a saw and planing-machiue in the building oper-

ated by power from the turbine, attends to the neces-

sary repairs and the keeping of fires for the heating

of water. He has general oversight of the mill. The
original cost of the equipment, including the water-

wheel, was less than $nOO. As nothing in the way of

new equipment or new machinery has been pur-

chased for over ten years, the chief expense of running
the mill has been the providing of wood for heating

the water. This expense has been paid from the

income received from the patrons. A son of Deacon
Bird now owns the property, but he resides in a city

and Ls only at the mill for a short time each summer.
One of the rules on Deacon Bird's printed list read

"replenLsh the fire, and keep the kettle full and cov-
ered." Every patron was expected to fill the lurnace
under the big copper dye-kettle with wood every time
he washed and put as much water in the kettle as he
took out—not a difiicult .task, as the kettle was filled

from a pipe. The turning of a faucet was all the effort
required to do that work. ' There were a few who
abused the privileges granted them by the deacon, but
the majority of his patrons followed his rules even
when he was away from the mill for six months at a
time. In the latter part of his life he spent the win-
ters in the South, and the patrons had full charge of
the mill. It became co-operative by force of circum-
stances.

The Husband Helps with the Work

Those living near the mill arrive early during the
busy season in summer. - The farmers during the sum-
mer season of the year have extra large washings due
to the influx of city people and the work in the fields

which makes the wash-day at home dreaded by the
rural woman. Laundry work at the mill commences
as early as four on Monday mornings. Usually the
husband and wife come together, but in a few in-

stances the husband comes alone. It requires but a
little coaching on the part of the women to show the
men how to do the family washing at Bii-d's Mill.
The splashing, of the water and wetting of the floor is

accepted as one of the privileges accorded the patrons
of the laundry. This is one of the reasons why the
mill appeals strongly to the housewife, who has a
natural dislike to the cleaning up after the washing
at home.
The rates at the rural laundry are low. Twenty-five

cents pays for the ordinary family washing. Ten cents
extra is charged for a big washing or if someone takes
more than an hour at the mill. The deacon at first

furnished fuller's soft soap without extra cost, but the

So popular has the laundry become that the prac-
ticability of installing modern laundry drying ma-
chinery has been considered. At present the clothes
are taken home wet as they come from the wringer.

Co-operative housework in the rural communities is
only in its infancy. Its possibilities are unrecognized.
One of the liardships of the rural woman is the large
amount of housework which falls to her lot, a large
part of it being caused by the presence of one or more
hired men who are treated as one of the family. The
problem Ls solved when the husband co-operates with
his wife. In Hartford County, Connecticut, has this
been demonstrated. At Millbrook Farm, Middletown,
the problem of extra housework was solved by the
employment of Italians for farm labor. A bungalow
was built and the Italian farm hands given quarters
there. They board themselves and care for their own
rooms. They are excellent help. The plan has worked
out so successfully that it has been generally adopted
in that community.

The mill that has made "wash-day

fact that the patrons were too free with it made liim

change his rules. Since then each patron has furnished
his own soap.
The social feature of the rural laundry has always

helped materially in making the mill popular. Village
gossip is just as free as the deacon's soap was before
he nailed the barrel-lid on. "I heard it at the mill"
has long been established in the parlance of the com-
munity.
Feminine nature is not kindly disposed to the pres-

ence of men in the wash-room, but the usual order of

things is changed at a village laundry. Even country
women who are known to have a reverential fear for

the village parson are made to understand him better.

Closer social relations are established by the informal
wash-day meetings. Men assist the women by starting

and stopping the power and attending to the clothes
in the mill, turning off the hot or cold water, as occa-
sion demands. The women wash out by hand a few
choice pieces that are too delicate to stand the severe
pounding of the mill. Tubs with hot and cold water

—

conveniences found in only a few country homes—are
also used to get the dirt out of a wristband or some
garment that is likely to "run." A few broken buttons
or torn garments are not of much consideration when
the labor saved is taken into account.
The work is done in the basement of the mill, where

in summer it is always cooL There are times, in the
busy season when the use of a team and the time of

the farmer pre given grudgingly, but that is only when
he forgets that the mill saves the expense of a hii-ed

girl. Of more importance is the overworked rural

woman whose household drudgery is too seldom made
less by co-operative methods. The home washing-
machine may aid if there is a man at the crank-handle,
but such helps are not to be likened to a co-oparative

laundry where practically all the drudgery of the
wash-day is taken away.
A grindstone operated by power is also a part of

the equipment at the mill and affords satisfaction

to the farmer who brings his cutlery to be sharpened.
It also prevents many farmers from getting dis-

gruntled over the time spent in co-operative housework.

Advertising Kinks for the Farmer
By WUliam H. Hamby

THE way to get a good price for an article is to have
* something good and know whom it would exactly
suit. One cannot find just the customer for every
article by standing in the corner of his field and look-
ing over the neighborhood, nor yet by taking it to
town and offering it to the store. True, a farmer can
sell everything he raises by this plan. There are
always buyers who come to his pasture and take
seventy-five head of cattle at so much per head. There
are always mills and dealers at town who will buy all
the grain he has to sell. And yet there is many a
dollar that a good farmer misses unless he cultivates
a faculty for advertising. A farmer has a dozen or a
score of things during the year that might demand a

fancy price if he only knew the cus-
tomer who wants a fancy article.
He hasn't the time to go out and
bunt up a fancy customer, but a
little judicious advertising will find
him at a surprisingly small cost.
For instance, a farmer of my ac-
quaintance had a nice Jersey cow
that he wished to sell. She was a
good cow, about such a cow as ordi-
n.irily sold in his community for
sixty dollars. He was offered sixty
dollars for her. Most farmers would
have taken it, but Simpson had
learned the art of advertising. He
knew that the cow he had would
particularly appeal to a town man
who wished milk for his family. So
he inserted in the little daily paper
this ad:

FOR SALE: A beautiful Jersey
cow. Fine milker. .Just the sort of
cow for a man in town. Eats little

and gives lots of milk. Address, J. R.
Simpson, Rural Route No. 3, or tele-

phone 147R.

Simpson had four inquiries from
that ad and sold the cow to a
liauker for ninety dollars. Another
man over in the southeast part of
my State raised fifteen acres of cow-
peas. They were of an unusually
good quality, and he had cleaned

them ver.v carefully. He got one hundred and twenty-
five bushels from the crop. At his trading point cow-
peas sold for a dollar and twenty-five cents per bushel.
He knew they were shipped to St. Louis and resold to
buyers in parts of the State where cow-peas were not
raised, at from two to three dollars a bushel. This
farmer also had leorned something of the art of adver-
tising. He had at least learned the first principle, and
that is. when you do advertise, put your ad in a
paper that reaches the people who will be most likely
to pay a good price for what you have to sell. He
might have advertised in a home pap r and never got
a bidder, because there are a great many cow-peas iu
his section of the State, but in the northern part of the
State there is a great demand for cow-pea seed and
there are very few cow-peas raised.

The Price Comes if You Have the Goods

He also luiew the farmers were willing to pay a
good price for a good article. He selected an agri-
cultural paper that circulated largely through the
northern part of the State and inserted a three-line ad

:

FOR SALE : Cow-pea seed of the finest quality. Very
sound and clean. Address, William Glore, Popular Bluffs,-

Missouri.

He had more than a hundred inquiries and sold out
his entire stock at two dollars and seventy-five cents
per bushel, the buyer paying the freight. The adver-
tising cost him only two dollars.

There are a hundred chances for the thrifty farmer
to increase his profits by a little judicious advertising.
If he has fifty gallons of cherries that are better than
anybody else's cherries, instead of selling them to the
store at thirty cents a gallon, a fifty-cent advertise-
ment will sell them for forty cents a gallon. If he
has some particularly fine peaches, he need only hunt
up the customer by a little want ad, and he can get a
dollar and twenty-five cents or a dollar and a half,
instead of seventy-five cents on the market. Anything'
that is worthy of commanding a good price can
often be sold at a big profit through an advertisement.
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What's the use of buying: common wood
shingles now that you can gret the original
and genuine Edwards STEEL Shingles for
LESS MONEY? Don'twood shingles catch

fire, don't they rot, don't they cost a lot of
time and money to put on ?
Nobody ever heard of an Edwards Steel

Shingle roof baming up or rotting. And it

doesn't take long to put them on. For these
»teel shingles come in great big clusters
of 100 or more.

MSHiiiiiiw
Each Edwards Steel Shingle not only has

thoroughly galvanized sides, but each EDGE
11 dipped in MOLTEN ZINC No chance of
rust. All joints are permanently water-tight
as a result of our patented Interlocking De-
vice, which takes care of expansion and
contraction.

[

npifkE'e 'We sell direct from factory* ^to and pay the freight. Our cost
of doing business is divided among thousands
of sales. Hence our ability to underprice
wood shingles. You have been intending to
get oar prices for some time. Do it this time.
Send a postal now—today—and get, by return mail.
Catalog^ 9or, the Eoonng Ofier of the Age. Give
dimensions of roof if you can, so w© can quote
price on the complete job. :ia)>

THE EDWARDS MANUPACTURING CO.9US-9S8 Lock St., CInclnnalt, Ohio
Largest Makers of Slieet Metal Products In tlie World

30 Daxs
FREE

JTRiAL

Let
05 send

yoa a full set
of Empire Steel

_ _ >ls for a month's trial

Jttst send us measure o

wagon skeins—we'll send wheels to fit.

Put them to every test, for every kind of hauling;
prove for yonrself that they are better, stronger,
easier running taan any wiieels you ever used—tbey

End Drudgery of High Lifting
and Save 25% of the Draft

Wni make yonr old -wagron good as new. Soon pay
for themselves in saving of repair bills. If not all

we Bay, return—trial costs you nothing. Get our big
free book and free trial offer; also special offer on
Empire Farmers' Handy Wagons—20 styles.

EMPrBE MFG. CO,, Box 68A Quincy, HL

The SaXDOW Statiooary Engine mos on kero-
sene or g^asolioe. Starts without cmnkin^-

—

throttle gt<verned—hopper cooled—speed ron-
trolled while running—no cams—no valves
—no gears—no sprockets—r>nly Ihree mov-
ing parts— pijrtable—light weight—great
power— 15-daT money- bsck trial. Sizes, 2

to 20 H. P, Send postal for free catalog.
I>etr»lt Motor I'ar Supply t'o.

88 C aiitoii Ave.. De(r»>it, MU-b.

The HeadworK Shop
The Page That Saves,an Extra Hired Man

Movable Frames for Vines

a;
Ge)OD frame for

climbing vines can he.

mjide with a peach-
basket bottom, a wooden
barrel-hoop and a few plas-

ter-laths. Nail the laths to
the bottom with small
nails ; at the other end
spread the lath, and nail

the hoop about fifteen
inches from the ground. This frame can
be set over a climbing vine and moved at
will. Paul Schulze.

You Can't Lose It

I
RECENTLY bought a new
cultivator, and among the

things included was a wrench
to fit the numerous bolts con-
tained in the implement. As
these bolts might very often
jar loose. I thought of this

scheme to have the wrench handy. All that
is needed is a fence-staple and a harness-
snap. Fasten them to the cultivator handle
as illustrated, and save valuable time by
always having the wrench with you when
you need it. Thomas C. Hulton.

The Bottle Mouse-Trap
-HE other day
:here was a

mouse in my pan-
try, but I had no mouse-trap on hand.
After a little quick studying, I decided to

try this kind of a trap : I took a bottle

with a mouth one and one-half inches in

diameter and placed it as shown in' the
sketch, supported by three bricks. I placed

With butter

at the present

high price

every ounce
of cream counts

Cream is more than ever a very valuable commodity these

days, and it is doubly important that not a drop be wasted or lost.

If you are still using the "gravity" setting method you are

losing a pound of butter-fat in the skim-milk for everj' four or
five pounds you get.

The advantages of the DE LAVAL over inferior cream
separators at all times are greatest at the season when milk is

often cool and cows are old in lactation.

A DE LAVAL
Will Save Its Cost by Spring

Then why put off any longer the purchase of this great money
saving machine' Put it in now and let it save its own cost dur-

ing the Fall and Winter, and by next Spring you will be just so

much ahead.

Even if you have only a few "ows in milk you can buy a
DE LAVAL now and save its cost by Spring, and you can buy
a DE LAVAL machine for cash or on such liberal terms that it

will actually pay for itself.

The De Laval Separator Co.
NEW YORK CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO SEATTLE

a piece of cardboard against the front
brick, put some crumbs of cheese on the
cardboard and dropped some of the crumbs
in the bottle. Mr. Mouse entered the bottle,

but found he could not dimb out because
of the slippeiT ^lass, which did not afford

any hold for his claws.
Mbs. W. D. Bond.

Two-by-Four Fence-Anchors
'pHE sketch
shows how I

used four pieces of

two-by-fours as
fence-anchors in

setting braces for

wire fencing. Take
two two-by-fours

and nail them to each post so that one will

be near the top of the hole, and the other
near the bottom. The two-by-fours should
be about twenty inches long, and the hole
four feet in depth. One is plac-eJ on one
side of each post, and the other two-by-
four on the other side, so that the fence will

pull the two-by-fours firmly against the
solid ground when the fence is sti'etched.

Joe Thomas.

Wedge for Ax-Handle
A COMMON wedge
^in a hammer or an
ax handle usually
comes loose in time,

letting the tool fly oit'

the handle. Use a
wedge like the one in

the sketch, and you
will be through with this trouble forever.
A simple wedge is shown at A. It is

made of soft steel. When driven intj the
handle the wood spreads the two prongs so
that it is impossible to pull the wedge out.

C. L. Shupi^"G.

A Good Coin-Carrier
T^O SEND coin

safely in a letter

take a piece of soft

cardboard or blot-

ting-paper about
the size of an ordinary postal card, and
lay the coin to be sent on the place marked
B ia the sketch, then bend the flaps (AA)
over the coin, next bend at the dotted line

until C at the left meets C at the right.

The coin is now firmly held in this manner
and inserted in the envelope, which does not
allow the bondings of the cardboard to ex-
pand. Paul Schulze.

Make the most of every trip

with rod and gun.

Take a

KODAK
with you

lUustrated catalogue at your dealer's,

OT by mail. Free,

EASTMAN KODAK CO.,

382 State St, ROCHESTER. N. Y.

A Lawn Bench
A SUITABLE bench
•••for the lawn c-an be
made from a ci^ate in
which the Texas and
Bermuda onions come.
Take the heavy wire out
of one end so as to

loosen the ends. Now
take the two ends and
turn them around, or
rather turn the box
inside out. Next match

the slats, as shown above, and insert the
wire. You have a bench that is light and
serviceable. I have mine stained green.

A. Stutz.

The Three-Horse Team
THIS is a three-horse equalizer that will

permit three hoi-ses to work on any
tongue that two horses can work on. The
distance from A to the tongue is five times

FOR INFORMATION AS TO LANDS IN

THE NATION'S
GARDEN SPOT-
THAT GREAT FRUIT AND TRUCK,
GROWING SECTION -ALONG THE

ATLANTIC COAST
UNE RAILROAD
W VreCMA. nor™ AHD SOOTB CAROUHA.
GEORGIA. ALABAMA AMD FljORUiA.WBITE10

WILBUR MfCOr JL E. N. CLARK^
A.6I.ACT.DE5i F § A-6 1-ACUISK F
aACKSONV]LI£.FLA.T WILHUKjKML N.C -

the distance of AA to the tongue. Also, B
to C is five times as long as from BB to C.
To get the most work possible done dur-

ing the summer season, three-horse teams
are often necessary. .1. M. Bbski.ne.

Faultless Hopper Feeder

T 7c

THE sketch shows a hop-
per feeder we are using

with perfect success. My
father bought or made many
different kinds which proved

to be vei-y defective,

Bbut finally hit on this

one, which beat.s all

the others. B is a
board of suitable
thickness and dimen-
.sions, through ^.•hi^•h

a stove-pipe joint
passes from C,
a deep pan with
a flanged rim. Cut a
round hole in center
of board just large
enough for the stove-

r>ipe to slip in, and nail from inside iis

shown. Before nailing <'iil other holes
Jibont two or three inches in dianu-tor
through which the chii-kens ciin eat. The
i<lc!i can be modified to .suit fowls and cir-

• umstances. E. S. McClintock.

WITTE Sfellsforless
^ And givea you better englnes."~""">^^Oline
Sold only Direct from Factory toUMrs^^^^PT

WTTTE Engines"
"IM to 40 H. p. standard for all farm and Bhop
work for 26 years. Recommended by users In all
parts of world. Everr- engine built nnder personal
direction of Ed. H. Witce, Master Enpine-baUder.

60 Days Free Trial. 5-Year Guaranty.
Engines shipped ready to work. easy to Btartand
run. Never wear out, always pull

^

steady and use less fuel.
Get our Free Catalog with
latest reduced prices

Wirre IRON WORKS CO,

2067 Oakland Are.,

KINSAS cm. MG.

Witb Rubtwr Tires.5lS.*.=i. Your Wlicfle Kcrubheml,
' \$10.M>. I make wheels >t to 4 in. tread. Tope, $fi.5t^

^
JShmfw, $-2.10; Repair Wheels, $5.95: Axles $2.25; Wag.
y on Umbrella free. Bot direct, An^ for Catalog T

SPLIT HICKORY WHEEL 00^ 607 F SU, Cincinoati. Ohla

Slmiey Work with yon

—

President
Suspenders

504

"Satipfaction
or mouey back**

Be sure ' "Shirlej- President" ' ison buckles

Th© CA.EdrArton Hfr-C^^birtey^aaai

Running Watei

Little Expense I

Headwork Winner
TTie first-prize contribution in the Head-

work Shop in this issue is. "Movable Frames
for Vines," by Paul Schulze.

Roliablo
Pumps

Don't think that rmmingr water on yonr
farm means big- expense and lots of trouble.
Yoa can now hrvo mnniug «at«>ria ©very build-
ing nt 8mnlt fir^t cost and almost no upbeeo
ezponae. Save work, money and time by InstaU-
iag one of the 300

Goulds
Yoa aiid your family can

enjoy tbeloxoryand protec-
tioQ of ranning water. No
more tramping through
the enow on a winter's
mnrniiiK to reach the
wcllorspriDf?. Nomore
biK rink of fire. Th
water can bo rieht
on tap in the hnuso
or burn reaily for
Instaatote- Yoocan
have a prmt« water
WL>rk0 tyKtftn at very
litlle exi>en!i«h Jost the
twist of a faucet and th«
water will ausli forih.

Get the Facts
Ow bic lUwtntrtl bo«ik n ttK* f*op-

filj fa* U>« C*>uaitf llwBM." 18 imchcl
fraiB c«*«r tooonr vttli (vfid iJ«ks for
•T«iT fauiwr ailbaniM ptcbUmoahls
baada VbrktaforlltoilaT—NOW. T*r.fl
thine* fhatjauMDl Is kaow abon
IwaaJpnmpa A poMalbrtn^iltf^.

TheOooldiMfg. Co.. IliW.Fall
fit.. Seneca FaUs, If . T.
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Farm Notes

A Neat Concrete Silo

By Frank C. Perkins

THIS picture shows an Indiana con-

crete silo erected in the record time of

twenty-three hours by two masons. It is

said to be absolutely water-proof with half

an inch coat of high grade cement plaster-

ing on the inside. The total height of the

Had this silo had a rim around the inside

near the top—a sort of inside hoop, but
with whatever is used for this purpose pro-

vision must be made for the shrinkage due
to the drying out of the staves—it would
have been given the rigidness that would
have kept it from being forced out of the

true circle which had to precede its buck-
ling in.

In the rebuilding of this silo a well-

braced rim, the outside circumference of

which is ten inches less than the inside

measurement of the silo, is being placed in

the top of the structure. This rim is made
of two-inch stuff and is kept in position by
three eye-bolts equidistant from each other

that pass through the staves and through
the rim and from the eye of each is twisted

a wire cable. These cables are s.^cured

to anchors set in the ground fifty feet from
the base of the sUo.

Built from the inside

sUo is twenty-four feet. It is held by some
that a cement silo of this type is cheaper
and better than a wood or steel sUo. AH
the work was done from the inside of the

structure.

Simple Sash-Fastener
By D. A. McComb

TAKE a common clothes-pin and split
* one side off. This leaves the head and
the other side to form a wedge. Tie a

string to it, and hang one in each side of

the bedroom window, allowing them to

hang a little below the top of the lower
sash.

Lift the lower, or drop the uppsr, or

shift both sash, as you like, and push the

wedges tight between them, and they can't

rattle nor be easily lifted from the outside.

Be Prepared for the Wind
By A. Cornell

THE picture shows a silo located where
the wind very rarely assumes destructive

force, and it was thought to be in shape to

withstand any wind that was likely to hit

it. Th2 hoops wore reasonably tight, but

the wind forced the side in, and, as can hi

seen. h;id it not been for the hay shjd the

whole thing would have gone to the ground.

The bast way to make a permanent silo,

gen erally speaking, is to make it of rein-

forced concrete. On some occasions, how-
ever, such as being near a sawmill whire
the staves may be secured at a roasonabje

It was thought to be well built

cost, or if one is building in a place from
which he is likely to move the structure,

the stave or similar sUo is the one to be

chosen.

The lesson to be taken from the picture

is that it is not safe to depend on the

hoops alone to resist the force of the wind.

Keep up your end of the evener this year.

A store account comes easier than a
bank account, but the latter is a surer sign

of thrift

The most economical man doesn't buy
something he doesn't need just because it

is cheap ; nor does he hesitate to buy some-
thing he does need just because it is dear.

Jack went up the hUl
As JiU was coming down,

.lill lived in the country,

.lack lived in the town.
StUl, later in the day,

Jack thought himself in luck

That he was going down the hill

.lust as Jill was coming up.

Puts Tire^ack On
By Geo. Mayhew

ALL that is needed to put on a tire that

•'"has run off you have with you whenever
you use a wagon ; namely, a wagon single-

tree.

To put tire on, roll wheel so as to get

tire on inside of wheel between wagon-box
and felloe. This leaves a little space at

the top of wheel that the tire isn't on.

Now take a singletree and put over wheel

;

put the hook under the tire, and the single-

tree over the rim. Now press on the other

end of singletree, and the tire slips on.

It will bend the hook on the singletree,

but that is a small item if you are far from
home.

Sometimes if tire is very tight two single-

trees are necessary.

OU»M>UuU«In>ii

Rnmn^ EatmtRiam«nt P>v>

Cornwall, Ensluid

For All Buildings
in All Climates
The true test of a roofing is its ability

to withstand unusual conditions. Illus-

trations show buildings on which J-M
Asbestos Roofing has withstood 120° of
heat without melting or drying out—4'0°

below zero without cracking— deadly
gases and chemical fumes without being
inj ured— and a constant rain of hot
sparks without burning.
The wonderful durability of this roof-

ing is due to its all-mineral construction.
There isn't a particle of perishable ma-
terial in

]-M Asbestos

Roofing
Made of that indesiructible rock. Asbestos, re-

duced to feit and cemented layer on layer with
Trinidad Lake Asplialt, the greatest known
water-proofer. Literally a flexible stone.

This roofing is still in good condition on hun-
dreds of buildings througnout the country after
more than 25 years of wear. Costs less per year
of service than any other roofing—its^rj^ cost is

the last cost. No coating or gravel ever needed.
Easily applied. Shipped direct from our

nearest Branch if your dealer can't supply you.
V/rite for free samnle of the wonderful fire-

proof ASBESTOS ROCK from which this
roofing is made, and our Book No. 3460

H. W. JOHNS MANVILLE CO.

Aurora C^lo&r. Aurora. Cuba

E

ASBESTOS
Louisville
Milwaukee
Minneapolis
New Oi leans
New York

For Canada

;

TheCANADIAN H.W. JOHNS-MANVILLE CO.. Ltd,
Toromo Montreal Winnipeg Vancouver

Omaha
PhilaJelphla
Pittsburuh
San Francisco
Seattle
St Louis
Syracuse

1961

It is to your advantage to mention Farm and Fireside
in writing to advertisers,
verv best attenfinn.

Farm and Fireside folks get the

TheShoe with
the Sole of

Steel

BOOK

DAYS FREE
TRY-ON

Let me send this bnok
to von by mail post-
paid Read it and learn
moreof this gi-eatshoe
wiihtiiesole of steel
—the shoe with the
li-fht, springy, airy
"plep"—the shoe that
re-ts your foot natu-
rally and comfortably,
always holding its per-
fect shape — never a
"rundown" heel, bro-
ken arch, warped sole,
worn toe, twisted uppei-s.
or cracks and le; lis Be-
fore you think of buying a
pairof workshoes.get.l is

great book of shoe lacta
nnd leam about V is won-
t'erful. fool-saving sole
of s-amlf*a9 etec). Do not
think ..e tu'-ning this paga
o -til vi'u hnve eeuffor
this fre« book.

B Want to Know Why YOU Have Not Sent For YOUR Pair of

These Shoes on 10-Days' FREETry-On in Your Own Home

N. M. Riithstein

The Steel Stiae Man

WANT 'o know why you hnve he'^i-

ti't-^d—why you have held bnck—in
tho fJioe of my opnn. f r;i n k,
mun-t«'-mJin ofEer to let 'Oii tr>' ;i

p;ur iit my own risk, without your tak-
ing a chance or rnaiting the risk *>f

o«ing a ingle ppnuy.
I d'ln t know how I could offpr you

nnything more th^tn that. I don't know
how I< onld b tter offer to prove to you the absolutely
wonderful ;idvantagea of this -hr-p, ihan to let yui put
th -m on vonr f et and try th- m for ten djiysat my risk.

Over a million men in all i ccnpiition- have tried,

tpRt*"', up-' d and proved the iictnnl value of this wonder-
ful shoe with its light, springy, sensible 8..1e of seamless steel.

I Want to Let You be the Sole Judge
I want to leave it wholly and entiiely np to yoD to sny, from

yonr own trial and examination, that this shoe will preserve

'Our feet prnteft yonr hewlth, and save yoti tho money you

now waste in continuously baying the old. heavy, lenkv, wnrp-

iiig, niinanitary and painful leather-soled work slioes that lo^k

ba I. smell bad, feel bud and wear oat every few months at tho

very liest.

I Can Save Your Feet and $1 O to $20
t can do this because I have done it for a million others. I

can do it because 1 have created a shoe that is coniforlable, dry,

sanita y and connnii'-al.

Becnnse "-at-h pair will outlast thr*^ to six or even eipht

pairs oE l>eat quality alMei'ther work flhr»ea Furthermnre

lliere are no repairs—no loss of time or trouble of any.kind.

This shoe is msd- for comfort and made to l«8t. The solej

an>i aides (ns. shown in illustration j are stamiied in one senm-

Irsi piece f om buht, th n, springy steel, semred firmly to

th© uppers, w. ich are <tf the very best qualiiy soft, pliahle

leather—nbsolutelv waierproof and almost indestructible.
The soles are studded with adjnstable steel rivets, which give

perfect traction. Urm fo..tinp, and irotect the aoles from
wear. The rivets themselves (which take all the wear) ci»n be
quickly replaced when partly wi.rn. Th-- cost of these is almost
Qr.thing— 00 adjustable riveis for b<)t 30 cenia, and they will

kee|> the shoes in good repair ff)r from two to even three years.

Abolish Corns, Blisters, Bunions and
/Callouses

This shoe will give you ahsi>lute font comfort becanso it has
abPohite foot form—and the sole being st-^el. it cannoi warp,
twist or draw out of shape. Conseqnenily, corns, bunions,
callona**8, olc, cannot l>e irritated and no portion of the foot

rniil'ed so as to start new miseries of this kind. You know
very well that a peifect fitting shoe never made a corn in the
world—and yon also know that an all-leather shoe cannot fit

after it has a twisted, broken sole, that allows the uppers to

crease up into galling wrinkles.

Save the Arch of Your Foot
As soon as a leather sole l>ecomps wet and slightly worn,

the arch gives way and fla.tens out— iuimerltalely enrfnngeriutr

the very hfe and service of your foot. In this shoe the steel

arch cannot >>reak or get out of shape— it is a continnoiis,

elaatii'. resif til sn nport—always remain io;; exactly the same
during the entire life of the shoe.

Banish Wet Feet, Colds, Chilblains,
and Rheumatism

With this shoe you can work all dav in mnd and wnfcer—and
yon r feet will reumin i«-iwd''r drv. It is an al}3<>liite protecli n
to your healtli. Yon ps''ai)e cohts rheuma'ism. nemalgia. the

dreaded pneumonia, and the long list of ill» and dampers Ih t

result from damp or wet cold f et. In fact, these sho-s pay
for tlieniselvea again and again s'mply i>v prevenlins sicknc.-a

— saving dtnlor's bills, and allowing yon to W'>rk in weather
in w hich you would not otherwise dare t-i leave the h- ioe.

Lighter Than Leather
This firm, yet springy, elastic iread gives yon an ease and

lightncds .f step, and ccmfort that «!elit.lil3 y. nr ftei. and
gives your whole body a reailieiicy that lifia the pain and
Iturden fnuTi ihe Work of the day. Yt-ti can stand nmie, walk
more, do in<<re. earn more—and live longer in peifect muscular
health and ^irength.

Join the List of Happy Users
Become a knight of the St> el Shoe Save yuuiself and save

your III' ney FarmeiG, miners smelters, rail oad men,
Iinnters and all w- ikmen raistr lo the skica iheir praise of this

shoe wiih its w..nd<rful, yet simple, Ben8il)le sole <if ^teeL
Break away from the traditiona ihnt have cost you pain, toss

of time and unneceasary expense. Accept tluR proimailiitn thai
I h^tve iiwide to prove to youiaelf the couifort, the ecunumy
of ihii* shoe-

Send This Free Try-on Coupon Today
Simply put yonr name and address on this coupon and

mail it to me. or send mo a i»08ta! card and 1 wdl imnie-
diately send you free, postag- t>aid, my gretil lKK>k of
facts, figures and ilhietrat ion.-*, t- eelher with my <'ompletG
litemtitre and my Fiee 10 Day Tcy-On iiffer. Send tlir

Coupon, op aHdrc's your p^>^tal t" me, personal ly today

rnBnnnniB «mn n n) fns!n n rr rvtn
n FREE TRY-ON COUPON t

N. M. RUTHSTEIN, The steei Shoe Man Qept. 14, RACINE, WIS-
Also M^niifaetur-fir ol Iho World Famnus *'Scl»n'Hic Shoes" for Pra^s wrd Gane^l Service

N. M. RUTHSTEIN, Dept. 14. Radne, Wis.

Pf^r Sir:—PleMo send tne posipa'd. your free hook, "Th© Sole
of Steel," her wiih fril p r-lcidare of ytir Ten DayS*
Free Try-On Proposition> wiihout. pia«.iig mjtwu uuuer ^uj

a
a
a
a
ayanw

Tottnt State
g

Co- itfi/ R. F. D H
inoiflKiKisifciiiiiBBaiKiSKiiiiisiKmiiBaaBiBaH
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BaseballBoys

Attention!

Complete Outfit Now Ready for You

THIS is an unrivaled opportunity

for ever)' energetic boy who is in-

terested in the great American game
of baseball. You can win this com-

plete outfit with equipment for a

whole team without spending one cent

of your money. The outfit consists of

the following articles

:

1. (he weO-lnlaBcnl hai-moi basebil iat

2. Ok i/arif vnUed caldtcr's glove

3. One Gnger glore suitable for fieUen tr hasgfii

4. Om atdicr's nask made «( heari]; mm wire

5. Om Jnier Lea^ basebaS

6. Om cap—Bi; Lea;K patten

7. OMtacrbek

Surely you want this great seven-piece outfit.

Then send me your name and address right away,

and I will tell you how you can win it. \ letter

or post-card will do. Remember, every article in

this outfit is backed by the guarantee of one of the

foremost sporting-goods houses in America. This

is ao unusual ofier. You should send me your

name quickly. Baseball Man,

Farm and Fireside. Springfield. Ohio

r 1
j Garden and Orchard !

i i

One Family—Three Acres
By R. E. Hodges

OVER §700 net cash profit from three
acres in a year, besides house rent
and all the fruit, vegetables, chickens

and eggs for a family of five, is the achieve-
ment of Dr. J. Vought. sixty-three years
old. partially recovered from paralysis of

his right side and having used a wooden leg

on hi.<! left side for more than twenty years.

The doctor gave up his practice in Iowa
four years ago, when the paralysis c-ame.

But having regained c-onsiderable activity

be came to California in December, 1910.
Though the rainy season was on, the

beauty of the country appealed to him and
his wife so that in March they bought the

three acres where they now live.

The crop on which they depended for a
cash income was a French-prune orchard
of 114 bearing trees which had been left in

good shape by the previous owner.
The doctor had never seen a prune-tree

till that winter, but. as he says, '"I watched
what my neighbors did, and followed their

example. They were very friendly and t<dd

me whatever I wanted to know."
The orchard did not need pruning or

spraying that year. If it had the cost

would have been ?10 for pruning an^ $11
for spraying.

The Orchau-ds are Cultivated

In California the orchards are more
thoroughly cultivated than corn-fields in the
Middle West. and. sinc-e Doctor Vought had
only his five-year-old family horse, he had
to hire the plowing done for $10. He him-
self harrowed it three times,

AVhile the prunes were growing, the doc-

tor and his wife cared for the garden, the

big lawn with its shrubbery and flowers,

and for the great variety of other fruits,

besides the thirty-six White Leghorn hens.

The eggs that were sold more than paid
for their feed, and the house was supplied
from the surplus.

French pnines ripen here in September
and fall to the ground, which has been kept

soft by cultivation. If any remain on the
tree when picking commences, a light shake
brings them down.

Ordinarily, men. women and children
take a hand in picking them up at about
six cents per half-bushel box. But Doctor
A'ought hired a man at the unusually low
price of $2 per day through his picking-

time, about tweuty days.

Again the family horse came into use to

haul the sixteen tons of fresh fruit across
town to the drier, where it was sold for

$678 cash.

From early May till Thanksgiving there

was a succession of other fruits in such
abundance that the family used and canned
and preserved all they could, and fed a
great deal of fresh fruit to the horse, be-

sides selling and giving away veiT much
more. About a ton of pears were sold for

$80 from seven trees, while eight apple-
trees produced forty-five boxes of apples,

part of which were sold for $25. and the
doctor had apples for his friends the next
May. The lone quince-tree had fine. big.

delicious fruit, part of which sold for $1.50.

Mrs. Vought put up some cherries in salt

water, which were most delicious when
soaked in vitegar the nest March. Quite
a number of grapes were sold from the big

arbor where the wife did part of her work
on the waim summer days. Strawberries,
loganberries and other small fruit added
variety to the cherries, plums, apricots, figs,

peaches, apples, pears, quinces and English
walnuts.

If Doctor Vought had found it necessary
to hire all the Work done on the prunes at

the usual prices, the pnjning would have
cost $5 (at $10 every two years), the spray-
ing $10. the plowing $10, cultivation $10.

picking .$40 and hauling $16. The net

profit on the prunes alone would have been
nearly $600. a net profit of ten per cent,

on $2,000 an acre after paying labor, and
this would not take into consideration the

family's living.

^T^HOSE neat sparkling roqfs with their

crushed mineral shining in the sun—
you see them all over the country—they
are Amatite roofs.

The fact that Amatite needs no paint-

ing means a great saving to those who
use it.

It is also a great convenience not to

have to paint roofs.

Many buyers have adopted the policy

of using nothing but Amatite, owing to

this economy and satisfaction.

A booklet about Amatite will be sent

free on request. Address our nearest qffice.

Creonoid fi?ct".>^
Cr©onold sprayed tm cows keeps away fiies and prevents

insect torment, i^nally QsefuJ in the heo house to de-

stroy lice and ke«p them at a distance. The ooel is trifling.

Everjet Elastic Paint
Ssf-emoner br u^ing this black paint wherever th© color

is no obiecti'on." EUa-tir. heat-j-roof. darahle. rii»e it lor
"mbber" roofings and all eiixjsed iron and wood.

BARRETT MANUFACTURING CO.
New York Chlcajto Philadelphia Bostoo Sr. Ix)uls

Cleveland Pittsburgh Cincinnati Kanss City

Minneaiwlis Birmingham Seattle

Learn to be constructive. If you're only
propping up bean-poles, for instance, place

them so firmly they will stand as supports
instead of being wobbling makeshifts.

Have You Any Bush or Bog Land ?
Extra heavy
steel disks
forged

sharp

If you have any bush or bog fields, or parts of

fields, lying out as waste land, or if you have any tough
sod that you want to thoroughly chop up.or
if you have any other
disking that here- Cut&W&V
tofore you consider- ^ ^ .jp .ji.^
ed impossible,put the
Bu'-H AND Bog Plow on the job. Yon will be as-

tonished at »hat this big, stroDg, heavy plow or

disk will do to it. Let os tell yon more about t l.is

tool. Write today for catalo;!and B. & B. circular.

CUTAWHT HARROW CO., 854 Main St., Rlgwninn, Com.

Makers of Ihecriirin ilCI A F K ,!r>t,"r nr' w^u l;irrtr., t

Keeping the stolen article, if only a

handkerchief, makes a thief of any observ-

ant child.

Growing Trees in Poor Soil

By J. D. Yancey
W^BN planting orchards of any con-

.«iderable size there will sometimes be
places where the land is thin or poor. If

trees are planted in such soil they usually

make little growth and lag behind the trees

on the better soU, thus giving the orchard
a spotted, or uneven, appearance.

To prevent this, pioceed in the following

manner: first, stake off the tract to be

planted so that you will know where each

tree is to be set. Then, instead of planting

trees in the poor soU, dig a hole three feet

in diameter and two feet deep where each

tree is to stand. Fill these holes with soU

brought from the better parts of the field,

tramping it down firmly as possible. You
are now ready to set the trees, and if you
do a good job they will grow, the first two
years, fully as well as those on the tx'tter

ground. In the meantime, fertilizer may be

appli'fl. a cover crop establishiMl. and the

|)<H>r six)ts brought up to the same degre<'

of fertility as the balance of the on-hard.

It is more satisfa<'tory to make and fill

the holes in the fall so that the winter rains

will settle the earth firmly. Thou. t<H>. they

will not cause trouble in planting-time.

When the haul is short a coniinoii road-

scraper and team may be hs«hI in this work
by simply filling the s<Taper in the good

part of the field ;ind driving to a hole and
dumping directly into it. In obtaining the

good dirt you will of course avoid filling the

scraper twice in the same place, or trenches

will b<' dug that will not level up well in

cviltivation.
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Back to Primitive Strife
By G. Henry

A MAN in the garden is mussing and
fussing ; he's working most awftilly hard.

He's sci-atching and digging, and spading
and hoeing; just tearing up earth by the
yard. He's planting potatoes, and sowing
some seeds, expecting to regain his health.
He's found, has this banker, some things
more important than sordid and unhealthy
wealth. With his hair coming out. his

stomach growing big and his gait of old age
the sign, his wife told him flatly that unless
he changed she simply would have to resign.
His back is a-bending. and. oh. how he's
sweating ; he's returned to primitive strife.

He's gone back to the soil, and by honest
hard toil he expects to reconquer his wife.

Dust-Board for Cultivator
By J. A. Lipham

yniS device is

useful for leav-

ing a thin dust
mulch after culti-

vating, especially if

a large-shovel cul-

tivator, common in many places, is used.

Get a board one inch thick, six inches
wide and length according to the width
between the rows to be cultivated. Get two
strips of iron about three-sixteenths inch
thick, seven-eighths inch wide and sixteen

inches long. Bolt these to back end of

beam, then twist them, and bolt them to the

board. Take two more strips of iron twen-
ty-one inches long, to be attached to the
handles of the board, as illustrated. Have
several holes at the top end so that the

board can be raised and lowered.
This device can also be used ou a plow

for breaking up the clods. In addition to

saving moisture through the mulch that is

formed, this device kills grass that might
otherwise live in the clods. I have used it

for eight years with great satisfaction.

Questions of Heredity
By A. J. Rogers, Jr.

"pOR years I have wondered why apple-
* trees grown from seeds of high-grade

fruit bear only poor fruit," writes a Maine
subscriber.

Practically all the c<immercial varieties
of apples have originated purely by chance.
Out of numberless self-sown apple-trees
that have gnrown to maturity a very small
proportion have been superior enough to
warrant their perpetuation by grafting.

These, therefore, are of unknown parentage,
probably a most complicated mixture. In
order to "breed true" the offspring must be
identical with their parents. The only kind
of seed that co\ild accomplish this would
have to develop from self-fertilized flowers.

By a process of selection covering many
generations varieties that are self-fertile

could produce seed which when planted
would breed true. It is by the above method
that seeds of all pliuits are made to breed
true. Since many of cuir commercial varie-

ties demand cross-fertilization, fifty per
cent, of foreign blood must necessaiily be
admitted, by virtue of which tht>se varieties,

or "seedlings." could not possibly breed true.

Another reader asks why it is that mules
will not breed, and says it seems strange
that the outcross will breed and their
progeny will not.

Xature demands a certain amount of
cross-fertilization, but within certain limits,

after which the more distantly related, the
more difficult it is to obtain a normal off-

spring, or even any offspring at all. In the

case, of the mule there is a union between
two species, with the resulting abnor-
mality—sterility. Just why this should be,

nobody knows.

Smudge-Pot Multiplies Profits

By J. T. Soaper

CIX years ago I bought one hundred one-
*^ gallon smudge-pots to \ise in my Ken-
tucky peach-orchard, but up to date I have
had no occasion to use them, as each year
the peach-buds have been killed in JailSaary

or February. That early in the season you
could not smudge, as the weather is likely

to be cold such a long time. I have been
afraid to try them out. However, three

years ago in my strawbeny-bed of one acre

I placed forty pots. Berries were in fuU
bloom, and the thermometer got as low as
28°. I set my pots to work when the

thermometer read 34°. and I raised it to

36°. while outside it read 28°. A stiff wind
Wiis blowing with a mixture of sleet and
snow during the night, which caus»?d some
of the pots to boil over. Since then I have
frequently suggested the possibility of some
improvement which would hold the heat

near the ground. It would then be a great

thing for small fruit as weJl as for orchards.

I failed to state that that year I picked

over seven hundred gallons of berries, and
of two other growers here that had in the

Same amount of ground, one picked fony
gallons, and the other one brought into

town two cases of rots.

Two Short Cuts
By G. Nordyke

TO REM(^\'10 a broken screw with one

side of the head broken off, place the

screw-driver against one side of the h-ad,

and with a small block press firmly against

the screw-driver, at the s»me time turning

the screw-driver and the blM-k. The si rew
will come out almost as easily as if the

hrtid was intact.

To stoj) a leak while waiting for a

plumber, mix whiting and yellow soap into

a thick paste with a little water, .\pply

this to the place where the leakage i.s. and

it will be instantly stoppi-d.

We seldom feel the cold' of the slums
while our own stove is glowing hot.

Man on the Bridge— "I've been watching that

Mlow for the last two hour*, and he faaan't

caught a thing. It's strange how some people

waste their time."



GARDENING
By T. Greiner

Striped Beetle and Cabbage-
Worm

THE best remedy for the striped beetle,

which gives so much trouble by kill-

ing melon and cucumber and similar
vines, is arsenate of lead. Put an ounce of

the powder, or an ounce and a half of the

paste (it comes in both forms), into a gal-

lon of water or, better, of Bordeaux mixture,
and spray the vines thoroughly as soon as
the first beetles are seen, and keep them
sprayed occasionally as long as there is

danger. The same remedy might be used
for the cabbage-worm, but some soap should
be added to make the liquid adhere to the
leaves. Water is liable to run off the cab-
bages as it would from a duck's back.
Dashing hot water, hot soapsuds, or spray-
ing with hot liquids, dusting with red
pepper, insect-powders, and even common
road dust, are also often used with good
effect for the green cabbage-worm.

The Improved Meeker
No doubt the original Meeker disk or

smoothing harrow is a most excellent tool

for putting the finishing touches on a piece

of clean garden land, and for fitting it for

sowing seeds with the garden drill. It is in
general use among gardeners in the great
truelving regions and on the muck lands all

over the East. Where large fields are being
made ready for sowing spinach, onion or
other seeds, as I saw it near Norfolk, Vii'-

giuia. or for planting lettuce, celery, etc..

as I saw it near South Lima, New York,
this original form of harrow may be all

right. In smaller patches, or when the land

Strawberries in the Garden
I

Most of our present standard sorts of

! strawberries are perfect-flowering, and a

J*

row or two of a single variety, such as
Dunlap, Brandywine, Ozark, Marshall, etc.,

will do just as well standing alone as when
other varieties are planted near it. The
old Crescent, which was very popular once,
often "fooled" the home gardener when he
undertook to grow a crop and had no other
variety near it. We still have a few va-

rieties that need the assistance of another,
perfect-flowering, sort near it to make it

fruitful. Among those "pistillate" varieties

are Bubach and Beder Wood, and if the
home grower happens to get hold of one of

them he must take care to plant one or

more of the other sorts that will supply
the pollen or male principle with it. If

not, there may be little or no perfect fruit.

It is always best to set a new patch every
spring. It is quite a task to keep an old

bed over for a second or even third year's

fruiting, and very difficult to reclaim a
strawberry-bed after it has once become
overrun with weeds. Yet I always try to

have at least a small patch of the old bed
fixed up for next year's fruiting. We can
cut the matted rows down to a narrow strip

with plow or hoe and let the remaining
plants form new runners on newly dug up
margins, and in that case we are quite

sure of getting ripe berries a week, and
possibly ten days, earlier than from the new
bed.

At this writing we are right at the

height of the strawberry harvest. And what
a feast it is ! A new bed is coming on for

next year, but we shall also have a small
old bed. It is worth the trouble of cleaning

up the old bed. We prolong the strawberry
season that much at the first start.

A great help for gardeners

is not quite clean or a little rough, and
when the harrow is liable to clog, we can
handle and lift and. especially,'^ turn it only
with a great deal of inconvenience and ef-

fort. All the objectionable features, how-
ever, disappear as if by magic, and the tool

becomes at once tractable and ea.sily con-
trollable, by adding a handle (such as is

shown in the picture), fastened to the cen-

ter of the crosspiece in front and held by
iron braces fastened to the crosspiece in the

rear. We use this tool now with a good
deal of real pleasure, can ride on it or walk
behind it, always with hand on the handle,

and turn it without any effort in any di-

rection. Gardeners should take notice. It

is a great help.

Hastening Maturity
The reader who inquires about best

means of hurrying the ripening of tomatoes
is only one in a good many. We all want
our tomatoes, melons, Lima beans, etc., just

as early as we can have them. The founda-
tion for early tomatoes, however, must be

laid in winter or very early spring, by
starting the plants early from seed, and fre-

quent transplanting, giving to the plants

the needed room. The next thing is to set

them at proper time—namely, when the

ground has become warm in spring—in good
and well-prepared soil, and give good culti-

vation. I also apply a little acid phosphate,

say a pound per square rod, as this has a

tendency to hasten bloom, fruit-setting and
fruit-ripening. This application is made in

early spring, broadcast after plowing, and
for melons, squashes, Lima beans, peppers
and eggplants, as well as for tomatoes. If

some of these aids have been neglected in

proper time, we may stUl find a way to

hasten maturity of tomatoes slightly by
trimming and staking the plants. The
pocirest possible way to hurry up the ripen-

ing of tomatoes (a way often practised and
recommended) is to cut off a large part of

the tops above the fruit-clusters. Possibly

it may make the fruit ripen prematurely.
In any case it must hurt the quality of the

tomatoes. We want them meaty, solid and
of good tomato flavor. Without plenty of

good foliage the specimens will be dried up,

flabby, insipid, perhaps absolutely worth-
le.ss, and at any rate unfit for marketing.
By trimming the plant to two leaders, or

stalks, carefully saving the foliage above
each fruit-cluster and tying these stalks to

a pole or stake or treUis, I believe I secure

some ripe tomatoes a little earlier than I

would get them otherwise. And the toma-
toes thus ripened are first class.

A Vegetable-Growers' Report
A most excellent report of the two last

annual meetings of the New York State
Vegetable-Growers' A.ssociation has come to

my table from the office of the secretary.

Prof. Paul Work of Ithaca. The associa-

tion is very young, but appears to be thriv-

ing. It is doing good work for its members.
The vegetable-grower has many problems to

solve. He must take advantage of every

opportunity offered to secure aid and prac-

tical suggestions. The report contains

many that he will find of use to him.

Every gardener in New York State should
join the association. Every progressive

gardener in any of the adjoining or near
States will be greatly helped by becoming
a member, attending the annual or summer
meetings and receiving a copy of the valu-

able report. As a rule, I find that fruit-

growers are most willing to come together

for the purpose of talking their business

afl'airs over, deyising plans for bettering

their conditions and making the business

more profitable. Get together !

Blossoms, but no Fruit
Quite often I hear gardeners complain

that the blossoms on their tomato, cucum-
ber or melon vines drop off without setting

fruit. Station botanists may call this

"dropping of tomato (or melon) blossoms"
and give the cause as "failure of proper
pollenation." This, however, is only giving

one term for another, and does not go to the

root of the trouble. Perhaps the problem
has as yet not been thoroughly investigated.

In my estimation, backed by experience,

failure of these plants to set fruit is liable

to occur on soils that have a comparative
over-supply of humus and nitrogen, or are

insufficiently supplied with mineral plant-

foods, especially phosphoric acid. My own
soil has plenty of potash, as do most strong

loams.
I use acid phosphate freely to sup-

ply the phosphoric acid, both by direct

applications, broadcast after plowing, and
by mixing smaller quantities into the

stable manure as made. There is no lack

of mineral plant-foods, and the plants

bloom and set fruit early and freely. My
trouble sometimes, as for instance this year,

when it has been so very dry for many
weeks, is in the opposite direction. I have
the fullest setting of fruit, both on tomatoes

and melons, but would like to see a stronger

vegetative growth. We must have plenty

of foliage in order to secure high quality of

fruit. The tomatoes of the Earliana type
(Earliana, Floracroft, Maule's Earliest,

Bonny Best, Northern Adirondack, etc.)

have the natural tendency to bloom early

and set fruit fully. You can plant them
even where the soil is abundantly supplied

with humus and nitrogen, and expect free

fruit-setting. In fact. I plant these tomato
varieties preferably on my richest garden-

land, and have never yet failed to get the

fruit I am after, early and abundantly.
Applications of phosphatic manures, and
on lighter (sandier) soOs of potash also,

can always be recommended as most prom-
ising of results. Use acid phosphate (dis-

solved rock) or bone-meal, wood-ashes if

you have them, or the cheapest of honest
chemical fertilizers, the latter furnishing
mostly phosphoric acid ; in other words,
being little more than plain superphos-

. phates. These explanations should help the

reader to head off the "dropping of tomato-
blossoms."

Is Your Roof Sparkproof?

Once the universal test for a good
roofing was: "Is it leakproof

—

weatherproof? Will it keep out

driving storms?'*

Today the test is much broader : "Will it protect from storms and
sparks and burning^ embers? " Shingle roofs are now prohibited in many
places by law. The National Board of Fire Underwriters says : "The use
of wooden shingles is a public crime.

"

NEPDN5ET Paroid Roofing will do all that the best shingles ever did, and
in addition is a protection against fire, and can't blow off.

This is the positive protection NEPONSET Paroid Roofing has given for
15 years. U. S. Government engineers, architects and property owners
specify NEPdnseT Paroid solely on the strength of proved past perform-
ances—not on future claims. [MEPdnsET Paroid costs but a trifie mo're

—

lasts years longer. It is a quality product.

Waterproof Building Products
Roofings

NEPDNSET roofints are a
fire protection, leakproof and
lone lived. Anyone can lay
them. NEPDNSET Paroid
Roofine i3 for general nsc,
NEPONSET Proslate Roofing
is an ornamental roofing for

dwellings. Attractive colors.

Building Papers
If NEPDNSET Waterproof
Building Papers are built into

walh and floors, the building

will be warmer, will costlessto

heat and will last years longer.

Recommended by architects,

engineers and building owners
everywhere.

Wall Board
NEPONSET WaU Board is a
8cicnti6c product which takes

the place of lath and plaster;

comes in sheets 32 inches wide.
Remember, it is the only wall
board with waterproofed sur-

faces that requires no further

decoration. Anyonecan putitup.

S Are you going' to build? Write for more facts about the products in which you arc =
= interested. Send for samplei, free booklet, and name of nearest NEPONSET dealer. =

I BIRD & SON 614 Neponset St., E. Walpole, Mass. |
S [F, W. BIRD & SON] New York Chicago WaHhington Portland, Ore. San Francisco S
^ Canadian Plant: Hamilton, Ont. =
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ORNAMENTAL FENCE
25 Designs—^All Steel

Handsome, cost less than wood,
more durable. Don't buy a fence
until you get our Free Catalogue
and Special Prices.

We can sare yon monej.

Kokomo Fence Machine Co.
4'27 Xortii St., Kokomo. Ind.

AGENTS
I^et us show
you the best
paying can-
vassing business
Write to the largest

$1,500

in the U. S. We have it.

makers of transparent handled knives and
in the world for proof. Write us today. Address

NOVELTY CUTlERy CO., 152 Bar St, CANTON. OHIO

A"HIRED HAND" that is de-

pendable, willing and always
on the job.

InHouse,Dairy
AND Barn

Old Dutch Cleanser cleans in a way
that makes other cleaning methods
look doubtful.

The Old Dutch Cleanser way is a
thorough way,

AN EASIER AND QUICKER WAT.

No job too big or too small for

Old Dutch Cleanser.

Many Uses and Directions on
Large Sifter Can—10c

DoN'T Be Without It

The
Best

For
Farm Cleaning
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Mutual Relations and Interests

of the Bell System

and the Public

TTie suit brougbt by tlie United States ques-
tioning the purchase of certain telephoae proper-
ties in the northwest, as well as the p)ending

Interstate Commerce Commission telephone in-

vestigation, have caused many inquiries. With-
out taking up anything going to the merits of

these proceedings, it has seemed to us proper to

state . generally what has been our policy and
purpose in the conduct of our business.

\A e have found, or thought that we had, that
our interests were best served when the public

interests were best served; and we believe that
such success as we have had has been because
our business has been conducted on these Knes.

We believe that our company has an interest

as vital as that of the puHic in the proper ad-
ministration of the problems of electrical inter-

communication. The success and prosperity of

our company depend upon a solirtion of these

problems which shall be sound from both the

standpoint of the company and the prablic which
it serves.

Following our own best judgment, sopple-
mented by the best obtainable advice, we have
endeavored to do what would best serve the
public interest; wherever possible ant plans have
been disclosed to the public in advance, and
what has been done in carrying them oot has
been along ordinary business lines, with the
implied, and general^, with the expressed
approval, authorization or consent of the muni-
cipal and state authorities directly interested.

Our effort has been not only to obey the law,
but to avoid everything which might even have
the appearance of an attempt at evasion.

Our business methods and policy, and practi-

cally all of the details as to the transaction of

our business, are matters of common knowledge
and are, and for many years have been, well

known to the government. We wili willingfy

furnish the government any additional infor-

mation which is in our possession or under our
control, and will cordially co-operate with it in
obtaining such further information as it may
require. Every possible asastance will be given
by us to the courts in their effort to determine
whether our policy is or has been inimical to the
public interest. We desire that anything wrong
be corrected; we will voluntarily rectify any
wrong that may be pointed out to ns; and, so
far as it may be determined that our policy or
any act under it is against the public interest,

we will promptly conform to such determination.
We believe that if each of our exchanges were

made an independent unit and if each con-
necting line were put under a separate control,

the effect upon the tdephone ser\'ice of the
country would be a condition so intolerable that
the public would refuse to submit to it and
would immediately require such physical con-
nection and common control of these various
units as would amalgamate them into a single

system. Physical connection in the case <A

telephone or telegraph does not mean transfer

of messages from erne line to the other. It means
such a connection as will permit one person to
have the actual possession of the particular line

of communication from one end of it to the other
and this can only be given efficiently by exchange
systems and connecting lines under a common
control; and that is what the Bell System is.

In this connection, and for general informatioa,
we will restate the policy which controlled the
building up of the Bell System, and our bdief as

to what a telephone system should be, and what
are its relations to the public.

We believe in and were the first to advocate
state or government control and regulation of

public ulDrlics; that this control or regulation

should be by permanent quasi-judicial bodies,

acting after thorough investigation and governed
by the equities of each case; and that this control

or regulation, beyond requfrfng the greatest

efficiency and eccwiomy, should not interfere

with management or operation- W^e beEeve
that these bodies, if they are to be permanent,
effective and of public benefit, should be
thoroughly represoitative; they should be of

such character and should so conduct their in-

vestigations and deliberations as to command
such respect from both the public and the cor-

porations that both will without qtiestion accept
their conclusions.

We believe that the public would in this way
get all the advantages and avoid all the manifest
disadvantages of public ownership.
We belie\'e that centers of business and popula-

tion exist for the convenience of the public as a

whole, and that no such center can prrosper with-

out sufficient and efficient means of intercourse

witb other centers and tributarj- territories; that

such means can or^ be afforded by prosperous

trtility and service companies and that fair rates

are essential to prosperous companies. We do
not believe that any public either desires or can
obtain, nor can any sen.-ice or utility furnish,

permanent and efficient service at less than cost,

including capital charges. W^e believe that

ultimately' the public either directly or indirectly

pays the losses invcJved in the efforts to furnish

such service at less than its fair cost, either

through the loss of the capital involved, the
losses incident to poor service or the necessary

increase in charges required to pay for duplica-

tion of capital.

We believe that the highest commercial value
of the telephone service depends on its com-
pleteness—on the extent and comprehensiveness
of the facilities for intercommunication, not oiily

between individuals but between centers of

population; that no isolated section can be con-

sidered independently of any other section or

of the whole; that rates must be so adjusted as

to make it possible to obtain the maximum
de^'elopment by making it possible for every

one to be connected who will add to the value

of the system, thus giving the greatest vahte to

the greatest number; that the interdependence
of the telephone service and the value of complete
and universal intercommunication justify and
require some services partly at the expense of

the whole for the benefit of the whole.

We believe that this highest commercial value

can only be attained by one system under one
common control and that it cannot be given by
independent systems unless they are operated

under agreements which result in one common
control and one common interest, in effect making
them a single sj^stem.

We believe that rates should be so adjusted as

to afford the company sufficient revenue to pay
such wages and compensation as will secure the

most efficient service; to maintain the very

highest and most advanced standards of plant

and apparatus, to carry on such scientific and
experimental research and inventions as to ap-

paratus and methods as to insure the highest

standards, and to carry to reserve and deprecia-

titm such amounts as will enable the company
at any time to replace old plant and old methods
with new plant and new methods as fast as they

may be developed and found to be to the advan-
tage of the ser\'ice. We believe that in addition,

such fair charges should be paid upon the in-

vestment in plant as will enable the company at

any time to obtain money necessary to provide

the plant required to meet the ccntiniring de-

mands of the puWic; and in order that waste and
duplication of effort may be avoided and uni-

formity of purpose and common control be en-

forced, that there should be a centralized general

administration in close communicatian with and
having general authority over the whole on mat-
ters common to all or matters of general policy.

We beHeve that any surplus beyond that
necessary to equalize divrdeniis on a faff basis

should be used by the company for the benefit
of the public and should be inalknabie fejr any
other purpose, and should be either invested in

revenue-earning plant until necessary to substi-

tute pjlant which may become inadequate or
obsolete, or should .be used to make the service

cheaper or better.

W e believe that under prefer govemn»ental
control and regulation the profits from promotion
or Ofjeration allowed to be distribnted should not
be so large as to warrant or tempt complete
duplication of plant and carganizatioit, with its

duplication of its capital charges and its ts-ganiza-

tion, operating, maintenance and depreciation
expenses; and we do not beHeve that utilities

giving at fair rates an efficient and sufficiently

comprrehensT\-e universal service shotild be sub-
ject to limited compietition, not giving such
service. Competition which ignores tie obliga-

tion to furnish a complete and comprehensive
service is not competition, is not for the benefit

of the public in that it does not reach the whole
public interested.

If, therefore, complete dupBcatfem, with its

dual exchange connection and dual bills for
service, is a prerequisite to complete competition,
government control and regulation cannot go
hand in hand with competition.
We believe that the record trf the Bell System

will be accepted by the public as fuBy is accord
with these declarations- Consistent adherence
to this policy has given the public of the United
States the best, most comprehensh'e and cheapest
telephone sen-ice in the worid and made the
Bell standards the standards of all nations.
To remove any possible excuse for misap-

prehension on account of the many laisleading
statements which have been circulated as to the
alleged unnecessary' and overcapitalizatioQ and
excessive charges of the BeH System, the foHcfw-

ing statistics are given. Except where stated,

the figures are for the BeO System; thai is, the
American Telephone and Telegraph, and its

Associated Companies.
The entire Bdl System on June 30> 1913, had

outstanding in the hands of the public obligations
(i. e., notes, open accounts, bonds and shares)

to the par value of 2776,000,000.
The book value of the total tangible assets,

which is considerably less than their repfaeement
value, amounted to 3960,000,000. IMany ap-
praisals of property included in these assets

have been made, and most of them under the
direction of public authorities. In no case has
the value as it stands on the books failed to be
sustained, and in most cases it has been very
largely exceeded.

The total dividends and interest paid dirring

the year 1912 amounted to only 6.1% on the
average of its oirtstanding obfrgaticHis, and to

less than 59c on the average value of its assets.

The actual cash which has been paid into the
treasury of the American Telephoae and Tele-
graph Company on account of the capital obli-

gations now outstanding amounts to $22,000,000
more than the par of such outstan-ding obligations.

The Associated Companies eoffected from the
public and paid back in taxes over 310,000,000
during the year 1912.

The steadily increasing necessities of tfce

public not only for additional but for new tekv
phone service can only be met by new construc-

tion, involving capital outlay. To meet these

demands during the six and one-haif years from
1907 to June, 1913, inclusive, the increase in

telephone plant was as follows: Toll line wire
increased from 1,460,000 miles to IJ-ilSm
miles; exchange wire increased from 6,000,000
miles to 13/)0O,OOO; the nximber of eschange
stations increased from 2,730,000 to 5,200,000;

the number of stations of independent companies
connected with the BeD S^'stem increased from
343,000 to 2,620,000. The number of inde-

pendent companies connected with the Bell

System is about 25,000. The number of em-
ployees in tlie Bell System, not induding the
employees of connected companies, on December
31, 1912, was 141,000.

During this same period the nira»ber of share-

holders of the American Telephone and Tele-

graph Company, not including either the as-

sociated or connected companies, iacreased from
17,000 to about 54,000. About 47,000 share-

holders bold less than 100 shares each; 6,500
shareholders hold from 100 to 1,000 shares each;

347 shareholders hold {rom 1.000 lo 5,000 shares

each, while there are only 16 shareholders of

5,000 shares or over in their tmn right. A
majority of the shareholders are women.

American Tekphooe aid Tekgrc^ Co.

T1£0. N. TAK« Picakrt

Aduertmtm»i»t
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\ Crops and Soils I

Wasted Opportunities
By Berton Braley

THIS road is home and mother for a
frog.

It's a bully sort of wallow for a hog.
As a duck-pond its design
Would be something pretty fine.

And it's really very classy as a bog.

If my spaniel wants a roomy pool to swim
It would prove extremely suitable for him,
And a hippopotamus
Would be m.ide a happy cuss

As he burrowed in the gumbo here with vim.

It's a lovely spot to domicile a clam,

And a crocodile could lie here and be ca'm,
And I don't see why it can't

Make a nifty power plant.

If they only buUd a mill-race and a dam.

It would prosper as a mud-bath health re-

sort.

Or a place for every kind of water sport,

As an irrigation ditch

It would make its owner rich,

And with dredging it would form an inland
port.

'TwoTild be perfect for a beaver's snug
abode,

As a swamp it's truly worthy of an ode,

It would make a barge canal
Or a water-snake corral.

But it's sure an awful failure as a road I

By using the manure-spreader, we are
enabled to give the land a coating of fer-

tilizer suitable to its requirements—the

thin land a heavy dressing, and the better

laud a thin dressing—thus keeping the fer-

tility of the soil evenly distributed.

Clean the Grain-Drill
By Milo E. 'Vail

OEKE are a few hints which, if followed,
* '•will save farmers no end of trouble with
their grain-drills.

In our section of Kentucky practically

all the wheat-drills have what is called a

fertilizer feed. Farmers who use fertilizer

know that when the feed-cups are left in

the drill they soon get rusty, and are some-
times broken in trying to get them out to

clean them.
To avoid this, as soon as you are through

using the drill take all the feeders out, and
keep them out until you are ready to use

the machine again. By that means they

are always loose and easily cleaned.

Also, many times a drill is allowed to

stand out in the weather all winter, and
then expected to be ready to go to work in

the spring. Before you get ready to use the

drill, oil it thoroughly, then raise one wheel
off the ground, throw the drill in gear, and
see that everything runs before hitching to

it. If the grain-feeders do not run, take

a monkey wrench, slip it on the shaft, and
b.v working it back and forth the feeders

will soon be operating smoothly. There
will be no danger of breaking a cog or

twisting a shaft in two.

are lots of Americans here, and they are aU
dissatisfied. But when someone talks of

reporting the true conditions here, most of

them say, "Don't say anything until you
get rid of your land." And we can't do
that at the price we paid for it.

I wouldn't advise anyone to leave Iowa
or any good farming locality to come here,

even if I do have land for sale. Many of

the farmers here are in debt for more than
they are worth.
The following list of some of the things

the farmer has to buy will point to the

extreme prices

:

Groceries—Sugar, per 100 lbs., $6.50

;

salt, per 100 lbs., $2; flour, per 100 lbs.,

$3.40 ; oatmeal, per 20 lbs., 80c ; cornmeal,
per 10 lbs., 50c ; beans, per S lbs., 25c ; tea,

per 3 lbs., $1 ; coffee, per 3 lbs., $1 ; cocoa.

14-lb. tin, 30c ; dried peaches, per lb., 15c

;

dried apples, per lb., 15c ; lard, per 10 lbs.,

$1.90 ; kerosene, 40c, and gasolene, 36c.

Dry-Goods—Overalls, from $1 to $1.35;
work shirts, from 75c to $1.50 ;

gingham,
from 1.5c to 17^c ; underwear, wool, from
$1 to $2, and underwear, cotton, from 50c
to $1. Shoes are very high.

Farm Machinery—^Binders, $165 ; drills,

$125 to $135; gang plow, 24-in., high lift,

$84: sulky plow. 16-in., high lift, $60:
sulky plow, low lift, $47.50 : walking plow
(combination). $30: harrow, diamond, 5-

section, ,$25 : harrow, lever, 4-section, $38

:

disk harrows, $47.50 to $52 ;
land-packers,

22-wheel, $125 ; land-packers, 16-wheel,

$100 : wagons, $94 to $98, and sleighs, $35
to $40.

Builders' Supplies—No. 1 shiplap, $34

;

No. 2 shiplap. $30 ; No. 1 common boards.

$34 : No. 2 common boards, $30 ; "dimen-
sions." $32: shingles. $4.50: lime. $3.25;

Don't expect any crop to grow on the

low places in the field. It may grow there,

but good drainage will insure the fact.

An lowan in Saskatchewan
By John D. Stewart

SOME of the necessities for the farmer in

Saskatchewan are high here. We can-

not borrow money at present, but last year

the bank charged ten per cent., and
wouldn't loan longer than three months at

a time. The land companies bring in peo-

ple from the United States and charge them
from six to ten dollars per acre more than
they could get the same kind of land for

back in the States. I paid $22 per acre,

and I could have got land just as good for

$14 an acre.

In some places the land is very stony.

The stones are just under the surface, and
one cannot see them easily, but when plow-

ing is started the stones are very much in

evidence. Then, too, the land companies

_teU the Americans they can raise flax on

the new breaking. Most of them try it,

and fail. I have seen a great deal sown in

this way, but have never seen any cut.

I came in here from Iowa, and although

I expect to try and make it pay out, there

My e.xperience saj's: Give me Iowa
land to land like this"

bricks, $22.50; cement. 86-lb. bags, $1.50;
half-inch boards, $23 : No. 1 spruce finish,

$60, and No. 1 laths, $6.

Editor's Note—This is a letter with a
value in it. The value lies in the truth it

contains : namely, that the farm across the
road looks far more prosperous than ours
until we know that farm. That is human
nature. Why not boost your own farm?
Try not the new until the old is ready to be
laid aside.

Both the kick and the boost are sent to

Farm and Fireside. Both may be ex-

pected wherever lands are exploited. Not
a State in the Union but has poor soils,

and likewise not one but has good soils.

Choose what you want, but know what it

is first.

ru Eliminate Your
Hog Troubles
GUBERT HESS, ^""'^f*—

Dr. Hess

Stock
Tonic
used regularly in the swill or drinkingwater
andDr.HessIDipandDisinfectantusedliber-
allyaroundthe hoghousesandinthe wallow
will make your swine virtually disease-
proof and expel the worms.

Remember, the vigorous, well-developed, clean-kept
hog is able to stand the ravages of these diseases far
better than the weak, unthrifty animal. It is "the
survival of the fittest" when hog disease is rampant.

In Dr. Hess Stock Tonic I have put every ingredient which my 25
years' experience as a veterinary scientist and doctor of medicine
tellsme a hog requires to keep healthy, thrifty and free from worms.

Heed this—a fattening hog that is not given tonics and laxatives
is liable to come to trouble through overfeeding and a clogged,
system, just the same as a human being would suffer who ate a
thanksgiving dinner three times a day without laxatives. Dr. Hess
Stock Tonic contains the tonics and laxatives essential to iieayy-
fed animals.

I Absolutely Guarantee
that Dr. Hess Stock Tonic will make your stock healthy, thrifty,
free from disease and free from worms. If it does not pay you and
pay you well, I have authorized your dealer to reiund your money.
Never sold by peddlers. I save the peddlers' salary, the up-keep of
wagon and team and give you the benefit, which these prices prove:
25-lb. pail $1.60; 100-lb. sack $5.00. Smaller packages as low as 50c
'except in Canada, the far West and the South)

.

Manufactured by

DR. HESS & CLARK, Ashland, Ohio

Dr. Hess

Poultry

Pan-a-cc-a
A splendid poultry tonic
that shor'ens the moulting
period. It gives tlie moult-
ing hen Vitality to force
out the old Quills, gro\7
new feathers and get back
on the job laying e^gs all
winter. It tones up the
dormant egg or^rans and
makes hens lay. Also helps
chick3 grow. Economical
to use—a penny's worth is

enough for £0 fowl per
day. \h lbs, 25c; 5 lbs. 60c;
25-lb. pail $2.50. Except in
Canada and the far West.
Guaranteed.

Dr. Hess

Instant

Louse Killer
Kills !ice on poultry and
all farm stock. Dust the
hens and chicks with it,

sprinkle it on the roosts,
in the cracks and dust
bath. Also destroys bugs
on cucimiber, squash and
melon vines, cabbage
worms, etc., slugs on rose
bushes, etc. Comes in
handy sifting-top cans, 1
lb. 25c. Slbs.eoc. Exceptin
Canada and the far West.
I guarantee it.

until you investigate the Temple Gasoline- ^ Kerosene Engines. Sizes: IH to ^mt^ 50 H. P. All TV
Temple Engines are slow speed, heavy duty. They weigh and bulk from one-third to one-half less than^
horizontal engines, and notwithstanding, they are built stronger in proportion to strains. These advantages \
greatly increase their range of use. H

Temple Engines cost nothing. They pay for themselves In fuel sav* I
ing. They secure from the machines operated top-notch efficiency.
They save from one-quarter to one-half the fuel of the average engine.

Temple Engines HayeWon Five 1st Premiums for Low Operating Cost, Stability and Steady Power
This is the Company's 61st year as manufacturers. It is one of the pioneer engine makers of the

country, which means reliability of its product.

Write today for cataloe and TilBRTV-nAV FDCF TDIAIquotations in regard to our B 11 1 Vf I I 'VM I rffilil I KIMb
THE TEMPLE ENGINE AND PUMP CO.. 406 Meagher Street. Chicago. Illinois

NO TROUBLE at all

to quickly string

"Pittsburgh Perfect" Fence
over hills and through valleys. It

contains no single, separate wires.

The joints are

WELDED BY ELECTRICITY
making a one-piece fabric without the extra weight of waste

wire. Made of special Open Hearth wire, hea-«ily galvan-

ized with pure zinc. Strongest and most durable fence pro-

duced anywhere. Thousands who use it say it's best.

Investigate it, anyway. Read "How to Test Wire" in our

new catalogue (sent free) which also shows the many different styles and
sizes of "Pittsburgh Perfect" Fence for Fieli, Farm, Ranch, Lawn, Chicken,

Pooltry and Rabbit Yard and Garden.

WHERE THIS SIGN'S DISPLAYED IS SOLD THE BEST FENCE MADE.^ PITTSBURGH STEEL CO.
PITTSBURGH. PA.;

Makers of "Pittsburgh Perfect" Brands of Barbed Wire: Bright, Annealed and Galvan-
ized Wire; Hard Spring Coil Wire; Twisted Cable Wire ; Galvanized Telephone Wire:
Bale Ties; Fence Staples : Poultry Netting Staples; Regular Wire Nails; Galvanized
Wire Nails; Large Head Rooeng Nails; ' Pittsburgh Perfect" Fencing.
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Backing Up The

Purchaser
If we (fidn't care what you or anybody

else was going to think of as, we could sell

engines and other machines for much les3

money, but we could not put I H C quality
into them.
The I H C way is to build always for the

respect and good will of the American
farmer, and to that end it has been suc-
cessfully working for many years. The
dealer who sells you an I H C engine ex-
pects on its merits to do business with you
again. The farmer who buys an

I H C 03 and Gas Engine
knows it is the best eneizie bargain because it
gives him efficient service in all binds of farm
work—pump iiiff, sawing wood, spraying, run-
ning repair ^op, grindstone, cream sepa-
rator, etc.

I H C oQ and gas engines operate on gas, gaso-
liae. naphtha, kerosene, distillate an<I alcohol Sizes

range fpom 1 to 50 horse power. Xhey are bailt ver-
tical, horizontal, portable, stafciooary. skidded, air-

cooled and water-cooled. 1 H C oil tractors—6-12 to
30-60 horse power.

Look over an I H C engine at the local dealer's.

Learn from him what it will do for yoa, or write for
catalogues to

INTERNATIOBALHARYESTER COMPANY OF AMERKA
iTriCOrporaied)

CHICAGO USA
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93 AMERICAN
CREAM

SEPARATOR
TVUL FULLT GBARAMTSD.

' Easy nnining. Easily cleaned-
_ Whether dairy is large or small,
obtain our ftandsome/ree catalog. Address

AMERICAN SEPARATOR CO. sa,hb%°iI&y.

\ Live Stock and Dairy i

Green Com and Hogs
By J. S. Underwood

IT
IS a common practice to begin feeding

gi-een com to hogs as soon as it is in the
"roasting-ear" stage, gi^-ing stalk and

all. Green corn fed tins may be made very
beneficial to their growth or very detri-

mental. If fed sparingly at first without
decreasing the amount of old com or their

regtilar ration for several weeks the hogs
wiU eat just enough of the green corn to

become accustomed to it. Then as the green
com turns it may be gradually increased
and the ainoimt of old corn fed decreased
till by the time the new corn is ready to

gather the hogs c-an be on a full feed of it.

Sodden changes from one diet to another,
and especially from dry to green com, de-

range the system and make it susceptible to

disease. Many of the so-called attacks of

hog-cholera are but results of suddenly
changing to new corn.

My plan has always been to begin feeding
a little green stalk about August 1st. It

does not matter whether the com is out of

or just in silk, the hogs vnR eagerly devour
the leaves and the larger part of the stalk.

I usually begin by feeding one good-sized
stalk to each hog. In no case do I decrease
the amount of old com. The animal does not
eat the green stalk because he is compelled
to, but because he wants to. After feeding
one stalk a day to each hog for a week I

increase the allowance to two stalks a day.
When they cease eating the leaves and
stalks, I then feed them the snapped ear. By
this time I have decreased their old ration
somewhat, and when the new com is ready
to gather I give them a ration of half old

and half new. By gradually increasing the
amount of new and decreasing the amount
of old com, in a short time after the new
crop is gathered I have the hogs on a full

feed of it.

I had the value of this plan made quite
plain to me several years ago. Cholera was
raging in our neighborhood, and I dreaded

\

The Merger of East and West
"But there is neither East nor West, Border, nor Breed, nor Birth,

When two strongmen standface toface, tho' they comefrom the ends of the earth!
'

'

—KIPUNG.

In the "Ballad of East and
West," Kipling tells the story

of an Indian border bandit

pursued to his hiding place

in the hills by an English

colonel's son.

These men were of different

races and represented widely

different ideas of life. But, as

they came face to face, each

found in the other elements of

character which made them
friends.

In this country, before the

days of the telephone, in-

frequent and indirectcommuni-
cation tended to keep the

people of the various sections

separated and apart.

The telephone, by making
communication quick and
direct, has been a great cement-

ing force. It has broken down
the barriers of distance. It

has made us a homogeneous
people.

The Bell System, with its

7,500,000 telephones connect-

ing the east and the west, the

north and the south, makes one
great neighborhood of the

whole country.

It brings us together
27,000,000 times a day, and

thus develops our common
interests, facilitates our com-
mercial dealings and promotes
the patriotism of the people.

American Telephone and Telegraph Company
And Associated Compan»es

the time when I must change from the old

to the new corn, fearing that 1 could not
maintain the good health of my herd. In
late July I began feeding a little green
com, although but little of it had begun to

"shoot." I gradually increased the amount
till the middle of August, when I began to

decrease the quantity of old corn, and by
the middle of September I had them on a

full feed of new corn. I never saw a bunch
of hogs do nicer, and though a neighbor
across the lane lost nearly half his herd,

mine showed no signs of disease. I do not
claim that this gradual change from the

old to the new corn was alone responsible

for the good health of my herd. I kept
everything dean around the pens and freely

used carbdlic acid and ^aked hme as disin-

fectants. •

I

A Boost for Better Horses
By John P. Ross

'THE United States Bureau of Animal In-
* dustry has received notice that the Shire
Horse Society of ISngland, desiring to en-

courage the ownei*s and breeders of Shire
horses Ln America, has resolved to offer ten
gold challenge cups, valued at $250 each.

Two of these gold cups will be annually
awarded to representative American shows
in rotation from the year 191.3 to 1917,
inclusive, the International Live Stock Ex-
hibition at Chicago being chosen as the

recipient for the present year. The cups
will be awarded for the best registered Shire
stallion, and for the best reffistered Shire
mare ; namely, registered in the American
Shire Stud Book. The horses must be duly
certified by the official veterinary officer as
sound and free from hereditary disease.

The Shire horse is gi'owing rapidly in

favor with us, especially in the Pacific

O ie Policy One System Universal Service

Sfaires are becoming popular
This photograph shows the Shire stallion, Newadd
Hillside, belonging to Jack London, the author

States, where his virtues are best known,
and it is to be hoped that this very liberal

offer of the home society will tend to make
the breed as popular with \is as it already
is in Canada. South America and the

British Colonies.

Get Rid of Thumps
By A. S. Alexcinder

TTHUMPS in small pigs is caused by over-
* feeding and lack of exercise. Make pigs

run outdoors every day, or indoors, if the

weather is stormy. Enforce daily exercise.

Keep the bowels active. Do not feed com
to nursing sows. They should have light,

laxative slop, and lime water should be
mixed in at rate of one ounce to the quait
of slop, if pigs do not thrive or show ten-

dency to thumps or rickets. Treat an af-

fected pig by physicking with castor-oil in

milk ; then gradually give enough paregoric

to stop the thumping.

The Mare That Starts
By David Bufhim

A NORTH CAROLINA reader states that
''his pony is a "Marsh" or "Banker"
breed, five yeare old and off the coast but
a few months. She is a splendid traveler,
Jifraid of nothing, and, with one exception,
is :ilmost perfect.
She wants to start before the driver can

get in the buggy. The minute she sees the
driver start to get in she begins to rear and
plunge. However, in less than fifty feet
she is quiet and walking nicely. She is

very nervous and will not bear the whip.

I think the case of your raare can be best

managed by means of the foot-line. On
first trying it I would recommend harness-

ing to a brejiking-cart or at least to some-
thing that she will not be likely to break.

Tie a new rope, about the size of your
finger, to her fore foot between hoof and
fetloci ; pa.s8 it up through the belly-band

and back into the wagon. Now. before you
start to get into the wagon pull the cord so

as to put her upon three legs and, by keep-

ing it tight, keep her in this position until

you are seated and ready to start. She will

undoubtedly roar and plunge just as she did

when on aE four feet, but she will weary
of it very shortly. I have treated several

cases of exactl.v similar kind in this way
and have never failed to succeed, although,
Htraugi'Iy enough, it sometimcj! takes longer

to eradicate the habit than some Rthers

that appear much worse. Do not be dis-

couraged if some little time is required to

effect a cure. Have all your rigging strong,

apply the treatuicnt ([uietly but perwever-

ingly. and you will succeed.

Silo Satisfaction
By Charles B. Corbin

HAVE been asked, "Does a silo pay?
Does it give better returns than if the

corn is fed dry?"
In June, 1912, I put into well-prepared

ground, on clover-so<l. two acres of Reid's
Yellow Dent corn and four acres of white
Kafir. These six acres were cut September
18th and 19th, the corn being well glazed,

and put into a fifty-five-ton silo.

On October 20th I began feeding eight
head, of cows from this sHo, seven of which
were giving mUk at the time. The cows
received fifty pounds of silage each, daily,

and one pint of cottonseed-meal. A record
kept for six weeks showed that the butter
and cream sold from these cows each week
averaged ?12..S8. I fed fifteen gallons of
skim-milk daily to two calves and twenty-
one fall shoats which ran with the cows
to pick up waste food. Allovring three
cents per gallon, this would amount to $3.15
each week.
The total returns for six weeks would

therefore amount to $93J.8. During this

time the cows ate seven tons of ensilage
and two hundred pounds of cottonseed-
meaL The meal c-ost me $3.30 for two hun-
dred pounds, leaving $89.88 as the returns
from the silage, or in other words making
the sUage worth .T12.84 per ton. This six-

acre field prod'^ctd eight tons per acre.

The six acres more than filled the fifty-

five-ton silo ; I paid for forty-eight tons of

settled silage. The cash outlay for fiULng

the silo and making the silage was $2.75
per ton.

I have not counted in the value of the
rich manure which I put on my fields this

spring, nor the gains my shoats made fol-

lowing the cows.

A Woodbury County, Iowa, farmer miik

his com for $1.50 a bushel, but he first

put it into a bunch of fanc.v steers whidi
topped the market in Siou2 City.

A Vii'ginia farmer wrote to the Missouri
station, reporting that his cow was
"drunk." He didn't think she really wa%
but he said so in his letter. When the case
was investigated, it was found that she was
actually intoxicated—drunk on silage that
had not been kept as silage should be pre-

served.

Farm Fables—The Ox
"W^HEN your soul is troubled, when yoa

are sorely beset, behold me. Observe my
patience and profit by it. Take account d
me, the humblest of yovir humble servants.

Consider that I take no false steps, pre-

tend to no pres.sing need which calls for

extravagant haste, yet finaUy arrive at my
destination with my load safe and sound.

Recall that I bear your lashings without
outwai-d show of anger.

Remember that whilst I am delibcratE

about throwing my weight and sti'engtk

into the collar or yoke, my load moves for-

ward when I do decide to move it.

Open youi- eyes and mind to the fact

that I make no vain display, and that I lua

a more useful member of society than mani
who make loud protestations that they are
great.

Appreciate that whilst I am slow to

anger, I could do great damage should I
yield to sometimes almost irresistible^ temp-

tation to punish those who hector me.
Realize that, although I am physically

powerful beyond your puny imaginayon, I

have the patience to forbear; that 1 accept

as my unfortunate lot blows from yonr
slender arras .md kicks from your weakling

feet.

Try to understand that, while you con-

sider it very stupid in me that I cannot at

once master your language, you urvor do
succeed in understanding in the slightest

degree my language. I must know you.

You do not pretend or care to know me.

See that you come to a realization of the

cruel fact that I must sleep and rest where

you bid me sleep and rest ; tluit I must eat

of what you give rae ; that I must do .vour

work as you wish me to do it : that I am
your slave literally.

And that I seldom hook you with my
boms, or kick you with my hind feet, or

trjuuple you with my front feet: that I do

not knock you down and roll upon you and

crush you.

So perhaps vou shall appreciate mo.
The r>x.
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A Flock of Ewes
Conflitions of the Day Demand Some Changes

By John p. Ross

THOUGH no radical changes in sheep
and lamb values have to be noted, yet
rarely have their daily fluctuations

' been so great and so impossible to foresee.

The drought and the unexampled spell of

intense heat, extending over a great area,

hat principally affecting Illinois. Indiana,
Iowa. Kansas and Oklahoma, have com-
pelled farmers ever3rwhere to dispose of live

stock, the loss of which must be felt not
only by them, but eventually by the consum-
ing public. The truth of the old saying,
"one man's meat is another's poison," is

likely to be exemplified in the pi'ices which
will have to be paid, certainly for beef, and
probably for all kinds of meat, during the
coming winter.

The United States Bureau of Animal In-

(iustry has already issued words of warning
as to the threatened exhaustion of our own
eat-supply, and has drawn attention to the

fcct that the flocks and hei'ds of the countries
which we might have expected to be able

to help us out, and especially those of Ar-
gentina, are so generally infected with, con-
tagious diseases that our inspection rules,

both with respec-t to live animals and
dressed meats, wOl have to be rigidly en-
forced. Under these circumstances those
aJDong us who have been able to retain live

Slock, and have feed-stuffs sufficient to fat-

to them for the fall and winter markets,
are likely to profit by what must prove dis-

astrous to so many who have been compelled
to realize at a loss. AH this seems to point
with certainty to higher prices, for aH ani-
mal products.

That those who really know the most
about sheep culture have unbounded faith in

its future is evidenced just now by the news
that seven hundred rams and ewes bought
bj or for Ameriean breeders at th« recent
Royal Agricultural Show at Bristol, Eng-
land, and comprising among them cham-
pions and prize-winners of all the breeds
most popular in this country, are now in
the United .States Quai-antine Station, or
have ali-eady been passed out to their pur-
chasers in nearly every State of the Union.
With this great imjiortation, added to the

magnificent specimens of nearly every breed
which are to be found scattered among the

Socks wherever sheep ai-e raised, we may
hope that the ancient scrubs of times gone

hy will soon have perished from the land, to-

gether with the easily recognized apathy as
to sheep culture.

Planning for Business
By 'W. S. A. Smith

UOT, dry weather has sent com soaring,
* and thei-e is no possibility of cheap com

this winter. We are up against fifty-cent

ewn and seven-cent feeders, and when we
quietly think it over thei-e's nothing very
serious about it after alL There is no
reason why. if cattle axe handled in a
rational manner, the man who feeds should
nctt be as well paid for his feed this year
as any other.

This hot. di'y summer has greatly cut
down the consnmirtion of meat, and yet
the prices on fat cattle do not break. Why?
Because there are not enough fat cattle

ceraing to market. A little later, when
e»oIer weather sets in. consumption will

iiwrease. and if the prices do not break in

this hot weather they certainly will not
when it's cooler. There is a great demand
far stock cattle. The dry weather has
forced large numbers of cattle on the Kan-
sas City markets, and yet there are plenty
«i buyers after them from every part of

the country not affected by drought. It is

not going to be an easy proposition to get
heavy grass-fat cattle to put in the feed-lots

for a short feed, as the packers are after

that kind, and" if we are forced to buy
thinner cattle to feed it will tend to do
away with the midwinter glut, help fed

cattle to bring steadier prices, and that is

what we all want. With Mgh-priced land,

Wgh-prieed feed and high-priced cattle the
time has gone by for temporary improve-
ments on that land. To produce beef, milk,
pork or mutton economically you must have
tools and outfit to do business with, and
jou must be able to figure yonr improve-
ments, not at first cost, but on an interest
basis. As, for instance, can you afford
to feed fifty-cent corn to live stock in the
spring months when the live stock are belly-
deep in mud and half the gain and grain
washed, when thirty dollars a year would
save that waste and thirty dollars is the
interest at six per cent, on five hundred
dollars' worth of cement paving in your
feed-lot, which, if properly put down, will
last a lifetime. The same might be said of
shelter. Thirty dollars a year wiU shelter
two hundred head of cattle. No man who
handles live stock in our northern winters
and spring thaws can dispute the fact that

.
Sixty dollars a year invested as above is

money weU invested.

Sheds buUt with posts stuck in the
ground are temporary improvements, and
in a few years are no asset. With little

more cost they could be built oa concrete
piers, which wiU last a lifetime and can be
figured on an interest basis, I am just

finishing now a cattie-shed, 130 feet by 28
feet, which is screwed down to cement posts
eight feet high. These posts are twelve
inches square, heavily reinforced with iron

twelve feet apart, with angle irons on cor-

ners to prevent (diipping ; galvanized roof-

ing, best qtiality ; rafters, two by six inches
by eighteen feet. There are no supports in

center. A man can drive in with a hay-
rack and tarn around. This shed is not
built for a hobby or for ftm, but for busi-

ness.

I do not blame a man for yelKng when
he is hurt, but I despise the fellow who
hollers after the hurting stops.

Peculiar Hog-Market
By L. K. Brown

THE hog-market has been in a chaotic
state for some time. The country has

been prompted to liquidate because of ad-

verse conditions. Disease has been taking
many pigs in some districts, and drought
in the Southwest has forced large numbers
to market from that country, and the ad-
vance in the price of com. because of the
drought, has prompted many other growers
to refuse to stand the risk of feeding out
their shoats. As a result pigs and thin

sows have continued to pour into the mar-
kets and demoralize the trade. With the

sharp declines there has been a slight cur-

tailment in the marketing, but the liquida-

tion of unfinished stuff is expected to con-

tinue until the dry Southwest and the

cholera districts elsewhere are cleaned up.

With the sharp break eastern demand
became a strong bidder on the finished light-

weights suitable for shipping, and this class

consequently suffered the least decline. Fin-
ished medium and heavy-weights have been
in fair demand, but the packers have dis-

criminated against anything that is coarse

or in thin flesh. This condition has brought
about the widest spread in prices in many
years.

In the provisions-markets sharp declines

also occurred and caused heavy marketing
by some of the holders, while others, sup-
posealy the large packers, were strong buy-
ers, showing their confidence in the market
later. The outlook for the future sums up
as follows : -

The marketing of so many thin sows will
bring about a shortage of lard.

The pigs which have been marketed would
under favorable conditions have appeared
in November and December. We can now
expect light receipts at that time with bet-
ter prices.
The liquidation of trashy stuff is not

expected to last very fai- into October.
The general belief is that hogs which are

not in danger from cholera and where feed
is available should be held, and fed and
marketed after the market has been read-
justed.

A Big Work the Farmer Has to Do
[CONTDrUED FBOM PAGE 4]

Some of this expense is eliminated when
the farmer supplies a customer direct, and
a compromise price ought to be possible.

But in some ,cases it has been fovmd that

the fanner either cannot or wUl not put a
retail price on his eggs, and in other cases

he has asked even more than the consumer
has been paying in the city.

Of course this is a wrong state of affairs.

The farmer should have some fairly definite

idea of the value of his commodities, based
to some extent, it seems to me, upon the

cost of producing them, and should be pre-

pai-ed to quote a price to a prospective cus-

tomer, providing^ of course, he cai-es to sell

any part of his produce direct to the con-

somer.

These are a few of the things which it

rests with the farmer to do, in order that

he may attain and hold his proper place as

the supplier of food to the human family.

He can grow food as the agent of the vari-

ous middlemen, putting upon the middleman
all the work and responsibility of studying

and supplying the household needs and de-

mands, which is so largely the case at

present ; or he can turn all the middlemen
into his agents or assistants by himself

studying and meeting the household needs.

Much depends upon the fai-mer.

Do not ape the rich. If you are seventy,

healthy and poor, pity the millionaire who
died at forty of Bright's disease.

Associated Maine Farmers
"Short-Circuiting" the Producej an<f Consuiaer by

Union of Elfort

By B, F. W. Thorpe
pOR a half-dozen years the farmers of

Alaine have been steadily working to
formulate a practical plan for selling their
produce and buying farm supplies to better
advantage. A few of the subordinate
Grange organizations have practised co-
operative buying and selling to excellent
advantage, but on the whole the great ma-
jority of the four hundred subordinate
granges of the State have not found it prac-
ticable to combine for the purpose of mer-
chandising virithin their organiziitions satis-

factorily.

After many discouragements in trying to
get the advantages of direct and wholesale
dealings within the Grange organizations,
some of the most progressive farmers of
Maine determined to incorporate withoirt
official connection with the Grange, but at
the same time to take advantage of the
organized strength and fraternal spirit
strongly developed in the order.
To this end the organizing of co-operative

associations was begun in January, 1912,
vmder the direction of the state department
of agriculture Because the State was be-
hind the movement, 'the farmers had con-
fidence to believe that the State would not
forsake the work until such time as the
work was perfected.
The members of the association include

none but Grange members in good standing.
The same rule was observed in organizing
the State Union, officially known as The
Farmers' Union of Maine, which acts as a
purchasing and sdMng agent for all the
local associations.

Local Associaticois are lacreasing

Each of the local associations, now num-
bering about a score, is capitalized at $10,-

000 ; the shares in most cases are $10 each.
In order to afiiliate -with the State Farmei-s'
Union, which was organized June 28, 1912,
it is required that five shares of the State
Union stock be purchased at .$5 per share.
The State Union is composed of one repre-
sentative from each local association, and
each director representing the local associa-
tions has one vote for each share of stock
held by his association.

Thus far the produce sold has been
largely potatoes. The method of selling farm
product is as follows : When the manager
of a local association wants to sell potatoes
or other produc-e he notifies the manager of

the State Union, giving quantity and grade
of produce to be sold.

The State Union manager then makes
the sales and instructs the local manager
in regard to the shipping of the cars. Pay-
ment is made direct to the local association
managers for all produce sold, and bill is

sent by the State Union for its services at
the end of each month, based on a rate of

one and one-half cents a bushel of produce
sold or any other charge provided for.

These funds are used to pay salesmen at
the market ceaters and other expenses of

the Union.

The local assoaatioiLS are responsible for

the grading, packing and loading, thus any
losses resulting from i)oor quality and poor
condition when delivered on the market
falls on the loc-al association that is at

fault.

Farmers' Union Manager Makes Statements

The foUo-wing facts concerning the busi-

ness tiat has thus far been done by the

Farmers' Union of Maine were furnished

by Mr. C. E Embree, general manager of

the Union :

"The local associations were not suffi-

ciently organized last fall to take the fullest

advantage of the Union's assistance in sell-

ing. However, about two hundred cars of

potatoes (1-55,000 bushels) were moved by
the Union, making a saving of from fifteen

to twenty-five dollars per ear to the grow-
ers. In purchase of fertilizers a saving of

$2 per ton has been realized by purchasing
through eo-operatire c-bannels. This real-

ized to the farmers of Maine a savin? of

$260,000. AH farmers buying fertilizer

profited in like degree on account of the

fact that the fertilizer companies met the

reduction compelled by the Union.
"The associated farmers are saving $1

per barrel in purchase of flour bought
through the Union. Paris green was pur-

chased through the Union at a saving of

nine c-ents per poond (seventy-nine per

cent of saving)."
ilr. Embree feels well satisfied with the

beginning that has been made in merchan-
dising through the Farmers' Union of

Maine during the brief time operations have
been carried on. It now rests with the

farmers themselves whether they wfll sup-

port the movement until the fullest

economic possibilities of merc-faandising

tlirough the Unioo caa be demonstrated.

The open-air treatment may be all right

for consumptives, but it is of no value for

farm tools or machinery.

Sheltering the farm machinery under the

blue canopy lightens the load of the farmer's

pocketbook and puts a bland smile upon the

face of the implement-dealer.

You're really dry
in a

Fish Brand

Reflex
Slicker

Notaclresay "near**
water - proof, but a
Toomy, comfort-giviiii;
service coat that will
protect you through t;Iuck
and thin in the wettest weather,

$3.00 llirer^s

We print plainly on every label

SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED

and tee m€m it

eta

A. J. Tower Co.
BOSTON

//OTbdM® y'taUig Tower Canadian

All
Bie
Wires

One Penny For a
OOLLAR-SAVINfi Book

Gives valuable fence
facts—shows how to gret

beiter qvah'ty at sensa-
tional direct-from-fac-
tory prices.

PIRE FENCE
ia qwiTa.ntee.d to show the

istiXTig Qrxhigh^t quality f^XiCA.

Freight prepaid. All Big No. 9 wires,
Open-Hearth steel, heavily galvanized, nist

proof, pig tight, stock strong. Jost a penny
postal brings Free £oo/c—NOW.

BHir OEEL POST CIL. 4f E^ifciuiLC St, Adriao, Uidk.

Only S2 Down
One Year to Pay!

Bays the New Butter-
fly Jr. No. I. Lightranni ^

easy cleaning, close skim-
ming, durable. Guaranteed
a lifetime. Skims 95 qts.
T>er houT' Made also in four
larger pizi?e up to 5 1-2 shown

DaVfi* FrPC Trial Eams its own cost

it saves in cream. Postal brings Free cat-
alog folder and "direct-fram-factory' ' offer.
haj fxam the manufacture t and save half.

ALBAUGH-DOVER CO.
^

2260Mar3tiall Btwt. CmCAGO

CASH BAGS
Turn your old bags into money. We buy them in
any quantity, sound or torn, at a liberal price and
pay the freight. Write for particulars and stale
number vou have. References Citizen*s Bank. Iroquois
Bats Co., 439 Howard Sl, Buffalb, N. Y.

One Thoosand (1,000) White Families wanted to settle in
Harrison County, Texas. Fine lands cheap, plenty
rainfall, timber, railroads, rural routes, churches and
schools. For information, write Young Men's Busi-
up-s Club. MnrsJiall, Texas.

VHA Frnlf Ti-aoo plants, vines and shrubs at half
IUU,UUU rrUll ireeb agent's prices. Strong, healthy,
all fixst qTiality and guarajiteed true. All Dansville
grown and Fresh Dug. IRo Sau Jose Scale, Special
bargains for fall planting, IIIub. Catalog free.

DESTOS, WJlLLUMS & BEIIT05, WHolesale Surserymen
46 Elm .^eet Pansriile, 5. T.

MINERAL
REMEDY

Booklet
free

$3 package CTJKES any ease or naoney refunded.
SI package GUILES ordinary cases.
iTIYERAT. HTATEnrMEDYCO^ 4*25 Fonrth Ave.. Plttsburgh^Pa.

STOPS
LAMENESS

from a Bo»e Spayin, Ring Bon«,
Splint, Curb, Side Bcme, or similar

trouble and gets horse going sound.

Does not blister or remove the
hair and horse can be worked. P^ge
17 in pamphlet -with each bottle tells

how. ?2.00 a bonle delivered.
B<Mse Book 9 K free

W. F. YOUNG. P. D. F.. 23 Temple Si, SprioglieM, Wass.

LET US TAN
YOUR HIDE.

Cattle or Horse hide. CalX, Dog. Deer,
r>T any kind ef skin with hair or fur on.
We tm end finMi tftem rigM; make
them into coats (for men and women),
robes, rugs or gloves when ordered.
YoHx fur goods will cost you Less than

to buy them, and be worth more. Our
illustrated catalog gives a Jot of in-
formal ion which e^ery stock raiser
should hcTve, but we never send out this
valuable book except uiw>n reqTiest-
It tells how ro take off and care for

hidesr how and when we pay the freight
both ways; about our safe dyeing proc-
ess which is a tremendoBfi advantaige.
to the customer, especially on hone
bMes and calf sfcicra ;. about the fur
goods and game trophies we sell', taxi-
dermy, ete. If you want a copy send ua
your correct address. ,

The Crosby Frisiao For Cunpany
571 Lvdl Atc RochestCT. N. Y.

THE LABELOFSAFETY
Here at last is the safe engine. Insurance
companies are convinced. Every precaution
taken to prevent increased insurance rates.

Make sure of this protectioQ by getting the

Jacohson Engine
Every engine bears its own label showing that it has

been inspected and approved by the
Underwriters Laboratories Co., Inc.

Plenty of reserve
power. Easy start-
ing. Material and
voricmanship fault-

less. Send
for booklets.

fefohsflg HadnDC
BfeCo.
BeptO.

WaxreD,
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P. A. is the

Big Smoke

Medicine"
Prince Albert has
soothed all kinds
of pipe grouches
for all kinds of
men. One of the
most interesting

cases is that of the
American Indians
on the reserva-
tions. These di-

rect descendants
of the original

jimmy pipers
have taken to

Prince Albert
the national joy smoke

with the same enthusiasm their forefathers

took after paleface scalps.

P. A. is the "Big Smoke Medicine" in the
lodges of hundreds of thousands of men
of all races. You can smoke P. A. with-
out feeling your scalp come up or your
tongue blister. The bite is removed by
that wonderful patented process that
makes P. A. different, distinct, delicious.

Sold everywhere in toppy red
bags, 5c; tidy red tins, 10c;
poand and halfpound humidors.

R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY ^

Winston - Salem, N. C.

STRONGEST FENCE MADE
FROM FACTORY DIRECT TO FARM

26-mch Hog Fence 14c. U
41-uich Fann Fence,. ..21c.

4«-mch Poultry Fence. .22Hc.
80-rod spool Barb Wire, $1.53

AManj styles and heights. Our large Free Catalog
contains fence Information you siiould have.

COILED SPRING FENCE CO. Box 18 WinchesUr, Ind.

I WANT A MAN
of intelligence and reliability in your locality

to act as our subscription representative. Sub-

stantial remuneration to the right party.

Careful training. Permanent business. Good

.
opportuhity for promotion.

Address: Business Manager

[The Crowell Publishing Company
Springfield, Ohio

SALESMEN WANTED!
Do You Want a Good Position Paying From

$lpOOO to $5,000 4 Year and Expansoa?
There are handreda of aach positiona now open. No
former experience as a salesman required to get one
of them. If yoQ want to enter the world's bsst pay-
Ins profession our Free Employment Bureau will
secure you a position where yon can earn good wages
while you are learning Practical Salesmanship. Write
today for fuH particolars; list of eood openings and
testimonial letters from hundred of our students
for whom we have recently secured good positiona
paying from $100.00 to SoOO.OO a month and expenses.

Address Nearest office. Dept.. 183
National Salesmen's Training Association

^hicago New York Kansas City San Francisco Toronto^

us

J
Agents—Portraits 35c., Frames 15c, Sheet

Pict u res Ic. Stereoscopes 25c. Views Ic. 30 days'
credit. Samples and catalog free. Consolidated Portrait
Co.. Dept. 30al T. 1027 W. Adams Street. Chicago.

MEN WANTED
j6fM=*Prepare as Firemen, Brakemen, Electric
Motormen, and colored Trsin Porters. Hun-
dreds put to work—S65 to SL50 a month. No
experience necessary. 600 more wanted.
Knclode stamp for Application Blank.

NAME POSITION YOU WANT
I.RAILWAY C.I. Dept. 33. INDIANAPOLIS. IND.

Ifs Easy to Install the Kalamazoo
King Furnace and Save $25 to $75
You can save toSTo and be guided by experts. Even the most ic

perienced can easily follow the blue prints our experts pre-
pare. You could hire any handy man to do the job for a small
part of the saviag in price if you don't want to do it yourself

and save all the money. And then thiok of the better heating plant
yoa will have.

Year** Approval Te»t

—8 Months to Pay
Sen d now for our
proposition. Don't
wait. Yoa can
make easy pay-
ments if yon want
to. We give a
year's approval test
and strong guarantee
backed with a $100,000
Bank Bond. Don't
consider

_
contracting

for a heating plant be-
fore getting our cata-
log and blue print^i

Send postal for B<g
Free Book—MX of val
cable home-beating
facta.

Askforoatsletf 921
KsUmaios Store Co.

Manu/aeturtra
Kalamazoo, Mich.

If interested in
Stoves, Ranges or
Gas Stoves, ajk for,
special catfilog.

Ask about them.
Many people would in-

sist on having a Kalamazoo
Furnace even at dealers' prices, ^

because our experts make certain
that every room in the house will

be comfortable, with moist, healthy
heat. Our year's approval test
prove* it. Get Free Book.

mmm
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Poultry-Raising i

Building with Slabs
By Lewis E. Leigh

PERSONS living near portable saw-
mills may procure slabs very cheaply
for building hen-houses and windbreak

fences.

I build my houses twelve feet long and six
feet wide, inside dimensions, making sev-
enty-two feet floor space. This will ac-
commodate from twelve to eighteen hens
comfortably. The back is four feet in
height, and the front six feet; giving a two-
foot pitch to the roof.

I board down two feet from the roof with
slabs cut two feet in length, then leave
fourteen inches for air-space covered with
one-inch-mesh wire netting, then board tight

Tlie house is twelve feet long

to the ground. The fourteen-inch air-space
runs the length of the poultry-house 00 the
south side only ; all other sides are tight
against storms and cold.

This size coop with accompanying air-

space I find just right for the hens. They
get all the fresh air there is and stUl are
comfortable and healthy.

I build a stockade fence on the north
side any length desired. Dig a trench two
feet deep, cut slabs six feet, and set the
slabs (with the bark taken off) butts down
and flat side out. spike tops to a ribbon, and
cover cracks with slabs, which wUl give
from two to four inches of solid wood
against the cold winds.
The trench I fill in with stones, old tin

cans. etc.

I build houses anywhere on this wind-
break, using the fence for the back of house.
The windbreak is, then, a continuation of
the line of houses.
The ribbon is ma'de from slabs with one

straight edge. To saw the ends of slabs
squai'e, strike a line lengthwise, and square
end from that.

To make roof, make the round side of
slabs at each end an inch in thickness, and

The fence become s the back of the house

lay flat side out. Then cover cracks with
slab flat side down. This gives a thick
wooden roof overhead.

I buy slabs at $4 per cord, delivered.

Feeding Dry Food
By A. E. Vandervort

'T'HIS hopper has
proved very satisfac-

tory and is easily con-
structed as follows

:

First, make two pieces
like A, and three pieces
like B. Then nail one B
to side of A, letting the
top down about half an
inch for the lid and keep-
ing the front edges flush.

If the back edges are not flush they can be
made so by a few strokes of the plane. This
completes one end. Construct the other
end in a similar manner. In order to

strengthen the hopper and to divide into
two parts, use the other piece (B) for this

purpose.
Now take a piece of tin or galvanized

iron (C). and turn about half an inch on
the long side until it is at a right angle.

Extend this part over the trough to prevent
the fowls from wasting the food. The tin

should be bent so that it will fit around the
curved pieces (B) at the bottom. Place
the half-inch side over the top of the feed-

trough, and nail the tin to the two end
pieces.

Thin boards are nailed from the back to

the top of the ehd pieces and over the front,

beginning at the bottom, and for ordinary
dry mash it is best to allow the front to

extend down about one inch, as shown in

the drawing. A thin strip of wood nailed
under the iron projection at the front edge
will stiffen it and prevent the fowls from
cutting their wattles. A cover is hinged
to the top nud hooks attached to the back
to hang up the hopper.'

Jack of All Trades
Kerosene Engines

More Power Half the Cost

Develop more than rated power on
either Kerosene or Gasoline. Adapted
to aU power work on the farm. Our im-
mense factory facilities enable us to sell

these high-grade engines at remarkably
low prices.

The Elngine with a
Reputation

Jack of All Trades are strongly built of best
materials. Large bearings. Ample lubrica-
tion. All parts accessible—you can get at
every nut with a simple S wrench,

2, 4 and 6 h. p Horizontal Also 2. 4 and
6 h. p. Vertical. Other types up to 500 h p.

Write for Catalog No. DU126S.
State size and type preferred.

Fairbanks, Morse & Co.
900 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, III.

Fairbanks Scales, Oil ami Gasolioe Engines, Pumps. Oil Tractors,

Water Systems, Electric Light Plants, Windmills, Feed Grinders

Don t confuse this with ordi-
nary "make-shift" roofings. We
guarantee it 15 years and inside
each roll furnish modem ideeis for
laying it artisticallyand permanently.

Certain-teed
Rolls Roofing Shingle*

You can't tell how long a roofing- vnll
wear by looking at it—so for your own

protection, accept no
substitutes— be sure that
the Certain- teed Quality

Label is on each roll. Sold
by dealers everywhere at

a reasonable price.

GeneralRoofingMfg. Co.
E. St. Louis, ni. York, Pa.

Marseillea, III.

RAHGER ' BICYCLES
Have imported roUer chains, sprockits aad
pedals; New Departure Ccastef-Brakes and
Hubs: Puncture Proof Tires: highestgradt
equipment and many advanced features pos-
sessed by no other wlieels. GuaranteedSy ^s-.

FACTORY PRICES Srtisr.!;^"
others ask for cheap v heels. Other raiUble
models from (12 up, A few good second-
hand machines $3 to S6*

lODAYS'FREETRIALTrn^
^mrtKXtfrcigkt prepaid, anywhere in U. S.,

without a cent in advance, DO NOT BCTa
bicycle or a pair of tires from anyone ^lany
price until you get our big new catalog and
'Peciat prices and a marvelous new offer,

A postal brings ever\'thing. IVriie it no-w.

T|DCC Coaster ]BrakeRearW'heel8. lamps,
I inCO parts, and sundries ha/y usual priees.

KIder Agents everj-where are coining money selling our bi-

cycles, tires and sundries. Write today.
MEAD CYCLE CO., Dept. G-83, CHICAGO

Do You Want to Earn
Fifty Fine Assorted Post-Cards ?

Then write to us to-day and say that you
wish to earn this line lot of cards. Address

FARM AND FIRESIDE, Post-Card Dept., SPRINGnELD, OHIO

Save Work,
Time, Money
By usine ourlow down
steel wheel

saves uitfO iitting, ii^nien
draft, don't rut roads. Spoke<i

don't loosen—wheels don't dry out or rot
^^'rite for free book on Wapons and Wheels.

^i£Iectric Wheel Co., I3 Elm Street, Quincy, III*

RurtnjhjgWater
i n H o.u^V and - Biarn at eve n _

^temperature Winter or ®Mni-^|j£#A
• mei' at Small Cost. Brrr n ff^^^
Send- Pbstaf-fbr New water Supply. rMf^MH ''T'g*
Piart. ft -wiirtjr.og ypu 100 D'CtureS ^***^ ^DnflS^
of >t »n_ actual use. Oo it Now. '^^mmm^^^-
AermtitoV.Co.. 1144 S CarnpboM Av. . Chicago
AC'''Tiotar:<io>., .Zd ana Madi*x>'ri' Street*, Oakland,^TjyCal.

AGENTS A BRAND NEW
LIGHTER

KoT©l w&tch-shap«d Lighter. 0|ter3t»4
with one hand ; ^ires an instantaneoua light

every time. No electricity, no b«n«r]r. as
wires, non-oxptoiiTe ; dnea^awBjr with inatrhea. Lights
your pi|>e, cignr, cigarette.

I
^ni Jet. etc. Dandy thing foe

the end of your chain. Tre-
mondoui seller. Write quick

for wholesale terms and prices.

D. F. Brandt I.Urhler Co., 14H Unane St.. T

EauAL To fiNESTAuto Springs
rin principle, quality of steel and grade \

tot workmanship—in fact, made in a large '

f auto spring plant—Harvey Bolster Springs can I

I

not be excelled for resiliency, durability and (

^
appearance. Get a set and save many dollars

j

hauling your perishables. Beware of
substitutes. Ilootitywrdnlw'i, nlltin,

Hirrtir SprlngCo., 729 ITUiSt., Btciae.Wit.

'BOISTERSPRINGS
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IF
THEEE is any one class

that superimdnees a greater

pain than any other, it is

composed of these enterprising agriculturists of the

city who never see a real farm except from a railroad-

car or an automobile, but who, resting the left foot

easily on the brass rail and the right elbow cozily on
the mahogany, ask a sure-enough farmer

:

"Are yon doing any scientific farming out at your
place—this intensive stuff, you know—getting a mil-

lion bushels of corn off every acre ! I tell you, when
you farmers get up to that racket you'll have the world

by the tail."

If you pm-sue the matter with His Brainlessness for

a few moments, you discover that he doesn't know any-

thing about what he's talking about, except that he

read somewhere that the average yield of corit per

aci'e is around thirty bushels, while selected aei-es,

hand-tilled and ibottle-nursed, have produced several

times that much. Therefore, if all the acres were
tilled that way there would be so much com that

whisky would only cost a nickel a di-ink.

He doesn't dream that if all the farmers raised corn

that way most of the acres would never get planted,

the total yield would be a little fraction of what we
get now, and everybody would lose money on his corn.

If you tell him in words of one syllable about the

impossibility of substituting the hoe for the gang plow

and the riding cultivator, he knows you're just an
old-style mutt of a farmer with a wooden nut entirely

filled with cerise-green prunes where gray matter

ought to be.

- You all know that line of city-farmer stuff. Well,

when I went to Dr. Beverly T. Galloway, the new
assistant secretary of agriculture, to ask him to talk

to Fabm and FniEsiDE, he opened up by airing Ms
views about this intensive-farming business. It sounded

good to me. The Department isn't for it. It doesn't

want south-of-France or south-of-China agriculture

for this country, with a peasant farming class. It

wants to develop a typical American farmer who will

be better, wiser, more intelligent, more independent,

than any other class of farmers the world ever saw.

Intensive Farming Not to be Encouraged

"E ARE often asked," said Doctor Galloway,

"why we don't go in more for intensive farming.

It has its place ; but we are not for it generally. We
know that some European countries get two or three

times as much wheat per acre as we do. But if Euro-

pean labor cost what American labor does, European

wheat would be worth $2.50 to $3 per bushel ; Japanese

wheat, $4.50; Chinese wheat, $5. Man labor is the

cheapest m those countries, for the man—the peas-

ant—is at the bottom of the social ladder. I can see

no other end to a system of peasant farming than a

system of peasantry ; a whole family working by hand

a few acres of very high-priced ground that somebody

else owns to .scratch out a bare living.

"We don't want that in America. We want an

agriculture in which the moderate-sized, self-owned

farm wiU • predtoinate ; big enough to take every

advantage of machinery and improvements, small

enough for the farmer to own it. That plan only will

give the leisure necessary for cultivation of the mind

and the soul as well as the soil."

It happened that, having long cultivated my grouieit.

against intensive farming, I had just previously talked

to Secretary Houston about the same thing. He had

given me the same answer that Doctor Galloway

framed.

"There are some agricultural products," said the

Secretary, "that seem, inevitably to be the products of

I)easantry. St^ar is one." Whether it comes from

tropic cane, from Saxon beets or fi-om our own beet

regions, he has observed the labor is generally of the

lowest class. It may be negroes in the tropics, peas-

ants in GeraiaHjr, wom«i, children and foreigners in

the. TJnited States; tmt wherever you go it must be

the class of labor that worlds with the fingers, for the

lovTest wage. Therefore the Secretary didn't care

whether we raised any sugar in this

country. He wa.s willing to let the

tropics or the ccwmtries with a farming

peasantry d® it for us; Our own
fanners he wants to 4& the things

that, in the aggregate of farm prod-

ticts and human happiness, pay better.

Secretary Houston's Plans

—

By Judson C Welliver

Doctor GaUoway made a striking statement of the

present status of American agriculture. He noted the

tendency to increase of tenant-farming ; the land hav-
ing become valuable enough to let the owner even of

a modest farm live away from it. That he accounted

the beginning of a tendeney toward peasant fanning.

He disliked to admit it, but candor compelled ; and
frankness aboxit the problem is necessary to attack

and solve it.

"The proMem is to de^lc^ an Anaeriean system ef

farming that can resist this tendency, -with increasing

wealth and population, to force the actual . tiller of

the soil down to the peasant's status at the bottom of

the ladder," he continued. "It is a mi^ty big problem,

and one that we need to recognize and understand,

and make the country understand at the outset. To
the end of such understanding, we are setting on foot

a series of surveys of rural life, economics, education,

government, organization in every direction. It is a

complex and difficult task. Eoughly, I can divide our
program into three parts

:

The Work That's Been Laid Out

"THIRST, to get facts about present eondltlons.

X Second, to study communities: where notaWe
successies or failures have occurred and leam the

causes. People always have more confidence in the

thing that has teen done than in somebody's theory

that it perhaps can be done. Third, when onr gwt-

eral survey and detailed intensive surveys have beeo

made we will come to the greatest task of aH: to

put the results of these studies into effect That is

a task of publicity, education, example and «f dlree-

tion by the plan of sending expert or^nizers to help

interested communities form the kind of assocaations

they want.

"Elimination of waste in getting the farmer's pr«>di-

ucts to the consumer and in getting industrial products

to the farmer is the substance of our proMem. Agri-

cultural prodoction mt^t be mox'e accurately adjo^ed
to market demands. Fanners must understand better

grading and standardSzation of their products in order

to know what they ought to get for what they have to

sell. As soon as possIMe, typical communities, probaMy
counties, will be selected for demonstration of the

possibilities of this work ; the people will be appealed

to to take It up, the Department will lend them heJp

to organize and carry it on, and in short they will he
asked to give themselves over to the experiment. There
are hundreds of progressive counties where we wfB
readily get co-operation in tbe Mg experiment."

"What about the DepartuMnt's attitude toward the

various rural and vocatiosnal edueatitai measures that

have been urged in CoMgressI" I asked of Doctor Gal-

loway.

them and present the organiza-

tioa of a powei'ful centralized

machine, controlled from Wash-
ington, that might become a serious political factor.

The Page bill did not look to this plan, bnt left the

Department a free agrait to go ahead with its exten-

sion work independent of the colleges. Broadly, the

agricultui-al-college authorities were opposed to the

Page plan, and the Department has taken their side."

This flat statement of the attitude of the Depart-

ment under Secretary Houston is, I believe, the first

that has been madfe The Secretary is himself an
agricultnral-colleige mam, he is associated with a Presi-

dent who is' a college president, and there is every

assurance that the agricultui'al colleges have carried

their point in this whole matter of agricultural educa-

tion and extension. The new Lever bill will give

federal aid to the States for doing this wor^k through
their collies, the Government duplicating every dollar

Laid down by the States, and the money being appor-

tioned among the States in the ratio of their agi'icul-

toral population. Thus, on a tabulation of distribution,

it was shown that Alabama would get in a certain

year $85,222; OhiOv $94,447; Indiana, $76,25S; Michi-

gan, $73,113; Kentucky, $83,868; Illinois, $101,987;

Iowa, $7o,734 all this; from the national funds and on
condition that the State gire as much more.

But in all cases the entire amount, federal and state

money alike, would be handled through the agricul-

tural colleges. That is; exactly wteit the collies have
been struggling foi' ; it is what they had in sight when
they opposed the Page plan; and they are now going

to get it if the Department's support will avail to

carry the legislation. As; to the widely-entertained

conviction that the agrieultural colleges are themselves

in a peck of trouble, what with conflicting ambitions,

personal rivalries of prominent men, and the hard
fight for control in this enlarged sphere of power and
authority, the D^artmafrt just plainly doesn't beMeve
it. It thinks the colleges ai'e all right, are having as

ttm troubles as other institutions, are doing excellent

work with the means at their eoamniiaind,, are well

organized to project that work upon a much larger

scale If the means be placed' at their command, and are

altogether the he.st insfrum«ats through which to

work.

Ptans for Demonstration Work

''VVTE BELIEVE the primary issue is to develop anW extension service that will carry to farmers the

best agricultural information. We want the Lever bill

with modifications, not the Page bill. Page has pro-

posed a system of aid to vocational education in

cities, to agricultural education in the country ; but

so little is known of this subject that we are not ready

for it. Meanwhile the modified Lever bill looks to a

close co-ordination of the work of the Department,

the state experiment stations and the agriciHtural col-

leges in getting knowledge of better agriculture carried

to the farm and the farmer.

"For fifteen years the Department's demonstration

work has been exceedingly popular, especially in the

South, whei-e our agents have been going right into

the fields and showing ' 'em how to do it.' We are now
spending $800,000 a yeai- on it ; the colleges are spend-

ing more. If we go on as now there will arise con-

fusion and confliet between federal and state agencies.

Therefore it is believed that this work should be done

through the agricultural colleges. It wffl strengthen

*"W^E ARE going to find out, if possible, w*iat is Ute best type of

American farm and farmer, and cultivate it. The ideal Ameri-
can farm—ttte one on the whole best fitted for raising both hogs and
hmnanity, com and citizens—may be of 100 acres, or 160, or 200.

We dont know yet; we want first to find owt; then we w^it topusfa

for that kind of farms, worked by the best kind of fanners for that

kind of farming." Secretary Ho^ton.

More Facts,, Less Imiagination

al developa*

Jl tor Galloway went on, "would be reached when
every man's farm; beeanK an experhnemt farm. That
means that the agents of GoTemment and State, di-

rected through the colleges, would be maintained in

eewEHsranities, to go about among the farmers and aid,

direet and advise them abomt their farm operations.

These men would have all manner of hard problems
presented to them. They must Be experts and well

trained, and they mv^t know how to get, from the

experiment stations and the Department, the things

that are wanted. Will a gi^ven fidtd do better with

one fertilizer or another? The agent may not know
how to answer ; but he must be capatdie of describing

that field as to soil quality, tiilagE and rotation history

so that somebody else can give him a correct answer
for the farmer.

"He must be ready to answer questions of that very

sort all the time. He must do it so well and so

correctly that the farmers will comise to believe in

him.

"In order that this great corps; of field agents may
have things to tell the farmers all the timie, there must
in turn be a great expansion of the investigation and
experiment work of the Department. The one thing

we mustn't do Is to run out of facts. The most dan-

gerous of all would be to set meaa's imiaginations at

work, devi^ng answers; to questions that ought to be

answered with demonstrated truth, not somebody's

theory.

"The new administration of this Department wants
to get to the ear of every fanner. If we do that, if

we make him believe in us, and if we prove that ia

believing in us he is right, we wiE do a
great service. Thcfe wHl never be a
peasant agrieoltuare in Am^piea if

the leadershlgt of this Department is

wise eiioKigto to earey octt plans,

and the people are wiHihg to give

these plans a fair chance to work out."
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IN FRONTENAC CAVE
As Told by One Who Was There, and Edited by Hayden Carruth

Author of "Track's Elnd," "The Voyage of the Rattletrap," Etc.

SjTiopsis of Preceding Chapters

Judson Pitcher, about eighteen years old, comes to

Hawk's Landing, on the Mississippi Kiver in Minne-
sota. Here he meets Captain Nathan Archway and his

daughter Amy and his sou Robert. Robert goes with
Judson to the Lumberman's Bank, and while there it is

attacked by the notorious gang of robbers led by Isaac

Liverpool. Robert is shot and killed, and the gang escape

to their hiding-place in Frontenac Cave. It is impossible

to penetrate this cave by the only entrance known, since

the robbers have closed it up. Captain Archway con-

ceives a plan to get into it through a small sink-hole on
the prairie a number of miles back from the Zumbro
River. He and Judson go there in the night and lower
themselves with a long rope. While they are exploring

a thunder-shower comes up, and the flood carries the rope
down the sink-hole and fills the small opening a hundred
or more feet above with brush and soil. Before leav-

ing the Captain's home at Hawk's Landing Judson finds

that he is very much interested in Amy Archway. When
the Captain and Jud find there is no hope of getting out
of the cave where they got in. they begin to search for

another outlet, and keep it up for six days. By this time
their food is gone and they are very weak. Since
awakening on their first morning in the cave they have
been greatly puzzled by a strange beating or throbbing
sound which is especially noticeable in the Bedroom near
Sink-Hole Dome. Finally they move a loose stone at the

bottom of a small tunnel and get down into the main part

of the cave. Looking down a pit. they see a smoldering
camp-fire, and the Captain starts back to get their rope,

but falls down another pit into a stream of water. Jud
goes after the rope, and, with their only candle down to

the last inch, lowers himself into the pit and finds the

Captain alive and with some cooked fish which he has found
by the fire. They eat it. and later get fish

from another river which they cook over a

fire made of small sticks evidently washed
into the cave by freshets. Having no more
candles, they use sticks soaked in fish-oil.

On one of their exploring trips .Jud stumbles
over a man who is sleeping on the ground.
The man grapples with the Captain iu the

dark ; when .Jud makes a light with his last

match they find the man is GU Dauphin,
one of the Liverpool gang. He explains
that he has been cast off by the gang, and he
tells them that the only way to reach Liver-

pool's camp is by going up the pit down
which he was thrown. They work many
days in making a long pole out of dry twigs
with which to climb up this pit. They carry
the pole down a passage called the Gun-
Barrel and suddenly meet the Liverpool
gang, who begin firing at them with their

revolvers. They all escape and hide in an
obscure place which they name the Robin's
Xe-st. Here they stay for several days.
They find that Dauphin has some powder
and caps in a flask, and the Captain makes
some large shot from bird-shot and they
load the gun. They go to Dauphin's Pit in

the hope of getting out through that part
of the cave. The Captain climbs the rope
and is captured by some other members of
the robber band at the top. These men
take his gun and fire down the pit at Jud-
son : he is unharmed, but runs in the arms
of Isaac Liverpool. Dauphin alone escapes.
Liverpool starts to take Jud to his head-
quarters. He sends Jud up the rope at
Dauphin's Pit, following behind. Just as
he reaches the top Jud cuts the rope, and
Liverpool falls back. Jud finds a lantern
and a basket of food. Near the top of
Dauphin's Pit he hides on a narrow ledge
a little higher than a man's head. Other
members of the gang pull Liverpool up with
another rope. Jud is finally forced by thirst

to leave the shelf on which he is lying, and
before he gets back Dauphin comes up the
rope. Dauphin leads him to a secure place
which they .call the Swallow's Nest. They
stay there for two days, then go to the Fort,
where the gang is, and see the Captain there a prisoner.
They creep down to the men after the men are asleep,

and Jud awakens the Captain. Dauphin stops to get a
bfittle of whisky out of the pocket of one of the men

;

Liverpool awakens, and he and Dauphin fire simulta-
neously at each other, while Judson is forced to leave the
Captain and run away, pui-sued by some of the gang. He
comes to the top of Dauphin's Pit and leaps over the edge
to the depths below.

Part VH.
So I reach my last chapter, but find something left for it

;

I make out the meaning of the strange sound in the
Bedroom, and then with friends go back to the Fort,
where we rescue the dear old Captain and hear of Dau-
phin and Liverpool ; after which we say a joyous fare-

well to FVontenac Cave, and I tell the reader (what is

the truth) that we never go back again.

IT
WAS, I think, the rope that saved me. It had

l>een in a coil, and it struck in a heap, which is the
way I struck too, only I was on top of the rope;
and the fir.st rope which I had out was there also,

.IS I learned later. Dauphin, if he told the truth, had
iK'eu bridsed, stunned and half killed by his fall down
the same place; and Liverpool certainly hurt and, I

believe, broke his arm; but beyond being made dizzy
and given a strange ringing in the head I got off free
of liarm, though I was .so .shaken ui) and dazed at first

tliat I knew not if I were unhurt or had every bone in
my body broken.

Illustrated by Edward L. Chase

The men who were after me came to the edge of
the pit and fired all the shots in their revolvers at me,
or at the darkness, rather, which was what saved me,
since not one bullet hit anything but the rock.s. When
they stopped I got 'to my feet, drawing myself up by
the wall, and started along the Gun-Barrel, bumping
my head well at the ttu:n and staggering along, I sus-

pect, crooked enough. 1 bad no candle or torch, but
plenty of matches, so when I got out into the first

room I struck one and looked at myself a little and
tried to get my wits together by the help of the light.

The noise had brought dovni the bats, and they were
pitching about on all sides, like kites which had lost

their tails. I staggered ou across the room, lighting
another match after a few steps ; and so I went all the
way to Fish Camp by match-light, the bats taking it

very ill from first to last.

At Fish Camp I found some torch-sticks and lit one,

and then buUt a fire. This was a little cheering, and
the warmth did no harm. I knew I ought to be himgry,
but the very thought of food, and esi>ecially of fish,

was unpleasant. I think if I had been sure that the
outlaws could not get down that I should have taken
a nap by the fire ; but though I suspected they had no
more rope, I was not certain of it, and so knew it was
not safe. But I took a few minutes to think of how
matters stood, and >I'm sure I never had felt so
frightened and utterly discouraged before.
The great thing which made it worse for me than

at any time before was that I was now alone. My
bravery is nothing to brag of, but it would take a
greater coward than I to give up before anything
when with the Captain. Then even Dauphin had been
some company ; but to be utterly alone with the bats

We sat in the Captain's yard many hours

was another thing. Besides, what hope is there? I

thought. Here I am down in that part of the cave
which two, and for some time three, of us hunted over
for days to find an outlet, and found none; .so what is

there for me but to perish? This I thought more
plainly than I can tell it, alone and hundreds of feet
imderground. Well, I know I oughtn't to have cried
like a very girl

; but, anyhow, I felt l)etter afterward.
Maybe, too, it sUirted an idea in my mind; at least,

something did al)out this time. It seems odd that I

don't know when and how It started, or what made me
think of It, but I don't. Sometimes I think I must
have taken forty winks, sitting there by the fire, and
dreamed it; or perhaps my mind went wrong for a
minute and It came to me then, and that Is the reason
I can't remember how it wag. Anyhow, It came gradu-
ally ; and these book-writers who say that such things
always flash upon you are mistaken, though that may
l)e the best way to tell It : I dare venture the book-
writers know their business; most of us do know our
busines.s, but my bnsine.ss Is not book-writing.

I knew this mudi ; that the notion which had come
creeping Into my luliid meant the last only hope of
getting out of that cave, and though I kept saying to

myself that I was to he disappointed, I knew In an-
other way that I was right, and knew It as well then
as I do now. So I Just co\ ere<l up the fire with hands
trembling and heart fluttering, took the torch-sticks

ami started off.

I crept past the muzzle of the Gun-Barrel with my
torch out, but heard nothing. Then I lit it agalu and

hurried on. At Rope Pit I found the pole up; so I
just stuck my torcli in my collar and climbed it, thus
getting some good out of the thing at last. I made no
call at either the Star Chamber or the Robin's Nest,
having had quite enough of both, but went on pell-mell
for the Trap-Door. When I got through this and
listened I was a little crestfallen at not hearing the
throbbing, for it was on this (as I'll warrant you have
guessed) that my hopes rested. However, I went ou.
and soon I did hear it. but it was diflfereut from Ijefore,

whiclL pleased me. As I went farther it grew louder,
but the walls did not so throb with it. though the
echoes were lively enough. It sounded more open, and
as if it was in the cave, as you will understand, since
I cannot flatter myself that you don't know what it

was by thLs time : but were I a story-writer I might
have had you well mixed up ou it by now : as I .said,

they may make some mistakes, but they know their
business.
So when I flashed my torch into the Bedroom, my

ears stunned by the crash, there it was, just as the
idea had come stealing into my mind at Fish Camp,
the great iron drill of a well-lx>ring machine, beating
up and down like a trip-hammer.

It was not strange that I never thought what it was
till I went to sleep, or went crazy or something, at the
last moment, for I never had much brightness at think-
ing of things, as you have .seen : but I have always
thought it rather odd that the Captain did not study
it out. though, to be sure, the sound when he heard it,

before it broke through the roof, was more like the
throbbing of the heart of the world, as I may say,
than like any noise made by a machine of man.
Wlien I saw it and kJiew that my deliverance (as

the word is> was at hand I half fainted,
and lay down on the ground weak as a
cat, and just watched the big rod with
the long shining links of the jars in the

~ middle, which were to jerk It loose if it

got stuck, pounding up and down with
force enough to knock a hole through an
ironclad.

T\'hen I had got a little of my sen.ses

together I began to consider what was
best to do. The hole where it came
through the roof ten or twelve feet above
was the usual size, about six inches
across, though I noticed where the drill

was working In the floor it was smaller,
l\v which I knew the men were going to

l>ut down an iron pipe to bridge the eave,
just big enough to slip down the upper
hole, but ju-st too big to go down the
lower one: but this, luckily, was not
yet In place. The drill and rod were
fifteen feet or more long, but It had got

a couple of yards into the floor, so I

could see the big rope, almost two inches
thick, just l)elow the ceiling. The thing
Ijeat up and down over a foot, and fell

with a terrible crash, turning a little

each time, which I knew was done by a.

man who had hold of the rope at the top.

I soon saw that I must wait till the

men drew up the drill to clean out the

hole before I could let them know I was
lielow, but I had not thought of any plan
yet when the drill went up. When it

was clear of the hole above I looked u\>

and could see a round spot of light, like

a small moon, but I had no idea of how
far up it was, though I knew it might
easily be a hundred feet, or maybe two
hundred. First I was going to call to the

men, then I thought I might not !>'

heard, or if I wa.s, that a voice coming
up out of the bowels of the solid earth
might so frighten them that they would
run away and leave me after all.

The bucket, a long, slender .sheet-iron

affair with a valve in the bottom, came
bumping and rumbling down on a slen-

der rove and blundered In the lower hole

at la.st and began churning up and down, pumping up
the water and pulverized stone through the valv(\

I saw I must send up a written message, but before I

could get it ready the bucket went spinning up; how-
ever, it came down again, and by that time I had this

ready, written with a lead-i>encll on the back of a

letter from my father:

Captain Archway and I are down here in a cave. Have
foimd Isaac Liverpool. Come right away to sink-hole, qu:u -

ter mile southwest of Birch Mound. Judso.n Pitchek.

I snatched oflf my cap. rolled the letter in It and
stuffed it all in the top end of the bucket, which the

next moment went thumping away up the hole. For ten

minutes, I think, after It got up I heard not a sound,

and I guessed they were reading my mes.><age out of

the earth and getting over their astoni^^hment. Then'
there was a sudden flash of dazzling light around the

hole In the cave floor, and I knew Instantly that they

were flashing the sunlight down with a looking-glass

to get a sight of me. so I ran over and trleil to look up,

but I could no more open my eyes than I could fly.

But I knew they .^aw my face. l>ecau.se I heard a voice

shout "All right!" with a hollow ring, and then It wa.n

still, and I ran away to Slnk-IIole Dome as fast as I

could, shaking my fist at the bats as I went through

what we called the Church aud crying : "I'll get away
from you now !"

I thought they would never come to the dome, but

at last I began to hear sounds, [conch-hfd on page 2:',]
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When it's so easy to have |

I a real Kalamazoo,why be |
^ —— satisfied with I

an ordinary I
stove? I

n e r 1 c a s S»
n fact it's ^
ve to buy. Jsx

iiO days' trial allowed free.
if you wisb. Money back
a year ll you're not satisfledL

Tliere is no reaso
why you should deny
yourself A ni e r i c a's

best stove. In f

the ea^siest stove
It'ssold oaiy direetfrom
the factory at tbej'actory

price—you'll save anywhere ^rom $5 to $40.

Buy Direct From Factory
It pays. Get the big book of 400 stovea jSS'

„ witn oar complete otfer. Find howwo "'^

» can sliip the day your order cornea,
KS Read the SlOO.OOOKaarantee. Now ^
NS write us a postal card—and .^X^S asklor catalog No.183 jS^

Easy payments
Money bacl£ any time within jNi

fKaiamazooStoveCo,
Afanufacturers

fKaUmazoo, Mich.

We make a full
t» line of Stoves,

Ran ges , Gas
Stoves andFur-
naces, We have

SSS three catalogs.
Sx Please ask ^
^ /or tA^
w one you

Ttis
SS* Radiant

Base Bomer
and 399 Other

Stoves in Onr

Big Book.

Write for It.

It's Free.

Order* Shipped

On Day Received Pay Frei|^

Boys! Get This

AIR-RIFLE
Without Spending One Cent

The Daisy Air-Rifle is a re-

peater. It shoots 350 times

without reloading. It is

strong, durable and shoots

accurately. It cultivates

trueness of sight and
evenness of nerve.

This rifle is harm-

less. It uses no
powder— just

air.

Air is plen-

tiful and
shot costs

but 10c

for 1,000.

These
fine air-

rifles are

provi d e

with pistol-

g r ip , true
sights, and are

strongly made.
Boys have use for it

every minute—hunt-

ing in the woods,
shooting at targets,

drilling as soldiers,

and innumerable
uses that only boys can
discover. Every boy will

want one of these rifles, and
this is an unusual opportu-
nity to get a high-class Air
Rifle.

BOYS
Send a postal to Farm and Fireside
to-day- Just say you want an Air-

'

Rifle without having to pay one cent. \
Thousands of happy boys easily earned
them this way.

Write to-day. Address

FARM AND FIRESIDE
Springfield, Ohio

Save 55 to «23
Factory Prices—Freight Paid—One Year's Trial

Gold Coin
Stoves and Ranges

Buy direct from factory
and get a betterstove for
les-s money- Freight pre-
paid—stovecomes all pol-

ished, ready to set up. IJse it oney.-ai— if

you area't satisfied we refund your muuey.

Write for Catalog and Prices. Big Free
Catalogshows why improved featuresof G'Jd Coin

Stoves maltethcm fuel-savers »tid spleudid hakers
—why they h»v& given satisfactioa for 03 years.

Gold Coin Stove Co.^ 8 OakSt..TroyJl.Y,

A Few Thoughts For Sunday
By Merle Hutchinson

The Inner Chapel
By Arthur Wallace Peach

WITHIN your heart erect
A little chapel gray,

Wherein, a while apart
From turmoil of the day,

Tour heart can find the peace
That comes to those who pray.

There for a little while
In quiet rest

:

Think not of toil and care.
Of fruitless quest;

Within the voiceless hush
Youi' heart will feel

A calm like mother arms
About you steal.

So build within your heart
A little chapel gray,

Where you may go apart
From din and fret of day.

Where peace will fold you round,
And burdens slip away !

The Ten Commandments
wn^TH some slight verbal differences,

the ten commandments, taught over
all the earth to-day, in the Greek, the
Roman and all other branches of the
Christian Church, are the same as those
read in the synagogue from the gathering
at Jlount Sinai to the present time. They
are very simple laws, presenting to
primitive people the first notions of the
fundamental rules of conduct, but their
spirit includes all the shades of action
known to a more complicated state of
social life. In recent times it has be-

come the custom to add to the Hebraic
tables the beautiful words which are the
spiritual summary of all religious belief,

"Thou Shalt love the Lord thy God with
all thy heart—and thy neighbor as thy-
self." This is an addition that binds
the whole world more closely together,
but curiously the only other addition to

these tables of the law was one, made
very early, that cut its users off from
connection with the rest of the world.
The Samaritans, a mixed .Jewish people,

had an eleventh commandment, which
read, "Thou shalt build an altar on
Mount Gerizim, and there only shalt thou
worship," a rule that shut them out from
intercourse with their cousins in the rest
of Palestine, and still holds them to their
hilltop.

The Long Warfare
COME ninety year.s ago there was ex-

citement in a New England village.
The parson's new house was to be raised.
The timbers lay about the foundations,
notched and ready to be fitted in place.
The neighbors, according to custom, were
gathered, the men to fit the frame to-

gether, the women to serve a hearty
meal with invigorating drinks. But the
village parson was the pioneer in tem-
perance work in this country. No New
England rum would be passed on his
land, and many were the prophecies that
no building could be raised without its

aid. But up it went, and the stanch
wide house still stands. That "cold-
water raising" belonged to the earliest
days of the temperance war. For it Is a
war. At first the question was looked on
as a matter of merely individual mor-
ality, but we realize now, not alone the
danger to the individual, but the close
connection of the traflic with every evil
in the community.
We may not agree with that small boy

who, when asked what he would do if

he had a great deal of money to spend
for his town, promptly replied, "I would
use the money to buy votes for the Pro-
hibition Party." Now, however, that
nine States have adopted prohibition,
and in most of the others, under local
option, the sale of intoxicants is forbid-
den In a large proportion of the territory,
it would seem that this method of direct
legal restriction had proven of some use.
As one Kansas man, speaking of the un-
deniable benefits in Kansas, remarked,
"It is merely a question of the honesty of
youi* otficials." The stronger public
opinion, the more likelihood of punish-
ment falling on the lax ofiicial, and here
precisely is the influence of the indi-

vidual citizen felt. With the passage
this year by Congress of the Webb law,
forbidding the bringing of liquor by rail

into no-license territory, the greatest dif-

ficulty in the enforcement of restrictive

measures seems done away.
Although the liquor manufacturers

and dealers say that restrictive laws do
not decrease the sale, yet they fight
fiercely every step of the legislative pro-
gram. Prohibition is now being seriously
considered for the whole of Sweden, but
there have been many other experiments
in' this contest, the mosjt practic^il of
which would seem to "be those that put

the seller on a salary, so that he has no
profit from sales and therefore no temp-
tation to sell illegally. Where we
approach to a paternalistic govern-
ment we deal rigorously with the saloon,
forbidding it entirely at Panama and
cutting the number in half at Washing-
ton. But we are engaged in no short con-
test. These ninety years have brought us
nearer to some solution of this problem,
but the victory is not yet in sight. The
fight is against per.sonal profit, personal
desires and indifference, and to win de-
mands courage, tireless persistency and
the wisdom of the serpent.

Making the Most of Our Schools
TTHEEE has just been a meeting of the
* school board in our town. It deter-
mined upon many wise acts and listened
politely to the advice of the .^•ouug su-
perintendent who wanted various con-
veniences for the larger schools and
quite rightly got them. What impressed
me most painfully was the absence of
three members.
There is one district cut off from the

rest of our town by a large river. For
an.v railroad connection that wiU bring
the children to a high school they must
either cross the river or drive six miles
in the other direction. Neither is very
possible in our northern winters, so that
the children of this hamlet are prac-
tically dependent for education on the
district school. That little school does
well. Even the school board praises it-

Well, it asked for a wood-shed, an inex-
pensive convenience wanted by everyone
who has stacked wood in hallways and
built and fed wood fires from November
to April. The wood-shed was refused

:

the committeeman for that district was
absent 1

The moral of this little tale is that If

we want to manage our affairs by the

,
self-government method, to which this
country is dedicated, we must take time
to govern ourselves, or else do without
what we want.

He also makes the world better for
having lived in it who makes just one
blade of grass grow where two weeds
grew before.

From Childhood to Old Age

Kimball Pianos
Are Pleasing in Tone

Write Today for Beantifuliy Tllnst-ated Catalogue

Mrs. Piano Buyer before mak-
^ irtCT thf* rmr-

chase of a piano for yotir home and children
we are sure you will want to see onr cat-

alogue—you will want to know about ournew
plan of selling and distributing: our pianos direct
from our factory and from our various factory
distributing points. Write as today for

Factory Distributing Prices and
Convenient Payment Terms

and leara how easily you can secure the
STANDARD Kimball Piano for yonr kome, no
matter where you live, on terms to salt yoar conven-
ience. Monthly, qoarterly or anTmal payments can be BXzangeA.

Valuable Features of the Kimball
Kimball Pianos possess many important

exclusive features such as our hermetically sealed
metal covered pin block—the heart of the piano

—

impervious to dampness, nnaffected by heat or cold,
strings scientifically treated to prevent rusting, and
other valuable features that give the Kimball that
heirloom value and most epiendid musical qaality.

11 Player-Piano
IVmiDclil Perfect in Detail

There are very few persons who are not
lovers of good music. tJnfortunately there have
been but a limited number that could prodace it.

but now with a Kimball Player-Piano in the home,
the young, the old and even the feeble "indoor"
people can play and reproduce ^wmmmmMmammmMm
the "Grand Opera" or play uf « rnwDMi nnany and all of the old time KllBBALL CO.

Bongs or popular pieces. / 4026 Kimball Hatls

Three Years to Pay /p,eaae.en'''L?Lyc,-
Fill Out the Coupon / ^""^Piano or Flayer Piano Ca*J

, , • aJoRTieF, prices and termini
and send to us today the Musical Herald, co»-

, , c»r»T7i-n , , taining two pretty son^land get FREE ourhand- words and mosic.
some booklets and the J
Musical Herald, con-
tainingtwopretty Name
Bongs, words and music— 4'
also valuable piano infor- »
matioQ, our prices and 6 —
terras. WRrre Today k

W.W.Kimball
Compsiny
Chicago

City..

State

J E.F.D.orSt.

.

A Personal

Word
The rich and

prosperous .class
can always com-
mand the luxu-
ries of life, but
the average home
lover needs the
Spear System of
"Credit to the
Nation." I want
1,000,000 families
to say of me:—
"He helped us to
furnish andbeau-
tify our homes." I
ask for no higher
tributetomylife's

worlc. Write for
my Free Catalog.

Spcflp's
Bi9 Bed Bargain

No. D. 306—
Price S10.45. $1.50
Cash; Bal. 75c mon.
Heavy Iron Bed, any
color,4 ft. 6 in. wide,
good woven wire
^spring,coQ supports.

50 pound cotton
top mattress,

and two
pillows.

The Only Way To Furnish Yonr Home
Spear of Pittsburgh has proven to hundreds

of thousands of satisfied customers, everywhere,
by the high quality of his goods, fair square treat-

ment and exceptionaUy liberal credit terms, and
rock bottom prices, that his plan is the only logic-

al, common sense way to furnish a home. By
Spear's original divided payment plan all the
necessities, comforts and luxuries formerly found
only in the homes of the rich and prosperous
classes have been brought within reach of alL

SpearWill GiveYouCredit
Spear of Pittsburgh trusts

the people and the people trust
Spear. That's the whole secret
of the wonderful success which
has made the House of Spear
the greatest of its kind. Spear
has full confidence in the readers
of this paper and invites you personally to accept his
liberal, open accomit, long time credit, easy payment
plan for your home furnishing needs.

Any One Can Trade With Spear
Simply send forthe fi^V Free Spear Bargain Catalog.

It will be just like bringing an enormoiis stock of Home
Furnishings—many times the size of even the greatest city
store—right to your home with an amazing array of
wonderful bargains. He shows you everything for the
home, including a marvelously attractive assortment of
carpets, rugs and draperies in the colors, patterns and
designs photographed from the original goods.

^
Spear's

Bargain Catalog shows everything in home furnishings

—

Ranges, Stoves*
Refrigerators.
Silverware,
lAce Curtains*
Sewing Macbines,
Wasbing Macliines,
Carpets, Rugs»
Portieres,
Springs, Bedding.

Spear Gives 30 Days' Home Trial
Spear*s idea about selling

goods from a catalog, is that
they must actually sell them-
selves after you have seen them
and know what they are by
actual test in your own home.
Anything you select from

Spear's Bargain Catalog will be shipped for 30 days' free
home trial before the sale is considered closed*

Spear's Big Rocker Bargain
A large, roomy, comfortable, solid oak Rocker with
high, wide back, fully tufted and buttoned. Seat is

large and roomy, upholstered with high grade
black Sylvan leather over full steel springs and

beautiful ruffled edge
to match back. Con-
struction issolidgolden
oak throughout, with
high gloss golden finish.

Spear&Co.
Pittsburgh, Pa.

I>cptT68

Spear's "400"
Janior
Oak
Heater

Ho. D. 5139
$5.85
75c Cash
Bal. 50e
M'tbly

Thisms^if^
icent heater is— gruaranteed to

save fuel, hold fire,

heat quickly. Well made,
nickertrimmed, heavy fire

pot, 12 in. in dia. Stove is 36
in. high, weighs about 50
lbs. Also smaller and
larger sizes. Large feed
door, screw type dampers.

Spear's Dming Chairs
No. D-639X— Each, S1.55
No. D-639—Price for Six
$8.95~$1.50 Cash. BaL

75c Monthly

Aremarfc-
abte new
diner, with high pImQ panel
back, continuous back
posts, neatly turned front
gosta and spindles. Fin-
ihed (piarteredoak. bright

gloss. Construction first-

class. Seats heavily uphol-
stered and covered with
chase leather, one of the

Spear & Company^
Dept.T68 Pittsburgli, Pa«

|

Please send me your Mammoth
Free Catalog, Prices, Terms, etc.,

without any obligation oh my part.

KAU£.

ADDRESS

.
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FOR

THIS

DRESS
Poatively Worth

No. 169. Beantifiil aad sorice-

able ina oak of higli grade fan

French Eneoe. New style

turn-down collar rkUr embroil

ered with washable nercerized ea-

FRHKOiaifliSnl
side buttoning with pointe 1

front; fi^hionabie half ko^
sleeves pretlil; embroidered to match

collar. Skirt has full sweep,

with st;Bsh fool pbite, piping of

a contrasting color extending

entire length of skirt in front.

The sljle and qnafit; of this dress

b enfirel; out of the onfaarr at the

price, in fact if you do not Snd
:'- to be wirdi at least S1.50.

send it r^ hack and we will

pronqidy refnd your raooey. also

postage.

Comes m cadet bbe with wfa'te

embroiderT. cr tan with brown

embrojiery. Sizes 32 to 44 inches

^ best measure. Full regular length skirt

with deep hera which can readily fc)e ad-

justed to the desire > length. State ^ <a AA
size and color desired when ortlering. Oor special «I> I '

price, defirerr charges paid, oatr

EXTMF1NJL„
_JJiMH

LII

We pay aill delivery charges
and ship orders promptly.

Showing Wooderfnl Bargains b Latest Fall Styles ra biaj-

Hag to Wear for Hen. Women and Children. Write todaj

for jrow Copy Ask for Free Catalog Ho. 34 T.

I
ReL Cadiemal k Com'l Nat'l Capital $30,000,000

About Farming
I.VDEPENDENCE and health go

hand In hand in successful faming.
Scientific methods and mechanical

ingenuity each helj to make farm lire

more profitable and attractiv2. .'^re yoj
fully posted about thsse thing;.' Do you
wish a breath of real country life? For
the sum of fifty cents Farm .\nd Fireside,
The National Farm Paper, will give you
twenty-six excursions (issues) to the far.-n

territory of A-nerica—and other portions

of the glob:, too—pointing out that whi;h
is best and most profitable in fam life.

Practical fanning is Farm and Fireside's
kind. Its editors know from experience the

things they talk about You will hardly miss

the fifty cents, price of a year's subscription,

but would sorely miss the good humor and
practical common sense in F.\rm Aim Fire-
side, once you get acquainted with the paper.

Try it. We guarantee you will be satisfied

with your investment or your money back
any time you say so.

FARM AND FIRESIDE
The Crowell Publl.sblng Company

SpringSold. Ohio

Makc Yoar Boy Happy I

By ei^'inSC him The Boys' Mngazine,
Vou could not give him a greater
pleasure or a stronger influence
for good

Walter C^mp
edits Th^ Boyft' Maaazfne. Each Is-

sue of this splenuid magazine Is

lilled with clean* ta^cinatlnKstories
and Instructive articles, all o( In-
tense interest to every live boy.
Also, each Issue conl ms depart-

ments devoted to The Coy Scouts oi America, Electric-
ity. Mechanics, Athletics, Pliotocmpiiy, Carpentry,
St.imps and Co ns. A rew, h:nd;io:nc cc^ er In colors
each month. Beauti.'ully Illustrated throughout
SPECIAL OFFEE 1 For only ei.OO we will send you THE
BOYS' MAGAZIN'E for a w.io'.o year aii'( a copy oi the
most uselul book you ever read, "Fifty Ways lor Boys
to Earn Money. "anr< this nectr.c Ennme. This enKioe
Is counidcraMT larger thao illiuintioo. Huqj 1 .000 rcToluiiuua
a rutaute oo one drj battery Safe ; euj to oper:it«. A marvul
of niochnoical and •cIcuUlifi iD-^Doilj. Send ID yoar lalMcnp-
tion \.o4nr It will hare fmmeuiAle atuutioa ftM UlO tXifXM
an'l book will be forwsnled toyoa aioooe,
all tr;iusportaUoD cbarges prep;Lid.

Sat lufactlon or
DtuiK-T rofaaded
Atldrcn

THE SCOTT P

REDFIELD CO.
1158 Main SU
Smettaport. Pa.

THE BOYS*
MAGAZINE

ts on talfT .It nil Liew*

BtaudB ut lOc u copy

A Whale-Hunt
The Story of a Boy, a Cannon and a Hay-Pitcher

—

In Two Parts

By D. F. Getchell

"I reckon he's

sounded," ob-
served the Captain

Part I.

NOLE JIM : Uncle Jim '." called
Bill Mes.<enger fi-om the bank,
svbere he stood pointing with
his hay-rake into the bay,
' here's a sea serpent or some-
thing :•'

Uncle Jim stopped the clat-

tering mowing - machine and
looked in the direction where

lus \ ouiig friend was pointing at a foam-
ing ridge of water rushing across the
jellow shining surface of the broad Cobe-
quid Bay.
"By ginger !" said Uncle Jim as he got

off his iron seat and hurried over to the
bank to watch the mass of boiling water
unaccountably disturbing the placid tide.

'I believe you've hit it. if there is such a
thing as a sea sarpent"

Bill Messenger was spending his vaca-
tion with old Mr. James Coulter, Uncle
Jim to all the boys around. Mr. Messen-
ger, Bill's father, and Uncle Jim had
been country playmates years before, and
he had asked the old farmer to allow Bill

to spend his second
high-school vacation
on the farm. It was
at the head of the tide-

waters of the Bay of

Fundy, and Bill and
Uncle Jim now stood
looking over the land-
locked Cobequid Bay,
into which the tide

from the Bay of Fundy
rushed twice a day
through the narrow
rock-bound pas.^ge
called Allie's Gut.

.'•Well, 'taint likely

it's a sea sarpent." said

Uncle Jim deliljera-

tively, as they watched
the yellow ridge of wa-
ter sweep in a broad
circle toward their

'luff: "I've heard how
there ain't really no
uch things. There's
levil-fish with arms
Uke snakes, and squid,
'
> i .s; g e r than a hogs-
bead, with beaks worse
than a hen-hawk, and
whales longer than my
n?w barn, but there
ain't no sea sarpents."
"Maybe it's a whale."

su.sgested Bill as a jet

of water spouted sud-

(l e n 1 y up from the
rapidly approaching
ridge ; "whales have to

blow, you know."
"Sure it's a whale." a voice broke in.

It was old Captain Sam Watson speak-
ing, who had stumjied over on his wooden
leg from his mowing field near-by. "And
what's more, it's a whopper. I reckon
I ain't gone whalin' niarh on fortj- years

and had this leg whipped off by a har-

poon-line not to know a right whale when
I sees one."
"What's a whale doing in here?" In-

quired Bill.

"That whale don't know any more than
you do." returned the Captain, "he's

miles off his cour.'^e and knows it. He'll

run aground mighty soon, too, if he don't

put his helm hard down pretty qui k."

What Cantain Sam .«aid was true. It

was a bewildered whale heading straight

"or Big Flat, that ran far out into the

\:\y from the bluff where they were
st.-ndiiig.

f'n c;ime the monster at a twenty-knot
•.'•'it. sfudins .n fo.-^ming wave in front of

'"is grf\-it h'-ad. He was soon s-i clo.se

*h"y could phi inly see his quick feathery

.iiont as h<> sur;;< d ahead with a kind of

•'unginsr nio'^i'm :'t every spring of his

•Mve tail. Su'VI-nly he ran cl' ar up on
M.c I'Mrd. sh'lviiic sand of Biz Flat,
' rinpane in*^" vi'nv Ins gre-t bl-u-k length
ii'' ;ilrif)<jt vr>vfn»-v fp^t. He w"s. as the

(•:ii'f:iin s"id. :i bis fellow. But only for
•' nu''u'^p W.1S bf ill sisht. for with a tre-

iiv ndous thr.ns'MnT he roll'-d back into

fhf chapnol and disappeared in a mass of

yc P'-iw foam.
"B'- H-^rons!" erclaimod the Cantain.

"•• tbrc'-'inndred h^rrel^r •' the l«ast

!

Worth :in the hay Salmon Bluff will cut

ill f>vo ye:irs."

"Wcli. wb:>t you goln' to do about it?"

iniiuircd Unfle Jim. a little .sa'-c^istlcall,v.

"(!oin' to tether him with a pitchin'-rope

or spear him with a hay-'ork?"
"I rct kon we can't get him." sjild the

Cai>t:iin. "but he'll irrmmd somewh'TPs
in this bay sure. He'll n^ver find Allie's

Out again, and it will be just our
luck if those Onslow fellows get him."

Illustrated by R. Emmett Owen

His reference to the Onslow folks
touched a subject deep in the hearts of
all Salmon Bluff farmers. Ever since
the easy-going Acadians had been hustled
off the good bay farms the British suc-
cessors had waged an endless war with
the tides and each other to hold with
bru-sh-heaps and breakwaters the shift-

ing mud flats. For it was the rich mud
of these flats that rose, if held long
enough, into the broad marsh-lands that
made the wealth of the tide-water farm-
ers. But. instead of co-operating, the
Salmon Bluff and Onslow farmers had
built their breakwaters so as to direct
the channel against their neighbors' bank
and thereby gouge out. the mud flats that
their opponents hoped to hold.

So when Captain Sam eyed wistfully
the whale now headed for the Onslow
flats up the bay, jealousy made Uncle
Jim as anxious as the Captain, and Bill,

alread.v a sworn partizan of the Bluff,

was just as anxious as the two men.
Meanwhile different farmers along the

shore had seen the strange creature, and
a half dozen or more had hurriedly
joined the watchers on the bank. They
were strong, tou.gh men hardened by
their field work and the stormy .shad-

tishing in the rough vraters about Allie's

Out.
They readily accepted Captain Sam's

statement that the whale was worth a
small fortune, but this only served to
exasperate them as they saw it drawing
nearer and nearer to the Onslow flat.s.

But nobody followed the disapp aring
whale more anxiously than did Bdl. He
had read "The Cruise of the Cachclot"
and "Mo'jy Dick." and had, in fact, been
so enthusiastic about whaling that only
last spring he hjid proposed that his

father let him join a New Bedford
whaler. Mr. Mc-Si'«nger had assured his

son that the seamy side of whaling was
more prominent in actual lire tlir.n the
romantic sido, and had offered this trip

to Salmon Bluff iiistcrd.

"Say, Capt-^.in Sam." said Bill, ed"in'?

up to the grinzled old whaler, "why don't
you got that cjinnon at the schoolhouss
and shoot the whnle?" Bill remembered
that his father had explained something
about the modern use of bombs by
wh^^lers.

The farmers who hoard Bill's sugges-
tion laugh-Hl upro'^rions-ly, but the old

Captain only scowl'^d.
" "Taint nothing to laugh at," he said

;

"pity some of .vou can't think of .some-

thing better to say." Tlien after a jnuse
he brok'^ out. "By H^^rons! if this here
lad hasn't given me an idea! I wi.sh I

had a harpnon."
"I reckon mv one-prong hay-pitcher

would h-^ harpoon onou.gh," suggestetl
Un le Jim with a lau'_'h.

"^\nd if that ain't a good Idea too," ex-
cl;iiii'ed the Cant-Mii : "s'ly. how many of
you fellows will help me get that whale?"

Iliilf a dozen f.-^rmors had enough
si)ortlng blood to forget It was a good
haying day, and then they.did not like

to think of the Onslow people getting
that whale. Then, too, the Captain was
a kind of leader at the Bluff, and he was
credited with a good deal of -common
sense.

"All right," assented Uncle Jim, "I'U
tackle anything from an elephant to a
whale if Captain here says so."
"Come then," said Captain Sam,

quickly taking command, ''a couple of
j ou go up to the schoolhouse and get that
old brass cannon hauled down to my
shad-boat at the creek."
Then he and Uncle Jim went over to

the new barn, and climbing into the mow
quickly unshipped the pitching-fork. To
the ring of the fork they fastened a stout
piece of wire and tied the wire to a
stout coil of hemp rope that the Captain
had brought home from his last trip.

With the help of Uncle Jim and the
grindstone under the barn, the Captain
soon giound the prong of the fork to a
fine edge which he brought to razor-like
sharpness with a scythe-stone.

When the bra.ss can-
non arrived it was
firmly lashed on its

carriage in the bow of
the boat. Then the
Captain poured in a
whole horn of black
powder, wadded it well
with bagging, and put-
ting in his awkward
harpoon packed it

round with paper.
The shad-boat was a

stout craft, and four
men, one of whom was
Uncle Jim, seated
them.-:el\-es at the oars.
Young Bill, as the
original suggestor, was
allowed to go as
helmsman.
While the boat was

going out the channel,
the Captain was busily
engaged in coiling his
harpoon - line with
great care into a wa.sh-
tub; but when they
had cros.sed the bar he
stuck his wooden peg
into the mast-hole to
steady him.'ielf and so-

berly scanned the
broad bay for his vic-

tim.

It was with diffi-

culty he preserved his
calmness as lie an-
nounced the whale in
sight, well up in the

bay, but headed in their direction. When
he declared that at le;ist si.\ Onflow
boats were out. every Bluff man stopped
rowing and gazed anxiously up the bay.
Meanwhile the whale had disapiieared.
"I reckon he's sounded," observed the

Captain %visely. "but he <an't g3t down
far unless he bores in the mud."
The rowers now pulled lor .some time

in silence, and pre.sently approached two
of the Onslow boats. A loud shout of
laughter greeted the Salmon Bluff men
when their shining brass cannon came
into sight.

"WTiiit you doin', Cap?" someone called

out frt>m the Onslow boats. "Shootin*
plover?"

"Mindin' my own business." said the
old Captain serencly.-as he told hLs m.n
to head the boat farther down the lay.
The Onslow men were following the

tradition that a flee^t of boats could scare
a whale ashore. In fact, it had b:en
done perhaps twice in fifty ye^'rs. Th.>y
now poured into the Salmon Bluff boat a
volk^y of sarcastic wit, direcitd at the
harpoon and cannon.
But the Captain disdained to make any

furti:er reply to their remark.>j. "I
reclion," he said to his men, "when that
whale Mows we'll pull bow on him and
then I'll—"
No 011'^ ever learned exactly just w'»at

he intended to do, for at that instant Bill

gave a sudden cry.

. [TO BE CO.NCLLTJED IN THE NEXT ISSUE]

When a farmer has money, everybody
who knows him knows it. and kn.)W3

how he got it, and approves of the way
he spends it.

UTien we get to the top of the moun-
tain we see the tops of so man.v other
movintains that the world seems to be
all mountJiin.'j. So it is when we live on
the moutain-tops of every-day li'e—we
see many other people around us who
are on the mountain-tops too.



The Corn Lady
What She Writes to Her Youngest Sister Who is

Teaching Her First Country School

'pHE "Corn Lady," Miss Jessie Field, needs
no introduction to the readers of Farm and

Fireside, nor indeed to any student and lover
of rural life. When she was superintendent of
the schools of Page County, Iowa, Miss Field
reorganized their curriculum so as to adjust
the subject matter of study to the problems of
her pupils' lives. Instead of writing composi-
tions about the wails of Pekin. Miss Field's
pupils wrote about making the farm prosper-
ous. She put a few of her experiences and be-
liefs into a boob called "The Com Lady,"
which the United States Government has or-
dered for distribution among country teachers.
Farm and Fireside is proud to be able to give
to its readers a series of letters by the Com
Lady, dealing again with the opportunities
and privileges which lie under the bands of the
imaginative and purposeful teacher in the
farm lands. £ditor.

Bellbrook, III., August 15. 1913.

DriAB. LITTLE SUE—Do you really
mean to tell me that you are a
gi-own-up teacher, my baby sister?

It seems only yesterday that the nurse
held you for me to see. It isn't quite fair
that you have grown taller than I. in
these few years, but you are my "little

sister" just the same, and always will be,

even though your arm does go across my
shoulders so easily. And bi.^ sisters al-

ways have the privilege of giving advice.
So. my Sue, you are doomed to have a
letter from me every little while about
this teaching business. You see, I've
been teaching country school now for
three years, and I like it the best of any-
thing in the world, and I want you to
like it just as much. I am writing to you
now be<?ause there are so many things
you need to do before school begins.

Love Your Neighbor

I am glad you are a coimtry girl to
begin with, and that you love the farm
and are so contented and happy there. I

am glad, too, that you have always liked
children and had them around you. I
hope that a couple of weeks ago you
hitched up the horse and drove over to
the district where you are beginning to
teach and got acquainted with your peo-
ple over there, and that you went to the
schoolhouse and got the register in order
to study up the names and clas.ses of
your pupils, and to plan for the opening
day, and looked around to .see that the
yard and schoolhouse were dean.
Did you drop in to see the director?

He's a fine man. There are people who
say he is stingy and all he wants to do is

to keep down the school tax. but if you
tell him in your own sunny way what is

needed and remember that he likes music
and is proud of his black cattle and
thinks a whole lot of his twin boys, you
will find him a friend. Do not talk much
yourself as you go to see the different

Ijeople in their homes, but get them to

talk to you of the things they care for
most.

Be Bigger Thetn Your Books

; Make every class interesting and full

of the joy of study because you are big-

ger and deeijer than the words that are
in the book the children are studying. I

tried to learn my children's names
quickly , for they do appreciate it so
much. So I had them just write their

name in full in the morning on a small
piece of paper, and I had some pins and
pinned them on each one. They liked it.

I wrote my name and pinned it on myself
too. So we were soon friends.

Be sure the schoolhouse is clean and
have a bouquet of wild flowers on your
desk. I can think what kind you'll

have—your own goldenrod that you love
so well and that makes me think of you
because it is so tall and graceful and
golden-crowned.

I hope you have a good boarding-place.
Be pretty careful about that, for you see
it will make a great difference in your
happiness. You know how happ.v I am
where I board, how they are people who
care so much about the country and have

i sucli a real home. And take your trunk
with you, for you'll want just to stay
and be one of the neighborhood. You
cannot do this if you come home every
Friday night.
And, my little Sue, may you love it all

as I do. You will find so much you can
do for the farms, and for the homes, and
for your boys and girls. There Ls no
[limit to what we can do in our country
[schools if we can just make them touch
the lives of the people and the every-day
[work of the boys and girls.

Make School Reach the Home
Of course there will be many hard

things come up, but to meet the hard
things is one reason why you are there.
Whatever you do, never carry your wor-
ries home with you at night. Lock every-
thing like that in when you turn the key
in the door of the schoolhouse, and walk
down the road wjth a happy heart, free
to see and do the things that will make
life fuller and better for the people

around you and for yourself. If you do
this, nine tenths of the things that worry
you will have stolen away when you
open the door the next morning, and the
other tenth will disappear before long.
What a fine district you have! Re-

member that it is all a part of your work.
That you must teach not only the boys
and girls who come to school to you, and
teach them in such a way that they will

use what you teach them in their every-
day lives, but that jou must think of
every person in your district, and of
every farm and every home. And if you
are not the kind of a teacher who makes
the school reach out to them all until
finally everyone thinks not only of doing
his level best himself, but of helping
along the whole neighborhood, you've
missed the biggest chance that a country
teacher has.

Have a Farm Corner

One of the first things for you to do is

to make every pupil in your school love
the country as much as you do, and see
something of its joys and privileges and
its wonderful possibilities. The boys
must see how profitable farming may be,

and the girls, and boys too, must see how
farm homes are the best place in the
world to live. One simple thing you can
do right away toward this is to start a
Farm Corner in your schoolroom. Have
some of the older pupils write for the
free farm bulletins published by the Sec-
retary of Agi-iculture at Washington and
by your own state college of agriculture.
.4sk to be placed on the mailing-list for
the new bulletins, and keep up, espe-
cially, on the crops of interest to your
district. The Year-Book of Agriculture
and the Agricultiu^al Census Reports are
good for your Farm Corner too. The big
girls can classify the farm bulletins, put-
ting them in large envelopes marked
"Corn," "Alfalfa," "Hogs," "Home," etc.

You will need a table in your Farm
Corner. If j'<iu do not have one see if

the boys can make one. M.v boys have
made a splendid table. We have a good
many farm journals on it, and we collect
current events from them, choosing
things of STJecial interest to farm people.
There are a few beautiful farm pictures
in our Farm Corner, and this week
everyone is to bring the finest farm
producf the.v can find—an ear or stalk of
corn, a bundle of wheat or alfalfa, or
some fruit, and we are going to fix up
our comer to express the beauty of the
harvest-time.

A Day For Mothers

The mothers are all invited to come
on Friday afternoon and see us. We
are going to have our regular school
work, for I want them to see how fast
my beginners are learning to read, and
the work in the physiology and spell-

ing classes. We are writing compo-
sitions this week in our language classes
on the subject "Farm Life : Why I Like
It," and I will have the best one of these
from each class read so the mothers can
hear them.
One mother said the other day. when

I stopped by to .see her, "Yes, the country
is a fine place to live—^when the work is

done I" She looked so tired I just thought
she might have a happy afternoon down
at school, and that's when I thought of
having all the mothers come. The girls

are going to make cocoa on the school
stove and serve it to the mothers, and
the boys are going to bring a lot of
goldenrod the night before and help me
decorate the schoolhouse.

Isn't it just great to be a country
teacher and know your district and be
able to think and do some things for

them and have a real part in making the
country all you know it can be?

Lovingly always, Helen.

"Vinegar and Spice

And All Things Nice"
Grape Vinegar—The little wild chicken

grapes, unpalatable, small and full of
seeds, make a very good vinegar, but are
practically useless for other purposes. A
good salad vinegar may be made b.v mix-
ing wild grape vinegar with the ordinary
malt vinegar of commerce.

Home-Made Set for Spices—Remove
paper from baking-powder cans, and
paint them with aluminum paint. When
dry, paint a band of some color three

.

inches wide around can. On this band
paint with aluminum name of spice, etc.,

it is to hold. Punch a hole in cover, and
put in a knob. Mrs. G. P. E., New York.
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342 *'1>¥^ BARGAINS
Here are justtwoof thethonsands ofremarkable bargains
sliown ia our Big. New Wearing Apparel Catalog JUST OUT,

a They are STRIKTNG examples of the BIG SAVING you
K can mELke in buying direct from onr STORES, where yon
B can get the choicest selections of New York fashions at^ wonderfol prices. Write for this Big Free Fashion Book

today. See for yourself the stnnning etyies—the excel-
lent values—the attractive prices.

Fashionsble Fatl
.
Suit*

Women's and misses'
pencil stripe suit of fan-
cy wool mixture. The
Coat is made in eingie

breasted model, semi-fittiDg', with
deep lapels Bmartlj" trimmeti with
brocaded velvet. Collar and cuffs to
m3tcb. Satin lined — eatin dress
eliields. Bock ia very Btylisb with us
strap and velvet covered buckles.and
row of buttons to match. The Skirt

—

Latest model, fits perfectly over the
bips, falling in eraceful blender lines.
Drapine is at side and a stitched
bam] ot the material catches the skirt
in artistic folds. Until you Bee this
Buit it would be impossible for you
to comprehend the valce of material,
and the style and. workmanship offer-

ed..": izes 32 to 44 inches bus^C'^megia
Navy and Brown. Complete Suit, 2-
piece, prepa'd, S6-49. Give sizes and
measurements. Order No. 9 B 1002.

$298
Combination

No. 24 B 20O1
-Waist. Skirt

and Petticoat.
Ideal for Fall.

Skirt would co^t you more
tnan ask for entire
outfit.Waist is eood dual-
ity poplin, breezy.tailored style. Yoke and
collar effect, velvet tie, buttons on coffs,
pearl button front. Washable and service-
able. Colors. White, Tan or Navy, bizes
32 to 44 bust. Skirt — latest model Velvet
Cordaroj — Splendid value. Inserted foot
pleats give styltsb, slender effect. Buttoa
trimmings of material. closes at side, perfect
fitting back. Waist22 to 30 inches. Length
37 to 42 inches. Colors. brown ornavy. Petti-
coat—Black Sateen. Deep sectional flounce
witb dainty pin tucks. Exceptional value.
Popular pattern. Fast colors. Length 36 to
44 inches. Price. 3-Piece Combination

—

waist, skirt, petticoat, all for $2.98, Give
sizes and colors wanted.

WE pay ^LL DEUVERV CH/^RGES
Every price we quote is for the article DELIVERED TO YOUR DOOR.
You have nothing to pay when goods arrive. Every article is guar-
anteed TO PLEASE YOU or your money back. You can order direct
from this advertisement but be sure to write for Style Book B-20.de-
Bcribing thousands of other bargains. It will Save Yoti Money. 4

THE BEST IS THE CHEAF»ESX.

BALL
BEARING

MOST
POPULAR

MOT SOLD UNDER ANY OTHER NAME.
OUR WAKKANTT ON TBIS MACBINE NEVER EXPIRES.

This machine is built upon honor, not on contract ; it is made for lifelong service.
Get a NEW SIOME and tne sewing machine qu. stion will be settled lor lif>;. Sold by
authorized dealers only. All parts are interchangeable. Write for our literature.

THE NEW HOME SEWING MACHINE CO., Orange. Mass. Dept. H.

Post Paid

Guaranteed 5 Years
To^rertise our DUoiQeaa.make new friends and iatrodoco our catalogue of Elgin
Watches we will eeud this alegant watch by miiil post paid for Q N LY 98
CE NTS. QeDtl«nien'e aiie.full nickel eilver plated case. Arabic dial, levf?

escapement, stem wind and stem est. a perfect timekeeper ajid fully guaranteed
for 5 Tears. Send this adv. to na wjth 9Sc.aDd watch will be eent by votom mail
poitD^d. S^tisfflctiCiDguaranteed ormonoy refunded. Send 9Sc todar. Addreei

R. E. CHALMERS & CO., 538 So. Dearborn St., CHICAGO.

bYc 3tove
Double the life of your new stoves.

Make yoar old, cracked or warped stoves
almost as good as new, by putting in the
new, pliable, inespeusive

PLASraC STOVE LSKBKIG
Comes in soft bricks, can be cat, bent orpressed
into place like patty. Hardens when fire starts.

Hugs the iron tight. Aslies can't get back of
it. Ontlasts iron linings. Saves fuel. Costs
only SI. 25 for 3bricks(size7H xfOenough forone
stove. Delivered, prepaid by Parcel Post, anywhere in the
United States east of Denver.Already used in 60.000 stoveB.
Order from this advertisement. Money bade if not pleased.

PUSTIC STOVE IINWG CO ,1313 W. 35th St.. Chicago, III.

AGENTS: $40 A WEEK
Startlingr new hosiery proposition—unheard of.

Hosiery for men, women and children.^^M^BgBr(<a^

Guarantee' t for one year. Must wear
j^̂ ^^^sS^jSJj^lHv^ ^

12 monthsorreplaced free. Agents ,^^^S^^SS^^^^'>
having wonderf ul success. H. ^SSB^^^^^SS^^Pl^
W. Price sold 60 boxes in 12 ^^S^^S^^^K^SK>^Jk
homrs. Mrs. Fields 109 fĵ S^̂ ^ Î^S^r

W.Noblemade$35in J^HB
proof^oid only '^°1«^B^^P^**P**^'^**° '^^a*'

through _j-d^g^^y^ them all. Big money sure-

g^tg.^^^^^^K*'^ A chance of a lifetime. Writ©
oaanaa^g^^^^^ quick for terms and samples.

THOMAS HOSIERY COMPANY^ 5946 West St. Dayton, Ohio

98 GENTS POST PAID
To advertiee oar business, make new friends and introduce onr bi^ catalogue

of Elein watches we will send this olegan* watch postpaid for only 98 cants.
Gent's size, high grade gold plate finish, lever escapement, stem wind and
Btem set. accurate time keeper, fully Guaranteed for 5 Years. Send 93
centE today and watch will hg sent hv return mail. Satisfaction puaranteed or
money refunded. ARNOLD WATCH CO.. Dept. 968, CHICAGO. IU«

DON'T PAY TWO PRICES
SAVE HALF YOUR MONEY
Wliy not have the best when you can buy them
at such low, unheard-of Factory Prices?

HOOSEER
RANSES AND HEATERS

Are heavily made of the hlgbest grade, se-

.ected material, beantifully finished with
improvements that absolutely Burpa ss anything
iever produced. The Beat in the World. Goai^
antoedtor Years by aTwo ililUon DollarBond -

^ iS'lio matter where yon live yon can try a
Hoosier in your own home 30 days without a
penny's expense to yon. "Yon can save enough'
n a sinile Hoosier Stove to boy yonr Winter's

"uel." SE«D lODAY lor LASffi FREE CATALOG& PRICES.^

Hcosaer Stove Factory, 126 Slate St, Marion,M
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Some of This Season'sVery Smart New Models Which Shoi

Hat Suggestions, Effective, Yet Not Extreme

Designs by Grace Margaret Gould

nPHE new fashions for the fall and winter show a
decided Oriental tendency, also much that is

Grecian, Chinese and Russian.
Many of the new gowns are made with an ex-

tremely deep arm size, in fact the sleeve starts from
the waist-line, the upper part of the garment and the
sleeve being cut in one. This is one of China's
contributions to the new fashions and is known as
the madarin sleeve, a near relation to the kimono.
It is a happy fact to-daj' that when a sleeve, a sash
or a skirt drapery happyens to be fashionable but
not becoming it can easily be set aside and some-
thing else substituted. Many of the sleeves are
still set into the normal armhole, the length being
a matter of preference.

From Japan came the sash drapery and the long
Japanese collar, originally seen only on kimonos,
but now used on the smartest autunm costumes.

For the loose garments, large waists, draped
skirts and short slashed sleeves Greece is responsible.

Almost all of the skirts this autumn show some
suggestion of drapery, the skirts being verj' narrow
at the bottom, with the drapery or "stand out"
tunics above the knees. Plaits are creeping in

quietly, but as yet have not made much of an
impression.
The tailored suit is shown in the Russian or Cos-

sack style, and in the cutaway effect, which brings a
revival of the waistcoat, an influence of the Louis
XV. period. These waistcoats are most elaborate
in color and fabric and give a charming finish to an
otherwise rather severe-toned suit.

The one-piece dress stiU retains its popular
position and will be worn all through the winter
with three-quarter and full-length coats of brocaded,
corded and the fashionable fur-finished fabrics.

No. 2362—Waist with Two-Style Sleeves

32 to 44 bu3t. Material for 36-inch bust, one and seven-eigbths
yarfl« of thirty-six-inch. three-fourtha yard of siUc and three-
fourtha yard of forty-inch lace. Price of tiiia pattern, ten cents

No. 2363—Skirt with Draped Front Tunic
22 to 34 waist. Material for 24-inch waist, four and one-fourth
yarxis of thirty-siz-inch materiaL Width of skirt at bottom
in 24-inch waist, two yards. Price of this pattern is ten cents

No. 2281—Topcoat with Notched Collar

32, 36, 40 and 44 bust. Material for 36-inch bust, three and
one-eighth yards of fifty-four-inch material, with three fourths
of a yard of contrasting material twenty-seven inches wide
for collar and cuffs. The price of this pattern is ten cents

Woman's Home Companion Patterns may be ordered from;
Pattern Department. Farm and Fireside, 381 Fourth Avenue,
New York; Pattern Department. Farm and Fireside, Spring-
field, Ohio, and Pattern Department, Farm and Fireside,
1534 California Street. Denver, Colorado.

No. 2201—Waist with Long Pointed
Sleeves

32 to 44 inch bust. Quantityof material required
for 36-inch bust, four and one-fourth yards of
twenty-four-inch iraterial. or two and three-
fourths yards of thirty-six-inch material. *ritfc

one fourth of a yard of satin for collar. Tha
price of this tailored waist pattern is ten cent*

No. 2238—^Vest Waist with Elmpire
Girdle

32 to 40 bust. This waist is especially adapted
to the soft fabrics like crepe de chine, voile and
chiffon, though it would also be attractive de-
veloped in cloth. The girdle and trimming
may be the new Chinese silk, the collar and
vest cream net. Price of this pattern, ten cents

No. 2368—Long-Sleeved Waist with
Plastron Effect

32 to 40 bust. Material for 36-inch bust, oao
and seven-eighths yards of thirty-six-inch, or
one and three-eighths yards of fifty-six-indh,
one fourth of a yard of siiic for girdle and one
fourth of a yard of linen or baptiste for col-

lar and cuffs. Price of this pattern is ten ceoti

No. 2369—Three-Piece Skirt: Front
Closing

22 to 30 waist. Material for 24-inch waist, twi
and one-half yards of thirt>'-six-inch materift^ '

or two and one-eighth yards of fifty-six-inch
material. Width of skirt at bottom in 24-inck
waist, one and three-fourths yards.
price of this plain skirt pattern is ten cents

No. 2370—Drop-Shoulder Waist
with Vest

32 to 40 bust. Material for 36-inch bust. L,
yard of fifty-four-inch material, seven eigliri

of a yard of thirty-six-inch satin for vest M .

girdle, and three eighths of a yard of tturtt*"'!

six-inch contrasting material for collar and oalfc^
The price of this waist pattern is ten

•No. 2371—Skirt with Yoke at Back"

22 to 30 waist. Material required for 24-inck
waist, two and seven-eighths yards of thirty-

six-inch material, or two and one-eighth vara*
of fifty-four-inch material. The width of tin*

skirt at the bottom in 24-inch waist is two
yard*. The price of this pattern is ten

No. 2362
No. 2363

No. 2281 No. 2368
No. 2369

No. 2370
No, 2371

No. 2362
No. 2363

No. 2281 No. 2238 No. 2368
No. 2369

No
No

2370
2371

One of the new moire
ilk bags

No. 23/6—Coet Acceseorie.—Waistcoats cut in sizes 32 to 44 bust. Collar* cut in medium size only.
this pattern is ten cent*

The prie* <

Copyright. 1913, by The Crowell Publishing Company
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e Influence of the Draped, theTunic and the Russian Effects

Litde Dress Novelties with a Paris Touch

Drawings by Marguerite D. Savage

I
N MATERIALS for the autumn and winter the
brocaded influence is most prominent. There

are entire gowns of brocade, the brocaded pattern
ahowing this season quite as much in wools and
crepes as in satins and silks. The idea of having
part of the costume a brocaded fabric and part
plain is also fashionable and is refeiTed to as the
comp)ose idea. Plain wool velvet is combined with
brocaded wool velvet, and plain kismet cloth with
brocaded kismet.

Plaids, preferably in subdued shades, are fashion-

able, also materials which show a corded effect.

Ratine and epwnge are just as much the vogue as
last season, and they are frequently combined with
self-fabric in brocade.

In silks, crepes and satins are shown the Chinese
and the Louis XV. influence, both in color and design.

No. 2356—Waist with ELxtreme Side Closing

32 to 40 bust. Material for 36-inch bust, two and three-eighths
yards of thirty-six-inch material, three eighths of a yard
of forty-inch satin, three fourths of a yard of all-over lace,

and one half of a yard of net. Price of this pattern, ten cents

No, 2357—Two-Piece Skirt: Side Closing

22 to 30 waiat. Material for 24-inch waist, two and three-fourths
yards of thirty-six-Jnch, with one-fourth yard of satin.' Width
in 24-inch waist, one and one-half yards. Pattern, ten cents

Fabrics which simulate fur are considered modish,
and plushes are again in favor for winter westr.

Many brown tones will be seen this winter. A
young tailor in Paris known as Parry started the
vogue of using several shades of brown and tan.

It is not only fabrics which look like fur that wiU
be used, but what is known as fur colors will be
regarded smart. These are seal, cinnamon-brown,
otter and the newest mole shades, some of which
have a decidedly brown under tone, and others a
shading of green. In greens, Russian green and
hunter's green are liked. These dark-green tones'

are hghtened in their trimming by extremely bright
shades, such as a striking blue, a bright burnt orange
and a vivid rose. If these combinations seem too'

striking, a light tan called bisque may be Used
with green; black and blue are also effective.

No. 2353—Russian Blouse with Large Armholes
32 to 44 bust. Quantity of material required for 36-inch
bust, two and one-half yards of thirty-six-inch material,
one-half yard of forty-inch contrasting material, and one-half
yard of lace. The price of this blouse pattern is ten cents

No. 2283—Three-Piece Skirt: Side Closing
22 to 36 waist. Material for twenty-four-inch waist, three and
one-fourth yards of thirty-six-inch material. Width of skirt at'

bottom in 24-inch waist, two yards. Price of pattern, ten cents '

No. 2317 No. 2316

*'<o. 2317—Blouse with Vest and Flat
H Collar

1 12 to 44 bust. Quantity of material required

t'or 36-inch bust, three yards of thirty-inch

alnateria], or one and seven-eighths yards of

~:orty-four-inch material, with seven eighths of

ikyard of thirty-six-inch lace, either in shadow
Ik Cluny pattern. Price of pattern, ten cents

lit

No. 2316—Tucked Blouse with
Bib Effect

M to 42 bust. Quantity of material required

nyfor 36-inch bust, two and one-half yards of

ihirty-six-inch materiEil. or two yards of forty-

five-inch material, with four yards of wide
insertion and three yards of narrow insertion.

Hie price of this waist pattern is ten cents

No. 2345—Long-Sleeved Waist: Large
Armholes

)2 to 46 bust. This waist was especially de-

iJgned for the older woman and is most practical

icT every-day wear. It may be developed in

liny dark tone of soft worsted, cashmere or

lerge and trimmed simply with a band of satin

Br silk in e contrasting color. Pattern, ten cents

t)D No. 2346—Five-Gored Skirt: Plaits

in Back
;
22 to 36 waist. Width at bottom in 24-inch

t. two and three-fourths yards. This skirt

ns directly in front, but the opening is made
i'-^s prominent by the trimming-band, which

j should be of the same material as the band on
fg tr.e waist. Price of pattern is ten cents

No. 2349—Vest Waist: Broad-
Shouldered Effect

:o 44 bust. Material required for 36-inch

:, three and one-fourth yards of twenty-
'->i-inch material, or one and three-eighths

,|
: a.'ds of forty-eight-inch material, with one-

V h„:, yard of net for vest and one-half yard of soft
'

t;ii for the girdle. Price of pattern is ten cents

0. 2350—Two-Piece Skirt: Draped
in Front

lo 34 waist. Material for 24-inch waist, five

IVi *nd one-fourth yards of twenty-seven-inch ma-
Ai lerial. or two and three-fourths yards of forty-

' Kt-inch material. The width of this skirt at

attorn in 24-inch waist is two and one-half

The price of this pattern is ten cents

No. 2345
No. 2346

No. 2349
No. 2350

No. 2356
No. 2357

No. 2353
No. 2283

'l

"'of this season"s new collars and girdles: No. I is a new way of using an
itd net and ribbon. No. 3 a wide belt of suede and No. 4 an effective finish for a shirt-waist of corded silk

Fichu effect

,
separate

used with
waists

No. 2349
No. 2350

No. 2345
No. 2346

Copyright. 1913, by The Crowell Publishing Company
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ril Fit You
In My New Way

at These Little Prices
I make garments to measure for thousands

of wo .len who sen! to me year aiter year-
Each garment is first made to measure in

muslin. Then I send it by mail totrj- on. Thus
I secure that perfect fit which belongs to
custom-made garments. My prices are:

Suits . . $11.50 up
Coats . . 7.50 up
Skirts . . 4.00 up
Dresses . 9.50 up

and I pay mail or express charges. There are
tailors cio33 by me who charge five times my
prices. They o er the same styles, same ma-
terials, same tailoring. But they m3ke one
suit where I maie a hundred. And they fit in
person waere I at by mail.

I never gave to women better service than
now when I charge 1 SJJ to $10J per suit. And
I never fittei them better than I can fit you by
making this musiin dummy.

See My Styles
Ask for my Style Book and samples. This

will show you the cream of Fall fashions and
fabrics. I will nuote you on clothes, made to
measure and dtted, just as little as ready-made
clothing would coat.

I will fit you j ust as well as though you came
here in person. And no other sj'stem can do
that by mail. Let me prove this to you. Ask
for my boo'c. To you women who seek di.1-

tinction in dre^s this shop of mine is a find.
Wr'te me a postal to-day.

MENDEZ, Ladies' Tailor,CHICAGO
1067 W. 35th Street

Q|sH
Mm Bear the script name ofW Stewnrt 1 lartshom on label.^ • Get " Im-orovecU" no tackB requirecL

Wood Rollers Tin Rollers

HARTSHORN
SHADE ROLLERS

Buy Direct
from us or otir repr«aeotst itm. Be&utlful
designs, exciusire fAtJ«rca. exoeptkmml
qufttitj, lovMi pTioes, free nmplefl;
n)OD«T-'«ck gUAraatec Write for Direct

Selling P]» • ftnd Svaple*.

Ag«nts Vfuitcd— or %11 time to

IB r>jduoe Que«u FftVries Our Wirkcr't
Ouifit umI "nelpa" wwre auoeeM to

» « reliable, . col)itiou» men and women, Mn.From the IVlllls George aod others wrn tKOO ytmxlj.

to tHe Millions " ri.e to-d*j for AgeaU- Pl»a.

Queen Fabric Mf". Co., Dept38. Syracuse, N.Y.

camms

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

Clf*iiii.'i,->- ii nil l>e;iiiulii m \ hi' h.'iir.

P OniOi'--^ :i liiiiiriiint (.r-twlh.
Never Fai'a to B«store Gray
3alr to its Youthiul Color.
Pn-veiHH hi-.ir f.iliii.k'.

5fJc an . $1.00 at DrueRists.

TIiIj hi;b ikUrle-l aad t*»\\j learned trade

t*s;ht tborougtilj bj mall. We teacb be-

SinQer> t<et(erengrmriDg than can he gslaed

la jtAT* at rigid appretitlscsblp. Wf al^ ImproTe iht >k\\\ of anj racraver.

Ask for rataiog, Frt, Ea^miflt Setaial. 2S Pa|e BIdg., Chicist, IIU

ytiinei:^<m
PLAYEI^-PfANO

^natles you to renol-

er artistically the
wcrlcls best music
on that masterpiece
of piano constructioa

' the ILmerson.
Vrite for catalog.

Dealers in principal citie*
end towns.

EMERSON PIANO CO.
BOSTON. MASS.
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Making Plain Layettes for Babies
Such Work Solves the Eaming-a-Living Problem for One Woman

By Mrs. A. V. R. Morris

M.\KING plain layettes for the
babies is not a get-rich-quick
enterprise," explained a middle-
aged widow, as she steadUy

stitched on a small garment of white long-
cioth. "But it's an enterprise that enables
me to live in my own home and among
tlie friends with whom I went to district

school. When I at first realized that I

must henceforth be self-supporting there
didn't seem to be any way for me to earn
a doUar in this neighborhood. When
most discouraged, a neighbor's daughter,
who is working in a big dressmaliing
shop in the nearest city, came home to
visit and dropped in to see me.

" ''UTiy don't you give it out that you'll
make clothes for the babies of women
living about here?' she asked. 'The aver-
age farmer's wife rarely has time to do
any dainty needlework, and your plain
sewing is just about as perfect as any
I've ever seen. You work so rapidly, too,

that by keeping rather steadily at it dur-
ing the day you should be able, after a
while, to earn qiute a bit of money every
week. Aloreover,' she added, 'sewing on
white doesn't try the eyes, so whenever
you're rushed you can work evenings.'

" 'But,' I objected, 'the women who
would let their babies wear the sort of
clothes that I Imow anything about can
make the little slips and skirts and
blankets with their own fingers.'

" 'Not this generation of mothers,' re-

plied the neighbor's dressmaker daugh-
ter. 'Needlework like yours is almost a
lost art. Very few yoimg women hand-
sew decently nowadays. For the past
twenty-five years the daughters of farm-
ers have been going in for higher educa-
tion and attending college or state
normal schools listening to lectures on
philosophy, science and logic from pro-
fessors instead of stopping at home
learning housekeeping, cooking and plaia
sewing from their mothers. If they're
engaged to young farmers these girls

manage to learn a little something about
housekeeping and cooking before getring
married, but most of their sewing is done
with a machine. The higher-educated
girls who don't return to the farm afcer
they've been graduated work in oiBces
and schools almost to

the day that they
marry some city man,
and so fhey don't know
anything about fine

needlework. But, as a
nicely brought up
j'oung woman detests
the idea of putting ma-
chine-made clot'nes on
her baby, she worries
herself half sick try-

ing to do that which
she doesn't know any-
thing about. Now, be-
lieve me, any one of
these women would
gladly pay fifty
dollars for a plain
layette made by hand
of moderately fine
materials. And it will
be easy for you to

start such a business,

as the young farm wives living near here
will be able to see for themselves what
3 0U can do with a needle, and they'll be
glad to recommend your work to any
friends they have in the city, and, if pos-

sible, they'll get orders for you. Women
of the right sort are always delighted to

talce advantage of an opportmnty to help
some Other woman to help herself.'

"The neighbor's dressmaker daughter
Icnew what she was talking about when
she proffered her advice. After I had
made a few very simple, cheap layettes
consisting of six dresses, six petticoats
and six nightdresses in cambric, three
flannel 'barrows' (the old-fashioned term
for a petticoat made without a waist and
in a flat piece, buttoning down the back
and on the shoulder), two ou.Lng flannel
kimonos or wrappers, three dozen cotton
diapers, three uudor.shlrts of wool and
cotton, four abdomen strips of pinked
flannel and three pairs of laiitted

worst€>d bootees, two young mothers
asked me if I couldn't make them lay-

ettes of materials that were a little finer.

They were the wives of prosperous farm-
ers who could afford to hire indoor help,

and they had time to take their babies
visiting. But they wanted a flat price
for an outfit, I promised to submit
within a week a total price for a spe<:-i-

fied number of pieces and then I hurried
into town to seek counsel oJ the neigh-
bor's dressmaker daughter. That evening
we figured the cost of everything that
the baby of moderately well-to-do farm

A Knitted Sweater Jacket
That May be Made for a Child or a Grown Person

By Evallne Holbrook
ALTHOUGH shown in infant's size,

this little garment is so simplj-
^shaped that it may be made to fit

any size. It is a practical little garment
for little girls up to ten years, and may
even be worn by grown-ups. Nothing
could be daintier or more useful for an
invalid who most of the time must re-

ceiFe her friends in bed or in a chair.

Oirections (or making
this design will be
furnished upon receipt

of four cents and a
stamped, self-addressed
envelope. Evaline Hol-
brook. Firm and Fire-

side. Springfield, Ohio

V^e pssure cur readers
th?t tKese dire-^dons will

be e^sy to understind
pnd follow. In case of
circuity, however. Eva-
line Holbrook is glad to
supplement them b y
further advice

The Country Child's Lunch

—

By Elizabeth L. Gilbert

THERE is no more important ques-
tion before the careful housemother
just now than that of the school

lunch.
It must be remembered each baking-

day, and thought of as she prepares her
day's menu. .tVnd if she really has given

it tills much thought her child will have
a clear brain and a sound digestion even
after nine months of "school lunches."
Too much stress cannot be laid upon

rarictii: appetite cannot help but fall if

the same food combinations confront the

child four days out of five.

Here are some food combinations and
recipes which have over and over been
proved satisfactory. For the Monday
dinner *ome of Sunday's "extras" are
saved.
Mondny — White - bread sandwiches,

thickly buttered, cold roast chicken, to-

matoes (.''alad dressing in glass, tomatoes
to be sliced at school), grapes and cake.

TucHdav—Nut bread (buttered), dev-

iled eggs, Lima beans (in glass), peaches
and I ookies.
WfdncHdau—Meat sandwiches, nut

bread ( with peach butter In glass )

,

pickles, lemonade, cookies and applo-s.

Thurndny — Baking - powder biscuits,

buttered, fried chicken, potato salad (in

glass), drop cakes and grapes or apples.

Friday—Brown bread (fruit filling),

chipped home-cured dried beof, rice pud-
ding (in glass) and a bottle of grape
juice.

The white bread is baked in long, deep,
one-loaf pans on purpose for sandwiche.s.
The salad dressing is made on Sarurday,
and if kept in a cold cellar or in an i<-e-

che.st, only one supply a week ne<.d be
made. The recipe follows: One tupful
of vinegar, one tablespoonful of butter,
one tablespoonrul of salt, two tablespoou-
fuls of sugar, one teaspoon .'ul of dry
mustard and four well-beaten eggs. Mix
the dry ingredients wtll. then stir them
smooth with two tablespoonfuls of waier.
Lot the vinegar (with butttr) come to

the boiling-point, stir lu the flour, sugar,
etc., mixture, al.so the l)eaten eggs. Cook
until quite thick, pour into pint jar. and
put in cool place. When ne<;dod take as
much cream as you have of the dressing,
whip the cream, and then combine the
two.
The nut bread can be baked at supper-

time the night before ntH?ded : Tliree
cupfuls of white flour, three cupfuls of
Graham flour, two beaten eggs, ou^-half
cupful of sugar, four teaspoon "uls of
baking-powder, one cup"ul of choi)p-^d

nnt-meats (hickory-nuts or English wal-
nuts), four cupruls of cold water and

I

one level teaspoonful of salt. Pour inl

a large, well-greased pan. Let it stai
.

for one hour. Then bake in modera^Rj
oven one hour. Very nice.

The deviled eggs should be boiled hai
for twenty minures ; then let stand
cold water overnight, shell, and cut i

halve.s crosswise. Mash the yolks, ad(
lug ju.st enough butter and vinegar
make tlie consistency of mashed potato<

Salt and jHjpper to taste, a bit of choppc
pickle and nut-meats or meat make
good addition. Stuff the whites, pref

the halves together, and wrap in paraffl

paper.
The potato .salad is easily made. Bo

a medium-sized potato for each chll(

Have ready a .small onion, chopped. Mi
the onion with some of the prepar<
salad dresr.ing, cut the potatoes int

cubes, and mix all together.

Brown bn ad : Two cupfuls of sour
milk, two cunTuls of Graham flour, one
cup ul of Orleans molas.'^es, one-foiuth

cup'ul of sugar, one pound of raisiitf ;

(seeiled. w:)she<l, dried), one teaspooniol
;

of soda, dis.-iolvod in milk, and one tea-

spouiiful of salt. Stoam in greased one-

pouu<l bj) king-powder cans for three

hours. Make sandwiches of these round
slices, uoing steamed prmics or figs fat

filling. No cake is needed that daj

parents needs to start life with and^
found that a layette consisting of thai
following articles could be made up at
cost of thirty dollars : 8 dresses (4
batiste and 4 in dimity), 4 petticoa
(cambric), 4 nightgowns (cambric),
petticoats (flannel), 2 kimonos, or wrap^
pers (outing flannel), 4 abdomen binders
(4J^ inches wide by 20 inches long, of
fine, .soft flannel, edges pinked), 4 uud r-

shirts (fine wool, interwoven wiih a lit-,

tie cotton) and 4 dozen cotton diape
For icinter hahy. 2 coats (cashme:
silk-lined and wadded), 2 caps (wuii
faille or corded sii-i), or, for suntim
haby. 2 coats (corduroy, unlined), 2 ca]

(white lingerie), 1 carriage-piliow cai

in white lingerie. 2 pairs of booh
(knitted silk) and 2 pairs o^ boot
(Imitted Saxony). This sum allows fi

a little hand embroidery—I do that soi

of work very rapidly and easily—on the
jokos of the little dresses, for htm:
sdtched borders on the cambric p^t
coats and for feather-stitched hems oi

the fl;innel petticoats and kimonos. Ti

romaiudor of the layette is absolut I

plain, but its every piece is hand-made
and dainty looking. Mo.st young moihei
prefer that sort o2 wardrobe to one thi

is elaborately trimmed with mach:
embroidery and machine-stitched.

"TThile I was worliiug on my fi

order for the above-listed layette, t

noi.ghbor's dressmaker daughter wro
advi;;iag me to watcli the city newsi:
pers for advertisements of 'white sale
'flannel sales,' 'floss and worsted s<il

and never to neglect a chance to pick u]

fabrics suitable for coats and caps. S:

added : 'There's small risk of loss

such materials because babies never
go out of fa.shion '.'

"During one of my shopping trips

the nearest town I siiw a baby's baski
lined with wliite chiffon, trimmed wii

pink satin ribbons and real Valencienn
lace and fitted with a hand-carved ivoi

toilet-set that was labeled "Onl

$1(X).00.' That basket was so lovely th
my fingers positively ached to make oi

precisely like it. So I looked about t

shops for some plain wicker hampers an(

bought a gross of them on speculatioi

By painting one
these baskets wi
white enamel, lining
with white d o 1 1 e
Swiss or colored s:

line and fitting it wii

celluloid toilet-articl

I produce a mosi
attractive-looking imi-,

tation of the hundred^
dollar hamper, an
one which I can sell

at a fair profit, foi

fifteen dollars.

"So far I've neve
lost a dollar in thl
layette business. No;
have I .ever bee
obliged to wait a
unreasonable 1 1 m
for my money. Wh
would not be fal

with the woman wh
dressed her baby?

la»

il
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IN FRONTENAC CAVE
tCOXTlXUED FROM PAGE 16]

and then a piece of tree-branch almost
sti'uck me as I paced back and forth like

a wild beast in a cage. Next I saw light,

aud soon the hole was open and a voice
called

:

"Are you down there?"
"Yes," I joyfully shouted back.
"Shall we let down a rope for you?"
"No," I retui-ned. "Liverpool has got

the Captain. Come down with enough
men to rescue him and catch the whole
gang."

After a few minutes I heard a voice
call. "Look out for me—I'm coming !"

and a man who pi'o\ ed to be one of the
Avell-drillers came dangling down at the
end of the bucket-rope.
"Ha\e jou folks been down here ever

since you disappeared?" he asked, look-
ing at me in the blankest astonishment.

"Yes," I said. "We came down this
same hole, but our rope washed in with
ihe rain, and we couldn't get back."

* * *
He called up for otlier men to come

down, ;ind told me that Sheriff ^liliron

had been sent for. Men kept coming down
till there were some twenty-fi^ e of them,
all very much astonished, aud to them
I told my story in as few words as ik)s-

sible. Many of them had guns, and when
the sheriff came he ordered more let

down, with plenty of lanterns aud can-
dles. Then he came down himself, and
after a few shai-p guestions, to which I

gave him answers sharp enough at least,

we made a start, I at the head, with the
sheriff, to show the way.

I shall not say much of our trij), since
anyone who has read this account so far
has gone through Frontenac Cave quite
enough times (and too many I fear), so
I will simply say that we went by the
way of the Trap-Door and Hoije Pit, go-
ing down the pole. T\'e then took the
pole to Dauphin's Pit. smce I suspected
there would be no othei' wa.^' to get up

;

so after all it served its purpose at this
place, and more, eai'i-ying up twenty-
seven men instead of three.
The sheriff told me that the guard

had been kept up at both mouths of the
cave, tlie other ha-\'ing been found since
we had come do\vn. so he did not doubt
that we should find the men still in the
ca^•e. But I f-eared gi-eatly for the safetj'

of the Captain.
We went on from Dauphin's Pit with

great caution, and soon the sheriff and I

scouted ahead. We got sight of the Fort,
and though the tire was low and no can-
dle burning we could see that most of the
men were asleep, with two on guard. I
counted them eagerly, but cordd make
out no moi'e than seven, all told, and
feared more than ever for the Captain.

Sheriff ]MiIiron brought his men down
very skilfully, I thought, and at a signal
tliey all rushed forward, each with his

gun ready and the head ones carrying
lanterns. The men on guard shonted
and made as if they would shoot, but
when they saw the number of our part.v

they dropped their weapons and threw
up their hands. This a little surprised
us, for Liverpool was not the man to sur-

render under any circumstances : but it

was explained when the sheriff called
for him and the nearest man said gruffly ;

"Ike Liverpool is dead."
Then I dived forward to a man who

was rolling over in his blanket, and it

was Captain Archway ; and I felt so
weak and foolish that I thought I might
as well sit there on the ground a whUe
and pretend I was tying up my shoe,
though I wore boots, but the tops being
cut off made them not so unlike shoes
after all.

The sheriff first took off the Captain's
handcuffs, slipping them on the nearest
outlaw ; then he put others on the rest

of the gang, and a pretty sick lot they
were too. Our men an shook hands with
the Captain, heartily enough you may be
sure, for most of them knew him -well

and had been sure he was dead. I missed
Dauphin at first glance and asked the
Captain of him.
"Dead," he answered, shaking his bead,

hut with a kindly tone in Ms voice.
"Neither he nor Liverpool ever got up
after they fired. It was the end that
might have been expected to the kind of
life Dauphin had led, but If it was fit for
laverpool, then Dauphin deserved some-
thing a little better, for he was not so
bad a man."
The Captain went on to say that he.

thought Liverpool's death was all that
saved him after our attempt to rescue
him, as when the others lost their chief
they became frightened and seemed
afraid to risk a desperate step.

The sheriff decided to take his prison-
ers out by way of the mouth of the cave,
but tl\e Captain wanted to go out as he
had come in, by the Sink-Hole, partly so

that he might see the well which had
broken into our Bedroom. There was
another reason why he wished to go out
that way, and when he had told me what
it was I think that Sheriff Miliron and
all his men could not have taken me out
any other way. \A'hen we were a little

apart from the others the Captain said:
"Another thing. Jud, folks will be ex-

pecting us at the Sink-Hole, and I think
Amy will be there. Some of the neigh-
bors will bring her out, I am sure. Poor
girl, she must have been terribly worried
all this time."
Three or foitr of the men went with us

aud were fast to see everything in the
cave, but as for the Captain and me, we
had seen quite enough of it, and only
cared to .stop for a look at the well-hole.
The Captain would not forgive himself
for not having guessed the sound we
heard.

At Sink-Hole Dome there were men
waiting to draw us up. First the Cap-
tain went, then I. Half-way up a bat
under the ledge squeaked at me, but as
he unliooked himself and slid down into
the pit I told him It would be maaiy a
long day before I bothered him and his
kind again : which it has been.

^^lien I reached the top and scrambled
out of the hole, helped by a dozen hands,
I found myself "blinking in the midst of
a crowd of people in the sink, for, though
the sun was near setting and I faced the
east, the light, to me. was dazzling. Then
suddenly I made .<.u.t the Captain a few
feet away and Amy with her arms
.aiNnmd his neck. The next instant she
turned from him to me, holding out both
hands, which I was fast enough to tafce.

I think neither of us said one word at
this time, but we both knew how glad
we were to see each other.

So there is no more to tell of our ad-
ventures in Frontenac Cave. We got
back to Hawk's Landing, where people
looked at us as if we had just dropped
from the moon instead of having be^i HOt
ten miles away. I suppose I might say
that in the week I stayed at Hawk's
Landing before I left for home I spent
a great deal of the time with Amy. We
sat in the Captain's yard many boors,
and went walldng together often, and
.she seemed never to grow tired of hear-
ing me tell of the days the Captain and
T passed in the cave.
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As for the robbers, they got what tiie

law was waiting to give them, and went
to State's prison. Sheriff Miliron found
all the money taken from the hank and
much plunder belonging to other people.
The bank paid the reward honestly
enough. I knew then, and know yet, that
the Captain deserved three quarters of
it : but what would he do ?—not one thing
except take a half and make me take the
other half, so I could do nothing else.
Aud it came in very handy at home too,
where I soon took it. and where I stayed
for a while, you may be sui'e. my desire
to see the world being -well i,'atisfied,

having, as I used often to tell folks, seen
enough of the inside of it at least. So
I gare the money to my fatber, and be
used close to every penny of it in sending
my brothers and sisters and myself to
school, though I might as well confess
that the first vacation I went out to
Hawk's Landing to see Amy : and while I
am confessing I had best make a dean
job of it and say that I kept on going
about as often as I could for four- or fiv€
years, by which time, having left my
school days well behind and gone to work
for myself, Amy and I were married
there at the Captain's home where I had
first seen her.

But in all these years I have never so
much as gone into Frontenac Cave since
that day we came up the pit, though the
dear old Captain and I used often to say
laughingly that when they got electric
light in it. and velvet carpets on the
floors, and -elevators for the pits, and all
the squeaking bats in bird-cages we
might run in some day for an hour or so;
which they never did. so we stayed out.

[THE EXD]

Summer and Autumn
By R. H. Stoddard

• I •U.L, hot midsummer, the bri^t mid-
* summer.
Reigns In all its glo]-y now

:

The Ciirth is scorched with a golden fire,

There are berries dead-rijJe -on every
brier

And fruits on every bough.

But the autumn days, so sober and calm.
Steeped in a dreamy haze.

When the uplands all with barvests
shine.

And we drink the wind like a fine, cool
wine

—

Ah, those are the best of days I

No connection with any other store

Greenhut-Siegel Cooper Comps^ny
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10,000 ordered in 30 days

OUR 1914 model was announced last month.
Thirty days after this announcement we
had on hand immediate shipping orders for

more than 10,000 cars. This represents a
business of over $10,000,000.00. Such an instantan-

eous demand can only be attributed to the sheer
force of superior merit and greater value.

The newest Overland is in every essentia] re-

spect the greatest automobile we have ever pro-

duced. But in the very face of an unusual value
increase, the price has been
materially decreased.

Now '
' get

'

' these funda-
mental value facts.

The motor is larger and
more powerful. It is rated at

35 horsepower and will de-

velop 50 miles an hour on an
ordinarily good road.

More power and speed for

less money than ever before.

Brewster green, edged with lighter green striping

and neatly trimmed in polished nickel and aluminum.
It has a full cowl dash.

More comfort, beauty, style and elegance for less

money than ever before.

The equipment is finer and more complete.
It includes one of the very best electric lighting

systems. All lights are electric.

More costly equipment for less money than ever
before.

$950
Completely Equipped

f. 0. b. Toledo

With Gray & Davis Electric

Starter and Generator—$1075

Full electric lights

Storage battery

35 horsepower motor

11 4-Inch wheelbase

Timken bearings

Splitdorf magneto

Cowl dash

Schebler carburetor

Three-quarter floating

rear axle

The wheel base has been
increased to 114 inches. Most
$1200 cars have a shorter

wheel base than this.

More wheel base for less

money than ever before.

The tires have been made larger. They are

now 33x4 inch Q. D. which means greater comfort
and less upkeep expense.

More tires for less money than ever before.

The tonneau is roomier. The upholstery is

soft, comfortable and luxurious. The car's ap-

pearance is handsomer than any of our pre-

vious models. It is richly finished in dark

These greater and newest
value additions are made pos-
sible by an enormous increase
in our annual output. For
1914 we will manufacture
50,000 cars, the greatest
production of its kind in the
world. Operations on such
a gigantic scale permit the
consistent use of more money
saving manufacturing equip-
ment and enlarged factory
facilities. As such opera-
tions and additions bring the
manufacturing costs down,
they, in turn, bring the retail

price down.

Go to the nearest Overland dealer. Inspect
this car from a mechanical standpoint; from an
efl&ciency standpoint ; from an economical standpoint
and from an artistic standpoint, and then you'll
realize and acknowledge this car to be the world's
latest and greatest automobile value.

Handsome 1914 catalogue on request.

33x4 Q. D. tires

Brewster green body with
light green striping, nickel
ajxi eiluminum trimmings

Turkish upholstery

Mohair top and boot

Clear vision windshield

Stewart speedometer

Electric horn
Flush U doors with disap
pearing hinges

Please address Dept. 62

The Willys-Overland Company, Toledo, Ohio
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DON'T MISS
THESE GOOD THINGS

SOON TO COME!
WITH THE EDITOR

ADVERTISEMENTS
IN FARM AND FIRESIDE

ARE GUARANTEED

Miss Sledman's New Story !

Adelaide Stedman is FABit A^"D Fiee-
Side's own story-writer. We discov-
ered her, when she wrote for us that
story remembered by all our old

readers, "Poor Relations." Do you re-

member it? No? Then you're a new-
eomer among us. But we are about to

begin a great new story by Miss Sted-
man. entitled "The Burden of Tester-
day." It will run through the winter.
Don't fail to make it a winter com-
panion, for it will be a cozy and ab-
sorbing one. Wholesome. Fit for

week-day or Sunday. Good for the
girls and boys. Wise and strong for

the women and men. A fitting follow-
up for "Poor Relations."

Telephone Troubles?

Perhaps your telephone has been
working all right. But from letters

that reach Fabm axd Fikeside some
phones must not be well constructed.
It takes a man of experience to ex-

plain many of these difficulties. Such
a man was ilr. Minhinnick. who dis-

cussed telephone troubles for us last

winter. But he couldn't tell every-
thing in a few columns. And he didn't

tell how it is possible for many to

build telephone lines cheaply. That
was left for another contributor, who
will speak from his experience.

Veimnarians and Veterinarians

There are many. They need to be
studied just as much as do the dis-

eases they aim to prevent and cure.

After we spoke so frankly about the
veterinary profession, a D. V. M. liv-

ing in Texas wrote us some of his

experiences. They're interesting. Toull
want to read them.

Gelling the Price We IVari

We can't always get the particular
price we want at the time we want it,

but if we have some way of keeping
our products salable for a period of

time we'll win. that's all ! Perhaps,
though, we may only desire to store

our apples or our potatoes or other
vegetables for family use. Whatever
our reason for storage it's important
that it be done correctly. That is the
reason Fabm axd Fireside says so
much about it.

"The Con Man in the County"

You'll smile over this story by Elliott

Flower. It tells of a gi'after who
thought all country people "boobs"
and got the worst of the deal.

Buffum on Sadile-HoTses

There's a whole lot of difference be-

tween a horse that will carry a saddle
and a real saddle-horse. David Buf-
fum knows all about this and tells

it for horse-lovers and horse-users.

Watch for it.

For the Women I Something New!
A new department, the "Experience
Bazaar." A bazaar is a place where
trading is done. Here is where the

women exchange experiences. "Before
the Baby Comes"—men are as much
concerned with this as women. "Keep-
ing Childish with the Children"—

a

vital thing, where work presses on
every minute. "A Baby That Never
Cries"—and WHY. All these in the
Experience Bazaar—from actual ex-

periences. And listen, you men ! One
of these days we shall let a wife dis-

cuss the question, "Should a Wife
Work for Her Board and Lodging?"
This new department will grip you.

The "Corn Lady"

Miss Jessie Field is the greatest
country teacher in the world. In
these letters she discusses the vital

things of the common schools ; she
tolls of the "new kind of rural school."
You all know her work ; read her
words.

Mooing Pictures for Sunday

The process of learning has been
transmuted in this generation from
dull and heavy lead to shining gold.

The avenues of the senses have been
opened. We learn through our fingers,

our ears and our eyes, not merely
through memory unwillingly impaled
upon pages of dull print. Edison's
moving-picture machine for school and
home is calling to our youngsters to
see the past instead of merely reading
about it. So even our method of
writing has become more vivid in

order not to lag too far behind the
cinematograph. For our page of Sun-
day reading we have secured a writer,
^lerle Hutchinson, who makes the
magnificent pageant of Hebrew his-

tory march pust before our eyes.

GEE

I have had on my desk for some tiLme a letter from

Are the ^ reader at Crlsfield, Kansas, in which some fault is

Bankers Grafters ? found with the fact that the money distributed by
Secretary McAdoo for the purpose of moving the

crops went to the banks instead of the farmers. Here is the gist of the letter

:

I woiild like to say a few words about the condition of many of the farmers in
this part of Kansas. The majority of them are in debt to the banks or the loan
companies. They depend on the crops to pay. and. the crops failing, they are unable
to pay. By selling their stock and machinery they might possibly pay, but would
have nothing to crop with next year. So it looks as if the only thing for them to do
is to sacrifice what they have, move and make a new start barehanded.

When we look into the $.50,000,000 they say the Government is putting into the
banks for the use of the farmers, we find that is only giving the banks more money
to squeeze the farmers with. Banks can help the farmers now. but they want the
earth for doing it. When the farmer needs money most the banks refuse to loan
or renew paper, and as they have everything you have tied up, there is not much
chance to get it elsewhere. Between the loan sharks and the banks the farmer has
little chance to help himself.

If the money can be furnished the farmers without going through the hands of
bankers and other grafters, and without too much red tape, we would say let us
have it by all means. Kansas has the money and the power to place the farmers on
their feet at a reasonable rate of interest, and the people who need the help are
willing to pay the price.

It isn't fair to call the bankers grafters, for they

I Don't Envy are not. In the main the bankers are not to be

the Banker envied. I would not be a banker for all they get out

of it. As a matter of fact, hard times are not the

bankers' harvest—^not for the general run of bankers. Hard times are the

times which turn the bankers' hairs gray. I know enough of the banking

business to know that the lives of many bankers consist of about five years

of good, profitable times, followed by two years of stress, during which they

are torn between the necessity of grasping for every i)enny in sight or adopting

methods which will land them in the criminal com-ts if they fail. The money
in the bank does not belong to the banker—it belongs to the depositors, in

the main, and the banker has to be careful of it or go to jail if his loans are

not safe. That's why I wouldn't be a banker for any money.
If the bankers in this reader's town are refusing loans, it is probably

because they are not safe loans within the meaning of the banking laws. And
yet there is no doubt that our farmer friend is right when he says that the

fellows who need help are willing to pay for it, and can pay if it is given

them at reasonable rates.

It is iierfectly easy to laugh at this man and say that the Nation and the

State are neither of them in the money-loaning business. It is i)erfectly true

that Secretary McAdoo did not send out the $50,000,000 direct to the farmers.

He couldn't have done so if he had wanted to. All he could do was to supply

cash to banks so they could do it. Oui- Crisfield friend may never know the

good this money did. When the crops are marketed actual money is required.

Checks and drafts will not do the business; for harvest hands do not have
bank-accounts. They put the money in their pockets. So the farmers, many
of whom do not carry much money in the banks, have to have the money in

their pockets. This causes a great flow of money to the rural regions—actual

money. In ninety days or so it flows back, but in the meantime the big reserves

of currency in the city are drawn upon to supply the country banks. It isn't

all a matter of loans either. Our Crlsfield friend probably had a good crop

of wheat this year, which he will sell, or has sold. When he takes a load of

it to market he gets a check at the elevator, which he takes to the bank, and
the bank gives him the money. There is no "rake-oflf" in this. In fact, if it is

a part of the money sent out by Secretary McAdoo, the bank pays interest on it.

I have a good deal of my land in tomatoes, which I

The Money in the ^™ caimlng myself. I have to buy cans, solder, tips.

Bank is Ours machinery, and the like, and I must pay my peelers,

packers and other help in cash. I have one car-load

sold In a town on the Missouri River ; and just as soon as the crop is canned
I can sell every can of it at a profit. I hope. But In the meantime I have to

have actual money : and probably the Government's fifty millions wUl ^elp

me get it. But still I haven't answered my friend In Kansas. He is wi'ong in

details—but in the main he is absolutely right. I have a letter from a

woman in Alabama who wants me to tell her how her husband can get money.

The banks there will not loan on industry and good character and prospects.

She says they won't—but I know they can't. For the mone.v in their vaults

is not theirs. It is their depositors', and must be ready for its real owners

when called for. As a rule nobody is as badly in debt as the average prosperous

bank. Every deposit in the bank is a debt of the bank's.

And right in the midst of this writing I get my daily paper—the Washington
Times. My eye falls on the following news item

:

Paris, France, August 25th. The Minister of Agriculture to-day formally intro-
duced a bUl in the Chamber of Deputies asking that the sum of $500,000 be set
aside by the government to be apportioned to farmers whose crops have been
destroyed by droughts, floods, etc.

You see? The government of France is actually doing—for the bill of the

Minister of Agriculture will pass or the Cabinet will resign—exactly what this

Kansas farmer says his government should do.

The Nation
is Poorer

Here's the point: Our banking system, and not our

bankers, is to blame for the fact that millions of

fanners are not able to get loans when they should

have them. The whole Nation is poorer for that fact.

Etiroi)ean nations, wiser or more fortunate than we, have solved these prob-

lems. I hope that President Wilson Ls speaking by the card when he promises

us relief, or at least consideration, when Congress meets in regular session.

I>et me say to my friend Coburn of the Kansas Board of Agriculttu-e—if he

rebukes me for this—that I don't say there's hard times in Kansas. I sincerely

hope there isn't. But my Crisfield friend seems to feel the pinch of something.
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One experienced swiue-grower states that ground
Ibarley is not as good for pigs at the weaning stage as

lit is for more mature hogs. Have any of our readers

I
had trouble which they believe came fi'om feeding it?

Kerosene in Motor-Cars

EVERYONE is interested in cheaper fuel for the

internal-combustion engine. Those who are not

directly interested in automobiles are apt to

, be buyers of fuel for other engines. Our atten-

tion is attracted, therefore, to the report of a recent

automobile trip of four thousand miles with motor-

cars driven by kerosene. One of these drivers is Ray

I

Hari'oiui, the well-known professional automobilist.

The report is that each of two cars made this long trip

' at an expense of $6.50 for fuel. It is said that Weston,

the walker, wore out a hundred dollars' worth of shoe-

leather in tlie same trip from coast to coast ! Every
one who uses a gasolene-engine has been hoping for

something cheaper. And here's hoping that 1914 will

bring us what we want.

Millions in It!

WB LEARN from an exchange that Mr, George
Snively of Maryland has succeeded in grafting

the tomato-plant on a potato-root. The plant is bear-

ing a good crop of tomatoes, and down in the ground

the potatoes are promising a fine yield. This interest-

ing bit of Burbanking will bring

joy to the roll-top desk farm
writers. They will be able to

show more millions in farming

than ever before. Old-fashioned

methods will become obsolete,

^vhen we can plant a crop the

south half of which will be

potatoes and the north half to-

matoes. Both are good crops.

Both are staple. They require

about the same sort of culture.

Most of this duplex crop will be

grown in the magical farming

region of Backtothelandia,

where a fair turnout of ijotatoes

is five hundred bushels to the

acre, and tomatoes about the

same. Made into catsup, the

tomatoes should bring in at

least a dollar a bushel ; sold to

city customers, twice that. The
five hundred bushels of pota-

toes, thoroughly washed and
polished up, with perhaps the

grower's monogram etched upon

them, should not bring a cent

less than a dollar a bushel—in

Backtothelandia. Here is a net

income of fifteen hundred dol-

lars—or, to be conservative, say

twelve hundred and fifty—to

the acre.

Then see what the intensifier

can make in selling grafted

plants to the neighbors. All he

needs for this is a city lot and

a few cold-frames. He can es-

tablish a specialty—as all Back-

tothelanders should do. The
cost of living will go down.

The standard of living will go

up. We predict gi'eat things

for the pomato—as we take the

liberty of naming this double

crop. A great futui'e—-tn the

magazines, where the slogan

of the roll-top gentry is "farm
your land on both sides!"

Crowning King Corn

THE di-ought of this year is responsible for the fact

that in some localities corn is .selling for more than

wheat. But the cheaper grain has for years shown a

tendency to creep up on its ancient rival. We need not

be surprised if we live to see the time when corn will

generall.y sell as high as wheat.

It is worth as much as a food or a feed as wheat

—

judged hi food units. It is stronger in fat-making ele-

ments, and not quite so strong in protein. Under some
conditions it is not as valuable as wheat, but imder

others it is more so. And in digestibility and that

mysterious quality which makes a thing agree with

the anunal eating it it has proven better than wheat.

Why, then, should it sell for less? Because up to this

time it has been more cheaply grown and has not been

so widely used as human food. But it is growing in

popularity both at home and abroad as food fov men,

and wUl some time sell for its food value.

Moreover, the adoption over the corn belt of the

wheat-corn-clover rotation, or some similar one with

alfalfa as the legume, is cutting down the acreage of

corn and increasing that of wheat. This is a growing

tendenc.v, and a good one. It Ls even necessary for

the maintenance of fertilitj'. And it seems sure to

narrow the spread between the prices of wheat and
corn. If the time comes when a feeder will feed either

wheat or corn as his stock need it, it will not be a

bad thing. Corn, however, is more than ever King.

.Just because salt is good for most animals, including

yourself, don't laugh at the person who tells you that

it is poisonous to chickens. Haif an ounce of salt may
kill a chicken, and an ounce is almost sure to kill it.

Salted meat, salt fish or any salted food is unfit for

fowls. The arsenic in sprays will kill them if it gets

upon anything they will pick up and eat. The lead

and zinc in wooden pails may kill them also.

The Plucky Fight of a Professor of Dairying in Oklahoma
SUCCESSFUL agriculture is uot a peaceful

occupation. It has never been so except to
those who refuse to fight even when just cause

demands fighting. The Pilgrim fathers and the first

settlers in the West
were all fighters. The
idea of peace in the
farmer's life is untrue.
Down in Oklahoma

there is a man by the
name of Roy C. Potts,
who is professor of
dairying in the state ag-
ricultural college at
Stillwater, and he has
had a fight on his hands
most of the time since
he went there. He saw
the efforts of the dairy
farmers to organize be-
ing crushed by the
moneyed interests, so he
took up the work of
helping them, and he is

fighting for them yet.

He believes in co-op-
eration among farmers,
and the owning and
managing of co-opera-
tive creameries by the
farmers themselves.
When he went to Still-

water seven years ago
he found a small cream-
ery being operated in
connection with the
dairy work at the state
agricultural college. The
big creamery companies
of the West, who con-
trol 1 e d most of the
cream - buying in the
State, considered him a
thorn in their flesh.

They told him, in their
own business way, that
a creamery was unnecessary at the college. They
naturally wanted Oklahoma reserved for the big
centralizing companies, which paid the farmers the
lowest prices for cream that they would take. Many
times they tried to cut off the cream-supply from
the college creamery by offering as much as four
cents per pound more for butter-fat at StUlwateT
than they were paying in surrounding towns.
Cre.am stations were put in by the centralizing
creameries and flattering offers made the patrons
of the college creamery if they would sell their
cream to them.
Many of the patrons of the college creamery were

already familiar with price-manipulation as it has
always been practised by the larger creameries, and
therefore stayed with Professor Potts, as they knew
what would happen when the college creamery
closed its doors. For several years the college
creamery set the price for cream by paying all that
it could afford to pay, which was often three to

The man who didn't budge

four cents more per pound for butter-fat than the
card quotation of the big creameries. About one
year ago a new. plan of operating the ooUege cream-
ery was adopted, and now it permits the big

creameries to set the
price for butter-fat, and
it simply meets their
price. If the college
creamery finds that it

could have paid more
for cream than it has, it

does so in a quarterly
cream dividend, and
doling the past year
over eight hundred dol-

lars has been paid out
iu quarterly cream divi-

dends to the patrons of
the college creamery.

In order to meet the
new competition of the
college creamery pay-
ing a quarterly cream
dividend, some of the
big creamery companies
"bujlng cream at Still-

water have promised to
their patrons monthly
cream dividends. They
state that they are
obliged to do this in or-
der to hold their cream
patrons who, having but
little interest in local

enterprise, are willing
to allow their cream to

be shipped away.
Professor Potts did

not try to make trouble.

He saw that there was
a great problem to be
worked out in the opera-
tion of farmers' co-op-
erative creameries.
When the big cream-
eries began to make

trouble, he couldn't avoid meeting it without giving
up his belief that the farmers' creamery offered the
best market for the farmers' cream.
He has done much alone and on his initiative,

and also with others, in working out the cream-
marketing problems. He enlisted the support of

the legislature, which enacted laws helpful to the
dairy business. He was instrumental in getting an
anti-trust law passed to control manipulation of
cream prices. He has encouraged the organization
of cream-shipping associations in places where there
was not cream sufficient to warrant a farmers' co-

operative creamery. These cream-shipping associa-

tions pool their cream and bargain collectively with
the big creameiies in selling it. Finally they will

build their own co-operative creamery.
Professor Potts has never budged an inch from

his first stand. He minds his own business, has no
press-agent to exploit his work and is one of
the best friends the farmers of Oklahoma have.

The Burden of Wheat-Growing

WITH wheat selling for less than ninety cents iu

the terminal markets, the wheat-growers in the

corn-wheat-elover States may well ask themselves

what there is in wheat for them. The best farmers

of the eastern wheat belt have long grown wheat, not

because the.y were able to see profit in it, but because

there was no other crop which fitted as well into the

generally adopted rotation of wheat, corn and clover.

In spite of the question as to whether or not wheat

pays, its culture has extended with the adoption of

this rotation. A few years ago wheat was an almost

negligible crop west of Indiana and east of Kansas.

Iowa grew almost no wheat. But with the adoption of

the three-year rotation Iowa is again becoming a

wheat State.

A progressive Ohio farmer once said to the writer

that he would give a good deal if someone would tell

him how he could get rid of wheat-growing and still

keep up a rotation with a legume in it.

Alfalfa seems to point the

way out for those who are so

situated as to grow it, and most
of us are.

Alfalfa may be profitably left

undisturbed for several years.

The corn and alfalfa rotation

is therefore a slower one than

the prevailing system. If a

part of the corn is husked the

combination of corn, corn-silage

and alfalfa-hay is the Ideal fat-

tening ration for cattle. If all

the corn is ensiled a concenti'ate

like cottonseed-meal must be

bought to balance the ration of

alfalfa-hay and silage, but every

pound of it will enrich the ma-
nure. And the burden of wheat-
growing will be reduced, if not

altogether done away with.

This Year

THE Kansas corn crop is al-

most a total loss through

hot winds and drought. The
same conditions lap over into

Oklahoma, Nebraska and Mis-

souri. The Nebraska Agricul-

tural College advises the

farmers to use all that is usable

in silos ; but a corn crop burned

up in July won't make much
silage. As to all the fields which
mature a part of a crop, the

advice is sound—and of course

those are the fields meant. We
have no dependable reports on
the crops of mUo maize and
Kafir-corn, but no doubt these

crops went through in much
better fehape than did corn.

Both these sorgho crops make
good silage. Their gi-ain yield

under the same conditions is

not as valuable as a good crop

of corn, but it is better than a
drought - sti'icken corn crop.
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The Gon Man in the Country
Floating a Bond Issue for Consolidated Farms and a Model Town

—

A Story

By Elliott Flower

B
ENJAMtN BABBITT rode out to the Baird farm
in the largest and brightest and fastest touring-

that he could hire. There being nothing
'imposing or impressive about Babbitt himself,

he sought to have his accessories in all business mat-

ters, of a nature to ei-eate the desired impression. This

was a business matter, and both the automobile and
the ChaiifEeur were accessories. They reflected pros-

Ijerfty. So did his tailor-made clothes, his jewelry, his

:illigator-skln bag, everything that he wore or carried.

Tet thei"e was nothing of ostentation in him with
regard to any of these things; you simply realized,

without particularizing, that he had the l)est.

As for the man himself, aside fi-om these accessories,

he was quite inconsequential—just an ordinary man
of a little less than average size. In only one thing

—

his imaguiatiou—was he the least unusual, although

a natural atti-ibute of that glorious imagination was a

wnviuciug enthusiasm in painting for others so much
of what that imagination showed htm as he thought

it best for the others to know.
Before his imagination could make any impression

upon those he wished to impress, however, it was
nf>cessary to gain and hold their attention, and he

had discovered by experience that an appearance of

prosi>erity—conservative rather than

fiashv—would do this better than any-

thing else. So the lurid haberdashery

and ^excess of jewelry that might have
suited his ovra taste were lacking when
he turned into the lane that led to the

farmhouse.
An elderly woman. Industriously ^vip-

Ing a tin pan. appeared at the kitchen

door before Babbitt could reach the

front door.
"Who yeh want?" she demanded.
"I wish to see Miss Baird," answered

Babbitt.
"Important?" asked the woman.
"Tes," returned Babbitt.

"I'll ring for her," said the woman.
Babbitt was sui-prLsed and puzzled.

Here was something new I He had
planned and expected to make an im-

pression, and he was calmly asked if his

business was important. Then he was
told that they would ring for her—ring

for this farm woman that he had ex-

pected to find busy in the kitchen or

peeping out of a window at the immacu-
late man and his immaculate car I She

was a young woman—he knew that—but

there was an airiness about this being

summoned if the matter were of suffi-

cient importance that

—

Then he laughed, for the elderly

woman was ambling out to a post back
of tBfe house, and on that post there was
a large bell. So she was summoned from
the field instead of her boudoir, as the

citified Babbitt had supposed ! That was
quite a different matter.
The bell clanged loudly three times as

the elderly woman pulled the rope. Then
the woman ambled back to the house.

"She'll be here soon," she announced.
"Come in?"

"No. thank you." replied Babbitt. "I'U

sit out here in the car."

He was gl^d he did, for otherwise he
would have lost that first view of her.

She came on a horse, riding astride,

with a rather scant bifurcated riding

skirt, a blouse waist and a felt hat to

which a single small feather gave its

only feminine touch. And she was good
to look at—in the early twenties, with
the color and grace and health that come
of an active outdoor life, combined vrith

the confident independence of the woman
who has discovered; or thinks she has discovered, that
she can achieve success unaided.

Babbitt sprang from the automobile to assist her in

alighting, but she was on the ground as soon as he was.
"You wish to see me?" she queried.

"I do," he replied. "Permit me to introduce myself.

I am Mr. Babbitt—Benjamin Babbitt of Chicago."
"Ah, yes," she returned : "and I am Miss iSaird

—

Alice Baird of Saskatchewan."
It was quite evident that he himself, his automobile

and his name had all failed to make any impression.
"Mr. Redding, my agent, informed me that you

wished to see me." he suggested.
"I don't know how Mr. Redding, your agent, got that

idea," she rejoined. "I'm sure I never expressed any
such desire, although if I can be of service to you—

"

"Perhaps I put it too strongly." interrupted Babbitt
"I got the impression that you wanted me to explain
the Consolidated Farms proposition."
"Too strong yet. I think," she commented. "I some-

how got the impression that you wi.shed to explain it.

I was of the opinion that I already understood it, but
Mr. Redding thought not."

Babbitt discovered that, in .spite of him.self and his
accessories, he had been placed at a di.sadvantage, for
the interview mnst now be avowedly of his own seek-
ing. However, he must make the best of the situation
as he found it.

"I do." he admitted frankl.v ; "I'm quite anxioas to
explain it, for I believe I can make you tsee what a
great thing it isl I thought Mr. Redding had inter-
ested you—

"

"He did," she confessed. "I foimd him mo.st inter-

est ii.vg.",
. . - - . ^

Somehow this did hot somid right either.' WhBie
she said "intepesting." her smile s«ttH!ied Ao Andlcate

that "amusing" was the correct word, and a business
proposition, to be convincing, should not be amusing.

"If interested," he argued, "you must be open to
conviction, and I'd like to explain to you—"

"Shall we go in the house?" she intermpted.
"As you please." he returned with a deferential bow.
"Well." she decided, "I am just enough of a farmer

to like to sit on a fence-rail and chew a straw when
I'm considering a business matter."
Tying her horse, she mounted to and seated herself

upon the top rail of the fence. Her trim bifurcated
riding habit made this neither a dilHcult nor an
awkward task. Babbitt, following with the alligator-

skin bag that he had taken from the car, found it

both awkward and diflicult. The chauffeui-, watching,
turned his head away to laugh, for Babbitt, balancing
himself on the top rail and the bag on his knees, was
decidedly comical. He realized this himself, and it

also occurred to him that the girl was deliberately
making the situation as awkward for him as possible.

How could he lie impressive on top of a rail fence?
How could he be emphatic and enthusiastic when a
gestui-e might topple bim over? How was he to .show
her the plans he had in his bag? How could an
uncomfortable man on a fence-rail convince anybody?

"It's great! It's superb I It's wonderful!"

"Now that we're comfortable," she suggested, "you
might proceed."

Unquestionably she was laughing at him, and a
ridiculous man is never convincing.
He deliberately climbed down from his perch, put

his bag on the ground, opened it, took out a rolled

map, and then faced her. But he had improved the
situation little, if at all. He was now in the position

of a dignified advocate addres-sing a fence-rail court—

a

picturesque court, it was true, but still an unconven-
tional fence-rail court. However, he must do the best

he could imder the circumstances.
"These farms—" he began, unrolling the map.
"Never mind that," she interrupted. "I know them

better than you do. I know that you want to combine
them in one farm. But what's the advantage?"
"Advantage!" he repeated, striving for the enthusi-

asm that never had faile<l him before, but that was
now unexpectedly difficult of attainment. "There are
dozens of them. Take economy of operation, for

instance ! Tlie one great farm can be worked for at

least a third less than the dozen smaller farms. We
save the duplication of farm machinery, of farm build-

ings, of almost everything a farmer uses. That means
Increased profit of course."
She noflded. and he was encouraged.
"Then." he went on, "the farmer gets a double profit,

for he gets pa.v for what work he does on the big farm
in addition to his share of the annual profit."

"That sounds very nice," she commented.
"Nicel" he exclaime<l, beginning to gain the enthu-

siasm that had eluded him. "It's great! It's suiwrb

!

It's wonderful! It's the biggest thing of the age!
When people .see.how it works out liere, consolidated
fiti'ms will be the rule everywhere! I mean to ton-

solidate a few/elseMfcUere . myselL"

"This is a long way from Chicago," she remarked.
"Wby didn't you begin hearer home?"

It was a very simple question, but it troubled him
for a moment. He had prepai-ed for it of course, but
there was something in the way it was asked that was
disquieting. However, he explained quite frankly that
conditions were not just right for it everywhere'; that
a comparatively new country was the place to besiu,
for where land was high and farms fully developed
people were naturally more conservative and wanted
to see the plan worked out elsewhere before thev
would try it.

"As a matter of fact," he declared, "I did not come
here for the purpose of launching this scheme. I have
had the idea in mind for some time, and wMle malciiig
a pleasure trip through western Canada it seemed to
me that I found exactly the right conditions here."
"Go on!" she said. "We are all to live in town, I

believe."
"Oh, yes, of course," he repUed. "Tliat's one of the

finest features of the plan ! We shall have a town of
our own—a model town ! There will be community
life and pleasui-es quite impossible for the individual ii

farmer.s. No more of insanit.v-breeding loneliness for
the farmer's wife. That should appeal'to the women."

"Yes," she admitted, "it does—to most
of them. But why not have this town
on a railroad?"
"My dear Miss Baii-d," he replied im-

pressively, "there is no need of putting
the town on a railroad, for a railroad
will come to the toNvn."

"Oh, it will !"

"Most certainly. The town will be
important enough to justify it as soon as
we have the consolidated farms in opera-

"

tion. At the same time the railroad will
be of less importance to us then than it

is to you now, for our automobile trucks
will get our grain to your present shiij-

ping point in half the time and for half
the expense."
"Automobile trucks !" she repeated.

"Mr. Redding didn't mention anything of
that sort."

"An unreliable fellow!" complainetl
Babbitt "I was sure he had not pre-
sented the matter in a proper light.

Automobiles are a most Important detail
of the plan. We shall need them to get
workers to distant fields as well as to
bring In the grain. We shall have many
of many different kinds. StUl a railroad
that touches our town will be of great
benefit, and we shall have that also."
"A railroad." she returned, "has been

coming here ever since we came, and it

hasn't got here yet. However, never
mli]d that now. Possibl.v you are right -

in thinking this will bring it, but I'\e
learned not to believe much about what a
railroad is going to do until it's done.
How about the management of this great
farm though?"

"That." explained Babbitt, "will be
just like the management of any other
great corporation. Tliere will be a gen-
eral manager in full charge, subject only
to the board of directors, and svich as-

sistants or department managers as he
ma.v need. Because of the magnitude of

the undertaking and the large capit.il

available we shall be able to get tlie very
best man possible for this responsible
position—^a man who can do more with
one acre than the average man can with
six. Give .such a man as that free rein

and improved machinery, such as we c.-in

buy. and what the land will produce will

make a fairy tale look like a dull recital

of commonplace facts."

"It's a beautiful dream !" she remarked musingly.

"No dream at all '." he declared. "It's a simple busi-

ness proposition. Let me illustrate : Jones has a

farm %vithin the district we have marked out for <><ii-

scheme. .Tones turns his farm in to the corporati<in

at an agreed valuation and receives capital stock of

that par value in exchange. Jones abandons his farm
home—although he can keep it if he wishe.s—and

moves to our model town, where he has a model house

with all modern improvements and a social life tbar

is quite impossible in the country. Jones gets his

share of the profits of the great farm, and he can

work on it or not, as he chooses. If he works, and we
think most of the men will prefer a certain amount of

work to idleness, he is paid lilierally for what he docs.

You see. he is really paid double—dividends ami

wages. We expect to employ other help of course, bin

we believe most of our farmers will choose to continue

in the field."

Tlie girl nodded. "But where will .von get the

money for all this?" she asked. "Your new town and

new equipment will call for a pretty big outlay of

ready cash. That's where Mr. Redding was rather

indefinite."

He bowed in recognition of her astuteness. Rcil-

ding is rather a superficial young man. I am afraid,

and sained but a sui>erficial knowledge of the subject,

"

he remarked deprecatingly, although the real fact was

that he had failed to be altogether frank with that

young man himself, "I am glad to find you so wisely

cautious and bu.sinesslike," he went on, "for there is

nothing in this to conceal. I am ready, even anxions,

to exi)laln everything. Tlie m<uiey needed will be

raised by the sale of additional stock. We must have

monev of course, and a good deal of it to get such

a big' undertaking running Icontini kd on vac.k 10]



Grain-Saving Cribs, Bins and Granaries
Rat-Proof Store-Houses of Ample Capacity

That Can be Provided at Low Cost

By B. F. W. Thorpe

MA

Fig. I—The big barrel crib. Compare
its size with the barrels in front of it

ANY of u.s grow and harvest grain
with infinite, painstaking labor
and expense, then store it with

• utter disregard for its safety.
Uncle Sain has never attempted a reliable
rat census, but, taking the country over,
we no doubt have a rat population of twice
or' thrice the hundred-million mark which
is approximatelj' our human poijulation.

Some of our expert figuring sharps
have arrived at the conclusion by different
processes of reasoning that a round hun-
dred million dollars' worth of grain is

destroyed annually by rats. This tidy
sum is approximately sufficient to feed and
clothe a hen for each man, woman and
child of our republic and outlying terri-

tory. To put it differently, each family of
five could keep a little flock of five hens
in place of its allotment of a dozen rats.

The five hens, with the good care usu-
ally accorded the small flock, could be counted on to furnish fifty dozen strictly
fresh eggs for the home larder annually, which, at thirty cents per dozen, plus
five chicken dinners when the birds go to the block, gives a total of $18.

A Big Tax Might be Made a Bigger Income

Let me put this big financial proposition still differently. Two or three hundred
million chicken-killing, disease-carrying rats cost us an annual grain-tax of five

dollars a family. If exterminated and their living turned over to a half or a third
as many productive hens, each family, instead
of a five-dollar tax, would have an eighteen-
rtollar income. This would be equal to a
credit balance of $360,000,000 for the Nation.
It looks as If our rats have something of a
corner on grain, doesn't it?

Our rat population will thrive and multi-
ply just so long as we continue to harbor and
feed them in ramshackle cribs and granaries
and furnish them haunts under wood-floored
buildings? junk-piles and other secluded hid-
ing-places In which to multiply.

Concrete floors and foundation walls and
supports of the same material or of solid
luasonry, together with metal or wire-screen
lined bins and cribs, will solve the rat
problem. Keep the rat in the open, bar his
grain-supply, and he will be down and out.

Following are some types of cribs and bins
that are giving complete satisfaction.

The Big Barrel Crib

Figs. 1 and 2 show the construction and
appearance of the big barrel or stave type of
crib. This is perhaps more easily and cheaply
made than any all-wood structure of equal
rtiu-abllity and general convenience that we have yet examined.
It is merely a big barrel-like container with hoops on the
inside instead of on the outside.

The staves are one-by-four boards and are nailed to the
wooden hoops. The hoops are made by building up one-half-
b>-four-inch boards, well nailed, using four thicknesses and
breaking joints. The crib illustrated is used by the Wing
brothers, whose farm has previously been mentioned in Farm
ASD Fireside. The crib is fourteen feet in diameter with
air-shafting in the center about twenty inches in diameter.
This type of crib could be made with a diameter of sixteen to
twenty feet and still cure the corn if the air-shaft in the center
were enlarged in proportion.

The roof is made from one-inch boards sawed diagonally
from corner to corner. The points are all placed together,
forming a cone, and the roof is then shingled water-tight.

These cribs are placed on concrete supports, encased in galvanized iron to pre-
vent the rats from climbing them. No skilled labor is required in making them.

When the photographs were taken at the time of the alfalfa "boosting" conven-
tion last summer, the cribs contained corn stored In them since the preceding
harvest. Each one cost $55 and holds four hundred bushels.

Steel Bins for Small Grain

A number of steel bins for small grains are now on the market which are rat, rain,
fire and burglar proof. These steel bins, such as Illustrated In Fig. 3, are provided
with portholes for filling, spouts for loading, manholes and ventilator in roof, and
metal floor If desired. In capacity they vary from a few hundred to several
thousand bushels. The cost of storage capacity per bushel of these metal bins
\ arles from about twentj- cents per bushel in bins of one hundred to two hundred
bushels capacity down to eight cents per bushel in bins holding two thousand
bushels or more. Some metal bins are constructed for the double purpose of storing
LCiain and for smoking meat, when not occupied with grain.

The Small Movable Crib Saves Labor

Where corn is fed to cattle, hogs and poultry in yards or pastures, a portable
crib, see Fig. 4, made to hold one hundred bushels or less will be found a con-
\ enience under some conditions. If built on skids and so constructed as to be
leadily transferred to trucks in dry weather, the feeding may be so
distributed as to keep the feeding-lots more wholesome, the manure

Fig. 2—Showing the doorway and ven-
tilator of the barrel crib

Fig. 3—Steel bins for small grains

better distributed and prevent the molding
of corn which sometimes occurs when a
wagon-box is used for the purpose. Need-
less to say, the portable crib should be
constructed of light and strong material.

All-Wire-and-Metal Crib

The all-wlre-and-metal crib, shown in
Fig. 5, is comparatively a new type of
storage for corn, its manufacture having
been begun two or three years ago in
Springfield, Ohio. Other quite similar wire
cribs are being manufactured in different
parts of the country. The base supports
are placed on concrete pillars extending
from four to ten inches above groimd,
according to surface level. Some of the
concrete base supports have bolts embedded
in them so that the crib can be bolted
securely to the concrete supports to safely
anchor it. WTiere large stones are avail-
able they can be used for supports. Whatever is used should extend below the
frost-line to prevent getting the crib out of alignment by frost action.

Forty or fifty bushels of corn were in this crib when the photograph was taken
on the Joseph Leffel farm, Clark County, Ohio. The unchecked circulation of air
through this wire-enclosed crib and the complete absence of lumber to hold
moisture allow the most rapid curing of the corn thus cribbed. Corn that is com-
paratively green will cure with less danger of spoilage loss in this type of crib
than any other. This form of crib structure can be made with driveway between

and a roof over all when two rows of cribs
are desired.

Combined Crib and Granary

The structure shown in Fig. 6 was photo-
graphed in the heart of the corn belt. It is

used for the storage of corn and small grain,
and has a capacity of 8,000 bushels, storing
4,000 of each. The building is forty-eight
feet long, thirty-four feet wide, with eighteen-
foot posts.

The corn is stored in slatted bins extend-
ing each side of the driveway. The storage
for small gi-ain is over the corn-bins and
driveway. The building is provided with an
elevator that distributes grain to any part
of it. By means of an appliance connected
to the elevator and hoisting machinery, a
wagon-box loaded with grain is raised at one
end, and the grain runs from the tail-gate
into the elevator without shoveling or lifting.

There is also a platform scale close to the
elevator for convenience in weighing. Power
for operating the elevator is furnished by
horses, though an engine would do equally well.
The entire floor and wall foundations are of

concrete. The roof is red tile, and the neatly painted exterior
makes the building attractive as well as satisfactory for a
farm where a large quantity of grain is raised. The cost of
the building exclusive of labor, several years ago, was about
one-fourth cent a bushel for Its entire storage capacity.

An Excellent Crib—But

The crib shown in Fig. 7 represents a quite common form
of wood-constructed crib, lumber of the best, substantially
framed, siding surfaced and put on in vertical position, well
roofed, convenient door and entrance, well painted in red and
neatly trimmed in white. It stands as an ornament to a most
attractive collection of farm buildings. The only lack is per-
manent concrete foimdation supports suitable for a crib of
such permanent construction. The present wood supports are
about ready to buckle down and ruin the crib. Had concrete

supports been used, this crib would have lasted a generation or more.
The crib in the photograph is sixteen by eight feet, with posts twelve feet high

in front and ten feet in the rear. It will furnish storage for corn and small grains
for a one-man farm where an average stock of horses, cattle, hogs and poultry are
kept.

Other Practical Cribs and Bins

Excellent devices for the expeditious storage of grain to save repeated handling
are the large canvas containers described in Farm and Fireside, issue of August
16, 1913. They are particularly adapted for use in dry climates where grain can
safely remain In the open for weeks without danger of getting wet. The canvas
container will become lndisi>ensable, as its merits become better known, for
numerous purposes in both arid and humid sections.

Not yet on the market, but what seems to be a workable proposition is an air-

tight, deep metal tank of small diameter which can be used for storing grain or
silage for poultry.

Concrete farm storage for grain is looked on with suspicion and with good
reason unless abimdant air-circulation is provided. Some concrete-block cribs,

made with plenty of ventilation oi)enlngs, have been made of the double parallel
crib tj'pe, the covered driveway providing tool-storage space. These concrete cribs

can be made absolutely vermin-proof by means of an overjutting ledge. They can
likewise be made quite ornamental in appearance, and the cost of construction
need not be appreciably greater than that of a first-class wooden or metal crib.

Movable crib for the feed-lot

Fig. 5—AU-wire-and-metal crib Fig. 6—Combined crib artd granary Fig. 7—A good crib except for the wooden foundation
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Hundreds of Fires

Start on the Roof

A brand from a burning building,

sparks from the chimney, or lightning

quickly sets a wooden roof afire.

Kannet>er£
Steel Shingles

"We Pay the Freight"

Kanneberg Shingles are fire-proof,

weather-proof, lightning-proof, heat

and cold-proof. Can be laid more
quickly than wood shingles and last

longer, look better all the time and
require no repairs. They do not curl,

rot, crack noi fall off like wood or
slate. Many Kanneberg roofs are still

in use after 15 or 20 years' service.

Our patent lock joint is absolutely

vrater-tight and allows for expansion.
Nail heads are protected from weather.

Kanneberg Steel Shingles are 28-
gauge steel, painted or galvanized, and
come singly, eight on a sheet, or in

clusters on one sheet 5 ft. by 2 ft. We
send special nails, free Every shingle

is backed by a money-back guaranty
to be up to sample.

Send for Catalog
sbowingr sizes and designs of shingles and
our corrugrated roofing and sidine. Ask ^
for sample shingles. We sell direct to ^
you, saving you middleman's proiit. ^

The Headwor op
TTie Page That Saves an Extra Hired Man

We pay the freight,

orders day received.

and ship ^

Kanneberg Roofing & y vzooogiajst.

Ceiling Co. ,

" ' " "

ZstablisKed isse

72 Dongla* St
^

Canton, Ohio *

Canton, Oaio

Send calaloe and
sample shiofle to

Private Feeding Pen for Pigs

THE drawing shows it

better than words. Make
the opening twelve to

fourteen inches high and two
or three feet long. Put a bolt through the

lower end of the movable board. Let the

upper end work behind a slat blocked out a

little fr<>m the corner of the pen. Plant the

posts, and make it permanent, or set them
on the ground, and it will be portable. Leave
the board down until the feed is in the

trough, then lift it and insert a pin in hole

under it. The pigs get in, and the sows
stay out. D. A. McComb.

and the end of lever (D l to the floor, and
with two Little stove-bolts strip (E) to the

back at F and D. To use it work KK with
the feet. To make it safe when not in use
put a wooden pin in a hole in the wall
above F. D. A. McCoiiB.

For the Crawhng Cow
A „ THRF:E old hay rake

teeth will make two
light yokes that will

keep the cow in the
pasture. First sti-aighten

the teeth and bend two of them as shown in
sketch A. Then twist sideways to the
shape shown in C. Then bend one half as
in B to fit ring and complete yoke. This
is light, humane and effective.

L. S. Websteb.

Making Collar Fit Shoulders
/^UT a hole on the hame side of

the collar, as shown in sketch,

take out a handful of stuffing, and
sew up again. Make a good dent
on the opposite side for the shoul-

der-bone to fit in. and it will not become
sore. Make the right and left side the

same. This method of making a c-ollar fit

over the shoulder-bone is good for both old

and new collars. ' Jesse RAnx.

To Make a Rope Halter

A

FOR INFORMATION .^S TO LANDS \H

THE NATION^S
GARDEN SPOT-
THAT GREAT FRUIT AND TRUCK,
GROWING SECTION-ALONG THE

atlanhc coast
UNE RAILROAD
IN VreCUflA. NORTH AKD SOOTH CAROURA.
CE0RC1A.AUBAMA AKD FLORIM.WRITE TO

WILBUR. M?COr jL E. N. CLASJ<^
A.61. ACT. DESK F 2 A.e L ACT.EESS F

JACKSONVILLE. FLA. WILMINCTON. N.C

MEN WANTED
^^^Prepare as Firemen, Brakemen, Electric
Motormen, and colored Train Porters. Hun-
dreds put to work—S65 to sl.V.i a month. No
experience necessary. 500 more wanted.
Enclose stamp for Application Blank.

NAME POSITION YOU WANT
I.RAILWAYC.l. Dept-S-t INDIANAPOLIS.IND.

MfVNFROTA opportnnities anywhere in America.
nilllli£njUl/\ Vast undeveloped atiriculttiral and ljusiness re-

sources. lUuetrated literature doscrii«ng eT»*rT ccontj sent all

who write, FRED D. SHERMAN, State Immigration
Commissimier, 516 Statf Capitol. Sf. Paid, ytinnesota.

"A Little Neglect

May Breed Great

Mischief" ^
Don't take chances with your horse

nails.

Nails which crimp or split in driv-

ing tend to injure and develop dis-

ease in the foot.

Of course, this cripples the horse.

He cannot work well with sore feet.

Surely your horses arc too valuable
to neglect. Besides, there's lost time
ol horses and men to be thought of.

Owners who study the qoestion
say, "always have the jhoer use ' Cape-
wetr nails." It saves a lot of need-
less trouble and expense.

You will know
"The Capewell"
nail by the check

mark on the head—
our trade mark.

The best nail at a

fair price—not the
cheapest regardless of

quality. Any shocr
can afford "The
Capewell."

THE CAPEWELL HORSE NAIL CO.
HARTFORD, CONN., U. S. A.

Lar^ect Makers of Horse Nails in
the World

Booklc^t free Dept. "C"

One-Man Sack-Filler
QUT a hole 8 inches

square into the side of

the grain-bin. Nail a strip

up and down each side 1
inch from the hole. Nail
another strip over each of

these, allowing them to

extend 1 inch for slidenloor grooves. Under
the hole nail a chute (B) made of boards
1.5 inches long. Now cut a strip (C) 2x24.
a sti-ip (D) 3x24 and a strip (E) %x2.
Put the slide (A) into its place, and make
a slot in C so the slide will work without
binding when C is raised. Also make a

small hole at F. Take out the slide door,

and drive a heavy nail through its top from
the back. Put slide (A) to its place and
strip ( C ) over it. and nail it loosely to

the wall at G; Cut out block (L) 6 inches
high by 8 inches long at base, and make a

hole 1 inch from the top for a spike nail

and the same size through the middle of

strip (D ^ . Nail a foot-rest on each end
(KK). Now lay strip (D) on the floor so

the hole at D will be under the hole at F.
Put block L on the floor so its hole will be
opposite the hole in the middle of D, and
nail it to the floor 2 inches from the wall.

Drive a spike through the hole in L and
then through D into the wall. Now drop
the slide (A) to the bottom of the chute,

T^HE sketch shows how a cheap,
* simple and strong rope halter

can be easily and quickly made,

i 0 L Take a piece of one-half-inch

'te^^^ rope, any length from ten to

fj^^~z^ twenty feet. Mate a loop (A ) on
one end. Next make a common knot (C^
aboiit two feet from same end. Then place

end through loop (A) and back through
lower part of knot (C).

This halter can be made in one minute
and requires no more rope than any other
rope halter. The knot (C) makes it the

best rope halter I know of because it can
be made large or small by simply drawing
B through knot C. B goes over head, D in

front of nose, E under lower jaw and F is

to lead or tie with. If used in stable, tie

leading rope (F ) to rope E ; this keeps an
animal from rubbing halter off.

W. E. BuR>-s.

Corn-Stub Smasher
'pAKE two planks two by
* eight inches by ten to eight-

een feet long, according to the
size of your team. Wire or chain them
together as in the drawing.
When the ground is frozen drag this

over your corn-field, driving a little angling
across the rows so it will not strike the

hills too much in bunches.
This beats any stub-breaker we have

ever used for leaving the field smooth.
D. A. McCoiXB.

Headwork Winner
The first-prize contribution in the Head-

work Shop in this issue is, "To Make a
Rope Halter," by W. R. Bums.

Crops and Soils

Potash from Seaweed
By Harry N. Holmes

AMERICAN scientists in the search for

/A a source of potassium salts that shall
* lower the price to farmers and make us

independent of Germany have found great

encouragement in the Pacific seaweeds. A
peculiar variety very rich in potassium
taken from the ocean grows in enormous
patches along the California coast.

Already two attempts have been made on

a oomm.ercial scale to extract the potash

from this plant and both are past the ex-

perimental stage. One company works up
forty tons of kelp per day and extracts

twenty to thirty per cent, potash from the

drietl weed. The kelp is gathered from the

beach, dried and burned on an open hearth.

No fuel is required and potassium chloride

is obtained from the ashes. Some sand is.

of course, mixed with the pro<luct picked up
in the process of gathering the kelp.

The .other company sends out a barge
into the floating masses of weed and secures

the material with a special cutting device

free from sand. The dried product is not

burned in the f>pen. but heated in closed

retorts by petroleum fires. Tliis dry dis-

tillation process is analogous to the making
of coal-gas. t;ir. ammonia, coke. etc.. by
distillation of .soft coal, and in similar man-
ner yields a variety of products. One ton

of dried kflp yields ')50 pounds of potassium

i hloride. 200 pounds of potassium sulphate,

iiouiids of iiKline. 20() pounds of other

fertilizing materials and 45 pounds of gum,
creosote and waste. The outlook i8 most
promising.

drawing in four hills of uncut corn and ty-

ing firmly. Always set the btmch up
straight in the middle between the hills

drawn in so as to insure a foundation in

the center of the shock to be set up. Then
the corn must be set so as to be well dis-

tributed around the foundation bunch. The
shock shoiJd spread slightly at the bottom
so as to have a rather large base to

stand on.

Some persons unknowingly start the corn-

shock to leaning by pressing themselves
against the shock when tying it. This
should always be avoided. The shock
should be drawn together at the top and
firmly bound together by two bands. Do
not be afraid of tying it too tight, as the

bands will loosen as the stover cures out.

If the work is well done very few corn-

shocks will fall down before huskiug-time.

It pays well to be careful in setting corn
up. since fallen shocks are always damaged,
and many of them contain only moldy and
rotten corn if they are left on the ground.

i

Once Upon a Time
Once there was really no way out
of it for the farmer. Plodding home
from the field, he saw before him the
waiting jobs about the house, barn
and yard, jobs that took time and
labor, and never seemed to end.
Biit that was once upon a time. To-
day he lets the engine do those jobs.

Every I H C engine is economi-
cal, simple, steady and reliable.
Whether you want it for sawing,
pumping, spraying, for running
separator, or repair shop, you have
need of an

I H C Oil and Gas Engine
I H C engines are built - vertical,
horizontal, stationary, portable,
skidded, air-cooled and water-cooled :

sawing, pumping and spraying out-
fits. Sizes from 1 to 50 horse power.
They operate on gas, gasoline, kero-
sene, naphtha, distillate ajid alcohol.
I H C oil tractors from 12 to 60
horse power.
Have the I H C local dealer

demonstrate the engine to you. Get
catalogues from him, or write the

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER COMPANY OF AMERICA
(Incorpora ted

)

CHICAGO . . . USA

California'
has many bright prospects for the large or

smaU farmer. Markets and transportation

facilities are good.

There are many other western states

where good farm lands can be obtained at

reasonable prices. . I have complete infor-

mation regarding tracts of land, also many
business openings along the Union Pacific

System Lines. If you contemplate moving
west or buying land, write to me for valu-

able and authentic information.

R. A. SMITH
ColonixatioD and Industrial Agent, UoioD Pacific

Railroad Co., Room 2086, Union Pacific Boilding,

OMAHA. NEB.

Costs yoTj nothing to tcaboc^i,
" t Empire Steel Wheels for fall I

Jonth. Wiilprovethemstroncr- I

er, easier rnnnipg, better m
every way than any others.
Lighten yoorwork, save25^of
the draft, save repair bills.

Write forfree trial offer.
KlvrPIBE MFG. CO.,

Bos eac Qulncy. HI.

Mouse-Proof Granary
By James P. More

(

'T'HIS mouse-proof granary is built on
cement blwks or stones. Under the sills

and on top of the blocks is placed a piece of

sheet iron or tin ; this keeps the mice from

Shocking Corn Correctly
By A. J. Legg

IT IS not unuKual to see many corn-sbocks
* leaning and perhaps a number of them
down before the corn is dry enough to be

husked. This is usually the result of care-

less work at cutting-time. In order to

st:ind up well the corn-shocks must have a

-ovd foundation to build upon. This is

made by setting up one armful of com.

the building. The steps are hung on hinges,

and can be MitcA and hooked to ropes hang-

ing in the awniii^. I have used this plan,

and have never been troubled with rats.

Use KEflOSENE,Engine free!
Auiazin^ '"DETROIT" Kerosene Engine, 15 days'

\ REE Trial, proves kerosene cteaiiest fuel. If

6at)s&ed,paT lowest price ever given; if not.paj
nothing. No waste, no evaporotii-u, no explosion.
Tvcn pints t'f coftl oil do work of 3 pints gast-line.

^.-nvi for FREE Catalog. Don't buy an engine
rou Snvesticaic this erand offer. Write.'

DETROIT ENGINE WORKS
111 Concord Ave., Detroit, Mich.

RunningWater
in Hous^e and Barn at even _^
temperature Winter or Sum-^^g£^
mer at Small Cost. IDr*S-*®*

.Sentf PostSi /or New w.ater. Supply r5^n^&3'",S?
Piao .,'it >i"l br.ng you 100 C'CtureS " '^KjhrvSS'
of it inj-actoai use. .Do <t Now.. '^WmvSr
rACf molor'.C<y..^l S.-GanTpbell Av.. Chicago .

%AeriT»&lor^o-.- -'ci and Matt iso>i -Streets .TQaWlantl .'^ly'C.xi.,;

Rider Agents Wanted
pn each town to ride and exhibit sample IflU

bicycle, librae/or special offer.
~inest Guaranteed 7

1914 Models t#'0
with Coaster Brakes and Puncture-Proof 1 :f -

312 a 1913 Models ^7 <t f 9
illof best makes.... 9' to ^ §^
We Ship on Approval
cfHt def-^^sH, f-.ty '.hr "<: -n:. ai^d allow

10 DAY'S FREE TRIAL.
BICYCLE DEALERS: Vo.i can sell our

'bicycles under vour own name plate at double

our prices. Orders lilled same day received.

TIRES, coaster brake rear wheels, lamps,

'sundries, parts and repairs for all makes of bicy-

cles at An// uTua! pricts. DO MOT BUY until yOQ

get our catalogues and otter. H'ritf nff^i:

taaSAD CYCLE CO.. Dept. G-SX. CHICAGO

liliiii

r.

\

Special lntrodu<

Price
Now's the time to fix

op thatlcaky roof . before
winter.and while you can
get Galvo brand Rubber
RoonnR at this special
iotoductory price.

Think ofit,
108 square feet of the best one-ply
roofine ever made, per roll „

Nails and (Vtncnt FurniKhed Free of Charce. No Better
RtwIinK At An.\ Price. Galvo BrandRubbor Roofing will

tvtnnd the t4'Ht. No roofing made superior. It ib quickly
and easily put on to lant.

FULLY GUARANTEED. Will wirhRtand any climate and
w« thn. K.t Inot* or ufcrlfner o«id*d to *pplj It- Autom «b tm; It

qoicklT iumI prrfrrtlT. FlfTuTr b»« moc^ ntrAtd uul Mod ordar is iodaj. If

10S Sa. Ft. Two ply SSe 10S Sq. Fl. Thr«« ply SI.08
W« mim bwtdltm Am ItaM of vUmt tooAdc iii&t«Tfftl»; KtA Uid Grwn bUte ftwl

Pltot BaHw, mte. WrHc far oftf&lofmM m-I prli^M.

CENTRAL ROOFING A SUPPLY COMPANY
1601-7 S. Sangamon St. Depf. 1 16 Chleapo, III.
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"Aim Higher—
ShootFarther" has
been a favorite
maxim with Mont-
gomery Ward &
Company.

On this page it is

applied in symbol
by a great artist

who has caught the
spirit of forty mar-
velous years of
progress.

Looking through
this vista of years,

we can see the
small beginnings
emerge finally into

a world-wide ex-

pansion which has
made the story of

this business read
as romantic and
absorbingasawork
of fiction.

First, just the ambi-
tious Archer with his

Bow of Honesty and
the swift Arrows ot

Skill, Judgment and
Perseverance.

Then the climb from
the Valley of Small
Beginnings into the
Mountain of Big
Things—the husband-
ing of a tiny patronage
into remarkable
growth and enor-
mous purchases, the
storming of the strong-
holds of the middleman,
eliminating him in the
price-making. Finally,

the reaching the top with
the publication of the
greatest book of its kind
ever issued — the Mont-
gomery Ward & Company's
Catalogue of 1913. Drawn Fxpres^lt/ for

Montgomeru Ward it- Co.
I lyy Earl Stetson Crawford

Forty and one
years ago Mont-
gomery Ward and
George R. Thorne.
started a small
store in Chicago,
selling goods by
mail.

Their catalogue
then was a small,

cheap pamphlet

—

today it is an enor-

mous volume
weighing three and
one-half pounds.

Train loads of this

great book are sent

out from Chicago
every year and
scattered all over
the world.

In the forty and one
years since they
started in business,

millions of families

have learned the
secret of reducing
the high cost of liv-

ing through purchas-
ing from Montgomery
Ward & Company.

What in 1872 was but
a principle applied in

a new way to mer-
chandising has woven
itself into the warp
and woof of history

and today the sweep
of a great public opinion
gives it first place in the
world-wide selling of
goods direct to consum-
ers.

The tangible, inspiring re-

sult—the Catalogue of 1913—is yours for the asking, to

give you the same economy
and service that millions

enjoy today in trading with
Ward's. Write today,
now. Dept. B. B. 28.

MONTGOMERY WARD £r CO.
NEW YORK

FORT WORTH, TEXAS
KANSAS CITY

PORTLAND, OREGON

*
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SIjPARATOkS
Make Fall and Winter
Dairying More Profitable
'T'HERE are special advantages in using a

good cieam separator during the fall and
winter months.

The milk from cows long in lactation is

hardest to cream.—and likewise hardest to
separate with an inferior separator.

Moreover, cream and butter prices are
highest, so that the waste of gravity setting
or a poor separator counts for most.

Then there's die sweet, warm skim-milk for
stock feeding, alone worth the cost of a
separator in cold weather.

There is surely no reason to delay the
purchase of a separator or to continue the use
of an inferior one. A De Laval machine will

save its cost by spring, and may be bought on
such liberal terms if desired as to actually
pay for itself meanwhile.

Tower's Fish Brand
Reflex Slicker

JUST THE COAT FOR DRIVING
WHEN IT RAINS

Face any storm in it and you'll return " Dry as a
bone*'. No water can reach you even through
the openings between the buttons—that's where
our famous Reflex Edges protect you by keep-

ing oat every drop.

Roomy, comfortable, and 30 well made that it

gives the longest service.

$3 f\f\ sA-nsFAcnoN
•W GUARANTEED

At your dealer's, or sent prepaid on receipt of

price. Send for catalog of Fish Brand goods.

A. J. TOWER CO. ^ER's
BOSTON

Tower Canac^ian Limited
Toroato

Only $2 Down
One Year to PayST

'

Bays the New Butter- .

fiy Jr. No.l. Light running
easy cleaning, close slriin-

ming, durable. Guaranteed
a lifetime. Skims &o qts.
r>er co-ur. Hade alao in foar
larger siz^A ap to 5 1-2 shown

n^vc' FrPPTrifll Earns its own eoetUayS rree iridl and more by what
: lavea in creaiTi. Postal brings Free cat-

I

aJ'VK folder a^ii "direct-from-factory" offer,

i^ay from the niaiiLLfac ;'-irer and save half. .

ALBAUGH-DOVER CO.
2260 Warehail Blvd. CHICAftO

Phdps'-
1914 Storm Bnggy

Guaranteed 2 years-

^ At a Saving Of $25 to $40
I Phelps exceeded all previoQS ef-

/forts with his ciassy Split Hickory
/Storm Baggy, Yoa can ride in

/comfort—free from wind, cold, or

V storm. Doable strength gla^ win-
k dows—rubber cushioned—can't rat-

^tB tie—can be opened on four si^es

im>i«»id««rt

{/£ Free. 167.000 Phelpe
customers to date. Mail
postal today for money
saving offer. Address

H. C. Fb^lp«, PrM.
The Ohio Cu-ri««e Sfs. ro-T

8Utioa e*

I . I

I
Live Stock and Dairy

|

Starting a Balky Horse
By David Buffum

THE balky horse requires jradical ti-eat-

ment. Whipping is of no use, as the

whip, while it certainly punishes and
in some instances is useful, is powerless to

compel obedience. You must show the

horse that, notwithstanding his superior

strength, you can handle him.
First, however, I would recommend a lit-

tle sti'ategy. Have a foot-line on your
horse, tied around his foot between fetlock

and hoof and passed up through the belly-

band and back into the wagon. (Of course
your belly-band and foot-Hne must both be
strong ; do not forget this. ) Now, when
the horse balks, pull up his foot and hold it

for quite a while so as to get him weary
of standing on the other leg. Now release

his foot and start him up (that is, if you
can I. Perhaps you can. and perhaps you
cannot, but give it a fair trial.

If this does not work, take your horse
out of the wagon, and strip off all his har-

ness. Put on a halter in place of the

bridle. Tie the hair of his tail into a hard
knot. Run the halter rope through the

hair of his tail above the knot, draw it until

his head is pulled well around to his tail,

and fasten with a half loop that can be
untied by a single jerk. Now touch him up
behind with your whip, and he will begin to

turn around in a circle. Continue this

treatment until he is dizzy, but do not, if

you can prevent it. allow him to fall down
and hurt himself. Now, while he is still

dizzy and dazed, harness him as quickly as

you possibly can. get into the wagon and
start him off. Tou may use your whip, if

you wish, when ordering him to march on,

but do not strike him more than onc-e. In
nine cases out of ten the horse will start

after this treatment. If he does not, take

him out of harness at once, and repeat the

treatment, turning him this time the other

way. The two points to remember are,

first that the hoi-se must be made thor-

oughly dizzy, and. second, that you must
nse the greatest expedition in harnessing

him and starting him up before he recovers

from his dizziness. The treatment will

cure the worst balker if only applied with
the judgment and "horse-sense" for which
it is impossible to give instructions.

Feed-Box Keeps Full

By Paxil Melotz

a>A>^g^a^ T^HE bos keeps full
* of feed as long as

there is any up-stairs.

I^rst nail boards (A)
on the studding of the

building. B is the c-eil-

ing of the bam. Nail
flooring for a cover

(C). and put it on
with hinges. Make the front (D) and the

end (E) strong. The studding (F) of the

bam forms the sides. G is latches to catch

door when open. H is the sill of barn.

Have the feed up-stairs in a large bin

made for it. The saving of feed and the

cleanliness of it pays for the trouble of

making the box.

To Cure Tail-Rubbing
By Dr. A. S. Alexander

"W^ILL you please advise me what to do
with ray mare to keep her from rub-

bing her tail? Have her in a box stall;

have doctored her for worms ; have scrubbed
her tail with yellow s<iap and rubbed it

with salty lard several times, etc., but she
continues to rub it. and is gradually cutting
the hair off near the root of the dock. Had
same troible l.-ist spring, but not during the
summer." That is a part of a letter re-

ceived from an Ohio reader.

As the mare you speak of is kept in a

box staU. put a wide plank on brackets,

shelf-wide, around the inside of the stall at

such a height that the edge of the plank

will come against her hind parts slightly

below the tail. By this plan tail-rubbing

will become an impossibility. Make her
work or take abundant exercise every day.
Treat the rubbed tail as follows : Scrub
clean, and dry perfectly ; then pour on and
rub in a mixture of equal parts of kerosene
and machine-oil. Repeat the treatment as
often as found necessary. Reduce rich

feed, and add carrots or other roots to the

ration. If the trouble persists mix one
dram of granular hyposulphite of soda in

the feed night and moi-ning.

My own experience with horses for the
saddle is that it is best to keep their feet

pared down to proper size and to shoe
rather lightly. David Buffum.

Can't Throw 'Em Out
By Wm. Granger

[O MORE
rounding up of

the stalks when,
this simple device

is used. It took me
only half an hour
to make it.

Throw the hay
or stalks in the
manger, hook up

the shelf, and the cows cannot throw tiem
out. The shelf is made of one board the
length of the manger, and wide enough to

reach to the top of the cow's heads. Fasten
it to the manger with two hinges. Nail a
two-by-four from manger to ceiling, and
drive a large staple in it. The shelf can
then be hooked up.

Use the Chute
By Clifford E. Sternberg

A LARGE number of farmers, though hav-
**ing overhead feed-bins, persist in shovel-

ing the gi-ain up into bags. A better way
is to cut an eight-inch hole in the middle of
the floor, in.serting a square chute long
enough to reach to within thirty inches of

the basement floor. The slide should be
about a foot from the lower end. A handle
should be attached, so that the slide c-an be
worked easily. Nails driven from the inside

out and sharpened hold the bag in place.

For ground feed a tapering chute should
be used.

300 KICKS A MINUTE OVERCOME n

If you buy a vibrating gas en- i^tj^-ct-^

gine it will kick your valuable

machinery into the scrap pile.

Every explosion delivers a
kick and every kick wears and tears

the engine and the machine it runs.

The United States Gasoline-Kerosene Engine
IS NOT A VIBRATING ENGINE

It delivers a Steady Stream of Power, free from shock. Instead ofKNOCKING your machine,
it PULLS, as continuously, firmly and steadily as a steam engine. The shocks from the ex-

plosions are completely absorbed and overcome. This means more power from yoar fuel.

Thousands of United States Engine Owners testify: ^'Viy engine uses from 16 to less fuel

than my neighbor's in doing the game amount of work."
INVESVIGATE:—Don't boy until yo>i kno •• a>«ut "The World's Best Farm Entcine." Jo»t say. "S^nd me

yoar free catalog illostratiriK hnw volent Gui En-.-;ne Vi .raU..n h.ui lietn .ivrcom- in the Uiuled States tnspm-.

Also tell me how I may have a United Stat- s Engine dtbvered for 30 <iay%' \i\mX.'

Slow Speed UNITED STATES ENGINE WORKS Sixes lH-2-3-«-5-6-7-

Heavy Duty (59 Years as Mnnuiacturr^r^) 8-9-10-I2-15-l&-2i>-25

Power Engines 42 1 W. Ofteenth Street. Chicago. III. 40-50 and 75 H. P.

Silo Elconomics
By Ralph Brown

DOrBT many brother farmers with-
'^ out silos spend some of their leisure

time thinking of the advisability of building
one. I would advise such men to visit a
few silo farms and watch the feeding of

the silage and study the merits or demerits
of the various silos. Here are a few of the
advantages of a silo

:

SUage can be stored in one fifth or one
third the space required for the same ton-

nage of hay or fodder. This saving of

storage means much in this day of costly

lumber.
One acre of good land will yieJd on an

average two tons of hay valued at thirty

dollars and costing three dollars to cut,

cure and store, leaving a balance of twenty-
seven dollars. The same acre, in a corn-
growing section, will yield ten tons of

silage valued at forty-five dollars and cost-

ing six dollars for storage, leaving a balance
of thirty-nine dollars ; twelve dollars more
than the hay.
Corn cut, shocked. left to dry and husked

is brought to the feeding lot with twenty-
five per cent, of its feeding value lost.

Sflage is rarely subjected to a ten per cent,

loss, and usually less than five per cent.

Crops can be placed in a silo during
weather when it would be utterly impos-
sible to make hay or cut and shock com.
When a farmer realizes that about one

third the feeding value of a corn-plant is in

the stalks which are made palatable in a
silo and practically lost otherwise, he will

see where the silo is an economizer.
Silage keeps the digestive system in good

condition, keeps young animals growing and
thrifty, and produces better and cheaper
beef than dry feed. It creates a keen ap-
petite—a valuable asset in dairy cows.
When a man has a silo he knows just

how many cows he can keep on a given
number of acres. For example : a cow eat-

ing forty pounds of silage each day will

consume about eight tons in one year, the
average amount of silage produced on one
acre.

Twenty acres of com would supply
the silage for twenty cows for one year.

Of course silage is not a complete ration

and must be supplemented by grain or other
concentrated feed.

A silo will put the small farmer on bis

feet. SUage makes possible a saving of

ten cents per day on a cow's nition. If

you feed ten cows for two hundred da.vs.

you will have saved two hundred dollars on
your feeding bill as compared to other ra-

tions. Ten cows feeding for two hundred
da.vs will require a forty-ton silo. A con-
crete silo of such capacity can be built for

about one hundred dollars. That means
something to a fanner. But that is not all

of the problem. It has been proven by test

that corn cut and stored as silage will yield

thirteen per cent, more milk and eleven
per cent, more butter-fat than an e<|ual

amount of coin cut and fed as dry forage.
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Make Your Lame Horse

Sound, Like This

You Can Do It While He Works.
We want to show you that there isn't any

affection that causes lameness in horses that
can't be cured, no matter of how long stand-
ing. We want to send you ovir instiuctive
book, "Horse Sense" No. 3.

It describes all. And with the book we want
to send you an expert's diagnosis of your
horse's lameness. All this is absolutely free.
Simply mark the spot where swelling or lame-
ness occurs on picture of horse, clip out and
send to us telling how it affects the gait,
how long animal has been lame and its age.
We absolutely guarantee Mack's SI.000

Spa^-in Remedy to cure Spa\-in, Bone or Bog
Spatin, Curb, Splint, Ringbone. -Thorough-
pin, Sprung Knee. Shoe Boil. Wind Puff. Weak,
Sprained and Rupttired Tendons. Sweeny.
Shoulder or Hip Lameness and ever\- form of
lameness affecting the horse. We have de-
posited One Thousand Dollars in the bank to
back up our guarantee. Cures while he works.
No sears, no blemish, no loss of hair.

Your druggist will furnish you with Mack's
$1,000 Spa\-in Remedy. If he hasn't it in
stock, write us.

Price $5.00 per bottle, and worth it. Address
McKallor Drug Co., Binghamton, N. Y.

mmmmmm.
Costs little with a

Fairbanks ' Morse out&L

Gves you the brightest,

healthiest, most convenient

light known. Our low-volt-

age outfit is absolutely safe, easy to

m<!H»ll and care for. Elngine can

be used for other fami machinery
or water tupply. Battery supplies car-

rent when engine is not nmoios.

Wri-te Today
^oir Ca.-ialog
No. CN 1268

SO-Lisfct.
30 - Volt

Outfit

Complete
including
Mazda

Lamps and
Fixtar

OVNAHO SWITCMBOAQD '

Fairbanks.MorseS Co.
900 So. Wabash Ave., Chicago, Dl.

;*TiT.-.-.-.-.^TRADiMAiRKfe;aifi^^^^

Removes Bursal Enlargements,
Thickened, Swollen Tissues,
Curbs, Filled Tendons, Sore-
ness from any Bruise or Strain;
Stops Spavin Lameness. Allays pain.

Does not Blister, remove the hair or
lay up the horse. 32.00 a bottle,

delivered. Book 1 K free.

W. F. YOimG, P. D. F.. 23 Temiile St., SprinofieM, Mass.

B«9t Conditioner
^orm Ezpellei

Death to Heaves
•'Gujxotjtfeil or XIoticT Back. '

Com;u5. Dislctun^r. iiiJiei«:ion.

y c i|fTn II ' ^ * * '

^ nLff lUn OL <r?>'f<>rUv>ve«.
At liniceiiHf' or s-.'nl postpaid.

EWTOH BEMEOT C0..TIU1O0.0HII

"Licks the Bucket Clean*

Blatchford's Calf Meal
As good as New Milk at half the Cost

100 pounds makes 100 gallons of Perfect

Milk Substitute.

Send for pamphlet, "How to Raise Calves

Cheaply and Successfully Without Milk."

At your Dealers or

BLATCH FORD'S CALF MEAL FACTORY
WAUKEGAN - - - ILUNOIS
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Some Barred Rock Records
An Egg-Production Breeding Experiment

That Shows Remarkable Results

By B. F. W. Thorpe

THE breeding of heavy-laying poultry is

attracting new converts every year.

Both the organized public egg-laying
contests and the private tests by individu-
als clearly bring out the fact that any one
of a half-dozen varieties of chickens can be
made about equally productive if a heavy-
laying strain is developed by making use
of the right system of selection and breed-
ing.

A good illustration of success on a small
scale now being achieved in breeding heavy,
continuous layers has come to light in Mr.
H. S. Mathewson, of Massachusetts.

Only a small uumbei'—a dozen or two
Barred Rock breeding l^rds—are kept, on
account of Mr. Mathewson's advancing
years, but his results secured in egg produc-
tion are equal to those of many who keep
several times as many hens.

The foundation of his flock of pure-bred
Barred Rocks was purchased seven years

,!igo, and all of his hens have been trap-
nested steadily from the start.

The best layer of the first generation bred
by him laid only 166 eggs in her pullet year.

Mr. Mathewson has siuce succeeded in

breeding a puUet that laid 260 eggs in

twelve months. The same hen continued
laying after the year was completed, bring-

ing her total egg production up to 305 eggs
between molts. Her molt that year was
delayed until January.

After molting this hen again began to lay

the last day of February following, and laid

thirty-three eggs in the next succeeding
thirty-nine days, when an accident cut off

her egg-laying career April 7th,

On the Egg Job Six Years

This strain of Rocks developed by Mr.
Mathewson is proving unusual in respect to

continuing heavy egg production late in

life. His star performer to date in this

respect is Queen Bess.
During her productive life of six years to

date her record is as follows : 1907 (pullet

.year), 154 eggs; 1908, 195; 1909, 224;
1910, 196 ; 1911, 142 ; 1912, 98. This is a
total of 1,015 eggs in sis years, an average
of 169 eggs annually. In her third year
she laid 224 eggs in 261 days. Her eggs
average twenty-six ounces to the dozen.
Another hen, a year younger, that prom-

ises to do about equally well, has produced
as follows : 214, 188, 168, 148, 146—an av-

erage yearly production of 172 eggs against
183 for Queen Bess for her first five years
of laying.

As an indication of the high uniformity
of production of the birds of his breeding
note the following performance : thirteen

pullets in 1911 laid 2,595 eggs, an average
of 199 eggs each. None of these pullets

laid less than 150 eggs in their first year of

production. The best producer among these

pullets laid the 260 eggs previously men-

Queen Bess laid an average of 1 83 eggs

per year for five years

"oned. Two othere laid 231 and 228 eggs

spectively. In 1912 his record pullet laid

246 eggs.

Mr. Mathewson has bred this stock with
rhe intention of preventing his hens from
becoming broody. Of course he wants them
to lay heavOy. Queen Bess is now falling

off perceptibly in laying, but has been
broody but twice in her six and a half years
<if laying. A three-year-old hen with a
record of 231 eggs has never been broody.

His plan of breeding has been to select

;is breeders the best producing yearling hens

and older ones, excluding any that show an
inclination to broodiness and to loafing. He
also gives very careful attention to the

males used for breeding. In-breeding and
line-breeding have been followed, always
making exceptional vigor a prime requisite

on both sides.

Pedigree Counts as with Cows

In some important respects Mr, Mathew-
son has followed the principles discovered

by Dr. Raymond Pearl, which have been
described in Farm axd Fikkside.

Late molting has been found to be unerr-
ing indication of heavy egg production and
is always considered by Mr. Mathewson in
selecting his breeding stock. Needless to
say, the feeding and care given to these
productive birds leaves nothing essential

lacking for their comfort and requirements.
A scratch feed composed of two-thirds

oats and one-third other mixed grains,
which are varied according to season, and a
dry mash of wheat-bran, ground oats and
barley, corn, gluten, alfalfa and oil-meal.

Mr. Mathewson and Queen Bess

also meat-scraps, pulverized charcoal, grit
and oyster-shells are never lacking. Green
succulent feed is as regularly provided as
the grain feed.

Mr. Mathewson attributes his success to
the fact that he is "always on the job" and
knows his birds intimately.

In recognition of this success of Mr.
Mathewson's, Farm and Fireside is pre-
paring to mate some females of his breed-
ing to a pedigreed male bred by Dr.
Raymond Pearl. This cockerel has breed-
ing qualifications that it is expected will
insure unusually heavy egg production from
seventy-five per cent, of his get, when bred
to females of ordinary production and cor-
respondingly higher yield from stock of
specially heavy-laying propensity.
During the present season Barred Rock

hens of the Farm and Fireside experi-
ment yards, descended from the famous
Maine Experiment Station stock, have been
mated to the male bred by Doctor Pearl.
One of these hens produced 217 eggs in her
third year of production.

I

Green Cut Bone
By T. Z. Richey

F ONE would have the hens do their very
best, animal food must be fed in some

form. Green cut bone is perhaps the best,

as well as the cheapest, animal food. In
localities where it can be purchased regu-
larly, and in suSicient quantity, it will pay
any poultryman to invest in a bone-cutter.

Green bone is especially rich in protein
and mineral substances, which enter largely

into the formation of the egg. These ele-

ments are deficient in the ordinary grains
grown on the faim.

Green bone taints very quickly, and care
should be exercised, feeding it only when
fresh and sweet. An ounce for each hen
three times a week is sufficient.

Skim-Milk for Poultry
By A. E. Vandervort

oklM-MILK had far better be fed to the
fowls on the farm than to hogs. It is

not only a great chick-grower, but for egg
production it is excellent. I have always
noticed that my hens laid exceedingly well

when fed skim-mUk, but to further test its

value I tried a little experiment with sixty

pullets.

They were put into two pens, equally

divided, all of one variety and all as near
the same age as possible. The pens were
side by side, and the interior arrangement
was the same. These two pens were fed

exactly alike and a strict account kept of

their feed. Their morning feed consisted

of a grain mixture of equal parts of wheat,

oats, barley and buckwheat. This was fed

in a deep litter, a small handful to each
fowl. At night they were fed all the whole
and cracked corn (equal parts of each)

they would eat up clean. A dry mash
mixture was kept before them all the time.

This was made as follows : one hundred
pounds each of wheat, mixed feed, hominy,
dairy feed ; fifty pounds of oU-meal, and
fifty pounds of beef-scrap. Sprouted oats

and mangel beets were fed for their green

feed. One pen had skim-milk, while the

other had just fresh water to drink.

The test was begun on November 1st,

and accounts were balanced with both

pens the following May 1st. Those which

draak water had but little over half as

much credit for- eggs laid, while their feed

had cost more Chan the pen which was fed

skim-milk. The pr(.K;eeds from the eggs

sold from the skim-milk-fed pen were
$52.65, awi the feed cost $18.97. From the

pen that was not fed skim-milk the proceeds
from eggs were |30.94 and the feed cost

$23.72. Since trying this experiment I

have repeatedly tried these tests with the

different breeds I have with about the same
results, and now skim-milk is of first im-
portance in compounding my feeding ration

for my fowls;

I have found that the best way to feed it

is sour, if possible. It may be some trouble

to sour it in very cold weather, and then it

may be fed sweet. But never feed sour one
day and sweet the next. Better feed one or

the other all the time. When I do not have
a full supply of the mUk for all pens I

prefer to fee<l it to certain ones all the

time, and not change about.

I have found skiiu-milk also a great

chick-grower. I feed it to my chicks from
the time they are hatched. Until they are

about a month old the milk is cooked and
made into cottage cheese, and after that

age they are fed the mUk in the same man-
ner as the adult fowls. Since using it bowel
trouble has not affected my chicks, while
before it did.

Culling the Youngsters
By T. Z. Richey

/^N MANY farms it is customary t» keep
^"^all the pullets and di.spose of nothing
but the cockerels and old stock. If one
would build up a good, vigorous strain of

poultry it is necessary to cull the pullets

and keep only such as show a strong, vig-

orous constitution. The inactive pullet, the
one that seems to grow slowly, should be
included in the coop with the surplus cock-
erels. The lazy, under-sized pullet will

make, at the best, a poor layer, and should
never be included in the breeding pens.

Don't invite, excite or ignite—trouble.

When we have learned to glorify the
commonplace we are mastering the lesson
of life.

Sstve Your Chicks
From lice

Safe—effective—quick in its action.
Sprinkle it on the roosts—in the
cracks—in the dust bath—on the
young chicks— use it on lousy
stock—it's a sure lice destroyer.

DR. HESS

Instant Louse Killer
kills lice on poultry and farm stock,
also destroys bugs on cucumber,
squash and melon vines, cabbage
worms, slugs on rose bushes, etc.
Sold in sifting-top cans—guaranteed— 1 lb.
25c; 3 lbs. 60c (except in Canada and the far
West), if not at your dealer's, write us,

DR. HESS & CLARK, Ashland, Ohio.

MAKE HENSUY"
more eggfs; lareer, more vigorous chlclcst

heavier (owls, by feeding cut bono.

UAIIil'C UiTEST MODEL
nlAHn d aONE CUTTCA

,
, cuts iast, easy, fine ; never cloeSv

_10 Day? Fr*» Trial. No money ia advance. Book !««.
F.W.MANN CO.. Box 32 MILFORD. MASS.
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Harvest Gold
By Berton Braley

UERE'S a stream of yellow gold.

Here's a flood of wealth untold,

Not the metal hard aud cold,

But a gold that's rich and warm.
Sprung from acres manifold.
Mighty ranch and tiny farm ;

Ripened on the spreading plains

Underneath the kindly rains.

With a color gently won
Through the alchemy of sun

;

Here's a wealth men may not scorn,

Here's the yellow gold of corn.

Never was there mined or panned
In Alaska or the Rand
Richer treasure than the soil

Yields in answer to our toil

;

Here's a living gold that brings

Vaster tribute than a king's.

Slaying famine, ending dearth.

In the farthest realms of earth

;

Here is strength and here is food
For the hungry human brood.
Here's the warmth of summer days
Prisoned in the golden maize,
Here's the wealth men may not scorn,

Here's the yellow gold of com.

Little Lessons from a Big State
By E. P. Stiles

TEXAS has just had the biggest assem-
blage of farmers, as farmers, ever held

in the State. About three thousand
gathered in convention at the AgriculturiJ

and Mechanical College for five days. The
Farmers' Congress took the fii-st three days,

having an attendance of something over
two thousand men and women. The last

two days were utilized by the Farmers'
State Institute. The attendance at each
was distinct. All were engaged all the time
in discussing rural problems.

A Speaker—"How long does it take a
Texas man to catch, harness, hitch up and
drive a double team out of the barn-yard
ready for work in the morning?"
A Farmer—"Nine minutes."
Audience—"Oh." "Ah," "Eh?" "Is

that so?"
Speaker—"How do you know, Mr.

Farmer?"
Farm(>r—"I have timed myself."
Speaker—"Are you accustomed to timing

youi-s:4f about your work?"
Farmer—"Yes. I find my watch one of

the most important tools on my place."

Speaker—"I have charge of over seven
thousand cultivated acres. When I took
charge it took twenty to twenty-five min-
utes to do what you say you do in nine
minutes. In order to pick out the best

men, I had my five foremen time their men
for two years. Now it takes our men but
eight minutes to do what it formerly t<x>k

twenty-five minutes to do. The watch is a
great tool on the farm."

A Texas farmer at the farmers' institute

offered to pay for a telegram to every sena-
tor at the capital, if the farmers present

would sign the telegrams to their respective

.senators. The telegram was to urge the
appropriation of generous sums for the

advancement of agricultural education.

The offer developed the information that
only one fourth of the farmers present
knew who their senators were. Ehridently
Texas farmers are not goods-box whittlers,

else they would have known.

rr

The farmer who offered the telegraph
charges said that three fourths of the farm-
ers before him were not attending to their

business. He said it was their business to

know who their servants at the capital
were and to see that they did their duty to

their constituency. Another Texas fanner
said the most important motor on the farm
is the intellect.

rr

The co-operative plan of marketing cot-

tou which brought about this result was the
biggest thing whioh appeared in this year's
session of the Texas Farmers' Congress.
The Texas Cotton-Growers' Association
gave practically its undivide<l attention to
this subject and endoi-sed the plan.

American cotton will be held in ware-
house in England, financed by English
capitiil, until it will bring the grower, on
the basis of "middling." fifteen cents per
pound. As it costs about two cents per
pound to deliver it from the farm to the
sjiinner, the spinner will have to pay seven-
teen cents for it in LiverjMX)!.

The American growers are determined to
fix the price of cotton at fifteen cents and
to sell at that price, neither higher nor
lower. In other words the American cot-
ton growers have determined that their

cotton shall go to the English spinner at

fifteen cents, plus costs, no matter what
the cotton gamblers have to say about it.

u
Here is a paradox brought out at the

Texas Farmers' Congress. English capital-

ists have formally c-ontracted to put up
sufficient money to enable American eotton-
gi'owers to warehouse their cotton until

English spinners are compelled to pay the
grower fifteen cents a pound for it ; and
the English spinner is complac-ent. Why?

Because the English spinner would
rather pay the American grower fifteen

cents per pound and have the satisfaction

of knowing that every other spinner had to

pay the same price than to incur the risk of

having cotton drop after he had exercised
his utmost judgment in making his own
purchases; and for other similar and
equally good reasons.

September Liquidation
By L. K. Bro\vn

T^HE heavy liquidation of hogs which
came in Augriist has continued into Sep-

tember. A combination of unfavorable con-

ditions has caused it—the dry, hot weather
has seared the pastures and corn-fields,

raising the price of com. and disease has
become prevalent over widely scattered dis-

tricts. All these tend to enlarge the mar-
keting. Seldom has there been such a

deluge of undesirable hogs as has occurred
this season. August is apt to see consider-

able of this stuff, but this year it has been
larger than usual, and on September 1st

Chicago received its largest run on record
for that month.

Naturally the average weight has de-

creased, and the market shows a wide range
of values. Unfinished hogs, because of their

numbers are appraised well down the scale,

while prime shipping weights, because of

their scarcity and the persistent eastern

demand for this class, sell well.

During periods of more favorable weather
marketing has decreased and prices have
advanced sharply, but this has usually
brought in a strong delegation again and
caused a decline. The packers have been
good buyers for some time and give the

market considerable support on breaks.

They have large holdings of provisions

which will be consumed before long and
they do not care to allow prices to go to a
low level.

As long as unfavorable conditions con-

tinue the liquidation can be expected to

continue, but at its close sharp appreciation
is generally looked for. Wherever there is

no danger from disease and feed can be

had. finishing should pay, as light receipts

and advancing prices are to be expected as

soon as the tide turns.

A Selling System That Brought
Success

By Maurice Floyd

IN FARM AND FIRESIDE of April 26th
is an interesting account of the success

met with by the Ozark Fruit-Growers' Asso-

ciation in marketing its strawberries. Be-
sides the factoi'S which are mentioned as

contributing to this success—high-grade,

fruit, c:irefully graded and packed—another
.should be mentioned and that is the Associa-

tion's system of selling its fruit, so far as
possible, on the track instead of consigning
it to some commission firm.

When Mr. P. A. Rodgers assumed the
management of this association several

years ago. nearly all the fruit was con-

signed, with the result, as he states it, that
"most Ozark growers shuddered at the

mere mention of consigning," while very
little was sold on the track. At once he
commenced a fight to cut down the consign-

ments and buUd up the track sales—a most
difficult task because the consigned fruit

of this and other associations, as well as

many independent growers, was- continually

coming in competition with the fruit which
was sold outright.

At the end of the 1906 season Mr.
Rodgers and his sales-manager, J. W.
Stroud, went before their local associations

with their annual statement showing an
average price of sixty-six cents more per

crate for berries which had been sold out-

right than those which had been consigned.

During the past season thirty strong local

associations marketed their berries through
one central agency, and practically all of

this fruit was sold outright before it left

the shipping station.

This system insures the much desired
competition among the buyers.

Sheei>Market Encouraging
By John p. Ross

AT TIMES during the- three years in^ which I have been allowed space in
Farm axd Fibeside. I have felt doubts as
to whether I had not fallen into the habit
of entertaining too optimistic views as to

the future of the sheep-market. Two sea-

sons of drought and one of storm and flood,

together with the uncertainties of tariff

changes, have caused me to fear that I
should have to take a few reefs in my too
flowing sails. .Tust now. however, w^hen
things were looking pretty black, a sudden
change for the better appears, and all the
signs and portents on the live-stock horizon
tend to reassure me of good times, at least
for the immediate future. The depression
visible during the earlier part of last month
passed away, and toward its close prices
rallied and the sheep-market showed re-

markable strength and activity for that
rather trying time of year.
Comparing the figures for August with

those of July, prices have improved. Best
sheep in July averaged $4..50. and lambs,
$7.55 ; in August, though the average for
the earlier part of the month was below
that of July, yet for the week ending Aug-
ust .30th prices for top sheep were $4.90

;

bulk. §4.25 to $4.60 ; top lambs, $8.25 ; bulk,

§7.50 to $8.10.

A noteworthy feature of the trade just
now is the scarcity and consequent high
prices of feeding Iambs. A year ago they
were regarded as too dear at $6. and now
they are hard to get at $7 and upward. It

would usually seem a dangerous speculation
to buy at those prices, but in many sections

feed is plentiful, and it will not be very
surprising if by the holidays lambs should
be selling around §9. though it would be
too risky to prophesy such a thing now.
The demand for wool is improving and

prices for some classes are higher, whUe the
market generally shows a steady improve-
ment, western wools selling from eighteen
to twenty cents. There is a good call for

pulled wools.
Since so much of the success of sheep-

breeding depends upon the condition of the
ew*s at pairing-time it is worth while just

now to tiike thought as to what that condi-
tion shwild be and how it can best be se-

cured. More than once I have called atten-

tion to the very much higher percentage of

lambs Old Country shepherds are able to

get and to rear, especially out of the Down
breeds, than we seem to be able to secure
over here. Since we have as good speci-

mens of those breeds as are to be found
anywhere and our climate and foods are as
good for sheep-raising, there must be some-
thing superior in their practice to that
which generally obtains among us. and I

believe that it consists in the means which
they employ to bring the ewes to the ram
in the best possible state of health and in

good firm flesh, but free from fatness. Their
practice is to keep them for a month prior
to pairing on the best old pasture available,

and if the grass is not of the best, to help
it out with as much good timothy or
meadow hay as they will clean up. To
this it is customary to add a daily ration of

one-half to three-fourths pound of oats and
bran (two parts oats, one part bran) with
a sprinkling of linseed-meal. Corn is con-
sidered undesirable for the ewes at this

period, as being too fattening.

The. Con Man in the Country
[continued FKOlt PAGE 4]

smoothly. We are asking none from those
who put in the farms, although we shall be
glad to have them subscribe for cash stock
if they wish, so we shiill have to sell enough
to outsiders to provide the cash capital, or
at least most of it. That is my task—to
sell this stock."

"Can you do it?" she inquired.
She was such a very practical young

woman that she quite upset him at times,
but he felt that he was making progress.
While she made disconcerting comments
and asked disconcerting questions, she ad-
vanced no serious objection to his plan.
He assured her that his facilities for

putting out such an issue of stock were
exceptionally good. Then she asked how
much there would be.

"I think," he replied, after a moment's
hesitation, "that we would have to capi-
talize for $250,000. I figure that the ten
farms included in our plans would be put
in at an average valuation of $10,000 each,
which would take $100,000 of our stock.
That's a pretty liberal valuation. Miss
Balrd. You have good land here, but you

What is Your Best Trapping Trick?
Tell Farm and Fireside in not over 250 words your most successfid method

for luring the common fur-bearing animals such as the skunk, otter, mink, muskrat,
etc., to your traps. The best contributions will be paid for at $1.00 each. Prizes

of $3.00 and $2.00 each will be awarded for the first and second best contributions.

No manuscript will be rctximed unless special request is made and stamped
envelope enclosed. Contributions should be addressed "The Trapping Editor,"
and mailed to reach Springfield on or before October 15th.

still have a long haul to a railroad, and
there's a lot of development work stUl to
be done. Then we'll want to put about
$50,000 into our model town. That wiU all

come back to us later in rents and public
service charges, but we'll have to provide
it now. It will take $50,000 of stock to
provide the necessary cash capital, and the
other $50,000 will cover promotion ex-
penses."
"And you're the promoter?" she sug-

gested.

"Yes. of course," he replied, "but you
must understand. Miss Baird, that the pro-
motion expenses may be quite heavy."

ty
She nodded thoughtfully. Then she

looked down at him, awaiting her decision,
with a whimsical smile. It was really quite
absurd—she on the fence, and he, still

holding the rolled map in one hand, ai-guiug
his case from below.
"The judgment of the court is," she an-

nounced, "that you may have the farm

—

for $15,000,"
As soon as he had recovered from the

shock of this he pleaded with her to be
serious.

"I am," she said, descending from her
perch.

"You ean't expect to get any such price,"
he argued.

"I'm not trying to sell." she retorted.

"Let me teU you something about this farm,
Mr. Babbitt," she went on. quite earnest
now. "I made it, so far as it has been
made, and I'm rather proud of it. I'd like

to finish the job. I came here with my
father, but he died before the work was
fairly begun. He left me a little money in
addition to a farm that was only partly
paid for. I didn't know what to do. Every-
body seemed to expect me to either give up
the farm or else marry some man who
could go on with the work. I didn't want
to do either. I was strong and healthy and
country-bred. I had already learned that
this is a coimtry of men—real men—and
that a woman may live alone out here in

much greater safety, so far as molestation
is concerned, than she can in the city. I

wanted to finish the job.

"My neighbors, when they discovered
this, encouraged me ; the idea seemed to

appeal to them as plucky and novel, aud
they have been very good to me. They
keep closer watch than you would suspect,

Mr. Babbitt. That big bell of mine makes
a noise that travels far. I could sound an
alarm on it that would start every man
within hearing in this direction instantly,

and the alarm would be passed on to othei-s.

They'd come on horseback and on foot, by
road and across fields, and there would be
little chance of escape for anyone who had
sought to harm me. But that is an un-
necessary precaution here. I am merely
trying to make the situation clear to you.

"The encouragement given induced me to

go it alone. I got a woman for companion-
ship and to do the work about the house

—

perhaps a little for propriety too, but not in

the least because I was afraid to live here
alone. I have two men working for me
now, living in a little bunkhouse I've fixed

up for them, and I've never had an uneasy
moment because of them. And I'm making
good !

"Can you understand what that all

means to me? I work in field and barn and
garden myself, but I am making good ! It's

a man's job. and I'm a woman—not a very
old woman either ; but I'm making good.
It's quite an achievement, I think ! Any-
how. I'll go into no combination farm, and
you'll have to pay my price for my land. It

is <iuite useless to argue the question."
Babbitt made a quick mental review of

the whole situation.

"I'll give you a hundred doUars for a
thirty-day option at your price," he offered.

"Two hundred," she stipulated.

"All right," he agreed. "Put it in writ-
ing, and the money's yours."

rr

Riding back to the railroad town that he
had made his temporary headquarters. Bab-
bitt's mind was bu.<;y with many things.

"These farm papers." he grumbled, "are
spoiling the easy-money graft. They're
telling the farmer more about stocks and
bonds and corporation business than mo.^t

city men know. Think of the way that girl

talked up to me on points she'd no business
to know anything about! And then turned
me down the way she did ! That's what
comes of too much education. Pretty soon
a Wall Street sharp won't be able to talk to

a farmer on a bond issue to float a new
star in the Milky Way without finding

him.self tripped up. But I'd like to get

her!" he added thoughtfully but equivo-
cally, leaving it in doubt whether he wishf'd

to get her personally or financially. Per-
hap-s he didn't know. "She's a peach, all

right," he went on, "but too smart-—too
infernally smart. I'd like to get her!"

It will be reasonably clear from this tliat

her pride of achievement and disinclin.-ition

to give up her unfinished task made no pur-

ticular impression upon him. Which was
quite natural. His pride of achievement
was measured solely by the amount of

money it represented ; he never had experi-

enced the satisfaction of doing anything
otherwise worth while.

Ito be continued]
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Plan for Strawberries

By J. W. Campbell

THIS is my plan for setting out a straw-
berry-field. Plow the field moderately
deep early in the spring, thoroughly

pulverize the soil, and make a good seed-

bed ; wait a few days for the soil to settle,

and after a rain work the ground again. Do
this frequently until ready to set out plants.

Secure good, well-rooted plants, free from
blight or disease. Take a three-foot-six-

inch corn-planter wire, and stretch through
the field, holding the ends with stakes four

feet long ; set a plant at every button.

After you have set one row pull the stake

and set just the length of it, which is four
feet, then go to the other end of the field

and set stake likewise ; this will make your
rows three feet six inches one way, and four
feet the other way. By this method you
can plow and cultivate the plants both
ways and save a great deal of hoeing.

Commence cultivation soon afterward,

and cultivate often, the oftener the better,

both ways through the field, paying no
attention to the runners until about the last

of July ; then cultivate the rows the four-

foot way, and always cultivate shallow. I

have never yet failed to get a good stand
and plenty of vines set for the coming year

;

I have sometimes worked my berry-field as

many as twenty-five times during the

season.

When the cropping season is over go over

the field with a mower, and take all cut-

tings from the field ; then, with a pair of

disk cultivators, reversing the disks to

throw the soil away or out, straddle the

rows, leaving a space about six inches in

the row ; repeat this operation two or three

times, throwing the soil away from the row
and cutting the vines and plants until you
have plenty of loose soil. Now reverse the

disk, and throw the soil to the row, repeat-

ing the operation two or three times before

you leave the field. Then take a hoe and
go over the rows, and cut out all plants

except one good, strong plant about every

ten inches, puEing a little loose dirt around
this one. After the first rain comes your
plants will start anew and throw out new
•plants.

Keep up the shallow cultivation until

late fall, keeping out all weeds, and you
will have a new field of berries. A top-

dressing of some good commercial fertilizer

or well-rotted manure worked in the soil is

a great benefit, in fact it is essential.

Money-Making Garden-Sass
By F. N. Darling

AL^iOST every business man has some
''kind of a hobby. C. G. DuMunn, who
lives in south central New York, spends

most of his spare moments during the

spring and summer growing prize vegetables

which he exhibits at the local fair. He is

not a trained agriculturist, but he has the

peculiar knack of producing garden crops

which are almost always sure to take first

prize. Vegetable gardening is a pleasure

ta him because it is his hobby.

Mr. DuMunn did something last year

that nobody else in the village thought of

doing. In his back-door yard there is an
old flower-bed ten by sixteen feet on which
he raised forty dollars' worth of onions

and radishes.

This was his plan for making such a

profit from such a small area :

About April 1st he planted one bushel of

onion-sets in rows eight inches apart. Then
be placed over them a covering of straw to

keep off the frost. As soon as they were
large enough to eat they were put in

bunches of twenty or twenty-five and sold

to the local grocerymen for five cents a

bunch. He sold three hundred bunches.

About the first of May radishes were

sown between the rows of onions, and as

soon as these were large enough they were

placed in bunches of about thirty and sold

for five cents a bunch to the local mer-

chants. Five hundred bunches were sold.

The cost of the onion-sets and the radish-

seed, including all labor items, was about

ten dollars, which leaves a net profit of

thirty dollars realized from crops grown in

an area of ten by sixteen feet.

This suggests the possibility of doing big

things on a small scale. Mr. DuMunn sold

enough vegetables from his small area to

pay his grocei-y-bill for one month. Of
course this scheme might not be practical

in all places and under aU conditions, but

it is at least worth trying by those who live

near town.

Strawberries in Alkali Soils

f HAVE never had the chance to experi-

ment with strawberries in alkali soils.

For poor soil the best remedy usually is

stable manure. Strawberries are known to

succeed better on soils rather inclined to

be sour or acid than on alkaline lands. We
can make the soil acid to some extent by

plowing under heavy crops of any green

stuff in wann weather, may this be clover,

or vetch, or cow-peas, or rape, or many
others. Where the land can be irrigated

there should be no difficulty to neutralize

the alkali, or wash the excess out. But we
can expect that the stations in the West
and in States where alkali lands are com-
mon can give to the owner of alkali lands

the best and most reliable information on
the proper treatment of such lands, and
about what prospects one would have for

producing a paying crop of strawberries, or

any other. T. Gb.

I

A Grove That Pays
By Horatio Markley

|UR groves of catalpa and locust trees

planted nine years ago last May with
the three objects of profit, shelter and
beauty have been doing well. They are
twenty-five feet in height, eight inches in

diameter and stand, on an average, one
thousand to the acre. This year, for thin-

ning purposes alone, one hundred posts per

acre have been cut from part of the grove,

and we expect to be able to harvest an
equal amount each year on an average for

the next twenty years until the number of

trees has been reduced to one hundred and
sixty to the acre, when they should be sixty

feet in height and eighteen to twenty inches

in diameter. The posts cut now will aver-

age about ten cents, as there are many
small posts. Two are cut from a tree in

many cases.

By the time the trees are fifteen years
old the better trees should cut five posts

each. The old idea of cutting off all the

trees as soon as each will make a single

post must be abandoned as wasteful, and
the better plan of gradually thinning
adopted, for two reasons : the very young
trees will not make as durable posts as

those of more mature growth, and the

larger growth of the older trees will be
worth much more for uses other than as
posts. When planting a grove of catalpas
we believe the better way is to have in mind
the growing of mature trees for timber and
lumber purposes, making the cutting of

posts from the thinning a secondary mat-
ter that will pay a good rental for the land
while the permanent trees are developing.

In following this plan no sprouts are al-

lowed to grow from the stumps. All the

space is needed by the remaining trees.

The planting of forest trees is so new to

us that many mistakes are being made.
The majority of the gi'oves with which I

have become acquainted have been partial

failures. One mistake often made is to

neglect cultivation. The catalpa especially

responds to clean cultivation until at least

three years old. A few years ago it was
recommended to cut the young trees off

close to the ground at two years old and
allow a single sprout to grow from the
stump, making a straight whip-like growth.
This sometimes resulted in a fine tree, but
more often it either bent over or broke
off from the stump. We now know that

the better way is not to cut a straight tree

at all, and if some are crooked or forked
cut them at one year when the sprout will

not make so rapid a growth. It is even
better to allow two or three sprouts to grow
for one year to brace each other somewhat.

Probably the commonest mistake of all

is to keep the trees too closely pruned.
The trees should be allowed to have limbs

and plenty of leaves, very little pruning
being done the first few years. Only in

that way can a rapid growth be obtained.

If planted one thousand to the acre they
will grow tall enough without early pruning.

Outdoor Storage of Apples
By M. Coverdell

QHOOSE apples
that are sound

and free of worms,
following the plan
here given, and
they will be suc-

cessfully preserved
till the early varie-

ties ripen in spring.

Dig a pit eighteen inches deep, either

circular or oblong, any length desired. Pit

should be located on a north-side slope, to

prevent early thawing out in spring. Good
drainage should be insured. Let pit air

out well : see that apples are dry ; wait to

store as long as possible.

Some cool day line the pit with straw or

leaves, heaping the apples up in it till they

are in the shape of a cone ; cover them with
di-y hay, straw, weeds or corn-fodder (2),

just enough to keep the dirt off the apples.

Over this place a six-inch layer of dirt (3),

to hold it down and protect the fruit from
dampness. Pat dirt down firmly with back
of spade, and in case of heavy rains cover

with old lumber, canvas, oU-cloth or cheap
roofing.

Let the pit stand thus tiU this layer of

dirt freezes (if apples are lightly frost-

bitten, so much the better), then cover it

at once with about a foot of straw, manure
and barn-yard litter (4), which will pre-

serve the six-inch layer of coldness near the

stored product, yet prevent further freez-

ing. Toss a three or four inch layer of dirt

over the litter, to hold it in place and shed

the snow-water and rain from the pit, pack-
ing it down well with the spade.

I
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GARDENING
By T. Greiner

The Sprayer in Autumn
OUR knapsack and auto (compressed

air) sprayers do not come much in

use these days. The one I generally
use for garden work, a substantially made,
so-called automatic sprayer, with copper
tank, placed within handy reach and sight

in the greenhouse, reminds me, however,
that it is nearly time for the fall spray.

If we use it for nothing else, spraying the
curi-ant-bushes in a scale-infested localitj-

should never be neglected. Spray in fall,

and again in spring, or the scale will get

them. For currants, as for pears, I prefer
the oil spray. Crude petroleum applied when
sap begins to flow in spring, or is still

flowing in fall, is most effective. Scalecide
or other miscible oils will do and are
cheaper. Spray the bushes thoroughly and
from different directions. And while you
are at it go also over the gooseberry-bushes.

I do not know whether the bushes suffer

much from scale attacks ; but certainly we
had many of our gooseberries show the tell-

tale red spots. Better make a sure thing

of it.

A Good New Cabbage
The newly introduced Copenhagen cab-

bage seems to occupy just about the same
place among early market sorts as the

Danish Ballhead does among the winter
cabbages. It is a good one, flat or roundish,

solid, fairly fine-grained and a favorite with
buyers. Whether it is as early as Jersey
Wakefield and Eureka. I am as yet unable
to say. It seems to be. For another sea-

son, however, the home or market gardener
can easily do worse than plant the Copen-
hagen Market.

Late Cauliflowers
We usually get our best and whitest

cauliflowers late in the season. Hot sun
is not much to their liking. It is always
well to protect the heads from full exposure
to the sun rays. Break two or three of the
leaves next to the head (inside) at about
the middle, folding the outer halves over

the head, or pin or tie some of the big outer
leaves over the head tent fashion. Any-
thing to keep the hot sun from directly

striking the pure white head ! Otherwise
it may soon become spotted and worthless.

Celery Requirements
Humus and water are the two chief needs

of celery. With frequent rains celery in

rich soil will do all right. If rains fail,

don't expect a good growth and succulence

of celery-stalks, unless you give the plants

plenty to drink. The closer celery is

planted, the more water it wants. Where
planted in solid beds, after the fashion often

c-alled "the new celery culture." too much
water can hardly be given in the ordinary

garden. Weeds require water too. They
rob the celery of water. Pull them out.

Sprayers are Expensive
It isn't the proper use of sprayers that

hurts them half as much as the rest, and
with it the rust and corrosion. Sprayers
are expensive. They need care, otherwise
you will meet troubles and repair expenses
when you wish to spray next season. The
most important thing to do is to rinse the

pump and tank vei-y thoroughly with clear

water every time after it has been used.

Otherwise sediment will dry in the valves,

and on the inside of tank and pump, and
clog the nozzles, and when you try to spray
next year the sediment will peel oft" in

flakes and otherwise give you a lot of trou-

ble. Take off hose and nozzles, and clean

every part. When dry put the machine to-

gether again and store in a safe place. This
wOl help you that much next spring.

Blanching Celery
The simplest way to blanch celery, es-

pecially in the earlier part of the season,

is by means of boards set up on edge, in

inverted V fashion, over the row of celery.

Pieces of heavy wire eight or ten inches
long with two inches at each end bent at

right angles, then dropped at intervals over
the upper edges of the two boards, will hold
them in position. Or little stakes may be
driven into the ground along the row for

the same purpose. Start at one end of the

row to board them up in this way. As
the plants have become sufficiently blanched
for use, take them up and shove the boards
along to another section of the row. Celery
will blanch in two or three weeks. Thus
the same boards may be used two or more
times in succession. Celery to be stored for

winter use need not be fully blanched. A
little banking with earth to make it grow
upright will be sufficient.

If you want to tear down don't begin
until you have something as good or better

to take its place. Anybody can take a
hammer and knock ; it takes skUl to build.

What's the use of buying common wood
shingles now that you can get the original
and genuine Edwards STEEL Shingles for
LESS MONEY? Don'twood shingles catch
fire, don't they rot, don't they cott a lot of
time and money to put on ?
Nobody ever heard o£ an Edwards Steel

Shingle roof burning up or rotting:. And it

doesn't take long to put them on. For these
steal shingles come in great big clusters
o£ 100 or more.

Edwards STEEL Shingles

Each Edwards Steel Shingle not only has
thoroughly galvanized sides, but each EDGE
is dipped in MOLTEN ZINC No chance of
rust. All joints are permanently water-tight
as a result o£ our patented Interlocking De-
vice, which takes care o£ expansion and
contraction. t

PRI^FC direct from factory% O Ifaw and pay the freight. Our cost
of doing business is divided among thousands
of sales. Hence our abUity to underprice
wood shingles. You have been intending to
get oar prices for some time. Do it this time.
Send a postal now—today—and get, by return mail.
Catalog 95r, the Eoofing Offer of the Age. Give
dimensionB of roof if you can. so we can qnote
price on the complete job. (120)

THE EDWARDS MANUFACTURING CO.
90B-9S8 Lock St., Cincinnati, Ohio

Largest Makers of Sheet Metal Products in the World

LET US TAN
YOUR HIDE.
Cattle or Horse hide. Calf. Dog, Deer,

or any kind of skin with hair or fur on-
We tan and finish them right; make
them into coats (for men and women),
robes, rugs or gloves when ordered.
Your fur goods will cost you less than

to buy them, and be worth more. Our
Illustrated catalog gives a lot of in-
formation which every stock raiser
should have, but we never send out this
valuable book except upon request.
It tells how to take off and care for

hides; how and when we pay the freight
both ways; about our safe dyeing proc-
ess which is a tremendous advantage
to the customer, especially on horse
hides and calf skins; about the fur
goods and game trophies we sell, taxi-
dermy, etc. If you want a copy send us
your correct address.

The Crosbf Frisian Fur Company
571 LyeH Ave., Rochester, N. Y.

STRONGEST FENCE M£DE
FROM FACTORY DIRECT Ttf FARM

26-inch Hog Fence, 14c. M
41-inch Farm Fence,.—21c.
48-inch Poultry Fence. .22^40.

80-rod spool Barb Wire, $1.55

Many styles and heights. Our large Free Catalog
'contains fence information you should have.

COILED SPRING FENCE CO. Box 18 Winchester, Ind.t
ORNAMENTAL FENCE

25 Designs—All Steel
Handsome, cost Jessthiui wood,

more durable. Don't buy a fence
until you pet our Free Catalogue
and Special Prices.

We can save yon money.

Kokomo Fence Machine Co.
427 North St.^ Kokomo. Ind.

BIG
SELLER

!

AGENTS
Because it's common sense every
woman wants it: as it now
costs but 50c. she'll want
several: they save her lots of
work and last forever; they
save the shoes and save the
carpets. Best and most prac-
tical'shoe cleaner ever offered
at any price. Price is low be-
cause yoii buy them direct from
factory. Write for particulart and wholesale prices.

1>, F. Brandt Cleaner Co, 148 Dnane St., New York <

GASH BAGS
Turn your old bags into money We buy them in

any quantity, sound or torn, at a liberal price and
pay the freight. Write for particulars and state
number you have. Reference: Citizen's Bank. Iroquois
Bag Co., 439 Howard St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Ask yoxir dealer to show you Cutaway
(Clark) disk harrows and plows. Writeus for

free book," TheSoil and Iritensive Tillage,'*
The Ontaway Barrow Company

854 Main Street tiieeaoum. Conn.

THE LABELOF SAFETY
Here at last is the safe engine. Insurance
companies are convinced. Every precaution
taken to prevent increased insurance rates.

Make sure of this protection by getting the

Jacobson Engine
Every engine bears its own label showing that it has

been inspected and approved by the
Underwriters Laboratories Co., Inc.

Plenty of reserve
power. Easy start-
ing. Material and
workmanship fault-

less. Send
for booklets.

lacobson Madme
Mfe-Co.

DeptO,
Wazre&.f^'
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The Woman's Law
A JVoman 'j Novel for H^omen—and for Men

By Maravene Thompson
All the odds against her—the machinery of justice against her

—

the facts themselves against her—this woman battles single-

handed for her child's good name—and wins. A shot is fired—

a

criminal is made—a little boy faces the lifelong disgrace of a
father's mad act. Abstract Justice, man-made laws are thrown
to the winds. A double—the physical counterpart of the hus-

band—an amazing substitution, sheer pluck, daring, and the power
of a mother's love, combine to make "The Woman's Law"
a stirring, throbbing story—a novel that vibrates with in-

tensity. It's pure story, a tale in which the unexpected happens.

Begins />/ the November Number of The
American Magazine—the most beautifully

illustrated popular magazine in the world.

Many Pictures in Full Color

In our new §300,000 plant we
are doing printing in colors that is

a credit to American craftsmanship.

Our work is not surpassed by the

great printers of France and Ger-
many. The enjoyment of these

beautiful pictures is j'ours month
after month for a trifling sum.

Fan in Text and Picture

"jim" Flagg, the great humor-
ist in words and picture, appears

with fresh fun every month. He is

the highest priced magazine artist

in the world.

And there are roars and chuck-
les in the pieces by Stephen Leacock
and George Fitch, and behind the

humor lurks wisdom. You see and
like it the more because you see it

while you smile.

Dowit With the Lrf>an Shark

A graphic story about those who
rob the man who has to borrow.

Here are reprinted the very docu-

ments by which they work the

game. Read and get wise."

Fiction Galore

The tale of a great fireman,

Duffy"— a dare devil and a giant

in strength ; and Andy Reagan,"
whose wife made him a successful

failure, a downright, heart-swell-

ing, human storv ; and the beauti-

ful narrative of the Mexican girl

and The Gold Vanitv Set"— and

the uproarioflsly funny adventure
of Red Saunders and "Victoria,"

by the famous Henry Wallace
Phillips, who after years of silence

has come back with a fresh store

of wholesome, virile humor.

And Then

—

The strong story of the burglar

who changed his life and heart,

became a good and useful man—

a

wonder tale of human nature

—

good medicine for all of us.

This advertisement is only about the November number of
The American Magazine. There are tivelve rich, varied

numbers every yea?—and a joyous surprise in each one.

THE AMERICAN MAGAZINE is issued by THE CROWELL PUBLISHING
COMPANY, Publishers of Farm and Fireside and the Woman's Home Companion.
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EVERYBODY who eats food, drinks

liquoi- or buys things from the drug-

gist knows the pure-food label, the

so-called guarantee label; the label that was
put on the packages pursuant to the national pui'pose

to "let the label tell." We do too; let it tell almost

everything except the facts. If the motto of the food-

law initiators had been "let the label lie," their

alliteration would have been just as good, and it would
have been vastly more accurate.

Don't accuse me, now, of being extreme in that

observation. It isn't mine ; it is the opinion of Doctor

Alsberg, the Chief of the Bureau of Chemistry ; suc-

cessor to Doctor Wiley as chief administrator of

the law. Doctor Alsberg has been looking into the

workings of the law, on its legal and administra-

tive side, and has decided that there ought to be

no such label. He is going to have it taken off if

there is authority to do so; and the solicitor of

his department has told him that the authority

exists. Exercising it will make us much wiser.

Ask ten people what that label means, aiid nine of

them will tell you it signifies that the United States

Government knows what's inside the package, and is

certifying that it's good for you. Most of them will

be certain that it means no poisons, are used without

being plainly indicated on the label. Nearly every-

body will be certain that it is insurance against

adulteration. E)verybody assumes that somehow it is

a guarantee of quality. The guarantee label means
none of these things. Here is what it means

:

What the Guarantee Is

The firm of Bunkem & Foolem are manufacturers,

say, of a preparation warranted to remove super-

fluous hairs. AVTien the.v begin selling it they file with

the Department of Agriculture their guarantee as

requii-ed by the law. It reads

:

"We, the undersigned, do hereby guarantee that all

articles of food or drugs which are now or which may
hereafter be manufactured, packed, distributed, shipped
or sold by us are not and will not be adulterated nor mis-
branded, within the meaning of the Food and Drugs Act,
June 30, 1906."

That's all. Bimkem & Foolem, when they file that

guarantee, simply agree that in case any jobber,

wholesaler or retailer of their goods is arrested or

charged with selling bogus preparations, they will

stand behind him and bear the expenses and responsi-

bility 1 The average citizen very naturally thinks,

from its reading, that the Oovernment is doing the

guaranteeing. Far from it. The Government probably

never heard of the partici:^ar article bearing the label.

Suppose Bunkem & Foolem get up a formula to

remove undesirable hairs from the countenance. They

guess it will do the business, and, preparatory to put-

ting the lotion on the market, they file this guarantee

with the department. The department doesn't even

know whether they intend to sell hair-remover or hair-

restorer, and doesn't ask. The firm proceeds to put

up its goods with handsome labels and that sancti-

monious "guarantee," and sells them. Now, suppose

an ancient maiden lady with an embarrassing tendency

to develop a mustache buys a bottle of the stuff and

rubs it on her lip; and suppose the stuff turns out to

be a hair-restorer of unexampled vigor. In three

weeks she is a veritable bearded lady. AVhat can she

do about it?

This Law May Puzzle Anyone

.Tust this. She goes to the drug-store and complains

that the Bunkem & Foolem Hau--Remover she bought

has turned her into a freak with a mustache that

needs waxing twice a day, and she's going to sue the

druggist for damages.

"But, my dear madam," replies the suave druggist,

"those goods came to us under the pure-food and drug

guarantee. We are not liable; the people for you to

sue are the manufacturers."

The lady doesn't find it convenient to sue somebody

in another part of the country ; she doesn't understand

all her rights in the premises—nobody else does, either,

for that matter—and she goes away wondering why
the United States should play such a trick on her.

The truth is that Bunkem & Foolem might use the

very same formula for a hair-remover and a hair-

re;-itorer, and the government label could be put on

hiixh. without being questioned by the authorities

:

Let the Label Tell the Truth

By Judson C. Welliver

We have been seven years, now, learning how very

much of a sham is our boasted pure-food law. When
the act was passed. Doctor Wiley and others familiar

with the real problem to be met wanted it to give

some government authority the power to fix food and

drug "^standards and pass on formulas. That is, the

food-law administration would be empowered to fix

the proportion of certain drugs, etc., that might be

GUARANTEED BY BUNKEM & FOOLEM -UNDER
THE PURE FOOD AND DRUGS ACT OF JUNE

30. 1906. SERIAL NUMBER, 4-11-44

What the label says, but what does it mean?

used ; to forbid the use of preservatives or adulterants

which it believed dangerous or fraudulent. But that

was bitterly opposed by the Interests that wanted no
such legislation, and was left out of the law on the

ground that it would be too radical a step to take at

the beginning.

So, as the law passed, it merely provides that to

adulterate or misbrand goods entering interstate com-

merce shall be a misdemeanor. It defines adulterating

and misbranding. But, in the complicated processes of

manufacture, no general definition of the sort is .worth

anything. A few substances are, for instance, forbid-

den to be used in making confectionery, and then the

law adds, "or other ingredients deleterious or detri-

mental, to health." Who is to decide what "other

ingi'edients" are "deleterious or injurious"? The
coiu-ts ! It means a lawsuit every time a sample is

seized, analyzed and found to contain something the

Bureau of Chemistry thinks is "deleterious" or "injuri-

ous." The manufacturer of coui'se maintains that it

isn't hurtful ; the law doesn't specifically forbid it ; no

regulation or standard fixed by the authorities forbids

it, and it becomes a question of fact to be decided by

a court on the testimony of experts.

That is an utterly impossible sort of law. Confl^ict-

ing decisions, dubious "expert" testimony and scores

of other embarrassments arise to make etficient ad-

ministration impossible.

Shall the Lawyer Decide Questions of Chemistry?

The law assumes that the buyer will know what he

is getting and refuse to take preparations that contain

dangerous drugs. How many people really do know
that? The law enumerates a few things that must

be indicated on the label ; but it leaves out a long list

of others, which therefore may be used without even

indicating their presence. Thus such poisons as mer-

cury and arsenic are not even required to be shown
on the label.

Look now to the difficulties of enforcing such a law.

A sample of some preparation is seized and analyzed

by the government chemists. They thereupon issue a

"Food-Inspection Decision." What is this? Nothing

on earth but the expression of an opinion that this

certain preparation is not a proper one imder the law.

That opinion is backed by no authority to enforce it.

After getting this opinion from his experts, the Secre-

tary of Agriculture must certify the opinion to the

federal district attorney wherever the seizure was
made, and he must prosecute, so that a court of law

may finally decide whether the chemists were right or

wrong about a chemical fact ! Think of having a law-

yer decide a question in chemistry ! Worse, think of

the hopelessness of the lawyer who, sitting on the

bench, must make that decision, when you keep in

mind that he will be confronted by all the "expert"

testimony that the manufacturers can hire!

Secretary Houston is going to demand a sweeping

amendment of the law, including authority to fix food

and drug standards. That is a very difficult thing

to do, but yet it must be done if the law is to be of

any real use.

Fixing food and drug standards will prove one of

the most difficult tasks the Government ever under-

took. Here is an illustration that Doctor Alsberg

cited when I talked with him

:

"Chocolate," he said, "is the cocoa-bean ground up.

Cocoa is the same thing, but with part of the fat, or

cocoa-butter, removed. Cocoa is not so rich

as chocolate. Many people who cannot drink

chocolate, because it is too rich, find cocoa

very pleasing and desirable. Moreover, powdered
chocolate will cake in hot weather because of its high

content of fat; cocoa will not. Now, suppose a 'food

standard' had been prescribed, before the process of

making cocoa was invented, that required the entire

content of fat ; cocoa will not. Now, suppose a 'food

perfectly natural ; yet it would have prevented the

introduction of cocoa, which has proved highly useful,

and is the only form in which many people can use

chocolate I"

Again, take vinegar, which is one of the finest

illustrations. The old process of making it was
to put pure apple-cider in a barrel and let it stand

long enough to sour. That process required sev-

eral weeks. A standardized formula for making
cider would have compelled it to be continued.

Yet a much more rapid and cheaper plan has been
devised which produces cider quite as healthful. That
process might be unknown yet if there had been hard
and fast standards and formulas.

Standards, then, nuist be prescribed in such manner
that they shall not be unduly rigid. They must nor

interfere with improvement and discovery. There are

cases in which adulteration is not only excusable, but

desirable; it makes foods vastly cheaper. But of

course the adulterated article must not be permitted

to be sold as the genuine.

Suppose We Adulterate Some Foods

Especially is there need that the whole pure-food

administration be placed under federal law exclu-

sively, to avoid the confiict between state and national

regulations. Some of the States have better laws,

regulations and administrations than the Federal

Government has provided.

What do you think of tliis as an illustration of the

difficulty of fixing even the simplest kind of standards.

There was recently passed an amendmei^ to the pure-

food act, requiring that the contents, by weight, num-
ber of measure, of any parcel, must be exactly as

represented on the container. Seems perfectly plain,

doesn't it? And simple honesty? To be sure. Yet
this is what happened

:

A carton of soda crackers was seized in Nebraska,

and the contents, being weighed, were found decidedly

short of the amount indicated on the outside of the

packet. It was a plain violation of law. The package
was shipped back to Washington as evidence, and
when weighed there was overweight. The same thing

happened in a number of cases with crackers; it is

constantly happening with all manner of foods.

The explanation is disgustingly simple. Nebraska
has a dry climate: the atmosphei-e absorbs the mois-

ture out of such articles, and they lose weight. Ship

them back to the moister climate east, whej-e the,\-

were prepared, and they take in the moisture again.

Tragedies—Can They be Prevented?

The New York food regulations permit dried appUs
to contain up to 27 per cent, of water. New York
being the headquarters for dried apples, its standards

are regarded in the trade as safe. So when this 27

per cent, standard was permitted, the New York manu-
'

facturers pretty generall.v adopted it. As a matter of

fact, the limit ought to be about 22 per cent. But tho

New Yorkers went to making dried apples with 27 ptr

cent, water, and of course it looked good to them

;

selling 5 per cent, more water meant 5 per cent,

more easy i)rofits. The.v climbed on the bandwagon
and praised the food regulations—until.

That's the tragedy. It turned out that dried apples

with 27 per cent, of water would ferment as soon as

the weather got a bit warm. The result was that

New York dried apples, made up by the thrifty peoyile

who had sought to cash in that extra 5 per cent, of

water, spoiled wherever they went, the dried-apple

business of the State was given a black eye, and other

people got a lot of the trade.

Food standards may kick either way. unless they

are made by people who know what they're abo\it.

The troubles about the net-weight law have compelled

the inauguration of an elaborate, nation-wide study

of problems of standardizing weights and processes.

It is much easier in theory than in practice to make
ideal and workable laws.
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The Lean Years—By J. L. Sherard

JHOUGH stars blazed over his head, AUeu's
reflections were steei)ed in bitterness. Back
and forth he paced the short length of the
piazza, his mind traveling its circuit only
to come back to the starting-point

Sleepless and disturbed, Mollie rose and
tiptoed to the door. ''Allen, you're keeping
the baby awake," she warned. '"It is late.

Come in and go to bed."
' All right, dear," he called back. "I'll be in in a

minute. I'm puzzling about some things."

His minute was an hour. He sat motionless in the

rocker after that, and went over the entire situation

again.
The head of the firm, whose books he was keeping,

had that day announced a reduction of ten dollars a
month in his salary. A general process of retreu<:-h-

ment, it was exiTlained, was nec-es-sary to save the

credit of the firm. Business had been dull for months.
Four years before Allen had left the farm he

inherited from his father. He had wanted to move to

town where life would be easier and comforts and
pleasures show up more crwlitably on the daily bal-

ance. His wife had shared liis feeling of disUiste for

the country. Like him, she had ijeeu bred there and
had acquired that longini: for the city which exr»^r:-

en<-e alone can either justify or shatter.

The farm having Ijeen in a s^id stite oi'

neglect. Allen had l>een williuz enough to

give a five years' lease, at a small annual
rental, to Tom Mullen, who had worked
for him as a hii-ed hand. Then Allen

took a bookkeeper's position in a small
town and he and Mollie enjoyed the

change at first The only drawback was
that although the -salary was fair they
never quite managed to live on it.

Allen began to Iwrrow of the bank,
keeping the situation secret fi-om hLs

wife. He also denied himself in every
possible manner in order to give her lit-

tle pleasures and luxuries.

At length, however, the time came
when he had to meet his notes, and there

was but one recourse. It had been in-

evitable from the beginning, but Allen
had fought it desiJerately and silently

to the end. He gave in at last and
signed a mortgage covering Ms sixty-

acre farm.
"WeHl take a new start, though,

girlie!" he encouraged. '"RVll learn the

les.son of living and saving from others
who are doing better on less. Everything
will come out all right in the end."
Allen had often thought favorably of

selling the farm and using the proc-eeds

to begin business on his own account, but
he could never quite muster the courage
to take the risk. The little place was
rich in sentiment, and then, too, though
he got an inadequate rental, he clung to

it as a nest-egg hoarded up against a day
of possible misfortune.
An investigation among the clerks in

the store proved to him that other men
earning smaller salaries were living with
their families in apparent comfort, and
some of them had built from their sav-

ings modest cottages on the outskirts of
the town and were making the building
and loan associations help carry their

burdens. He studied the way to do this

and theu Mollie and he tried to apply
it to their own household. They tried

very hard but .saved nothing, and their

horizon of happiness became terribly

circumscribed. They had been reared in

a different atmosphere, and their habit
of life on the farm cried out against such
pitiless restriction.

Finally Allen found himself under the
humiliating necessity of negotiating
another loan on liis proi>erty. He con-

tinued the old subterfuge he had re-

sorted to in the beginning of his troubles.

He borrowed from Peter to pay Paul.
The last week in Septemljer came.

Mollie began to dr(M»p and .show .signs of

a breakdown. Tht-u the oldest child—there were three

children—was taken \vi\h .scarlet fever. Allen gave
up his job to help her uur.se tlie sick boy. \Nnien the
quarantine was lifted he returned to the office to find

another man at his desk and his job lost.

He used sharp language to the manager and the
latter flew into a temper and blurted out, "Well, you've
lo.st your .snap and ginger. You're a uead one—a back
number. Get out I"

So that was the real reason ! Allen repressed a mad
impulse to strike the man In the face. He walked out
of the store, head erect and step firm, and strolled to

the little parked area in front of the court-hou.se
where the street loafers were accustomed to lounge
under the friendly .shade of a spreafling oak. The
place was de.serted. He .s;it down on the polished iron
bench to let his temjier r-ool.

A big, clean wind was blowing. The leaves were
red and gold upon the oak and two hy<lrangLi bushes
standing in the grass-plot rembided him of tho.se which
clustered about the porch of the old farmhouse. He
thouglit of harvest and teeming barns. As he dreamed
he became .suddenly
aware of the sheepish
gaze of Tom Mullen,
the boy to whom he
had leased the farm.
Allen felt instinctively
that he wa.s a mes.seu-
ger of new misfortune,
and he re.sented it

Illustrated By W. C. Nims

"What is it Tom?" he asked irritably.
"I got a proposition to make, sir," said the boy.

"Old Man Sttickey what died a short time ago left a
fine livery business, and his widow wants to sell out
It's a ehanc-e for me, and if—if I could get somebody
to take the farm for the i-est of the year I could buy
them hor.ses at a bargain and make a rich strike. It's

a good business. I jes' dote on horses. It's what I've
alv.'ays wanted to do. You wouldn't lose a cent ; no,
you wouldn't : I g'arantee it, sir. I've got two fellers
figgerin' on it now."
Tom went on rapidly elaborating his plans. Allen

listened ; in his heart a hope, vague and shadowy at
first, had developed by quick stages into an earnest
conviction.
"Yon can't buy the stable business, Tom," Allen's

manner was gentle and considerate, but brimful of
doubt. "I understand that Mrs. Stuckey wants four
thousand dollars for it. spot cash."
For answer Tom drew a bank pas.s-book from his

inner coat pocket. He opened it and pointed to the
entries. "That's the profits I've taken out of the old
plac*—a thousand a year on an average."

'"Four thousand dollars !" Allen gasped.
"It'll average more'n a thousand now." Tom ex-

niMi'U'd. "It was poor and badly washed wlien I took

Allen pushed her gendy back among the pillows

it. Now it's in fair shai>e and gettin' Ix'tter every
year. There's the orchard I put out the first year

—

jes' ready to bear next -sea.son. I didn't mind makin'
improvements ljecau.se .vou give mo sucli liberal terms
in the lease. A man with a family, if lie knows liis

husine.ss, ought to lay uj) a thousand a year from now
on, barrin' ci'clones, hall-storms and earthquakes."

Allen searched his companion's face sharply. He
saw no trace of deceit there. "Tom, do you think I

could ui.-uiage the place? I've a hankering to go back."
"Bully for you!" was the sincere response! "Of

course yon can manage it. But I thought you was a
fixture here."

' The strings were cut this morning." Allen laughed.
"Give me the refasal of your lease. I'll manage the
le.s.sor. Saturday I'll give you a definite answer, and
if I can take the place we'll move out at onw."
He had made the time reservation on account of

Mollie. He was resolved to be frank and. putting aside
all false pride, lay the entire situation before licr. If
she did not care to i"eturn to the farm, he would make
other arrangements and- go- forward as best he could.
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But it was a splendid chance. They had proven them-
selves round-headed nails in square holes here in town.
He did not blame himself or Mollie or the city. It was
simply a case of misfit
Eager to close a trade, Tom insisted on taking Alien

out to the farm, to which the latter promptly agreed.
A telephone message, via a neighbor's wire, told Mollie
that he would not be home to dinner on account of
urgent business in the country.
The drive to the farm behmd Tom's spirited bays set

Allen's blood tingling like old wine. He had worked
almost without a vacation for four years, and in all
th;>t time, with the exception of a day or two every
summer, the country with its allurements had re-
mained js a clo.sed book.
Tom had, indeed, done wonders with the old place.

Well-ordered fields, pleasing to the eye in their regu-
larity, had supplanted the ill-cultivated and gully-
washed lands that Allen knew of old. The young
farmer conducted his landlord over the thriving farm,
exijlaining in detail how he had distributed the field
crops to best advantage and emphasizing the possi-
bilities of truck-growing for the eastern markets. In
common with many of his neighbors, Tom had been
highly successful in the spring with early asparagus.
Profits hail Ijeen large. Then, too, there was the peach

industry just started, to which experts
declared the ridge of high land running
ill a narrow strip across two coimties
was ix'culiarly well adapted.
The more Allen learned of the farm

and its possibilities, the more enthusi-
.-istic he grew. He caught himself won-
dering more than once whether it were
possible that Tom was laying some trap
for him, skilfully baited. But no, it

could not be, for he could see enough
with his own eyes to form a pretty fair
opinion of the farm's potential resources.
The practical difficulty in the way of a
trade was his lack of funds. He con-
fes.sed the situation shamefacedly.

"That's all right," Tom replied. "You
can take over the stock, tools and all the
rest, and I'll carry your note imtil sum-
mer and allow you some money besides
for ruuniii' expenses."
Allen stammered his thanks, and the

agreement was made tentiitively.

Before starting home Allen' filled a
large basket with autumn flowers to take
to Mollie, goldenrod, asters, cosmos and
lusty thistles. In the neck of the woods
beyond the creek he gathered bright
leaves.

Wheu he entered the bleak, unlovely
cottage he called home, he found Mollie
lying down.
"You didn't know I was going to be

l:iid up," she smiled weakly into his face.
Don't blame yourself. It is nothing,
ril be all right by morning. Now, sit

down beside me," she said "and tell me
where you've been and what you've been
doing."

Alien stirred uneasily. She looked so
pale and listless he was afraid to pro-
ceed. But in a moment the memory of
all that he had suffered in the past four
years swept over him and he unburdened
his heart freely and frankly to the
woman he loved and with whom he
should hav€ shared his trials in the be-
ginning.
When he had finished a brighter and

fresher expression, the flame of hope re-

kindled, lit up her face, and she sat up.
"Oh, how I'd like to go nutting!" she

cried.

Allen pushed her gently back among
the pillows, and tiptoed hurriedly out of
the room. In a moment he returned,
dragging the hamper. He pulled off his

coat and began remo\iug its fragi-ant
c.U'go, piling the mass alwut her with no
regard to artistic effect. "I've brought
some of the woods and fields back to

you." he .said.

Allen surveyed his work with the
pride of a master. A sweet odor filled the rcMjm.

"You h.iven't told me yet what you think of Tom's
proposition," he .*iaid iiwiuiringly.

"Tel! Tom we'll come." Mollie cried between laugh-
ter and tears, as Allen piled the brauches and blos-

.soms about her. My .>«)ul has stxirved long enough for

the dear old i)lace. We were foolish childi'en to leave
it—for this—for anything, but now we'll go back aud
liegin to live. Let's have early breakfast in the morn-
ing and start packing first thing."

"Of course it is a bad .season to go back on a farm,"
Allen regretted. "If summer instead of winter were
ahead of as—

"

"Never mind." Molly interrupted, "I've learned a
good many things in town alx)ut being social and I'll

make the winter hum with a Fancy Work Club and a
Housekeepers' Club, and a Book Club. We'll meet in

the schooihouse—

"

The door oiH>ned and in rushed three youngsters.

"Who wants to go nutting and sleighing and coasthig

and skating?" cried Allen, whirling them around
excitedlv. "Who wants to own his own fields and snow-

drifts?" "And his own
life," sighed Mollie,
rising and flinging the
cushions into order.
"No more loafing
alKuit on sofas for me.
If the farm gives me
back luy life I'll make
something of It"
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The Common-Sense Way
By Merle Hutchinson

THE Epworth League and Christian
Endeavor Societies are considering
at tliis time the value of .socia-

bUity, of chum.s, of co-operation. In the
California town of Moldovia there is ui

progress a fine example of co-operation.

There, as in most places, all sorts of

good works were going undone or half
done, and though there were several
churches, no one of them was strong
enough to support the hospital, the girls'

home, the playground or the other local

philanthropies needful for the town's wel-
fare. Now, stu'elj- the churches, already
organized, aiid organized for the ex-

press purpose of making the earth a
better place to live in, would naturally
be the sources from which such enter-
pl'ises should di'aw support. So they are,

in one sense, for the founders of almost
all the great charities, the beginners of

almost all the reforms, are people belong-
ing to sojue religious organization. The
people of Moldovia had seen the multipli-
cation of agencies for justice and for kind
deeds going on wherever a community
had awakened to its needs and its duties,

and it occurred to them that it would be
more economical, as well as friendly, to

have the churches take hold of these
matters together and promptly. So all

the denominations have joined to support
the various activities for the betterment
of the town. If there is any sudden call

for aid, if there is a fight to be made to

save a cause or kill a wrong, there, al-

ready banded, and used to working to-

gether, are all the church people of the
place, regardless of whether they reject
infant baptism or hold to a necessity for
bishops, prefer the prayer-book or the
prnyer-meeting.

Enlarge Your Platform

There must always be room for much
honest difference of opinion as to the
meaning of many passages in the Gospels,
but there has never been the least doubt
as to the command to love righteou.sness
and our neighbor as ourself. Here is a
platform wide enough to hold all the peo-
ple of any community. A good and
doubtless truly devoted officer of one of
our largest church organizations wrote
the other day, to an inquirer as to meth-
ods, that his denomination joined in the
topics of study outlined for the use of all

the Protestant denominations, save when
a missionary topic was assigned, in
which case the.v dealt strictly with the
missions supported by their own sect. It

is as though a little society preparing
comforts for the army in the field met
each month throughout the year to learn
just what the one regiment to which
their boxes went was doing, but re-

mained in cheerful ignorance of the
whole great war, and whither it was
tending, and whether the policy of its

leaders were wise or weak. When one
thinks of the weary centuries of dispute
and dissen.sion and cruelty through
which the world is slowly working its

way to justice, one echoes Sill's verse

:

'Tis not by guilt the onward sweep
Of Truth and Right. O Lord, we stay ;

'Tis by our follies that so long
We hold the earth from heaven away.

There will always be differences of
opinion in matters of belief, in matters
of policy, and certainly in matters of

taste. But we are at liberty to put the
emphasis where we choose, on the points
of agreement or on the points of disa-

greement. We begin to see, at last, after
untold suffering and loss, that it is better
to agree that our young people have safe
and right recreation, that our sick be
tended, that our criminals be made bet-

ter instead of worse, than that we win
oui" neighbor to our own particular
theory of life.

Working Together for Good

Co-operation as a general practice in
trade may seem impractical. At least it

is still far away. But co-operation among
those already banded together for right-
eousness is not only practical ; anything
else is monstrous and absurd. Now that
the bitterness of conscientious warfare
over tenets has died, it is surely often
some admixture of jealousy that keeps
the different sects from working to-

gether, rather than any profound
distrust in one another's belief. Co-opera-
tion whenever and wherever found in
business, in philanthropy, in government,
in .sports, means "always some sacrifice
of individual preferences or individual
gains. Increase of power is not to be
had without some jiersonal loss. That

must be faced at the outset, and, wheji
once faced, one comes to see that the
gain in friendliness, in sympathy, iu un-
der.standing, as well as iu accomplish-
ment, is far beyond any seeming loss to

the prestige of any organization.
ANTY

DRUDGE^

The Beginnings of the Nation
By Merle Hutchinson

"THERE is a close kinship between
the chronicles of the Israelites and

the chronicles of the Angles and Sax-
ons, the Teutons and Celts. Biblical
history' was written after the fashion of
all primitive narratives. The reader
finds himself instantly in the midst of
the story. There is little introduction
or explanation. Characters appear and
vanish, and what can be known about
many of them must be picked out by the
student and woven together afresh.
A .year and a month the horde of

homeless people dwelt in the plain before
Sinai. They had come there an unwieldy
mixed multitude. But wlien they took
up their march of perhaps a hundred
mUes to the land of Canaan, they set
forth in an established order.

A Year's Progress

They had kept the first anniversary of
the Passover, the feast that was to have
so great an effect on the solidarity of the
race. The other main feasts, those of

Pentecost and of the Tabernacles, had
been decreed.- .Judges had been ap- I

pointed, the priesthood established and
j

order of worship ordained. To the gov- !

ernors this year's work must have
i

seemed a triumph, and the land of prom-
!

ise indeed near.
|

But more than a year is needed to turn
slaves of a tropical land into fearless
warriors and hardy settlers. The plain
of Parau. "that great and terrible Wil-
derness," as Moses calls it, was too
stern for the mass of the people, in

whose memories the green valley of the
Nile was still fresh. The low. sparse
growth of the desert, the carefully treas-

ured water, the monotonous diet, made
them restless and discontented, till at
length, helped on by the riffraff of Egyp-
tians, the "mixed people," who had
followed in the train of the escaping
bondsmen, they broke into open mutiny.
The cry of the rebels is very childish
and withal very human. We can feel the
barren heat of the desert in the queru-
lous words, "We remember the fish we
did eat in Egypt freely, the cucumbers
and the melons and the onions." The
traveler to-day in Egypt brings home
these same pleasant memories!

The Seventy Elders

Before this menacing uprising of thoti-

sands of men and women little better iu
control and endurance than children, the
leader is for the first time discouraged.
They had moved off on this last stage of
theii' journey so proudly that it must have
seemed to him their dangers were nearly
past, but here wa^ a menace greater than
any oulrward foe, and the gravity of the
situation leads to a further step in the
organization of the nation. There are
already seventy judges. Now are chosen
seventy elders who are to be teachers,
prophets, as well as executive ofQcers. It

is with the ordaining of these seventy
that occurs one of the happiest and most
characteristic incidents in the career of
the lawgiver. Two of these elders had
been absent from the service by which
they were to be set apart and endowed
with the "spirit of Moses." But seeing
need of wise words in their part of the
unruly camp, they nevertheless spoke out
to the best of their ability, and spoke
with such power that the news of their
influence reached .Toshua. one of the
most devoted of the leader's helpers.
Full of anger at this uncanonical as-
sistance, he brought the news to his
master, crying, "Mv Lord Moses, forbid
them !"

Moses' reply has the splendid self-

forgetfulness and calm of George Fox
and John Woolman. It could have come
from the i>ages of either Quaker jour-
nal. "Enviest thou for my sake? Would
God that all the Lord's people were
prophets, and that the Lord would put
His spirit upon them."
A few months more of this hard and

anxious life, and they would be within
the lovely land of their fathers. So the
leaders believed. Little did they foresee
the heart-sickening disappointment be-
fore them, the dissension and disaster,
the forty long years of waiting and learn-
ing. But with such a spirit no disaster
could dismay, no disappointment crush,
Moses and "his young man Jcshua."

Mrs.Dairyifarm
—

"l declare, I

never saw anything like the

easy waj' I can wash all these

greasy milk pans. I used to

have to scald and scrub them.
But Fels-Naptha Soap just

makes the dirt disappear and
it's no work at all!"

Anty Drudge—"l told you sol

And no carrying heavy pails

of hot water either ! I guess
you're glad you took my ad-

vice."

With cool spring

water, Fels-Naptha

Soap, and no tire-

some scrubbing,

milk pans will shine

like new.

Fels-Naptha Soap

is just as good for

all housework. The

weekly wash will

beon the line in half

the time it used to

take, and you won't

be all tired out with

hard rubbing up

and down on a

washboard. The
clothes don't have

to be boiled, either,

because Fels-Nap-

tha Soap works

best in cool or luke-

warm water.

Just follow the directions on the

Red and Green Wrapper,

FelS & Co., Philadelphia

WW 7^1 ^ "jWyy lUf^ili^p W^-j*l lt.»y
l
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DEAR SISTER SUE—You are just

the same sunshiny girl as ever. I

can tell that from your letters, for

j ou declare you have the best pupils and
the best people anywhere. Better be care-

ful what you say. Remember, your big

sister thinks there is another country
school that is hard to beat. But I'm glad

you like yours, and there's no surer way
of finding out the goodness in people

than to be looking for it. and to be re-

flecting a good quantity of it yt)ur9elf.

You say you are worried about your
language work, that your pupils don't

seem interested in it. and that you are
surprised at the lack of spelling, punctua-
tion, capitalization and, most of all, in

the lack of clear expression of thought
that they show. Well, have you noticed
what you have been asking them to write
alM>ut? No person in the world can
write clearly unless they are trying to

exi)ress something they know about,
something which is a part of their ovm
life. Yet we expect our boys and girls

to write well on "The Rubber-Trees of
Africa" or "The Walls of China." We
deserve to get poor work when we use no
Ijetter judgment than this.

If we want good results in our lan-

guage work we must ask our pupils to

write about the things of their own lives

in which they are vitally interested, and
aI>out which they have something real to

sa,\-. I have had each pupil choose some
subject related to the farm or the farm
home, and we are going to make some
Language Booklets for our Farm and
Home Evening. We are going to talk

')ur subjects over with the people in the
district and township who are authori-
ties, look them up in books, farm bul-

letins and farm journals, and try some
e'^'periments of our own too.

These are some of the subjects that the
girls have choseu

:

"A Dinner for Thrashers," giving menu
and recipes in right amounts and show-
ing balanced ration.

"A Modern Farm Kitchen," telling labor-
saving devic-es used and cost of each,
size, arrangement of furniture, sanita-
tion, etc.

• Sweeping and Dusting." the right way
to do this, and reasons,

"How to Do Common Things," a series of
short compositions on washing dishes,

making beds, etc. This is for the pri-

mary children.

"Music in a Farm Home."
"Poultry-Raising for. Profit."

"^Vhat Is Good Bread?" taking up the
bread score-card and explaining the
points.

•'Why Fried Food Is Not Healthful."
"Getting Rid of Flies."

"Why I Sleep vrith Open Wlndowg."
"The Way I Keep My Room."

The boj'S, too, have some interesting
subjects

:

"My Experience with Pigs," by a boy
whose father gave him the "runts,"
and who succeeded In raising some
good pigs from them.

"The Plan of Crop-Rotation on Our
Farm." telling the rotation u.sed on
each field for the past five vears.

"The Growing of Alfalfa," selection of

Dainty Tatting Trimmings—By Mrs. M. S. Buell

We assure our readers
that these direc tions will

be easy to understand
and foUow. In case of
difficulty, however, Eva-
line Holbrook will be
very glad to supplement
them by further advice

Eldge of tatting asid crochet

.seed, method of preparing seed-bed,
time of .>ieedlng, etc. Value of the crop.

"How to Make Good Roads," being an
exiilanation of how to make the split-
log road-drag and use It

"Selecting, Storing and Testing Seed-
Corn."

"Feeding Beef-€attle."
'

"The Care of Horses."
"The Way I Trataed My Colts."
"The Kind of a Farmer I Expect to Be."
"How We Made Our School Grounds

Beautiful."

When we have studied hard on these
chosen subjects, each pupil will make a
Langviage Booklet. wTitten carefully and
illustrated with drawings and clippings.
Results of exi)erlmeuts will be given, and
a cover with an attractive and appi'oprl-
ate design will be made. These will not
be sent to printer or binder, but will re-
main our own handiwork as well as our
own bralnwork. We are only going to
make these Language Booklets once each
year, so we shall put our very best and
most enthusiastic work into them. We
want careful writing, punctuation and
all. But above these technical things wt*
are just going to get so interested In our
subjects and so full of them that ^^•e

shall really write something worth whUe,
Can't you have your pupils ti"y this

too? Then I will have some of our book-
lets mailed to you, and you can mail
some of yours to us, and so we can com-
pare our work and get new ideas. C>f

course we shall send them back again,
for the twys and girls wiU prize their
booklets and want to put them away to
keep. We are going to have some really
fine work, and I wish you could see how
Interested some of the fathers, hired men,
mothers, grandmothers and aunts are
getting because of the questions they ai-e

l5€tug asked along some of these lines.

They all know that school is interesting
the children in their every-day work.

I suppose you have heard of the Ore-
gon plan of school credit for home work.
I think I'll try that this winter. Work
just seems to be getting more interesting
every day, doesn't it? And aren't these
wonderful days to he walking home along
country roads with the tangling riot of
goldenrod and purple asters on the
banks?

From your big sister, Hele.n.

Vegetarian Suppers on the Farm—By Jessie v. K. Burchard

THE country seems the ideal place
for a vegetarian diet to be followed,
and at no time more so than in the

"fall of the year," when fruits and vege-
tables are in their glory. Peaches, pears,
apples, late blackberries, melons, sweet
corn, JJma beau.s, tomatoes, i>eppers. cu-

cumljers—who would not be satisfied to
live a long while on the.se delicious foods
exclu-sively ?

Some recipes for dishes named in the
menus follow, and doubtless the experi-
enced housekeeper can supplement them
with many more equally good.

Com Fritters—Select corn that is well
grown but tender; cut and scrape from
the cob the pulp of eight ears. To this

add a teaspoonful of salt, a little pepper,
the beaten yolks of two eggs and, last,

tlie %vhites beaten very light. Fry by
si)o(»nfuIs in a spider, browning the little

cakes nicely. These are delicious, but
art* made tough by the addition of milk
or flour.

Candied Sweet Potatoes are quickly
prepared by slicing cold boUed or baked
potatws half an inch thick and laying
the slices in a pau large enough to hold
them in a single layer. Spread the slices

with melted butter, sprinkle .sparingly

with sjilt and pepper and liberally with
sugar, and let bake in a moderate oven
till brown.

Cabbage-and-Green-PepF>er Salad is re-

freshing for a warm day, and l.s very
simple in construction. Chop cabbage
fine, add one fourth as much chopped
green pepper, moisten with French dress-
ing, and serve on lettu'-e-Ieaves very cold.

A little chopped parsley may be sprinkled
over each serving. The basy woman will

find it a help to make up a <iuart of
Fren<'h dressing at one time and keep in

the refrigerator, using as wanted. Fill

a quart lx)ttle two thirds full of good
ollve-oil, put in a tablespoonful of .salt,

a tablespoonful of sugar, half a tea.spoon-

ful of paprika, and fill up the bottle with
u good, mild vinegar. I like to a(l<l to my
dressing half a teasiioonfui each of cel-

ery-salt and onion-.salt, but the best way
Li for the Individual taste to be con-
sulted, and let each hoasewife make it

as her family likes it.

A recipe for Apple Sauce seems super-
fluous, and yet there are so many people
who make a task of this very simple and
healthful dish. The method I recom-
mend to your notice is to wash the apples
and cut them up, skin, seeds and all,

discarding only the decayed and Imper-
fect parts. Put them over the fire with
as little water as possible, according to
the juicine.ss of the apples, let them cook
slowly till tender, then pour into a sieve,

and use a potato-masher to force them
through. In a few minutes the pulp will

be in the dish below, while the skins
and seeds alone remain in the sieve.

Sweeten to taste, adding a very little

.salt, and nutmeg or cinnamon if liked.

Souffle Potatoes— Bake twice as many
potatoes as you need at dinner-time, cut
a thick slice from the top of tho.se you
wish to prepare in this way, scoop out
the inside, and wa.sh it thoroughly with
butter and cream, .salt and pepper, refill

the .skln.s, and .set away till supper-time,
when they are browned in a hot oven.

French-Baked Potatoes are like French-
fried, only done In the oven. Put enough
lard into a dripping-pan to make about
an inch in depth when melted, set in a
hot oven, and let it get very hot. Cut
potatoes into eighths lengthwLse, put
them Into the hot lard, and let them bake
till they are tender, stirring often ; drain
on soft paper, sprinkle with salt, and
.serve hot.

Deviled Tomatoes are excellent, and
make quite a substantial dish. Peel and
slice tomatoes, sprinkle with salt and
pepper, dredge with flour, and fry in but-

ter. Place on a hot platter, and pour
over this dressing. Four tablespoonfuls
of butter creamed with two table.spoon-

fuls of powdered sugar, one teaspoonful
of mustard, one quarter of a teaspoonful
of salt, a little cayenne and the yolk of

a hard-boiled egg; add one egg slightly

beaten and two tablespoonfuls of vine-

gar. Cook over hot water till it thickens,

.stirring all the time with a silver or

wooden spoon.

For 'Com and Green Peppers cut the
corn ofl: the cobs, scraping all the pulp off

the cobs, mix with half as much minced
green i)epi)ers, a good lump of butter aud

Corn Fritters Tomato Salad
Cottage Cheese Graham Bread

Peaches and Cream

Com .md Greeu Peppers in Casserolo
Souffle Potatoes Lottuce-and-Egg Salad

Baked Pours

Deviled Eggs Candied Sweet Potatoea
Cabbage-aud-Green-Pepper Salad
Apple Sauce Gingerbread

Stuffed Peppers Stewed Lima Beans
Cole-Slaw

Apple Float Cookies

Lima-Bean Salad
Pears

French-Buked Potatoes
Cookies

Fried Eggplant Potatoes au Oratin
Combination Salad

Baked Apples and ('ream

Deviled Tomatoes Potato Salad
Peach Shortcake

Corn Chowder Waldorf Salad
Bri'iul and Butter

Giugerbroad

Macaroni and CheoHc
Stuffpfl-Toniato Salad

Peach Pie

Cold Bake<l Bt?una, Sauce Tartare
Cucuinbcr-iind-Tomato Salad

Hot Vaitu Bread
Pea<rhes and Oreaoi

Siiocota.sh Hot Biscuit
Rfct Snlnd Cottage Cheese

Cookies

Sweet-P<»bito Puff • Cabbage Salad
.Si>ong*-Onke Penchos and Cream

.seasoning to taste; put into a c;is,serole,

cover, and bake in a moderate oven for
fifteen minutes, then take the cover off,

add a layer of buttered crumbs, and let

them brown. Serve from the casserole.

For Lima-Bean Salad u.-^e any cold
cooked Lima beans that are without milk
or any other dressing, add a little minced
onion and chopped greeu pepi>er if liked,

moisten with French dre.ssiug, and serve
on lettuce-leaves.

For Sauce Tartare to serve with cold
baked beans, stir into a cupfid of boiled
salad-dre.s.slng half a medium-sized
onion, two small sweet pickles, a few
sprigs of parsley and half a dozen olives,

all chopped fine.

Com Chowder is a very substanti.-il

dish and should be served on a cool

night. Put a large spoonful of bacon fat

Into a frying-pan. and when hot put in a
medium-sized onion cut into thin slices,

cook till soft and .vellow, add a pint of

water, and let simmer. Pare four or five

potatoes, slice thin, put in a pan, i)our

over them the water from the onions, add
more water if neces.sary, and cook till

potatoes are tender. Then add a pint of

green corn cut from the cob, a pint of

milk, and salt and pepper to taste. Mix
well, let it get very hot, stir in a spoonful

of butter, and serve.

To Make a Stuffed-Tomato Salad is a

good way to use left-over vegetables,

such as Jx>ans or peas, combined with cu-

cumlK-r. celery aud peppers, and mois-

tened with French or boiled dressing.

Fill into hollowed-out tomatoes, and top

each with a siwonful of dressing.

For Sweet-Potato Puff bake or boil the

potatoes, remove skins, and mash the

potatoes well, .seasoning with .salt, pepiwr
and a little sugar. Add butter, a little

thick cream, the l)eateu yolks of two eggs

(to a pint of potato) and, last, the

whites, beaten very light. Put Into a

buttered baking-dish, and bake in a mod-
erate oven till puffy and light brown.



Autumn Gowns, Stylish and Comfortable
Drawings by May Fairchild

No. 2387—Long-Sleeved
Waist: Large Armholes

34 to 50 bust. The price of this long-
sleeved waist pattern is ten cents

No. 238&—Six-Gored High-
Waisted Skirt

24to40waist. Width of skirt at bot-
tom in 24-inch waist, one and three-
fourths yards. This gown was es-

pecially designed for the stout
woman and has long lines that are
sure to be becoming to her. The
price of this pattern is ten cents

-Long-Shouldered
sian Coat

32 to 42 bust. Price of pattern, ten cents

No. 2367—Three-Piece Skirt: Plaits

in Front
22 to 34 waist. Width of skirt at bottom
in 24-inch waist, one and three-fourths
yards. Price of this pattern, ten cents

No. 2395
No. 23%

No. 2395— Long-Sleeved Waist:
Large Armholes

32 to 46 bust. Price of pattern, ten cents

No. 2396—Three-Piece Skirt: Plaits
at Back

22 to 36 waist. Width of skirt at bottom
in 24-inch waist, two yards. The price
of this three-piece skirt pattern is ten cents

2392—Waist with Double
Collar and Cuffs

32 to 46 bust. Price of pattern, ten cents

No. 2393—Three-Piece Skirt: Side
Closing

22 to 36 waist. Width of skirt at bottom
in 24-inch waist, one and three-fourths
yards. Price of this pattern, ten cents

No. 2347— Surplice Waist
with Single Rever

32 to 44 bust. The price of this

surplice waist pattern is ten cents

No. 2348—Two-Piece Draped
Skirt: Front Closing

22 to 34 waist. Width at bottom
in 24-inch waist, two and one-half
yards. If the elderly woman wants
an especially nice gown for dress oc-

casions this one is sure to prove
satisfactory. The price of this two-
piece draped skirt pattern is ten cents

Problems of the Amateur Dressmaker
Answered by Grace Margaret Gould

No. 2355—Three-Piece Skirt:

Foot Plaits

22 to 36 waist. Material for 24-

inch waist, three and one-eighth
yards of thirty-six-inch materia], or
two and one-eighth yards of fifty-

four-inch material. Width, one
and three-fourths yards. This skirt

may be made straight or caught in

with foot plaits. The price of this

three-piece skirt pattern is ten cents

What kind of a skirt can I

is unlined and has seams <

make from a long
iver the shoulders

cape
and

'pHERE will be plenty of material in
* youi" cape for a new skirt. I would
suggest pattern No. 23.55 for the skirt.

This model is made in three pieces : two
fronts and a wide back, the same number
as you have in the cape.
The right front is wider than the left

and has a deep hem on the edge. The
skirt has seams over the hips and a
broad, seamless back. There are eaught-
in foot plaits at the front. These plaits

are made after the skirt is finished and
give the fashionable drawn-in effect.

Buttons to trim the foot plaits and
hold them in place could be covered with
the tan cloth or made of brown velvet.

The skirt is quite narrow, measui-ing
only one and three-fourths yards at the
lower edge in the twenty-fo\ir-inch size.

If you care to do so, you can leave out

the platts, increasing the width at the

of tan ladies' cloth? It

an extra shoulder cape

bottom and making the skirt perfectly
plain. Should you decide on this style, I

would suggest your stitching the hem on
the edge of the right front and trimming
it with two groups of three fancy bsown
bone buttons, one at the knee and the
other at the lower edge.

In cutting out the skirt, place the pat-

tern of the front with its front or

straight edge several inches back from
the front edge of the cape and have it

come an inch or two up from the lower
edge of the cape. In this way you avoid
using in the skirt parts of the cape that

might be a bit worn.
Fold the back of the cape with the fold

directly in the center and place the back
of the skirt pattern with the edge marked
by triple crosses (XXX) on this fold. If

there is any fitting to be done take; in at

the seams over-.ithe hips very, carefully

Copyright, 1913, by The

1,

No. 2216— Buttbned-in-
Front Dress : Large Armholes
6 to 12 years. The quantity of

material required for medium size,

or 8 years, three and three-fourths
yards , of twenty-seven-inch mate-
rial, or two aiid seven-eighths yards
of thirty-six-inch material. This
pattern is especially good for a
school dress for fall, because the
waist is made with comfortable,
large armholes. The price of this pat-
tern for a little girl's dress is ten cents

I have a flaring seven-gored blue serge skirt,

dress from it for my six-year-old daughter.
Am anxious to make a school
What pattern can I use ?

piRST rip the center back seam of
^ your skirt and take off the belt. Then
press it well, and be sure to press the
creases that have been made by the plaits

in the back gores. I do not think you
need rip all the gores apart. You will be
able . to cut the dress out just as well if

the gores are together.
Use pattern No. 2216 for the dress. I

am selecting this because the skirt is cut
in gores. You would not be able to make
a .gathered or plaited skirt from the long
narrow gores in your skirt. This little

skirt is one of the new five-gored models.
The right side of the front is wide and
the left side of front and the side gores
are narrow. There is a box plait in back.

You should be able to cut the right

front of. the skirt, the sleeves and the
back of the waist from back gores of

skirt, which' are wide enough for them.

Crowell Publishing Compemy^

The fronts of waist, the left front, side
and back gores of skirt and collar will
fit nicely into the flaring lower sections
of the narrower gores. Perhaps you will
have to cut the belt on the cross of the
material, but that will not matter very
much. Lay it along the selvage edge of
one of the side gores and be sure that
it is straight on the material.

If you cannot cut a hem on the sMrt
from the pieces of material, cut off each
piece three eighths of an inch below line

of perforations indicated on pattern and
face skirt with pieces of serge cut fi-om
upper sections of front and side gores.
You can introduce a bright touch of

red or gi-een by scalloping the edges and
embroidering them as shown in the illus-

tration, or you could cut all the edges
straight and pipe them with plaid or
striped silk cut bias of the material.



A Kalamazoo

Blue

Print

Heating

Plans Fi

Save $25 to $75—

^

We Pay Freight-

Yon Get a Year's

Approval Test.
And you can install it yourself. Sara
all tinner's bills, asin^ our ffiui.ran
instructions, clear and full. Or
^t any handy man to do the
work. Our Free Book on Fur-
naces will surprise you with prx>of
that a King Furnace wiD heat
your home from cellar to garret
with big: saving in fuel and work.
Terms Cash or Easy Payments.
Write for Catalog No. 921 * We
make a fall line of Stores,
Ranges, Gas Stoves and Fur-,
naces. We have three catalogs'
—please ask for the one you want,

Kalamazoo Stove Co.
Afanufactarert

Kalam&zoo, Midi*
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A Whale-Hunt
The Story of a Boy, a Cannon and a Hay-Pitcher

—

In Two Parts

By D. F. Getchell

Illustrated by R. Emmett Owen

IT'S MIGHTY HANDY
for sharpening knives, tools, shears; for

oiling guns, sewing-machines, locks,

docks—there's a hundred uses for a

MOHCiDIL OUTFIT^
A dandy HOME OIL STONE and a curved-
spout OIL CAN—both given you with a
regular 25c bottle of HOME OIL (the best
oil by every test.)

If your dealer hasn't it. we will send you a
complete outfit, postage prepaid, for 25c,

Buffalo Specialty Co,
The LIQtnD VEKEER People, Boilalo, H. Y.

iSa^e Vbur Stove
Doable the life of your new stoves.

Make your old. cracked or warped etove«
almost as good as new. by putting in the
new. pliable, inexpensive

PLASTIC STOVE UMNG
Comes in soft bricks, can be cat, bent or pressed
into pince like patty. Hardens when fir© starts.

Hugs the iron tight. Ashes can't get back of
it. Outlasts iron linings. Saves fuel. Costs
only SI. 25 for 3bricks(9ize7H i6)enough forone
tov«. Delivered, prepaid by Parcel Posi. anrwhere in tfaa

United States east of Denver. Already used In 60.000 stoves.
Order from thic advertiaecsent. Mocer bade if not pleased.

RUSTIC STOVE IIIIIII6 CO ,1313 HI. 35Hi St., Chicago, III.

F

McCALL CLUB
McCALL'S MAGAZINE needs no en-

dorsement. It is easily worth 21,00 a

year, A single copy will often contain more
than one hundred pages, and it is handsomely
illustrated. It is a dependable fashion guide,

and each issue_contains from 50 to 60 of the

latest designs, some of which are illustrated

in colors, of the celebrated McCall patterns.

The leading fashion experts of the world

contribute to this magazine.

Farm and Fireside, 1 jeu, regular price 50c )

McCall's Magazine, 1 yta, reguUr price 50c f70 Cents

Farm and Fireside, Springfield, Ohio

rav:

Make Toar Boy Happy!
By glvlne him TV Boys' Magazine,
You could not give bim a ffreater
pleasure or a stroneer Uuluenca
fur good.

Walter Camp
edits The Boyn' Magazine. Each Is-
sue of this splendid magazine it

filled wtthclean, fascinatlnK^orles
and Instructive articles, all of in*
tense Interest to every live boy.
Also, each Issue contains depart-

ments devoted to The Boy Scouts of America, Electric-
ity. Mechanics. Athletics, Photo(n"aphy, Carpentry,
Stamps and Coins. A new, handsome cover In colors
each month. Beautifully Illustrated throughouL
SPECIAL OFPEHI For only ll.OO we wUI send you THE
BOVS' MAGAZINE for a whole year and a copy ot the
most useful book you ever read, "Fifty Ways for Boys
to Earn Money," and this Electric Engine. This engine
is cotui'lerablj larger tbao iilu>tritioQ. Bjoa 1,000 revoluiloQi
a luiouU on oae dry battery. Safe ; eaa; to oper«t«. A marrel
of mechsotoal and aciCQtitio loseouitj. S«ad to yovr nt>*ortp*
tloa lodar. It will hare ImcuedLate atteaiioa and Mit encui*
and book «ll) be forwarded to 70a at oaoe,
all traoaportatioQ cbarfea prepaid.

Satisfaction or
motirj refuQdtd,
Addreal

THE SCOTT p.

BEDFIEID CO.
1158 Main St.

Smetbport Pa.

THE BOYS'
MAGAZINE

tsoa laleatall u«wi'
•taoiXa at lOu a cop/

SunshineLamp
300CandlcPower
To Try in Your Own Home

Turns night into day. Gives better light
than gas. electricity or 18 ordinary
lamps at one-tenth the cost. A minia'
ture portable lighting plant for every
pnrpoae. .NIakee its nwn lieht from com-
mon gasoline. ABSOLrXELY SAFE.

COSTS ONE CENT A NIGHT
We want one person in each locality to
whom we can refer new customers. Take
a.irantaee of OUE SPECIAL FREE
TRIAL OFFER. AGESTS WANTED.

SUNSHINE SAFETY LAMP CO.
i%l F«ttorj Bldg. K«ns»j Cltj. Mo.

Agents—Portrait* 35c., Frame* 15c. Sheet
Pictures Ic. Stereoscopes 25c, Views Ic. 30 da.vs'

cre'lit. Samples and catalog free. Consolidated Portrait
Co.. Dept. 3M T. ICCT W. Adam^ Street, Chicago.

Part II.

THE men in all the boats stopped
rowing, as out of the water not
thirty feet from the Salmon Bluff

craft rose a black mass side on. The
details of what happened next differs in

the stories of the twenty excited onlook-

ers, but all agree that Captain Sam came
down on the percussion cap of the cannon
with his ready hammer. There was a
roar, and the cannon sprang back into

the bottom of the boat, almost knocking
the gunner overboard.
The whale gave one mad roll and then

sprang forward with a terrific plunge.
The Captain's craft was carried against
the nearest Onslow boat, smashing her
rival's oars and fowling her anchor-rope
hanging over the bow. Luckily, the Cap-
tain's careful arrangement of his coil of

roi)e served now to good pui'po.se, and the
line was jumping free of the tub in round
whirls as the great fish tore toward the~
upper bay.
But the harpoon-line was a very short

one. and Captain Sam immediately re-

alized that before he could get clear of
the Onslow boat the coil would be rvm

1
out. He also saw to his horror that some-
one had foolishly tied the free end of the
rope to a seat, and as a result in a mo-
ment the tangled boats would be whirled
awa.v and probably pulled under water.
He yelled to Uncle Jim to grab the

hatchet near him and cut the rope. Uncle
Jim seized the hatchet and made a blow
at the leaping rope, but the hatchet was

; instantly jerked out of his hand and
disappeared overboard, while he spun
around and almost fell into the water

i himself.
1 Bill was near him. Suddenly it flashed

[
into his mind that there was something
he must do. Drawing his keen-edged
jack-knife, he almost severed the rope
with one cut at the knot near the seat,

but before he could make a second slash

all the coU had run out. Both boats gave
a plunge, knocking everybody down, then
the weakened line broke where Bill had
slashed it and whipped out of sight, carry-

ing Uncle Jim's hat in the curling end.

It all happened in a moment. The
boats were huddled together, peacefully
rocking in the slowly growing ebb-tide.

Captain Sam spoke first. "Why didn't

you blame Onslow fellows keep out of my
way?" he yelled. "If it hadn't been for

you we'd be in tow of that whale right

now."
"If you and your fool cannon were in

Jericho we'd have scared that whale up
on the flat." was the angry rejoinder.

"By Ginger !" interposed Uncle Jim, "I

reckon the whole crowd of us ought to

take off our hats to Bill here for saving
us with that jack-knife of his, but then I

can't take off mv hat. as the whale did

j

that."

Uncle Jim's remark turned attention

I

to Bill and .served to keep the peace, but
i
Captain Sam was in a fighting mood. "I

I
don't see what you fellows are kicking

j

aboiit anyway," he went on. "I've scared
that whale up on your flats."

I

His remark might have led to further
recriminations had not young Bill, who
was thinking of nothing but the lost

whale, suddenly let out a loud yell.

All eyes turned in the direction he was
pointing and saw a foaming mass of
water not a hundred yards away bearing
straight down on the Salmon Bluff boat.
Captain Sam and Uncle Jim each

grabbed an oar, but the heavy boat gath-
ered way slowly, and to Bill's excited
nerves it seemed that the monster was
already upon them. But the Captain's
efforts were in time, and the whale .shot

lietween the two boats, leaving a bloody
wake that rolled over the gunwales. The
frantic creature was heading straight
for Allie's Out. and as soon as it came
to deep water its huge black tail shot up
twenty feet into the air, and the vast
body disappeared in a whirlijool.
That ended the whale-hnnt. Twice in

fifty years one of the mon.sters had been
secured when stranded on the flats, but
iiolx)dy had ever hunted and caught a
whale in Col>equid Bay. None of the
Salmon Bluff men, excepting Captain
Sam, much less any of the Onslow farm-
ers, had thought of actually catching a
live whale, and they were all ready to

give up the chase and go back to haying.
It is true that Captain Sam dared to

suggest that they follow the whale be-

yond the Out, but no Salmon Bluff
farmer could imagine himself looking for

a flj-ing whale in a bay twenty miles
wide. They were. In fact, well pleased
tnat the adventure had ended where it

had, and ploa-sed to think of the good
story tliev h.-id to tell. In a short time

all the boats were hm-rying homeward
to escape the swiftly increasing ebb.
But there was one person who, saying

very little, deeply sympathized with Cap-
tain Sam. BUI was woefully disappointed
at the disappearance of the whale, and
he kept his eyes glued to Allie's Gut,
imagining every wave in the millrace
now tearing through the Gut was the
whale's spout. Even when the farmers
were hard at work at their neglected hay-
ing he got the Captain's old telescope and
scanned the bay until the great yellow
flats lay bare and shining for miles. But
no sign of the whale did he see.

That night he slept but little, and
what sleep he did get was sadly dis-

turbed, as he lived over in his dreams
the excitement of the day. At four
o'clock the gray dawn crept into his win-
dow from across the bay and found him
wide awake. He glanced out and saw
the broad, smooth surface of the tide,

far run in the flood, shining in the cold
light. He dressed hastily, and slipping
quietly down-stairs got the telescope and
scanned the bay. Almost immediately
he gave a sudden exclamation and looked
again. A great, black bulk was slowly
drifting up stream a mile away.
A sudden determination seized him.

Running down to the creek, he stepped
into one of the heavy shad-boats which
were already afloat and was soon pulling
out of the channel of the creek.

It was hard work, for Bill was not
used to heavy oars, but he managed
to get past Big Flat into the swift
flood-tide and went whirling up toward
Onslow. He had been so busy with his
big boat that he had hardly realized
what he was doing, and he almost
wished he had not come, when he awoke
to the fact that he was alone in the mid-
dle of the great, silent bay. But the cui--

rent gave him no chanc-e to return, and
he got up and looked about for the
whale. There it was plain enough about
a mUe ahead, slowly drifting up-stream.
With difficulty he kept his heavy craft

headed for the black mass, but he pulled
until his hands were smarting with blis-

ters. It was now broad day, and the sun
was peeping over the Onslow hills. As
BUI glanced ahead he thought he heard
the sound of oars coming over the still

water. He glanced again with anxiety
and .saw a boat heading into the bay from
Onslow. He caught the rapid flashing of

the oars, and it dawned on him that some
early-rising farmers had spied the whale
and were hurrying to secure it.

Bill remembered something in the
"Cruise of the Cachelot" about a loose

whale belonging to the person who first

got hold of it. He bent to his oars in

frantic haste, although every stroke
made the tears stand in his -eyes %vith

the smarting of the .salt water in his

blisters. But he pulled away scarcely

daring to look ahead. Now he could

distinctly hear the quick "jog-jog" of the

oars against the row-locks in the Onslow
boat. He redoubled his efforts, and over

his .shoulder he could plainly .see the

black hulk of the whale on the waves.

Then he heard oars behind him, and
saw a boat shooting out from Salmon
Bluff around the end of Big Flat He
recognized Captain Sam's broad back as
that of one of the rowers. But they
were half a mile behind him. HastUy he
took a glance at the Onslow boat and
saw it was no farther from the whale
than he was and .shooting through the
water under the quick strokes of two
strong farmers.

In desperation the boy bent to his
seemingly hopeless task.' Suddenly he
heard ahead an angry oath and a rattle
of oars. He knew that something had
gone wrong in his rivals' boat, but, too
anxious even to look, he bent to his task
with renewed energy. Just as he felt

that he could make scarcely another
stroke his boat stopped with a yielding
motion, and he found her nosing along
the edge of a black, slippery mas.s. Not
fifty feet away an Onslow man was
standing in the stern of his boat and
wildly sculling with one oar, whUe his
companion was as frantically paddling
with a broken oar-blade.
Keeping an oar in his hand, the boy

sprang onto the broad flipper, or fin,

against which he had stopped. The boat
sprang back as he leaped, and BUI found
himself adrift on the upturned carcass
of the dead whale.

"Here, you feUows keep off," he yelled
at the Onslow men as they came along-
side, "this whale's mine!"

"I reckon, youngster, it'll be easy for
us to prove we got here as soon as j-ou
did," remarked one of them coolly as
they worked theii- boat along toward the
flipper.

But as they came up Bill, with a quick
thrust of his oar, sent them flying off

into the stream. "You won't get on
here," he yelled, for he felt that whUe
he was actually alone on the whale it

would be his.

"Say, young feller," angrUy shouted
the man with the broken oar, "don't you
do that again, or you're liable to get
hurt. We're goin' to take that whale
into Onslow, and don't you forget it."

"By Herons I not if I know it," a voice
broke in. Bill looked up and saw Cap-
tain Sam and Uncle Jim coming around
the whale's head. "By Herons I" went
on the excited Captain, "you fellows had
a lot to say about my old brass cannon,
but I reckon it did the trick. And what's
more. BUI here got on this whale first

and it's his, and that ends the matter."
So saying the Captain coolly climbed
onto the whale and signaled to three
other Bluff boats that were now hurry-
ing across the bay.
Some time later Mr. Messenger, Bill's

father, was exhibiting with mudi pride
to hLs business friends in New York the
following letter

:

Salmon Bluff, July 30, 1SS-.
Dear Dad :

Please find enclosed check for $200
made in my favor by Samuel Watson to
be plac-ed to my accoimt in savings bank.

Your loving son. Bill.

Bill found himself adrift

on the upturned carcass

of the dead whale
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Charming New Stules
Direct from NewYork

The Housewife's Letter-Box

Do You Need Help?
Have you been looking for a special recipe for years? Do you need any information on household
matters? And do you meet with little problems in the home that you wish someone would solve
for you—someone who has had a little more experience than you? Then, why not make use of

YOUR OWN department and ask the questions which have been troubling you? •This department
has proved that the spirit of helpfulness is abroad in the land, especially among the women of the

farm. That our readers have the mutual desire to help one another is evidenced by the large and
prompt response we have had to the questions which are printed here frequently. There is no pay-
ment made for contributions to these columns. All answers and inquiries should be addressed to

"The Housewife's Letter-Box," care of Farm and Fireside, Springfield, Ohio.
If an immediate answer is desired, it will be sent, provided a two-cent stamp is enclosed.

Questions Asked
Will someone tell me—
What kind of feathers, and how many,

to use in making a feather comforter,
also what kind of cloth for the covering?

Mrs. M. O., Texas.

How to cook summer kale, or bar-
cerole? M. H., Ohio.

How to cut a five-sided quilt-block pat-

tern? A Reader, Indiana.

How to cover a cotton felt mattress?
J. W. L., Nebraska.

The best way of cleaning dust and
smoke from chenille portieres?

Mrs. S. p. S., Connecticut.

How to remove butter-color stains

from a gingham apron or dress?
Mrs. M. K., New York.

How to make good vinegar without
cider? Mrs. M. D., Pennsylvania.

How to make pickles green after they
have been salted down, then soaked In

water, and vinegar added?
Mrs. C. M., Pennsylvania.

What causes chrysanthemums to rust?
Mrs. J. S. W., North Carolina.

How to pickle onions and have them
retala their natural color?

Subscriber, Massachusetts.

How to make the quilt-block known as
"Odd Fellows' Links"? Mrs. F. F., Ohio.

How to remove mildew from colored

wash dresses? Mrs. L. T., Ohio.

How to use Indian arrow and spear
tips la making something suitable for the
home? D. H. L. K., New York.

Will Mrs. J. C. M., Washington, who
contributed a recipe for cucumber pickles

that will not shrivel, state whether the
result would be the same if enough sugar
were added to make sweet pickles? I

have ti-ied several recipes with poor suc-

cess. They shrivel and are tough.
Mes. J. V. W., New York.

WUl someone please tell me how to

make lemon sauce for puddings, also

graham gems, and oblige?

Mrs. F. M. R., New Hampshire.

Questions Answered

For F. A. T., Wisconsin

—

Honey Jumbles—Two quarts of flour,

three tablespooufuls of melted lard, one

pint of honey, one-fourth pint of mo-
lasses, one and one-half level teaspoon-

fuls of soda, one level teaspoonful of salt,

one-fourth pint of water, one-half tea-

spoonful of vanilla.

Oberlm Honey Cookies—Thi-ee tea-

spoonfuls of soda dissolved in two
cupfuls of warm honey, one cupful of

shortening containing salt, two teaspoon-

fuls of ginger, one cupful of hot water

and flour suflacient to roll.

Honey Tea-Cake—One cupful of honey,

one-half cupful of sour cream, two eggs,

one-half cupful of butter, two cupfuls of

flour, scant one-half teaspoonful of soda

and one teaspoonful of cream of tartar.

Bake thirty minutes in a moderate oven.

Mrs. Barber's Honey Cookies—One
large teacupful of honey. One egg broken
into the cup the honey was measured in,

then two large spoonfuls of som- milk,

and fiU the cup with butter or good beef

dripping. Put in one teaspoonftd of soda

and flour to make a soft dough. Bake in

a moderate oven a light brown.
Honey Fruit Cake—Take one and one-

half cupfuls of honey, two-thirds cupful

of butter, one-half cupful of sweet mUk,
three eggs well beaten, three cupfuls of

flora-, two teaspoonfuls of baking-powder,

two cupfuls of raisins, one teaspoonful

each of cloves and cinnamon.
Mrs. Mtnnlnk's Soft Honey Cake—^Put

scant teaspoonful of soda in teacup, pom-

five tablespooufuls of hot water on the

soda, then fill the cup with extracted

honey. Take one-half cupful of butter

and one egg, and beat together ; add two
cupfuls of flour and one teaspoonful of

ginger; stir all together, and bake In a
: very slow oven.

Honey Cake—One quart of extracted
honey, one-half pint of sugar, one-half
pint of melted butter, one teaspoonful of
soda dissolved in one-half teacupful of
warm water, one half of a nutmeg and
one teaspoonful of ginger. Mix these
ingi-edients, and then work In flour, and
roll. Cut in thin cakes, and bake on but-
tered tins in a quick oven.

F. M. W., Pennsylvania.

If Mrs. J. M. W., Ohio, wUl send her
name and address to the Housewife's
Club, she will receive directions for mak-
ing portieres of beads and paper.

How to Clean a New Soapstone Grid-
dle, for Mrs. B. B. R., Pennsylvania

—

Rub hard with salt, let it heat slowly ; If

it still sticks it is not hot enough. A
soapstone griddle reqrures a very hot fire.

You will need no grease, and grease will
spoil it. Mrs. J. W. H., Michigan.

Will the lady who contributed the oak-
leaf design in cross-stitch send her name
and address to Mrs. Anthony Fisher,
Lakeville, Ohio?

Subscriber, Taunton, Massachusetts

—

If you will send to the United States
Department of Agriculture, Washington,
D. C, and ask for Farmers' Bulletin No.
359 on the canning of vegetables, we
believe you wUl get better help than you
can get through the Letter-Box.

How to Prevent Paint Flaking OfT
Inside Window-Sash, for N. R., Con-
necticut—Clean off all paint, grease or
dirt, using sandpaper ; then use two or
three coats of good paint, which must be
thin, letting a week elapse between each
coat. W. K., Canada.

If Mrs. M. A. D., Iowa, will send in
her full name and addre.ss, directions for
knitting a child's sweater will be mailed
to her.

Spanish Pork-Chops, for Miss M. M.,
Michigan—Put two pounds of pork-chops
into a baking-pan with one cupful of hot
water. Place in a hot oven, and bake
one-half hour, basting often. Then take
out, sprinkle with salt and pepper, and
cover with one pound of onions, sliced
thin. Bake fifteen minutes, then cover
with one-half can of tomatoes, and bake
again for twenty minutes. Put meat and
vegetables on heated platter, pour gravy
around meat, and serve at once.

Mrs. B. H. S., Ohio.

Baked Beans, for Miss M. M., Michi-
gan—Four cupfuls of white beans cooked
vmtil the skins crack. Drain, and put in
bean-pot or baking-pan, and add one
pound of salt pork cut in cubes, two
tablespooufuls of baking molasses, salt

and pepper, and water to nearly cover.
Bake three hours or more.

Mrs. B. H. S., Ohio.

Southern Com Pone, for Mrs. E. B. K.,
Pennsylvania—One cupful of white corn-
meal, one teaspoonful of salt, one table-
spoonful of lard, enough boiling water to
moisten meal, two tablespooufuls of cold
sweet milk and one tablespoonful of
sugar. Stir all together, beat in two
eggs, and add two teaspoonfuls of bak-
ing-powder. Have buttered pan very
hot, and bake in quick oven twenty-five
minutes. Mks. B. H. S., Ohio.

Southern Beaten Biscuit, for Mrs. E.

E. K., Pennsylvania—One pint of flour,

one rounding tablespoonful of lard, one-
half teasiwonful of salt and one-half
cupful of milk or water. Put lard and
salt into sifted floui-, blend thoroughly,
and add liqidd ; the dough should be
thick add stiff. Knead uutU it blisters,

roll as thin as possible, prick with fork
and bake in quick oven.

Mrs. B. H. S., Ohio.

If Mrs. D. A. K., Michigan, will send
her name and address to the Fireside
Department she will receive designs for

making quilt-blocks of the letters R
and G.

If Mrs. C. M., Illinois, will send her
name and address to Mrs. J. H. Parsons,
R. D. 2, Qumn, South Dakota, she will

receive a block of the Swastika quilt.

DELIVERED FREE AT THESE LOW PRICES
Just to give you some idea of the matchless prices and the splendid values our

Big New342-Pag-e Fashion Book contains, we show several exceptional offerings on seasonable
fall and winter apparel. You can order them direct from this advertisement as we guarantee they will
please you or money back. You take no risk. We save you from 15 to 50 per cent of usual retail prices
when you bay from us. Write for this Big Free Book today— eee for yourself the money you can save.

39c
Prepaid

No. 24B20O4 -Women's
Embroidwed Tailored Waist. An unbeard
of value 6uch as only can be secared
through the Charles Wilh'am Stores.
Front is beautifully embroidered in a
raised stitched Qoral pattern, appearing
in panel effect, under which the closing
is beautifnlly constructed, outlined by
roses in spray and sprig pattern. Gibsoo
pleats over tthoulders gives the impres-
Bion of breadth eo desirable in the tailor-
ed waist. Military co liar and cnSe
are neatly pin tucked. Sizes 32
to 44 bast measure. State size. JjTfC
Prepaid price www

No. SBI003 — Wotnen*s AII-
Wool Balkan BaHed Sweater. Here is a
miaraniecd all-vrool sweater at less than
ia often asked for cotton mixed ear-
nients. Look iit the fine style of this
sweater, with iis strictly ribbed etitcb,
smart, turn back cuffs, pateh pockets,
jaunty, turnover collar and tie, all in
contrastinff colors, giving a fine diessy
effect. Bay this attractive model and
feel the satisfaction of havilis the cor-
rect style for Full and Winter. Sizes, 34
to 44 bust. ColoiB; Red, navy ^ % f%0
biue trim; navy blue redjTll.Slft
trim. Stateeize, Prepaid.."*"*"*'

No, 24B2003 — Women's
Smart Tailored Outing Waist. Excellent
quality striped flannel. Et^pecially suit-
ed for early Fall wear. This waist has
the natty roll collar and shoulder yoke,
the mannish Bet-in sleeves with their
tailored cuffs, and other new Btyl«
details that will appeal to every womana
Yoke le laced in front, effecting a pretty
and chic trimming. Will wear well and
launder splendidly, thereby insuring Ions
service. Sizes 32 to 44 inches bust
measure. Actually sold by 7C*k
other hoDses at SI.25. State A ZjC
size. Our price prepaid .

Mammoih Stifle
Write a Postaf Todau
For This Big
Monei/ Saver

SPECIAL
OFFER Jij

TO
YOU

No. 9B1004— Wom-
en's Fancy Mixture
Suit. In a very nobby
white stripe pattern.on
dark back ground. Coat
18 single breasted, very
natty model; in back, on
the cuffs and atthefr—i*;^

stripe material is reversed,
producing a smart effect. All
buttons trimmed with same
material. Coat islined with
yarn dyed satin, shields be-
ing satin covered. The
6kirt is in the latest
draped style, one (f'
Hew York's most i e-
c e n t models, bei ag
fashionably slendftr.
and molding its?If
perfectly to the lines
of the figure.

A stylish and becom-
ing suit in. bl ac k-
blue, or brown \v ith
v%hite stripe. State color.

No.23B3001^ I

A Neatly Rtting U
BrassiereoffMus* \
lin. One which ,

.

will wear, feel and \\
)ook well. Yokepor-\\
tion shows an em- \*

broidery insert. Neck \and arm holes lacey
edged, underarms rein-

Y

forced. Skirt hook. V;!-. ,

This brassiere will give --^
real satisfaction, bizes 32

|

>

to 44 inches bnst meas- r|
nre. State size. Pre-
paid price

^eachiOc

You will
be s u r-
prised with
thiswonder-
ful value.
Sizes 32 to 44
bust meas-
ure. State
size. Pre-
paid Price

Post-
pa \ d
No. 24B2005 — Li 1 1 I e

Girl's Dress of Washable Galatea.
Here's ectnethinii for mothers who
want durable, washable, pretty
materials, becomingly made up-
Neck and wide belt are made of
lincne in contrastins" biue shade.
Tlie novel outline of waist portion
and linene covered button trim-
ming", gjves a front cloEicg effect
that is very pleasing. Drrtis closes
in back, invisibly. Kilted skirt is
finished with wide hem can OCabe raadiiy altered. Sizes 6 o3C
to 14 yrs Prepaid price

No.
24B20O2.
Women's and Misses*
Stylish One-piece Velvet
Corduroy Dress. In rich,
Instrous brown or deep
navy blue. Hns emartcon-
trasting V-yolie, pretty

^

turnover col.ar, and deep
turnback cuffs of white j

velvet corduroy. White J
corduroy covered but- /

tons. Dress closes down,
front with books and /

eyes. The waist line is
[piped w i th
[

white corda- \

roy. Fits the
figure superb-
ly, skirt por-
tion falling in
Riender, grace-
f n 1 lines.
Every woman who

i

knows dress value
will find here a bi?
bargain. Sizes 14
to20 yra.and 32 to I

85c

^ bust.,^or price
jfrepaid
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FREE-342Page StyBe BookB20
Full of bargains on everything your family wears—under garments,]
outer garments, lingerie, hats, shoes—for men, women and childreii.

|Stunning styles from the fashion centersof the world; wonderful values; 1

astonishingly low prices. Yon will be pleat-ed to have it. A postal
brings it, postpaid. Be eure to writ© for Style Book B —gO

98 cents

6 YEAR
GUARANTEE

RaiBroad Watch
To odvertiBe onr basinesa, make new friends and itHrodace our catalogufl

of Elgin Watches ire will send this elegant Railroad nxtch by mail postpaid

for ONLY 98 CENTS. GeDtlemen'a size, fall nickel stlTer plated

case, locorootivf on dia), Jeyer escapement, stem wind and stem set. a perfect

timek c-tpc r ami fnUv guaj-anteed for 5 jeare. Send tliie advertiBement to u3

T»ith 98 CENTS and watch -wUl be Bent by return mail postpaid.

Satisfaction guaraDlKpd or money refunded. Send 98o today. Address

R. E. CHALMERS & CO., 538 So. Dearborn St., CHICAGO.

5 Year

Guarantee

9 8. CENTS POST PAID
To advertise oar bueinesfl, make new friends and introduce our big cataloguo

of ElpiD watches we will send this elegant watch postpaid for only 88 cents.
Gent's size, high grade gold plate fiuiBb, lever escapement, etam wind and
etem set, accnrata time keeper, fnUy Cuaranleod for 5 Yoars« Send 93

cents today and watch will be sent by return mail. Satisfaction puaranteed or
money rofonded. ARNOLD WATCH CO., DopU 968. CHICAGO. lU.^

DONT PAY TWO PRICES
SAVE HALF YOUR MONEY
Why not have the best when you can hny them
at such low, unheard-of Factory Prices?

HOOSIER
RANGES AND HEATERS

Are heavily made of the lilghest grade, se-'

.Jected material, beantlfnlly flnlehed wim
llmprovementsthatftbeolately BarpaeaasytlilBS
lever produced. The Beet In the World. Guar-'
anteedCor Years by a Two lUlUon DollarBond

i^No matter where yon lire yon can try a
_„sier in your own home 30 days without a
penny's expense lo yon. "Yon can saveenonSn'
n a single Hoosier Stove lo buy your Winters
nei." SEIIDTOMYtorLABGEmEQBiUjlM«rSICES^

loosier Stove Factory, 126 State SL, Marion, Ind.
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HAV'E the whole family' study your

Kalamazoo stove. FoUov? the plan

of 250,000 other stove buyers all over

the country who have been their own
salesmen. They didn't ask anybody else to

help them make up their minds. They sent

for a KALAMAZOO catalog. picked out the

stove they liked and tried it—found that it

did everything they expected and more.

They bought direct from the factor}'.

Yourself

Why not be your own salesman? A store of more than

400 designs of stoves comes right into your home, and you
can look them all over and pick just the one to meet your
own taste and needs without the bother or haste. The
Kalamazoo catalog shows you 400 stoves.

Get the Factory Price ^^^^ ^^^^ These 400 Styles of Stoves
that Tir>a C !l/-\TTr in K<»

HowWould You Like to Save $25

to $75 on That New Furnace?

Vou can. We'll

prove it. T.he Kal-

amazoo Furnace is

built as perfectly as

the stoves. You
can install it your-

self if you wish. It's

very simple. We
furnish everything.

W^e tell you how.

So you save on the

cost of the furnace.

You save on instal-

lation expense. If

you want the furnace catalog put a cross in

the square on the coupon.

a You Are Able to Choose
C -XT 1£ your own home

^^tOr I OUrSelr just the style of

• ^tove that meets your own needs.

I
^^Throw away that old stove and see how

I ^much real satisfaction there is in cooking

Iir , on one of our beautiful modern ranges.
Kalamazoo 41 t .

• u j j c

(Stove Co., Mfr« '^^^'^ ^^^y drudgery from

Kalamazoo, Mich. kitchen, making your work

I ,„ , # there a real pleasure,
rlease send me ^ „ , f,

f^„„ „^ • J % But whether it is a range,

I
tree, postage paid,

, ^
° '

your big catalog No. V ^
^"^^-f

^

183, with full particulars want, do not fail to get

|of the 30 days' trial, 360 \j3ur catalog before
days' approval test, easy pay- ^making a pur-

•mcnt plan. ^ chase. In order

^not to forget
,^ame ^^it get at

We Pay the Freight
What happens when you buy direct from

the Kalamazoo factory? At one move you
save yourself money. You pay no one to

choose a stove for you. You are indepen-
dent. You get the reward that independence
always brings. You save anywhere from 35
up to $25, 335 or 340. These are not mere
assertions. These are facts. The proof is

in letters from our customers. Read these

letters. You'll find them in the big book of

stoves.

Our Free Trials Backed By Bank
Bond Guarantee

The word of the Kalamazoo Stove Com-
pany is good. We've sold over 250,000
stoves. Our customers are satisfied. We
believe this a wonderful record. And
yet—we don't say "buy the stove because
we claim it's O. K." We say "make the
stove prove its worth to you—for 30 days

—

in your home." And we back that offer

with a legally binding bank bond guarantee
of 3100,000.

Pay Us As Convenient
Pay cash if you like or pay a little at a

time. Our terms are what you would ar-

range. They are planned for your conve-

nience. You will approve of them.

We Ship the Same Day
your order comes in. That means quick arrival ofyour
stove or range. Our stock is large. Our manufacturing

facilities are immense. No matter how fast the orders

come, we're never out of the style you want. Kalama-
zoo stoves are made in 400 styles and sizes. The fact

that we are always well stocked in all of them shows

the magnitude of our business.

that we show in the big

Kalamazoo Stove Book.
Even if you're determined

to buy elsewhere it will do
no harm to find out how
stoves are made. You'll

learn the good points and
bad points of stove making.
This text book of stoves

is free. You are under no
obligations in sending for

it. We want everj^bodv

to know stoves. Because
the more people know-

about stoves the more
Kalamazoos are bought,

zoo now you wi
If you don't buy a Kalama-

in the future.

FREE
Here is a chance to save

many dollars on a stove pur-
chase. Send a postal if you
wish. Or the coupon is con-

venient to use— and saves

time. Mail it.

Get the big
Kalamazoo
book. Study

ourplan. Read
our offer. What docs

360 days' approval
test mean? We will

tell you. What is the

Kalamazoo ?100,000
Bank Bond Guaran-
tee.' We'll explain

that too. And you'll see the pictures showing ever)'

detail of the Kalamazoo Stoves.

Write to us—mail a letter today. Ask for Catalog

No. 183.

Kalamsrzoo Stove Co., Mfrs., Kalamazoo, Mich.

We makt'.a full line of Stnvu, Rangta, 0<m Sfoi e« and Vnri\aoa.

n> »ini'»' thrc- calaUmt. I'Iraae ask for tlif nne ijnu want.

Kalamazoo
Queen Range

I

I

St. No. or Route

Town ; State.

act

^once.

r-|Put a cro8» in this square and
•—

' we'll send Furnace Caulog, too. Gas Stoves

Mail the!

Coupon
Today

Direct to You

I

i

And

'\ Stoves
Too

y






